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AsGeticism in Missions*

BY F. F. ELLINWOOD, D.D., NEW YORK.

^T is a sign of progress in the work of missions that it has

^ awakened a surprising amount of discussion as to ways and

means. It is no longer looked upon as a harmless scheme of a few

visionary people; it is marshalling the great forces of the Christian

church. Accordingly, it finds a conspicuous place in the monthly

magazine and the daily newspaper, and even in the oflBcial corres-

pondence of statesmen and diplomatists. It has not only stirred up

the old Oriental systems of error,—it has attracted the attention of

infidel writers in Christian lands and called forth their efforts to

thwart its purposes and prevent its success. And it has awakened

still another class of critics who have no special interest in the

subject further than that it affords topics for speculation or ridicule.

Particular attention has been given to questions of economy aud to

romantic ideals of what a missionary ought to be. It would be

difficult to say why it is that the idea of self-immolation has always

been somehow connected with this particular enterprise,—why oue

who enters upon it should be supposed to be indifferent to comfort

aud to all those things which nine-tenths of the activities of mankind

are busied with seeking.

There is not the same idea in the popular estimate of the

ministry at home, though that als3 abandons the pursuit of wealth

and seeks as a life work the moral aud spiritual edification of men.

It is understood that the average pastor ought to be at least

comfortable, and no congregation is quite willing to allow any

special degree of hardship or privation on the parr, of its minister.

Oftentimes there is a degree of care which amounts to coddling.

This is supposed to be generous and praiseworthy.

* ileprinled from The Missionary Review.
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But with the foreign missionary it is very different. He for-

sakes home and friends and fatherland. He renounces all prospect

of gain beyond his bare support, casts in his lot with poor and

despised races of men, submits to the influence of unfriendly climates

for his work's sake. But this is not deemed sufficient. The more

barren his lot of all comfort, the greater the degree of self-denial

and privation that can be encountered, the better. What he has

really undertaken is to carry the Gospel to the destitute, and so to

live as to secure the longest, fullest and most complete career of

usefulness along that line. But this is not the view of the malcon-

tents. They regard him as a spectacle, an ascetic, an object lesson

in self-denial. It is not so much what he does, as what he suffers.

The chief end is the impression which he makes on men's minds by

his self-mortification. Such is the logic of Canon Taylor's teachings

and of U. S. Minister Denby's recent ofl&cial despatch on the death

of Rev. J. Fisher Crossette. Mr. Crossetfce, once a most useful and

devoted missionary, had for a long time been laboring under seridus

mental aberration. He suffered the lashings of a morbid conscience

and took upon himself a degree of privation which no civilized man
ought to assume, and by which his life was doubtless brought

to an untimely end. His sincerity and devotion to suffering

humanity were worthy of all praise, but there are scores of mission-

aries in China whose real usefulness has excelled his fifty fold,

but who call forth no special tributes, because lacking that morbid

element which always impresses the uninformed and sympathetic.

The fact that he drew no regular salary, "taught no creed and did

not strive to proselyte "—though this is an error—but fed perishing

beggars, sharing with them his last crust, this is the ideal.

Is it then more important to feed here and there a poor beggar

than to establish Christian churches, schools, colleges and hospitals,

and to proclaim to an entire nation those great principles which

bring all reforms and all benevolence in their train ?

A few weeks since a farewell reception was given in New York

to a veteran missionary and his wife just returning to Japan, where

many years ago they had the honor of being the very first Protestant

missionaries to that empire. They had watched the progress of the

whole marvellous work wrought in that land, and had had a large

part in it from first to last.

This able missionary, Dr. J. C. Hepburn, had given to Japan a

massive and complete dictionary, which did more than almost any

other one thing to open up cotninunication between the Japanese and

the English-speaking world. He had accomplished much also in

Bible translation, thus helping to place the Scriptures in the hands of

all the people. Mureover, he had constantly maintained a dispen-
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sary, and in his medical work alone had done a work worthy of a

life-time. He had maintained a high spiritual influence over the

lowliest, whom he was always ready to succor, while at the same

time winning the esteem of all the better classes, both native and

foreign. How had all this been accomplished ? Simply by a rare

combination <Jf piety and common sense. Simply by living plainly,

but comfortably, and in such a way as to make the most of his life

and labor for the glory of the Master and the lasting good of

the people.

He had refused offers of educational service under the govern-

ment, which would have increased his small salary many fold. He
had resisted the temptations to engage in a general medical practice,

which might have secured a fortune, but he had been no ascetic; he

had taught and exemplified, not a morbid, but a healthy Christianity,

just precisely that which was needed to regenerate Japan. Would
the supporters of missions have had it otherwise ? Would they have

preferred a cloistered ascetic, fed only from his beggar's bowl ?

Canon Taylor has found his ideal in a half-dozen unsalaried

missionaries from Oxford who are laboring in Calcutta. Sir W.
W. Hunter has also accorded to them the highest praise, as

models.

They are, no doubt, under the influence of a most sincere piety,

and we cherish only the most thorough respect for their self-deny-

ing devotion ; but how many such men is the worldly and easy-

going church of this age likely to produce ? Has the Christianity of

proud and wealthy Britain any fair prospect of impressing itself

deeply upon the Indian Empire by delegating here and there a

handful of men to perform a duty which the whole church should

unite in performing ?

It may be true, as both Canon Taylor and Sir W. W. Hunter

assert, that such persons represent the common idea which Hindus

associate with the religious life, but one might suppose that asceti-

cism, with all its forms of self-mortification, had been tried long

enough in India and throughout the East. What have the tens

of thousands of Indian saints and mendicants ever accomplished ?

The moral and religious life of the nation has gone to corruption

and decay in spite of hoards of beggars and fakirs. We must take

issue with all such ideas of missionary methods.

We may go still farther and ask what has been the result

of those many historic instances in which the church has, in fact,

copied the asceticism of the East ? What have the monasteries of

Sinai and of Lebanon done for the regeneration of the Holy Land ?

What did a celebate and cloistered priesthood accomplish for Mexico

through three hundred years of undisputed sway ?
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That the example of the Calcutta brothei'hood, so far as it

promotes consecration of spirit, will be useful, no one will question
j

bub that India, or any country, is to be reclaimed by such agenciesy

is more than doubtful. There is need of a healthy and aggressive

movement which shall subsidize the gifts and prayers and efforts of

the whole church. Not the touch of a small separated class, but the

spiritual sympathy and life of all Christendom must be applied to

the dead faiths and effete civilizations of the East. Asceticism

would fail. As well might the old prophet have attempted to raise

the dead child with the tip of his finger, instead of overlaying him

with his whole pulsing life, mouth to mouth, hand to hand, and

heart to heart.

If the church is to exchange her own regular methods for any

other agency, let it be the armies of the Young Men's Christian

Associations. Let there be fellowship and activity and the massed

influence of numbers. Let there be a constituency at home that is

abreast with the representatives at the front, and therefore in the

fullest sympathy with them.

But, while welcoming every agency and means of good, the

church cannot lay aside or delegate to others her own direct work for

the evangelization of the world. It is acknowledged by all that the

success thus far accomplished in the modern missionary movement
has been the work of the regular organized missionary agencies. The
great Christian denominations have sent forth chosen representatives,

as Barnabas and Saul were sent from Antioch. Guided by the

providence of God, in the choice of fields, they have raised the com-

mon standard of the cross in many lands, till already the headlands

of the continents and the chief islands of the sea are occupied. They
have translated the Scriptures into hundreds of languages and

dialects, trained native preachers and teachers, organized churches,

established schools and colleges, multiplied religious books and

tracts, founded hospitals and dispensaries.

The missionaries of these Boards and Societies have generally

been married men, and not the least among their elevating influences

has been the object lesson of a Christian home. It is impossible to

measure, still less to tabulate, the subtle influences which have

gradually changed the Oriental idea of woman's place and influence,

until now in India Zenana doors are wide open, and both Hindus

and Mohammedans are beginning to emulate Christianity in the

higher female education. Even the fanatical Moslems of the

Turkish Empire are seeking the benefits of Protestant schools for

their daughters. But these immeasurable results have attended the

organized methods of modern Protestant missions. They are no

longer experiments.
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Oelebato missions had been carried on for at least two centuries

by missionaries of the Roman Catholic Church, many of them

devoted men. Scores and hundreds of lives were spent in self-

denying labor, in Congo, among tiie American Indians, in Japan

and China, in India and the islands of the Indian Archipelago
;

but in all these lands they failed to regenerate heathen society. The

Greek and Latin churches of the Levant, following similar methods

and lacking the domestic element, have scarcely held their ground
j

they have received from Islam a deeper impress than they have

given. Why, then, should Protestant Christendom yield to the cry

of those who, in the very midst of increasing success, would turn to

the effete agencies of the past ?

But still it may be claimed that whatever may be said of

missionary methods, the hibor should be cheaper, the salary should

be only sufficient for a bare subsistence, if not waived altogether;

the work should be one of faith.

In reply to all such claims, it may be asked, first, whether any

special providence is supposed to attend foreign missionaries, as

compared with the Gospel ministry at home? If not, can any

greater risks be assumed in a heathen land, where the people are out

of all sympathy with the truth and where no means of employment

and self-help are offered, than in the prosperous communities of our

own land. Or is a comfortable and homolike dwelling less necessary

to a missionary's wife in a dreary heathen community, where she

finds perhaps no white woman besides herself, than to a pastor's wife

in an American village ? Of all women in the world, those who are

weighted down with the sense of loneliness and the depressing

contact of degradation and misery which are incident to missionary

life need most the sanctuary of a home to which they may resort

after the wearisome labors of the day—a bright little spot where

they may find not merely comfort but the nameless objects of taste

which shall remind them of the old home far away. Depression of

spirits is often a more fatal cause of ill-health and of failure than

either the work or the climate.

An article in the Cofemporary Review of July, 1889, by

Meredith Townsend, presents these very sensible thoughts on
" Cheap Missionaries."

The writer discredits the idea that merely living poorly produces

any favorable impression on the natives. " They understand real

asceticism perfectly well, and reverence it as a subjugation of the

flesh, and if the missionary and his wife carried out the ascetic life

as Hindus understand it, and lived in a hut half or wholly naked,

sought no food but what was given them, and suffered daily some

physical pain, they might stir up the reverence which the Hindu pays
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to those who are palpably superior to human needs. But in their

eyes there is no asceticism in the life of the mean white, the Eurasian

writer or the Portuguese clerk, but only a squalor unbecoming a

teacher and one who professes, and must profess, scholarly cultivation.

Even if the cheap missionary could induce a fitting wife to share such

a lot, he will think of the children to come, and he perceives, from

examples all around him, what, on such an income, their fate must

be. They will be boys and girls, with the white energy, who have

been bred up as natives, that is, they will, unless exceptional persons

belong to the most hopeless class existing in the world."

But there is a new stand-point from which to consider the

question of ascetic missionaries, and of cheap missionaries ; it is the

stand-point of the church itself. Never before was so great wealth

placed in the hands of Christians. Never before was there so much
danger to spirituality from superabundance and luxury and mammon
worship. On the other hand, never were there so many opportunities

and facilities for the united effort of all good people in reclaiming the

world as now. So far as home interests are concerned, there was

never so much actually done by the rank and file of laymen and of

women for the cause of truth and humanity. Is this then an age for

delegating the work of the distant waste places to an exceptional few ?

Or is it quite becoming to the tens of thousands of professing Chris-

tians who are imperilling the bodies and souls of themselves and their

children by the very surfeit of self-indulgence, to turn the last screw

of impoverishment on the ambassadors to heathen lands ? Would the

hoUowness and insincerity of such a policy be likely to impress

heathen nations with the moral earnestness of our propagandism, or

even of the divine reality of our Christian faith ?

A CommmiGation from Bishop Moule.

To the Editor of the

" Recorder."

"^EAE, SIR : I am anxious, through the medium of your pages,

^^ to invite the attention of the Executive Committees appointed by

the General Missionary Conference for Biblical translation and revision,

to one of their rules, identical in each of the three plans, and intended,

together with the following rule, to secure identity of original text. The

rule is as follows :
—

** 4. That the text that underlies the Revised

English Versions of the Old and New Testaments be made the basis,

with the privilege of any deviations in accordance with the Authorized

Version."

It is known to you, and to many of my missionary brethren,

that I was unable to share in any way in the honqurable labours of
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the Conference. Among other hindrances the chief was my inability to

discharge adequately existing engagements, and reluctance to add

to them. The consequence was that, with the most earnest interest

in all the proceedings of the Conference, especially those which bore

on the improvement of Biblical work, I did not feel at liberty to offer

any public criticism on what appeared to me, as soon as I saw it, the

unpractical, not to say impracticable, cast of this rule. Dr. Wright,

who favoured me with much interesting conversation on the whole

subject, assured me that it would have been difi&cult to carry any

other rule in its place ; and that he felt sure the practical sense of

missionary translators would suffice to render its provisions work-

able. As I saw no chance of being chosen to that honourable

office,—for other good reasons, and also as an outsider to both

General Conferences,—I could say no more, fervently wishing that

missionary good sense might indeed so far prevail.

A month ago, to my surprise, I found that I had been elected

a member of the company of revisers of the Win-li text, and that

the electors seriously wished me not to decline the office.

When I alleged, in conversation with one of them, my many
disqualifications for the service, he obviated some of these by

suggestions not wholly inadmissible under the " plans '' adopted by

Conference, nor wholly unacceptable from my own point of view.

The text rule, however, remained, and, as I feared, must preclude my
having any share in the honourable work.

I asked a missionary brother, nominated like myself on the

Wcn-li Committee, how he understood the rule ; how ho conceived

it should work. In one respect I gathered that we were absolutely

agreed. Five, not to say twenty, scholars were not to be found in

the missionary body, qualified hy special study to arbitrate between

the Kevised and the Authorized Texts. It were much indeed if there

were any such in all China. My friend, however, seemed to suggest

that on the whole the Committees would adhere to the Revised

Text,—in the New Testament, that of Drs. Westcott and Hort,—but

that if, for example, I as an Anglican felt a tenderness for the Textus

Meceptus readings of the Gloria in Ezcelsis, or the ascription at the

close of the Lord's Prayer in St. Matt, vi,, the rule would give me
" the privilege " so far to " deviate," if I could get the assent of

my colleagues. My colleagues may be assured beforehand that they

will never be troubled by me with requests for indulgence on any

such ground as teuderuess for liturgical usage. The Church of

England challenges indeed Scriptural authority for her doctrine,

discipline and polity ; but the language of her Prayer Book is the

Church's voice, the cumulative tradition of the Christian ages, revised,

expurgated, enriched, now ipsissima verba of Holy writ, now the
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Church's own phrase, tinctured ever with the Biblical spirit, as it

is modelled on its sacred pattern. She will still sing her Gloria and

recite her " Our Father," as she has ever done, even if the revisers

of 1831 prevail in their recensions, just as now she sings Te Deitm

and Benediciie, though they are not Holy Scripture, and adheres

to the older version of the Psalter, although the Authorized and the

Revised Versions have both been published since its day.

Dismissing then, with all respect, the suggestion that our

rule might be applied to meet the scruples of an Anglican, I venture

once more to ask what does its provision amount to ? How is it to

be applied ?

Looking over the well-known lacunce which the revisers, or

rather, which " the text underlying the Revised Version " of tho

New Testament, would lead us to make in the text as we have it in

all the Chinese versions, I ask how are we to treat them ? Are

we to exercise a critical faculty and skill which we should all

disown, and say with regard to this or that one, " here Drs. Westcott

and Hort are at fault, and we will * deviate in accordance, &c.;' "

—

or are we simply, when the occasion occurs, to avow a clinging

preference for some rejected paragraph, such as St. Mark xvi. 9 sqq.,

or St. John viii, (The Judgment of the Adulteress), or possibly, in

St. John i, v. (The Three HeavenlyWitnesses), and endeavour to secure

" deviation " in its favour at the hands of a majority of our colleagues ?

Is either of these methods decent, feasible, after the Textiis Beceptus

has been solemnly rejected, and the " text underlying " adopted as

base? Or is there a third alternative?

For my own part, having been interested in the subject of

various readings for more than forty years past, ever since I first

possessed Tischendorf's second Leipsic edition and studied it, I feel

that the " text underlying ..." has been so seriously discredited

already by the examination and confutation of well-known specialists

like Dr. Scrivener, that the utmost non-critical men, (I speak with

all respect) like ourselves, should have ventured on, was to adhere to

the Textus Receptus in all cases, except when, e.g., Drs. Westcott and

Hort on the one hand, and Dr. Scrivener on the other, agreed in

dismissing a phrase or a passage from the Greek text. Such phrases

and passages there are. And if it had been laid down that when such

occurred, a two-thirds majority of the three Committees were at

liberty to follow the concurrent opinions of the three critics, it seems

to me a very large measure indeed of critical responsibility would

have still rested on very ill-qualified shoulders, but not quite

so preposterous an amount as at present. I do not say anything

of the critical method of those great scholars and good men—Bishop

Westcott and Dr. Hort—nor of the method of the eminent specialists
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who have found fault with ft and its results. I dare say tho subject

is as familiar to those of my readers who care for such things as to

myself. We were told that the revision of Drs. Westcott and Hort

was an " epoch-making book," and we were to bow down to it because

of the number of great names that approved it. Just now there is

another " epoch-making book " before the public,—the Lux Mundi

of the Young Oxford School. I think it is at least wise for mission-

aries, whose leisure for such studies is scanty, to be slow to take up

at second hand either the textual, or the biblical, criticism of such

" epoch-making," i. e., revolutionary works. If they be of God they

will win their way, and we shall not be too late to share the benefit.

If not,—but I need not suggest the alternative.

As to my practical suggestion, however, I fear it is beyond the

power of the Executive Committees, even if they agreed with me, to

recast a fundamental rule. But if that be so, then I fear a difficulty

has been introduced into our task, to which all the old animosity

about Shin and Shangti will prove to have been a trifle. I shall be

glad to be shown I am wrong.

Yours faithfully,

Hangcuow, Nov. I7tb, 1890. G. E. MoiTLE.

Resolutions on Presbyterian Union,

Adopted hy tho Swatow Council of the English Presbyterian Mission.

Kesolved :

—

I. That we approve of the Kesolutions in favour of Presbyterian

union adopted by the general meeting of Delegates in Shanghai, in

May, 1890 ; and especially emphasize the desirableness of an organic

union of all the Presbyterian Churches in China, trusting that the

way will be opened for its consummation.

II. That, in particular, we approve of the Resolution that

immediate steps should be taken towards organic union in those

districts where contiguity or similarity of language renders this

practicable.

III. That we therefore resolve to take steps with a view to

organic union between the Presbyterian Churches of Swatow, Amoy
and Formosa ; and especially to inform the Native Presbytery in

Swatow of the proposals which have been made, in order to secure

their taking action in this direction. Further, we resolve to com-

municate with the Presbyterian Mission in Canton with a similar

object.

IV. That we rejoice to know that steps towards organic union

are being taken by the representatives of five Missions in the Man-
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darin-speaking districts. Haying before ns the provisional "Plan

of Union " proposed by tbem, and having, in view of the resolutions

nov adopted, the prospect of seeking organic union with them in

the future, we earnestly beg them to take that plan into further

consideration, with a view to obviate the difficulties which it seems

likely to throw in the way of the ultimate general union to which

we look forward.

V. That we recommend for consideration the basis of union

adopted by the Presbyterian Churches already united for many
years in Amoy, as one which has been tested and approved by long

experience, and which might be adopted with such modifications as

may commend themselves to all the Presbyterian Churches repre-

sented in China.

VI. We therefore suggest, in conformity therewith, that for

the proposed " Plan of Union" some such basis as the following

should be substituted* :

—

1. That the united Church to be formed shall be a native

Church, entirely independent of the Home Churches represented by
the Missions in China.

2. That foreign missionaries shall retain their full connecfcion

with the Churches at Home, and shall be subject in all respects to the

discipline of their courts.

3. That those foreign missionaries who have been ordained to the

ministry or the eldership, shall have seats as assessory members in the

native Church-courts, having the full right of deliberating and of

voting ; but that, while provision be made for duly safeguarding the

rights of the native Church, such missionaries shall not be subject to

the discipline of its courts.

4. That the adoption of doctrinal standards be reserved for the

mature consideration of the united church, doctrinal unity being in

the meantime secured by the harmony of the present standards of the

several Churches concerned, which are the following :

—

A. North China (Mandarin).

Presbyterian Church U. S. A. (North) in N. China.

„ „ „ (South).

Established Church of Scotland.

United Presbyterian Church of Scotland.

Presbyterian Church of Ireland.

Presbyterian Church of Canada (in Honan).

B. South China (Dialects).

Presbyterian Church U. S. A. (North) in Canton.

American (Dutch) Reformed Presbyterian Church.

Presbyterian Church of Canada (Formosa).

Presbyterian Church of England.
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VII. That wo submit tho resolutions now adopted to the repre-

sentatives of all the Churches concerned, begging that they will give

them full and immediate consideration, in order that the whole

matter may be fully in the view of their respective Assemblies and

Synods of 1801.

VIII. That overtures from any other Missions or Churches that

may be desirous of entering into this union will be very heartily

welcomed.

IX. Finally, that we regard the action now being taken by tho

Presbyterian Churches as a step towards the ultimate unity of the

Church of Christ in China; and that we record our earnest desire for

all such local co-operation and drawing together of all Christian

Churches as may tend to this end ; and will heartily welcome such

Christian fellowship, and will seek to give it practical expression in

every way that may be opened to us.

For the Swatow Mission Council^

P. J. Maclaoan,

Swatow, 22iia Oct., 1890. Secretary.

* In support of this suggestion we heg to refer to the following

resolutions adopted by a Conference of Representatives of seven

Presbyterian Churches, held in Edinburgh, 6th Oct., 1886, on the

invitation of the European Section of tJie Committee on Go-operation

in Foreign Missions appointed by the General Alliance of Presby'

terian Churches

:

—
" After full and friendly conference on the points to whichi

the Belfast Council requested the Committee to direct its attention,

the following .Resolutions were unanimously agreed to :

—

1. It is in the highest degree desirable that Mission Churches

should be encouraged to become independent of the Home Churches,

i.e.,—self-supporting and self-governing,—self-government naturally

following upon self-support.

2. It is desirable that Churches organised under Presbyterian

order, and holding the Reformed faith, should be placed under a

Presbytery within territorial boundaries suitable for effective

government ; and that such Presbytery, wherever constituted, should,

as far as practicable, include all the Presbyterian Churches within

the bounds, by whatever branches of the European or American

Churches originated.

3. In the incipient stages of the Native Church, it is most
desirable that the foreign missionaries should be associated with

tho Presbytery, either as advisers only, or as assessory members
with votes.
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4. It is undesirable that Presbyteries of Native Churches
should be represented in the Supreme Courts at home, the develop-

ment and full organisation of independent native Churches being

what is to be arrived at, whether these are founded by a single

foreign Church, or by two or more such Churches."

(8ee ^'Minutes and Proceedings of the Fourth General Gouncil

of the Alliance of the Reformed Churches holding the Presbyterian

8ystem." London, 1889. Apjjendix, p. 258.^

How a Man's Life was Lengthened,

(A Translation from the Cantonese Colloquial.)

'HE following story is interesting not only for itself, but more

especially because it shows how completely the minds of the

people are saturated with Buddhistic ideas. It also throws a side

light on the beliefs of the Chinese regarding the relationship between

the seen and unseen or the temporal and spiritual realms of life :

—

On the banks of the river Ho lies the district of Uo Kan, and its

capital city is Tsong. Here lived a man, Chan A-sz by name.

At the time of this story he was twenty-two years old. He sold

vegetables for a living, and, his family being poor, had not married.

One evening he went into his garden to keep watch; it was the

third of the fifth month, and the light of the moon was but a

glimmer. By the side of a little hillock under some trees he saw

what looked like four or five men walking to and fro, gathering in

groups and talking. Chan A-sz suspected these fellows had come

to steal his vegetables ; so he took a stick in his hands, and, concealing

himself behind the thick leaves, waited for the results. He suddenly

heard one of the men say, " Let us go into the garden and walk

about a little, smell the flowers and look at the young vegetables.

What do you say ? " One man answered, *' Don't go ! don't go ! It

would be very unfortunate if we met Chan A-sz. He would frighten

us to death, and that would be worse than ever." The others laughed.

" You are already dead and a spirit. Do you want to die again ? I

have seen men afraid of the spirits, but what spirit is afraid of a

man ? You have not a bit of courage." The spirit answered him,
" If you are so brave and not afraid of men, why do you not go out in

daylight ? " The first speaker said, " You are very sharp and have

shut me up with one sentence. I am afraid of other men, but I am
not afraid of Chan A-sz." They asked him, " Why ? " and the spirit

said, " Ten days ago I happened to go into one of the temples erected

to the gods of the land, and saw that the warrant for sending Chan
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A-sz's sonl into purgatory had been already issned ; in less than two

days ho will die, aud iu a few evenings he will be as we are and

walking round with us. Why need we be afraid of hira ? " Another

spirit spoke, "You can only speak the spirit language
; your know-

ledge is but limited; Chan A-sz is not going to die." The other

spirit said, *' Why are you so clever (literally "why are your hands

and feet so long '() Can you explain the reason for your statement ?
"

The reply was: " I went yesterday into the temple erected to the gods

of the land and saw a document on the table, which had come from

the city temple. It said that the mother of Chan A-sz had just done

a very virtuous act and added twelve years to her son's life." The

spirit asked, "What was that?" The reply was: "Near to Chan A-
8z's house lives a rich woman, who had lost two thousand cash (about

seven shillings) and suspected her oldest maid servant. She beat

her and threatened to do so every day until the girl confessed to being

guilty, and if in the end the girl would not confess, she threatened to

beat her to death. The girl's father was exceedingly angry when he

heard of the affair and said, " If my daughter is really a thief, I'll

throw her into the river; she must die." The girl was in misery

night and day. She could only protest her innocence, for she had no

other recourse. Chan A-sz's mother was very grieved and anxious

about the girl, for there was no proof that she had stolen the money,

and it was pitiable to think if she could not establish her innocence,

there was nothing but death before her. She devised the following

plan to effect the girl's deliverance. Taking her own clothes and
jewellery to the pawn-shop, she realised two thousand cash on them.

This money she took to the house of the rich woman and informed

her, saying, * Some days ago your humble servant came into your

house aud seeing some thousands of cash lying on the floor in a pile,

suddenly felt covetous and stole two strings, thinking that with such

a lot you would never discover their loss, forgetting that you would

probably suspect your servant and beat her badly. Your humble

sei'vaut's mind is ill at ease ; she did not regulate her conduct in a

former life ; so now she is poor and miserable, and now again has

she not done wrong, must your unworthy servant wait until the next

life to make amends ? ' Continuing, the old woman said, ' Here are

the cash ; I give them all back aud beseech your honour to forgive

my sudden aud unwitting fall into sin. Do not remember past

wrongs.' The rich woman said, * First of all I did not suspect who
really took the money, or when it was taken, or that your needs were

pressing. What prevented you from borrowing some money ? Now
that you have paid all back, everything is made clear; don't bo

distressed ; I shall not blame you.' When they had finished

speaking, the two separated. The god of the kitchen told of this
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affair in the heavenly halls, and the Great Gemmed Emperor (3g ^),
sent down to the city temple to examine the books and see the reason

why Chan A-sz's mother had not renovated her conduct in a former

existence, and so in this life was to be punished by the loss of her son,

and to be left alone in the world with no one to love and serve her.

Chan A-sz was twenty-two in the thirty-fourth year of the reign of

the Emperer Kien Lung (^ ^), and he was to die on the sixth day

of the fifth month. Now because of his mother's virtuous action

a cycle of twelve years is to be added to his life, so as to care for his

mother all her days." The spirit continued : "You don't know
anything about the affair when you imagine in a few days more Chan

A-sz will be walking out with us. It is not surprising you were so

happy." The other spirit answered, " Ha ! Ha ! has everything

been altered within the last few days ? Must we believe Im Lo Wong's

{.Mi 3^ M) (^^® supposed king of the lower regions) book is constantly

being changed ? Is there nothing certain about the entries ?
"

When Chan A-sz heard this, he sneezed inadvertently, where-

upon all the spirits vanished. He was both glad and sorry to hear

all this talk, and went home to consider the matter all night. He
then discovered that whilst deeds of virtue have power to lengthen

life, medicines are useless. When Chan A-sz first found out his

mother had taken some cash to give back to the rich woman, whose

property was stolen, he was very angry, but hearing from the conver-

sation in the garden the reason of his mother's help to the girl, his

anger melted away, and thoughts arose that if his own short life had

thus been lengthened as the result of his mother's deed, could he not

find some device to avert death at the end of the twelves years ? " Is

it not better for me to make up my mind to be virtuous, then when

the Great Gemmed Emperor (^ ^) sees the record of so many of my
good deeds, he will add years to ray life, and years being added to

years, my virtue will increase until happiness and long life, children

and grand-children, the great desires of men, will be my portion ?

My family is poor, and it is difficult to do good, but of all virtues

there is none greater than filial piety, and there is no filial deed

whose virtue is greater than to delight in serving my mother."

His mother enjoyed life for eight years, by which time Chan A-sz

was married and had children. He acted virtuously, and the evening

of his life was happy. He died full of years.

G. A. T.
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Earl Tsong {% ^) of Zeng.

A Story of Chinese Feudal Times.

BY EEV. D. L. ANDERSON.

[Concluded from pape 568.]

CfiTEE new King went to the throne with very bitter feelings^ against Earl Tsong. Angry at his treatment of both his

father and grand-father, and greatly fearing his power and influence

in the kingdom, he determined to remove him from office, and
thus greatly weaken his influence. The Duke of Chow earnestly

opposed this course, but the young King persisted. An angry

altercation occurred between him and Earl Tsong, the Earl

leaving the court in great anger, lleturning home, he at once

sent a body of troops on a raid into the patrimony of Chow. The
wheat just ripening was destroyed, and for three months or more
the soldiers of Zeng ravaged Chow. This show of force had the

desired effect. The King, startled at the boldness of the Earl, was

afraid to march against him, but on the contrary sent a friendly

message, courteously inviting him to come to court, and when the

Earl arrived, treated him with all respect,—afraid to reprove, or

even to charge him with the damage done by his troops.

This episode added greatly to Earl Tsoug's power and influence.

The man who could thus brave the King, was naturally respected

by lesser men. It was at this time that the Marquis of Tsi, at that

time the strongest State in the kingdom, sent to Earl Tsong, seek-

ing a close alliance and proposing to marry his daughter to Woh,
the Earl's son. The marriage was declined with thanks, but a

close alliance was formed, which added greatly to Earl Tsong's

influence.

But the Earl soon had need for all the prestige and power thus

gained, for trouble threatened him in another quarter. While the

Earl was consulting with his officers about his difficulty with the

King, and the proper course for him to pursue, the news was suddenly

brought that the Marquis Hwan of Wei, the adjoining State, had

been foully murdered by his brother Tsen Hu, who had himself

assumed the government of Wei. Every one was now in a state of

excitement. Wei was an adjoining State, and the effect of the re-

volution there could not but be felt in Zeng. So all eyes were

turned to Wei, All were speculating as to the result of the

murder and how it would affect the different States. They were not

long left in doubt. Tsen Hu, the new Marquis of Wei, did not find

his position a comfortable one. His murdered brother had been a

popular ruler, and his death had thrown the State into great con-
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fusion. Tsen Hu felt that sometliing must be done to allay the

excitement and draw the minds of the people from his foul act. So

he determined on a war with some State; he was not particular

which. The choice finally fell on Zeng. The old quarrel about

To Soh, the younger brother of Earl Tsong, whose son still resided

in Wei, was revived and made a pretext for a new attack. Feeling

unequal to the contest, single-handed, and realizing that a defeat

would seal his doom in Wei, Tsen Hu called in the neighboring

States to his assistance. The States of Lu, Dzen, Ts6 and Sung, all

at Tsen Hu's solicitation, unite with him against Zeng, and their

combined armies are arrayed against the single State. Earl Tsong

immediately called his officers together for counsel, but none

among them could offer any feasible plan of action ; all were dis-

mayed at the overwhelming force that was marching against them.

But the Earl himself was not so easily dismayed. In fact he was

just the man to lead in such emergencies. So with a laugh, he

tells his officers that as they can suggest no good plan of action,

he will follow his own. He saw that while the coalition against

him appeared formidable, yet that there was really but little

strength in it. He understood the deplorable state of things in Wei
and the real reason of Tsen Hu's attack ; moreover, his clear mind

grasped all the details of the combination against himself. The
States of Dzen and Tse really had no quarrel with him, but had

been led into the field simply through the superior influence of the

great State of the Wei, whose wish they feared to oppose. Lu was

in the field, simply because of the heavy bribe received from Wei

;

so neither of these three States had any heart in the contest, or

cared anything for its result. With Sung, however, the case was

difi'erent. Not only was Sung a strong State, but she had a real

grievance against Earl Tsong. The rightful heir to the State of

Sung was a fugitive in Zeng; the Earl Tsong having cordially

received him; an act that the ruling Marquis of Sung had always

resented. Thus clearly understanding the nature of the combination

against him, Earl Tsong proceeded to act promptly. He at once

dismissed from his State the heir of Sung, and thug the Marquis

of Sung, the only one in the field, who really had cause for war,

was pacified. He then marched out to meet the invading force,

and in the first battle allowed the Marquis of Wei to gain a slight

victory over a division of his army. The result was as he expected.

This show of victory was all that Wei wanted. Afraid to tarry

long in the field, fearful of the troubles at home, after gaining

this insignificant advantage, the Marquis of Wei at once dismissed

his allies, and with great boastings and rejoicings, marched his

troops home again. So the State of Zeng was saved from the
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threatened disaster, more by the ready wit and promptness of

its Earl than by force of arms.

Believed of this danger Earl Tsong was determined to be

avenged on the Marquis of SQng for the part that he took in the

threatened invasion. While the allied armies were in the field

against him, he had humbled his pride and pacified the Marquis of

Siing, by sending the rightful heir to Sung out of Zeng. Before

this he had never espoused his cause, and had had no intentiou ol

doing so, but the suspicion of the Marquis of Sung and his late

action in uniting with Wei for the invasion of Zeng, determined

Earl Tsong to take up the cause of this heir to the State of Sung, and,

if possible, pnt the State into his hands. The time was favorable for

this, in that Wei, the ally of Sung, was too much engrossed with its

own troubles to render much assistance.

The manner in which the Earl set about accomplishing his

purpose well illustrates both the man's audacity and also the weak-

ness of the King and the contempt in which he was held by his chief

vassal. Realizing that he could not hope for success in his under-

taking against Siing without considerable help, he set about obtaining

it. First of all he turned to the neighboring State of Dzen and

compelled an alliance against Sung. He takes this step because Dz^n

lies immediately between him and the State of Sung, and he knows

that if he does not use Dzen in the coming struggle, that his

enemy will. But he could not hope thus to compel other States into

an alliance with him. He must adopt some other plan. So the Earl

went off to pay court to the King. At Loh Yang the King, Hwan
Wong, though fearing him, could not conceal his dislike for him, and

so received him very coldly. But the Duke of Chow, more discreet

than the King, fearful of the Earl's wrath, which before had urged

him to ravage the patrimony of Chow, entertained him handsomely

and gave him some valuable presents.

The Earl now returned home; his visit to court had accomplished

all that he desired. He at once displayed the presents given him by

the Duke of Chow, and told that they were given him by the King.

He also gave out that on his late visit to court ; he had been com-
manded by the King to chastise the State of Sung, and had, more-

over, been authorized to use the Royal name in calling the Princes of

the other States to his assistance. Earl Tsong made all these

announcements so boldly and openly, and, moreover, just on his return

from court, that but few doubted their truthfulness. The Marquis

of Siing, hearing the news, was badly frightened. He immediately

sent to the States of Wei and Tsi, seeking an alliance against Zeng.

The Princes of these two Stales came together and endeavored to

settle the difficulty, but us Eail Tsong did not wish any settlement.
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their effort was a failure. Wei then made an alliance with Sung,

but this was of no great value, as the power of Wei had been greatly

weakened by the recent troubles. On the other hand Lu and Tsi

responded to the call of Earl Tsong, made in the name of the King
against Sung. The Earl had made very elaborate preparation for

this struggle, and he now, at the head of a fine army, in company
with Tsi and Lu, two of the strongest States of the kingdom, marched
forth to wreak vengeance on the Marquis of Sung. We cannot

follow all the details of the struggle. Sung was invaded, and through

her troops made a brave stand ; several important victories were

gained by the allies under the lead of Earl Tsong, and several of the

cities of Siing were captured. It seemed as if the Earl was going

to have his own way in Sung, when its Marquis fell upon a plan to

draw off his enemies. Sending heavy bribes to Wei, he persuaded

that State to unite its forces with a division of the army of Sung
and make a raid unto Zeng. The raiders entered Zeng and met with

some success. Earl Tsong's son, who had been left at home in

charge of affairs, immediately sent to his father for help. The Earl

was always ready to meet an emergency,—and he did not fail here.

Immediately on receiving the news from his son, he summoned his

allies, Lu and Tsi. Without telling them of the news he had from home,

he simply declared himself satisfied, and the campaign against Sung

at an end. The captui-ed cities were given to Lu, and the troops

of the allies dismissed. Earl Tsong then quickly gathered his own
force and hurried home. Before the troops of Siing and Wei knew
that he was moving in their direction, he fell upon them, gaining

a complete victory, driving them out of his State and taking very

great spoil. The Earl then went to his capital, made a great feast,

at which he entertained his officers, and then also made large boasts

of his wonderful exploits. The officers at the feast all joined with

him in magnifying his prowess; only Kao Soh remained silent.

The Earl noticed his silence and fixed his eye on him. Kao Soh
then boldly charged the Earl with his dishonest conduct, his deceit

of the King and Princes, in order to chastise Sung. The Earl, with

a laugh, acknowledged that it was all so, and then asked Kao Soh

to suggest a good plan for capturing the neighboring States of Z^ng

and Hu.

The campaign against Sung had on the whole been to the

advantage of Zeng, but there had been but little substantial gain. The

State of Siing had been greatly weakened, but Zeng had not gained

much. The cities that had been taken from Sung had to go to Lu, to

satisfy that rapacious bribe-taker, so but little was left to Zeng but

the glory of the victory. So the Earl determined at once on another

campaign. There were the two little neighboring States of Zeng and
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Hu that in tho lato struggle had joined Sung against the Earl. So

he makes this an excuse for the attack. In order to get tho Marquis

of Tsi's help and confidence, ho made the following arrangement.

They were to divide tho spoil. As tho little State of Zeng bordered

on Tsi, it was to fall to that State, while Hu, which lay adjoining Zeng,

was to fall to Earl Tseng. The State of Lu was also induced to take

a hand. The little States had but small chance against such a coali-

tion. Zeng at once gave up and cast itself on the mercy of the

Miirquis of Tsi, who immediately assumed control. The united

forces then marched against Hu. Its capital was soon taken, and

its Baron fled into Wei. Then comes the question of the disposition

of the conquered State. Of course Hu has been chastised simply for

Hu's good, and not for the aggrandizement of any of the chastisers.

Earl Tsong, as the leader of the expedition, offered it to Tsi, but as Tsi

has just gotten Zeug, it is satisfied for the present. Then to Lu, and

for once Lu refused ; so Earl Tsong himself was forced to keep

the conquered province on trust. The entire State was put into his

hands. This work accomplished, the allies were again dismissed, and

Earl Tsong went back to his capital, from whence he sent substantial

thanks to Tsi and Lu for the assistance granted.

Shortly after this the Northern Barbarians made an inroad into

Tsi in large force, threatening to overwhelm that State. The Marquis

of Tsi at once sent to his old allies, Lu and Zeng, for assistance, and

also to Wei. They all responded, for a call against the Barbarians

was considered a common cause, and there was no hesitation. But
WOh, the son of Earl Tsong, who commanded the contingent from

Zeng, moving with promptness and energy characteristic of his father,

reached the field and gained a great victory over the Barbarians, in

fact utterly routed them, before the armies of Lu and Wei came to

hand. The Marquis of Tsi, now perfectly enamored with Woh,
insisted on marrying his daughter to him. But as the daughters of

the House of Tsi, while noted for their beauty and accomplishments,

had no very savory reputation in the kingdom, Woh positively refused,

and returned home, leaving the Marquis quite angry.

In the meanwhile the news of Earl Tsoug's high-handed

measure in pretendiug to hold a commission against the State of

Siing from the King, reached the court at Loh Yang, and Hwan
Wong was natm'ally very angry. To be thus publicly tricked and

insulted by his Minister, was an outrage that he could not submit

to. The King at once deprived Earl Tsong of his high position

as Minister of the throne, and proceeded to gather up all the

available force of Chow to chastise him. He also summoned the

States bordering on Zeng, North, East and South,—namely, Wei,

Dzeu and TsO,—to his assistance. Each marched upon Zeng from
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their respective quarters, while the force of Chow, united to that

of the Earl of Kwoh, invaded Zeng from the West. But Earl

Tsong was not much frightened at the approach of the Son of

Heaven. He prepared to meet his attack, as he would that of

an ordinary mortal. Though he was attacked from every quarter,

and though the force against him was much larger than his own,

yet his skill and generalship made him their superior. Besides, the

opposing force was divided while his own was kept well in hand.

He determined to fall upon them in detail. He first attacked the

troops of Dzen, who had no heart for the conflict, and who were

partly demoralized by the recent murder of their Prince. The Earl

gained an easy victory in this quarter. He then moved against

Wei and Tsi, and these, having heard of the defeat of Dzen, soon

yielded the field. The Earl now directs his entire force against the

King, Hwan Wong, who in person is leading the troops of Chow
and Kwoh. Here the struggle is sharper, for the people of Chow
have no love for Zeng, besides the King is very much in earnest.

But the troops of Chow are not equal to a contest with the trained

veterans of Zeng, nor can either the King or Earl Kwoh face such a

General as Earl Tsong. The troops of Chow gave way, and the

retreat was soon changed into a general rout. The King himself

was wounded in flight by an arrow in the shoulder. But the

pursuit was soon called off". As soon as the Earl was certain of

Chow's defeat beyond the hope of a rally, he recalled his troops.

He then, with characteristic assurance, sent a present to the King

with a respectful message, inquiring after his health and craving

his pardon. The King, ashamed, angry, helpless, is forced to

receive the messengers and grant the pardon sought as the price

of being allowed to go in peace. When the King got back home,

still very angry, he wished to send a summons to all the States to

come up against Zeng, but the Earl of Kwoh dissuaded him from it.

Earl Tsong was too powerful to be trifled with. His influence with

the Princes of the different States was really greater than that of

the King.

Shortly after this victory over the King, Earl Tsong died. He
had ruled in Zeng for 43 years, dying in the year B.C. 700. The

State was left to his son Woh.
In this outline story of Earl Tsong of Z^ug, we can see a very

fair picture of China for a period of between 500 and 600 years.

War, intrigue, murder, lust, were the order of the times. During

the last twenty years of Earl Tsong's rule, four of the Princes of the

States were foully murdered. The general welfare of the kingdom

was considered by none of the Princes. The King still held court at

hoh Yang, but none respected his wishes^ nor heeded his orders^ un«
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less they saw some chance tor self-advancement. Wars were carried

on by the different States ; Princes were pulled down and set up

;

States were absorbed, and their names blotted out,—all without the

slightest reference to the King at Loh Yang. The only call to which

all the Princes responded with unanimity and promptness, was a call

to repel the incursions of the outside Barbarians. They felt that

this was a common danger. It was the struggle of race against race

for the supremacy and fur the possession of the soil of China.

Earl Tseng was undoubtedly the strongest man of his time.

He was also a man typical of the times. Bold, unscrupulous, keeping

faith only when it was to his own advantage, ever ready for any

enterprise that looked to the enlargement of his State, or the increase

of his power in the kingdom. A man who felt the restraints of the

philosophy or religion of his day, and yet when the time came for

action, did not hesitate to violate every relation in which he stood

to his fellow man, if only his personal interest seemed to require

it. For instance, he recognized his relation to the King and the

allegiance that was due from him as a Prince and Minister of

the kingdom, and yet when that King comes in the way of his

personal ambition, he does not hesitate to ravage his territory, nor to

encounter him with an armed foi'ce in the field. Surrounded as he

was by Princes as unscrupulous as himself and as ambitious, he

easily stood first among them. His influence was great throughout

the kingdom, and he had much to do with shaping the events of his

day. But his influence was rather of the personal sort. During his

life, his power was felt throughout the kingdom, but that influence

ended with his life. After his death, the State of ZSng was no longer

a power in China ; its influence was gone, its strength squandered

in the squabbles between the Earl's sons for the Earldom. But
while his influence in one sense ended with his life, yet the effect of

his example was seen in the events immediately following. Shortly

after his defeat of the King, the Count of Tsu, a large State in the

South, assumed the title of King. The Princes of the other States

became more grasping, if possible. The smaller States were gradually

absorbed by the larger. Feudalism grew more bold and arrogant,

as the number of feudal lords decreased. The King became more
and more a mere figure-head. Thus the path marked out by Earl

Tsong was eagerly trod by the Princes of the other States, until

feudalism overreached itself and secured its own destruction in the

erection of the Chinese empire by the supremacy of the State of

Tsin,—whose ruler, Sz Hwang-ti, was the first Emperor of China.

He came to the throne B. C. 221.
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Primeval Revelation.

BY. J. EDKINS, D.D.

Ctf'HE Book of Genesis, in its early portions, requires us to regard

^S' Mesopotamia as the region of primeval revelation. The

later portions of the same book require us to regard Judaea and

Egypt as the scenes of the next revelations made by Grod to man.

The Book of Exodus shews that Egypt and the wilderness of Sinai

were next the chosen localities where revelations through divinely

inspired visions were communicated to man. Arabia Petraea and

Palestine came subsequently into the series, and in Ezekiel and Daniel

revelations are recorded, which were made in Chaldaea. Jeremiah

prophesied for a time in Egypt. The writers of the New Testament

wrote in Syria, Asia Minor, Greece, Italy and Macedonia.

The effect of these later revelations is capable of being traced

in the subsequent literature of all the countries where they were

made. The doctrines taught and the effects on social life and on

historical events of the several revelations made, are open to observ-

ation and have been recorded by many writers.

The same is true of the earlier revelations. Truth has a

persistent vitality, and when once committed to human keeping, it

asserts itself repeatedly in the moral education of the various races

of mankind, who have received it by tradition. That moral develop-

ment is connected with certain names of renowned teachers, but these

teachers themselves received much of their light from the early

revelations with which God blessed the world's first progenitors.

These earlier revelations, if we follow the guidance of the Book of

Genesis, were made in Mesopotamia and in those other localities

where any of those patriarchs who had the gift of inspiration lived.

Abraham had revelations at TJr near Taghdad, at Haran near

Aleppo, in Judaea and in Egypt. The earlier revelations are

not given us in the Bible in anything more than a very brief form

;

their nature and contents are to be judged of not only by the words

recorded in the early chapters of the first book of Moses, but by the

beliefs and usages which we find embodied in the religions of

Babylon, Assyria, Persia, China, India and in those of western

countries. We regard Adam, Abel, Enos, Enoch and Noah as

believers in God who had divine instruction, much of which has not

been preserved in the Hebrew Scriptures. They were good men, whose

path was shone upon by heavenly light, and what they received they

imparted. We may find the results in any good features manifesting

themselves in the sacred books of the eastern nations.
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Buddhism, Confucianism and Brahmanism have some excellent

teaching. The same is true of the tenets of Zoroaster. As to

Arabia, we know how much the Koran owes to the Bible, and this

may be taken as a sort of measure by which to judge in other cases.

Truth being a seed having life in itself, in some cases overcomes all

the opposition encountered from human perversity and still blooms

and blossoms, even among the populations, where idolatry reigns and

superstition and vice prevail.

The moral law is written on the heart, and it was taught by
inspired patriarchs. They also taught the doctrine of immortality.

Burnt and unburnt sacrifices are regarded by the Chinese as

essential in national worship, without their knowing exactly why they

should be used. They were a divine institution at first, and the early

chapters of Genesis give us valuable information on the occasion of

their institution.

The lucky days of the ancient and modern Chinese seem to be

derived from Mesopotamia, from which country the notion of luck

and ill-luck appears to have spread into all the surrounding countries.

The uses of the Asiatic nations in regard to lucky days seem to be

based on the primitive Sabbath.

In regard to theology, wherever we find monotheism as a tenet

in ancient religions, we must regard it as coming down directly from

the teaching of the inspired patriarchs. So was it with charity,

mercy, self-sacrifice and filial piety. All these are partly nature's

light, but they were taught by the good men of the old ages when
God spoke to man at sundry times and in divers manners.

In Memomm.—Rev. Dr. E. W. Syle.

Editor of The Recorder.

'^EAE, Sir : I beg to inclose a printed notice lately received of^ the death of the Rev. Dr. Syle, formerly a missionary of the

American Episcopal Mission here. I remember him well, though

it is now a number of years since he left Shanghai, and can attest

he did good work in this neighbourhood, some of the results of which

are yet to be seen. So it is not a few memorials of departed mis-

sionaries have recently appeared, all reminding us that this is not

our rest. May we be " followers of those who through faith and

patience now inherit the promises."

Yours truly,

Wm. Muirhead.

Shanghai, Nfmember 29tA, 1890.
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Quietly there has passed from our midst one who was a true
missionary, a good scholar and a beautiful Christian. The Rev. B.
W. Syle, D.D., died at 17 Callow-road, Chelsea, on Sunday evening,

October 5.

He was born in Devonshire in the year 1817, and responded
some eighteen years later to an appeal of Bishop Macllvaine's for

young men to go out with him to Kenyon College. There he
remained five years. In 1844 he was ordained at Alexandria,
Virginia, and at once devoted himself to missionary work. He
laboured in China for twenty-five years, and then proceeded to

Japan. At Yokohama he was English Chaplain for two years. From
Yokohama he went to Tokio, to the Imperial University, and labour-
ed honourably for five years more. After visiting his family in

America he returned to England in the May of 1885, and for some
time was engaged by the Church Missionary Society for deputation
work ; indeed, he was working for the Society up to the time when
he was first laid aside, the summer before last.

What a charming speaker he was ! He had the kindliest face,

a striking presence, a fine forehead with abundance of long white
hair thrown back, and a low sweet voice. He was a great favourite

with children, and his addresses to the yonng were always good.

I remember especially an address to young men delivered in the
Institute of St. Michael's, Chester-square. It was on the American
War between North and South. The clearness with which the story

was told, the freshness, the happy touch of many incidents in the war,

delighted the listeners; and when, after an hour's lecture, he sat

down rather fatigued, those young men crowded round him and
plied him with questions, good-humouredly answered. When, for a

month, he took the place of the then senior Curate at St, Michael's,

who was ill, his services in the Church were highly appreciated, and
the well-known Vicar of St. Michael's wrote to his absent Curate in

the highest terms of Dr. Syle's ministry.

As a young man, Dr. Syle was student with Phillips Brooks at

college. Shall I ever forget his humorous description of a gathering

at that college in after years, and being in tiny rooms with the great

Boston preacher, who found it difficult to stand upright under the

low ceiling without hitting his head ? A charming story, too, he told

us one day of a sermon he preached for his old friend. Preaching at

Boston for Mr. Brooks (now grown famous) Dr. Syle dwelt on the

personal return of the Lord in an actual and visible form. It was in

power, but in person as well, that Christ was to come. As they left

the Church and went down through some corridor to the vestry,

Phillips Brooks, who was striding on ahead, suddenly turned round
and said, " Well, friend, it doesn't matter very much whether the

Lord comes in person or in power—only let Him come !

"

Dr. Syle was a good scholar and a well-read man all round.

He was a staunch Evangelical of the old type, but very tolerant, for

he was full of love. He must often have seen men far inferior to

himself put before him, but he never murmured and never considered

himself slighted. He just did his work day by day and left the rest

with God.
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Unnoticed ho lived ; more or less unnoticed, save for a few true

friends, he passed away. His last days were spent in rather
straitened circumstances, for private means he had none to speak of,

and paralysis struck him down from work. But to the end he was
calm and patient. His deaf and dumb boy goes home far away in

the States; Mrs. Syle follows here in England; within ten days the
doctor leaves us murmuring the last lines of the hymn, "Rock of

Ages "
; and his a^ed sister, who tenderly nursed him, is left alone.

Soon they must all meet, and surely they shall inherit the promises.

J. R.

Moral Beneits of Christianity.

BY BBV. TIMOTHY EICHAED.

V.

""7% MONG the first words of Jesus Christ in beginning His public

C'*' ministry were these, "Repent, for the Kingdom of Heaven is

at hand," Repentance, therefore, has often been called the door of

the Christian Church. Those who enter the Church not only repent

of what is wrong ; they also take a solemn oath to keep God's com-

mandments and to follow the Lord Jesus, which involves sacrificing

self for the good of others. It is much to be regretted that many
professing to repent do not really do so, and thus give a false

character to Church membership. But all true members endeavour

to keep their oath, and thus true Christians have always a high moral

standing in society which is universally recognized.

I. We will give instances of individuals converted and then of

the formation of societies of such for the good of the world.

Europe.—We shall instance four on whom Christianity wrought

a decided change—two Roman Catholics and two Protestants.

Ignatius Loyola was a Spanish soldier seeking only his own
pleasure and glory. When laid aside by wounds received in a siege,

he read the ** Lives of the Saints." Struck with the contrast be-

tween their lives and his own, he was seized with compunction, and

from that time became an altogether changed man. When in Paris

ho exerted all his influence to lead the students to live for the good

of their fellow-men. He established one of the most celebrated

religious orders on record—the Jesuits. In Europe this order for

over a century did more than all other orders put together to further

the object of Rome. In the East—in China, India and Japan—this

Society has also been the most noted of any among the Roman
Catholics. Unhappily, it has sometimes stooped to casuistry and

political intrigue, but none can question the ability and devotion of

many of its members.
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Francis Xavier is another instance of the power of Christianity

to change the life. "While a student in Paris he was known as a fast

young man. Loyola devoted himself successfully to his conversion.

After this event Xavier gave up high prospects of advancement in

Europe ; came out as a missionary to India, Ceylon and Japan and

led a life of most holy consecration to the salvation of men. He
had many converts in Japan, and, but for some erroneous views

current in the Roman Church, would probably have converted the

whole nation.

John Newton was once a wild sailor engaged in the slave-trade

on the coast of Africa and indulging in all forms of sin and reckless-

ness. When he became a Christian he changed his whole course

of life and vowed to devote himself henceforth to the conversion

of his fellow-men. He became a minister of the Gospel, and was

one of the authors of the Alney Hymns, once so extensively used

throughout the churches. He was the means of the conversion of

Claudius Buchanan, one of the best Englishmen who ever went to

India in connection with the civil service. Newton was also the

means of the conversion of Scott, one of the most celebrated of English

Bible commentators ; also of Wilberforce, who was the chief leader in

the liberation o£ the slaves. By Wilberforce's book, " The Practical

Yiew of Christianity," Leigh Richmond and Dr. Chalmers are said

to have been converted. It would be difficult to estimate the num-

ber of conversions brought about by Newton's influence through these

various channels during the last two centuries. Hundreds of thou-

sands—even millions—must have been benefited by him.

John Bunyan was a reckless tinker and a profane swearer,

having no respect for anything good or sacred. But he repented,

entered the Christian Church and was completely changed into one

of the holiest of men. But in those days, unless people followed

religion according to the law of the land, they were thrown into

prison. Bunyan, who considered obedience to God and conscience

more important than obedience to human laws, which in this case

were unjust, was imprisoned. In prison, however, he did not fret,

but sat down and wrote a book on the Christian life. Wonderful to

relate, although he was not a scholar, he produced a book that any

scholar might be proud of
—" The Pilgrim's Progress." It is now

translated into almost every language under heaven. It is impossible

to estimate the millions who have been benefited by Bunyan.

Instances of change of life through Chi'istianity exist by the

millions in every age.

America.—The good fruit of repentance is seen in like manner

in the new world. Charles Finney was born in 1792. He was first

school-master and then studied law. At the age of 26 he bought
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his first Bible and studied it. En consequence he soon changed his

life completely. He set about to preach as the groat work of his

life henceforth. There was a little town called Antwerp, whore

there were only three pious women ; all the others being wicked and

irreligious. He preached in the school-room. Before he had finished

most of the men were in tears, resolving to lead better lives. In

another village, a mile or two long, with houses only on one side, it

was said there was not one good family to be found. He preached

there from the words, " The curse of the Lord is in the house

of the wicked." Many of the people were converted in tho spot.

One family of seventeen and another of sixteen were all converted,

and shortly there was not a single family without some converted

members. After this he went to Philadelphia. About 3,000 people

came every night to hear him preach the Gospel. Within two years,

more than five thousand had declared themselves resolved to lead

new and better lives. From this he went to Rochester, and within one

year 12,000 were added to the various Churches in that district, mainly

owing to a revival under Finney's preaching. In proof of the change

in the life of the people, it may be stated that the theatre was clianged

into a stable, the circus into a factory, grog shops were shut, and the

people went for worship and instruction to the churches on Sunday.

People of all classes were converted,—lawyers, judges, physicians,

merchants, bankers, mechanics, as well as the poor. The jails were

empty for years afterwards. He visited England and the same result

followed wherever he went. And now Mr. Moody in America has the

same great gift of influencing multitudes of people. Ten thousand or

more often go to hear him, and on those great occasions hundreds of

people declare their determination to lead new lives. Some are now
spending their lives and money to do good in China, who were formerly

devoted to mere pleasure.

Asia.—When Christianity first arose in Palestine, Paul was
wholly bent on stamping it out. He obtained authority to persecute

Christians and bring them captive to Jerusalem. But on learning

more about Christianity he declared it to be the most blessed religion

in the world. He gave up his former life of persecution and cruelty,

and henceforth devoted all his energies to saving his fellow-men.

John, another apostle of Jesus Christ, in the early days of his disciple-

ship, when he found people disrespectful to his Master, asked if fire

might not be called down from heaven to burn them up. Afterwards,

catching the spirit of Christ, he became proverbial for his great love

towards all men.

In 1839 there was a Mohammedan in Singapore, named Ali, who
taught the Malay language to the missionaries. Becoming converted

to Christianity he said, "I studied the Koran for twenty years, but
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found no change in my heart, but since I commenced earnestly to study

Christianity, a change has taken place in my heart. This is the work
of Christ."

In Chefoo, in 1872, there were three Confucianists named Chow,
Sun and Li. They had quarrelled with each other after becoming
Christians, and each wanted his pastor to exercise discipline on

the others. The pastor called the three together and talked to

them about the love of God in Christ Jesus. Within an hour the

three men were shedding tears of shame and repentance and asking

forgiveness of each other. Another man in Chefoo, named Tang, had
for ten years previous to his becoming a Christian, been at enmity

with his family. He had left home in anger, and had vowed never

to return, though the distance was not more than sixty li. Many of

his friends and family had often come to see him and urge him to

go home, but all in vain. He began to study the Christian religion

and was converted. After that the old anger died and a spirit of love

took its place, and he visited his home to exhort them to become
Christians also.

In Hankow there was a man named Lien, who was once an
opium smoker, a gambler, a libertine and unfilial. After hearing the

Gospel he became a converted man, and since then has been the means
of converting many others. Having abandoned their former ways,

he and his converts devote themselves to all sorts of good works.

Africa.—Repentance is also in Africa the gate of the Church.

Few men in Africa were more eminent than Augustine, who was
born in A.D. 354. Indeed, he is ranked as one of the four greatest

doctors of the Latin Church. He had great abilities, and devoted

them with all his might to assist in the great work of saving the

world. But originally he was far from being good, and followed the

wild reckless life of many youths of his day. The complete change

in his life he attributes entirely to the power of the Gospel of Jesus.

The same change takes place among the wild tribes of South

Africa now. The celebrated missionary Moffat gives an account of

a fierce African chief, named Africanus, who was a great terror to all,

even to foreign residents, and who had a long conflict with another

native chief. The Colonial Government found him so unmanageable

that they put a price on his head. But this fierce man was con-

verted to an entirely new life by the power of the love of God in

Christ Jesus. After his conversion he went to Cape Colony of his

own accord, without fear and without exciting fear, as his conversion

was publicly known. He also went to see the chief, with whom
he had been at enmity. He found that he also had become a

Christian, and they both now rejoiced in peace and goodwill instead

of in war.
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Another Christian negro from the West Coast of Africa, known
to be a very good man, said ho was once very passionate. If any one

annoyed him, ho would striko at once with his fist, a stick or a

knife. He was also a thief and a bad man altogether. When asked

what made the change in him, he said it was the knowledge of the

Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Australasia.—Repentance exhibits like results in Australasia.

Mr. Wyatt Gill reports the speech of a young Christian as follows :

" Before conversion we are like forest trees ; crooked, twisted, branch-

ing this way and that ; bub when we get to know the love of Jesus

and have His Spirit in our heart, then the crooked branches are lopped

off and we are shaped and become pillars in the Temple of God."

Mr. Chalmers gives an account of one of the Motu chiefs in

New Guinea. When the missionary met him he was about 45 years

old and had a fierce angry countenance. He had the reputation of

being very passionate, punishing the slightest offence, not by beating,

but by robbing the offender of all he had. He also believed in

witchcraft. After a time he got interested in Christianity and became

a Christian. His fierce angry expression now changed into that of

quiet firmness, as of one seeking earnestly to do the right. He feels

the change so beneficial that he himself now preaches the Gospel in

order to change others.

The Queen of the Sandwich Islands, Kauhumanu, was originally

very proud and severe, but after becoming a Christian, underwent a

remarkable change for the better. She herself attributed the change

to Christianity.

II. Those who vow the same vows to repent, observe God's com-

mandments and follow Jesus Christ, are not content to work as

isolated individuals. In every age they form themselves into societies,

in order that by concerted action they may do greater good.

Europe.—It was because of the high reputation of the early

Christians that the Roman Empire adopted Christianity instead of

its former religions. But when most nations of Europe professed

themselves to be Christian without true repentance, there arose new
societies, such as the Albigeuses and Waldenses in the South of

Europe; "Brethren of the Common Lot" in Holland; Mystics and

Friends of God in Germany ; Hugenots in France ; Lollards first and

then later Puritans in England, and the Hussites in Bohemia and

neighbouring lands. These various bodies were sometimes only a

few here and there ; at other times they were the majority of the

people in their respective districts. All of them owed their origin

to revivals, professions of repentance and desires after a holy life,

and all aimed to do good to their fellow-men. After each genuine
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revival there was always a falling off in the crime of the land. After

many years of success these particular societies die away, but only

to give place to others, who revive the good spirit of the old

and follow each other in succession from age to age, like the annual

harvests of new grain from year to year,

John Wesley (born 1703), the founder of one of the chief mo-

dern branches of the Church, during his own life-time enrolled 71,000

persons as his followers in new lives of devotion and consecration.

And there is Spurgeon, still living, who seldom preaches without

thousands listening to him, and, what is still more wonderful,

without a score of people more or less coming forward at the close

to say that they have determined to change their lives and live hence-

forth for God and their fellows instead of for self as before.

The number of those who have taken these special vows of a

new life, that is, of enrolled members in connection with the leading

Protestant Churches in Europe alone, are as follows :

—

Presbyterians

Anglican (estimated)

Methodists

Congregationalists

Baptists .

.

1,268,556

1,000,000

920,632

376,501

326,950

Total, 3,892,639

If any are found not to keep their vows of repentance and

amendment, their names are struck off the list of members.

America.—As in Europe so in America true penitents who are

resolved to conform their lives to that of Jesus Christ, form them-

selves into Churches. They meet every week to examine their

hearts, to worship God and to consider in what way they can best

serve Him. The number of members in the chief Churches in the

United States at present is as follows :

—

Methodists

Baptists .

.

Presbyterians

Anglican (estimated)

Congregationalists

4,008,150

2,558,135

1,155,472

800,000

394,854

Total, 8,916,611

Asia.—Not to mention ancient Churches, there are now in

connection with Missionary Societies in Asia the following numbers

who profess change of life :

—
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Presbyterians
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benevolent and mission work among their fellow-men in their own
countries and out of them. They are mainly those of England and

the United States, with their missions, and the Q-erman missions as

given by Dorchester in his " Problem of Religious Progress," and by

Warneck on Missions. It is difl&cult to obtain statistics of Church

membership of the rest of Protestant countries, as these, like the

Roman Catholics, include all who have been baptized in infancy.

If we include all nominal Christians in the world, Mulhall's

"Dictionary of Statistics" for 1883 gives:

—

Roman Catholics 192,000,000
Protestants 123,000,000

Greek Church 70,000,000

Total, 385,000,000

The statistics of the other great religions of the world, accord-

ing to various authorities, are about as follows :

—

Hindus .. .. 195,000,000
Mohammedans 185,000,000
Buddhists, Confucianists and Taoists together 425,000,000

Total, 805,000,000

Thus we see that, in converting individuals and in teaching

mankind, Christianity far surpasses any other single religion in the

world.

To the Editor of Itis still to the poor the Grospel

The Chinese Recorder. is preached. They form by far

Dear Sir : While itinerating the larger part of the crowd which
recently in the North An Huei, listens to our message and from
I was much impressed with the their midst our Church members
need there is for explanatory are largely taken. Would it not

Gospel tracts in Mandarin collo- be wise, then, for us to adapt
quial. Gospels without accom- our books to the comprehension
panying explanatory literature of that class into whose hands
are, to most of the people whom they will probably come ? We
we meet, unintelligible. If, as in sold a number of pictorial tracts,

our case, the tracts and booklets calendars, parables, etc. These
sold are in Wen-Li, they can only are readily bought, even by people

be understood by a very small who cannot read, and are carried

proportion of our auditory. I be- by them to some more learned
lieve that the same books, printed friend, from whom they desire an
in an easy colloquial style, would explanation, and ultimately are

reach and affect ten times as wide posted upon the mud walls of the

a circle as iu their present form. peasant's dwelling to attract and
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arouse the interest of such

friends as may call there for

months, or it may be even years

to come. What more effective

system of tract distribution could

be desired than this ? Our visits

must be of very short duration,

but we leave behind us those

silent messengers, bearing their

testimony while we are at work
in some other porti )n of our field.

How disappointing it is to hear

over and over again from some
one who has bought one of those

pictorial tracts and has pored over

it for some time the exclamation,

"I don't understand the charact-

ers." Now, what is so readily

ernderstood by a Chinaman as a
" p'i u " ? and what is a more invit-

ing theme than one of our Lord's

parables ? If those parable tracts

were printed in colloquial form, I

venture to say such exclamations
would be heard no more.

We were urged by the late

lamented Dr. Williamson at the

Shanghai Conference to get the

picture books, which he had
carefully prepared, into the homes
of the people. The pictures would
be wonderingly scanned by the

women ; and the Bible stories,

read by the men, would be eagerly

listened to by those whose feminine

curiosity had been excited by the

pictures. Thus the Gospel would
be carried to those who otherwise

would never hear it. This was the

plan, and it has but one defect,

—the books are in "Wen-li,'^ and
absolutely unintelligible to any
person but a scholar.

Not long ago I invested in a few
copies of a paper known as "The
Boys' Own Illustrated," expecting

to find a serial written in such an
easy style as a school-boy might
comprehend. I intended to give

a copy each to a few of our

Church members that their views

of life might be enlarged, and that

avenues of knowledge, hitherto

unknown, might be opened up to

them. I received the periodical,

but found that unless one were a

"siu ta'ai" the "Boys' Paper"
would be incomprehensible to him
as it is to most of those for whose
benefit I specially ordered it.

That Mandarin is the language

of China is proved by the fact

that books written in Pekingese,

—as the " Pilgrims' Progress

"

and Mrs. McCartee's " Bible His-

tory "—are readily understood

in almost every province in the

empire ; as are also the Man-
darin tracts issued by the Central

China Tract Society. The large

sale attained last year by that

Society of its Mandarin publica-

tions (a new departure) sliould

induce them to go forward in

this direction, as well as point

out to other Societies still larger

fields of usefulness.

I do not wish, by any means, to

be understood to advocate that

our present " Wen-li" books
should be superseded by " Kuan
hua,"" but that colloquial editions

should be published as a boon to

those to whom '^Wen-li" is

unintilligible.

John Darboch.
China Inland Mission,

Ko Ch'en, An Hoki.

To the Editor of

The Chinese Recorder.

Dear Sir : A Correction.—In

my paper on the Roman Catholic

Cemetery near Hangchow (No-

vember Rkcorder) I said that

certain stone slabs, seen by Mr.
Stuart, had "disappeared." I

have to-day revisited theFangtsin

cemetery, and the slabs are there,

though quite overlooked by me
before, built into the wall of the

vault.
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They preserve the names of

several Jesuits, including Trigault

and Diaz, stating the native coun-

try of each, the date of his enter-

ing China and of his decease

with his age at death. In cer-

tain cases, including that of Diaz,

some of the particulars are left

blank.

The superscription to the list

reads: 5^^1511 t'^Wii±
•S^^D°«l5ig^^m.which
I render, with some misgiving,
" Tomb of European Reverend
members of the Society of Jesus,

of the order of Priesthood. " I

do not know what
3'c ^ ^^~

ports.

The first name on the list is Lo
Hwaichung, his personal ( ? bap-
tismal) name, |^ Juwang, his

sacred ( ? assumed in the Society)

name ; Jnohan (John), a Portu-

guese, who reached China in 1594
and died 1623. Trigault stands

next, probably having succeeded
Lo as superior of the house at

Hangchow. Then follows 1/2 (^),
whose ''sacred name" was Peter,

a Portuguese, who came to China
in 1604. Then Hsii, a German

(S If Si ;£ S SX who came
under the last of the Ming,
Ts'ung-chmg. Then Kuo, an
Italian, followed by Fuh, a Por-
tuguese, whose date of arrival is

1624. Diaz is nearly the last on
the list ; his death-year, £ i^ of

Shunche, corresponding with

1659, furnished by M. Cordier.

The few columns that conclude
the inscription are nearly illegible,

having the appearance of being
worn down by footsteps at some
period; perhaps between the des-

ecration of the original cemetery
and its restoration in 1736.

G. E. MouLB.

Dtctmber 18.

A QUESTION AND THE
ANSWER.

Catherine's Bridge^

Bee. 7th, 1890.

To the Editor of The Chinesb
Recorder and for The Recorder,
with Editor's Reply.

Dear Bro. : I have read with

much interest the several articles

on theSabbath question,published

in recent numbers of The Re-
corder ; and, from the nature of

these articles, I judge that your

columns are open to any and all

for a free and full discussion of

this subject. Will you have the

kindness to inform, through The
Recorder, me and others, if this

is the case ?

Most respectfully,

D. H. Davis,

Seventh-dai/ Baptist Mission,

Shanghai.

It would not be wise, in our

judgment, to extend the scope of

inquiry beyond generally accepted

principles as applied to the

observance of the Lord's Day
among native converts to Chris-

tianity. We take this opportunity

to say that the policy controlling

these columns will be in the

interest of harmony and brother-

hood. There must be discussion,

and there should be no check to

free thought within certain well-

understood limits ; but it is not

the mission of The Chinese
Recorder to take up and per-

petuate the old-time theological

controversies of Europe and
America. We shall endeavor
to be governed by this rule

without reference to any bias of

our own, and without prejudice

against the views of any con-

tributor.
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China Inland Mission, Shanghai.

Dec. 26, 1890.

To the Editor of

The Chinese Recordee.

Dear Sir: My attention has been

drawn to a paper by Dr. Henry

in the December number of Thk
Recorder, headed " Chinese

Dress in the Shanghai Confer-

ence."

In that paper Dr. Henry gives

publicity to reports which appear

to refer to the China Inland

Mission, namely : (1) "That one

half of those who enter China

under its auspices, return within

two years, either to their home-

land on earth or to the home
above " ; and (i) " That the aver-

age term of service for the whole

body is only three and a half

years." I am sure both Dr. Henry

and your readers will be glad to

hear that these rumours are

entirely unwarranted.

(1.) Looking into our statistics,

I find that 539 persons have been

cfnnected with the China Inland

Mission—either in Burmah or in

China—during the last 26 years.

If the above statement were

correct, 270 should have left

China during the first two years

of service. The actual number,

however, who did so, is less than

one sixth of this ; in point of fact

only 44, of whom 2 retain their

connection with the Mission, and

may return to China.

Of this number 21 were re-

moved by death, 5 were invalided

home, including the 2 still in

connection with the Mission. Of

the remaining 18, 4 resigned ; 5

were requested to withdraw ; and

9 left the Mission on account of

marriage or family claims.

These facts refer to our mis-

sionaries during their first two

years of service, for which period

they are considered Probationers.

There are now 122 Probationers

in the Mission, who have come
out duringl889 and 1890.

(2.) Wo have had, from the

commencement, 373 full Mem-
bers : 22 of them have died,

after an average service of more
than 8^ years ; 12 have been in-

valided home, after an average

service of 6 years and a half

;

4 have been transferred to the

home department of the work,

while 21 have retired, 9 have

been requested to resign, and 18

have had to leave us on account

of marriage or family claims.

Taking these 86 as a whole, the

average period of service was 6

years and 1 month, not '6\ years.

There still remain 287 full

Members of the Mission to be

accounted for. In a few weeks

these will have completed an

average service of 7 years. If the

Master tarry, we may reason-

ably expect from past experience

that there lies before them a

much longer period of work.

For, as I need scarcely indicate,

this low average of seven years*

service is the inevitable result of

the rapid increase of our numbers

during recent years. Taking the

older members of the Mission

only, the first fifty have already

completed an average of over

17 years, and 16 of them have

averaged 24f years.

On the whole, we are led to

conclude that our Mission is, by

God's blessing, one of the health-

iest in China, and that its policy

has not led to any " alarming

sacrifice " of life, but rather the

reverse.

Yours truly,

J. Hudson TatjIiOE.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.

To the Editor of

The Chinese Recorder.

Sir : The Rev. F. H. James in

your September issue writes

under a complete misapprehen-

sion. The following is the

statement in my memorandum,
to which he takes exception.
" He (not Mr. James) is now
leading the extreme minority of

the Conference to urge the Bible

Societies to publish such books

as they were never designed to

publish "
(p. 25.)

I printed that statement be-

cause I had said it, and because

I was bound to let my Committee
know what I had said ; but I

believe now that the minority

would have been exceedingly

small that would have urged
Bible Societies to take funds
given for one specific purpose and
devote them to another. I am
sure my friend, Mr. James, would
not have voted for any such
misappropriation.

Mr. James was one of the many
delegates whose friendship I was
much pleased to make at the

Conference. I believe it was
largely owing to his wisdom and
moderation that we arrived at

the unanimous resolution on
the question of '^Summaries,
Headings and Brief Explana-
tions of the Scriptures," and
I trust he will look again patient-

ly at my position, and what
I said.

I was most anxious to do
everything 1 could for the mis-

sionaries. I was not a plenipo-

tentiary, but, knowing our
Committees, 1 knew pretty well

what was practicable, and I was

anxious that the Conference

should arrive at findings which
could be acted upon, and which
would not remain a dead letter

on your records. The Conference

would have had reason to com-
plain of me it I had led them to

expect what I knew well my
Committee could not give. I am
entirely with Mr. James and my
other honoured friends in China,

as to the need of notes, and
commenths, and tracts, and
booklets, &c. I will vote for

their use. I will urge Tract
Societies and friends to help in

their production and distribution.

I will subscribe for such needed
helps. Indeed, I have been
urging the cause of such agencies

since my return wherever I had
an opportunity. I have not even
overlooked thatpart of the work
of the Conference in my Contem-
porary Beview article.

I cannot, however, admit that

the Scriptures without notes are

useless, or that our Bib. Society

Committees should betray the

trust committed to them, especial-

ly as there are other Societies able

and willing to do the work better

than the Bible Societies could do
it.

I am, Sir,

Yours very truly,

W. Wright.

P.S.

—

Laws and Regulations
OF the British and Foreign
Bible Society. N. 1.—"The
designation of this Society shall

be the British and Foreign
Bible Society, of which the sole

object shall be to encourage the

wider circulation of the Holy
Scriptures, without note or com-
ment : the only copies in the
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languages of the United Kingdom,
to be circulated by the Society,

shall be the authorised version."

Editorial Note.—The above is

excerpted from a letter of Dr.

Wright, dated London, Oct. 25tb.

As to the matters referred to,

very free expression having been
given on all sides, we hope that

interested parties will now dis-

miss any thought of further

discussion.

#xir %m\\ Cabk.

Proceedinqs of the Chorch Mis-

sionary Society for Africa
AND THE Bast. Ninety-tirst

year, 1889-90. London:
Church Missionary House,

Salisbury Square.

This is a sumptuous volume of

324 pages, embellished with a

number of excellent maps. The
Statistics of Missions in South and
Mid-China present the following

totals :—Native Clergy, 16 ; Na-
tive Lay Teachers, 297 ; Native

Christians, including catechumens,

9,051 ; Native Communicants,

2,836; Scholars, 2,325; Contri-

butions, |2,543.

The China Medical Missionary
Jodrnal, Vol. IV., No. 4.

Shanghai, December, 1890.

Kelly and Walsh, Lt.

A photograph of Dr. William
Lockhart, the oldest surviving

Medical Missionary to China, fit-

tingly adorns the first page. While
much that appears in this number
is specially adapted to the pro-

fessional reader, there is also

much of general interest. An
article on the Opium Cure, by Dr.

Arthur Morly, is a plea for the

gradual withdrawal of the drug.

A contributor, " H. W. B.," has

some iuteresting observations ou

the subject of leprosy, in the

course of which extracts are given

from a monograph by Dr. J,

Cantlie, of Hongkong. We take

the liberty of transferring to our
columns a few paragraphs under
the head of " Segregation of

Lepers,"—a subject of practical

interest to residents in the East.
" In all leper countries and

from early times segregation is,

and has been, practised with more
or less rigor. In spite, however,
of segregation, leprosy maintains

its course in these countries, and
no amount of leper villages or

leper as}'lums seem capable of

eradicating the disease,

" What then is the good of

segregation, if it does not prevent
contagion, may well be asked.

In the first place, it provides a

home for the leper outcast ; this

is surely of itself a great human-
itarian work. Leprosy does not

cause a tithe of the misery in

the world created by syphilis,

yet we expel the leper who has

got a disease through no fault of

his own, but we shelter the

syphilitic. Therefore, on no
other ground but ou those of

simple benefit of the lepers

alone, it is incumbent to insti-

tute leper homes or asylums,"
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The Friend of China : The
Organ of the Society for the

Suppression of the Opium
Trade. London : P. S. King
and Son. October, 1890.

The character and object of

this Quarterly is sufficiently in-

dicated by the title it bears. The
present number contains a variety

of information. The leading article

is devoted to an account of the

Deputation to Viscount Cross on

the sale of opium and other drugs

in ludia. The occasion vs^as well

improved to impress upon his

Lordship the serious danger, lest

the opium habit, which had proved

so fatal in China and in the Dutch

colonies of Java and Sumatra,

should in like manner spread

throughout Her Majesty's do-

minions in India ; and to show

the practicability of prohibition

by the examples of Japan, of

Corea, and of certain limited

districts in Java.

Considerable space is given to

the subject of Quinine and

Opium. As a comment on the

report that 1,500,000 deaths take

place annually throughout India

from fever alone, the fact is men-

tioned that to allay feverish suf-

ferings opium is freely resorted to

in numberless cases. But Dr.

Pingle—a high authority on the

subject—gives this testimony :

" To administer opium as a

febrifuge, in the way in which

quinine is given, is, in my
opinion, absolutely opposed to

the scientific treatment of fever.

Its curative action in the treat-

ment of fever is in no way speci-

fic, such as quinine undoubtedly

is.''

Mr. Ferguson, in a letter to

the Anti-Opium Society in Eng-

land, ascribed the prevalence to

opium-craving in many parts of

the world to a low type of fever,

especially in China. We transfer

to our pages a statement which
is given from a respectable

source :

—

"From the vast tracts of country
in China where rice is cultivated,

fever is never absent ; opium
being employed as the medicine
easiest to be had, and cheapest.

He hoped, if quinine became
cheap enough to compete with
opium, that it would produce a

revolution in the Chinese con-

sumption of the two drugs. By
this process a solution would be

found for the dangers and un-
certainties of the large opium
revenues of India, and for the

perplexing moral questions con-

nected with it."

At the time the above was
written, some years ago, the

price of quinine was practically

prohibitive, whereas to-day, in

consequence of the extensive

cultivation of Peruvian bark in

British India and in the West
Indies, prices are very low. We
commend to the earnest atten-

tion of our readers the words
following :

—
" It will be a bad day for

opium, but a glorious day for

the Chinese and the cause of

Chirstianity, when the splendid

tonic, quinine, is freely used in

China. If every missionary sta-

tion throughout India and China
were provided with a good supply
of quinine, and endeavoured to

promote its use as a substitute

for opium, they would be en-

gaged in a royal Christian

work."
But the opinion of a layman

in this matter is not of very
great value. It is to be hoped
that the medical profession in

China will somehow bring this

whole subject within the range
of ppular knowledge.
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Wan Kwoh Kung Pao (^ P|

^ ^). A Review of the

Times : New Series. Edited

by Hov. Dr. Allen. Vol. 2,

No. 23.

This valuable magazine holds

on its way with increasing vigor.

It is published by the Society

for the Diffusion of Christian and
General Knowh'dgo among the

Chinese. The December number
has a frontispiece of Count von
Moltke, followed by a series of

articles from five foreign and
eight native contributors, with

an extensive foreign news de-

partment conducted by the editor.

Missionaries would do well to

always keep on hand a supply

of the latest issue for distri-

bution among the literati. We
commend to all this suggestion,

which we find on the index page :

"The Executive of the S. D. C.

G. K. would deem it a favor if

friends would place copies of

the 'Review of the Times' and
'Chinese Boy's Own' (Q jgf

^ ^) before influential China-

men in their neighborhood and
ask them to become subscribers."

Minutes of the Fifth Session of

the China Mission Annual
Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South
;

held at Shanghai, October

15-21, 1890.

A GOOD specimen of secretarial

skill and the printer's art. The
various annual reports and the

statistical table show a pros-

perous and growing work. The
course of study for foreign mis-

sionaries and native preachers

is both discriminating and com-
prehensive. The appointments of

preachers i'or t he year,arranged by

Bishop Wilson, are as follows :

—

Shanghai District

—

M. B. Hill, P. K.

Shanghai Station—M. B. Hill,

C. F. Reid, Sz Tz-kia. Col-

lege Chapel—Y. J. Allen, G.
R. Loehr. Hongkew—W. B.

Bonnell, H. L. Gray. T'sih

Pao—To be supplied by Tsea
Tsz-v6n. Sung Kiang—W. B.

Burke, Dzung Sau-ts6u. Tai

Tsang—0. E. Brown, Dzung
Dzing-san, Sung You-peh. Tse
so—To be supplied by C. J.

Soon. Anglo-Chinese College—Y.
J. Allen, Pre.>^idetit; G. R Loehr,
W. B. Bonnell, H. L. Gray, Pro-
fessors.

Suchow District

—

D. L. Anderson, P. E.
Suchow Station—T. A. Hearn,

Dzung Yuiig-kiung. Kwen San

—

Dong Moh-san. Luh Chili—Tsa
Vfmg-tsang. Chang Shuh—B. D.
Lucas, Li Tsz-i. Nan Zing—J. L.
Hendry, C. K. Marshall. Buf-
fington Institute—A. P. Parker.
The report of Suchow Hospital,

by W. H. Park, M. D., represents
a most important adjunct of the
Missicm. The annual exhibit of
the Woman's Foreign Missionary
Society does not appear in these
Minutes.

Woman's Work in thk Far East.
Vol. XL, No. I; Nov. 1890.
Published semi-annually, in

May and Nov. Kelly and
Walsh, Lt., Shanghai.

This first number of the new
series of Woman's Work, appear-
ing in response to a call made at
the recent Shanghai General
Conference, ought to receive a
hearty welcome, both from mis-
sionaries in the field and from the
Christian women of America and
Europe. One who peruses with
due attention these ninety-two
pages of most readable matter,
cannot fail to receive vivid im-
pressions of missionary life and
labor in the Far East. We
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congratulate the ladies on their

happy re-inauguration of this en-

terprise. Our hope is that the semi-

occasional magazine will, by virtue

of necessity, become a Quarterly.

The Home and Foreign Church
Magazine.

Among those who have laboured

for the establishment of a Chris-

tian literature in China the name
of Dr. Y. J. Allen stands very

high. The Kiau hwei sin pau of

former years was under his

editorship and was a most use-

ful publication. So good was it

that it is well to have it re-

newed, because the congregations

of Christians, recently gathered

together by the missionaries, are

constantly increasing in numbers,

and magazines are more than

ever a necessity. It is now to

be called t^i M ^ # #» which may
be rendered The Home and
Foreign Church Magazine. In

this name "Home" means Chi-

nese or Central, and Western is

used to include all other coun-

tries. The term Kiau hwei means
the evangelical Churches which
have been founded in China by
the Protestant Missionary Boards.

The editor's aim is to allow a

good deal of liberty to contribu-

tors, but he makes his appeal for

comparative simplicity of style.

It ought to be so written as to

be easily read, so that it maj'' be
extensively circulated among the

Christians. It ought to embody
the fruits of reading, and in pro-

portion as this is the case, will

the contributions from native

pens prove to be useful and ac-

ceptable. The defence of Chris-

tianity by the Canton Christians

against the charges of those who
object to the Christian religion

that it is opposed to the worship

o£ ancestors, is an example of

what the native Christians can
do. The Protestant converts, if

encouraged to study and write,

will do good work in the apologe-

tic department. Native ordained

ministers, if encouraged to write

apologetic essays, will produce,

there can be little doubt, not a
few useful treatises. We all know
how well many of them preach,

and the faculty for preaching

and writing is, to a large extent,

the same. Such a journal as this

will be very convenient as a

medium of apologetic essays on

many subjects where Christians

have to take a hostile attitude

against Chinese customs. We
may hope that if many contri-

butions of this kind find their

way to the editor's drawer that his

experience in selection will result

in what really will deserve the

name, the survival of the fittest.

Such a journal is a very suit-

able medium for Christian

biographies and facts, such as

are supplied in Christian journals

of the present day in Europe and
America. Formerly, I translated

from William Burns' Memoir
much information on the revivals

with which he was connected in

his early life. Times have changed
since then. Meetings for the

deepening of spiritual life have
greatly increased in number. The
facts now accumulating daily on
the mode of conducting Chirstian

work and its results, are stimu-

lating to the reader. Our native

brethren will be the better for

knowing the same facts, and the

new journal would do well to

communicate instructive facts as

to evangelistic and philanthropic

operations in Christian Churches.
This will stir up the mind of

many a Chinese reader to ask.

Can I not act in the same way
and obtain the same results P
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China is becoming more ratlior

than less a reading country.

There is increasing activity in

the production and printing of

books. The system of competi-

tive essays is expanding. At
Shanghai tho number of writers

for the ten-tael and eiti;ht-d()llar

prize of the Taotai has been
larger during the late autumn
than ever before. The style of

writing found in the native news-
papers is the favourite and defi-

nitely adopted medium of thought.

There can be no doubt, then, as

to what the style of a Union
Church journal, such as that now
to be commenced, ought to be.

A good publishing medium is

here afforded to all missionaries

who feel they have importajit

matters to iiring before the

native church. Every year makes
the native converts stronger in

numbers and in education, and
they will be found proportionably

more amenable to this mode of

placing them ni rapport with the

(Christian mind of the West. To
encourage independence in the

native Christian mind is very

important. Wo all feel that we
cannot mould the Chinese intel-

lect as we would wish. Not an
easy task is it to control its

tendencies. What is within our
power to do, however, is to

address the native Christians on

points of moment and aim to

guide them to right issues. Heath-
en China will more and more
judge of Christianity by Christian

Chitia. Let the native Church win
the approval of the heathen. Let
them be a scholarly, zealous, good-
doing, virtuous and law abiding

people. The influence of such a
magazine as this will help to make
them so. Tho first number of

this monthly magazine will be is-

sued in the first month of the 17th
year of Kuanghsii. There will

bo thirty leaves and about 30,000
characters in each number,

J. Edkins.

^tritorial Comnttnt.
Tkb annual meeting of the

American Board of Commission-
ers of Foreign Missions, held in

that great Northwest city of the

United States, Minneapolis, was
a notable occasion. Some deli-

cate and difficult problems were
happily adjusted. A memorial
was addressed to the President

and Congress, respectfully asking

the government to inaugurate a
movement, by treaty or otherwise,

looking to the universal prohibi-

tion of the exportation of alcoholic

liquors to the uncivilized or half

civilized people of Asia, Afri(vv

and the islands of the sea. Tho
statement is made that Secretary

Blaine has expressed himself as

willing to take the initiative in

introducing an international

agreement upon this subject.

All who are friendly, in the best

sense, to missions and the hioher

civilization, will wish a hearty

God-speed to this movement.

Dii. Er.BRRT S. Todd, formerly

a missionary in Kiukiang, has
published a book, entitled
" Christian Missions in the Nine-
teenth Century." We have not

seen the work, but it is described

as valuable and timely. The
following sentence, quoted in the
review column of a home journal,

indicates the author's catholicity

and good seuse:—
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" The Roman Catholic Church
may not be a safe guide, but to

refuse to receive lessons of wis-

dom, which her history furnishes,

is equal folly with the captain who
refuses to allow for rocks in the

channel, because they were made
known by the wreck of a rival

boat."

harmony with our western

notions, may be found in these

letters of a man who is justly

famed as scholar and soldier.

The recently published letters

of Tseng Kuo-fan are an inter-

esting study. In some respects

they compare favorably with the

Chesterfieldian effusions which
attracted so much attention in

Europe ninety years ago. Not
only does this excellent type of

high mandarin inculcate upon
his son proper attention to social

and official etiquette, but he
gives a variety of practical and
wise suggestions that we are

hardly prepared to expect from
such a source. Contrary to our
idea that no Chinaman of quality

ever walks if he can help it,

Tseng Kuo-fan recommends the

habit of pedestrian exercise after

each meal as adapted to promote
vigorous health. He even dis-

credits the soothsayer's art and
superstitions of astrology, which
are supposed to have so much
influence over the ordinary

Chinese mind. He advises the

younger Tseng, the late Marquis,

to give attention to agriculture

as an industry of prime import-

ance to his country ; and,

disregarding the common idea

that a knowledge of the classics

is the end of learning, he urges

the reading of a work on philo-

logy and due attention to other

good books. We note, also, a
piece of shrewd and philosoph-

ically sound advice to " study
the names of things first, and
then the things themselves." All

this, and much, more, quite in

There was a grand gathering

of foreigners and Chinese recent-

ly on the banks of the Han,
near Hankow, by invitation of H.
E. Chang Chih-tung. The occa-

sion was in honor of the formal

opening of the Iron Works lately

inaugurated by the governor of

the province. Steam cranes

were set to work, lifting heavy
weights, and engines with trucks

took the visitors over two miles

of railway line. Only a few
days ago a steamer entered the

port of Shanghai, having on board

500 tons of machinery destined

for the gold mines now being

opened at Ninghai, Shantung.

Other shipments are to arrive

later on, with 1,000,000 feet

of Oregon pine, having the same
destination. To conduct this im-

portant enterprise, three skilled

Americans are employed at large

salaries : 0. W. Watson, mining

engineer; J. D. McKenzie, mill-

wright ; F. J. Neill, machinist.

The company is composed of

wealthy Chinese in San Francisco

and Shanghai. The plant will

cost about |250,000, having a

powerful hoisting engine, with

twelve mortars and sixty stamps.

We call attention to the above

as among the signs of the times

in this Far East.

Undoubtedly China is clumsy

and awkward in her attempts on

certain lines of progress. Never-
theless, she is awaking out of

her long sleep ; and that is a

first necessity. There is more
and more a disposition to make
extensive use of foreign methods

in building railroads, iu estab-
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lishing electric lights and fouri-

deries and mining plants. When
once her industrial armies are

enlisted in such vast undertak-

ings, China will possess an ad-

vantage that cannot be surpassed

by any other nation. Her untiring

ability as a toiler, unsurpassed

staying powers, and superb pa-

tience, will be demonstrated in

the open face of the world.

If published reports are cor-

rect, Gen. Wolseley, of the

British army, entertains high

prophetic ideas of the Chinaman
as man and soldier. It is said

that the late Gen. Gordon ex-

pressed a feeling of admiration

lor his well-tried comrades of the

"ever-victorious army," and that

on a notable occasion he asserted

his belief in the natural capacity

of the Celestials for endurance in

a campaign and valor on the

field of battle. Admiral Lang is

known to have faith in a Chinese
navy, if only ignorant and med-
dlesome mandarins can be kept

from interfering with a proper

course of discipline. It may be

that the views of these men are

absurd and fanatical, as many
think ; but we are inclined to

believe that the " black-haired

race" only need training and
leadership to make a formidable
military power. We venture the

prophecy that when once the

Chinese lose their superstitious

fear of the foreigner and gain
thorough command of the engine-

ry of civilization, under a govern-
ment justly entitled to respect and
confidence,—all of which must
come in good time—China will

take her acknowleged position as

a nation excelling in the arts of

peace, but willing and able to

resist all offensive aggressions,

whether from Europe or America.

A LATK number of the Asiatic

Quarterly Review contains an ar-

ticle on the Failure of Christinn

Missions. The author makes an
indirect attempt to define " true

religion," and reaches the con-

clusion that "it is anything posi-

tive, answering to any sufficient

definition of religion,"—which is

a kind of reasoning not at all

satisfactory to one who believes

that while there are many reli-

gions in the world there is but

one Christianity. The triumphant
progress of Islam is dwelt upon,

but with strange obliviousness to

the fact that Mahommed appeal-

ed to the lust of military con-

quest and other passions of the

fierce Arabian spirit, sanctioning

all kinds of crime and debauchery
in the name of religion ; whereas
Christianity appeals only to the

moral instincts of men. It is

absurd to dignify the Nestorian

movement as a labored efPort of

the Church of Christ to bring all

Asia into the fold. There is

little weight in a logic that ap-

peals to non-success among the

Jews, since the fact that they

would reject Messiah was fore-

told by our Lord himself, and
the unique history of that nation

is in strict fulfillment of pro-

phecy. A just logic would not

confine itself to the number of

figures and the size of organiza-

tions, but take into account the

fact that Christianity has im-

pressed itself on the age, moulded
jurisprudence, modified govern-

ments and refined all human
relations. Is it nothing that the

nations of Christendom are to-

day the arbiters of the worlds'

destiny ? The article in question

purports to have been written by
a " veteran missionary." The
fact calls for explanation. It is

inconceivable that any man who
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luis devoted his life to the pro-

pagation of the faith could lend

himself to a kind of r^ioscination

hy which he stamps that faith

with ignominy and utter defeat.

We may well admit that the

success of missions is not pro-

portionate to the gravity of the

mes?age. But true religion does

not measure its value by any

ordinary standard of success.

Its divine character is more often

demonstrated by what men call

failure. It will have no compro-

mise with evil, therefore the evil-

minded are not readily submis-

sive. It is probably true that

the Gospel won greater triumphs

in the apostolic age than have

since been achieved. It must be

written down to the everlasting

reproach of Latin Christianity,

that almost nothing was attempt-

ed in the direction of missions

until Papal authority waned in

Europe, and it was sought to re-

cover lost prestige and power by
the conquest of the Orient. Pro-

testantism must suffer almost

equal blame ; for the missionary

spirit, as fostered by her, is not

yet a century old, and the most
that has been done is prepara-

tory work,—such as conquering

linguistic difficulties, creating a

literature, and organizing me-
thods. It is less than one hun-

dred years since the first Protest-

ant missionary stepped foot on

the continent of Asia. When
we consider the comparative

number of men employed and
the means expended, have there

not been results equal at least to

the exploits of diplomacy and
commerce ? If a rate of advance

is maintained in arithmetical

progression—and past success

with the present outlook war-
rant as much—the next one
hundred years will witness the
domination of revealed religion

over all forms of idolatry in the

East. We do not affirm that a
true spiritual life is to speed-
ily supplant paganism ; but we
believe that another century
of Christian endeavor will mean
vastly more to the world than
has entered the thought of man-
kind.

The many friends of Dr. Grulick

will bo glad to learn that his

physicians now hold out some
hope of gradual improvement in

health. In a letter received at

the office of the American Bible
Society in Shanghai, dated Wor-
cester, Mass.(U. S. A,), Oct. 29,

he writes as follows : "My health

continues poor, though it is

improving a little. I do not have
the excruciating head aches of a
year past, but my head is weak,
and my muscular powers also.

Winter is approaching, and
having dwindled from 170 pounds
to 125 I am very thin and cold."

Dr. John calls our attention

to a typographical error in his

letter in the last Rkcorder, and
says,

'^
' I feel' should read *I

felt.' I was speaking of my
feelings then and not now."

Mr. D. S. Murray, of the B.
and F. Bible Society, Shanghai,

is to take temporary charge of the

Scripture Union work, carried on
by the late Mr. Dalziel.

The list of Scripture Portions

for 1891 are now ready and will

be furnished on application to

Mr. Murray.
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issiaitaru Uctos.

[^Workers in the wide field of China are

invited to send brief contrihutiom

appropriate to this department of

Thk Ukcordkk. a real and valuable

service may thus be rendered to the

cause of niissiona,'—Ed.]

—No mission in the world,

perhaps, can show a more notable

record than that of the Canadian
Presbyterian Church in China.

At the end of 16 years' work, and
with a small staff of laborers, it

reports 2,650 baptized members,

2 native pastors, 64 elders, 60

deacons and 37 native pnachers.

It maintains 2 mission houses,

60 chapels, a girls* school and a

training college. The credit of

these results is due, under God,

to Dr. Mackay, one of those re-

markable men who are born

missionaries.— The Missionary

Revietr.

—If I mistake not the signs of

the times, we are about to enter

upon a new era. We must move
forward, preaching the love of

Christ to save. We dare not

falter. It is ours to show this

people a better and purer way
than they have ever known.
The increasing demand for the

word of God is an omen of good.

Witliin the past six months I

have sold and distributed about

ten thousand books and tracts

;

the larger per cent, by far have
been sold. I always tell the

people when they buy that, after

they have read the Gospels, if

they don't want them they may
bring ihem back, and I will re-

fund them their money. I have
never had a copy returned.

—

Rev. Don W. Nichols (Nanking)
in The Christian Advocate.

—The Missionary Society of

the Methodist Episcopal Church
has been at work some five or

six years among the Chinese

of Singapore, and the mi.ssion

school has grown with such

rapidity that it now ranks with

tiie Government High School,

and numbers between 300 and
400 scholars. Preparations are

on foot to commence work at

once among tho Malays. A most
accomplished young German has

refused a professorship at the

Boston university, to join himself

to this movement.
—The southern half of the

province of Fuhkien is worked by
three societies,—London, Eng-
lish Presbyterian and Reformed.
Amoy is the natural head-

quarters. Until last year no
missionary family had ever lived

inland from Amoy. Missionary

work was carried on by constant

touring. Since March, 18o8, four

missionary families have moved
inland. Two families are at

Changchew, thirty miles from
Amoy ; two families at Giokhe,

sixty miles from Amoy ; two
gentlemen have settled forty

miles south from Amoy, at

Changpoo; three hospitals have
been opened, one at each of the

places mentioned. The hospitals

have been largely patronized.

Another feature of encourage-

ment has been the increased

willingness to hear the Gospel.

Native preachers have frequently

remarked recently that the past

year was the best in their ex-

perience. Years ago they were

scolded, abused, stoned. To-day
they go into villages, where chairs

are brought out to rest them.

They are entertained to tea and
sweet-meats. They are invited

to come again. Gamblers are

requested to leave their seats
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and the preacher is invited to

declare the doctrine.

—

Rev. John

Fagg, in the Missionary Review.

—I may say that for some

time when I first came to Ning-

hai, it was difficult to either give

or sell the Scriptures here ; but

now I find a good number of

persons who read them gladly.

—

Rev. Chas. H. Judd.

—Laymen have been success-

fully working in China for years.

The China Inland Mission has

now about 275 missionaries, the

majority of whom are laymeu.

Ouly a very few of these have

been liberally educated. They
are men who have been taken

from secular employments, and

to whom a college training was

not possible. What is the result

of their work ? Not all agree

with their methods, but the most

conservative are forced to admit

that as an evangelizing agency

they have been eminently suc-

cessful. They have acquired the

spoken language ; they have

lived in a simple and inexpensive

style; they have come in close

contact with the people and

secured their confidence, and

they have prosecuted their work
with such energy, fidelity and
devotion as to win the esteem of

all candid missionaries. The
blessing of God has been upon

them, and conversions have

occurred in all their various

fields of labor. In short, they

have shown conclusively that

laymen can effectively and suc-

cessfully preach the Gospel to

the Chinese people.

—

Rev. Francis

M. Price, in The Independent.

—When the news of the illness

of the late Mr. T. A-hok, a well-

known Chinese Christian mer-

chant of Foochow, reached Eng-
land, his wife—whose touching

appeals in behalf of her heathen

sisters had awakened wide atten-

tion—hurried back to China. She
arrived in her own country not

only to find herself a widow, but

homeless and penniless. The
heathen brothers had taken pos-

session of everything.

—It used to be said some years

ago that the day of big meetings

was gone by. The C. M. S. has to

praise God that, so far from that,

our meetings grow in size, and,

what is far better, in fervour and
devotion of spirit. Nothing could

exemplify this better than the

great Farewell Meeting of Octo-

ber 7th. There was nothing in

it to attract the outside public,

except perhaps the number of

missionaries ; and yet the faith of

the Committee in choosing, for the

first time, the gi-eat Hall, was more
than justified. We say, "for the

first time," because although for

the remarkable Dismissal of Jan-

uary 20th, which had many
unique features, that Hall was
used, yet this is the first ordinary

Farewell that has taken place in

it. The growth of Dismissal

Meetings is one of the most en-

courHging signs of the present

position of the C. M. S. One
needs not to be a very old friend

of the Society to remember when
small local halls in various parts

of London sufficed for the pur-

pose, when the number "dis-

missed " was small enough for

each one to speak, and when it

was the custom to read out in

full the '' Instructions " to the

missionaries. Later on came the

necessity of hiring St. James'

Hall; then it was found advisable

to curtail the number of speakers

and to omit the " Instructions ;

"

while the interest of the Provinces

was stimulated by an increasing

number of subsidiary dismissals

in important centres. Now we'
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may even begin to think of the

time when our meetings will out-

grow Exeter Hall itself.

—

Ohurch
Missionary Intelligencer.

—On the 27th of Nov. last, as

Miss M. M. Phillips, M.D., and
Miss Stnithey, of the Southern
Methodist Episcopal Mission, were
proceeding from Shanghai to Soo-

chow in a native boac, they were

attacked by a band of armed
pirates, who robbed the ladies of

all their bedding, jewelry and the

greater part of their wardrobe.

On arriving at Qu6nsan the

outrage was reported to the

magistrate, who immediately des-

patched a gunboat in pursuit of

the desperadoes.

—It may be worth our while

to try and see what the Chinese
know about medicine. They have
no proper methods of examining
the sick. Auscultation, Percus-

sion, the use of the Thermometer,
and all the varied appliances at

our command for interrooatiu":

the patient, are unknown to them.
Their drugs are crude, either

inert or drastic. They probe the

joints and the viscera with nee-

dles, cold or red hot, and even run
them into the spinal cord. They
have no knowledge of obstetrics,

no anatomical or surgical know-
ledge. A fractured bone is left to

get well as best it may. A dis-

located joint is let alone. Tumors
grow until the patient is de-

stroyed; strangulated hernia is un-
relieved; patients, with stricture,

die without any attempt being
made to help them. Diseases of

the eye run riot and end in total

blindness. No attempt is made
to treat the insane. Saddest of

all, the little children suffer and
linger and die from preventable
or curable disease. Hygiene is

unknown. Why prolong the

mournful record. Here is a

nation of nearly 300 millions that

suffer from every ill that flesh is

heir to, with no relief and no
prospect of relief except that

which the medical missionary

has to offer. In the past, medical
missionaries have striven nobly

to heal the sick, to teach the

heathen. But what can 50 or 60
men do to relieve nearly 300
millions? The mass is too great

to be reached by their individual

efforts. Medical missionaries

have taught pupils and sent them
out to help in the work. A few
Chinese youths have gone to

foreign lands, obtained a medical

education and returned to prac-

tise in their own country.

—

Dr.
H. W. Boone, in The China
Medical Missionary Journal.

—Our native Church is a lamp
on a candlestick, a city set on a
hill, for both geographically and
religiously it is elevated above
the crowded city on the river's

banks. At the native service

there were some 250 Chinese men
and women sitting in very res-

pectful attitude to listen to the

Gospel. Nearly all of those who
came together here were dressed

in a very attractive and pleasing

manner and had evidently put on
their best Sunday suits for the

occasion. Our mission property

here is just glorious. I was
more than pleased with our great

establishment. Its beautiful

grounds and large buildings are

a matter of just pride, but what
is much better than their

architectural impressiveness is

that they are so admirably
adapted to the uses for which
constructed. Hospitals, dispensa-

ries, schools for boys and schools

for girls, theological and scientific

schools, publishing houses, print-

ing presses, chapels, dormitories

and homes for the workers, all of
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the very best quality. Those

who laid the foundations for our

work here planned wisely and

well, and there is room enough

for our future growth and de-

velopment on land which would

now cost an immense fortune to

obtain. No one can come here

and see the wonderful growth of

this work without great satis-

faction that in the wisdom and

liberality of ourAmerican Method-

ism such a grand establishment

has been secured.

—

Bexi. 8. L.

Gracey, JJ. S. Consul, Foochow,

in The North-western Christian

Advocate.

—At the last meeting of the

Shanghai Missionary Association,

composed of missionaries and

other Christian workers in the

city, after an able and somewhat

protracted discussion, it was re-

solved ^0 invite a Secretary of

the Y. M. 0. A. from America to

organize and stimulate methods

of Christian effort,—not to sup-

plant but to supplement the

effective work already being done.

—Bishop Thoburn, writing

from Singapore, says of the

Chinese colonists :
" The more I

see of our mission work in this

part of the world, the more do I

become confirmed in the convic-

tion which I received the first time

I visited Rangoon and saw the

Chinese there, mingling as they

were with the Burmese, that God
would use them as a great evan-

gelizing agency all up and down
these coasts. They are not only

the most energetic people to be
found in this region,but, strangely

enough, they seem more accessible

to the Gospel than any others
;

and those of them who are born

in Malaysia will be able to speak

the vernacular of the country

in which they live, and this,

added to their knowledge of

English and Chinese, will qualify

them for usefulness on the widest

possible scale. Strange are the

ways of Providence 1

"

—

Spirit of

Missions.

SOCIETY FOR THK DIFFU-
SION OF CHRISTIAN AND
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE.

The Third Annual Meeting of

this Society was held on Monday,
the 15th December, 1890, at

Messrs. Jardine, Mathesou &
Co.'s. Mr. John Macgregor pre-

sided, and there were present

Rev. W. Muirhead, Secretary;

Rev. Dr. Alien, Messrs. C.

Thorne and C. S. Addis, Treasur-

er (Executive) ; Rev. W. Loehr,

Messrs. J. G. Purdon, J. Walter,

Carl Jantzen, Rev. J. W. Steven-

son, Rev. T. R. Stevenson, Mr.

W. H. Talbot, Rev. J. Edkins

and Rev. H. C. Hodges.

Rev. W. Muirhead opened the

proceedings with prayer.

The Chairman then laid the

report for the past year before

the meeting, and in doing so

referred to some changes that

had taken place in the executive

committee during that period.

Dr. Focke (whose place had been

taken by the speaker) had gone

to Europe ; Mr. Bishop had
likewise left them, and the

Society had been fortunate in se-

curing the able services of Mr.
Addis in his place ; and lastly, a

sad loss had been caused by the

death of Dr. A. Williamson, the

founder of the Society. The
speaker in paying a cordial

tribute to the memory of that

great man, said the amplitude of

Dr. Williamson's physical pro-

portions was to his (the Chair-

man's) mind indicative of his

great and diversified talents.
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Owiug to the financial state of

the Society it had been found

necessary to close the printing

works after the departure of

the Superintendent. Without a

successor to the late Superin-

tendent, and without Dr. Wil-

liamson, who devoted so much
time to the printing establish-

ment, the Executive Committee

•were ~ unable to carry on that

work any longer.

No questions being asked, the

Chairman proposed :

—

That the report of the Com-
mittee and the accounts of the

Society, as now presented, be

approved and circulated.

Mr. Talbot seconded, and the

motion was unanimously adopted.

The minutes of the previous

Annual Meeting were then corn-

firmed.

Mr. Muirhead proposed:

—

That an expression of sorrow

on the part of the Society at the

death of the Rev. Dr. Williamson,

be recorded on the minutes.

Rev. T. R. Stevenson seconded

the motion and added a few words

to the eulogy passed by Rev. W.
Muirhead on the deceased.

The I'esolution was unanimous-

ly carried.

Mr. W. H. Talbot proposed.

Rev. T. R. Stevenson seconded,

and it was carried :

—

That the action of the Com-
mittee in temporarily closing the

printing offices and transferring

the printing of the Magazine to

the American Mission Press,

pending receipt of the reply of

the parent Society in Glasgow
as to future support, be con-

firmed.

Mr. John Walter proposed :

—

That the thanks of this meet-

ing be given to the Rev. Dr.

Allen, the editor of the Review

of the Times, and to Mr. Murray,
editor of the Chinese Boys' Own^
and also to those who have kind-

ly contributed articles to those

periodicals.

It was proposed by Rev. Dr.

Edkins, seconded by Rev. J. W.
Stevenson, and carried :

—

That the consent of this meet-
ing be given to the publication of

the proposed new magazine to bo
called the Missionary Review^
under Dr. Allen's editorship, iu

lieu of the Boys* Own, about to

be discontinued.

Dr. Allen briefly sketched out

the objects of the proposed
publication.

Rev. H. C. Hodges proposed :—
That the names of Messrs,

Bois, Bredon and Rev. Dr.

Wheeler, be added to the list of

Directors of this Society.

Mr. C. Thorne seconded, and
the motion was adopted.

Mr. J. G. Purdon proposed,

Mr. Jantzen seconded, and it

was resolved :

—

That the office-bearers . of the

Society for the ensuing year shall

be :—Sir Robert Hart, K.C.M.G.,
President ; Mr. J. Macgregor,
Vice-President ; Mr. F. C. Bis-

hop, Hon. Treasurer; Rev. W.
Muirhead, Hon. Secretary; Rev.
Dr. Allen, Rev. Dr. Edkins, and
Messrs. C. S. Addis and C.

Thorne, members of the Com-
mittee.

This concluded the business of

the meeting, which terminated

with a benediction pronounced
by Rev. J. W. Stevenson.
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November, 1890.

2'Jth.—Serious piratical attack upon
Miss Phillips, M.D., and Miss Smithey,

of the M. E. Mission (South), while on a

journey from Shanghai to Soochow.—
Completion of the Great Iron Works
erected by H. E. Chang Chih-tung on
the banks of the Ilan Rivir, celebrated

by^ a banquet, to which several foreign-

ers were invited.

29fk.—At Tokio, Japan, the State

opening of the Diet was performed by
H. M. the Emperor in person.

Deceniber, 1890.

lOtk.—Piracy on board s. s. Namoa,
shortly after leaving Hongkong for

Foochow. The captain and one Euro-

pean passenger shot dead, and several

others wounded. The pirates escaped
with $30,000.

12fA.—-An Imperial decree published
stating that the foreign ministers are to

be received in audience every new year.

13^A.—Stranding of the N. Y. K. s.s.

Tokio Maru near Sussaki.

nth.—Bazaar iu aid of the Cathedral
"Tower and Spire" fuiid held in

Shanghai. About $5,000 realized.

ISth,—The new gardens for Chinese
ou the banks of the Soochow Creek
formerly opened by the Taotai of

Shanghai, at the invitation of the
Municipal Council.

22nd—The N. Y. K, s. s. Kii Maru
wrecked at Omaisaki.

26f/i.—The o. N. Co.'s steamer
Shanghai destroyed by fire on the
Yangtsz, over 300 lives lost.

issinnarg |0irmaL
MARRIAGES.

At Wan Hsien, Szchuan, on Dec. 5th,

by the Rev. W. W. Cassels, B.A.,

r.ev. A. Plelps, to Miss Emma Fryer,
both of the C. I. M.

At Shanghai, Dec. 19th, by Rev. T'ang
Tseh-tsong, Rev. J. W. Silsby,

Presbyterian Mission, North, to Miss

A. Moore.
BIRTHS.

At Canton, September 13th, the wife of

Dr. Swan, of a son.

At Windsor, Conn., U. S. A., Nov. 3rd,

the wife of Rev, F. V. Mills, of a

daughter.

At Ts'ing-chow Fu, on the 13th Nov., the

wife of Rev. S. Couling, of a daughter.

At Tientsin, Nov. 29th, the wife of Rev.

Thomas Bryson, London Mission, of

a daiighter.

At Chi Chow, North China, the wife of

Dr. S. S. Macfarlaine, London Mis-

sion, of a son.

Same place and Mission, to Mrs. W. H.
Rees, a daughter.

DEATH.
At Peking, Dec, Mrs. J. T. Headland,
Methodist Episcopal Mission.

ARRIVALS.

At Shanghai, on November 30th, Messrs.
August E.Thor, Jas. E. Duff, A. W.
Lagebquist, <t. J. Marshall, Wm.
TAYLoii and Peter Rijnheart, from
Canada and U. S. A. for C. I. M.

At Shanghai, on Dec. 3rd, Messrs. E.
Olsson, 12.a. and N. Carleson, from
Sweden; Mr. J. F. Joseph Bender,
Misses A. Schnutcen and E. Baumer,
from Germany for C. I. M.

At Shanghai, on Dee. 13th, Mrs Hudson
Taylor, Misses F. E. Marler, E.
Turner, and F. J. Fowle, from
England for C. I. M.

At Shanghai, Dec. 13th, Mr. Dean, of

the Friends' Foreign Missionary As-
sociation, for Chungking.

At Shanghai, Dec. 16th, Rev. L. Leitch,
for M. E. M., Shanghai.

At Shanghai, on Dec. 21st, Rev. J.

Hudson Taylor, Messrs. M. Beau-
champ, B.A., 0. Burgess, A. S.

Devenish, a. C. Rodgers and F.

Burden; Misses Mary Reed, J.

Lloyd, R. A. Box, L. Aspinall, E.
Fysh, T. Mary Lorenson, E. Steel
and M. E. Booth, from Australia for

China Inland Mission.

At Shanghai, on Dec. 26th, Misses E.
Turner, E. S. Pooke, S. Raper, F.

R. Sauze, E. a. May and B. Porter,
from England for 0. I. M.

At Shanghai, Nov. 30th, Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Nelson and four children, of

the Norwegian Evangelical Lutheran
Missionary Society, for Hankow.

DEPARTURE.
From Shanghai, on Dec. 20th, Mr. and

Mrs. C. F. Hogg and three children,

of . I. M , for Europe.
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The Importance of Cities in Evangelization.

BY THE REV. GILB15RT REID.

<?5^HE policy of Christ in the .work of evangelization was one of

^^ inherent wisdom, and throbbed with the life of lasting principles.

When He committed unto His Apostles in His final message the

charge of preaching repentance and remission of sins among all

nations, it was with the special direction, " Beginning from Jerusa-

lem,"—Jerusalem, the city of sixteen centuries, beautiful for situa-

tion and the joy of the whole earth, the centre of the Hebrew race and

one of the capitals of the Gentile rule of the vast Roman Empire.

At the time of His ascension, the Church of Jerusalem began with

the small number of 120 j but, as it is recorded, "there were dwelling

at Jerusalem Jews, devout men, out of every nation under heaven,"

and hence by the special favor of God 3,000 at one time and 5,000

men at another were added to the number, making altogether a

Christian community of some 25,000.

In accordance with the same principle, the first mission projected

on a large scale by the Jerusalem Church, was to the city of Autioch,

the chief seat of influence on the Eastern Mediterranean, the gather-

ing point of both Asiatic and European civilization, and the third

city in population, wealth and commerce in the Roman Empire.

Moving forth like a commanding general, the Apostle Paul seized

upon this great metropolis between the East and West. From thence

he started forth on each of his three missionary tours, and extended

his work to all the chief centres of trade and influence by land and sea,

—

to Bphesus, Corinth and Iconium, to Philippi, Thessalonica, Athens

and Rome. He seized upon every strong strategic point. " He
garrisoned the capitals for Christ." As Dr. George Smith has said,

*' So steadily did the Gospel of the first ages work out from the

cities, that the two names applied to non-Christians are villagers and
dwellers in the open country, or pagans and heathen,"—pagan, one

who is a peasant, and heathen, one who dwells on the heath.
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For this principle of first occupying cities in the work of evange-

lization, what are the reasons to be offered ?

I. The first reason is the large population contained in the cities,

and in immediate contact. Dr. John Todd, in arguing this question,

deduces a lesson from the words of the Old Testament ,
" Go to

Nineveh, that great city." Jerusalem, one of the sacred cities of

all time, was especially a "great" one in the time of Christ. It had

a population of between one hundred and two hundred thousand,

which number swelled at the time of the Passover, according to an

estimate of Josephus, to 2,700,000. The cities of Antioch, Ephesus,

Corinth and Thessalonica were also densely populous, numbering

from two hundred thousand to half a million, while Rome had prob-

ably a population of over a million.

It is, however, in this nineteenth century that the growth and

importance of cities bears a striking and fearful import. According

to a statement of Dr. Josiah Strong in his book entitled, "Our Coun-

try," two-thirds of the population of England and Wales are found

in cities of 3,000 inhabitants and over, " and the urban population is

growing nearly twice as rapidly as that of the country." In the

United States the urban population during half a century preceding

1880 increased more than four times as rapidly as that of the country.

Every block of a city is a village compacted ; every great city is

in itself a nation. In the teeming thousands who go rushing by,

there are aching hearts and suffering bodies waiting en masse for a

friendly voice and a helping hand. If the desire is to save souls,

then surely they are close to hand in every city. The need is undeni-

able; the only question is the modus operandi. At the very best,

especially in the cities of non-Christian lands, it is only like Paul
tarrying at Ephesus and saying, "A great door and effectual is

opened unto me, and there are many adversaries."

II. In the second place, cities are the seat of power. Victor

Hugo in his " Les Miserables " thus epitomizes Paris :
" Paris is a

sum total. Paris is the ceiling of the human race. All this pro-

digious city is an epitome of dead and living manners and customs.

He who sees Paris, seems to see all history through, with sky and

constellations in the intervals. Paris is a synonym of Cosmos. Paris

is Athens, Rome, Sybaris, Jerusalem, Pantin. All the eras of civili-

zation are there in abridged edition ; all the epochs of barbarism

also." This same feature, though perhaps more mild, belongs to

all the great cities of the world. In them are contained every class

of society and every phase of character. Even the country farmer

is found in their midst, selling his produce, buying merchandise,

captivated by the greatness or glitter of the changing sights, or led

away perhaps into the haunts of vice. Here merchants and specu-
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lators establish their headquarters and make or lose their fortunes.

Here masons, carpenters and architects learn their trades and test their

skill. Scholars, politicians and diplomatists congregate in the public

places, compare views, investigate facts and manage the aflpairs of

the people. Whatever the undertaking, its headquarters must be

found in the city. " The city is the nerve centre of our civilization. It

is also the storm centre." From thence come conspiracies, strikes and

revolutions. Hardly is there formed the nucleus of a city, when Evil

comes and establishes her seat. And shall Righteousness lay behind,

or tremble at the task that awaits her? Shall Christianity grant

unchallenged this control by the powers of darkness ? Not so was

the intent of Christ, or the habit of the early Church. Begin in

these cities—begin at once ! Here the conflict must be fought,—here

begun, and from thence extended through all the world.

Only a little over a month after Christ had been tried and

crucified by the Roman Governor and Roman soldiers, by the Jewish

Sanhedrim, the high priests and the howling mob of Jewish fanatics,

when, having risen from the grave, He tells His disciples that their

work, too, must begin at Jerusalem, at this same Jewish capital, in

the presence of these same Scribes and Pharisees,—nay, even in the

very courts and under the shadow of the magnificent Temple of this

erring people.

And as Peter and James and Stephen made this Jewish capital

the mother of Jewish Christendom, so Paul and Barnabas and Silas

made Antiooh, which was the queen of the East, "bitter with weariness

and sick with sin," to become the mother of Gentile Christendom.

So, too, at Ephesus, the seat of sorcery, incantation and superstition,

where flourished the worship of the Goddess Diana in that

magnificent temple of over two hundred years of labor; so at

Athens, the seat of philosophy and art, and Rome, the head of the

Empire and proud mistress of the world, Paul and his followers

bravely entered the contest and secured the ground for the speedy

triumph of Christianity.

" The friends of Jesus," says Dr. Somerville, one of the Scotch

Secretaries of Foreign Missions, " in seeking to rescue the heathen

world from the dominion of Satan, and to bring it under the benign

authority of the Lord Jesus Christ, should manifest as much care

and wisdom in fixing on their points of conflict as the men of this

world do in conducting earthly warfare." The truth of this state-

ment is too often hid away in the napkin of unconcern, narrow-

mindedness or superficiality. The cities are the great fortress and

strong citadel that sooner or later must be captured. Until they

yield, the war is unended and the victory unwon. All else is the

mere preliminary skirmishing, helpful indeed to the general result, but
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especially helpful, if carried on with reference to, and in connection

with, the harder conflict reigning around the central fortress. To

ignore, neglect or desert this hand-to-hand contest before the main

citadel for the more hopeful warfare on the open field or in the

" woods," is certainly the law neither of military nor missionary

tactics. For a soldier or officer to come to the citadel and cry out

to his comrades fighting within, that their courage is nought and

their zeal is in vain,—forgetting meanwhile to help the brave, or

even to fight in his own regiment at his own post,—this, indeed, is

the " Punch " and '* Puck " of the Church militant ! According to

science—and the science of warfare as well—where the greatest

resistance exists, there the greatest effort should be put forth for

effectually overcoming it. The city being a power, we seek to

make it a power for good, and like the pilgrims lauding in America

we begin our compact, "In the name of God; Amen !

"

III. A third reason for the evangelization of the cities is

because they are the centre of influence. By using the word " centre
"

there is implied a contact with that which is without and

around. Cities not merely have power in and by themselves, but

with and over the surrounding country. When Christ commanded

His Apostles to begin from Jerusalem, He never intended that they

should stay or end there. Jerusalem was the beginning, and all

nations the end. It was seized first of all, because it, and it alone,

had a direct bearing on all the Jewish people. So when Paul

crossed into Europe, and aimed to plant the Church in Greece, it

hardly seemed to be his intention to strike first of all for Athens,

but rather for Corinth and Thessalonica. And why ? It was because

these two cities) even more than Athens at that time, ranked first as

commercial and political centres, to which, and from which, came

and went a ceaseless tide of traders and travellers, soldiers and

officials, sight-seers, adventurers and spendthrifts, a gate-way for the

Apostle to many an unknown district. Hence it is not so much

because a place is a city or even a noted city, that it must first of

all be occupied by Christianity, but because it is a centre, " One

who studies even cursorily," says Professor Austin Phelps, " the

beginnings of Christianity will not fail to detect a masterly strategy

in apostolic policy. Christian enterprise at the outset took

possession first of strategic localities, to be used as the centres of

church-extension. The first successes of Christian preachers were

in the great cities of the East. The attractive spots, to the divine

eye, were those which were crowded with the densest masses of

human being."

Cities, therefore, are representative and relative. In this larger

sense Jerusalem spoke for the Hebrew race, as Kome speaks for
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the Roman Church. Berlin is Germany, Paris is France, London

is England, and New York, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, San

Francisco and New Orleans are becoming more and more the

dominant force of America. As Dr. Burrell said in the last

General Assembly (1890) of the American Presbyterian Church,

" Universal history could be given by naming the cities. Jesus

went to the cities, and His disciples were city-missionaries. As go

the cities, so goes the world." Though the larger portion of Paul's

time was passed in the cities, yet because these cities were centres,

the Gospel spread far and wide into all the surrounding country and

prepared the way for the conversion of the Empire. He tarried

three years at Ephesus, yet from thence there ** sounded out the

Word of God over all Asia." While he himself preached in Antioch

in Pisidia, yet "the Word of the Lord was published throughout

all the region." By establishing the Church in Thessalonica, he

soon could write, " From you sounded out the Word of the Lord, not

only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also in every place your faith to

God-ward is spread abroad." Cities, if evangelized, are bubbling

fountains, which flow forth as fertilizing streams. If christianized,

they are the life-saving light-house, which, though standing alone

by itself, yet sends forth its light far over the waves. A Thomas

Chalmers and a Norman Macleod, seeking the masses in the city of

Glasgow ; a Thomas Guthrie, standing by night on the bridge in

Cowgate, Edinburgh, and from thence going forth to their homes or

to his Church to announce with an added fervor the better life that

is possible for all ; a Charles Spurgeon, a Joseph Parker, a Canon

Liddon and an Archdeacon Farrar, speaking to larger congregations

than the Tabernacle, the City Temple, St. Paul's Cathedral or West-

minster Abbey could possibly hold ; a Beirut College, rising forth

on the Syrian coast, and a Roberts College on the Bosphorus, each

one with silent advance undermining the Moslem power of the

Sultan ; an Alexander Duft", pressing first of all for Calcutta, and a

John Wilson for Bombay,— all these indicate the wisdom of that

policy, which would command and hold these salient centres, which

command whole nations and continents. And yet in the face of this

reasonable policy, how great is the neglect too often apparent ! In mis-

sion countries, to use the language of Dr. Somerville, " simple and

reasonable as this plan of forming central stations is, I regret to say

that in modern missions it has not been so frequently acted on as it

should have been." And in Christian lands Dr. Sherwood, of Brooklyn,

states the condition thus :
" The divine policy involved in the memor-

able words, 'beginning at Jerusalem,' is disregarded. Our great

centres of life and power have been left to take care of themselves,

after being drained of available means to help others." The only
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rule of the kingdom, safe and fair, as it seems to us, is merely this

:

neglect nothing, but by concentration and due proportion and for

the conquest of the world through wisely-chosen centres.

IV. A final reason for the occupation of the cities is the

prestige and honor that thereby accrue to the cause. By this is not

meant any selfish pride or sectarian eclat, but the worthy extension

of the Lord's glory and the honor of His Church. Cities give

visibility to the work.

They are a silent and unpaid agency. The wonderful spiritual

manifestation on the day of Pentecost in Jerusalem needed both just

such a power and just such a city. The infant church gained that

day a standing and status not only in Jerusalem, but among those

devout men, who were present from other nations, from Parthia and

Mede, from Mesopotamia and Cappadocia, from Pontus and Asia

Minor, from Phrygia and Pamphilia, from Crete and Arabia, from

Egypt and Rome. A weak hold on the cities cannot but bring dis-

credit to the Gospel's worth, sufficiency and power. While fidelity

everywhere will be awarded at the last, yet it is the duty of us all to

make every deed to tell, and that, too, in a lasting and progressive

way. That prayer-meeting day after day at noon on Fulton St.,

New York, might be simply addressed, with reference to the scope

of its power, as Fulton St. prayer-meeting, America. Evangelization

in the cities is the issuing of a public proclamation. A great sermon,

a revival, works of charity and benefaction, as issuing from the

cities, speak by the voice of the press to a million homes. A church

in the city for the masses is Christian Apologetics. City reform is

a defence of the national Constitution,—the Magna Charta re-

affirmed.

But not only is the work of evangelization in the cities the seal

of the Gospel's power, but, as David and Solomon desired to build a

temple unto the name of the Lord, " exceeding magnificent, of fame

and of glory throughout all countries," so in every age the Church

has sought for a commanding and honorable position, for some
tangible and material recognition of the Lord's greatness and glory.

The finest sites in the greatest cities have been chosen, genius and

art have been summoned to do their highest service ; architecture,

painting, music and sculpture have been wedded to devotion and
worship ; the solid quarry has been made by the touch of inspiration

to break forth into Gloria and Te Deum ; and where once were

castle and fortress, heathen altars and false gods, there now color

and marble, in lofty tower and massive cathedral, silently join in the

upward adoration. Old Trinity Church, standing on the throbbing

rushing thoroughfare of Broadway, and looking down in silent

majesty on the stocks and exchange, the " bulla " and " bears " of
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Wall St., or opening its doors on each noon-day of Passion Week
to the crowds of busy men, who leave for an hour their desks and

counting-rooms for a waft of divine favor and a glimpse of a higher

existence,—surely this unfolds in part the secret of that indefinable

relationship that exists between the Gospel and the city, a whole

nation feeling the throb of the Gospel's life as it feels the throb of

the great metropolis.

And who but can realize the significance of the cathedrals, that

adorn the cities of Europe ! of the cathedral of the Assumption or

of St. Michael in Moscow, where Czars have been crowned or laid

to rest in their silent marble vaults ; of the Duomo in Florence, of

the Notre Dame in Paris, and of the cathedral of Milan, needing

a century and a half for their erection, and rising up as in " modu-

lated psalms"; of the cathedral of Seville in Spain, of beautiful

Gothic structure, and splendid in dexterous carving and shining

mosaic; of the Strasburg and Cologne cathedrals, whose sacred towers

have year by year pointed further and further heavenward, until

they look down some five hundred feet from their lofty pinnacles; and

of the massive and incomparable St. Peter's in Rome, six hundred

feet and more in length, or of Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's

cathedral in London, from whose every stone of their length of over

five hundred feet there comes a voice telling some memorable story.

Within and without they declare, like the heavens, the glory of God,

and they show forth God's handiwork through the fingers of men.

So lluskin in his "Stones of Venice" speaks of the Basilica of San
Marco: ''The whole edifice is to be regarded less as a temple

wherein to pray, than as itself a book of Common Prayer, a vast-

illuminated missal, bound with alabaster instead of parchment,

studded with porphyry pillars instead of jewels, and written within

and without in letters of enamel and gold. And the man must be

little capable of receiving a religious impression of any kind, who, to

this day, does not acknowledge some feeling of awe, as he looks up
to the pale countenances and ghostly forms which haunt the dark

roofs of the Baptisteries of Parma and Florence, or remains altogether

untouched by the majesty of the colossal images of apostles, and of

Him who sent apostles, that look down from the darkening gold of

the domes of Venice and Pisa."

Resting our work as Christians and evangelizers on these

principles of solid and permanent character, is there not a reason for

application to the missionary work in China ?

In China as the system of Government grades the offices, so the

cities are graded, too. First comes the capital of the Empire, then

the provincial capitals of Viceroys and Governors, and finally the

centres or seats of the various circuits, prefectures aud districts.
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Being" political centres, they are also educational, and, as a rule,

commercial centres. Since the intercourse with Western nations

has extended, certain treaty-ports, now numbering tweaty-two, have

been opened to foreign trade, and these also become commercial and

political centres. In brief, there are some 1800 cities in China, 22

of which are capitals, 280 circuit and prefectural cities, and about

1500 district cities. All but three of the treaty-ports are now

occupied, I believe, by Protestant missionaries, and also all of the

capitals save jBve, namely, those of Shensi, Honan, Hunan, Kiang-si

and Kuang-si. Though dangers of collision and riots may restrain

for a time a forward movement, yet residence and work in at least

the chief centres may be viewed as a laudable ambition. If once

peacefully entered, like the entering of a strong citadel, the only

thought should be to extend, not to withdraw, to help, not to

hamper. Every one of the four reasons already considered are

especially applicable to the capital cities. They lead the way in

numbers, in power and influence, and to secure in their midst a

commanding position has been the aim of the Church of Rome, and

should by no means be ignored by Protestants.

So far as I know, the principles here developed have been held

by the majority of the missionary Societies in China. Street-chapels

and schools, Sunday services and book-depositories, dispensaries

and hospitals, social visitation and public lectures, all have been

adopted according to support rendered by the Society and mission

or such opportunities as the city has afforded. The work is

slower, but wider in its reach and effect than that carried on in a

less conspicuous place. To measure its worth needs a spirit of fairness

and candor, united with the clear insight of faith and the profound

reflection of a serious nature. The influence in the matter of conver-

sions may for the most part be indirect, and yet none the less

essential. Conversions are generally the result of countless forces,

and the more comprehensive the work, the better the result.

One noted exception to the rule that we have maintained may
be found in the so-called " Shantung idea," especially that one called

country itineration. In the province of Shantung the country-work

has received the manifest blessing of .Grod, and as a result there are

probably more converts on the roll than in any other province in

China. Any criticisms that might be made (as is true of all work)

may be left to the truer judgment of coming time. While the one

city of Canton has fifteen street-chapels, the one province of Shantung

has only two, and these poorly supported by their respective Societies.

The difficulties that beset the work in the cities on the one hand, and

the opportunities for immediate results in the country on the other,

these have united to shape the course of missionary effort in Shantung.
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But is there not a danger of missing the happy medium, and losing

the future for the sake of the present ? While Canton city has some

8,000 converts on the one policy, no city in Shantung has more than

about 100 members, and some of these properly belong to the country.

Such a failure on the one side and success on the other is due to

this: in one, city work has been neglected and opposed ; in the other,

it has been loyally supported, until success has come. Seeking for

a due recognition of every phase of work, the English Baptist Mission

in Shantung has shown a wonderful success in its country work, and

at the same time it has never doubted, but right heartily supported,

all work in the city. Regarding a city and especially a capital as a

centre, work both there and in the country would be alike recognized,

for the command still would be, " Beginning /rom the centre." Be-

ginning anywhere else than the centre, the centre may after all

be forgotten. Maintaining the wise strategy of the early Church,

no work would be passed by. Country work would still be carried on,

but not as distinct from its centre. JIather, it would aim and tend

to strengthen the centre, the two acting and re-acting on each other.

No country comes into such affinity to the Government of

the Roman Empire as this Empire of China. The peculiar environ-

ment in which the Church has been placed should be duly noted and

prudently utilized. If the prejudices of the people may indicate at

times the wisdom of caution and even slowness in advancing the work in

important cities, the particular structure of the Chinese Government
may also teach us the end at least to be aimed at,—that of trying to

possess for Christianity every one of these centres. A provincial

capital comes into direct relation with every district of the province,

and that, too, by the authorized agents of the Emperor himself. One
street-chapel or dispensary in some provincial capital will be the

rendezvous of persons from all parts of the province and even fi-om

other provinces, and thus day by day the persons who come in con-

tact with the missionary and his work, cannot but go away with a

little less prejudice and contempt. There is only needed the persist-

ent work of a number of years to result in success, that God and man
may alike recognize. A public preaching-hall on some important

street of such a city is worth more than Treaties and Edicts, author-

izing the right to preach Christianity in all parts of China. It is the

public and official notification of the missionary's work. It secures a

status for Christianity in the eyes of thousands, and the cause both

in country and city is aided thereby.

For the accomplishment of the task in these centres of the

Empire, there may appear difficulties, colossal and defiant,—and he
who tries can best know them,—but with a spirit of courage, faith and
kindness, with principles of adaptation, prudence and couciiiatiou,
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wearied never by the waiting nor baffled by calumnies, jealousies or

petty interferences; firm, hopeful, persistent, magnifying the truth

and endued again and again by the Spirit, cheering each other and
united in the bonds of peace,—we may rest assured that God Him-
self, in His own way, will, with His hand of supreme benediction,

own the service that seeks to heed His commands ; and, when His

truth and grace have been proclaimed and made known, then

Christianity, young still as the morning and full of an unwasted

power, will conquer and reign with the grip and scope of a

divine force, and from these centres to the ends of the Empire, as

then over all the globe, there will beam the joy and calm of its

renovating life.

A Sha^nghsii Sermon.

|I^E print the following outline of an interesting and suggestive

discourse by the Rev. T. R. Stevenson, delivered from the

pulpit of Union Church, Dec. 21, 1890, on the occasion of entering

upon the third year of his pastorate :

—

"When T was thinking of coming to Shanghai, I, naturally

enough, sought information concering it. To this end I con-

versed with persons who had lived here. Books, large and small,

wise and otherwise, were also consulted. The result was not

altogether satisfactory. One became puzzled and sometimes con-

siderably so, and why? because the accounts given of place and

people were so conflicting, ''wide as the poles asunder." Some
declared that Shanghai was a model republic. Others informed me
that it was Satan's seat. Such being the case, I closed the volumes

and inly said, " You must go and judge for yourself."

Satan's Seat ?

Well, that is a damning accusation. One cannot fully endorse

it. Nevertheless, it is partially true. Satan has too much to do

with some of the foreign residents here. If that honest, courageous

apostle, St. Paul, were with us, he would be compelled to call certain

things and certain individuals, "earthly, sensual, devilish." There

are dark blots on the public reputation. A Scotch poet died recently,

who was commonly called the peoples' poet. He sang to them and

for them. Though a *' minor minstrel," he was an inspiring one.

Some of his effusions, such as " There's a good time coming," " Clear

the way," and " Cheer, boys, cheer," will be long remembered. I

refer to Charles Mackay. Among his productions is one called " The

Voice." Each verse begins with the words, " If I had a voice," and

it tells us what the message of that voice would be. With a mighty.
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persuasive, loving voice the ignorant, suffering, and wicked sliould

be saluted that they might be taught, consoled and reformed. In

like manner, "if I had a voice, a mighty voice," I would cry to

some in Shanghai, " Be not drunk with wine wherein is exce.ss,

but be filled with the Spirit. D'ont be the slaves of drink but the

servants of Deity." Bacchus has too many worshippers. There is

fine scope for temperance enterprize. If I had a voice, a persuasive

voice, I would say to others, " Take care that you are not lovers of

pleasures more than lovers of God." Amusement is right and

needful. He who works hard may justly play hard. Let us,

however, beware, lest we allow recreation to come between ourselves

and duty. Nor ought any to forget that the loftiest of all pleasures

is to be found in that religion which, alas, is often neglected and even

despised. "At Thy right hand are pleasures for evermore," If I

had a voice, a powerful voice, I would warn others thus, " Forsake

not the assembling of yourselves together" at church and on Sunday.

D'ont allow it to be remarked that you may be found in any house

rather than the house of God. If I had a voice, a loving voice, I

would repeat to others the great Master's great words, '' Yet lackest

thou one thing." The diadem of thy character sparkles with costly

gems and flashes with splendid jewels; but where, oh where, is the

pearl of price ? The garment of virtue is beautiful and essential, yet

more so is that of holiness,—clothe thyself with it.

A Model Republic

Shanghai is styled. On the whole, the phrase is accurate. We are

admirably governed by our local authorities. The foreign Settlements,

to wit, are " model" in their sanitary arrangements. Considering

the grave difficulties with which they have to cope, the Municipal

Council are palpably successful in securing for us good air, pure

water and general cleanliness. Go into the native city and then

come back to the English, American or German quarters. What a

contrast ! Again : it is a model republic in point of security. Despite

unfavourable environments, life and property are well looked after.

General Kennedy informed the speaker, not many days after he

landed, that it was safer to walk the streets of the Settlements at

midnight than those of New York or London. Few will dispute the

assertion. Nor is this all. If the place is model, so, in certain

particulars, are the people. As already observed, their faults are

patent enough. So are their excellencies. For instance: as a rule,

they are liberal, generous and open-handed. They are not without

a big share of the milk of human kindness. Of course there are

exceptions ; some are close-fisted and mean. Even some religious

folk are defective here. The major part, however, of the foreigners
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are the very opposite. On several occasions I have sought pecuniary

aid from fellow-townsmen in behalf of benevolent objects. I have
never yet been refused. Money has been given and cheerfully given.

I have even been asked how much I wanted, and, after stating the

sum, not too low, it has been forthcoming,

A Splendid Tpjstimony.

Dui'ing a recent visit to Japan I met with a gentleman, who
mentioned an incident which I can never forget. One rarely hears

anything more impressive. He knew a missionary in China, who
one day encountered a Chinaman. The latter had been in the habit

of watching the conduct of the former, and that very narrowly. He
said, "I want your God to be my God." The missionary answered,
" What do you mean?" "I wish to be of the same religion as you."

"Why do you?" "Because if your God is like you, He must be
good." What a striking utterance ! Surely it was the highest

compliment that could possibly be paid to any human being. It

reminded one of the words, " We will go with you, for we have

heard that God is with you." Is anything like this said of us by the

heathen ? Are our characters and lives such as to exalt men's views

of God ? " Let your light so shine before men that they may see

your good works and glorify your Father who is in heaven." Make
your religion a practical and daily pursuit. Our position here ia

serious, not to say solemn. Surrounded by a dense pagan population

we are, by our demeanor, the exponents of Christianity. Whence
do the Chinese get their notions of the Gospel ? Not from the Bible,

Many cannot and many will not read it. No; but, depend upon one

thing,

—

theij read us ! We are their Scriptures. Eight diligently do

they peruse them, too. What is the impression produced ? Sir

Philip Sidney was a poet, a military hero and a man of rank. But
be is immortalised by none of these things. No ; he has rendered
himself dear to the English nation by one deed of noble self-sacrifice.

When mortally wounded on the battle-field and consumed with
burning thirst, he refused the cup of water brought to him, and,
pointing to a common soldier, bleeding on the ground, cried, " Give it

to him; he needs it more than I." Even so, Christianity ia

rendered attractive and illustrious to those around us, not by our
theologies and liturgies, our professions and ceremonials, but by
Christ-like lives.

" Come and see."

Even in Shanghai objections are raised to missions. There are

also others, who, while not opposing the movement, do not seem
greatly interested in it. I would respectfully but earnestly suggest a
remedy for both evils. Go to the missionary stations and judge for
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yourselves. You have not far to go. Tlie Settlements contain them.

Pay them a visit now and then. If ever and anon you went to meetings

and services of the native converts, you would be well repaid. " I

speak that which I know, and testify that which I have seen.'' If

you did this, it would bo a boon all round
;
you would do yourself,

the missionaries and the Chinese Christians good. Yourself, for

anything which enlarges a man's sympathies and takes him out of

himself, is beneficial to him. The missionaries, for in seeking to

save the Celestials, they have a prodigiously hurd t^isk. The Chinese

Christians, for many have irritating and vexatious opposition from

their fellow-countrymen; and in some cases cruel and open persecu-

tion. All claim your aid ; let all receive it

!

A Reoent Correspondenoe hetween an Educated Manchow

and a Missionary on Religious Controversy

and Kindred Subjects,

BY T. C.

CT^HE letter and essay, of which a translation is here presented,

^Sr were recently received by a missionary long resident in

one of the chief cities of China. The circumtances which led to

their composition are sufiiciently explained by their contents.

The missionary's reply, which is subjoined, was well received ; and,

a few days later, Kuei Hsien-sheng and another Manchow named To
called on the missionary, when the discussion was carried on in a

friendly spirit, but without apparent result. Kuei Hsien-sheng, a

man of frank straightforward address, about thirty years of age, is

Peih'tHeh'shih (^ ijjj^ ^, " Copyist in the Boards." Williams.) to the

Tartar General ot the Province ; and, fairly educated from a Chinese

point of view, takes a genuine interest in European science. The
scope of religion for him is the advancement of virtue. Such ideas as

personal guilt in God's sight, the manifestation of God in time and

space, and other characteristics of Christianity, did not appear to

have as yet even arrested his attention.

The mental attitude illustrated in these compositions, as well as

the criticisms, however slight, of some of our missionary books, as

well as of our religious tenets, so greatly interested the translator, that

he has ventured to ask the editor to find room for them in the pages

of The Recorder.

{^Letter of Kuei Hsien-sheng.']

To the reverend Master :—On the 23rd of the 7th moon in

company with (your) brethren, I witnessed the performance of

worship according to your illustrious religion, and respectfully listened

to a discourse, for which I feel deep obligation.
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1 recall the fact that in the third moon of Wu-tsz (1888) I had
looked at the Illustrated News (published by) your illustrious religion,

and in consequence of impressions made on me thereby, had addressed

(? to you) a paper discussing (certain points). This was replied to

by . . . Hsien-sheng (a native preacher.) After reading his letter

many doubts arose in my mind ; and in the fourth moon I canvassed

it point by point, and sent my letter to him. Receiving no reply,

I wrote again in the following moon, but was still without a reply.

It was then that 1 fii-st procured certain books of your illustrious

religion, and read and compared them. As to the Books of the

two Testaments they, as coming from the hand of a translator,

necessarily presented passages of obscure composition. However,

although the greater part of their contents proceeds on excellent

principles, there are still places not a few which are erroneous and

misleading. To listen to the gentlemen, my own countrymen, who

have embraced the religion, the two Testaments are holy writings,

which cannot possibly be mistranslated in a single character. If a

single word be added or cancelled the penalty is the infernal dungeon.

But when I hear this my suspicions are only increased.

When I looked at Dr. Williamson's Physics (^ ^ $g ij^j or

Dr. Martin's Evidences (^f^ jiE JIH W) their leading motive again

seemed to be at variance with (ihe motive of) the Testaments. The

Testaments found all they say on concrete fact, and accordingly in

all the miraculous operation of^ Jesus, they write down everything

without concealment, but these two works mix up and combine

(with those narratives) natural philosophy and the metaphysics of ray

country, in a manner as incongruous with the principles ol physics,

as it is opposed to the sacred religion of my country.

Humbly thinking all this a mistake, I composed a discourse

entitled " The impropriety of hostile controversy amongst religious

professors," with a view to correcting the mistake. But I have not

as yet made it public.

Observing you, however, reverend Sir, to be sincere and reverent

in your religious character, and hearing from the disciples of your

illustrious religion that, besides attaining great eminence in your own

religion, you had bestowed a great deal of attention on the religious

affairs of China, I venture, in spite of its rashness, to propose for

careful discussion certain topics stated below. And I earnestly wish

that your Reverence may have wherewithal to instruct me ; which

would indeed be a much longed for piece of good fortune.

I. The Gospel according to Matthew xii. 46. (has these words)

:

.."While Jesus was speaking to the multitude, his Mother and

Brothers' "0too<i without wishing to speak with him. One informed

him sayingV-^hy Mother and Brothers stand without wishing to
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speak with thee. He said, Who are ray Mother and my Brothers ?

And at once, pointing to his disciples, he said. See there my Mother
and Brothers ; whoever complies with my heavenly Father's will, is

my Brother, Sister and Mother." In this chapter I fear there must

be a mistaken translation. For Jesus taught that loyalty (to the

state, ,§,) and (filiiil, ^) duty are alike important. And is it to be

believed that when the Mother who bore him stood without, wishing

to speak to him, he did not go out to her, but on the contrary said,

Who is my Mother ?

2. The Guide to Physical Science, on the Spirit of Evil {^ ^)
says, ** The food of our first ancestors was merely vegetables, fruits,

and such like. The custom of eating flesh was practised by their

posterity. Physicists, by careful experiment, find that on the whole the

fruits, vegetables, and the like now available are abundantly sufficient

to supply aliment for both man and the lower animals. Hence the

mutual destruction of animals, and combats of men, are all contrary

to the original intention of the (Divine) Lord, and are rather prompted

by the Evil Spirit. From this chapter I should (be led to) suspect

that the fondness for flesh-diet among Occidentals is opposed to (their

own) doctrine.

The same author on The Abode of God has this :
" Good astron-

omers by accurate enquiry have shown that (as) the planets all

revolve about the sun, so the suns, too, all revolve round (another)

sun. (Finally) the common centre of revolution is the Heavenly

Hall, that is to say, the abode of God. Here all is transparent above

and beneath, clear as crystal on every hand, there needs no sun or

moon to irradiate it ; God alone displays His glorious light. This is

God's abode." When one examines this carefully, it savours of

what is incongruous and forced. The instruments of the present

school of astronomers are improved at each (new) construction ; and

(promise) to sound to the utmost depths the azure void. Suppose

that, as the result of further soundings, future astronomers take a

different view of the facts, then God will also be obliged to change

his abode ! I cannot but be amazed at statements so illegitimate and

forced on the part of your illustrious religion.

The same work on God's Self-existence and Eternity has the

following: "Before anything existed there could be uo generation of

things. Previous to that, therefore, there must have been a self-existent

being, namely God. Hence intelligent Confucianists all hold God to

be eternal, infinite in every way, and so forth." For my part I take

the metaphysical part of religion to be for the most part illusory and

untrue, and am not accustomed to talk about it. But whoever has

ability to talk of this principle, I gladly listen to him. Now your

illustrious religion asserts that God alone is self-existent, aud all else
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in His creation. Self-existence is just what I have always failed to

understand. May I entreat you to give me a clear exposition of it ?

The Evidences of Heavenly Doctrine (Dr. Martin's) in criticizing

Confucianism says, " This religion, though true, is imperfect." I hear

your fellow-religionists asserting that whereas Confucius was a Saint

(^Sheng-jin) Jesus is Son of God. But surely this is an arbitrary

assertion of your illustrious religion. Suppose, for instance, the

Imperial house commissions a District-magistrate. The magistrate,

no matter what place he comes from, is a son of the sovereign.

And if he rule his district well, and secure to his people prosperity,

he gets distinction as a good magistrate and is duly honoured.

Apply this principle generally, then every good man in the world

may be styled a son of God. Assuming, for argument's sake, the

tenet of your religion about the creation of the world,—before the

creation God alone existed. But when once the universe had been

called into being, then the creatures were all the children of God.

Before commercial intercourse began between China and the outer

world, China was unaware of the existence of Jesus, and Europe

of that of Confucius. But their religious influence was exercised

in their respective countries. Now the four negations and the

prohibitions of the nine considerations of Confucius are just the ten

Commandments of Jesus ; identical in fact though differing in name.

Confucius cultivated the personal character and paid service to God.

Jesus, too, taught the service of God ; ag'ain identical in their aim.

By this time the terrestrial globe with its five continents is

(everywhere) accessible, but the sidereal globe is not so. Yet the

dimensions of sun and star are enormously greater than those of

the earth. Who will assure us that no Saint {8heng-jin) has been

incarnate in them, to teach the inhabitants ? Supposing he has

succeeded in his mission, then he has a right to be Son of God.

Why should the own Son of God be incarnate only in Judea, whilst

no own Son has been incarnate in any of the globes ?

I observed, during your worship, that the Europeans were ex-

ceedingly earnest and devout, but of the Chinese I venture to think

few were so. And those who were so, on conversing with them, I

found excessively vulgar and arbitrary in discussion. They appeared

to me like, what the Buddhist books speak of, pig-headed and empty-

minded believers.

A native of China as I am, I look on the religion of Confucius

as (in its root) no other than the religion of the West, and Con-

fucius' prohibitions as the ten Commandments in effect. The
extermination of lust, and preservation of the heaven-given

principle, is the one important business each religion has in hand.
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Whilst self-rooulation admits of no intermission, what leisure can

there be for hostile criticism ?

But whenever the members of your illustrious religion enter

upon a discussion of doctrines, I cannot help pointing out that they

take a very petty view of Confucius I

With the obeisance of your disciple Kuei Ilan-hsiang of Ch'ang-

pei (Manchuria).

Any reply should be sent, if you please, to the study opposite the

Yamen of the Brigadier General,

[An Essay on the Impropriety of Hostile Controversy

between Religious Professors."]

The quality of the human mind is greatly influenced by educa-

tion. The test of right and wrong systems of education is their

utility or the reverse.

When the religion of the School (Confucianism) talks of the

constant duties of humanity, that is practical (? physical) science

;

yet not without a spice of metaphysics,—namely, what bears on the

knowledge of man and of heaven.

What the Buddhist religion says on metempsychosis belongs to

metaphysics, yet still with an infusion of practical science, namely

(its doctrine) of infinite merit.

The Taoist religion, when it discourses of the constant con-

nection of ascetic self-purification with its reward, combines practical

and metaphysical science.

The Western religion tells us to obey the ten prohibitions of

God, lest we should incur the pains of condemnation ; and one can-

not find fault with that, inasmuch, as it, too, thoroughly combines the

principles of practical philosophy and metaphysical.

Thus we find that whilst the outward guise of the religions is

different, yet in respect of their beneficial influence on men they are

all alike. But as time passed on the dogmatical tribe in each

religion, missing the fundamental idea of the saintly author of the

religion, and not enquiring practically after the influential element

in it, inevitably brought about sectarian divisions, entering into a

mutual warfare of controversy and wronging the saintly authors (of

religions) ; an unworthy set indeed !

The spirit of mutual denunciation and abuse once aroused, dis-

honest reasoning and illustration became daily more plentiful, whilst

one lost the true meaning of his own religion, the human mind daily

grew poorer, and public morals daily sustained injury.

Permit me to state my meaning more fully. The maxims of the

School bear upon the performance of the constant duties. The man
in a low place (not in office) must cultivate personal virtue ; the man
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who has good forfcune must serve tlie State. Here we have the

fundamental idea of the School. And the Ohung-yiong [Cap. 20.]

on " the way of heaven" and " the way of man," says, " sincerity is

the way of heaven ; the practice of sincerity is the way of man."

Now every species of learning over and above this, e.g. astro-

nomy, geography and all the rest, has no necessary bearing on the

School. Supposing our Schoolmen (Confucianists) were to concen-

trate mind and genius on all the branches of learning, yet, whilst a

man who could do everything in every branch, would not on that

account deserve to be esteemed as a Confuciauist ; on the other hand

one who could do nothing in any branch, would not therefore

damage (his reputation as a) Gonfuciauist.

But we have Confucianists who actually talk as if the holy men
of our religion were in short almighty ; and when other people are

found possessed of mechanical skill, they are filled with jealousy

and enter into hostile controversy in a reckless manner; not consider-

ing that it is a trifle for them to be ridiculous, but a serious

offence to bring the religion of the School into contempt. These are

the disgrace of Confucianism.

Buddhism discourses of cause and effect, and of the revolving

wheel (metempsychosis), a theory of the subtlest and most abstruse.

Now though the facts (propounded) are imaginary, the theory is

consistent enough. The religion has its subdivisions of Great,

Medium and Little Vehicles* and its teachers of " easy methods."

Hence among the dregs of that religion some make use of the said

" easy methods " to swindle people of their money ; and others avail

themselves of the rule of the' Great Vehicle to lead a loose life; quite

obscuring the true principle of Buddhism. These are the scandal of

Buddhism.

The gist of the religion of Laoutsz' is the concentration of the

vital principle on one (point) and (attainment of) complete abstrac-

tion. And though the talk of becoming an immortal is sufficiently

absurd, nevertheless the warding off of disease and lengthening of

life is a fact. But votaries of this religion, observing Buddhists to

make use of the " easy methods " to cheat people of their money,

took the hint and added a mysterious element to the religion, to

mislead the ignorant. Others, skilled in sleight of hand, cheated

rustic simpletons in the name of Taouism, or made a shew of the

principles of the Yihking to swindle shallow scholars. These are the

infamy of Taouism.

It is not so easy to talk of the European religions. In the Ming

period, toward its close, the religion of God first entered China, and

Hsii Kwang-k'i was one of its believers. But the Jesus religion of

the present day makes use of Hsii's belief in God as an evidence of

* These are names of well-knowu secta of Buddhism.
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the creed of Jesus. Here the Jesus religiou makes an unfair use of

God's (name). Hsii K'wang-k'i, in his memorial to the throne,

argues from the superiority of the foreigners in respect of learning to

the credibility of their religion. Then one who has lost the

original gist of a religious institution and hegun to believe the

western religiou, when he sees Kwang K'i's panegyric of it, at once

confesses that he (believes it) because of the superiority of the religion

as to learning. Hence a spirit of irrelevant argument is let loose,

and a commencement is made of arbitrary talk.

With regard to Occidentals, whose native region is Europe, they

were at first all of the one religion of God. But when the religion of

God daily became more corrupt, there was a separation, which

resulted in the Jesus religion. The talk of this religion about the

creation of the universe is analogous to the "easy methods" of

Buddhism, both alike intended to expedite conversions. Many,

however, of those religionists are exceedingly serious, and they

are really benefited by the hebdomadal worship. As for the

wealth and resources of those states, and the excellence of Western

learning, it is a good result of the method observed of choosing

oSicials for (their eminence in) physical science. Religit)n has

nothing to do with it. The self-flattery of some of the votaries

of the religion on this account is a mere delusion.

The learning of the aspirants to office will always vary with the

predilections of the reigning family. In China, in the periods of

T'ang and Sung, officials were tested by their versification, and

accordingly verse flourished under the T'ang family. Under the

Ming they were tested by the prose of the period, and prose

flourished under the Ming. But of course stanzas of verse and the

prose of the period have no real connection with Confucianism.

Suppose China should, after all, test its candidates for office by the

physical science of Europe, and our modern analytical science should

come to excel that of the west, there will be no need for Confucianists

to be dazzled by their analytical science. Just now the AVestern

religions are presuming to say great things of their school, on the

ground of what they have done in analytical science, but surely witii-

out intelligible reason.

Further, can they possibly decline the accusation of inappropriate

and arbitrary reasoning, when they say that Jesus is actually son of

God (J: ^) and divine (jjil^).

But it is said, "According to you, Sir! in the variety of con-

temporary religious schemes, if one does not make a clear distinction

and hold to it firmly, what will one come to at last?" I reply, the

Occidentals, natives of Europe, should stodfastly believe their Western

creed and caroEuUy keep the Decalogue. Chinamen, natives of Asia,
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ought steadfastly to keep the prohibitory maxims of the School.

And as to Buddhism aud Taouism, wlien they are talking their

metaphysics or their natural philosophy, reviving the mental nature,

or holding fast the vital principle, let whoever -will believe the

religion ; and he who believes not will hardly help exemplifying their

discourses.

Would but each party adhere to the national religion, with stead-

fast belief and rigorous practice, and the daily increment of personal

merit, then whilst human passion ceased to rage and the heavenly

principle was duly retained, your Confucianist might be reckoned a

disciple of Buddha, Laoutsz or of Jesus, whilst a Christian, a

Buddhist, or a Taouist might take rank as a good Confucianist.

When on the the other baud they assume names they have no

right to, in order to assail whatever they don't agree with, and with

arbitrary logic and much bad temper insult other people, I fail to

see what good their religion does them. Meantime, besides reaping

no good for themselves, they are, if I mistake not, condemned alike

by their own and every other religion !

"

[One or two observations may be useful, without, however,

venturing to extend this long paper with detailed annotation. The

quotations from Dr. Williamson's Physics do not misrepresent him,

though the second, about heaven, is not verhatim. Our correspond-

ent's Chinese composition is probably not above criticism, and the

odd confusion of ideas about globes and continents is not due, the

translator hopes, to himself. Nor is the variable use of ^ g| and

J^ 3g, which stand ivoperly, he believes, for physics and metaphysics,

but which are sometimes, in these papers, used for practical and

sentimental, or even supernatural philosophy. For Confucius'

pg ^ and :fL >S^ ^ M ^^^ Anal : xii. i. xvi. x.

—

Legge.

These papers add, if it were necessary, a further illustration of

the inconvenience and inappropriateness of 5c i 1^ and JP j^ ^
to represent Christianit}' under any guise. What induced the early

Roman Missionaries to call it God's, or the Divine, rather than

Christ's, I cannot conjecture. 5c i ^^ ^^^ reverse of adequate for the

great generic word God ; but surely " God's religion " is even less

felicitous for Christianity. Even the " Jesus religion," much as

one regrets the accident which invented it, is not so unsuit-

able.

In his reply the missionary did not attempt a confutation of all

that seemed erroneous, or an exposure of the weaknesses of Kuei

Hsien-sheng's argument, but rather aimed at suggesting consider-

ations, which had been overlooked, and sought thus to pave the

way for further communication if his correspondent were led to

desire it.]
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[77ie Missionary's Meply.]

[After the usual address and an apology for some dalay in

attending to the two papers received, which was accounted for by

absence from tlie station and subsequent illness, the letter pro-

ceeded] :—1 am somewhat distressed by the compliments you pay me
(on the score of attainments) since I never was a profound scholar

nor even a thorough student, and my many avocations leave little

leisure now for reading. Besides, my arrival in your famous country

was too late in life to admit of my becoming an exact proficient

in the learning of the School (Confucianism). What I do know is

merely one or two points, and that superficially. Nevertheless, so

far I have conceived a very high respect for the holy religion of

your country, and have never criticized it with hostile intent.

Now, with regard to the several points on which your letter

raises question, allow me, in what follows, to offer you some con-

siderations in reply so far as my poor judgment may avail.

The religious systems of God (Romanism) and of Jesus (the

non-Roman systcuns), though styled (by you) Western religions,

did not take their rise in England, America, France, Germany or

any of the states in that quarter, but in a western district of Asia.

The writers of the canonical documents of those systems, from

Moses under the Yin dynasty, to John under the Han, were none

of them Europeans.

In the discussion of our documents no doubt you find a

difficulty. For those documents, written by men, were inspired

by Heaven. But it is an error to say that the translations of them
in various national (languages) are word for word unchanged from

the original sense. And the idiom of Chinese in particular so far

differs from that of the original languages that it is not wonderful

you, Sir, in some places, should find a difficulty in comprehending the

exact meaning. And yet, as a test of true doctrine, there is nothing

that can be substituted for the result of an examination of the Old

and New Testaments.

You, Sir, appear to take our belief that Jesus is the own
son of God, as the outcome of European assumption. [Kuei

assured mo that I had mistaken him here.—T. C] But our firm

faith in this doctrine is not grounded on the notion that God sent

down his own son to Enropo, as greater than the rest of the world,

and not to other countries. The fact is we see the several books

of the Old and New Testaments, all written by natives of the petty

state of Jud^a, which itself is not in Europe but in Asia, during a

period of some 1,500 years, from Closes to John. And we observe

that, differing as they do in style, they are at one as to a great
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central idea; so that, whether historical or prophetic, they all

contain that which bears on the advent of Jesus to be a propitiatory

sacrifice for the sin of mankind. These books then, emanating from

a State which to us in the West is quite insignificant as to its extent,

within a few hundred years acquired a position of solitary preemi-

nence, whilst the religion and religious documents of all our Euro-

pean countries gave way to a power with which they had proved

unable to cope. The prevalence of Christianity was the result of the

cordial acquiescence of individuals and peoples under the influence

of God and was not a case of compulsion or violent controversy.

And that, too, is the nature of the cordial assent (to this doctrine) on

the part, of your humble servant.

You enquire about the nature of the self-existent. But how shall

I say anything satisfactory regarding that ? From the existence of

material objects, I argue that they must have had a creator ; and

then that the ultimate creator cannot have been a created object.

Thus far self-existence (as a fact) is (to me) clear. But when you

ask me to define the self-existent it is not enough to say I do not

comprehend him, but that I am incapable of comprehending him.

Let me refer you to the Book of Job, chapter xi., verse 7, " Canst

thou by searching find out God ? ..."

You find fault with what is written in Matthew xi., 46, 47,

as probably a mistranslation. But the original text has just the

same force. It conveys that at the time in question the Saviour,

wholly occupied with the service of God his veritable Father,

declined to go out and speak to the Mother of his bodily nature.

And the passage is illustrated by that in John ii. 4. If the Saviour

were not indeed the very son of God, to treat his own natural

Mother thus, would doubtless have been wrong. Believing as I do

that the Saviour was not only man but also God (I hold that),

whilst seemingly undutiful to his natural Mother, he was really

fulfilling the duty of a Son to his veritable Father.

As to your point on the use of animal food, by referring to

Genesis ix, 3, 4, you will see that the use of animals as food was

(sanctioned) by a grant of God. The indication that the blood was

not to be eaten with the flesh, was not a prohibition of the use of

flesh as food. " The Elements of Physical Science " is a book out-

side the Holy Scriptures of the two Testaments. It is a recent

production of a fellow-countrjquan, Dr. Williamson, who, to our

regret, died a few months ago. Eminent as he was in our Western

scholarship, it is not pretended that all he wrote was above

correction, or on the same footing with the Old and New
Testaments, which, in their original sense, are a perpetual authority

and which is final for us. And it must be further noticed that
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shades of meaning are not always accurately set down by a trans-

lator's amanuensis writing from dictation. This is a point readers

should bear in mind in such cases.

When the same work is dealing with the abode of God, in reply

to an enquirer as to the locality of that abode, the first answer is that

it is impossible to say. And it gives a similar answer to a request

for a description of the abode. When it goes on to say that the

centre of celestial revolutions, predicated by exact astronomy, is

heaven, and so forth, my humble opinion is that it is a baseless

statement, and I would request you not to give too much im-

portance to the passage. In short, all this class of books should be

read with discrimination.

I shall think myself happy if you will look through the above

observations.

I should do myself the honour of calling on you and having the

pleasure of personal conversation. But I am just now hindered by

my many engagements. In case you should be so good as to

favour me with a visit, it Avould oblige me if you could let me
know beforehand when you propose to call, lest I should be absent

on duty and fail to be at hand to receive you.

With respectful felicitations.

Your humble servant,

T. C, from Europe.

Kang-yin, 11th moon, 1st day (December, 1890).

The story of a Wonderful Life*

Mr. Neesima's friend, Dr. Davis, we are greatly indebted for

this short, simple story of his beautiful life. It is told very

concisely in a book of only 174 pages, and well repays the perusal of

even very busy people. We read of Mr. Neesima's "divine leading

to America, his ten years of preparation there, his return to Japan,

the founding of the Doshisha fifteen years ago, in the midst of great

opposition, the preparation of the * Kumamoto Band ' in Capt.

Janes' school, and the development of the Doshisha, so that it stood

before the world at its founder's death as an incipient university,

with seven hundred students, over eighty in the theological depart-

ment, with an endowment of one hundred thousand dollars for its

department of science, and about sixty thousand dollars for its

department of jurisprudence, the latter the gift of Japanese friends

of the school.

* A sketch of the Life of Rev. Joseph Hardy Neesima, LL.D., President of
Doshisha, Kyoto

;
prepared by Rev. I. D. Davis, D.D., Professor of Theology in

Doshisha. Z. P. Maruya & Co., Limited, Yokohama; Kelly & Walsh, Limited,
Shuughai.
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Full quotations are made from Dr. Neesima's earlier and later

diaries, from his public appeals for the university, and from his

letters."

Unwittingly he himself tells in his younger days one secret of

his great success in life. It was that he " held his stableness very

fast." Even before he knew of God as his Heavenly Father, he

seemed " called " of him as assuredly as Abraham of old, and he

answered immediately, " Here am I.''

His refusal, at the age of fifteen, to worship the family gods, his

great longing for knowledge, his pathetic cry to his Maker, '^Oh! if

you have eyes look upon me; if you have ears listen for me,"—his

reading the Bible stealthily at night, because " I was afraid the

savage country's law, which if I read the Bible, will cross (crucify)

my whole family, "—lead him at last to decide, "I must be thankful

to God. I must believe him and I must be upright against him."

Neither the entreaties of his prince, nor the floggings of his

father, could change his purpose. As he says, " My stableness did not

destroy by their expostulations." Much against his father's wishes

he obtained permission from a relative of his prince to visit Hako-

date, and now at the age of twenty-one began that long period of

ten years' voyaging and absence from home friends, that was to be his

preparation for the great work of his life ; though little did he suspect

upon what he was entering, when he bade his mother good-bye.

During the next six months he saw that his loved Japan was lying in

the shadow of death, and an intense longing to " bring a light into

the darkness " took possession of him. He gradually came to realize

that only in a foreign land could he obtain the fitness for life service

which he determined to secure, and yet he supposed if he left this

country, his only welcome home would be to die for her. Notwith-

standing this fear, his decision and arrangements were soon made,

and this young hero, metamorphosed by the garb of a servant, stole

away from her shores to an American schooner bound for Shanghai.

Here he sought out the captain and " begged him if I get to

America, please let me go to a school and take good education."

" The captain took him as his own servant, dressed him in foreign

costume, gave him the name, Jo, and on the voyage taught

him navigation and English." He was often subject to indignity

and persecution, but had ever the one aim to " seek light and bless-

ing for his country." Although he had left Japan like a culprit and
with very few of his belongings, he had retained his two swords, and at

Hongkong he exchanged the short one for a Chinese New Testament.

After months of laborious study he came to John iii. 16, and here he

found the Saviour. In the early part of his voyage he had often felt

like swinging his sword to cut down some of the rough sailors who
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insulted him. Now in exchange for that weapon he had the

" 8word of the Spirit, which is the Word of God," and mightily was he

to use it.

The captain's greatest service to him was rendered at the end of

the year's voyage, when he introduced Mr. Neesima to the owner

of the ship, Hon. Alpheus Hardy. He and his wife proved Mr.

Neesima's life long friends and benefactors. The young Japanese

drank long, deep draughts at the fountains of learning and impressed

all who knew hira with his earnest, loving spirit. On his gradua-

ting from college in 1870, President Seeley was asked for testimonials

for Mr. Neesima and replied, " You cannot gild goldj"

Although he soon entered the Theological Seminary, an

imperial mandate summoned him to join the Japanese Embassy in

Washington. On receiving from them a formal pardon for having

left Japan, and a paper promising the privilege of teaching Christian-

ity on his return, both sealed with the imperial signet, he consented

to accompany them. And now it was possible for him to break the

many years silence between himself and his home friends. " He
had not dared to write them, or let them know of his welfare or

whereabouts, lest they should all be put to death." All were greatly

rejoiced to hear from him, but Mr. Neesima never regained his right-

ful position in his family, as an adopted son of a younger brother

had been made the head of the house.

During the year which he spent with these Japanese statesmen

visiting all the capitals of Europe, he not only proved to be of great

assistance to them, but he also gained much of that information on

educational systems, which he afterwards used to such good purpose,

and left upon them such an impress of his character as made them

his life long admirers and led them to give him some of that support

which made his work such a success.

Later he returned to the U. S., iBnished his theological studies

and, ordained as an evangelist, in 1874 sailed for Japan as a

missionary of the American Board, supported by Mr. Hardy. It

was hardly safe to profess Christianity, even at the ports, but Mr.

Neesima was not one to keep silent. The governor of his province,

frightened by his bold preaching, went in person to inform the head of

the government, but was told, " If it is Neesima, it is all right ; let

him alone." His work at this time began " the entrance of Chris-

tianity into the heart of Japan and fearless preaching of the Gospel

in the interior."

We have dwelt thus at length on the early part of this book, as

it tells of the portion of Mr. Necsima's life, with which our readers

are not likely to be familial*. We know somethiugof his great work,
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his trials and discouragements and subsequent successes, but it is a

helpful pleasure to read of them again. Though Mr. Neesima's

friends, who were at the head of the government, again and again

urged him to accept high positions of trust and honor, he " allowed

nothing to turn him from the great purpose of his life to establish

a Christian college in his native land."

A suitable site of ground was finally secured in Kyoto, and the

beautiful name "Doshisha"—" One Endeavor " or ''One Purpose

Company"—decided upon. Opposition from the people, the

Buddhist priests and the officials, soon brought sleepless nights and

anxious days to him; but on November 29th 1875, the school

opened in his house with a prayer meeting, in which all the pupils

(five) took part. It was the handful of corn, but its fruit was to

" shake like Lebanon."

His marriage, and the gift from a Boston friend of money for a

comfortable home, now secured better equipment for work, for his

wife was ever a true helpmeet, and their home reminds us of 1 Cor.

xvi. 19 and the two other similar passages.

But further opposition from the ofiicials and fears of the foreign

missionaries ; sometimes well founded ; criticism and misunderstand-

ing, now gave him years of anxiety and heartache. He refers to this

time of his life as " the deep muds of the past." The coming of the

Kumamoto Band of pupils and the sympathy of Capt. Janes, their

former teacher, seem the bright lining of the cloud that passed over

his life at this time. These fifteen graduates of Capt. Janes's school,

who came " with the clothes they wore and an English Bible as their

sole earthly possessions," were the very help and influence which the

Doshisha seemed to need, and some of these same boys are to-day

among the best Christian workers in Japan. Although the school

increased in numbers and a department for girls was added later, the

opposition for these six years was so great, and the trials Mr.

Neesima had to bear so crushing, that at one time he cried out with

tears, '* Oh, that I could be crucified once for Christ and be done

with it !
" About this time he assisted in forming the Japanese

Home Missionary Society, and often went on preaching tours, never

happier than when proclaiming the Gospel. But his love for his

pupils was very great and only equalled by their love for him. On
one occasion, when a grave offence had been committed, he said at

morning prayers that he must punish the Doshisha, and could only

do it by punishing the head of the school. With a stout withe he
" struck his left hand a succession of blows, which brought the tears

to every eye in the house before one of the older students could

interfere to stop him."
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Up to the year 1883 the Doshisha had been known as a Chris-

tian school, but he now began to plan for its becoming a Christian

University. That it should bo most emphatically Christian was

his greatest desire, but he longed to broaden its scope that its influence

for Christ might be enlarged. In the interest of this new plan he

spoke in public and private, and wrote appeals, which compare most

favorably with similar papers issued in our home lands. Indeed

the three appeals and extracts from his journals, which are given in

this volume, form its most interesting portions.

A great variety of work and care led to failing health, and at

Mr. Hardy's invitation he again visited the U. S. vid Europe.

While there he writes, " My heart is constantly burning like a

volcanic fire for my dearly beloved Japan. Pray for me that I may
rest in the Lord." After his return greater efforts were made in

regard to the University, and as the school had now sent out many
valuable and tried workers, earnest pastors and teachers, attaches of

the foreign legations or clerks in the department of State,—those who
impressed their character upon whatever they undertook,—it had
" proved its right to be, and that it was a needed power in Japan."

Many of the Japanese gave liberally to Mr. Neesima's call for help

;

as his last plea, which was published simultaneously in "twenty of

the leading papers of Japan," records, and it also tells us that then

the regular teachers numbered 34; assistant teachers, 23; pupils,

899 ; and graduates, 270.

Amid the joy of this success he had one trial, for which he was

totally unprepared. His Alma Mater conferred upon him the degree

of LL.D.! He was "greatly troubled" and asks, "What shall I do

with it ?
"

The autumn of 1889 found him so weak that he went to the sea-

shore near Yokohama, and from there in the following January came

the word that he was dangerously ill. Though Count Inouye tele-

graphed, " You must keep him alive," and many felt that Japan

needed him, the time had come when the Saviour he had loved

and served so faithfully was to call him to Himself ; and he, ever

resting in the knowledge that " God cares for Japan more than I do,"

was ready again to answer His call. The account of his death and

burial is very touching. When the body reached Kyoto station at

11.30 Saturday evening, the whole school was there to meet it. They

formed in line, " the preparatory students in front and the classes

in order, ending with the theological classes in the rear. The
preparatory students began carrying the bier as many as could take

hold of it, and they changed at each corner." On reaching the

house after the two and one half mile walk " all had had a part

in carrying the loved body," Among the four thousand who attend-
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ed the funeral services, were his graduates from all parts of the

empire—many oJfficials, and a delegation of Buddhist priests.

The last chapter of this book on " Meditations, Character,

Lessons," is perhaps the most helpful. We should be glad to give

long quotations from his " Meditations," but can only choose a

sentence here and there :

—

"^If we have love on our side, then we may lose all our petty,

criticising spirit."

" When we discover some defect in others, take it as if it were

upon us, and try never to repeat it again."

" Be specially patient when we are sick or are feeling unhappy."

" There is something noble and secure in silence."

" Look at the ocean, how beautifully it looks ! Yet it must

receive many filthy matters from the shores ; it receives and purifies

them. We shall be happy men if we can be like it."

" Never shoot our arrows into the air ; aim at an object surely

and then let go."

"Many hunters of men carry their guns unloaded."

"Sometimes one may make an artificial fire in imitation of the

Divine fire, but his hearers will sooner or later detect it ; it is a

mock fire."

" Man's greatness is not simply in his learning but in his dis-

interestedness in self . . . Let us be truly penitent and humble.

I call this man's greatness."

" It is a sort of weakness and sham for a man to make all

sorts of apologies to another."

" Politeness ought to be a necessary exponent of true love and

kindness, but politeness without a least meaning, is a sort of

deception."

" If the Japanese are bound to worship heroes, let them worship

this Hero (Christ), the Hero of heroes."

" If I teach again I will pay special attention to the poorest

scholar in the class ; then I should succeed."

As we lay aside this little book, we pray that God may rBjise

up many such workers, even here in the land of Sinim. May it

prove an inspiration to many others, and Mr. Neesima, even by his

death, "bring forth more fruit."

M. M. F.
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Considerations on the Propriety of Modifying Present

Methods of Mission Work in Kwong-tung.''

BY RBV. T. W. PEARCB.

<^ AM about to raise the question of mission methods for the

^ following good reasons :

—

1st. I feel that I have something to say on this subject, and

whether my remarks be wise or unwise, you will, I hope, be brought

to admit they ought not to be left unsaid.

2nd. My present audience, you brethren, whom I have been

brought to " esteem very highly in love." (I may say that intercourse

with my co-labourers in Canton has given added meaning to this

apostolic phrase.) You are the persons best able to judge whether

these remarks are wise or unwise.

3rd. The opinions expressed by you in the course of discussion

to-night will, in a large measure, guide my course hereafter, and

may even determine the kind of representation I shall make on

the subject in England to the Society which I have the honour

to represent.

My paper bears this title :—Considerations on the propriety of

modifying present methods of mission work in Kwong-tung."

I. The question it asks is, "Are the established principles, the

rules, the customs in force among us for the conduct of our mission

work the best that could be devised or adopted ? " Or, are they

susceptible of improvement ? Are we working along the right lines ?

If not to what extent and in what particulars are we at fault ? And

is a reform of our mission methods practicable ? Do you ask from

what source are these considerations drawn? I answer at once un-

hesitatingly and unequivocally, From the known character of the

people to be taught and evangelized. But some one may say, " There

are other higher and more authoritative sources, as for example

apostolic precedent and directions and the rules and regulations of the

different Missionary Societies !
" Before stating any considerations on

the propriety or otherwise of changing mission methods, let me in few

words make clear my own stand-point and the starting point of this

paper. Without granting for one moment that the changes of

method to be advocated are not apostolic, the writer asks to be

allowed to define and distinguish.

You will find that his essay is very much concerned with mak-

ing and maintaining distinctions. He holds that '* the faith once

delivered to the saints " was given by our Lord in a form precise and

* Bead before tUe Cautou Missionary Coiiftireuoe, December 3rd, 1890.
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absolute, and he believes that it is of perpetual and universal and

unalterable obligation. He feels bounds therefore, to follow the

Apostles in setting forth new rules of life and new motives for godly

living. Like the Apostles, he, too, would proclaim salvation by Jesus

Christ to a lost and ruined world.

Thus far, and no farther, does he feel bound by Apostolic

Authority. He believes the Lord Jesus left the form of the Church,

the laws of the Church and the methods by which the Church

should win her way in the world, to a great extent open and undeter-

mined. He believes that in the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles

we find recommendations and expedients fitted to the state of the

Church and the state of the world in the days when the Acts and

the Epistles were written. He does not see in the recommendations

and expedients any specific order or method applicable to any or

every Church or to the state of the world throughout all ages. He
believes that the methods of the Church must vary with the

vicissitudes of time and occasion, with local circumstances and

peculiar situations, and possibly even with the varying passions and

prejudices of the several communities, among which the Church is

called to fulfil her missions. His idea of the Church of God is, he

trusts, lofty and spiritual ; at the same time, on the mission field, he

is inclined to some of the views set forth in the " Ecclesiastical

Polity" of the " Judicious Hooker." His hearers may not agree

with the writer of the paper, but they shall not, if he can help it,

fail at the very outset to understand him.

Let me repeat,—these considerations of method in mission work

are drawn from the known character of the people to be taught and

evangelized.

As to the rules and regulations of Missionary Societies :—If

they prevent or interfere with the free and full adaptation of means

to ends on any mission field, then so much the worse for the Society

which issues them, for the missionaries appointed to carry them out

and for the woi'k to which they are intended to apply. But, as far

as I know, they do not.

The regulations of most Protestant Missionary Societies are

drawn with remarkable foresight and prudence; they are of necessity

general. They do not contemplate local circumstances or peculiarities

of particular missions.

This then is the measure of our privilege. We are left with a free

hand. We may use the means which experience shows best adopted

to the end in view, or we may recommend those msans with reason-

able expectation that they will be duly considered by our Societies.

Having thus indicated the source from which these considerations

are derived, I now proceed to state the subjects with which they are
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concerned. These are two : Ist. The support of native agents paid

with foreign funds ; and 2nd. The planting, nurture, guidance and

control of native Chinese Churches. My own earnest conviction is

that (speaking from the human point of view) our methods of

mission work in this province of Kwong-tung depend for success

almost entirely on : 1st. A wise use of foreign funds in employing

native preachers ; and 2nd. A wise method in founding and foster-

ing native Chinese self-supporting Churches.

The main suggestion which the paper makes is that the two are

distinct branches of mission work ; and the conditions of this field

require that they be kept separate and apart. That the separa-

tion in theory and in practice should be complete, absolute

and final.

I shall try to show that due attention to this one primary and

cardinal distinction will not fail to enlist on the side of Christianity

certain well-marked peculiarities of Chinese character which taken

together, constitute the race spirit or genius of the Chinese as we
know them in the South. Hitherto we have not in a sufficient

degree taken advantage of these well-marked peculiarities and this

race spirit. On the contrary, the peculiarities the race spirit have

taken advantage of us and our methods, and are seen to be working

rather against us than on our side. What is needed is a change

in the direction of our motive force ; a " shifting of the strain," so

as to utilize and not antagonize temperament, training, education,

habit and custom in our own Chinese associates and assistants and

brethren. I ask, then, under what conditions should w& employ

with foreign money native Chinese preachers ? I assume that

the foreign-paid native evangelist is an invaluable and indeed

indispensable ally of the missionary on the field. At the Shanghai

Conference the foreign-paid native evangelist received scant justice,

and there was, it seemed to me, a tendency to disparage foreign-paid

native helpers. Speaking for myself, provided we can find and

train and teach a class of men zealous, devoted and efficient,

able " to do the work of an evangelist," I would multiply them a

thousand fold and send them everywhere " preaching the Gospel."

1 would open preaching halls (Fuk yain T'ongs) in every busy centre,

where audiences can be drawn to listen, and for three or four hours

daily I would have these foreign-paid evangelists " stand and speak of

spiritual things to men." If there is a class of native Chinese

preachers who can be found to do this as veritable ambassadors for

Christ, we need not, and should not, scruple to pay them and pay

them well with foreign funds. The labourer, whether foreign or

Chinese, is "worthy of his hire." In the present state of mission

work in the Boath, it is needful that the Gospel be preached
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systematically, energetically and continuously. The people are not

yet enlightened, and how shall they hear without a preacher ?

One would think that some missionaries in China found preach-

ing to the heathen an easy task. The man who finds it easy to

preach in his own tongue, is not a man at whose feet I would care to

sit as a learner. The man who thinks it easy to preach in Chinese,

is a person to be avoided. He has not the knowledge requisite for

forming a judgment. I cannot imagine any other kind of mission

work in the study or in the school, in the hospital or training

institution, which puts such a severe and all round strain on the

faculties—bodily, mental and spiritual. The Chinese language,

though it requires long time to learn, is learned by some of us all too

speedily. We begin to use it before we can do so with discretion

and safety. The language is, after all, but the beginning of px'epara-

tion for preaching to the Chinese.

Dr. Chalmers has recently translated and placed in our hands

a letter which Mr. Hoh Cheung wrote to Dr. Faber on the general

subject of presenting the Gospel to the Chinese. I for one could

reply to Mr. Hoh Cheung that some of us have, during several years,

tried to appeal in a native and natural and not foreign and formal

way to Chinese audiences. It is not that we need a self-revelation

of our faults, our ignorance, our inability. They are all known and

lamented. We try to improve, to be " all things to all men " like

the great Apostle " if by any means we may save some." We knew

the standard even before Mr. Hoh Cheung wrote fo Dr. Faber. We
have not "already attained." We are not already perfect, but we
follow after ; some of us a long way after. If, however, Mr. Hoh
Cheung had visited the Canton preaching halls (as perhaps he did),

he would have seen native Chinese, his own countrymen, embodying

in their addresses and appeals his own principles and approximating

if not actually attaining his standard. Yes ! brethren, the Gospel

must be preached, and these native Chinese preachers are the men
to preach it.

The cardinal error, as I think, has not been the employment

with foreign money of native Chinese preachers, but the particular

kind of occupation we have assigned them. We have appointed

them and paid them with foreign money to minister for part of their

time to the native Churches, and the result has been detrimental

alike to the character of the preacher, the life of the Churches and

the cause of self-supporting Christianity. A Chinese preacher, paid

with foreign funds to minister to a native Church, is exposed to

temptation on his weaker side. Chinese preachers are not perfect

specimens of redeemed and sanctified humanity. Chinese Churches

are often weak and languishing. They need wise and tender
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nurture. The alliance of native Churches and foreign-paid preachers

should be dissolved for the sake of the preachers, the Churches

and the mission cause in China. I can only append briefly a

number of reasons why (Chinese character being what it is) Chinese

preachers, paid with foreign money, should not be the ministers of

Chinese Churches.

1st. It is a fundamental principle alike in healthy politics and

healthy Church government that those who pay govern. The

foreign-paid native ministers to Chinese Christiana are responsible

to the missionary and not to the Church, and hence he is at times

tempted to find reasons for keeping aloof from the converts rather

than for cultivating a close and intimate fellowship with them for

their spiritual advantage and growth in grace. He may even

become the Confucian scholar in his bearing rather than in the

scriptural sense, the minister, the servant, the slave for Christ's

sake of the Church.

2nd. This foreign-paid minister may be guilty of faults which

unfit him to be the spiritual guide and leader of others ; but Church-

es are slow to raise their voices against the misconduct of preachers

appointed and paid by the missionary. On the other hand, they have

been known 4o deny all knowledge of his misdoings and endeavour to

shield him by throwing dust in the eyes of the missionary who seeks

to enquire into his character and actions.

3rd. The same good offices the preacher, paid with foreign

money, is found ready to perform on behalf of Church members

rather than aid the missionary to maintain discipline by punishing

offenders ; the preacher allows his sense of humanity to over-ride his

sense of justice. The fact is, there is something approaching a tacit

understanding on both sides that the missionary shall not be

enlightened. Both he and the people will admit in the abstract

that a pure discipline is demanded in the interests of the Church,

but in practice neither side can see its way except under strong

provocation to help the foreigner against Chinese and so cause the

Chinese to " lose face."

These foreign-paid ministers to native Churches are apt to form

(Chinese-like) a powerful clique by themselves to guard what they

conceive to be their own rights and privileges. They design to act

as mediators between the missionaries and the Chinese ; sometimes to

facilitate and sometimes to hinder intercourse between the converts

and the missionary. Things which for the welfare and prosperity of

the Churches it most concerns the missionary to know, are kept

from his knowledge by preachers in the pay of the Society. As for

their fellow-preachers, it is well known that most of our assistants

shrink from assisting the foreign missionary to conduct an inquiry
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which might end not only in the loss of office and means of liveli-

hood, but, what is worse, " loss of face " to one of their number.

Every nerve and fibre in the Chinese preacher shrinks from this

unpleasant duty. A sense of justice may tell him that the foreigner

is right, but this is smothered and silenced for the time being, and

he will not use it against one of his own fraternity.

4th. Again, a native Chinese preacher, paid with foreign money
to minister to the spiritual wants of native Churches, has strong

reasons for working against the missionary in the matter of self-

support. Self-support, so dear to the heart of the missionary, is

probably the last thing that foreign-paid native ministers could, in

their heart of hearts, approve. They are now paid the fall amount

of their salaries with certainty, regularity and punctuality. To be

dependent on native Churches would often involve delays, vexations,

interviews with elders, Church treasurers and other perverse and
impracticable persons. The Church might even take upon itself to

disapprove of its minister and make its payment of salary dependent

on his good behaviour.

Now some may think this after all a strong indictment against

native preachers. Far from it ; nothing would be more unbecoming

on my part or more ungrateful, for perhaps there is no person present

who is more indebted to native preachers than I am, and no mission

for which native preachers have done more than they have for the

mission I represent.

No ! if the facts be as above stated, the main share of the blame

lies with us and with the system. We have placed these men at a

disadvantage in a false and invidious position. Their faults, as we
see them, are largely the natural consequence of the relation which

they sustain to us who pay them and to the Churches which do not pay

them. "We demand of them a certain standard of character in which

frankness, truth and righteousness shall figure as the more prominent

virtues, and we place them where these virtues shall be tried to the

utmost. I think it is time we examined ourselves and our organization.

Am I then sanguine enough to believe that a change of circum-

stances will bring about a change of character ? not at all. This

paper does not affirm that if native helpers, paid with foreign money,

be at once and for ever disconnected with native Churches, certain

occult, mysterious, yet all powerful forces will be set in motion, tend-

ing to purity of discipline in the Churches and thorough, transparent

honesty and truth in the native preachers. Such ardently desired,

long sought for and much prayed for results can only be brought to

pass by diligent, faithful, assiduous cultivation on the part of the

foreign missionary. The real remedy is a fuller, truer and more

experimental knowledge of the Gospel. But the question before us
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is, " Can we not employ better methods and keep in view always

the race characteristics of the people ?" In a bold figure of speech

man has been called a " bundle of habits," When applied to the

Chinese this description has the value of an accurate, almost scienti-

fic defiuition. His habits are closely compacted, tightly bound and

well rounded oflt. In our Church organization let us utilize and

not antagonize the mechanical element.

The Chinaman sots great store by his good name—" his face "—
as he is pleased to call it ; and he has certain false and absurd ideas

about what constitutes " loss of face." We cannot change this race

feature, but we can organize our Churches, so as to enlist this

peculiarity of Chinese character more fully and completely on the

side of pure discipline. We may shift the strain in such a way that

loss of face shall be a question between a Chinese Church and its

offending members, not between the missionary and those members.
Then the Church will guard its own "face" and the transgression

be dealt with promptly.

I now proceed to deal with the second part of my subject.

II. The planting, nurture, guidance and control of native

Churches.

If Chinese assistants, paid with foreign funds, are no longer

to have official relations with the native" Churches, but to be

dismissed each to his preaching hall, then what is to become of the

Churches ? On this subject our Societies should be in a position

to speak with plainness and with emphasis. They should say to

each non-self-supporting Christian community in town and couutry:
" Our main responsibility and our first duty is to you. We may or

may not open more preaching halls and pay with foreign funds native

evangelists to preach to the heathen. But we must and will spend

our funds, our energy and our time in teaching and edifying and

quickening spiritual life in our native converts. This responsibility we
incurred by the act and deed of our missionaries who, by baptism,

admitted you to membership in the outward and visible Church of

Christ. Our missionaries shall teach you through your own chosen

representatives. In the discharge of this duty they shall be assisted

by the wisest, most zealous and the most consecrated native assistants

that the aggregate of our native Churches can furnish. These native

teachers, the helpers of our missionaries in their good work, we will

also pay with foreign funds. In this indirect way we will do for you
all that lies in our power without limit and without stint. Best of all,

our missionaries, together with the most spiritually enlightened

Chinese teachers they can find, shall bring personal influence to bear

-upon every Church through the picked men of each Church. This

we recognize as our first duty, and we will perform it to the full.
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All we ask is that you also perform your duty. Select without

fear or favour the best men you have among you, at least one from
each Church, and more thau one, if to send more be within your

povs^er. Show the sincerity of your faith in Christ by denying your-

selves if need be to release these men from their wonted occupations

that they may be free to place themselves under instruction.

We will not ask you to pay for their support whilst with us, or for

the teaching we give them. But you must do what is required, in

order that the men of your choice may continue with us and be
instructed. The rule shall be that at least one man from each

Church shall constantly be receiving instruction. When the brethren

whom we thus teach return to you, let it be understood that they

alone are responsible for the conduct of Sunday services and week
day meetings. That they counsel and direct in the affairs of the

Church, and that they keep the missionar}'^ well informed in regard

to all matters of interest to him in connection with their Church.

We are not concerned with the question how these teachers of yonr

choice shall be maintained. This is a question to be settled between

you and them. They may earn their own food and raiment, or you
may help to earn it for them. It is for you to decide to what extent

they shall " reap your worldly things."

I think if every Society would consent to speak and act on this

wise, a very desirable modification in present methods might be

affected.

I will sketch the more important points of a possible scheme

of dealing with native Churches.

(a.) As regards buildings. The difference between a preaching

hall { jpS "b ^) and a building for Sunday Worship (H ^ ^) should

be rigidly and jealously maintained. Preaching halls are to be

kept up with foreian funds
;
places for Christian worship should be

paid for by the Christians who worship in them. It may be the

duty of these Christians to frequently make their meeting house a

preaching hall, and we must encourage them to do so, but it can never

be our duty to make preaching halls, built with foreign funds, into

meeting houses for Church members. Sooner than do so we will

have our foreign-paid evangelist preach in these buildings to the

heathen throughout the whole of Sunday. A preaching hall is

intended to benefit the heathen. A meeting house is primarily for the

benefit of the Christians, though of course they should be taught to

use it also for the benefit of their heathen neighbours. The only

relation between these two classes of buildings is that men, convinced

of the truth in the preaching hall, shall be sent for their further

instruction, edification and perfecting in the divine life, to the meet-

ing house and Christian congregation.
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In the matter of meeting houses for Christians, there is always

the question of proportion, [f few, let them rent or build a small

meeting house ; if poor, a poor meeting house. The Lord's blessing

will not be withheld from the "two or three" meetings in the poorest

room of a humble cottage.

(6.) As respects the duty of Churches to evangelize. In country

places, where the population is sparse, native agents, paid with foreign

funds, to itinerate from their preaching halls, mi<;ht be instructed

not to preach within a given radius, say one pole of any Church or

mission station. Within this limited area, be it understood that the

Church " lets its light shine " and fulfils its duty to those who know
not the Lord Jesus.

If foreign-paid agents, in the course of their journeys, visit these

Churches, let it be understood that they come as visitors, without

official standing of any kind, and if asked to take part in services, let

them do so as ordinary members of the congregation.

(c.) It is not even good, in my opinion, for Churches to call

pastors until they have carried on for some time their own Church

work without resident ordained ministers. There may be a suffi-

ciency of funds for the pastor's salary, where there is not enough self-

reliance and storling Christ-like character. Most Christians are too

fend of having their religious services done for them, and the Chinese

are no exception to the rule. Whether the Churches are able to call

pastors or not, their life and strength depend upon the steady growth

and development of gifts and graces in the members. I have not

yet seen the native Church, however small and poor, where there has

not been at least one man who, with proper help and training from

the missionary, could be trusted to conduct "decently and in order "

simple Sunday services for the edification and help of the brethren.

Again, it is a question of proportion. Nine farming folk, with

God's grace in their hearts and true zeal for his cause, might obtain

more real profit from the ministrations of a tenth one of their own
number than from a paid minister, so with nine shop-keepers, nine

artisans or nine literary men.

{d.) As for the teaching that should be given to these guides and

leaders of the congregations, it might always be suited to the circum-

stances of the Church. The need is to show them "the way of the Lord

more perfectly ;" to have them read out of the Scriptures the meaning

that is there and apply it to the needs and sorrows and exigencies

of their work-a-day life. By all possible, methods, the catechistic,

the narrative, the recitative, to get into their minds a knowledge of

God's Book, not in high sounding phrases or sonorous sentences, in

order that they may preach (^), but the spirit and life of the divine

Book, in order that they may live thereby and teach others so to live.
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We might discuss with them the methods of conducting Sunday

services best suited to the village congregations and put into their hands

all available helps. Outline addresses, catechisms, books of prayer,

every kind of material that we or they can think of that is likely to

be of service.

(e.) And what if the Churches will not elect and send to us re-

presentatives to be thus taught and made teachers of the brethren ? I

for one would say this is a test whether you are or are not in earnest in

the things of Christ's religion. If you are not, and have no life in you,

then go and bury yourselves, for we will not attempt to galvanize

you through native-paid ministers. We will do everything we can

for you, except one thing. If you are not prepared to do this one

thing, take the consequences : Be no longer a Christian Church.

I can see that against this suggested basis of mission work in

Kwongtung various objections may lie. If I do not anticipate

and endeavour in some measure to reply to them, it is only because

this paper is already of undue length.

The introduction of modifications, such as these, will mean in

some quarters the beginning of sorrows and troubles. The men

selected will not always be the best men. They will frequently dis-

appoint us and the Churches. The conduct of services, even by

leaders who have received the full benefit of our teaching, will, in

many instances, be far from meeting our approval.

From worldly policy and the **fear of man that bringeth a

snare," unpaid teachers will not be free. Churches will require more

constant and systematic visitation, and the missionary will be much
occupied in settling jealousies, disputes and bickerings that now
scarcely seem to exist at all.

It will be uphill work and " many a weary sigh and many a

groan " wrung from the missionary brought into close and constant

contact with the frailties and follies of Chinese human nature in

native Churches. All this and much more may be alleged against

this '* mechanical cut and dried " scheme.

But there is one advantage which should surely outweigh all

objections that can be raised. What that advantage is I will try to

point out by an illustration.

We now act in mission work as those who believe in an evolution

or development theory. The evolution and development of self-sup-

porting Churches is to be the grand end and crowning result of pre-

sent methods. The instructions some of us are accustomed to receive

from home are, ** Keep self-support prominently before the Churches.

Cultivate a spirit of self-reliance. Train your converts to depend

on themselves, not on the foreign missionary or on the foreign

Society." Translated into the language of science, this is equal to
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saying, " Create an environment favourable to self-support." Truly

there is great power in environment to induce what is known as
** variation."

A wonderful array of examples can be adduced to prove that in the

course of ages the structures of plants and animals have been

changing and advancing by the action of environment. So with the

evolution of self-supporting Churches from Churches partly or wholly

supported by foreign funds.

It is possible that every person present could furnish his con-

tribution to the wealth of instances, but evolution at the best is a

slow process, and the laws of development require for their full and
effectual working many generations, countless ages. By all means
let the environment be as favourable as it can be made. But let us

see to it that we first have the germ of self-support, the seed of self-

support. Then, as the years go by, we shall have the two great

factors—heredity and environment—at work in the Churches, mould-
ing and perfecting the self-reliant characters of our converts.

On such Churches I believe that the great head of the Church
will shed His benign influences. There will be fewer hindrances to th&

work of his blest Spirit. The things that make for righteousness,

truth, purity and all godly living, will meet with fewer checks.

On the one hand, the Churches will be built up on the " best and

surest foundations " ; on the other hand, the Gospel will be more
effectually proclaimed by men set apart for the purpose—Specialists

—whose one work is to make known Christ's name and show His
righteousness openly in the sight of the heathen.

HONORINQ MISSIONARIES. chow, China, a most worthy reci-

To the Editor of pienfc of the honor."

"The Chinese Recorder." And in the columns of T/teASoMfA-

It is refreshing to us all to see ern Pre%<ermn, under the caption,

missionary brethren honored by the
" ^he Synod of South Carolina,"

Church at home. For the benefit " ^^^ following:—

of your readers I send you the " The Rev. H. C. DnBose, D.D.,

clippings enclosed herein. The was present, fresh from his mission

Saint Louis Preshyterian says :

—

work in China, and preached the
'" H. C. DuBose, D.D.—Last opening sermon at the request of

week the Board of Trustees of the Moderator, in whose Church

Westminster College conferred the the Synod met. This discourse was

degree of Doctor of Divinity on the a loving and admiring memorial of

Rev. Hampden C. DnBose, of Soo- the late Rev. Dr. John Leighton
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Wilson, the father of the Foreign

Missions of our Southern Presby-

terian Church and the life-long

friend and counsellor of the preach-

er, who took this occasion to pay a

noble tribute to his departed master

in Israel. Dr. DuBose was then

elected Moderator by a unSiniraous

rising vote as a testimonial of our

appreciation of his great work for

our Church in the foreign field.

And though unaccustomed to the

business of our Church courts, his

promptness, quickness, fairness

and excellent spirit doubtless con-

vinced every member that we could

not have made a better choice. He
doubtless carried with him from

that meeting the sincere esteem,

affection and admiration of all

present, who will hereafter follow

him with increased interest in his

mission work. A resolution propos-

ed at the close, expressing great

pleasure at his presence with us

and gratification at his presidence

over the body, was adopted with

hearty unanimity by a rising vote."

Yours fraternally,

Pars fui.

To the Editor of

" The Chinese Recordeh."

DearStr: Wednesday, 17th Dec,

1890, will be a red letter day in the

history of the Tsingcheufn Church.

On that day six native brethren

were ordained to the pastorate after

a five years' course of study in

our Theological Training Institute,

in the presence of the Revs. Glover

and Morry from England, the mis-

sionaries on the field and repre-

sentatives of the native Church.

In concluding the ordination

service the Rev. Richard Glover

gave the charge to the pastors, and

the Rev. T. M. Morris to the

Church ; Rev. A. G. Jones acting as

interpreter.

The Church round this city con-

sists of 66 stations, which are now
divided into 6 groups, each of

which has elected and will hence-

forth be under the supervision of

one pastor. The pastors will be

supported from a Snstentatiou

Fund, which is raised entirely by

the native Church.

During the past year 120 mem-
bers have been added to this

Church ; and a still larger number

have been baptized after probation,

in the newer districts to the North

and West, evangelized by our

colleagues from Choup'ing city.

Owing to the late famine and

the consequent emigration from

this district to the province of

Shenhsi during the past two years,

a remarkable efflux has taken place

from this Church. About 100

Christians are now on the plain of

Singanfu, distant from here

2,600 li, who are still looking to

US for guidance and instruction.

These men have settled there ; are

now in good circumstances; meet

regularly for worship, and are

gathering enquirers round them.

We are at the present time

deliberating as to how these Chris-

tians may be best cared for, and

this movement of Divine Provid-
ence followed up.

Bon Accord.

TSINGCHEOFU, vid CheFOO,

31st December, 1890,
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®xxx 100k Cable*

Thu followiiif^ prospoctuH is i.ssiied

by tlie Society for tlie Uiffusioti of

Cliristiftii Htid General Knowledge
among the Chinese:—

For tlie past two years the Wan
KwoH KuNG Pao, or "Uevikw of

THK TiMKS," and the "Boy's Own"
have been in course of circultition

atid have received a considerable

amount of encourogotuont. The
latter periodical ceased at the ei\d

of last year, and it has been thought
desirable to fill its place by a paper
moie adapted to tlie req airemen ts

of the occasion. The proposal was
cordially agreed to at the last

annual meeting of the Society.

It is intended that tlie paper shall

be called the 4* W |ic # ^fS- o>' ^'le

"MlSSlONAUY RliViKW." The object

of it is specially to meet the wants
of the native Church in China, and
the case of inquirers in rogard to

Christianity. The Wan Kwoh Kung
Pad is doing an important work in a

literary and scientific point of view,

and is much appreciated in that

light, but the present magazine is

to be of a different character, and
it is believed will be readily wel-

comed, both by the missionaries and
the native Christians who, it is

hoped, will largely sustain it by
their personal contributions and
their endeavours to aid in its cir-

culation.

It will be a special aim on the

part of the editor to make the pe-

riodical interesting and instructive,

by giving a high class character to

the articles adapted to the neces-

sities of the native Christians for

their advancement in Christian
knowledge, the promotion of their

Church life and the general spread
of Christian truth. The articles

will have a direct and immediate
bearing on that end, written in a
brief, lively, simple style, and con-
sisting of explanations and illustra-

tions of Gospel truth, incidents in

Christiaa life, miaaiouary intelli-

gence, the evidences and history of

Christianity, etc., such as may tend

to the spiritual edification of those

for whom the paper is expressly

designed.

The need of a periodical of this

kind is suggested by the growth
of the Christian Church in China,

and by tlie number and usefulness

of similar papers in the west. At
present there is nothing like it iu

this country, and we believe it to

be indispensable to the progress of

the mi.ssionary work alike for the

benefit of the native Christians and
the enlightenment of many inquir-

ing on the subject of oar faith and
practice.

The editorship will be in the
bands of the Rev. Dr. Allen, to

whom all articles will be setit, and
business communications will be ad-
dressed to the Rev. W. Muirhead.
The magazine will bo about the

same size as the Wan Kwoh Kuno
Pao, and will be issued monthly.
The price is §1 per annum, or 10
cents a copy. Agencies 25 per cent
discount.

Dull Naven: A Sea-side. Story for

the Young. By Alice JaneMuirhead.
Amercian Presbyterian Mission
Press. Price 60 cents.

CONSUL HOSIK S WESTERN CHINA.

Three Ykars- in Wkstern China; a Narra-
tive of Three Jotuneys in Saii-ch'uan,

Kweichow and Yunnan, by Alexander
Hoaie, M.A., F.R.G.S., H. B. M.
('onsular Service, (-'hina. With an
Introduction by Archibald J. Little,

F.K.G.S. London, 1890.

Chunqkino, the commercial me-
tropolis of Western China, having
just been proclaimed a treaty port

synchronous with the appearance
of Mr. Hosie's work on Western
China, invests that volume with
peculiar interest, particularly as

the author of " Through the Yangtze
Gorges," Mr. Archibald Little (a

most competent aathority) says ol
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Mr. Hosie's book :
" It is an elaborate

monograph on the province of Sze-

chuen, such as has not been written

of any of the other provinces. It

provides a mine of information to

the traveller and to the merchant."

The establishment of Chungking
as a riverine treaty port, has

grown out of a provision of the Che-

foo Convention, which, among other

things, secured the right of the

British Government to send officers

to reside in that city to watch the

conditions of trade in Szechuen
;

pursuant to which Messrs. Baber,

Parker, Hosie (now Acting Consul at

Wenchow) and Bourne were des-

patched for exploration and research.

Successive blue books attest the

zeal and capacity of those gentle-

men in the discharge of duties that

involved much self-abnegation and
no small degree of peril. Unfor-

tunately, the valuable results of

those investigations, being for the

most part concealed in dull dry

and dreary official folios, are caviare

to the general public,* but now
happily, Mr. Hosie has disinterred

and rehabilitated his buried pro-

perty, and with the best appliance

of typography and book-binding,

has submitted it to the examination

of the reading world. With re-

gard to ornamentation it was a

happy thought of the author to

utilize the Chinese map of 0-mei
Mountain as a cover to his book

;

and speaking of maps reminds us

of one out of several excellencies

of this book; its map, among
other desiderata, affords a distinct

view of the country of the inde-

pendent Lolos. Again, to the busy

man athirst for information, a

good index, is of unspeakable use,

and Mr. Hosie has taken the pains

to discharge that duty exhaustively,

and a glance at it will show that the

arts and commerce, and ethnology

* It is true that Mr. Babev's writings

appear in the supplementary papers of

the Royal Geographical Society; Mr.
Parker's in the China Review. But
classes, not masses, derived benefit from
them.

of the vast regions traversed, have

all received attention. The volume
is as replete with facts as an egg
with palDulum.

Incidentally the anthropologist

here discovers that the Sifan are
" tall, with level grey eyes," a highly

suggestive biological fact ; while the

epidemiological student is set a

thinking on unknown climatological

conditions by the following anec-

dote, which illustrates a statement

found in Chinese works touching

malaria.

In North-eastern Yunnan Mr.
Hosie's party were dismayed by
the approach of a rainbow-drizzle

;

at the sight of the meteor word went
round—"shut up." All except the

foreign travellers placed their hats

over their mouths, an operation

which he regarded with amusement
as a superstition, and so strode on,

his bucal aperture being all agape
;

but soon his extensive and symetri-

cally formed system was agitated

and contorted from centre to peri-

phery, being seized by paroxysmal
vomiting

;
jetsam being automati-

cally disposed of, he found himself

an appreciably lighter man, and
more experienced, if not wiser.

The Chinese escaped unscathed the

micro-organism. Restricted as we
are to space, we are unable to make
extracts, but we cannot refrain

from giving our readers a philologi-

cal paragraph from an account of

the Pho (Black Miao) language, in

which it is stated that while those

aborigines follow, to a great extent,

the Chinese idiom, they exhibitat the

same time considerable divergence.

A "cart-before-the-horse principle

is very marked throughout, e.g., the

Chinese for "beef" is 'niu jou,'

and for mutton ' yang jou', that is,

' ox meat ' and ' sheep meat'. The
Pho, on the other hand, say ' ngi

lia ' and ' ngi li', which literally

translated mean "meat-ox" and
"meat-sheep." Again, for a "good
man," the Chinese say ' hao jen',

where ' good man' is the subject of

the sentence ; the Pho say ' nai
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ghon '—
' man good ', and * very

good man ' is ' nni ghoa kuai,' that

is, tlio adjective follows the noun,

and the adverb the adjective."*

One more extract must be shoved

in floruehow. Ever solicitous for

welfare of man or beast, our author

savir a coolie, whose temple had been

pierced with a large spike through

a fall. " Now, thought I, had

the time arrived to display ray

store of foreign medicines, and

I was looking forward to theeffect

which Friar's Balsam would have on

the patient and his comrades, when
there was a sudden call for tobacco.

My pleadings to be allowed to treat

the case wore in vain ; a handful of

cut tobacco was placed over the

wound, and all the assistance I was
permitted to give was the loan of

my handkerchief to bind the head

and keep the narcotic in position,"

Nicotine is never absorbed in such

cases ; the Chinese idea is to arrest

* Oh this subject Dr. Edkins in a foot-

note on Akkadian and Chinese (China

Review, Vol. XV"., p. 399, cites Lenor-

mant :—"The ancient Taaranian language
of Susiani places the adjective before

the substantive. This, I suppose, would be

occasioned by the people of Susiana not

being under strong Semitic influence. It

appears also that mixing with races of

the Teutonic stock also tends to shake
the law of position, for Lenormant also

says tliat the Finnish language places the
adjective before or after the substantive
at the speaker's discretion."—"La Lan-
gue Primitive de la Chaldics, page 149."

hemorrhage and prevent tlio access

of air ; tobacco ia in universal use

as a vulnerary.

It is pleasant to travel in

imagination with an explorer, whoso
genial bonhomie often crops out

during toilsome and painful jour-

neys. Mr. Hosie displays a genial,

benevolent character when speaking

of the members of Les Missions

Etrangeres de Paris and the China
Inland Mission. "All honor" he

with fine feeling of the former, ex-

claims, "All honor to men of surpas.s-

ing ability, who give up their lives

for heart-breaking work in China !"

He has occasion from time tO

time, as has every traveller in China,

to observe cruelties inflicted on
animals. Once he visited the Great
Wall on a donkey np the rough
Nank'ou Pass. " I had not pro-

ceeded far when a horrid stench
assailed my nostrils ; its continuance
baffled me until a sudden lurch of

the saddle revealed a sickening
eight; needless to say I walked the

rest of the way."
Again, when at a chimneyless

inn he and his pet dog were forced

to retreat from the stifling smoke,
they took their supper together

under the starry canopy ; but soon
be had to lament the loss of that
faithful companion. " He prayeth
best who loveth well ; man and bird
and beast."

D. J. M.

^iritnrml €ammmt
It is a true saying that " the

power of prayer is a spiritual dyna-
mite and can only bo manipulated
by spiritual people." Foreign mis-

sionaries need to understand this

more than any other class of Christ-

ian workers. Let it be a profound
conviction among all who teach and
all who preach that their God does
reign, and that he has commis-
sioned them to " tell it out among
the nations that the Lord is

King."

The Chinese Times of December
13, 1890, contains an ably written
article on " Do : Do Not." The
writer attempts to throw a calcium
light into "the wide gulf that
divides the East from the West."
What we are made to see is simply
this : the Golden Rule of Christi-

anity, demanding beneficent action,

vs. the negative precept of Con-
fucius, representing the inert or
passive character of Oriental civili-

zation. The idea is forcefally pat.
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But the following quotation will

not commend itself to the best

thought of our day : "Did the two
texts stand alone, the mere accident

of one proposition being cast in the

negative and the other in the

affirmative, would be a wholy in-

sufficient ground on which to set

one system on a pedestal above the

other."

Surely, the difference between
"Do" and "Do Not," ethically

considered and as applied to uni-

versal human conduct, is something
more than a fortuitous circumstance.

We thoroughly believe, however,
•with the Times writer, that " the

centripetal force is as much a
necessity to ' the balance of power

'

in nature as the centrifugal force,

and there is a place in the economy
of human life for the resisting as

well as for the attacking energy."

It is a pity that this concept is Tiot

allowed its logical sequence. The
great central idea of a civilization

that antedates our own, and has
conserved some valuable elements
of political and social economy,
must have a meaning for the West
as well as for the East.

At least two ofourcontemporaries
have expressed great solicitude over
the probable advent of 1,000 new
missionaries. The oncoming host
are advised to take heed to their

steps, lest they add to the obstacles

already existing, which lie in the
way of China's progress. This
is well. Undoubtedly much might
be written on the need of care in

avoiding unnecessary antagonisms
with the customs and usages of a
people who, in a sense, are our
antipodes. It should, nevertheless,

be conceded that the manner of pre-
senting revealed truth can best be
determined by those who feel its

force and know its power, and who
live in nearest contact with the
abominations of paganism. We
have no eympatby with the carping

criticism, which dwells so often on
"the failure of foreigners to in-

fluence the Chinese." We maintain
that the stigma of failure does not
properly apply to diplomatists,

merchants or missionaries. Each
in their turn have been compelled
to cope with vast difficulties ; and,
while results are not equal to the

hopes at first entertained, they are

significant and encouraging. It is

not best, either for the East or the
West, that all merchants should be
millionaires, that ail measures of

foreign diplomacy should carry at

the onset, or that the great mis-

sionary movement should sweep
the empire before methods are

fairly tested and experience has
evolved a basis for the Gliurch of

the future.

The London and China Express is

disposed to tl)ink that missionaries

are doing great good by enlighten-

ing the people with respect to the

treatment of wives and daughters
on a footing of equality with men,
but that this is probably one of

the principal causes of Chinese
disapprobation of foreign mission-

ary labor. If the statement is

correct, that decided progress is

being made in the direction named
—and we believe it to be true

—

the circumstance that opposition is

encountered, becomes a matter of

course, and is no reason why the

reform should be stayed. Shall

we cease to do good because some
people do not like our benevolent

action? The suggestion that "if
foreign missionaries were to confine

their labors to the teaching of the

simple trutlis of Christianity, it is

quite possible that they would give
less cause for complaint than they

do at present," is encumbered with
one grave difficulty,—the mere
teaching of abstract principles will

come short of the object. A mis-

sionary must inculcate applied truth,

or his woik is negation and failure

from first to last.
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It must ever be a matter of regret

that at the conclusion of the great

famine in 1877 there were so few

to enter the open doors which the

labors of the dist.tiMiutors had set

before the Christian world. There

hive been other opportunities

of like import, as when Gen.

Gordon, by liis brave and succesflful

exploits against the Taiping rebel-

lion, won the nation's giatitude.

Archdeacon Moule puts a great deal

of meaning in these few sentences :

" The Ktreams of rnivssionaries now
arriving find idolatry strong and
flourishing and rehabilitated. Had
they come when we were scarcely

able to hold the little forts in 18G2

and 18G3, they would have found

the idols utterly abolished and the

people willing to listen to the tid-

ings of the great God, our Saviour,

from woe and from hell." Although
our missionary zeal is very inade-

quate and very late, we have every

reason to believe that it is not too

late. It may be that our ideas of

auspicious time, and regrets about

delay, have only a relative meaning
and little significance ia the vast

designs of Providence.

It is a fact worthy of note that

among leading minds of the west

there is a growing appreciation of

what China really is and what may
be reasonably expected of China's

future. Our space will not allow

any extended reference ; but take a

few recent examples. In Boston

(U. S. A.), before a large gathering

of representative men. Bishop

Fowler etnphasized the fact that

China is the great mission field of

the Church. Other fields were

important, and he did not dispar-

age them ; "but," said he, " China

is Asia." Bishop Andrews also

gave some impressions, growing out

of his extended observations in the

east. From a report of the address

we select a few sentences :
" He

was profoundly impressed with the

intelligence and general bearing of

(he people. There is no aa-Chris-

tian land like it. There are some
features of its educational system
thai he would like to see incorpor-

ated in our own country. Am a
people, however, they aie conserva-

tive in the lasfc degree. They are

slow to work on. In Japan it i»

different. Standing on the streets

of Tokio or Yokohama he would
frequently see natives dressed in

European costume. Their army is

so dres.sed. But in China no such
innovation is ever seen. They tena-

ciously cling to the habits and
thoughts of their fathers. This ia

one of the tokens of their strength
of character. In the end this will

be an advantage. When they
become committed to the Gospel,
they will be firm in their adherence
to the Church. He was glad to

find the old mi.ssionaries were the
most hopeful in their faith in the
ultimate triumph of our work."

During the sham fight, which
occurred near Shan^^hai on the 27th
of December, between opposing
forces of marines, one side support-
ed by the local volunteers, we stood
upon an elevation commanding a
comprehensive view of the field of
action. We observed with special
interest the aggressive party

; and
noticed the line of troops broken,
separated, advancing, retreating,

small detachments wading or leap-

ing a stream because the bridge
had been hypothetically blown up,
—some of these activities exciting
now the levity and now the criticism

of spectators ; but amid it all there
was a steady forward movement.
It seemed to us a vivid representa>

tion of what might have been,—

a

real battle scene. We thought of
the moral conflict now going for-

ward in China. Missionaries and
native converts are the Church
militant; and while many lookers-
on are taking note of some things
which seem to them like hopeless
confusion in the attacking column,
there is a long and steady wave of

advance. By and by the world
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will see and acknowledge the

strategic skill and heroic purpose

that have given inspiration to the

great modern missionary movement.

The pirating of the s. s. Namoa
is a reminder of the ways fof

Enrope not many centaries ago;

while the burning of the Shanghai,

attended by pitiless assaults upon
unfortunate men, and the compla-

cent inaction of native gunboats

just at hand, is a revelation of the

inhumanity of paganism. These

are events which show beyond
doubt that there is a necessity in

China for something more than

improved river police. The demand
of the hour is for a moral revolution,

which can come from only one

source, even the source of all true

uplift in the realm of conscience

and spiritual life.

The settlement of the audience
question, apparently under condi-

tions honorable alike to the

government and to foreign repre-

sentatives, must be taken as a sign

of the times. An event of perhaps

even greater significance is the
appearance of a preface by Viceroy
Li Hung-chang, the most powerful
man in the empire, to a medical
work by Rev. S. A. D. Hunter,
M.D., giving the prestige of his

name to foreign therapeutics and
to a most important branch of

missionary enterprize.

Wh;VT with the laying of a tele-

graphic line from Peking to Kiach-
ta—which is likely to be an ac-

complished fact in the near future

—the actual extension of the wires

to Yiinnan province, the pushing of

the Tongking and British-Burraah

railway lines toward the Chinese
frontier,'together with the oceanic

cable reaching forth to the sunrise

empire and south and east to India

and Europe, China will soon be

united as with bands of steel to the

brotherhood of nations. It is destiny;

it is the decree of Providence.

The crowded state of our colurana

this month necessitates the postpone-

ment of several contributed articles

and the delay of editorial matter.

issbnarg ^i^fos.

[^Worhers in the wide field of China are

invited to send brief contributions

appropriate to this department of

The Recorder. A real and valuable

service may thus be rendered to the

cause of missions.—Ed.]

—Bishop Burden, accompanied

by the Rev. J. Grundy, has made
an important tour through the

Province of Kwantung and far

into the adjoining Province of

Kwangsi. The Bishop expresses a

desire to see lay evangelists engag-

ed in these provinces.

— The Kiukiang Institute is

prospering finely. The Rev. J.

Jackson, Principal, has been giving

scientific lectures. A correspond-

ent, writing of one of these, states

that "the experiments were nu-

merous and exciting." Rev. Mr.
Banbury interested and instructed

the students on the subject of the

steam engine ; and Rev. Mr. Little

profitably occupied one evening by
a lecture on Africa.

—W. H. Park, M.D., in his Soo-

chow Hospital Report for 1889-90,

says :

—

"A Buddhist priest comes oc-

casionally, who has been trying to

cure himself by cutting off small

pieces of his own flesh with a pair

of scissors. A fellow-priest has
turned this to good account by
going arotini the country and
showing the pieces of flesh as an
evidence of the wonderful power
of the idol in their temple ; for,

Baid be, the priest cats himself iu
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this way, and the idol bo miracu-

lously interposed that the man's

life was preserved, and not only

tliat, bat he did not feel any
pain or shed a drop of blood. It

proved a splendid advertisement

and 'business,' at tliat temple has

been on the increase ever since."

—Mrs. J. Williamson, of Cliefoo,

relates a thrilling story of a Weu-
li New Testament, whicli had been

kept in the house of a Chinaman
for ten years. One of the inmates,

infirm and unable to walk much,
spent most of his time in the

library, where he read this book
incessantly. He would sit in the

court yard on moonlight nights and
tell to a circle about him the story

of Jesus and how he was crucified.

When dying, the old man gave the

sacred volume to his nephew and
said :

" This book is true ; read

it. I have seen Jesus in the midst

of heaven, and I am going to Him."
—Rev. James Gilmour, of the

L. M. S., has recently met with very

encouraging indications in his work
in Mongolia. Although without

a medical training, he is having an

interesting experience in healing

the people of their maladies. Suc-

cess in one case led to further and
more difficult work. He was called

upon to dress the bullet wounds of

two soldiers, received in an en-

counter with brigands. Mr. Gil-

mour had never seen a bullet

wound in his life, but he went as

requested. Two were flesh wounds,
and with these he had no ditticnlty,

but the third was a bone complica-

tion. He knew nothing of anato-

my, and had no books to consult.
" What could I do," he says, " but
pray ? " " And the answer was
Htartling." On the third morning,
when attending to ordinary patients,

there came a man like a live

skeleton. He came for cough medi-

cine, and got it ; but Mr. Gilmour
fingered and studied the bone he
had to attend to that afternoon. He
learned what to do, and in a short

time it waa on the way to heal.

—Miss Guinnesfl, of the China
Inland Mission, has recently been
visiting the native Church of Yuh-
ehan, in Kiangsi Province, which
she reports as having a icember-

ship of 103, seventy-five of whom
she had the joy of meeting at the

Lord's table. Miss Mackintosh
and a native pastor manage the

Church between them. Miss Guin-
ness was much impressed with the

harmony, order and spirituality of

its members, many of whom walk
miles, in order to attend the

services. One old man of sixty-

seven walks twelve miles regularly

to meet with people of God.
—Rev. G. W. Painter, under

date of December 13th, 1890, sends

to The Recorder a brief account of

a recent evangelistic tour of his,

which we are glad to give oar
readers. He says :

" I am more than
ever overwhelmed with the vast-

ness of the work to be done among
the teeming multitudes around us.

Mr. Stuart and myself confined

our efforts to a district thirty miles

long and five miles wide, lying on
both sides of the main canal, between
Hang and Wuchow. We visited

sixty-one places, the population
ranging from twenty to three hun-
dred families, giving oar attention

chiefly to villages not visited here-

tofore. Of this kind we worked in

forty-eight, where the name of Jesus
had scarcely ever been named,

—

the

vast majority having not even heard
it. I was astounded at the discovery
of this fact. It seemed scarcely

credible ; but the proof was clear

when we turned our attention to

it. Now, my dear Sir, this is true
of a section of country, which has
doubtless been more thoroughly
worked by itinerant workers than
almost any other section of China.
I baptized seven out of twelve
applicants for Church membership
near Linwu; 1 also bnptized three
children. *' Pray ye, therefore, the
Lord of the harvest that he would
send forth more labourers into His
harvest !

"
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—Rev. L. W. Pilcher, D.D., of

the M. E. M., in North China,

sends this encouraging word :

" Our work is growing in every

district. Yesterday (November 31)
we had an attendance of over

500 at our Sabbath-school here,

about 200 more than we could

accommodate. All our chapels are

getting to be too small. Our
school work is encouraging. Have
started an industrial department,

and plan for extension."

—Rev. J. Hudson Taylor, Direc-

tor of the C. I. M., has recently

returned from a successful tour of

the Colonies. Mr. Beauchamp was

[Feb., 1891.]

his companion and associate in the

journey. Their object was two-fold,

—the stirring up of religious life

wherever they might go, and the

awakening of a new and practical

interest in foreign missions. In both
respects they were quite successful.

It is a well-known tact that Chris-

tianity in Australia is earnest and
active, but that little has heretofore

been done for missions by the

wealthy Churches in that island-

continent. Mr. Taylor brought
with him a contingent of eleven

volunteers for the work in China.
It is believed that a hundred or

more will follow before many days.

giariT 0f (Bbmh in tlji^ Jfar €unt
December, 1890.

24fA.—A prolonged shock of earth-

quake at Yokohama, followed by a

Southerly gale.

27th.—H. E. the Viceroy of Canton
formally approves the scheme for making
a railway between Hongkong and Canton.

Jamiari/, 1891.

1st.—Prince Ch'un, the father of the

Emperor, dies at Peking.

lith.—Serious earthquake at Java.

The Chinese quarter of the town entirely

ruined and many killed.

i9th.—Destruction of both Houses of

Parliament at Tokio, Japan.

20th.—Hongkong celebrates its jubi-

lee, being 50 years since its cession to

Great Britain.—An attempt made to set

fire to the China Navigation Co.'s s. s.

Pekin at Shanghai.

issinnarjT |0ximaL
MARRIAGES.

At Soochow, January 1st, in the presence

of W. S. Emens, Esq., U. S. Vice-

Consul-General, by Rev. J. W. Davis,

at the residence of the officiating

clergyman. Rev. William B. Mc-
Ilvaine, of Koclii, Japan, to Miss
Harriet M. Jones, of Soochow,
China, both of the American Presby-
terian Mission (South).

At Shanghai, on the 1.3th January, by
Rev. H. C. Hodges, M.A., Rev.

Edgar C. Smyth, English Baptist

Mission, Chou Ping, Shantung, to

Miss E. Farrier.

BIRTH.
At Hankow, November 16th, the wife

of Thomas Protheroe, of a son.

DEATHS.
At Cheo-kia-k'eo, Honan, December

2iid, Florence Helen (Florrie), the

beloved infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. Gracie, of the China Inland
Mission. Aged nine weeks.

At Newchwang, on Dec. 20th, the Rev.
J. H. Fitz Simmons, of the Irish

Presbyterian Mission, of typhus fever.

At Ch'ungking, on Sunday, 28th

December, Wallace, the beloved and
only child of J. W. and Mrs. Wilson,
London Mission. Aged 15 months.

ARRIVALS.
At Shanghai, January 5th, Rev. E. H.
Thomson, of Protestant Episcopal

Mission, Shanghai (returned) ; Rev.

G. W. Verity, for American Bible

Society, Shanghai, from U. S. A.

At Shanghai, on January 11th, Messrs.

Wm. Thos. Gilmer, Cecil Geo. Smith,
Geo. Prentice, Henry Ernest
FoncAR, from England for C. I. M.

At Shanghai, January 20th, Rev. and
Mrs. C. F. KuPFER and three children,

for Methodist Episcopal Mission,

Chinkiang (returned) ; Miss R. M. •

Sites and Miss Hi; King-eno, for

Methodist Episcopal Mission, Foo-

chow.
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To what extent ought we as Missionaries to appeal to the

Secular Arm in hehalf of Chinese Christians ?

BY KEY. C. C. BALDWIN, D.D.

<^N considering this subject, let ns first ascertain what have been^ the theory and practice of missions in regard to the persecution

of native converts. Facts gleaned from the files of The Chinese

Recorder for twenty-two years (1868-90) will suffice. Persecutions

have risen in various places from North to South and Inland

during this period. The range has been wide under different sets

of circumstances and causes, and these persecutions have also

varied much in degree of intensity. I need not indicate places or

names of persons. Native preachers in chapels, getting the better

in argument with opponents, have been reviled in coarse, ribald

language. This has sometimes provoked imprudent replies, leading

to personal violence by the other side. Preachers and native

members have been dragged into the streets and savagely beaten.

They have been waylaid and barely escaped with their lives.

The books of colporters have been burnt by the literati, and they

ordered from the town. Christians have been robbed, their dwell-

ings looted and themselves driven from their homes. Inflammatory

placards, full of vile expressions and gross charges of immorality,

have been posted in the streets, exciting against the Christians the

reckless roughs of the populace. This has been the work of literati

and gentry at second hand. In one or more instances Christians

have suffered martyrdom, being beaten to death in the streets, and

their bodies thrown into the river. In one instance a man with his

father and whole family were driven away and their fruit trees

plundered. In another, a mob of one hundred entered a chapel,

assaulted the Christians at worship and looted the place. In still

another instance, spoken of as " the worst outrage yet recorded,'*

preachers and Christians were invited to a " friendly conference
**
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about some previous outrage, during which conference the gentry

tried to exact from them a promise to leave the place. On refusal,

a mob assaulted their lodgings at night, dragged four of them to the

street, beating them unmercifully and setting fire to the clothes

and queues of two of them. In 1884 occurred "the wave of

persecution," which swept over Canton province. There was a
general maltreatment of the Christians, eighteen chapels were
looted and the schools closed in Canton for two months. There
was a suspension of Christian work, all mainly due to the French
troubles. So also in North Formosa, seven chapels were torn down,
the converts beaten and their houses plundered.

Discussions about these persecutions and the related subjects

were held in The Hecorder, during successive years. The themes
were such as these :

" Missionaries and their Consuls," " The
Chinese Government," " Circulars," " The Treaties and Religious

Freedom," "The Toleration Clause," "Difficulties and Tactics,"

" Avoidable Hinderances to the Progress of the Gospel," "Religious

Persecution in China," "The Political Status of Missionaries and
Christians," " The Foreign Missionaries' Relation to the Chinese."

These discussions were by some of our best men, who spoke from
experience, as also from a keen insight into principles. As they

reflect more or less fully the ideas prevailing in our missionary

circles, a very brief reference to some of them may be here

allowed.

One writer strongly argues that the example of the Apostle Paul

cannot be cited to decide how far it is lawful to call in Consular

aid to repress popular outbreaks. He is careful, however, to say

that he does not intend to imply that on no occasion can we seek

redress either from native officials or foreign Consuls. Another argues

that as Christianity is of God, and the whole empire is within the

limits throughout which we are to publish it, we may appeal to

Treaty provisions for protection. The former writer favors appealing

to mandarins, not to Consuls. Still another writer maintains that

what may seem a great triumph in a native court is full of risk to the

highest interests of the Church, inasmuch as reliance on " an arm

of flesh " is apt to become a very passion with the Christians and

a great snare to them. We must point them to their Lord, " as

their true Defence and Refuge." If it is " given them to believe on

Him, it is also given them to suffer for His sake." Again, a writer,

while insisting that a religious-freedom clause in the Treaty is

just and fair to al!, thinks it a matter of expediency to appeal to

it only in extreme cases. He adds that it does not conduce to the

best interests of the Churches to have their members frequent

Consular courts. But another contends that " the so-called Tolera-
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tion Clause is an expression of sentiment similar to protests against

the Slave Trade, that it is not intended to furnish efficiency to

Ohristiauitj', which must stand on its own basis, but is simply the

denial of the right of one man to hound another to death for opinion's

sake. In another place one writer says facetiously that we weaken

the cause by giving grandmotherly help in many ways, among
which he gives prominence to help in law-suits and aid by the use

of too much money. In the July Recorder, 1890, Haleg Fax takes

strong ground in regard to Christians paying dues or taxes which

involve idolatry. He thinks the question may be safely left to

themselves. If they elect to pay, no harm is done, neither is

Christ's teaching violated. If they pay under 'protest, they not only

do not sin, but open the way for Christ to reach the hearts of many.

In regard to appealing to the officers for aid, native pastors are

quoted in one place as affirming that unchecked persecution hinders

growth of the Churches. But the writer thinks that, through

God's abounding grace, such will not be the result. He says there

is persecution and persecution, and varying circumstances and condi-

tions which decide the course to be taken. Again, it is asserted

that Christians are themselves to blame often for their rudeness,

and for sometimes acting as if they were now the subjects of

another government, which cannot fail to irritate their countrymen.

In view of this brief narrative of twenty-^two years, it is evident

to observe :

—

1. That the usual theory and practice have been that natural

rights, and the rights guaranteed by Treaty, may be freely asserted.

At the same time it seems clear that the record comprises only

extreme cases, with perhaps ,here and there an exception. And the

usual course has been to apply with little hesitation to the native

official or to the foreign Consul, as the agent to bring pressure to

bear upon him, in order to have justice done. But, aside from the

extreme cases, we well know that there are many instances

of which no mention is made in the public prints. Very many
persecutions, comparatively trivial, though involving loss of personal

property or of a share in the ancestral field, whose products are

appropriated, so far as needed, to the ancestral worship, are

never reported. What course should be taken by the missionary in

such cases ?

2. It is also clear that missionaries' practice in cases of per-

secution has varied with circumstances. Sometimes an official of

sterling integrity has promptly checked a riot and even compelled

restitution for losses. Such action, however, has been rare, except

under pressure from without. In other instances, when the

persecution has waxed hot, the Christians have fied to the YamSn,
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and thougli His Honor was no better than a Gallio, he has at

least saved their lives and furnished means of safe escape. But

usually the officials have been in collusion with literati and gentry,

or in mortal fear of them, and have, therefore, been lukewarm and

inefficient. Sometimes the missionary has visited the Yamen in

person, and by his address has secured the issuing of a proclamation,

and has thus nipped a tumult in the bud. Thus he has avoided

the undesirable necessity of appeal to a foreign Consul.

The question now recurs, " How far should we appeal to officials

in behalf of Christians?" You have probably anticipated the

answer, which I now give in a few particulars.

1. Much use of the toleration-clause may be safely made, even

when no persecution is occurrent. It has its proper normal position

in Treaties as an exponent of official duty, and should be kept

before the eyes and minds of the mandarins. This can be done in

informal ways during visits with them. We believe that toleration

came in answer to prayer, and it would be unreasonable to suppose

that it is to remain a dead letter on the parchments. We believe,

moreover, that civil power is ordained by God to promote His king-

dom in the earth, and that all power has been given to His Son for

this express purpose. It is right, therefore, in all suitable ways to

develop this divine purpose and impress its grand thought on

others. It would seem to be at times a duty, as well as a right, to

do this.

2. While the right is clear, the claiming of the right is not

always advisable. "All things are lawful, but all things are not

expedient." The reason for this caution is not far to seek. We
must bear in mind that our Christianity is in a sense forced on the

nation. It runs counter to a thousand prejudices and seeks to

replace not only these, but a cherished system of morals, which is

good in spots, by something as widely different as light is from

darkness. It comes in conflict, too, with principles of government,

seeking to revolutionize methods and penalties which have been

current for ages. We must avoid establishing what will seem to

literati and officials an imperium in imperio. Our glorious system

of truth wins its way most effectively by moral arguments in the

loving spirit which it always enjoins, and which our Lord exemplified

in His life and practice. It must commend itself, if possible, even

to the heathen mind and conscience.

3. It is almost a corollary from this that Chinese Christians

must endure much and endure long before appealing to the civil

power. And, when the appeal must be made, let it be to the native

courts in the first instance at least. In process of time this method

will become a valuable educational discipline to gentry and officials.
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It will, of course, prove a decided gain to Christianity, which seeks

a home, not a mere tarryiiif?- place, with Jew and Gentile, with

Caucasian and Mongolian alike. It is to become domiciliated in

every land and among every people in the shortest time possible, and

thus prove itself the religion for all without distinction. This

will be best eifected in ways that commend themselves as fair

and conciliatory, and by methods which give evidence of much
endurance.

4. From what has been said we perceive the necessity of a

sound judgment and accurate discrimination on the part of a

missionary in charge. The value of these, where such precious

interests are at stake, is very great. Hash action may do almost

irreparable mischief and /set back the work for years. A careful

conning. of Church history, particularly the history of the China

work, will be useful. The missionary will learn, and in no round

about way, some Striking lessons of providence on the subject, and

may safely infer that like causes ordinarily produce like results.

Moreover, much prayer with, and for the native Christians, should

be daily offered that the interests of the Gospel may not be

imperiled by a crude, hasty action.

5. Some regard should be had to the people at large. It is

well always to ask ourselves what will they think and say, and
how will they estimate a course which affects themselves. If a

matter can be settled by a conference rather than by an appeal to

law and force, the truth in its real character gets a vantage ground.

The public conscience is quickened in the right way and prompted

in knowledge of the principles of truth. Subsequent appeals can

be made by referring to each settlement, as enforcing what we preach.

We shall never dare to say to them that our Christianity is like

Mahomet's false faith, making its way by spears, swords and

cannon. It does so indeed, sometimes, in God's providence by a

mysterious overruling of physical forces, but we must never claim

such as our personal weapons.

6. llegard must be had to the real good of the persecuted

individual or Church. This is a concern of vast moment. The
convert is a babe in Christ, so weak and ignorant often as to seem
helpless. It is natural for him to seek after other than divine help

in his troubles. The missionary, the inevitable gunboat, the

complaisant Consul, are near and tangible, and appeal directly to

his instinct of self-preservation, while he has not yet fully learned

to cast himself on the strong arm, which seems to his weak faith

80 hopelessly remote. So with the persecuted Church, whose bain,

in all ages, has been worldly power, and that kingly or imperial

favor, which has opened the gate to unchecked corruption. So we
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know well that onr native Christians need, not only in peace, but in

trial, the Spirit of the Living God far more than they need earthly

help, to build them up in faith, that may be strong, self-reliant and

growing.

7. Regard must be had to the truth itself, which is to be

sacredly guarded before a heathen people. There is always most
imminent danger of its being in some way compromised or placed

in a false light in times of excitement, when a quarrel is so intensely

and exclusively human. It should come before the people in its

divine aspects, unalloyed by the errors which selfish passion would
blend with it and thus be made to appear distinct from their own
false system. It must advance and win its triumphs, " not by
might, nor by power," but by " the Spirit of God." The heathen

should learn soon that it depends not on carnal devices or weapons,

that while "the treasure is in earthen vessels, the excellency

of the power is of God," and that " the weapons of our warfare

are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling down of

strongholds."

These statements are of purpose given broadly, as we believe

they furnish a correct answer to the question of "appeal to the

secular arm." The special case of persecution should be very

thoroughly investigated before a possible appeal. Our Christians

are sometimes very short-sighted and narrow in their views of

things. It is easy to give a one-sided testimony and paint their

story in the stronger colors. It is quite natural for them to do this,

under the smart of unjust aspersion or cruel assaults. Perhaps

they have been imprudent and provoked persecution. It is then

the bounden duty of the missionary to examine the case fully before

proceeding to action. Again, all possible effort should be made, as

already hinted, to settle a case by friendly conference or arbitration,

either directly or through middle men. A double end may thus be

gained. The persecutors may be brought to a better mind and even

to make amends, and the missionary's peaceable spirit made mani-

fest to the heathen mind. Of course no fixed rule can be laid

down for all cases. Each one must be examined on its own merits

dispassionately. A deaf ear must be turned to all efforts to make a

large case out of a trivial one ; and in no event, unless the reasons

are peculiar and controlling, should matters that are comparatively

unimportant be carried to a Consul. It seems to me that no amount

of mere wordy abuse, or the paltry loss of a few strings of cash

here and there, should ordinarily warrant such appeal. I would also

favor the restricting of cases to the native courts so far as possible.

It may not be quite constitutional for the foreign missionary to go

to the Chinese magistrate for aid, but it is necessary and is often
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done with the best results. While it is notorious that officials are

in collusion with the gentry and are often compelled (or think that

they are) to do their bidding, yet when they are approached respect-

fully, they will sometimes feel themselves put on their good

behaviour and be flattered by the recognition of their official

dignity. This may lead them to find means to nip a riot in the

bud and calm the elements of strife. It need scarcely be added that

the people ought to be glad to have the appeal made to their owa
magistrates. One thing more should be strongly emphasized by
missionaries in educating the native Church,—the good rule that they

seek a maximum of patient endurance and a minimum of official aid.

This may seem to them a hard doctrine, but we think it a sound

one on which to build sterling Christian character. Unless believing

prayer, waiting humbly on God and leaving results with Him are

practiced and diligently taught by religious teachers, they may
expect to have puny Christians to carry all their lives and churches

with the minimum of a proper self-reliance and trust in God.

There can be only one conclusion to which this discussion leads

us. It is that ordinarily only the extreme cases should be appealed

to the secular arm, keeping in mind always the various interests

involved, which may greatly modify our action. Extensive, wholesale

persecutions of course may be appealed. When Christians are

robbed of their property, dragged from their homes, savagely beaten

to death, or nearly so, the claims of mercy must be heeded and an

appeal made for protection and indemnity, else the toleration-clause

is degraded from its high place, as the offspring of prayer and the

exponent of God's will and providence, and remanded to the realm

of mere worldly and futile device. If it is asked, what are " the

extreme cases," which may be differentiated from the large class of

occurrent cases and safely appealed, we answer that they vary some-

what as the judgments of difi'erent missionaries may vary. There are

persecutions and persecutions, and so there are judgments and

judgments. To preserve a just medium in practice, it is well that the

missionary should be aware of his own limitations of judgment, of bis

peculiar bent of sentiment and will and of any idiosyncrasy, which

threatens to take the will captive and constrain it to an unfortunate

decision. Surely the very bad cases should not be left usually to the

judgment of one man. Let such an one get all the light he can from

the Chinese Christians and their surroundings, and, above all, let him

act in concert with his missionary associates. He will thus get a

common action, grounded on much common sense.
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History of the Manchu Language, from the Preface

to Professor I. Zaoharoff's Manchu-Russian Bietionary, 1875,

TRANSLATED FROM THE RUSSIAN BY M. F. A. FRASER.

'HE father-land of the Manchu language is the country known
to us under the name of Manchuria, forming the eastern

extremity of Central Asia. From remote antiquity there dwelt, on

the historic mountains Golmin Shanyan Alin (in Chinese Ch'ang-peh

Shan), more especially by the southern sources of the Amur basin's

waters, on the upper reaches of the Rivers Sungari-Ula, Khurkha

Bira, Yalu and numerous others streams descending from the sum-

mits of the Chang-peh Shan range,—there dwelt a people, who spoke

a language distinct from the neighbouring tribes of Mongolia, a

people who, assuming different appellations as one tribe or other of

those tribes which formed their political league became the moat

powerful, in the course of centuries repeatedly become illustrious in

the career of world-politics. Chinese history (the only history for

this land), beginning from the V. Century B. C, and more especially

from the III. Century A.D., has preserved for us names, although

mutilated, of those renowned people, who knew how to unite differing

tribes in one body politic, names of powerful eastern nations, who in

their time extended their sway far beyond the boundaries of their

father-land : East, to the Pacific; South, to the extremity of the

Corean peninsula; and West, to countries watered by the celebrated

Yellovv^ River.

But all these peoples and races, like the tribes of Mongolia,

—

however glorious through their arms and warlike skill, and often

victorious even over China herself,—were, although acquainted with

agriculture and trade, destitute of the art of writing. Chinese

history testifies that when they needed to bequeath anything to

memory by history, they could only do so by the devices of tying-

knots in string, or cutting marks on tallies or scoring-sticks, like

other uncultured races. These methods sufficed for a people leading

a simple life, and confined within narrow territorial limits ; but as

soon as any race became powerful and extended its sway over neigh-

bouring tribes and nations, it came into contact and relations with

other nations still further remote. The head of the ruling race then

found it on the one hand impossible to continue to preside in person

as judge in the Courts of all his subjects ; and found it, on the other

hand, necessary to maintain his constantly increasing relations with

other neighbouring peoples. It was then that communication by

writing became of urgent necessity. Thus, at least, do all Chinese

histories explain the origin of the art as having lain in the absolute

need for its invention.
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These races, however, were without the genius which would

have enabled them to supply tlio demand from their own resources;

and they had only one enlightened neighbour,—China,—renowned

for her literature, culture, religion and history, and, still more, for her

written code of laws. The eastern nations naturally turned to her to

teach them her writing and her culture ; and began to imitate her

blindly in everything, beginning with the^written character and ending

with the fashions of clothing. In this imitation of China the inhabit-

ants of what is now Manchuria especially distinguished themselves.

With ardent energy they took to learning Chinese writing and

literature, especially daring the dynasty of T'ang, renowned for

political power and learning. To this end they were constantly send-

ing scholars to China, both for the learning of the language and

literature, and for the acquisition of books ; how great the number of

these scholars was, may be inferred from the known fact tliat in 831,

A.D., 150 men returned to their native country at one time after the

completion of their studies in China. History bears witness that these

studies bore results; those who returned established in every village

schools, which they called temples ; and soon it was made illegal for

a young man to marry, unless he knew how to read and how to shoot

with the bow. They attained the highest degree of perfection in

book-learning; being able not only to read, but to compose elegant

and eloquent works and to write verses in Chinese. The Chief of

the Tribe, 8ing-lo, in 650 A.D., sent the Chinese Emperor an ode,

laudatory of the T'ang dynasty, composed by himself, and woven in

silk. They wrote books and annals in Chinese, as for instance in

the tribe of the Po-tsz; and the Chief of this tribe was called by the

Chinese, for his learning and culture, "the Little Mencius," or

Mencius Minor. The empire of Bokhai, founded in the second half

of the VIII Century, was acknowledged by the Chinese to he the

most enlightened of the time, and a land of learned men. Corea

and Japan were attracted in the saino direction, and to this day

both these nations write their books in Chinese.

After such a complete imitation of China by the Eastern peoples

of Central Asia had gone on for several centuries, the first to come
to an idea of the necessity of having a writing of their own were the

Kitans; but even they could not invent any conventional signs, and
therefore, led by the former preponderance of Chinese literature in

these countries, they adopted some of the numerous Chinese char-

acters to express the syllables of the words in their own language.

This script became popularized in the Kitan kingdom in 920 A.D.,

when by an Imperial edict it was commanded to bring it into use in

government oflBces and schools, and to write in it the annals of the

empire. History tells us that there were two kinds of characters
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employed, the great and the small; aud it was possible to express

the meaning of works translated from the Chinese by means of them
clearly and accurately. Unfortunately neither alphabet nor key to

this writing,—neither specimens of it, nor explanations of the differ-

ence between the great and the small,—have beeu preserved to us.

From a remark in the history of the Sui dynasty (581-618),

that the Eastern tribes, Sing-lo and Po-tsz, had characters like the

Chinese, we may conclude that attempts had been made, long before

the Kitans, to form from Chinese characters a sj'llabary for native

languages, and the Kitans only perfected this kind of writing.

The Churchens (in Chinese, Niich^n,—the Ohurchits of the

Musulman authors), the ancestors of the moderu Manchus,—followed

the example of the Kitans, whom they superseded. At first they used,

when necessar}^ either the Kitan or the Chinese writing ; but when
Aguta proclaimed himself Emperor and christend his dynasty Aisin

( "Vv^lVi^ ) ^^^ Chinese Kin (^), when half the Kitan empire was

conquered by the Churchens (1115 A.l),), then they recognised the

necessity of having a writing of their own ** for official reports and

edicts." But unwilling to confess himself inferior in culture to the

beaten Kitans by borrowing their writing from them as it. stood,

although it was equally fitted for the Churchen language, Aguta

commanded Kushin to compose a special one. Kushin, following the

example of the Kitans, took some portions of the Chinese state or

seal character and arranging them in the Kitan way, i.e., horizon-

tally, adapted this script to the sounds and syllables of his native

language. This writing was introduced to the people in 1119, under

the name of Niichen. But it was probably found to be inconvenient

and too difficult to apply, for in 1135, fifteen years later, new Niichen

characters were promulgated, called " small Niichen." As the great,

so also this small writing was ordered to be used, both in business

transactions and by the annalists of the empire. Schools for learning

written Niichen were established in 1125; and in 1164 Translation

Committees were appointed for the translation of Chinese books into

Niichen, classical, historical and philosophical. Examinations were

set on foot for degrees to be competed for by students writing dis-

sertations in Niichen, and also examinations for official honours and

dignities. Of the learned Translation Committee, Eliii-li especially

distinguished himself, both in the great and small Niichun script.

Strange to say, either in consequence of the influence of this same

Eliii-li, who was excellently versed in the Kitan writing,—in which

existed clear and accurate translations of Ciiinese works,—or in

consequence of the very difficulty and inaccuracy of the Niichen

writing,—in translating from Chinese, at that period, a translation

was first made into Kitau, aud then from Kitau into Niioheu. It
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was only iu 1191 tliiit an order appeared to translate straight from

Chinese into Niichen and to cease to write the annals or history of

the empire in Kitaii.

This writing' of tho annals iu Kitan aii<l in Niichen Icttcr.s

must have been one of* the principal causes of the brevity and of

the omissions in the history of these two dynasties, while raling in

Northern China ; for the composition of this history was begun too

late, just before the end of the VQau dynasty, about 134li, that is

to say, at a time when the Kitan and Nucheu letters were quite

forgotten and disused, and there was no one suflSciently versed in

them to deciplior the records of the annalists. In ,a catalogue

composed during the Ming dynasty, a book on the elements of

Niichen is menti(med, but it also is now lost.

All the efforts of the Churchens, like all the efforts of the

Kitans before them, to preserve their language and customs, and to

develop a national literature, fell to the ground before the

opi)ositi()n of Chinese civilization ; for a national language and
writing were, after all the mere forms, but the essential,—the
ideas,—were born and developed only in Chinese brains, especially

at a time when Southern China, under the Sung dynasty, was
attaining the highest summit, to which Chinese culture ever reached.

Before the end of the reign of the Kin, (»r Aisins, the Churchens,

their subjects, had become so Chinese, that they had forgotten their

language and writing as no longer needful ; so that their descend-

ants, the modern Manchus, learned only from Chinese history that

their ancestors once possessed a language and literature of their

own, of which not a single monument remains to us. It is

true that in Shan-si there was fouud an inscription on a monument,

wliich had been erected by Saligan, who was governor iu 1134, on

the occasion of his renewing certain buildings at the tomb of one

of the T'ang Emperors,—an inscription iu 155 characters, with the

Chiuese text to the right,— but these Niichen characters were so

effaced that it was impossible to decipher anything of them ; and,

as was observed by some Chinese archaiologists, perhajjs they were

only an imitation of Niichen writing. In his statistical description

of the Chiuese Empire, Father Hyacinth has given two fac-similes

of Kitan and Niichen ; but the former is evidently comjjosed of

(Jhinese hieroglyphs, written in an abbreviated form, and the latter,

as he justly observes, expresses in all i)robability the sounds of

Chinese words in Niichen letters. It contains 20 Chinese words

and 23 Niichen, if the syllables are distributed in the numuer in

which they appear to be ; and an inscription in Niichen,—that is to

say, in Manchu,—would be much longer ; for iu it most words are

composed of several syllables, aud uoi of only one, as iu Chinese.
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The Mongols who superseded the Churchens in Northern

China (about 1250-1350) at the beginning of their rule, used Uigur

writing in governmental matters. It cannot be positively averred,

but it may be inferred from Chinese history that the peoples inhabit-

ing the North of China employed two forms of writing: (1.) The

Southern and North-Eastern peoples, as stated before, had either

adopted the Chinese written character, and consequently the Chinese

language, or, like the Kitans and Churchens, made attempts to form

a character of their own, but on the basis of the strokes composing

Chinese characters. (2.) The Northern and North Western peoples

used a script called the Khu-shu, or "foreign," Of course, any

alphabet might be called " the foreign "
; but bearing in mind the

facts that while the other scripts disappeared in course of ages, the

Uigur lasted to the latest times, and vi^as employed as a fully

perfected style of writing by the Mongols in the XIII Century,

—

a perfection which it must have taken centuries to arrive at,

—

bearing these facts in mind it may be supposed, with much probabi-

lity of truth, that by Khu-shu we are to understand the Uigur which

was written by the inhabitants of Eastern Turkestan and Dzuhgaria,

and which finally reached the banks of the Onon River.

The Uigur writing is very near the ancient Syriac or Sabaean,

but when and by whom it was carried to the Eastern peoples of

Central Asia, whether it was really brought to them by Nestorian

missionaries or became known at a period anterior to the Nestorian

heresy,—to these questions history gives no positive answer. So

much is certain that when Chinghiz Khan appeared in the political

arena, it existed in a fully developed state. In proportion with the

extension of the Mongol power beyond the limits of their native

pastures and their subjugation of North China, became more evident

to them the insufficiency of the Uigur writing and the necessity of

the Chinese. But when Khubilai attained the prize so coveted by

all the nomad nations and held all China under his sway, then, full

of patriotic pride, he became possessed with the idea that to glorify

his empire and his Mongol people, who had extended his power so

wide, they must have a Mongolian writing of their own, even as

their predecessors and enemies, the Liao (Kitans) and the Kin
(Nlichens) had had before them. To this end he commanded, by an

edict promulgated in 1269, that there should be brought into official

use, in all the empire, a writing composed by the Tibetan Lama
Pagsba, founded on the basis of the Tibetan and known as the

" Square Mongolian."

Now this new writing was syllabic, composed of thousands of

letters or rather syllables, and terribly complicated and confusing.

So many syllables were quite unnecessary to express the sounds of
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the Mongol liiiiguage, and tho Mongols could not make them so

Suitable, either for official correspondence or for the translation of

books, as the Kitan and Niichen had been, in which indeed had been

actually written the annals of these dynasties and translations of

many Chinese books. The " Square Mongolian " was also unfit for

the translation of Buddhist books from the Tibetan and Sanskrit,

for it was impossible by means of it accurately to transcribe the

words of these two languages. There are still, however, preserved

short inscriptions in " Square Mongolian" on some coins of the Yiian

dynasty, on some monumental inscriptions on tombs and also on

tables (^pai'tsz), which were given to envoys or emissaries of the

government in token of the confidence which it reposed on them, and

of their being vested with plenary powers. This was an old custom

of the nomad chiefs, to give authority to their envoys by the

impression of a seal (tamgi), either on paper or on some other

material.

As a natural consequence of the want of adaptability of the

''Square Mongolian" script, the Mongols living in China took to

using the Chinese character extensively, and in order to write the

words of their own native language, " they transcribed the syllables

of Mongol words," as the learned sinologue, Archimandrite Palladius,

justly observes, "with Chinese symbols chosen in each instance once

for all for that purpose, and at the same time they translated the

Mongol whole words into Chinese conventional expressions hence-

forth restricted in each case to the rendering of such words." The

Mongols living beyond the Great Wall and on the lauds of the neigh-

bouring peoples to the East and West of them, who had become their

subjects,—as, for instance, the Churchens, the ancestors of the

present Manchus,—continued, however, to use the Uigur writing,

as having more affinity to the Mongol tongue than the Square invent-

ed by the Lama Pagsba. A proof of this exists in the following

extant historical documents : (1.) Letters to the French King from the

Mongol pontiff in 1289 (time of Khubilai) and in 1303 (time of

Oldjoitu Khan), and consequently both written shortly after the

promulgation of the edict of Khubilai in,12G9, ordering the introduc-

tion of the new Mongol writing (fac-similes given by Abel Remusat in

the Memoires de I'lnstitut Royal de France, Academie des Inscri-

tions et Belles Lettres, t VIL (2.) (2.) A work called the Yiian Ch'ao

Mi Shi, translated from the Chinese, and lately edited by our learned

sinologue, the venerable Archimandrite Palladius. This work was

orginally written in the Uigur writing, and not in the " Square

Mongolian,"—see the works of the Russian Ecclesiastical Mission at

Peking, vol. IV. Perhaps there may yet be found other monuments

of Mongol literature in Uigur letters, which will still further confirm
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the wide extensioQ and use of this writing by the Mongols, at the time

of their supremacy, both at home and among their subject peoples.

This Uigur writing no doubt underwent changes, and in

proportion as it became more conformable with the genius of the

Mongol language, gradually attained much nearer to perfection than

its earlier form ; but the Mongols themselves became so familiarized

with it, that they lost even the tradition of when and from whom
they had first received it, and came to regard it as much a part

of themselves as their native language, and as co-existent with their

race from the beginning. When they were driven out of China in

the second half of the XlVth Century, they appear still using the

Uigur as of yore ; and even the Manchus, those whilom subjects of

the Mongols, when laying the foundations of their empire at the end

of the XVIth Century, carried on their official, judicial and com-

mercial business in the Mongol language and on the lines of

Mongol institutions, and corresponded in writing with neighbouring

States in Mongol.

But when the bold and euterprizing Nurkliatzi, known after-

wards by the Chinese title T'ai Tsu, united the scattered Manchu
tribes, laid the foundation of the Manchu empire and gave it the

name Manchu, when he discarded the modest title of Beile and

assumed the Chinese title of Hwang Ti,—when ** his relations with

the Mongols, with Corea and China, became great and frequent,"

—

then he thought that the time had come to cease to carry on these

important relations through the medium of the Mongol language

and writing, and that for the honour and dignity of the emjjire

which he had created, he must endow it with a native writing of

its own.

T'ai Tsu, more practical than his predecessors the Churchens

and Mongols, avoided the error into which they had fallen, when,

from a feeling of rivalry and enmity with the dynasties which had

preceded them, they had refused to make use of the ready-made

script which their predecessors had left them, and had endeavoured

to invent one, which, though less perfect, should still be, as far as

possible, their very own. Regardless of such considerations, he

took the Mongol writing and set at once to work to adapt it to his

Manchu language. In 1599 he ordered his secretary Erdeni and

his Prime Minister (Djargutzi) Gagai, who acted as his inter-

preters in all his compaigns, to write papers and letters in the

Manchu language in Mongol letters. History tells that he made
this speech on that occasion :

" The Manchu language is quite akin

to the Mongol ; their affinity is i)lain, even to those who are not

perfectly well versed in Mongol. The Manchu words are composed

of the same syllables as the Mongol ones. Those who can read and
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write, and the professional scribes, have been loug accustomed to

write iu Mongol, and therefore they will have no difficulty in

writing IMauchu words in Mongol letters." And in truth the

attempt to adapt Mongol writing to tiie Manchu language was

crowned with the most complete success. As soon as the edict

ai)i)(!ared, the Manchus began to enijiloy the Mongol "alphabet

"

for writing in their own language, both in public and private affairs,

and this syllabary was taken over by them, at the commencement,

without the slightest change, either in the number of characters, or

in the general plan and aspect. So did the Syriac alphabet, which

first came to light on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, in the

course of ages little by little advance to the Eastward, modifying

and perfecting itself on the way, until at the end of the XVIth
Century it reached the banks of the Amur and the l*acific Ocean I

{To he continued.)

The Duty ofthe Hour.

BY llEV. CHAUNCEY GOODRICH, D.D.

(7T<HIS 13 the age of cnticlsm. Never were judgments, beliefs,^ resolutions, actions, all challenged as just now at the close

of the nineteenth century. Of course, it must needs happen that,

in so notable a gathering as the late Shanghai Conference, there

should be use for the dissecting knife, the chemical resolvent, the

microscope, and even the micrometer. Some of the results appear

in late numbers of The Hkcordeu.

This is also the age of advance. Right iu the face of criticism,

—and often the criticism is aptly taken and of special value,—impor-

tant enterprizes are pressed forward to accomplishment, and many
a fainting cause is lifted into a splendid success. There is a forward

])nsh in the age. There is a march in these closing decades like

the majestic march of the sun. AV^ork and achievement mark the

crowded years, and criticism itself but lends a ^mv to more well

directed etfort, with the result of a higher success.

Once more ; This is the age of united action. This statement

is ]uii)pily illustrated iu the late China Conference. Here was a

body of 430 missionaries, from two Continents, belonging to more

tiiau a score of societies and reiu-esenting all shades of.evangelical

doctrine. Does this look hopeful for united action ? Moreover, it

should be remembered that a missionary

—

one missionary—is a man

of strong character and firm convictions. As a rule, the men who
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put the world between them and then' home, have in then- mental

and moral fibre considerable firmness of tissue. Now here were

more than four hundred such persons. What shall be the record of

a Conference thus constituted ? We have that record, than which

I know of none more wonderful in the history of the Church.

Not only was there great unity of sentiment and great joy in

recognising each other as Christian brethren working together in

loving unity under one Divine Leader. There was also unanticipa-

ted and most remarkable' unity of formulated action. Of course

there was discussion, sometimes protracted and earnest, but almost

never heated. There were also numerous meetings of Committees

to canvass thoroughly important questions. But these Committees

and discussions only place in stronger light the unanimity of the

Conference in its various decisions. Among these the most notable

are the resolutions concerning the Bible. It was voted unanimously

to make a revision of the Bible in the high Wen-U, the easy Wen-li

and in the Mandarin dialect. Three Executive Committees were

chosen by ballot to select as many bodies of translators and to

superintend the work until its completion. This, said the venerable

Dr. Happer, " I regard as the crowning work of the Conference."

A Committee was also chosen with reference to the rendering of

the Bible into the various vernacular dialects.

Only less important was the choice of Committees to provide

for the preparation of an Annotated Bible and of a Bible with

notes and comments. Here, after long deliberation, and with great

enthusiasm, work is undertaken enough to occupy a considerable

body of men for the closing decade of the century. Leaving unmen-

tioned, as well known, other important work planned and Commit-

tees chosen, we come to the question of this paper, What is the

duty of the hour ? It seems clearly this, to accomplish the work

planned by the Conference. The Conference of 1890 is history.

The work it planned with so much thought, and prayer, and unity,

and desire, should read as history at the Conference in 2000. And
so doubtless it will.

The Executive Committees have been carefully doing the work

entrusted to them, of selecting translators for the various versions,

and these Committees will soon be complete. Nearly twenty men
have been elected for the woi*k,—English, American and German,

—

from North, South and Central China, and representing various

Societies and Churches, Some of these men, having already had

large experience in Biblical translation, are chosen by a kind of

consensus as foreordained for the work. Others are men who have at

least dug through several strata in the language, and are prepared to

enter upon the work with enthusiasm and give it their best life blood

.
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The Committees elected, what next?

1. The first thing we will venture to suggest is that all help

forward the work by sympathy and prayer. A great work can be

wonderfully advanced by sympathy and blessing, and seriously

crippled by depreciation and detraction. Loving sympathy and

kindly appreciation will give a constant joy and inspiration to those

who are giving their lives to the work. It need scarcely be written

that prayer for those engaged in translation is a most important

adjunct to the work. The translator of the Bible needs something

more than linguistic and exegetical ability, and something more
than a capacity for hard work and prolonged attention. These he

doubtless needs, and added to them the direct operation of the

Divine Spirit, the heavenly Interpreter, upon his heart, illumina-

ting his vision and revealing the divine meaning in the sacred

text. Without supernal aid the Scriptures cannot be deeply studied

nor successfully rendered. Shall we wonder that in the letters

of acceptance from translators chosen occur such words as the

following :
—" Burdened with a sense of weakness, I rejoice that

with the call comes the assurance of the sympathy and support

of the Executive Committee, and especially the promise of their

earnest prayers for God's rich blessing upon our labors. I am sure

that in this sympathy and support, and in these prayers, the Church

in China and elsewhere will share." It is just here that every mis-

sionary and every Christian can give essential aid to this great work.

2. Let one or more persons, with special knowledge of the sub-

ject, write an article or two for The Recorder or the Messenger
on the best critical apparatus for a translator of the Bible. Such
articles will be greatly valued by translators. Besides having the

most perfect text, we must have the best helps in elucidating the

text. Three or four of the best Commentaries (equally critical,

evangelical and spiritual), are an important part of a translator's

furnishing. Also a few books of reference in Hebrew and Greek
will be of value, the latest and best Lexicons, books on Syntax
especially connected with Biblical study and others.* We must
have the best tools to do the highest quality of work.

3. Immediately upon the election of Committees, comes the

question of organization for work. It may be that some one who has
'"Note,—We may allude hero to Gesenius Heb, Lexicon. 5th edition, in Gorman,

Published in Leipsic, 1886, and an EnKJish translation (?) of the same by Prof.
Briggs, Union Theological Seminary, New York City (in preparation.) Also Thayer's
Grcok-EiiRlisli Ijexicon of the New Testament. These Lexicons ought to be ia
every theological library.

There ia a very excellent series of text books on Hebrew, by Prof. Harper, of
Yale, which will be useful to those who are not experts in the language, as follows :

Introductory Hebrew Method and Manual. Elements of Hebrew Syntax. Elements of
Hebrew (ouch $2.00). Hebrew Vocabularies ($1.00). If only one of these were
purchased, it should be the second. Prof. Harper teaches by the inductive method,
and has gained n uatioiial reputation, His books are published by Chas. Scribner
and Sons, N«w York.
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a genius for such work, or who has had experience in Bible translation,

will write an article on the organization and working of Translation

Committees. An able, and practical, and early article on the subject

would be of very considerable value to the various Committees. Such

article might be sent to the Chairman (or some member) of each

Committee.

4. Let every translator secure an able Chinese assistant of

special linguistic ability. Let him make all possible preparation

for the work and engage in it as if the success of the undertaking

depended on himself alone, resolving to spare no pains nor time to

give the Chinese in each form the most perfect translation that can

be made, a translation that shall rank with the best translations of

the world. I believe it is by no means impossible. In spite of

difficulties, some of which are well known to every student of

Chinese, it deserves to be written that the Chinese language is not

poor nor inflexible. It is rich in idiom and yields itself willingly

to the touch of a master hand. To be sure many of its words, like

the people, need to be regenerated. But this process is going on. It

is precisely the same process as that which in the Greek and other

languages words with a heathen coloring have become stained through

with Christian meaning and are now sacred and fragrant.

It might be added to the statements at the head of this article

that this is an age of work. The translators elect are ready for hard
work. Building, like the coral workers, upon all the past,—and
Bible translation in China has a worthy record in the past,—what
should satisfy them but the highest results, and how shall such
results be attained except through the most indefatigable labor and
patient criticism ? And this means nothing less than the giving up
of a considerable part of the golden years of their lives to the work.
But who shall grudge the gift, if thus the priceless treasures of the

Book from heaven, its gold, and pearls, and glittering jewels, are

rendered still more accessible to a quarter of the world. Aye, and
what joy to have the privilege of devoting large time to working
in this celestial quarry.

Once more we celebrate the advent of our Saviour to this world
and we can almost catch the echoes of the angels* carol. What
satisfaction and gladness to be engaged in a work which shall distinctly

help to make their song of prophesy an alleluiah of victory, which
shall hasten the second coming of the Son of Man, when heaven shall

empty itself (Matt. xxv. 31) to witness His coronation, and when
heaven and earth shall be filled with His glory.

What a joy that all consecrated work, preaching, teaching, heal-

ing, the preparation of a Christian literature, and every word and
act of loving benediction are together hastening forward that

glorious day for which the ages are waiting.
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CoUectanesL

[T%is departmeni of The Recorder will he devoted to facts and

incidents illuHtrative of the superstitions, beliefs and usages peculiar

to Oriental lands. It is hoped that through the media of brief

communications on the topics named—especially from all parts of

China—much information will he garnered that would not otherwise

become known to the world. Many who cannot often take the time to

write a lengthy article, could with very little effort make valuable

contributions to this treasury of knowledge. Anything that can throw

real light on the study of heathenism and race characteristics, as we in

the East are made to see them, will be of more practical worth to the

missionary than any possible aid in the study of the Chinese language

can he.—EditorJ}

Groping after Gods !—Among others there are stated to be

30,000 Buddhists in Paris! Is it surprising? Certainly not. There

is a yearning for the mystical, a craving for novelty, after having

broken the idols of the past, which stretches out piteous hands,

nerve shaken, to the feeble races of the East, if haply a new

sensation may be evolved from an imperfectly revealed past !^
Evangelical Christendom.

* * *
Superstition lingers in Hawaii.—Not to go any deeper, it.

is a fact rioht on the surface, that probably twice as many persons

are directly killed by Kahuna malpractice every year as die of

leprosy in the same period. An illustration of their insane brutality

is given in the Kuohoa of Nov. 15th, telling of a Kahuna in the rear

of Kawaiahao Seminary, spitting down the throat of a little child,

in order to expel the demon that made it sick. But the worst of

this foul superstition is the way in which the allegiance to malignant

demons which it inculcates, debases and corrupts both h^art and

intellect, and incapacitates its votaries for any virtuous or intelligent

activity. It debases thera so as to be incapable of taking a part in

our wholesome civilized life, without doing which, they must perish.

It is of the Kahuna disease more than any other that the Hawaiian

race are wasting away. Leprosy is a mere trifle to it. Among the

commendable acts of the late session of the Legislature was their

squelching of the attempt to revive that infamous " Hawaiian Board

of Health," or board to license Kahunas, which was created by the

Legislature of 1886, and destroyed by the revolution of 1887.

—

The

Friend (Honolulu, H. I.)

* * *
Self-torturk AMOxa Buddhists.—The priests of Buddha, with

the exception of a few filthy devotees, have all the head shaved,

wear a loose yellow robe and very large stockings, the signs (they
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say) of an easy temper. Some of the more austere practice self-

torture ; their shaveu head is seen disfigured by the marks of burn-

ing, or their hand has lost one or more of the fingers, which have

been charred to the stump. This mutilation is very abhorrent to

Chinese feeling ; " not to deface the body which our parents have

bequeathed to us," is a primary maxim of filial duty. The infliction

of such mutilations is not, however, always attended with the

degree of pain which might be expected. I remember to have seen

a priest with two fingers which had been burnt down to the second

joint in the flame of a candle, and on my looking horrified, and

expressing my surprize that he could have endured so much agony,

''Oh" he said, " it was hardly any pain at all: I first tied the

finger so as to thoroughly numb the extremity, and then gradually

burnt it away." Here is genuine Chinese character. This man
would have credit for superior sanctity without going through the

liery ordeal necessary to that sanctity. " What a degenerate worm,"

methinks I hear some Hindoo fakir say: "I glory in my agony; it

makes atonement for my sins." Which of the two types of character

will prove the more genial and receptive soil for the seed of Christian

truth, events only can disclose.

—

Cobhold's Pictures of the Chinese.

* * *

Chinese Fetichism.—A few miles east of Lao-ho-k'eo, by the

highway to Ho-nan and the North-east, which leaves the Han river

basin by a steep as^cent to hilly country at this point, an aged aspen

has for many generations flourished. Long.dead at the heart, and its

larger branches minus any sign of vitality, the outer rim of living

wood still nourishes many small branches, and the old black stump

bears a spreading plume of green, the leaves tremulous to every

breeze. There is a touch of pathos in a slender shoot struggling into

growth out of the gnarled old trunk, on which storms and lightnings

have left their mark, and something solemn, albeit invigorating, in

this life from the midst of death. Heathen minds have felt awed at

the sight, but their expression of it has been so modified by super-

stition as to take the form of worshipping the aged tree. A thick

plaster of earth forms a base for a censer, placed in front of the

newest shoot, which might pass for a recent graft. Like other aged

trees, and aged foxes, rats, weasels, frogs, etc., its longevity is held

a proof that it has attained the high honour of a place among the

immortals, and has become consequently endowed with supernatural

powers. Three instances of this kind of idolatry may be seen here

within a few miles of each other, the trees bearing votive offerings

attached to them, red silk scrolls, gold lettered tablets, and the like.

None of them, however, come up in profuse decoration to a tree wor-
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shipped at Long-ku-cbai, in South-east Shensi, which is laden

with testimonies to the efficacy, proved and tested, of prayer to the

tree, or its sprite, in sickness, danger, difficulty, travelling, etc.

—

Mr. Geo. King, in China's Millions.

* * *

The "Ways of Topsy-tuevydom.—A Japanese is said to be one

year old on the last day of the year in which he is born ; two years

old on the very next day, i.e., the first day of the new year; three

years old on the succeeding New Year's Day; and so on. Ileuce

we find the curious anomaly that a child born on December 31 is

two years old the day after its birth. For pocket-handkerchiefs the

Japanese use little squares of clean paper, a bundle of which is

carried in the girdle. Paper, again, takes the place of string, as you

find out when the shopman ties together your purchases with a binding

deftly rolled up from a strip of paper before your eyes. Paper also

is commonly used for window panes in Japan, alone of all countries

in the world (?) As for Japanese beckoning, it is one of those things

that " no fellow can understand"—at least, until he has had some

experience—so much does the gesture resemble a warning to be off,

instead of an invitation to advance. Two jinrikishas are approach-

ing one another at speed. One of the men waves his hand to the

right or left, and you take it as his signal of the course which the

other is to follow. But you are in Japan, where it means, instead,

the side he himself intends to take. Lastly, who of us that live here

has not had experience of what I have heard described as the

Japanese habit of saying Yes when they ought to say No ? The

Englishman would say No. The question is. Which is correct?

That, too, is the question which suggests itself in respect of many of

the idiosyncracies here grouped together under the name of Japanese

ways. In the difficulty of answering it, one is tempted to wish that

there were some standard nation, like the ambidextrous man of the

story, from which, as a datura, the personal equations of the rest

might be ascertained. Accustomed to our own ways, we are apt to

speak lightly of Japanese ways as wrong. But the Japanese say

the very same about us. As Mr. Chamberlain tells us in the interest-

ing book entitled ** Things Japanese," which he has lately published,

many of our ways are the ways of topsy-turvydom in the eyes of this

country's people. Possibly some scientist of the future may succeed

in throwing light on the subject) and be able to find out the causes

of differences which are too great and invariable to be the results of

mere accident.

We would point out that all, and even much more than is said

above, would opply to the Chinese, who perforin almost all everyday
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actions in an opposite manner to that in which such matters are per-

formed in the West. Bearing in mind how much Japan is indebted

to China for many things, the similarity of their—to our thinking-—

topsy-turvydom is easily explained.

—

Tohio Correspondent of The

Times.

An Incident of Social Life.—A funny story came to my eara

the other day. Two brides, one " a maid of high degree " and the

other from the lower walks of life, but each with face set toward the

new home awaiting her, met on one of the principal streets of a
certain city. Both were, according to custom, seated in fancy red

sedans hired for the occasion, and were accompanied by their pro-

spective lords and a train of musicians. Neither chair was willing

that its rival should take the right side of the road, and the contest

became so warm that finally the bearers set down their burdens and
resorted to blows, the timid damsels not daring even to peep from

behind the curtains, but obliged to await patiently the results of

the fray. The point having at length been settled, the sedans were

taken up again, but, sad to say, had in the meantime changed hands

unbeknown to all parties. In the course of a few minutes our

young friends were ushered into surroundings to which they

were altogether unaccustomed. Gorgeous draperies and elegantly

attired guests greeted the astonished gaze of the one, while

the other rubbed her eyes in dire dismay at the low ceiling and
cheap tawdry decorations of the bridal chamber where she found
herself.

The peasant maid, nothing loath to so unexpected a rise in

fortune, remained perfectly quiet until the ceremony of ancestral

worship was completed and the veil removed. Of course the truth

could then no longer be concealed ; for, although the groom had
never seen his bride before, there were several ladies present who
had acted in the capacity of go-betweens and were not to be deceived.

Matters had proceeded to such lengths, however, that there could

be no withdrawal, for in accordance with Chinese custom, the

parties were lawfully wedded. On the other hand, the little lady

who had been brought up in ease and luxury, absolutely refused to

resign herself to the fate which at first seemed inevitable. She
stormed and threatened until there was no alternative but to send

for her friends. She became the second wife of the man to whom
she had been betrothed, and he was obliged to provide money
sufficient to purchase another bride for the disappointed peasant. I

cannot vouch for the truthfulness of the above, but simply give the

incident as it was related in my hearing.

—

F, Irene W.
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Chinese Ethics.—The following extract is from a paper by
*' Mrs. A. B.," read before the Shanghai Literary and Debating

Society, and published in the Daihj News. The paper, as a whole,

may be regarded as an over-putting of the excellent points in

Chinese character and the inevitable under-estimate of what is

good in our own civilization :

—

To arrive at the ethical stand-point of a nation it is necessary to

observe what makes a man esteemed among his fellows, and what
the ordinary man feels bound to do, in order not to be disgraced. Even
every-day sojourners in China must be struck by the strong sense of

duty entertained by the servant class, with whom alone they can hope
to come into close contact. Ask an English man-servant to get out

of bed and prepare supper for a party of friends after a theatre ; or

even tell him five minutes before dinner is ready that you expect half

a dozen friends, and the difference between an English man-servant

and the ready willingness of the Chinese will be at once appreciated.

And yet it is said not to be the best class of Chinese who will engage

in foreign service, though it is hard to believe this, seeing the untiring

laboriousness of our coolies, the devotion of all the servants when
anyone is ill, and the patience and forbearance of the amahs with

little European children, rendered fretful by the climate, and whom
alas ! this very patience leads into increased wilfulness. What is

the origin of this strong sense of duty towards the man whose rice

they eat, a sense of duty whose increasing absence is so universally

deplored in England ? Is it to be explained by a Chinaman's enter-

taining no idea of his having a right to enjoyment, but regarding

work as the rule of life ? Or does it spring from every Chinaman
being from infancy grounded in the Duties of the Five Rela-

tionships, the duties of ruler and subject, of father and ehild, of

elder brother and younger brother, of husband and wife, of friend

and friend. The Chinese do not aim at individual happiness in a
far distant future ; nor at the perfection of the race at some almost

equally indefinite future period, as is the aim of so many Europeans

now. They are thoroughly imbued with the solidarity of the human
race, though they may not generally in Buddhistic language talk of

the " heresy of individuality." Fathers hold themselves responsible

for the conduct of their sons, and feel bound to find them wives as

soon as they are of marriageable age, as also to pat them in a position

to keep themselves and their wives. Elder brothers feel the same
obligation towards their younger brothers. In Europe one member
of the family may often be found spending as much upon dress,

as the others have to live upon. In China this could not be so*
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And ifc would be a public scandal to see a young man or a girl come

into property and indulge in every luxury, turuing elder and near

relations in advanced years out of the home of their youth, and

leaving them impoverished to do v^ithout the many comforts to

vsrhich they had been for years accustomed. In the feeling of duty

towards relations the East seems to have got far beyond the West,

as also in its contempt for riches, as compared with knowledge, and

its respect for learning, however poor. We have already some time

ago borrowed from the Chinese their system of competitive exami-

nations, but in England at least we seem further than ever from

considering learning the one passport to official rank. Is it not our

consideration for wealth, and galling contempt for poverty, which is

the original root of our proverbial bad manners ; besides being an

extraordinary social corollary to the Christian teaching that all

men are brothers

!

The Chinese idea of solidarity is further shown by their ex-

cellent method of having everyone secured by somebody else. Our

dishonest Registry Offices, that have betrayed so many young girls

to their ruin ; our false written characters would all at once cease to

exist could such a system be introduced among us of reciprocal

responsibility. Chinese guilds with their free food and lodging for

those in need, would require a paper to themselves to describe the

way in which they serve as employment agencies and sureties for

those seeking work, besides giving theatrical entertainments and

club accommodation. They certainly seem better thought out than

our Trades Unions. But besides all these helps have not the Chinese

in co-operation ; as worked out by them, not as shown forth in

England by Army and Navy Stores and the like ; discovered the true

panacea for strikes, the final solution of the great Labour Question ?

In China there is no great gulf fixed between capitalist and so-called

*' hand." There all are partners and courteously called so, and each,

besides a minimum wage, has his share of the profits proportioned

out to him according to old custom. The very coolie who wraps

the packages of tea, calls himself by the name of his house of busi-

ness, and takes a pride in there being more packages to wrap this

year than last, and is willing to put on an extra strain and work

over hours as every man is who is doing his own work, not another's,

knowing that it will pay him, as well as the others, better to do

so. And in this probably lies the explanation of the untiring

industry of tl^e great Chinese nation. For centuries each man has

worked for *llimself and his family, undemoralized by time work

for a stern master, whose business anxieties are always unknown,

but whose outward prosperity is but too aggressively manifest to

his underpaid workman.
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The Text of the New Testament.

CTf IIE paper of Bisliop Moulo on tbe above subject in the January

^^ number of The Recocdek, deserves the earnest attention of

every one interested in the Conference scheme for producing a

Union Version of the Bible for China. The bishop concludes his

remarks by hinting that in connexion with the adoption of a text, a

difficulty may easily arise, which would call forth an even greater

amount of bitter feeling amongst missionaries than was called forth

in past days by the Shin and Shaugti controversy. Believing that the

danger of disunion here hinted at is a very real danger, I take the

liberty of making a few observations on the question of a text, with

a view to showing that an arrangement, somewhat on the lines of that

suggested by Bishop Moule, is not merely practicable, but is the

only arrangement which at the present stage of textual criticism ifc

would be becoming for the revisers of the Chinese Bible, or the

revisers of any other version of the Bible in heathen lands, to adopt.

No one will call in question the statement which Bishop Moule

makes that not five scholars are to be found in the missionary body

in China who are qualified by special study to arbitrate between the

Revised and the Authorized Texts. A similar statement might

almost certainly be made of the missionary body in India, Japan,

Burmah and in every other Eastern land. We have amongst us,

doubtless, men who might have been great authorities in textual

criticism if their minds had been exclusively directed to that

engrossing subject of study. But our most scholarly and capable

men are nearly all of them men who have devoted their best

energies as students to questions bearing on the Chinese language

or literature, and at the present time one may say, without the least

disrespect to anybody, that there is not in the whole of China one

missionary whose opinion on questions of textual criticism would

command sufficient confidence amongst his brethren to lead them

to trust him to judge between men like Bishop Westcott and Dr.

Hort on the one hand, and men like Dr. Scrivener and the late

Dean Burgon on the other hand. This being so, it would seem that

the first duty of our revisers will be, as far as possible, both to

disclaim and also to decline the responsibility of making such an

arbitration, either in regard to the text of the New Testament as a
whole, or in regard to the text in particular passages. Whatever
their own predilections may be, they should, as far as possible, take

an absolutely neutral position in the controversy which may be said

to be going on in England between scholars who have made textual

criticism their life's study. There is a large region in which
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competent scholars of different schools are practically agreed, and

we ought now to reap the fruit of their labors in the form of many-

improvements on the Authorized Text ; but on the other hand, in

regard to many weighty matters and important principles of

criticism, the greatest authorities are not agreed among themselves,

and in the meantime it would neither be wise nor right for our

revisers to settle for the Chinese Church the points in dispute by
simply following the majority of the English revisers, or by trusting

their own independent judgment. *' Textual criticism," say the

English and American revisers in their preface to the Revised New
Testament, " as applied to the Greek New Testament, forms a special

study of much intricacy and difficulty, and even now leaves room
for considerable variety of opinion among competent critics." If

that is the judgment of the English and American revisers them-
selves, our Chinese revisers may well try to keep clear of the

intricate and difficult problems which are still exercising the minds
of " competent critics " in Europe and America. In this matter we
may all have our trusted leaders among the " competent critics " at

home ; some of us may have given a good deal of time and thought
to the subject of textual criticism ourselves, and may think ourselves

quite entitled to take a side intelligently ; certainly we all have our
preferences in regard to the Authorized and the Revised Texts ; but
none of these considerations are relevant. If our revisers are to avoid

istirring up a heated controversy and awakening a spirit of dis-

union at the very outset of their labors, if they are to command the

confidence of the whole missionary body, and through them the
confidence of the Chinese Christians, we must feel that in introduc-

ing changes into the text of the Bible as we have it in Chinese, they
are only introducing changes upon the desirability of which there is

a general consensus of opinion amongst all the great " competent

"

textual critics. Other alterations besides those which would thus

be introduced may have to be made hereafter, for nobody on either

side of the text controversy pretends to think that the present

results of textual criticism are final, or that we now have in all cases

the ipsissima verba of the evangelists and apostles, but in the

meantime our motto should be Festina lente. It is not a case of

now or never in introducing changes into the text of the Chinese

Bible, and it were far better to retain at this time a few readings,

which will ultimately have to be changed, than to change at this

time a number of readings, which will ultimately have to be changed
back again.

It is well that we should realize exactly the circumstances

under which the Missionary Conference gave its instructions to the
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Executive Committees for Biblical translation and revision. The
Conference had not to appoint delegates to translate the Bible for

the first time. In that case there might possibly have been more

latitude for discussion as to the text that was to be selected than

there appears to be now. The fact is we have a Bible in China

already, a Bible with a history, a Bible which is well known and

greatly loved by many Chinese Christians, and it is this work which

has to be revised. The text which " underlies " our Chinese Bible,

which is, I suppose, the so-called Textus Eeceptus, has a certain

claim to consideration, quite apart from the critical accuracy of the

corresponding Greek. The mere fact that this text is in use, and

has been in use for many years, is a solid reason why, other things

being equal, it should not be displaced by something else. By way
of explaining what I moan, we will suppose the case of a certain

reading in the Authorized Text, which differs from the corresponding

reading in the Revised Text. "We will suppose the evidence is nearly

equally balanced, but if anything, it leans slightly to the side of the

Revised. Is it unreasonable to urge the fact that the authorized

reading is already in possession of the field and is familiar to

thousands of readers, as a reason why it should remain in possession

and be preferred to a reading which has little if any superior

authority, and which would be strange and unfamiliar to the general

Christian reader of the Bible ? Here we may learn a lesson from

the English revisers of 1611. They appear to have held that the

ideal "best" is not always actuallij the best under certain given

circumstances. According to Dr. Scrivener, they allowed their

ideas of the text they ought to follow to be modified somewhat by
renderings which they found already in the versions which had been

made by their predecessors. Dr. Scrivener, in his preface to the

Cambridge edition of "the Original Greek Text followed in the

Authorized Version, together with the variations adopted in the

Revised Version," speaks thus of the method adopted by the revisers

of 1611 : "Beza's fifth and last text of 1598 was more likely than

any other to be in the hands of King James's revisers, and to be

accepted by them as the best standard within their reach . . . There
are, however, many places in which the A. V. is at variance with

Beza's text, chiefly because it retains language inherited from

Tyndale or his successors, which had been founded on the text of

other Greek editions." Now the Chinese Christians, having already

in their hands, in their heads and in their hearts, a Bible which is

dear to many of them in the same way that our Bibles are dear to

us, not merely dear as a whole, but dear in regard to special passages^

surely before alterations, either in the way of exclusion from the text
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or addition to the text, are made, the revisers ought to be very, very

sure of their ground ! Suppose our revisers make certain changes in

the Chinese Bible on the authority of Drs. Westcott and Hort and

the majority of the English and American revisers of 1881, and

afterwards a man like Dr. Scrivener, who is understood to have

been one of a minority who opposed many of these alterations,

challenges the wisdom of their action, what answer are they to

make? Dr. Scrivener is on all hands admitted to be one of the

highest authorities on questions of textual criticism. Suppose his

criticism on the new Chinese text to be something of this sort, ** Time

will show that words have been added to the Chinese Bible that rest

on no sufficient authority, and that whole sentences have been

excluded from it, which ought most certainly to have been retained."

Shall we take it upon ourselves to reply to such a man, " We believe

you are quite mistaken," simply because Dr. Scrivener and others,

who agreed with him, happened to be in a minority on a committee

which was never supposed to be altogether made up of experts in

textual criticism ? To do this would be to claim for our revisers a

right to arbitrate between scholars in a different field of study from

their own, in a way that with all respect it may be said they are not

competent to do. Surely it would be a wiser and more dignified as

well as a safer method to adopt from the beginning some rule of

action which would save us from taking a side in this controversy,

and which would at the same time create amongst missionaries of all

shades of opinion a feeling of perfect confidence in the text taken as

the basis of the revision. I submit that the following would be such

a rule : That the revisers follow the text underlying the Revised

English Version implicitli/, wherever it represents the united judg-

ment of the chief authorities on textual criticism ; where, however,

these differ among themselves, no change shall be made in the text

underlying the Authorized English Version, inasmuch as that text is

practically the text on which our present Chinese Bibles are based.

If the chief authorities differ among themselves, and also differ from

the authorized text, then the revisers shall adopt the text of the

Revised Version. It seems to me that such a principle of action as

this is perfectly intelligible, perfectly reasonable and perfectly

consistent, and it is, moreover, in strict accordance with the rule laid

down hy the Conference, as given by Bishop Moule, viz., that the text

that underlies the Revised English Version of the Old and New
Testaments be made the basis,',with the privilege of any deviations in

accordance witb the Authorized Version. It is needless to say that

the points of absolute concurrence between the Revised Text and the

Authorized Text arc as about fifty to one compared with the points of
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difference between them ; the obligation, therefore, to follow either,

with the privilege of making variations in accordance with the other,

gives the revisers all the liberty they can desire, on the one hand to

accept the changes in the text which are made in the English

Revised Version, or on the other hand to keep things as they are in

the text of the Authorized Version. It is simply a question of the

way in which " the privilege of making variations in accordance with

the A. V." is to be exercised. Shall it be according to one simple,

fixed and undeviating rule, applicable to all cases and supplied to

the revisers as an instruction from the Executive Committees, a rule

which will relieve the revisers themselves of all responsibility for

alterations to be introduced;into the text? Or shall the privilege be

exercised by no fixed rule, leaving it to the discretion of the revisers

themselves to judge every reading on its own merits ? This latter

-way of using the privilege would cause enormous labor as compared

with the former, and it would also throw a very serious amount of

responsibility on to persons who ought not to be asked to undertake

so heavy a burden. Bishop Moule proposes that a two-thirds

majority of the three (translating) committees should be at liberty

to follow the concurrent opinions of Drs. "Westcott and Hort on the

one hand and of Dr. Scrivener on the other. Of this plan the

Bishop himself says it would still leave a very large measure of

critical responsibility resting on very ill-qualified shoulders, and this

is quite true. That plan, as it stands, is not, I venture to think,

simple enough. It leaves too much responsibility with the revisers

in the alteration of the text, and at the same time it deprives their

ultimate decision of the commanding authority, which changes, based

alone on the concurrent opinion of Drs. Westcott, Hort and Scrivener,

would have. In writing as I have done, I assume that Dr. Scrivener's

own readinos can in all cases be known, though I am not myself

familiar with any edition of the Greek Testament in which they are

given. Dr. Scrivener may be taken as representing one school,—the

conservative school, if you like, of textual criticism. Drs. AVestcott

and Hort, who have published their own edition of the Greek
Testament, represent another, and, in some ways, more revolutionary

school of textual criticism. Their readings and those of the revisers

can, of course, be easily met with. Dean Burgon in his celebrated paper
in the Quarterly Review on the text of the Revised New Testament,
maintained that Drs. Westcott and Hort's edition had influenced

the revisers to a far greater extent than it was entitled to do on its

own merits, and he appealed to Dr. Scrivener to tell the public his

judgment on many of the alterations which had been made in the
text of the English Bible by the revisers.
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It may he said that the rule I have proposed is after all rather

a mechanical rule for the settling of such an important question as

what the text adopted by the revisers of the Chinese Bible shall be.

It is mechanical, and perhaps in view of what the English and

American revisers say of the intricacy and difficulty of textual

criticism, that is its chief merit. T may be allowed, in conclusion, to

refer to a rule which the late Bishop Lightfoot used to give to

students attending his lectures on the Greek Testament. I had the

privilege more than twenty years ago of listening to several courses

of his lectures at Cambridge, where he was then Halsean professor

of Divinity. In regard to a text, he said to us, "I recommend

you to use Scrivener's G-reek Testament, which gives the text of

Stephen's edition of 1550, while in the margin are shown the

readings of Lachmann, Tischendorf and Tregelles. Where these

three critics agree, you may be practically certain that the reading

they give is the true one ; where two are divided against one, the

probability is that the two are right, especially if Lachmann be one

of them." I mention this, not for the sake of introducing the

names of other critics than those mentioned by Bishop Moule as

guides—for those three would, I think, be by themselves sufficiently

satisfactory referees—but simply for the sake of showing how so

gi-eat an authority as Dr. Lightfoot could recommend a rough and

ready rule by which a practically safe text could be arrived at by

those who had neither time nor the necessary knowledge to enable

them to weigh the evidence for and against particular readings.

The revisers of the Chinese Testament are shut up to two texts. The

object of the foregoing paper is to show that the New should be

accepted without any qualifications when the leading authorities on

textual criticism agree in favour of it, or even when they only agree

in setting aside the Authorized Text, but that the text already in

possession of the field should be always entitled to keep its present

place, when the authorities in question are not agreed amongst

themselves as to the need of making any change at all. I trust that

the modification in Bishop Moule's scheme, which I have suggested,

may commend itself to him, and that either by the adoption of his

scheme itself, or of this modification of it, or in some other way, all

difficulty he feels in the way of accepting the post of a reviser may
be removed. It would be an unspeakable loss if any rule concerning

the adoption of a text were resolved upon which would make him

feel that he must on that account stand aloof from the work.

F.
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Bishop Moule and Chinese Bible Revision,

BY REV. C. W. MATEEK.

CSfT is ca8ier to criticise a book than to write one ; to find fault^ with a thing done, than to do it, so that it cannot be found fault

with. It is a pity Bishop Moule did not register his name as a

member of the Conference and bring his influence to bear to secure

wiser action. That was the time and the pUice to speak and to set

forth plans and arguments.

Bishop Moule objects to the fourth rule of the plan adopted by

the Conference, which reads thus :
" That the text that underlies the

Bevised English Versions of the Old and New Testaments be made
the basis, with the privilege of any deviations in accordance with the

Authorized Version." I drew up the resolutions and presented them
to the large Wen-li Committee, appointed by the Conference, and

this first draft put the Authorized Version in the front, as Bishop

Moule desires. It was soon evident, however, that a large majority

of the committee, and notably those who had most knowledge and

experience on the subject, strongly favoured putting the Hevised
Version in the front. The reason given was, that in a large majority

of cases, the revisers were undoubtedly right in the text they adopted,

and that the general consensus of opinion in the Christian world

was to this effect.

The general sentiment of the missionary body would not have

sustained a plan which confined the revisers strictly to the accepted

text, neither would it have sustained a plan which limited them
entirely to the revised text ; nor would the Bible Societies approve

of adopting in toto the revised text. It was, therefore, indispensably

necessary to give the revisers a discretion in regard to the text.

The rule, as it stands, meets the approval of the Bible Societies

;

it concedes to the English revisers no more than was due to their

position and scholarship, and reduces to a minimum the number

of passages to be practically passed upon. I submit, therefore,

that in the circumstances this was the utmost that was practicable.

To have limited the Chinese translators merely to such changes

in the text as stand approved by Westcott and Hort on the one hand,

and Scrivener on the other, would have been narrow and unseemly,

conceding nothing whatever to the scholarship of the eminent men
who composed the English and American Revision Committees.

Bishop Monle would have found no small difficulty in pushing such

a scheme before the Conference committees, to say nothing of the
Conference itself.

The translators, or revisers, may not indeed have "the skill and

critical faculty of Messrs. Westcott and flort/' but it is hoped they
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will still be able to judge intelligently as to the weight of evidence

presented in particular cases by these and other critics, and also as

to the general consensus of opinion in the learned world, after tea

years of vigorous criticism on the action of the English revisers.

Bishop Moule asks '' Jimc the rule is to be applied." The answer is

that the particular mode of its application rests with the translators,

to whom large liberty is given, and in the Committee of Translators,

not in The Recorder, is the place to discuss the matter.

The Executive Committees will, no doubt, try to get for trans-

lators and revisers the best scholarship that the missionary body

affords, and to them the work, in all its bearings, will be entrusted.

If they get the best men there are, then the best will have been

done that can be done. Large liberty has been left to the three

Translating or Revising Committees, but they are probably better

qualified to limit the exercise of that liberty than the Conference

was to prescribe its limits for them.

It will probably be a long time before a more truly representa-

tive body meets in China, than was the late Shanghai General

Conference. In view, therefore, of the great difficulty of securing

harmonious action on such a subject as Bible Translation, let the

plan so auspiciously adopted by the Conference have a fair and full

trial, and time will prove its wisdom or unwisdom.

The TransMion of 6 Adyor— Jn. i 1.

BY REV. H. P. PERKINS.

mow that the near future is to see the union of the Versions,

whose betrothal has occasioned considerable parental anxiety,

not to mention the disinterested offices of more distant relatives and
friends, it would seem the fit time to " show just cause,'^ not against
the on-every-ground-to-be-desired union, but against the reappearance

of blemishes which exist in the present Versions.

One such blemish I believe to exist in the rendering of the above
term by 3^.

(a.) The ordinary meaning of ^oyog-.

Of this there can be no doubt. The English Authorized version

renders it some 200 times by word ; and about 50 times by saying.

In some 50 other places it is otherwise rendered, but always by a

word which radiates, and that but by a very short distance, from the

generic idea of word, as, e.g., account, speech, etc. Only once is it

rendered by doctrine. As used by St. John, it always appears as

word or saying.

(6.) Then as to the X6yo^ of Jn. i. 1.
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Here again is no room for doubt. It becomes in English, the

Word. The capital is used, because by the succeeding definition this

word is lifted out of its great class into solitary eminence. " The

word was God."

By the use of 6 Aoyor, St. John clearly wished men to think

of the subject of his Gospel as God's word to man. "Words, when

used by clear-minded men, have a way of staying near home, as we

have already noticed in John's use of this word throughout his Gospel,

and we may be sure that his use here makes no exception to

the rule.

So Cremer, who, having defined 6 X6yog- as " the word, not

however, in a grammatical sense, but always like vox of the living^

spoken word," says of its use here :
" It denotes Christ as He who

represents or in whom had been hidden from eternity, and specially

from the beginning of the world, what God had to say to man and

what has come fully to light in the New Testament message of

grace and mercy." (Bib. Theol. Lex.)

Now as to the Chinese. I have at hand only the most commonly

used editions of the Mandarin and Wenli Versions, but in all these

^ is the representative of 6 XOyog', with sometimes "* as a variant.

It seems to me that (1) ^ should be discarded and its place

given to "^ ; and (2) the Vai t'ou space given to "g" as before 5c i*
(1.) J^ means icat/ ; also doctrinal way, i.e., doctrine, or, as used

by the Taoists who elevate it to the position of a proper noun, Way.
Now had St. John wished to convey either the idea or the lack

of idea which ^ represents, is it not altogether pi'obable that he

would have taken some other word than Xoyog' ?

One of the strong attractions of such a word as '^ to the natural

man is its mysticism, its something-for-everybodyness, for what

manner of man or beast or reptile is there that cannot be found in

the "way."

But such a word was at hand in ooxpia, the wisdom word of the

Septuagint and a word gracefully thick with mystical mold.

Or had he wished to put forth Christ as the tvay as in chap,

xiv. 6, there was 6d6<r, a word used in the New Testament in the

three senses of 5£ as given above. Or for the specific idea of

doctrine, there was the specific word 6i6axij.

But St. John who, in his years of reflection on his great theme,

had doubtless weighed these and other rival words, passed them
by, and his translators should pass by the character ^. And as he

took a word which meant way or doctrine, only secondarily, and
which has held the minds of all his readers to the thonght of God
speaking to men, so should they take the one word which exactly

corresponds to his.
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(2.) But alas ! while we have in Chinese just as good a ship we
have no rudder at all.

What can one do with a language without a definite article ?

Provided one can pick up courage to do anything with it, perhaps

the best thing upon the whole is to do the best one can with it.

Which is we suspect in this case to give to =" the dignity which the

following definition claims for it, and as before J^ ^ leave a space.

:?C U 'S" a" is deplorably weak. So is in the beginning ^'^ro^orii.

B^^t ik ^ ^ =" is a very different thing, as different perhaps as

is the Word from word.

This name of Jesus, the Word of God, is a name which has not

as yet been disclosed to the Chinese. May we not hope that the

new Versions will bring it to light?

€GXXtB^ml^mtL

To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir : Will you kindly insert

the following in yoar next issue

and oblige.

Yours truly,

Fred. Brown.

There are a few copies of the

*' Sunday School Journal " left,

containing the International Sunday
School Lessons in English, the same

as the North China Tract Society

publish in Chinese durinof the

present year in their ^ H i^ ^.
Much useful information is given

on each lesson with blackboard

illustrations. Price, one dollar for

year 1891. A very useful Church
Record as prepared by the Rev.

W. T. Hobart, can be had for 30
cents. Apply to Fred. Brown,

Methodist Mission,

TieDtsiu.

To the Editor of

"The Chinkse Recorder,"

Dear Brother : In Dr. Ellinwood's

paper on " Asceticism in Missions "

in your January number, the writer

appears to me not to distinguish

between heathen asceticism and
Christian self-denial for Jesus' sake,

of which self-denial the late beloved

J. F. Crossette was no mean speci-

men. Hence one is rather grieved

to see him spoken of as having
" suffered the lashings of a morbid

conscience," etc.

In the course of twenty years'

intercourse with Chinese Christians

and heathen, I do not remember
having heard any European mis-

sionary so often spoken of with love

and esteem, by natives of various

denominations of Christians, as well

as by lieathen men, as the late

J. F. Crossette.

It has been my privilege to meet

with him but few times; but cer-

tainly I shall ueve^ forget the sweeb
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fellowship of about two honrs I

once liad with him over God's Word,

and the sense of sweet Christian

love ho left upon my heart. I felt

the. benefit of meeting him was not

small.

Some time ago a Christian man
told me that some years ago he met

Mr. Crossette in a chapel at Teng-

chow-fa. Mr. C. put his hand upon

his shoulder and spoke a few words

to him, "And," said the man, " I

shall never forget liis look of love."

A few months ago I was telling

the Gospel to a group of men in

Chefoo, when one said to me, " Sir,

I will tell you of a good man," and

with a warmth of feeling not to be

mistaken, began to tell me of Mr. C
Recently, travelling on the road

to Chefoo, I joined in conversation

with a European's servant from

Tientsin. I was telling him the

Gospel, when he said, " I know your

religion is good." " How do you

know ? " I enquired. He then

began to tell me the virtues of one

whom he knew in Peking, and how

all the poor loved him, and whom I

found to be Mr. C When I told

the man that Mr. C was now

dead, he said, " Then he is certainly

gone to heaven and become a

Shin."

I will trouble you with one more

testimony only to this sainted

man, given me two days ago by a

Christian Chinaman. A Roman
Catholic missionary, in his sedan,

met a mandarin on the road ; each

felt for a time disinclined to move

out of the way for the other,

and at last the priest gave way.

Soon afterwards the same man-

darin met Mr. Crossette on foot,

whom he knew. The mandarin at

ouce had his sedan moved aside

and stopped for the poor missionary

to pass by with this mark of respect.

If love be the greatest thing in

the world, then Mr. Crossette had

it without doubt, and has left a

sweet savour behind him, better far

than bricks and mortar or even

brilliant scholarship.

My own regret is that I have been

so little able to follow his footsteps

in winning the hearts of the poor.

How many souls he has led to

know the Lord Jesus, the day will

declare.

Yours in the Master's service,

Chas. H, Judd.

NlNG-HAI-CHEO, NEAR ChKKXJ,

February ith, 1891.

To the Editor of

" The Chinese Recorder."

Dear SrR: Bishop Moule in his

communication in the January

Recorder, page 6, criticises the rule

adopted by the Conference for the

guidance of revisers or translators of

the proposed Union Versions of the

Scriptures. It must be admitted

there is some justice in his remarks,

and yet I think when he fears a

repetition of the old animosity

with regard to Shin and Shang-tt,

he has greatly magnified the

difficulty.

Of course there is an inconsist-

ency in the rule, as there must
almost necessarily he in all com-

promises. If one text is absolutely

right, of coarse the other mast be

wrong. But statesmen can find a

modus vivendi in their difficulties,

and cannot a body of men who are

trying to show forth the Spirit of

Christ in their lives, find some

means of acting together in a case

where all must admit nothing has

been finally settled ? The text

underlying the Revised English
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Versions seems to be in many

respects an irnprovement on the

Textus Eecephis, and yet not a few

scholars still prefer the latter. It

is well remarked that the Chinese

translators cannot go into the

niceties of text criticism. But can

we do nothing as practical men ?

I would suggest a simple plan,

which I think would show faithful-

ness to the most generally approved

text of the original and at the

same time secure harmony. This

is, in all important and longer

passages, print the translation of the

Textus Beceptus in brackets, with a

note that many scholars consider

snch passages doubtful. The Eng-

lish revisers have set us an ex-

ample of this in Mark xvi. 9 and

John viii. I believe in every case

the important differences are due

to a longer text in the T. R.

Such a course would be conserv-

ative and yet progressive. I believe

that any body of men moved by the

Spirit of God might without difficul-

ty agree on some such plan as this.

Certainly if any plan, intended to

secure unity, results in increasing

discord, it should be dropped at

once, and the work of securing a

uniform version of the Bible post-

poned until a future generation

arises more imbued with the Spirit

of God and better enlightened by

Him to see eye to eye.

Until it be proved impossible,

let us attempt to carry out the

thought of the Conference.

Yours sincerely,

R. H. Graves.

§nx 100k ^Ml
Chinci'a Intercourse xoith Europe^ (The
Pagoda Library, No. 2.) By E. H.
Parker. 1890. Kelly and Walsh,
Limited.

This book of 128 pages is a

digest of a voluminous work called

the Si- Chung Ki-shi, or, "A Record

of Chinese and Western Relations."

The ti'anslator, Mr. Parker, tells

us that the original work is bitterly

hostile to foreigners, but has the

merit of strict adhesion to truth as

to facts. Many interesting portions

are left untranslated, especially

the foul slanders against Men of

the West, which the author does

not even profess to believe, but

which he seems to repeat out of

pure malice. A graphic account is

given of the assassination of Euro-

peans in 1841, when the English

were in occupation of Ningpo. The
author ordinarily evinces genuine

skill in the use of historic data.

He is not so happy in his side re-

ferences to the Christian religion,

although exhibiting a keen insight

into the early Jesuitic methods.

Referring with approbation to the
" Protest " of one writer, he sum-
marizes thus :

—

" Admitting that there was a

Creator, surely the Creator's notice

would not be confined to the

country of Judaea ; and as Lord of

Heaven, how could thirty-three

years of existence be spared from
the Creator's duties of guarding

the created world to come on

earth? Who saw to the ordinary

course of nature during this

period ? Why not inculcate virtue

and self-restraint instead of simply

curing people of their sickness ?

And then as to salvation by faith

alone: what if all the unbelievers
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are good men and all the faithful

wicked ? How was it the Saviour

of the world was unable to save

Himself from crucifixion ? The

old . Buddhist notions of Heaven

and Hell are served up in a new

form, and yet Buddhism is preach-

ed down. The Confucian Shang-ti

is by a mutilation of the Confucian

texts made to serve as the Lord

of Heaven, and yet Confucianism

is abused. If curing the sick and

raising the dead are such good

works, would they not be better

if they reached to preventing sick-

ness and death altogether ?* Ricci

said nothing of the crucifixion, but

simply that after accomplishing the

work of salvation Jesus re-ascended

into Heaven. Schaal, who was less

crafty, gave the whole version

right out. In what way does this

all differ from the story of the

Taoist patriarch Chang Tao-ling,

who also ascended into Heaven ?

Their science may be fine, but their

weapons are fine too : their celibacy

and abstinence from office is a

means to gain men's hearts, and

the history of their doings in

Japan and the Phillippines ought to

be a warning to us. To-day you

may abuse me as spiteful, but let

not the day come when you will

venerate me as a prophet, and it

will be well for Chinalf Thus

• See Williams' Middle Kingdom for
an aocoaut of the dispute between
Maigrot and the Jesuits. The latter
took ^ to be the immaterial heaven, and
_t ^f^ to be God, whilst the Pope Clement
XI, notwithstanding a previous papal
decision of Alexander VII in favour of
the Jesuits, fiually declared Ji to be the
material heavens, and ^ ^ to be the
correct term for God.

t Tliese words bear a singular resem.
blance to those of Aristides when driven
from Athens : " I only hope that Athens
may never see the day when it shall
wish to see me back again."

spoke Yang Kwang-sien. Bat

after his pardon he went to live in

Shan Tung, where he was poisoned

by the Europeans,* who did all

they could to buy up and destroy

his writings. European influence

at the Astronomical Board was
then triumphant."

The grave charge contained in

the latter part of this quotation is

probably a mistake. We venture

an extract of some length from a

chapter on the Opium and Second
Wars :

—

" In the south-west of Asia is

Shindu or T'indu,t the Five Indn or

the T'ien-chuh of the Eastern Han.
Its southern part is called M^ng-
mai,J and is at the entrance to the

south-eastern seas. Central India

is Woudustan or Industan, of which
the Hingdu (or Indn) Koosh||

Mountains are the southern bound-
ary ; across this range are West
and North Indn, the Mussulman
states of to-day. England took

Meng-kala§ [Bengal] in East

India in the year 1755, and
gradually absorbed the rest of East,

Central and South India. East
and South India produce the

leunrjpan, ta-t'u [or Patna] opium,

and Meng-mai or Bombay produces

the peh-p^i,^ siaO't'u [or Malwa].

When first the English cultivated

the poppy, they did so as a drag

;

but, as its demand for smoking

purposes increased in China, their

revenue from this source gradually

increased to over Tla. 10,000,000 a

* This grave and probably mistaken
accusation reads ;Sil^0E^ A^^ia
the original.

t ifi K Bombay.

§£2lD ID]-
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year.* At first it was only used

as a drug in China, and was taxed

at the rate of Tls. 3 the chest.

Nothing was heard of it at Court

until about the end of K'ien-lung's

reign [1790-6]. The Emperor

Kia-k'ing [1796-1820] forbade its

import and removed it from the

list of taxable articles, in con-

sequence of which the importation

became clandestine and the price

enhanced. In the first year of

Tao-kwang [1821], in consequence

of the Yeh Heng-shuf opium

smuggling case, the hong mer-

chants were made to give bonds,

and the opium-hulks all removed

to the Ling-ting Islands, where

the junks from the North repaired

to obtain their opium. In the year

1822 the Viceroy Juan yiian +

asked for time in order to devise

means for stopping this traffic, and

meanwhile the hulks moved up to

Kumsing
||

Moon and Kapshui§

Moon, where, with the connivance

of authorities, merchants and

people, the trade flourished more

vigorously than ever. In the year

1836 Hu Nai-tsi,^ Superintendent

of the Sacrificial Court, proposed

to tax it as a drug as before, and

to forbid its being purchased in

exchange for anything else than

produce. This proposal, however,

was condemned as undignified by

the Council, and in 1838 Hwang

Tsioh-tsz,** Superintendent of the

Ceremonial Court, proposed the

severest measures of prevention.ft
* According to Commissioner Liu's

Memorial, the taxes on trade at Canton

yielded Tls. 3,000,0()0 a year.

+ m 'It m
xnTt
II ^ M .

** s n » ,

tt The Opium War has already been se-

parately treated. [Po^^odaiibrori/, No. 1.]

At the close of the war, our

statesmen were afraid to re-stipu-

late for the prohibition of opium,*

and equally unable to sanction its

import, and consequently shirked

all allusion to it whatever. The
result was that for some time

opium came without any duty at

all, and the consumption increased

rapidly. In 1855-6 a tax of Tls.

24 a chest was placed upon it, in

order to provide funds for the

army. At Amoy $48 a chest was

charged, and at Ningpo a farming

arrangement was come to. In 1858

it was proposed to include it as a

taxable article in the tariff at Tls.

30 the pecul, changing the name
ya-p'ien into the more euphonious

one of " foreign drug," as it was

now re-admitted as a drug. The

Emperor's formal permission to

smoke it was given to all persons

but officials, soldiers and eunucbs.

"The name ya-p'ien or "opium"

is found in Li Shi-chen'sf Pen-ts^ao

Kang.muJi [A.D. 1600], so that it

had already entered China during

the Ming dynasty. It was then

regarded as an ordinary drug of no

particular value. Java and the

countries of the black men were

the only places besides China to

which it was taken for smoking,

and Java was taken by Europeans

after its people had been tempted

with and weakened by opium.

This was the reason why Japan

and Annam would not admit

Europeans to the privilege of

trade. But, although Europeans

brought the evil upon China, it

* Commissioner Lin, on the destruc-

tion of the opium, had proposed to the

Emperor that five catties of tea should

be given as compensation for each chest

destroyed, the cost to be defrayed out of

his own pocket.

t $ B$ ^.
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was China which opened the door

by increasing the demand for it.

The right time to have remonstrated

was after the destraction of the

opium, when the conscience of the

English themselves was smitten,

and before Elliot had opportunity

to get the first word home. Com-
missioner Lin's action, moreover,

was altogether too hasty from first

to last, and it would have been

better to lie by and watch for a

safe opportunity, first putting

severe laws against smokers into

real force, and discouraging the

import of the drug ; and then,

following the method of under-

selling smugglers in the salt-trade,

to reduce Customs duties and

charges, so as to leave a prospect of

profit on the ordinary legitimate

trade apart from opium. The
"short and sharp remedy system,

painful but soon over," once re-

commended by Ch'ao Ts'o* of the

Han dynasty, was a failure in this

instance."

It is to be hoped that Mr. Parker

will receive every encouragement

to persevere in the task he has

undertaken of building up " The
Pagoda Library." We have far too

few contibutions of this kind from

the immense accumulation of native

literature.

Christ or Confucius, Which ? or The Story
of the Amoy Mission. By Rev. John
Macgowan.

I can heartily recommend the pe-

rusal of this book to all my fellow-

workers. The new comer to China

will see in it the life he has come to

live, its joys and trials ; the one in

the thick of the work will find his

jaded energies revived ; the old

stager will unconsciously drift back

into old time8(whon some of ns were

perhaps still unable to even lisp

the word China), and will see

many faces passing to and fro,

which will " bring back to memory
years of long ago."

Mr. Macgowan has told the story

with vivid life-likeness. One
almost seems to be walking by bis

side (more likely behind him
!)

along the "dirty narrow streets,"

and into " the honse, with its

dirty walls and earthen floor,

impossible to be kept clean, re-

minding the family continually of

their poverty." One almost feels

"the stifling heat," even in this

cold weather, and almost sees
" the villainous-looking set of

lictors, every one of whom seems
as if he had come out of the opiom
den." His description, too, of the

"scholar" is true to life. One
remark, "A rich village is always
more diflBcult of access to a preach-

er than a poor one," the present

writer knows too well to be true,

—

stones, mud and curses being often

his portion at one of the wealthiest

villages he has to pass through,

while at other places he is always
treated at least civilly.

The story of Sok-tai's conversion

and preservation is most impress-

ive, as are also those of the doctor

and his wife, of the " medium," of

Tay the opium-smoking teacher,

of the Hui-an opium-smoker, of

Kai, of the geomaucer and others.

Whoever buys this 280 pages of

well got up matter, will be satisfied

with the bargain. The only dis-

appointment, and a great one, is

that Mr. ]\Iacgowan has deemed ii

outside the scope of his book to

describe "the growth of self-sup-

port amongst the Amoy Churches,"
which is the very point we inia-
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sionaries are most anxious to know
more about. Perhaps he will be

induced to give us at an early date

particulars oi this most interesting

department, either in another bro-

chure, or through your useful

columns.

W. E. S.

T'oung-Pao (jl #). A Magazine
devoted to the History, Languages,

Geography and Ethnography of Orien-

tal Countries. By Prof. Gustave Schle-

gel and Prof. Henri Cordier. Paris,

H. Le Soudier, 174 & 176 Boulevard

St. Germain. Berlin, H. Reuther's

Verlagsh, Charlottenstrasse 2. Londres,

Luzac & Co., 46 Great Russell Street.

This new magazine is a notable

addition to the periodical literature

of our day. The initial numbers

placed on our table are full of

promise. In the make-up, French

takes the lead, but considerable

space is devoted to the English

language. A lengthy article " On
Chinese Sign-boards and House

Sentences," by Prof. Schlegel,

draws attention to "several mis-

takes made in their interpre-

tation by a now deceased, very

renowned Japanologue and Sino-

losrue." The Professor will be

remembered as having urged, at

the 6th International Congress of

Orientalists held in Leiden, that

the British Government should

name a commission for the prep-

aration of a Chinese-English and

English- Chinese Dictionary. That

there is need of this work being

done, he infers from the fact that

the Chinese language contains

many " pitfalls " lurking among

the most innocent-looking express-

ions and phi'ases, often inducing

the best of sinologues to make

gregious mistakes and misrepre-

sentations. The writer states that

" the purport of the present paper

is to point out some of such

mistakes, not with a view of dis-

paraging the memory of our former

friend and teacher, but to show

once more how sadly deficient our

present Chinese dictionaries still

are, and how absolutely necessary

it is to supply this deficiency.

Some years before his death, Dr.

J. J. Hoffmann, professor of Japan-

ese at the Leiden university, got"

from Java a collection of Chinese

sign-boards and house-sentences,

accompanied by a Malay trans-

lation. He translated these in-

scriptions into Dutch, but never

published them. In 1872 he gave

his MS. to one of his pupils, M.
Schaalje, now Chinese Interpreter

at Rhio, at the time on furlough in

Holland, with permission to pub-

lish the same. As M. Schaalje did

not feel inclined, or had not the

necessary leisure to do this, he

confided, after the death of Pro-

fessor Hoffmann, the MS. to me, to

do with it what I liked. If it is

only to-day that I avail myself of

this permission, it was because I

would not, as the first and eldest

pupil of Dr. Hoffmann, blur,

without purpose, the scientific rep-

utation of a man whom I deeply

revered and loved. The mistakes

he made were principally due to

the insufficiency of our Chinese

dictionaries, and to his never

having been in China. We quite

agree, in this respect, with Dr.

Bretschneider, when he says :
' that

it is impossible to make correct

translations from Chinese in Europe,

without the assistance of a good

native scholar ; excepting, of course,
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those sinologues, who have studied

the language in China, and who
have studied it for a longtime.'"

Prof. Schlegel renders a transla-

tion from the Dutch of Dr. A. G.

Vorderman, Batavia, an essay on The
Chinese Treatment of Diptheritis,

in which he gives an interesting

digression about Chinese medicines,

saying this among other tilings :

—

" The Chinese raateries raedica

possesses, also, a treasure of

efficacious medicaments, of which

I will mention here only a few, also

in order to show their identity

with our own. As such I men-

tion :—Musk, a species of can-

tharides, aconite, aloes, angelica, asa-

foetida, belladonnn, camphor, bor-

neol, cassia, catechu, cicuta, datura,

gelsemium, euphorbia, Indian anise,

liquiritia, ginger, coptis, nux
vomica, rheum, smilax, opium,

storax, valerian, reratrum, menthol,

calomel, cinnabar, borax, arsenic,

saltpetre, salmiac, sulphate of iron

and copper."

In allusion to the light esteem in

which Westeners have been ac-

customed to regard the materies

medica of China, the following

editorial note is given :

—

" Two centuries ago the most

renowned European physicians

were even less advanced than the

present Chinese ones. The prin-

cipal ingredient of the receipt

against gout of Sir Theodore

Mayerne (f 15 March, 1655) were

parings of an nnbnrnt huraan^skull.

His batunguent against hypochon-

dria consisted of vipers, bats, young

mammals, earth-worms, suet, mar-

row of deers and the thigh-bone of

an ox. About the same time Sir

Keuelm Digby said in a session of

the lloyal Society, that powder of

roasted toads, placed in a bag on

the stomach of a plague-stricken

man, would cure hira, when the

remedy was repeatedly applied."

Wan Kwoh Kung Pao (M ]^ ^ M)- ^
Jievieiv of the Times. New Scries

—

Edited by Rev. Dr. Y. J. Allen, Vol.

III. No. 25.

This number is prefaced by a

Foreign and Chinese Calendar and

an illuminated Now Year's Greet-

ing. The table of contents, varied

and comprehensive, is exactly

udapted to the proposed scope of

the magazine. As a typograpiiical

specimen, nothing better could be

asked or desired.

Chung S* Kiao Hwui Pao (t|> ^ He #
^). Missionary Review. Pubiislied

monthly. Edited by Rev. Dr. Y. J.

Allen. $1 per annum; 10 cents per

copy ; 25 per cent, discount to book-

shops, etc.

This important enterprise is now
fairly launched. The initial num-
ber is full of promise. The contrib-

uted articles are all prepared by

able men, while the Editor handles

with his accustomed ability the

departments of " Illustrations,"

" Missionary Enterprise," " Mis-
sionary News Items," and other

topics. It is intended to make the

magazine an efficient ally of all

missionary workers in China ; and
the Editor and his corps of Cor-

respondents will see that this is

done if only the needful material

support is forthcoming. We there-

fore bespeak for the Missionary

Recieto a warm and generous

hospitality.
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^tritnrial C^mtmnt.
"A DYING man can do nothing

easy," were the last words of the

noted American philosopher, Ben-
jamin Franklin. That a diseased

man can do nothing well, is equally

true. Missionaries should study

and practice the laws of health.

Failing in this, their best endeavors

will be marked with infirmity.

The computation has been made,

and it is presumed with approximate

accuracy, that all the people now
living in the world, or about

1,400,000,000, could find standing

room within the limits of a field ten

miles square, and, by the aid of a

telephone, could be addressed by a

single speaker. This might be taken
as an intimation of the importance

and the possibilities of individual

effort. True it is that the tribes

and nations of the earth are rapidly

coming neai'er together, and in like

manner the voice of the consecrated

and heaven-endowed man, by means
of printed thought and living

example, is reaching out in ever

widening circles of influence. •

The ignorance of China on the

part of foreign residents might be a

fruitful theme of discourse. If the

average European or American were
to give a summary of his knowledge
regarding the empire whose un-

counted millions press about him
on every side, it would be neither

extensive' nor very accurate. Take
for example the statement publicly

made by a former Governor of

Hongkong, that a Chinaman who
left his country was regarded as an
outcast, and talked of the Chinese
as a servile race,^—all of which is

entirely wide of the mark. It would
seem rational to think that the

foreign merchant, by reason of his

numerousand extensive transactions,
must be frequently brought in con-

tact with natives ; but the real fact

is that he has almost no contact
with them at all. The omnipresent
compradore who knows a little

English, and the merchant who
knows less Chinese, are the sole

parties immediately concerned ; and
there is no interchange of social

amenities. Who is to blame ? Not
wholly the foreigner,—not al-

together the Chinamen; but the more
enlightened of the two should first

seek to improve the situation. The
official has made important contri-

butions to our store of information,

but to missionaries the world is

chiefly indebted for the knowledge
it has of China and the Chinese.
Not even the missionary, however,
has made very marked advance
toward friendly intercourse with
natives, and that genuine insight

into their character which would
bring its own great reward.

There is an idea prevalent among
foreigners that China can make no
advance because she is unwilling to

become Westernized. If these
Asiatics would only array them-
selves in broadcloth or tweed, and
throw aside their strange tongue
and ancient literature for our classic

English ; or if they could be induced
to ape our customs, buy our general

merchandise to the exclusion of their

own, and submit at once and utterly

to the demands of the Western
diplomat,—then we might look for

progress. But the fact should be
emphasized that China's conserva-

tism has an importance at least

'in potentia; and whatever of value
in our civilization and Avhatever of

truth in our religion comes at length

into her possession will be held with
invincible tenacity. As an oflset to

the conceit above referred to, take
this quotation from an able

writer :
—" She must put off the old

man and array herself as a Western.
It is easy to see that this attitude,
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while pleasing to those who assume
it, is not equally so to those who
are the objects of it, and is not likely

to produce feelings of sympathy, or

to lead to any mutual understanding.
On the contrary, it starts in ignor-

ance, perpetuates and intensifies it,

and has been one of the chief causes

of the wide gulf which still lies

between the Chinese and ourselves."

In one of the great cities of China
recently visited by us, there are

two mission compounds located more
than a mile apart from each other

and each surrounded by a dense
population. Riding in our sedan
through the main thoroughfare, we
did not fail to notice now and then
signs of vulgar curiosity, and the

opprobrious epithet huantj hiang
frequently smote upon the ear ; but
on a near approach to the homes
of our missionary friends all was
changed, and respectful salutations

with other tokens of friendly feel-

ing greeted our progress. Missionary
zeal and the power of truth have
won converts, while the spirit of

Christianity manifested by its for-

eign representatives under the daily

observation of the heatlien, has

removed prejudice and awakened a

sentiment of genuine neighborhood.

Me. E. Murray, of the Chefoo for-

eign school, employed his vacation in

painting on the wall of the prayer-

room of the China Inland Mission

Home in Shanghai a map of China.

The work is on a large scale,

thirteen feet square. It is artistic-

ally done, and becomes an appro-

priate feature of the place where
supplication is frequently offered

for the spread of the Gospel
throughout Eastern Asia, and
where newly-arrived missionaries

are welcomed and sent from hence

into many of the provinces.

While in Hongkong, we met a

camphor merchant (English) who
not long since had returned from
an extended tour through Formosa.

He was enthusiastic over the
beauty of the scenery and the
natural wealth of that island.

Without doubt it is a very rich

but poorly.prizod and wretchedly
misgoverned possession of China.
The aborigines are described as

bearing a general resemblance to

Manilaraeu, fierce and intractable

whenever brought in contact with
the Chine.se soldiery, ofttimes
practising cannibalism upon their

enemies when taken captive, and,
singularly enough, friendly and
hospitable toward Europeans. Tlie

Governor, Liu Ming-chuan, has
some enlightened ideas and favors
the introduction of railroads,

electric lights and manufactories

;

but the administrative measures
are so oppressive that the people
are almost in a continual revolt.

We sometimes hear the question

asked, "Are Missions a failure?"
The unprejudiced observer in China
need not go far in his search for

data upon which to base the answer.

If we look to India, where Prot-

estant evangelism is not yet a
hundred years old, we learn that

while the general population of

that country increased by eight

per cent, during the ten years
closing with 1881, there was an
increase of thirty per cent, during
the same period in the number of

Christians. lu the province of

Bengal the increase was sixty-four

per cent., while in the north-west
and valley districts it was much
larger. The comparative results of

missionary labors during the decade
just closed will soon be known, and
will doubtless present a relative

percentftgo in the increase of native

Christians considerably in advance
of the figures above indicated.

Bishop Thobnrn recently stated at

a meeting of hi.s friends in Bombay,
tliat they had had 5,000 converts
since this time last year, and he
fully expected that in ten years

they would have a 100,000.
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Our thanks are due John C.

Berry, M.D., of Kyoto, for a neatly

printed copy of a memorial to the

Chairmen of both Houses of the

Imperial Diet, praying for the

abolition of the system of Licensed

Prostitution in Japan. It is a

strong document, and shows conclu-

sively that in this legalized attempt

to protect the bodily health of the

individual " the morals of the

nation are corrupted, vice is

fostered, seeds of iniquity are sown
broadcast in the public mind, and
the opportunity for the propagation

of immoral disease indefinitely

multiplied." It is another illustra-

tion of a truth old as time,—when
wrong is done that evil may be

averted, the ultimate tendency of

evil is to increase more and more.

The authors of the memorial make
timely reference to high medical
authority in Europe and America,
which condemns as ineffective all

attempts to regulate prostitution by
the State. Japan should take heed
of one striking example set before

her :
" Great Britain, after nineteen

years of trial, during which it

was occasionally found that troops

stationed in ' protected ' districts

suffered more from contagious

diseases than when stationed in

other places, declared the system a

failure, and abolished it throughout
all her realm and its colonies."

Anent the question now being
raised of what shall be the textual

basis of the Union Bible for China,

we cannot see that there is any
formidable difficulty to be encount-

ered by the Committees on Revis-

ion. Critical scholars of different

schools are practically agreed in

the main ; and while they have not

been able to determine some points,

this fact does not threaten the

integrity of Christian doctrine.

The Bible, as a whole, is lifted

above the perils of modern contro-

versy over errors of penmanship,
verbal forms, etc. It would not be

wise even to attempt a definite

settlement of all questions of so-

called textual criticism. If the

learning and research of the 19th
century have so far failed to settle

a number of minor points, it will

probably take another century to

evolve undoubted conclusions. Nor
do we understand that the rule to

which exceptions have been taken
antagonizes any constitutional pro-

vision of the Bible Societies, as

some have feared. The great

fundamental basis of a new version

in any language must be the origi-

nal which underlies the old English
Bible. A rule that will give some
recognition to the valued results of

modern criticism would seem to be
just and fair procedure. We have
every confidence that the excellent

and learned men who are chosen
to revise the Mandarin and Wen-
li Scriptures will do their work
according to intelligent and approv-
ed methods.

Above all, brethren, let there be

no " heated controversy." It would
be unbecoming those who are en-

gaged in the sacred matter of

learning the mind of the Spirit.

While it may be well to interchange

ideas on certain moot points involv-

ed in the preparation for the great

work to be done, we do not believe

that there will be occasion or

necessity for contentious debate.

Let the will of the Shanghai
General Conference be obeyed in

the spirit in which it was expressed,

and no fears need be entertained as

to results.

We are happy to be assured that

the labor of selecting the men who
are to compose the Committees on
Translation and Revision is nearing
completion ; and we understand
that as soon as possible a con-

ference of all the translators will be

called to arrange the necessary

preliminaries of this most import-

ant enterprise so soon to be taken
iu hand.
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TiiKRE are some valuable lessons

to be learned in the contrast between

Livingston's career in Africa and

the course of Stanley in the dark

continent. The devoted missionary

explorer possessed a remarkable

power over tribes and individuals

wherever he went He held the

scepter that could rule Africans
;

and the secret, as we are told by

an admiring biographer, was his

frank, kindly bearing, honest

courage, transparent unselfishness,

and trust even in strangers. Ho
had no need of weapons against

man or beast, for his confidence

was in prayer and the leadings of

Providence. Through long and

weary journeyings, he lived in

communion with God through His

word. While in Manyuema, he

read his Bible through four times.

With clearly developed scientiiio

aptitudes, and the enthusiasm of a

mere explorer, he was moved by

loftier impulses ; and his single eye,

without dim or confused vision,

looked far beyond what men com-

monly recognized as his greatest

achievement, when he revealed

himself and the true nature of his

mission in that sublime declaration,

"The end of the geographical feat

is the beginning of the enterprise."

He loved Africa, and his single

purpose was her emancipation and

evangelization. As one narrator of

his life, in The Missionary lleview,

tells us : " When, in 1863, he ex-

pected the recall of his expedition,

he could only say, ' If 1 am to go

on the shelf, let that shelf be Africa.'

And history presents no fact more

pathetic, poetic, prophetic in its

symbolism, than this—that when,

on April 30th, 1873, he was found

on his knees, at llala, dead, his

heart should he buried there beneath a

moula tree, while hii body was borne

143

to England to bo laid in the great

sepulchre of her greater dead.

Emphatically Livingston's heart

was from the beginning buried in

Africa ; but buried as the seed of a

future harvest."

Henry M. Stanley, by his earlier

expeditions opened up the Congo
basin, " with its 5,249 miles of

navigable waters, its 43,000,000 of

people, its area of nearly 11,000,000

square miles drained by various

streams." His unparalleled march
through the forests and jungles of

Africa for the relief of Emin Pasha,

is written on the scroll of fame.

All civilized nations have united

to do him honor. Without doubt,

this renowned hero owes much of

the better impulses of his later

life to the four months and four

days that he spent with Livingston

in the heart of Africa. We are

grateful for Mr. Stanley's splendid

tribute to the heroism and success

of Christian missions, for his zeal-

ous efforts to convert to Christianity

the barbarous King Mtesa, and for

the inspiring declaration he put

before the world of his dependence

on Providence when in darkest

Africa. But we cannot suppress a

feeling of profound regret that in

the explorer's former passage across

the continent demijohns of strong

drink were distributed to his sable

followers, and that his path was

often strewed with the blood of the

slain. It is not surprising that

King Leopold, sovereign of the

Congo Free State, is reported to

have given public expression to a

belief that the influence proceeding

from Stanley's conquering march

through the hitherto unconquered

terra incognita does not make for

the highest and best ends of civil-

ized government.
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issionarg

—The Church Mission in Fookien

Province is pursuing an active and
aggressive policy. The young ladies

of the Mission are unexcelled by any

in their devotion to the work, and

they are reaping success, both in the

chief city and in the country.

—Word has come to Shanghai

that Dr. S. A. D. Hunter is driven

from the station recently occupied by

him in the interior. Mrs. Hunter,

with her two little cliildren, bravely

faced the mob and kept them at

bay for some time. We hope that

the Doctor will furnish particulars

to The Recorder.
—The A.B.C.F.M. have enlarged

their premises within the city limits

of Foochow, greatly extending the

educational and medical appliances

of that important centre. Much
praise is due Rev. C. Hartwell for

the moderation and wisdom with

which he conducted negotiations

and overcome many difficulties in

the way of this achievement.

—Dr. Ashmore, of Swatow, is con-

ducting a vigorous campaign against

heathenism. Accompanied by twelve

native preachers, he visits the

interior, laying seige to village after

village and city after city, preach,

ing the Gospel by many witnesses

simultaneously in each place. This

method cannot fail to arrest atten-

tion, and the seed sowing beside all

waters will bring some contribution

to the final harvest.

—Dr. Happer, of Canton, is

unable at present on account of ill

health to carry on his well-known

training school. Rev. H. V. JSToyes

and Rev. O. F. Wisner are doing

fine educational work. A large pro-

portion of the students under their

care are from the second generation

of Christians, and this feature is

both pleasant and encouraging.

The newly erected buildings present

a style of architecture different from

anything we have seen elsewhere

in China, and would serve as an
excellent model for any who may
be contemplating erections for a

similar purpose.

—A committee representing the

general body of missionaries in

Canton some time ago offered prizes

for essays on Christian topics,

the competitors to be exclusively

non-Christian men. Considerable

interest was awakened by the an-

nouncement. Among the successful

essayists was one man who had been
in the habit of going the round of

city chapels antagonizing the

preachers. The best article last year

was printed as a tract, and it is

thought that several essays this

year will be so used. Three distinct

conversions are recorded as one
result of the movement; one literary

gentleman having been brought into

the light by simply studying the

Word of God, and who is now a
teacher in a Christian school and a
zealous preacher of the Gospel.

Books are freely furnished to all

applicants. The credit of beginning
this good work is due Rev. T. W.
Pearce, who took it up as a personal

matter, using his private means to

launch the enterprise.

—Rev. W. N. Brewster, who is

now only five months from his work
in Singapore, with but the limited

knowledge of a beginner in the

Chinese language, is holding suc-

cessful revival meetings at the

prefectural city of Hinghwa, eighty

miles south of Foochow. In the

forenoons, open-air meetings are

held at different centres of the urban
population, when crowds listen to

the word. Each afternoon services

are resumed in the chapel. Mrs.
Brewster, sitting by the side of her

husband, repeats in the Foochow
dialect what she receives from him
in English, and in turn this is
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given to the audience of Hinghwa
people by a native of that district.

The missionary does not do all

the preaching, but is constantly

present giving direction to the
services, and imparting thought
and inspiration to the native

preachers. Up to a recent date,

there had been lifty-nine conversions
as the direct result of this evangel-

izing movement. Undoubtedly,
Dr. N. Sites, until recently in

charge of this field, had done much
to prepare the way.

—Principal G. B. Smythe, of the

Hok-ling Anglo-Chinese College,

Foochow, on Sunday morning, Jan.
25th, discoursed to a lai-ge audience
on the text, " Quit you like men."
The address was full of practical

thoughts eloquently expressed, and
delineated those qualities of man-
hood which should distinguish the
educated representative of Christ-

ianity in China. The following

Thursday witnessed the graduation
of five young men who had com-
pleted a course of eight years' study,

tiO whom the Principal in his Sunday
morning address spoke these re-

markable words :
*' I have never

seen in all my experience a class of

young men in whom I had more
confidence than I have in you."

A fine body of students fills the

halls of this college.

—Rev. J. H. Laughlin sends us
cheering news as follows :

" You
will be pleased to hear of the great

revival of interest in connection
with our Avork at Weihien. No
such an uprising has been seen

since Shantung has been occupied
as a mission field. During the past

year there have been five hundred
and thirty-eight (538) persons re-

ceived on profession of their faith

within the bounds of our Presby-
tery. The number of inquirers is

estimated at 1,500. Earnest Bible

study has been one of the most
delightful and characteristic fea-

tures of this movement. There
has been a constant demand for the

Scriptures, more especially for the

New Testament, and this demand
is increasing from year to year. It

is only through the kindness and
munificence of the Bible Society

that we have been able to supply
the demand."

—Rev. D. MacGillivray, writing

from Ch'u "Wang, Honan, under
date of January 7th, imparts tlie

following information :

—

" The fear expressed by me in a
former number of TiiR Rkcokdkr as

to our fate in this place, has been
partially realized. A hint given
by the influential persons of the

town not having been favourably
received by us, more drastic meas-
ures were adopted, and on Nov.
15th the premises were almost
completely looted, but without any
personal violence whatsoever. Every
effort was made to effect an amica-
ble settlement on the spot, but
without success. The case is now
accordingly in Consular hands, and
the Viceroy Li has taken measures
to investigate tlie matter, with what
result is not yet known. Local
officials from the fu downwards
have not disputed our rights to

rent and remain, which we accord-

ingly do, liaving been in full

possession ever since. So we have
not yet been forced to write, those
ill-omened words * driven out.'

"

—Dr. Alonzo Bunker, of Burma,
tells us in Tlie Baptist Missionary
that, "It is thought by the com-
pilers of the last census of Burma
that the home of the Karens is to

be found among the Miautse of

western China. The Rev. Mr.
Stevens, of the China Inland
Mission, reports certain hill men in

western China, east and south-east

of Bhamo, as greatly resembling
the Karens of Burma. If it l>e

true, then, that the cradle of the

Karens is to be found an)ong the

Miautse of China, how important is

our work at Bhamo among the

Kachin hills ! In view of past

successes in Lower Burma we
cannot push our work among that
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people, and through them to the

hill tribes beyond, too eagerly.

"When we consider the great

reluctance of the idolaters of the

plains, throughout southern Asia,

to accept Christ as their King, and
the readiness with which these hill

men accept the Grospel, does not

the finger of Providence point to

the hills?"

—Rev. J. S. Adams, of the Bap-

tist Mission in Kinhwa, writes

home some of his impressions of

what is being accomplished in the

work of theological instruction.

"Two men have graduated from

Shaohing. The improvement in

them is wonderful. I sat and list-

ened to one of them preach the

other day, and it was such a deep

satisfaction. Five years ago a

heathen potter working with his

men, in a dark kiln as dark as

their own souls and dirty as their

own consciences ; now, a calm,

self-possessed, earnest, well-taught

preacher of the Gospel, eloquent,

yet with well-digested thoughts

and matter, unfolding things new
and old from the Word of God.

It made tears of thankfulness come

into my eyes and a deep throb of

gratitude to my heart to recognize

the mighty working of the Spirit

of God. Whatever success may
have been won on the field, I yet

feel much of the progress is due to

the thorough training in Scriptural

knowledge given at Shaohing by

Brother Jenkins. The preachers

show marked improvement after a

solitary session ; and it is most

important that all should take a

full course, but this is not always

possible."

—Dr. Grifiith John, writinjr to

The Gkrouicle, Sept. 25, 1890,' in-

dulges the following reflections :

—

" This is the anniversary of my
arrival in China. Thirty.five years

to-day I arrived at Shanghai. What
wonderful years these have been in

the history of China ! How differ-

ent the China of to-day from the

China of thirty-five years ago ! And

my own life ! Many thoughts have
been crowding in upon me to-day,

as I have been trying to review the

past. The uppermost thought has

been the thought of God's goodness

and love. Goodness and mercy have
followed me through all these long

years. Of these thirty-five years,

more than thirty have been spent

in China. I have had no serious

illness, hardly any illness at all,

during this long period of service.

I have had through life one

strong desire—namely, that, whilst

God gave me life, He would give

me health and strength to work.

So far this desire has been granted.

I have had not a few trials and
sorrows, but God has never left me,

never forsaken me. He has also

blessed me in my work, and made
me feel that I was brought into

this land by Himself.
" * Oh ! to grace, how great a debtor

Daily I'm constrained to be.'
"

—The adversecircumstances under
which missionary labor in Chung-
king, West China, have of late

been conducted, seem to have happily

passed away. Rev. Spencer Lewis,

of the Methodist Episcopal Mission

in that city, sends us a letter dated

Feb. 4th, from which we take the

following :

—

" Last Sunday we had the pleas-

ure of dedicating a neat and
commodious chapel. There were
present by invitation nearly all the

missionaries and native Christians

in Chungking. The main room of

the building will seat from 250 to

300 people, and by throwing open
two class rooms we can seat at

least 400 people. Soon after the

New Year we shall begin to build a

hospital, and in April I expect to

go to Chentu with the purpose of

renting a place for beginning work.

You will be pleased to hear of

these indications of progress. In all

respects our work is growing and
prosperous."

—Many of the older missionaries

will call to mind with pleasure the

visit to China, in 1882, of the Rev.
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Dr. Murdock, IiuHan Agent of the

"C V. E. S." Hiir iloligious Tract

Society. The information reaches

Shanghai thao e is on his way
here again in the interest of tract

work, and on his way home vid

America. He has issued a circular

to missionaries in Clhina and Japan,

defining the objects to which avail-

.able tract funds may be devoted, and
announcing his purpose to visit some
of the principal mission stations for

consultation with reference to the

work of tlie societies he represents.

The Doctor will bewarmly welcomed.
—Rev. H. V. Noyes, American

Presbyterian Mission, Canton, has in

the January number of The Church

at 'Home and Abroad a suggestive

article on the " Influence of Mission

Work for the Chinese in Christian

Countries upon Mission Work in

China." The concluding paragraphs

from the ptn of Mr. Noyes we
gladly transfer to our columns :

—

" In addition to these stations of

the American Presbyterian Mission,

there are stations in these districts

connected with the American Board,

tlie English Wesleyan Mission and
the English Church Mission. In
these stations the labors of Chinese

Christians wlio have come from the

United States or Australia are as

prominent as in the stations of the

Presbyterian Mission. Moreover,

the Chinese Christians have started

work for themselves, which is sup-

ported almost entirely by contri-

butions from those wlio either

are now or have been residents

abroad—(1) in San-ning city,

where they have a chapel and dis-

pensary largely supported by
Chinese Oongregationalists

; (2) in

the San-TJi district at Ku-tsing, a

chapel and a school supported by
Baptists, and a union chapel, toward
which a large portion of the contri-

bution has been from Presbyterians;

(3) in Canton city, a chapel under

the care of the Canton Presbytery,

which cost more than $2,000, all of

which, with the running expenses,

has been given by Chinese, and nearly

all by those in other lands; (4) a
similar enterprise in Canton city, by
Ciiristians of the Baptist Church.
"In Canton city the excellent

pastor of the Second Presbyterian

Church is Kuan-Loy, baptized and
trained for evangelical work at our
mission in San Francisco, and who
did some good Christian work in

Sacramento, Cal., before he came
back to China, where he hjvs labored

faithfully and successfully for fifteen

years. Sz-To- Nam-Tat, who preach-

ed for years in California, is also

now doing good work in Canton
city. The principal assistants in the

large hospital were also converted

in California—So To-ning, who has

attained celebrity as a surgical

operator, especially in cases of

cataract; Leung-Im, a faithful

assistant, and Kan-Skai.
"Beyond all these direct results

of mission work for the Clii.iese in

Christian countries, theip if! a wide-

spread weakening of oppoJ ion to

Christian effort in those regions

whence emigration goes. Only kWO
days ago the write vi.sii.ed a
village where five years ago t" e

opposition was bitter, now noihing

but the most pleasant and cordial

reception ; without question owing
to the influence of returned Ciiris-

tians, of whom tliere are more than
twenty in the village and neighljor-

ing country. So it is elsewhere.
•' Badly as the Chinese are often

abused in Christian lands, unjustly

as they are often treated by so-

called Christian governments, they

know pei-fectly well that the best

friends who liave stood by them are

members of Clnistian Churches

;

and those who have learned enough

of Christianity to understand its

spirit know just as well that if

members of Christian Churches

take part in treating them with

injustice or abuse, they are doing

it at the expense of disgracing

the profession of Christianity which

they make.
"Let then those who labor for

the conversion of Chinese in Chris-
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tiaw lands Itnowfehrat ]io\vever tliese

Ifibors may be leyarded or disre-

garded in some quarters, they ai-e

thoroughly appreciated J)y mission-

aries in southern. China. Ou/t of

sight, to a great extent, tli>ey are

sowing precious seed in tliescattered

villages and cities tin-oughout this

wbole region,, the fruit wjiereof

sl«ill yet shake like Lebanon."

ImriT 0f €bniis in tlje Jfirr (Kast,
Fehrtiary, 1891.

5th.—Two shocks of earthquake felt

at Kobe.

7th,—The Chinese Times of this date
states that " tlie Tsinig-li Yanien have
returned au absohite refusal to the
demand of the Foreign Muiisters to be
received in, audience at the Imperial
Palace, which the Yamen say cannot
be entered without the formality of the
K'o-t'ou."

H)tki—Great fire at Ting-liai city, the

chief town of Chusiin* Al)out 2,000?
families rendered homeless. Relief
earnestly solicited.

12tA.—Severe shock of earthquake felt

at Yokohamu.
14kthi—Serious fire on lx)ard the P. &

0. s. 8. Bengal, at Shangliai.

—Seven Ncmum pirates beheaded
by the Canton authorities.

24</(.—Six steamers leave Shanghai
for tlie Northern ports^ being the first of

the season.

lltssTmntrjT laurniil
MARRIAGES.

At Cliefoo, ou. Januauy. 20th, by the
Kev. Hunter Corbett, D.D., Rev.R. M.
]\Iateer, to Miss Madge Dickson,
M.D.

At Shanghai, on January 28th, Mr. E. J.

CooPEK, to- Miss M. Palmer, both of

the C. I. M.
At Ningpo, January 29th, by Rev. J.

R'. Goddard, Mr. Geo. Wakner,
American' Baptist Mission, Szchuan, to

Miss Mara S. Morehead, of Canton^
111., U.S. A.

BLRTH8..

At Bangkok, Siam, January I9th, tlie

wife of Rev. L. A. Eaton, Amerfcan
Baptist Missionary Union, of ev son.

At Tsingchow Fu, Shantung, on 21st
Jan., the wife of Rev.. G. Spurgeon
Medhurst, English Baptist Mission,

of a son.

At Hankow, January 2.Srd', 1891, the
wife of Maurice J. Walker, of a son.

At Shanghai, on tlie, 9th February, the
wife of Rev.. F. L. H. Pott, of a son.

DEATHS.
At Bangkok, Siam, Jan. 19th, Annit;
C, the wife of Rev. L. A. Eaton, of

the American Baptist Missionary
Union.

At Han-clming, on January 19th, Mr.
R. Gray Owen, of the C. I. M.

At Swatow, Feb.. liTth, Rev. George
Smith, A.M., of the English Presby-
terian Mission. Arrived in Amoy 19th
November, 1857.

ARRIVALS.
At Shanghai, on February 17, Messrs.

E. PiLQUiST, \\. Haoquist,j F.

TiTXELL, A. H. Rydberg, Y. Ren'ius,
0. GULLBRANDSOI^, P. PoLMAN, G.
AllLSTRAND, A. H. AbRAHAMSON, V»
L. NoRDiyUNi), J. Nelson,' U. Soder-
STROM, D. TORNVALL, O. RoSENQtJIST,
P. E. Hendriksen, C. Rydell, J.
Olson ; Alisses A. Sanders, T.
AiiLSTROM, J. Alofson, T. Johnson,,
C. Anderson, H. Anderson, E.
Seger, a. Swanson, a. Nordstrom,
D. LiNDWALL, 0. 0L.SS0N, MaRY
Anderson, I. Klint, M. Anderson,
E. Nilson, T. Peterson, C. Carlson,
C. Parsox, from U. S. A. for C. I. M.

At Slianghai, February 2()tli, J. C.
Hoark, wife and 3 cliiJdj-en,. of tlie

Church Missionary Society (returued).

At Shanghai, on Fel^ruary 21st, Mr.
and Mrs. G. Andrew and Miss Seed
(returned) ; Misses A. I. Mkyer, S.

Ho(.'STAD, S. J. Carlos, C. Karlm.an,
H. S. Johnanson, L. McMinn, R. J.

Gardiner, A. Slater, A. K.
RoBOTHA.M, from England for China
Inland Mission.

At Shanghai, on February 26th, Miss
L. J. Kay (returned); Misses M. E.
RiGGS, ]M. Bee, M. Nilson and Mr.
F. G. Saunders, from Canada for
China Inland Mission.

DEPARTURES.
From Shanghai, February 15th, 1891,

Rev. ]). H. Davis, wife and three
children, of the Seventh Day Baptist
Mission, Shanghai, for America, viiX

England ; Mrs. Dalziel, Mrs. Jas.
Ware and tluee children, for England..

From Shanghai, on February 21st, Mr.
and Mrs. D. ]>. Thompson and two
<ihildreu, of the C. I. M., for Europe-.
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History of the Manchu Language, from the Preface

to Professor I. Zacharoff's Manchu-

Russian Dictionary, 1875.

TRANSLATED FROM THE RUSSIAN BY M. F. A. ERASER.

[Concluded from p. 113.]

(^OR the Manchu Emperor, as for the earlier peoples of Man-
^ churja, the principal motive for the introduction of writing

was the consciousness of the necessity of having written laws for the

administration of subject nations, and of inaugurating and main-

taining relations with neighbouring ones. No sooner had he appro-

priated the Mongol writing, therefore, than he issued an edict

ordering the formation of a learned Committee, the Kooli selgere

yamun OrOlsV^ fviVTy^ )^^yb^ or legislative bureau, in which body

then centred the entire literary activity of the Manchus. In its

offices were written all official papers bearing on the administration

of their own people or connected with their relations with their

neighbours ; and, in obedience to an edict which appeared in 1629,

here were compiled their annals from the founding of the dynasty.

Here were also made translations of Chinese historical works, such

as the Liao Gurun i Bitkhe, Aisin Gurun % Bilkhe, Yiian Gurun
i Bitlihe, the Hui Tien or Code of the Mings, and the Military Code;

all the works mentioned were translated and published even before

the Manchus entered Peking in 1644.

In this Committee one of the principal active members was
the gifted and industrious Dakhai, whose excellent knowledge of

Chinese literature procured for him the position of the Emperor's

secretary when he was only twenty years old. All the state papers

and letters of T'ai Tsu's international relations with the Chinese

government, with Mongolia and with Corea, were written by the

hand of Dakhai, who also composed and wrote all the proclamations

to the Chinese people. His perfect command of both languages,

backed by a surprising capacity for hard work, enabled hirn to tind
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time from his official duties for the translation of many Chinese com-

positions into Manchu, amongst which may be noted the Hid Tien^

or Miug Code of Laws, the Military Laws, the T'ung Kien Kang-

muh, a historical work in six volumes, Meucius, and the San Kicoh

Chi, or Historical Romance of the Three Kingdoms. His multi-

farious labours in this line produced in his mind a conviction of the

imperfections and faults of the Mongol writing applied to Manchu,

and the inadequacy of the instrument to express the sounds and

words of foreign languages, such as, for instance, Chinese. It was

he who introduced the dots (tonhi ^^tTJ^jO) and the circles (fuka

\jt3\W) which put an end, in Manchu, to the uncertainty and con-

fusion in regard to certain letters which still unhappily exists in

Mongol, and which had led to a confusion in the ideas which the scribes

intended to represent, arising through the faulty medium which they

had to represent them. Such ideas were those which were conveyed

in words like aga ^TTtc/ " vain," akha ryf^^^^ " slave," toro ^c^PxG^

(#H Si) "a peach," doro ^of^ (^ ^) "a method," "road."

For u, ch, c, ts, ds, he devised the so-called tulergi khergen,

"outer" or ''foreign letters," and was thus enabled to express

Chinese and Sanskrit sounds new to Manchu ears; for these letters

he either drew on the component parts of already existing Manchu
letters, or invented entirely new ones. The Manchu alphabet being,

properly speaking, a syllabary, and not an alphabet, and knowing no

consonants apart from vowels, Dakhai was obliged, in addition, to

warn the learner that Chinese words such as pien, lien, lio, lie, are

monosyllabic, although he was compelled to write them in Manchu
pi-yen, li-i/en, li-yo, li-ye. By these improvements, which were

sanctioned by an Imperial Edict in 1632, Manchu writing acquired

an alphabet distinct from Mongol ; and although for over 200 years

no further radical changes have been introduced, it has during that

time, in the course of long and extensive use, developed a roundness,

elegance and grace which still further distinguish it from its rude

parent. In recognition of Dakhai's services to the language, the

Manchu government in 1669 erected a monument to his memory.

From about this time dates the first Manchu dictionary, which

contained only 1500 words, and has not come down to us. Political

and warlike activity left little leisure for the cultivation of learning,

and constant wars and campaigns in Corea, Mongolia and China,

the occupation of Peking, the subjugation of the vast empire of the

Mings and the quelling of subsequent insurrections, drew away the

attention of great minds from the mild pursuits of literature for

many a long year.

(1.) The arrival of a more peaceful period was heralded by the

appearance, in 1682, of au excellently planned dictionary called the
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T'ai T'sing Gurun i Yooni Bitkhe, or in Chinese T'ai Ts'ing Ts'iian

Shu (ic ill ^ S-)' composed by a Chinese called 'Hung Chao

(Tsi Lien). Well arranged in alphabetic order, it is still anything

but complete, and some of its words are such as have been discarded

by later lexicographers, especially words of which an antique

pronunciation is given. It is remarkable that this was the first

work in which were printed the short grammatical observations on

peculiarities of Manchu, which were repeated with the same want of

oi'derly arrangement by subsequent editors. It is remarkable that

such grammatical remarks should come into the head of a China-

man, whose language and literature are destitute of such concep-

tions. Probably they came from the Mongols with the characters

themselves, and that the Mongols borrowed them from Sanskrit and

Tibetan, although the Mongols themselves made no use of them with

reference to their own literature. These remarks were re-edited in

1730 in the important work called the Ts'iug Wen K'i Meng by

Shao Pin, a schoolmaster, with explanations in Chinese Colloquial.

This book has remained to the present day the irreplaceable vade-

mecum for Manchu.

[^Z.) In 1708 appeared a raisonne dictionary, arranged according

to subjects, the Manchu Gisun i Bidehu Bitkhe (Ts'ing Wen Kien

^ 3SC ISa) ^^ Mirror of the Manchu Tongue. The data on which it

was based were existing books, various ancient manuscripts and

information supplied by old men in reply to questions addressed to

them. This dictionary was divided into 36 parts, sub-divided into

280 heads; each word has its translation into Chinese and its

explanation in Manchu.

(3.) As a sequel to this work followed, in 1722, Dai-gu's new
Alphabetical Lexicon, the Manchu Gisim i lonkyame Toktobukha

Bitkhe. Daigu was struck by the fact that the Manchus were

already beginning to forget their native language ; he himself,

though descended from a long line of Manchu officials, having been

ignorant of it in his childhood, although like everybody else he had

had to learu it before he could obtain official employment. His work

was composed of : firstly, the grammatical observations referred to

above
J
secondly, onomatopoetic interjections, Murusheme Alkhndura

;

Khergen ; thirdly, synonymous words, KItolhokho Khergen ; fourthly,

technical terms and expressions used in the Six Boards, Ninggun

Djurgan i Shangakha (risun (which was published as a separate book

afterwards).

(4.) A second raisonne dictionary, by Li Yen-lzi, called the

Manchu Gisun i Isahukha Bitkhe (i^ iJC # #)^ ^^ which the Man-

chu explanations of the foru^er work were rendered in Chinese,
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(5.) In 1771 the learned Committee issued the Nongime Toh-

tobukha Manchu Gisun i Bulehu Bitkhe {Cheng Ting TsHng Wen Kien)

with 500 additional words, principally touching Chinese antiquities

and literature, and formed partly from Manchu, partly from Chinese

roots (from the latter, occasionally, very unhappily). This serves

also as the only extant dictionary of contemporary spoken Chinese,

as the Manchu explanations are translated into elegant colloquial

instead of into the old book Chinese, which had been the case with

former dictionaries. It is arranged according to subjects, but so

confusedly and illogically, that an alphabetical index was judged

necessary, in which under each subject the word required is found

arranged in its order according to the Manchu alphabet, or, rather,

syllabary.

(6.) In 1786, I-khing composed a new dictionary containing

most of the words of the preceding ones, and 7900 new ones. In

1799 was commenced the cutting of the wooden types, but the work
did not appear till 1802. It is called the Manchu Gisun he Niyecheme

Isabuhha Bitkhe (Ts'ing Wen Pu Hui).

(7.) In 1792 appeared a tri-lingual dictionary called the Ilan

Khatsini Gisun Kamchibuhha, Tuvara de dja Ohukha Bitkhe (^8an Hoh
Pien Lan), composed by the Minister Fu Chung. This dictionary had

been begun by Fu Chung's father (who had long served in Mongolia

and in places bordering on that country), with the special object of

facilitating the study of Mongol, which has neither dots nor circles

to serve as guides to the pronunciation of its syllables. This work is

divided into four columns ; the first contains Manchu words alphabeti-

cally arranged, and it is, indeed, on account of the prominent place

given to this column that the work is included among Manchit

dictionaries ; the second, the rendering of the same words in

Chinese ; the third, the Mongol words corresponding to the preced-

ing Manchu and Chinese words; the fourth, Mongol words written

in Manchu letters. The part taken by Fu Chung Jils in this

production was the addition of the supplementary words in the book

referred to under (5).

(8.) A supplement to the preceding, without any title, was

published in 1848 by the Minister Sai Shang, who was qualified for

the task by his having spent his early years with his father, who was

long in the service of the State in Mongolia. This contains : (1.)

New Manchu words; (2.) Explanations in Chinese, which has been

inadvertently omitted from No. 7, more especially explanations of

Mongol words; (3.) Paradigms of conjugations of verbs Manchu and

Mongol, and of letter changes
; (4.) Unchangeable verbs, or such as

are most commonly used in only one form.

This abundance of Manchu dictionaries indicates a demand,

lasting for a whole century, for such guides. Indeed, the Manchu
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government, from tho very beginning of their raj in China, deter-

mined not to yield the palm for enlightenment to a nation which

they had subdued, established schools wherever there was one of the

military corps, in which were enrolled every Manchu name and the

names of many Mongols and Chinese who had seconded them in

their conquest of China. In these schools Manchu writing was
taught and the Classical books of China learned in the Manchu
language ; there were indeed no other classical books or histories to

translate. The government at the same time ordered that all the

correspondence of the military corps or Banners should be either in

Manchu only, or in Manchu accompanied by a Chinese translation.

Soon all the laws and orders of the government, especially in

military matters, were written in Manchu, and before long found
their way into print. Thus, before the nineteenth century had
begun, a Manchu literature had been formed by the labours both of

the government and of private individuals. It must be confessed

that they had learned only from the Chinese, and had learned only

what the Chinese had produced during their long continued existence

as a nation, and that the Manchus had not, and could not have,

originated a literature of their own. On the other hand their zeal

and industry deserve all honour, and by them they did their race a

great and important service. They translated the Chinese classics

so clearly and accurately that they rendered unnecessary those many-

tomed commentaries, over which, in China, learner and teacher

spend nearly all their lives; they also translated some though not

all of the History of China, and the laws,—works for which a com-

mentary is necessary, not only to explain events, but also words.

All this work was done so clearly and correctly, that we can and

must advise him who would know well the Chinese language and
literature to learn Chinese books with the Manchu translations. A
beginning was made of the translation of Chinese novels, dramas
etc., but the zeal of the translators was paralysed by the action of

the government, who, in order to preserve the pristine Manchu
simplicity and morality, prohibited their translation. It must be

acknowledged that such works are in China distinguished for their

coarseness, and the unadorned manner in which they describe the

depravity and immorality of men; but as people everywhere are

more inclined to read light literature than learned books, the

prohibition produced harm instead of good ; it checked the develop-

ment of Mauchu literature, and, hardly lessening ihe number of

readers of immoral romances, brought it about that the Manchus
began to work still harder at learning Chinese and to forget their

own language all the more rapidly.
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But this was not the principal cause of the Manchus forgetting

their native tongue. The truth was that they had come in contact

with a numerous nation who had already long enjoyed a fairly well-

developed culture and civilization. From old antiquity China had

always wielded a prestige for enlightenment and learning, which

wonderfully enthralled the neighbouring rude peoples who had either

come into temporary relations with her or had conquered her bi'oad

lands by the force of the sword. The ancestors of the Manchus,—the

Churchens,—in spire of all their efforts to maintain their language,

customs and nationality, were crushed by her civilization and be-

came, to all intents and purposes, Chinese. The same fate has over-

taken the present Manchus, a ruling race, whose number in 1848

was five millions all told, including women and children. Scattered

in garrisons over a vast empire, among the most numerous race that

history tells of, they have found it impossible to live without

knowing the Chinese tongue, and having no literature of their own,

have had to have recourse to Chinese books. Their government

itself, in spite if its desire to preserve the nationality of its people,

found that its Imperial interests centred more and more in China

since the conquest, and that it had more talking and writing to do in

Chinese than in Manchu, which language, as a natural result, went

further and further into the back ground. Hence the lamentations,

which began as early as the second half of the eighteenth century,

about the Manchus forgetting their mother-tongue, and only learning

it, like a foreign language, in order to become qualified for an official

career. The Government, holding the knowledge of the mother-

tongue to be " the very foundation of the State," and hoping to

preserve that knowledge among its compatriots, was constantly

reminding them by edicts and exhortations of their obligations in this

respect, and encouraging them to write and translate by awarding

high literary degrees to translators. Translation led to high rank,

wealth and honours, and translators occupied half of the official

posts, but the great number and the advanced state of culture of the

Chinese people set the designs of the government at defiance.

Those Manchus who were dispersed at different posts among the

Chinese soon became like the latter in customs and picked up their

Chinese language insensibly by the sheer necessity of the case ; next

followed the Central Government in the same track, and with it the

Peking Manchus. In the corps stationed in the provinces the

standing orders to carry on all the internal written business of each

corps in Manchu, and to correspond only in that language with the

Government, kept the knowledge of the mother-tongue longer alive,

not only as regards writing, but as regards daily family oral inter-

course ; as for example in the Hi corps (in Kuldja), even up to the
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most recent years, the families of the regiments living in cantonments

ike the Salon and Sibo, (in contradistinction to those who live in the

fortress or at head-quarters), habitually conversed together in

Manchu, although the generals and staff officers sent thither to them

from Peking, could speak and write only Chinese. The final blow

to the struggling supremacy of Manchu was given by the two

Princesses who conducted the affairs of the State during the minority

of the present Emperor. Ignorant of Manchu, and desirous,

nevertheless, of being informed of all that was done in the provinces

and in the outlying dependencies of the empire, they rescinded the

order that reports to the supreme government from its satraps must

be in the Manchu language. The belief in its necessity was thus

finally lost, and it receded into oblivion so rapidly that it may even

be asked to-day,

—

Is it now spoken anywhere at all ? Has it not become

completely extinct as a spoken language ? By analogy with preceding

ages we are bound to believe that it still exists, and will continue to

exist, as a spoken language, in the forests and woods of Manchuria and
in outlying dependencies of the empire, where the Chinese influence

is feeble. The forefathers of the Mauchus,—the Churchens or

Niichens,—were, like the Manchus, all led into China for the defence

of the capital and the throne. There the Nachens became as the

Chinese, forgot their mother-tongue, lost their political significance,

fell under the power of the Mongols, and for ages were partly under

Mongol sway and influence, speaking and writing in Mongol, partly

under Chinese influence ; but when, at the end of the sixteenth cent-

ury, by the power of historical circumstances, Nurkhatsi, their de-

scendant, was drawn upon the world-stage, then he, the founder of

the Manchu dynasty and empire, and all his people, appear on the

scene speaking the language of their fathers, the Churchens,—that

is to say, speaking Manchu.

The mod(!rn square form of Manchu writing or Manchu seal-

character, originated in the following manner : About 1748, the

Manchu emperor of the reign Ahkai Vekhy6khe (or in Chinese

K'ien Lung), composed a poem called " Mukden Fu," X/i^rH vfN

tojy,^ {Mukden i Fudshurun), in which he celebrated the old capital

from which the power and fame of the Manchu race and dynasty

had spread. This poem was of course written in Chinese, and
afterwards translated into Manchu. Amongst the learned men of

China there is a veritable passion for the archaic form of writing,

natural enough in a people whose written characters can be traced

along a long road of historical development from rude ideographs

to a state of high development. Each lettre has a seal engraved

with archaic characters ; each aspires to know not only how to

read the old form of any hieroglyph that may be selected, but also
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how to write it, especially with respect to words from the classical

books ; and it is considered the height of literary ability and taste

to be able to write in this old-fashioned calligraphy a preface at the

beginning or an epilogue at the end of one's own or a friend's book.

The Emperor poet had evidently, by study, acquired all the quali-

fications of a Chinaman of learning and culture, including the

affection for antique writing ; and naturally his composition was

prepared for publication in that form. But if a poem, written by

a Manchu Emperor, and celebrating the capital of the Manchu
people who had conquered China, had appeared in Chinese and in

ancient Chinese to boot, it would have ipso facto constituted itself a

witness of the antiquity of Chinese literary culture. On the other

hand, if published in Manchu as then ordinarily used, it would

have appeared in a writing not only devoid of antiquity, but even

foreign,—borrowed from the Mongols ; while the shapes of the

Mongol letters, strung on their narrow perpendicular upright, are

far from possessing the wealth and variety of the square Chinese

hieroglyphs.

A Committee of learned men was formed, and the task was

set before them of finding new forms for Manchu writing approxi-

mate to archaic Chinese, i.e., to invent in modern times a fictitious

ancient-Manchu character. The Emperor himself took part in the

work and was the leading spirit of the council. Its materials were :

an inscription on the seal of the Emperor T'ai Tsung-wen (1627-

1644), engraved in letters which were not Manchu, (we were not

told what letters these were, but perhaps they were square

Mongolian, which the members of the committee did not know),

and various scraps of old Chinese preserved on old stones, vessels,

weapons and coins. Under their skilful hands was elaborated,

after much thought and consultation, a syllabary of broad square

Manchu characters not unlike archaic Chinese ; the curved strokes,

as in B. P., were straightened out, and the little circles denoting the

guttural aspirate were transformed into squares. Fukheng and the

other ministers, his colleagues in the work, to tickle the vanity and

fancy of their master, developed from the same idea in all 32

square quasi-antique Manchu scripts, thus " making their Emperor
comparable with Wen Wang, the Chow Emperor who increased the

original number of the strokes of the pak Jcwa {dshakun dshichugaii),

which were the foundation of the Chinese characters, to 32"
; (see

their report prefixed to the poem as a preface). This celebrated

poem by an Emperor was subsequently published in 32 quasi-

antique Manchu and 32 really antique Chinese scripts ; and in order

that the three years' labor of the committee might not be in vain,

it was ordered that the new-ancient Manchu writing should be
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henceforth used on the seals of the Emperor, high boards and

tribunals, and officials hif;^hcr than the 6th class, and on the seals

impressed on patents conferring high a])pointment8 and hereditary

rank. The newly-introduced square " antique '* Manchu letters,

indeed, filled the field of the official seal, especially when it was

a lArge one, much better than the old narrow ones could ever be

brought to do.

The composers of these fantastic Manchu " antique" scripts did

not trouble themselves to issue syllabaries to facilitate their

acquisition by their countrymen, to whom they remained almost

unknown, for there were few who had money to spare to buy the

costly editions of the poem of their Emperor. The ministers* dream,

known to us by their report, that this writing would be used by

remote posterity, was never fulfilled ; and perhaps some future

archaeologist, into whose hands has come some old seal inscribed

with Manchu seal-character, will puzzle his brains for an answer to

the questions, When was this writing in vogne, and what people

used it ? It was never used by the people even for prefaces to

Manchu books, as the really antique Chinese scripts are used by

Chinese savans for prefaces to Chinese books. Probably the

remains of the square Mongolian will present the same enigma to

coming Orientalists ; the idea of it also sprung from the caprice of

an Oriental sovereign, Khubil?ii Khan, and it also, unsuccessfully

executed as it was by a Tibetan Lama, was of no use to the language,

and almost unknown to the people.

Bible Birds.

BY KBV. R. H. GBAVBS, D.D.

<tlEVERAL years ago I published in The Recorder some notes on

<^ Bible Plants and again on Bible Mammalia, hoping that they

might be useful to future translators of the Bible. "With the same

object I now add some notes on the Birds of the Bible. Let us first

begin with the Birds of Prexj. There are fifteen distinct Hebrew

names for birds of prey mentioned in the Bible.

(1.) Ayit, "DiJ^. This is a collective term applied to the rap-

tores. It occurs three times, viz., Gen. xv, 2 ; Job xxviii, 7 ; Is.

xviii, 6, and is rendered "fowls" in the old version, but more properly

"birds of prey," "ravenous birds" in the Revised Version. It ia

properly rendered ^ J^ in tho Mandarin (Scheres.) and some other

versions.
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(2.) Peres, t)1B, lit. " the Breaker." Lat. ossifrage, " Bone

Breaker." This is the Lammer-gier (lamb vulture) or Bearded

vulture {Qypaetus harbatus). The word occurs but twice in the

Bible, viz., Lev. xi, 13 ; Deut. xiv, 12. It is rendered into Chinese

by f§ in all the versions. But this is the osprey or fish-eagle

(see Pen Tsao and Kang Hi.) A hare-eagle, |^ ^, is mentioned.

This might do, but I would prefer ^,| which, according to the Pea

Tsao, catches goats, deer, dogs, etc.; or better still ^, which Williams

gives as the condor or lammer-gier, and the Pen Tsao identifies with

the black j^%.

(3.) Nesher, "yd^. This is uniformly translated " eagle " in the

English version, though the B-. V. has sometimes " vulture " or

"great vulture" in the margin. Tristram says it is without doubt

the Griffon-vulture or great vulture, which is still called by the

Arabs " nissr " {Gyps fulvus). It was deified by the Assyrians as

Nisroch, the eagle-headed god of the sculptures (2 Ki. xix, 37; Is,

xxxvii, 38). In Micah (i; 16) we read, " Enlarge thy baldness as

the eagle," which refers no doubt to the Grriffon-vulture.

The word occurs twenty-eight times in the 0. T., and is rendered

deroJ in the Sept., which word occurs four times in the N. T. The

Chinese translators all render ^, which should be retained. The

Pen Tsao says the term is derived from their " striking and attack-

ing " other birds, j^, which applies to all accipitrine birds. In Micah

(i, 16) the Mandarin version has 5^ |^, which is decidedly better

than Medhurst's jpi^ ^, which is the eagle and not a vulture.

(4.) Bacham, Dm, Gier-eagle {i.e., vulture-eagle). This word

occurs but twice (Lev. xi, 18 ; Deut. xiv, 17

—

rachamah). Tristram says

this is identical with the Arabic vernacular Bachmah, which is the

Egyptian vulture

—

Neoptuon percuopterus. The Chinese versions

have ^ ^, which Kang Hi describes as a sea-bird *'as large as a

colt." Til is does not suit the original. Will some ornithologist

suggest a better term ?

(5.) Dayah, TV^l, Lev. xi, 14 , ^nl ; Deut. xiv, 13 ; Is. xxxiv,

15. This word occurs only in these three passages. It is rendered

" vulture " in King James' version and more correctly " kite " in

the Revised Version. Tristram identifies it with the Arabic tidatjah,

which is the black kite

—

Milrus migrans. The Chinese versions

have " small eagle," >J^ |^, in the first two passages, and ^ ,^
(Scheres.) and i| (Medhurst and Bridgman) in Isaiah. The latter

term, or ^|, would seem to be best.

{Q.) Azniyeh, nn372, Ospray. This word occurs but twice (Lev.

xi, 13; Deut. xiv, 12) and is correctly rendered osprey in English.

The Chinese versions all give ||, but the Pen Tsao says this

catches birds and deer, though the H ^ describes it as a fish-hawk.
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I wonld prefer H, which the P6n Tsao says catches fish, and is

called the " fish-eatiiif? eagle" (;^ fS^ |g.) Williams says this

term is applicable to all birds of the genus Halimtm. Tristram says

our translators are right in rendering osprey Pandion Halicetos.

(7.) Rank, Ji«"i, Olede. This occurs in Dent, xiv, 13 only.

Both English versions have " glede " (derived from its gliding

motion.) Scheres. and Bridgman give ]^ yuen ; the Pen Tsao says

it is so called from being like an arrow. Medhurst has ^. Tristram

supposes our English translators meant the buzzard, of which

there are three species in Palestine. He supposes Raah to denote
*' buzzards and other large hawks." Williams gives " kite

"

(Milvus melanotisj for '^. Kang Hi says it is " large like a kite."

I suppose ]^ is the best word for raah.

(8.) Ayah, n">«, Kite. This Hebrew word occurs three times,

viz., Lev. xi, 14 ; Deut. xiv, 13, where it is translated " kite," and

Job. xxviii, 7, where it is translated " vulture " in the English

version. The R. V. has correctly " falcon " in all three cases.

Tristram thinks it refers to the kite, and as both Lev. and Deut.

have " after his kind " that it is generic rather than the name of a

specific species. In Chinese the Mandarin version has |^j in Deut.,

and it and the others have ij^ ^ in Lev. and ^ in Job. Perhaps

H would be the best word. .The ^ ij' says, " It catches doves

j

swallows, &c., like the §|." But ^| might be better, as the term

is said by the P6n Tsao to be derived from the fact of its being

able to see afar off (g ]^ ^). If one term be used for daj/ah

(No. 5), the other should be used here. %% 0^ is used for piercing

eyes, " hawk's eyes " (Williams.) This would suit the passage in

Job very well. So on the whole it might be best to use ^| here

and II for No. 5.

(9.) Netz, ys, Hawk. This occurs three times, Lev. xi, 16;

Dent, xiv, 15 and Job. xxxix, 26, and is rightly rendered " hawk "

in both English versions. The Chinese versions have ^ ||,
" bird-

hawk " in Lev. and Deut. and ^ ,1^,
" condor " in Job. The first

term suits very well. It is figured in the Pen Tsao with a number

of synonyms.

(10.) Tachmds, biatTO, Night Hawk. The word occurs in two

passages only, Lev. xi, 16 and Deut. xiv, 15. It is translated

"Night hawk" in both English versions, but "the old versions

render tachmas a, kind of owl, and are probably correct. " (Tristram).

He thinks it means the barn owl (strUc flammea). The Chinese

versions have followed Bochart and translate "male ostrich."

But there is no reason why ostrich should be twice mentioned in

the list of unclean birds, and there is every reason to believe that

the next word (11) means the ostrich.
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As the Hebrew probably means the owl, I wonld render by |^|

^1, or by one of the names for the owl in the Pen Tsao.

(11.) Bath-haydanah, lit. " Daughter of Howling." It occurs in

the two lists in Lev. and Dent, and in four other passages, and is

translated " owls " in King James' version (with ostrich in margin in

first four places), but more correctly by ostrich in Revised Version.

This is " probably the true rendering of the word " (Tristram). The
Chinese versions all have ^ ,^, " ostrich," and need no change.

(12.) Tanshuph, '5)T(d3"'j
" Great OwZ." This occurs in the two

lists and also in Is. xxxiv, 2. It is rendered "owl" in the last

passage and " great owl " in the others. Geseuius takes it to be a

heron or crane ; the Sept. and Vulg. translate this, but as Tristram

says the passage in Isaiah seems decisive against any marsh bird,

as Petra is a rocky mountain defile. He takes it to be the eagle-

owl {Bubo ascalaphus.) The Chinese translators give " cormorant"

H ^.i or " heron "
||,|. Perhaps fjcl ^| would be better. Williams

says this is the large horned-owl, but the P^n Tsao says it is small.

One of the names in the Pen Tsao for the large horned-owl would

be the best.

(13.) Oos, D*i5, ''Little Owl" This occurs three times ; in the

lists and in Ps. cii, 6. Tristram identifies it with the Little Owl
{athene pessica), which is quite common in Palestine. The Chinese

translators, following Bochart's Hierozoa, all render " cormorant."

The English versions, as the ancient versions, render it "owl."

Bochart translates pelican or cormorant simply on etymological

grounds as Cos means "cup," and he supposes it refers to the

pouch of the pelican. I would suggest ||, a small owl, which is

noted for its mournful voice. I think the consensus of the ancient

versions and the opinions of such men as Tristram and Haughton (in

Smith's Dictionary) should outweigh the etymological surmise of

Bochart.

(14.) Kippoz, tBP, " Great OwV\ This word occurs in Is.

xxxiv, 15 only. The R. Y. renders it " arrow-snake," following

Bochart and Gesenius. The LXX. and Vulg. have " hedge-hog,"

probably from a different Hebrew reading, Mppod for kippoz,

Tristram and Haughton incline to " owl." A bird certainly seems

indicated by the text. The Chinese versions give ft| §|, owl

(Scheres.) and || ,%, kite (Medhurst and Bridgman). The former is

preferable, so I would render R| ^%.

(15.) Lilith, r\•^y<^, " Screech Owl,'' lit. ''Night-Owl " or " Night-

Monster," Authorities differ as to whether a spectre or ghoul or

an owl be meant. The Authorised Version has " screech-owl"

with night-monster in margin, and the Eevised Version " night-

monster " in text. Tristram and Haughton suggest " screech-owl."
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The old versions have " spectre ;" of the Chinese versions the

Mamlariri and IMedhurst liave ^ fj and ^ US, " spectres," and

Bridgtnan has y^, " owl." It is ditficult to decide, perhaps it would

be better to folhjw the ancient versions and the Revised Version and

render " spectre."

I reserve other birds tlian birds of i)rey for another paper.

These remarks are based only on books. If any one, versed in

ornithology, can compare living or stufifed specimens of Palestine

and Chinese birds, it would of course be much more satisfactory.

However the local names probably will greatly vary, and most

Chinese will be governed more by the Pen Tsao than by local

names ; so after all for a translation we must depend much ou

Chinese books, unsatisfactory as they frequently are, both as to

letter-press and illustrations.

CoUeGtanea.

" Why I BECAME A Christian."—As it is often the case that

those who do not know us, suspect our sincerity and ascribe to us

all manner of evil motives for giving up our former creed in favour

of Christianity, I thought it would be well for me to write a few

words about myself and why I became a Christian, just after I have

confessed Jesus Christ to be my Saviour before the public. My
design, in embracing the religion of Jesus Christ, is not that I may
have earthly riches (which I was not at a loss for) but that Parseeism

did not satisfy me, chiefly in three great points, which I describe in

the following paragraph, and that I might obtain an entrance into the

everlasting Kingdom of God by confessing Him who came down from

heaven to save sinners. The above mentioned reasons are : 1st. That

Parseeism furnishes an erroneous account of God (it places Him in

the same level with other seven angels (amsas pands); 2nd. It reveals

no satisfactory way ofsalvation; 3rd. That it gives us no proper

account of the world to come. About nine months ago my eyes were

opened, and under the Rev. J. M. Macdonald—who has laid me
under such a debt of gratitude that I shall never forget him—I came

to know more of the truth as it is in Jesus, and I gave myself wholly

to Him and desired to be baptised. May it be the earnest prayer of

every true Christian that God may open the eyes of many of my
fellow-countrymen.— [i2. S. Hustomjee, a Parsee convert, in Bombay
Guardian.']

* * *

Gautama and the Indian Repormation.—Few questions can be

of more interest to a student of comparative religion than those

which refer to the character of primitive Buddhism and the manner
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in which it rose. The idea has obtained wide credence that this

ancient faith was from the first a denial and rejection of Brahmanisra;

that its founder, "by the simplicity and moral power of his teaching,

brought the Indian people to a complete breach with its own past."

Max Dunckor goes so far as to affirm that " this Doctrine, which

annihilated the entire ancient religion and the basis of existing

society rested solely on the dicta of a man who declared

that he had discovered truth by his own power, and maintained that

every man could find it." Others have been loud in their praises of

Buddha as " the deliverer of a priest-ridden, caste-ridden nation."

But what are we to say if, after all, this view shall prove to be only

the creature of the Western imagination ? Prof. Kuenen, of Leiden,

in one of his Hibbert lectures, appears to prove from the legend of

the Buddha and from the edicts of King A9oka—which supply the

firmest foundations for our knowledge of the earlier Buddhism—that,

while the first exponents of this faith made high demands of the

Brahmans, nothing was further from their minds than the abrogation

of the Brahman caste and its privileges. They were even its most

zealous defenders ; and it is a question whether the Buddhists did

not introduce caste into Ceylon. There were in India ascetics and
friars (or monks) before Gautama entered upon his marvelous career,

and there is little reason to doubt that Buddhism was largely indebted

to Brahmanism both for its doctrine and its organization.—[Ed.]

* * *

Cure op Disease by Incantation.—The inhabitants of Chao-

chow Fu, of which Swatow is the seaport, are very superstitious.

When one of them is severely ill, instead of getting doctors to attend

him, he invites a certain set of priests to perform juggler's feats and

recite mysterious incantations. Thereby, it is believed, a cure can

be effected. Ascending a ladder of swords is considered a very

effectual mode of treatment. Two 30-foot poles are made to stand

in an upright position, fixed firmly in the ground, parallel to each

other. One hundred and twenty bright sharp swords, with their

keen edges upward, are tied to the two poles like the rungs

of a ladder. Some days before the ceremonies are to be performed,

notices are freely distributed, and on the given day thousands

gather for the sight. A young priest, dressed in a fantastic

costume, advances to the foot of the ladder, chanting incan-

tations and making passes with a knife which he holds in his

hand. Suddenly he steps on the sharp edges of the swords forming

the rungs of the ladder and climbs rapidly. As the young priest has

bare feet, it is a wonder that he can step without being injured on

the edges of the swords, keen enough to split a hair. When he

reaches the highest point he deliberately sits on a sword and throws
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down a rope. The sick man's clothing is tied to this and is drawa

up to the top. The young priest then shakes the ch)thing to the

winds, burns magical scrolls and recites incantations. He calls the

name of the patient, who is called in such ceremonies " Redeem the

soul." After these performances the clothing is let down and the

patient dons it. Taking a piece of red cloth from his pocket, the

young priest waves it over his head like a flag, at the same time

dancing and leaping from one pole to the other. He places several

sheets of paper money on the edges of the swords, steps on them,

and the sheets fly in all directions, cut in the centre. He thus shows

that the weapons are sharp and that his position is by no means an

enviable one. Exhausting himself, at length, he descends with all

the agility at his command. Sometimes under such treatment the

patient manages to recover.—[/S/ie?y;ao, translated for the Daily

Neics.']
» « »

Immortality not of the gods.—Vainly did the ancient pagans
fight against this fatal weakness. They may confer upon their gods
glittering titles of " ambrosial," " immortal"; but the human mind is

careless of positive assertion, and of clamorous iteration in however

angry a tone, when silently it observes stealing out of facts already

conceded some fatal consequence at war with all these pretensions

—

mortal even in the virtual conceptions of the pagans. If the pagan

gods were really immortal, if essentially they repelled the touch of

mortality, and not through the adulatory homage of their worshippers

causing their true aspects to unsettle or altogether to disappear in

clouds of incense—then how came whole dynasties of gods to pass

away, and no man could tell whither? If really they defied the grave,

then how was it that age and the infirmities of age passed upon them

like the shadow of eclipse upon the golden faces of the planets ? If

Apollo were a beardless young man, his father was not such ; he was

in the vigor of maturity—maturity is a flattering term for expressing

it, but it means past youth—and his grandfather was superannuated.

But even this grandfather, who had been once what Apollo was now,

could not pretend to more than a transitory station in the long

succession of gods. Other dynasties, known even to man, there had

been before his; and elder dynasties before that, of whom only

rumors and suspicions survived ! Even this taint, however, this

direct access of mortality, was less shocking to my mind in after

years than the abominable fact of its reflex or indirect access in the

shape of grief for others who had died. I need not multiply

instances; they are without end. The reader has but to throw his

memory back upon the anguish of Jupiter in the " Iliad " for the

approacliing death of his son, Sarpedon, and his vain struggles to

deliver himself from this ghastly not; or upon Thetis fighting
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against the vision of her matchless Pelides caught in the same vortex,

or upon the Muse in " Euripides," hovering in the air and wailing

over her young Rhesus, her brave, her beautiful one, of whom she

trusted that he had been destined to confound the Grecian host.

What ! a god, and liable to the pollution of grief ! a goddess, and
standing every hour within the peril of that dismal shadow ?

Here in one moment mark the recoil, the intolerable recoil,

upon the pagan mind, of that sting which vainly they pretended to

have conquered on behalf of their Pantheon. Did the reader fancy

that I was fatiguing myself with any task so superfluous as that of

proving the gods of the heathen to be no gods ? In that case he

has not understood me. My object is to show that the ancients, that

even the Greeks, could not support the idea of immortality. The
idea crumbled to pieces under their touch. In realizing that idea

unconsciously they suffered elements to slip in which defeated its

very essence in the result ; and not by accident ; other elements they

could not have found.

—

lExiract from an unpublished 'paper of

Thomas De Qiiincey, in the iV". Y. Independent.
'\

* * *

"Worship of Confucius at Soochow.—The contrast between

Buddhism and Confucianism is most marked; the services of the one

so noisy and of the other so quiet and reverent ; the one holding

creature life so sacred and the other shedding blood ; the one driving

a hard-cash bargain, the other voluntary; the one for the vulgar

populace, the other for the learned book-men To Confucius

they pray. First, the invocation when they invite the presence of

his divine spirit, " Confucius, how great art thou, first in prescience,

first in knowledge, the peer of heaven and earth, the teacher of ten

thousand generations ; the appearance of the unicorn foretold thy

good fortune ; with the harmony of music (we invite thee), the sua

and moon so bright, and heaven and earth clear and still."

Afterward the " sacrificial lord " takes his position in the center of

the hall, and the " prayer of blessing," corresponding to the " long

prayer" of the kirk, is read. It is inscribed on a large square

wooden tablet, and begins, " In the sixteenth year of Kwangchi, the

second moon and seventh day, to the Most Holy, the First Teacher,

Confucius," and continues in the prescribed form. During the

several entrances of the governor three prayers are offered, and

again a solemn address, when the sacrificial vessels are removed.

At the close his divine spirit, which is supposed to be omnipresent

as far as China is concerned, is requested to return to its invisible

and unknown resting-place, the wording of this benediction being

as vague as the Chinese language is capable of expressing uncertainty.
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Animal sacrifices are not often seen in this era of the world's

history. Whether tho fathers of the nation, going back to near the

Noahic period, were originally monotheistic we will not now inquire ;

but it seems that the stream of theology, so pure and crystal as it

flowed from the foot of Ararat, has been diverted into the channels of

literature, and the religious effect is as disastrous as the overflow of

the muddy waters of the Yellow River. At the spring and autumn

sacrifices, one bull, a flock of twenty-two sheep, and a herd of

twenty-two swine are driven to each temple. There is one temple

for each department and one for each county, or about 1500 in all,

making the total sura of animals slain each spring and fall about

67,500, or annually 135,000 offered to Confucius. There are 135

oflPered in S(>ochow at each sacrifice. The money paid for these, for

the silk which is burned at the close, and for the two feasts to all

the attendants, is a drain on the national exchequer. The ritual

collects the ancient emblems of religion in the period of the "spring

and autumn," and they are practiced now in the worship of China's

great sage. No one can witness the scene without being impressed

how deep the roots of these venerable cults have penetrated into the

national heart. As the Confucian law " can never with those

sacrifices which they offered year by year continually make the

comers thereunto perfect," there remains but to tell of the one

perfect sacrifice which was " once offered " and after which the

shedding of the blood of bulls and lambs was to cease forever.

—

[Bev.

H. C. Dubose, in Central Presbj/terian.']

The Gospel of the Rest Bay.

BY MR. GEORQE KING.

(TffK'E Christ pointed to the fact that "the poor have good tidings^ preached to them " as one of the decisive proofs of His Messiah-

ship. And not only should our presentation of God's gift of pardon

and rest to the sin sick soul bear the aspect of " glad tidings of great

joy," but so also should our announcement of the Divine permission

to weary toilers to rest one day in seven, and their consequent right

to that rest at the hands of their employers. The strife between

capital and labour, ever threatening to break out into open warfare,

would have long since ceased had employers imbibed the spirit and

obeyed the principle of the Fourth " VV^ord " spoken from Sinai.

But while we are right to teach that God will richly bless tho man
who lays aside worldly things, and for one day in seven gives him-

self and employes rest and opportunity for spiritual refreshment,
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care is needed to do this in a way consonant to our mission as heralds

of " good tidings to the poor." To tell a poor coolie, hardly able to

scrape together daily bread for himself and family, much less to lay

by a cash to provide food for a holiday, that *' God forbids his

working on Sunday," is, I think, neither wise nor scriptural. To

teach him to seek in believing prayer from the loving Father who

feeds the sparrows, and who has declared His will that tired brains

and hands should have a quiet rest, that He will so provide for his

wants as to enable him to enjoy, unhampered by care, the rest God

has proclaimed as the weary workers' portion, is a kinder, and,

I think, the Gospel, way. Adam's " dressing and keeping " of the

garden must have involved " labour," pleasant, however, and

invigorating ; but toilsome labour and weariness were " imposed on

us because of transgression," and the command to rest is not only

" essential to the spirit of the fourth commandment," but is the very

soul of it. " Remember the rest-day to keep it holy," did not

necessarily imply religious service (Deut. xvi, 16.) " Three times

in a year shall all thy males appear before the Lord thy God "

(compare Neh. viii, 9. " This day is holy . . . mourn not, nor weep."
" Go your way, eat the fat and drink the sweet ... for the day is

holy unto the Lord,") but certainly implied rest. "Thoushaltdo

no manner of work." Rest is the deepest want in the soul of man.

If you take o£E covering after covering of the nature which wraps

him round, till you come to the central heart of hearts, deep lodged

there you find the requirement of Repose . . . All men long for

rest; the most restless that ever pursued a turbulent career on earth

did by that career only testify to the need of the soul within . . .

restless because not at rest. It is this need which sometimes makes

the quiet of the grave an object of such deep desire. " There the

wicked cease fx'om troubling, and there the weary are at rest." It is

this which creates the chief desirableness of heaven: "There

remaineth a rest for the people of God." And it is this which,

consciously or unconsciously, is the real wish that lies at the bottom

of all others. Oh ! for tranquillity of heart,—heaven's profound

silence in the soul, ** a meek and quiet spirit, which in the sight of

God is of great price."

Had Mr. Warren headed his paper (Dec, 1890) "A weekly rest

day a law o£ God," it would, I think, have been nearer the fact,

though even then it is important to distinguish the temporary and
local enactment which is a " vanished shadow," and the underlying

principle which must endure as long as man's nature endures.

Christ gave preeminence, not to the Ten Commandments, but to

precepts outside of them, indeed, but more fully revealing the

eternal principles from which alone they derived even temporary
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authority (Mark xii, 28-31). The Decalogue was but a portion o!

the Law, and many of the commands not contained in it were of

equal importance with those forming it, while others were of far

greater importance, and touched a far higher moral standard.

" Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart," was more

than the more prohibition of idolatry or blasphemy :
" Thou shalt

love thy neighbour as thyself" more than the mere prohibition of

theft, murder or adultery. To bring back the ox of one's enemy,

and to help with the burden of " the ass of him that hated thee,"

were very advanced lessons in comparison with the elementary ones

of the 6th and 8th commandments. As they were not the final,

neither were they the earliest expression of God's will. It was not

the Decalogue that constituted theft, murder and idolatry crimes.

Cain was " cursed " and punished, not for transgression of the

Decalogue, but of the " law written on the tablets of his heart."

The flood was sent on the antediluvians, and Sodom and Gomorrah

were swept away, for their great wickedness, though the Sinaitic

code had not been proclaimed. Preceding and underlying the

temporal and local enactment, was a broad principle of universal and

lasting application, e.g., under the sixth, the sanctity of human life;

seventh, chastity ; under the eighth, honesty. And underlying the

fourth command, given though it was to and for the .Jewish nation

exclusively, was the principle binding in all nations and to all time,

written not on tables of stone, but in the needs alike of man's

mental and physical natures, that all employers were in duty bound

not to overwork their servants and cattle, but to give them sufficient

rest,—God even condescending to define the proportion of rest

which was the servants' right, one day after six of labour. The
Fourth Command was addressed to employers, and bears directly on

them. Though all work is forbidden, the sin of Sabbath breaking

was chargeable to the employer who failed to provide the holiday, not

to the toiler defrauded of it. Would poor brush makers, match box

makers, seamstresses, in London slums, welcome a weekly holiday?

What need to ask !—to aching heads and weary fingers a few hours*

troubled sleep on a hard floor are passing sweet. Are they Sabbath

breakers ? The few pence they daily earn hardly keep body and

soul together,—where are the extra pence to purchase food while

they rest ? Does God blame them ? Nay, surely " the righteous

Judge judgeth righteously." The blame is on their employers, the

sweaters, shareholders, purchasers, all who have part or lot in grinding

them down to a wretched pittance, while these pious gentlemen and

ladies "keep Sabbath" (save the mark !) religiously and devoutly in

cushioned seats in church. "In vain do such worship God" while

keeping back His tithe of time, a weekly whole holiday for eyery
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emplo5'e, at the employer's expense. Did Christian employers but

obey His will in this—not inventing excuses re " works of necessity
"

—conforming rather to the Eternal Law of Righteousness and

Kindness than to worldly fashions, it would be a more powerful ser-

mon than any preacher could deliver. Yet while any one day, under

the conditions of modern civilization, cannot be a general rest day, all

employers of labour should give all their employes a whole day's holiday

weekly, at their expense. To pay a workman for six days and dismiss

him, is not giving him the day's rest Grod intended ; he has to take

anxious thought for that day, " what he shall eat and what he shall,

drink," if indeed he can provide food at all; and this is worry, not rest.

God's boon to toilers is that they have a right to a seventh day's rest,

with food and wages, at the expense of those for whom they have

worked six days. How mean must He think employers who are

full of anxiety that men working for them should finish up by
Saturday night, shutting their eyes to the fact that such have a claim

to a day's food and wages for doing nothing.

''The Son of Man is Lord also of the Sabbath." It is important

to remember that the whole weight of Christ's teaching was directed

not /or, but against, rigid and compulsory rest. As the Represen-

tative of the Manhood for whose needs a rest day was appointed, one

in heart and desire with God who appointed it, He asserted the right

to dispense with the rest law if other more important considerations

(in this case, hunger) overruled it. A very large proportion of the

people of China would have to go hungry the day they did no work.

Employers will not employ tailors, masons, carpenters, who must
have a day off every week. Let us beware of tightening the

tension where our Master slackened it. All who can should obey

the natural law of their physical economy and rest and give rest

:

let us not add to the burden of those who cannot by calling them
Sabbath breakers, lest we trouble those whom God hath not troubled.

That, as Mr. Warren urges, KvpiaKog- rjfiepa is rightly trans-

lated " The Lord's Bslj," or " Dominical Day," I do not deny ; nor
that, as an " historical " novel means a book having special connec-

tion with history, and a " Biblical Encyclopedia " one specially

relating to the Bible, so kx piuKog- means a day specially relating to

the Lord, viz., on which the Lord is specially remembered and
worshipped. But neither it, nor the parallels adduced, will carry
the sense of being " the special property of " which advocates of a
compulsory Christian Sabbath would fain read into it. The
heathen, in Apostolic times as still in China, called days by the
names of the deities they specially honored on those days. Saturn's
day, or the Sun's day, did not imply that the day so called was a
holiday wholly devoted to the worship of the deity, nor did the
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appellation of "the Lord's Day" imply that that day was a

Christian holiday.

I am unable to see that Paul's advice to the Corinthians

(a mixed Church of Jews and Gentiles) to set aside suitable offerings

each " first day," as a matter of convenience (" that there be no

collection when I come,") "implies the teaching of the fourth

commandment." The words themselves contain no reference to a

rest day, or even a worship day. The Corintliians well understood

the word " week," and there is no difficulty in Paul's writing to the

Eomans that " all days are alike " sacred, and to the Corinthians

suggesting the first day of the week as a suitable time for preparing

their gifts against his arrival. " The first of seven days " may
suggest a week, but not even " to the intelligent heathen " does it

suggest a compulsory rest day.

Surely the Church owes much to " the Jewish habits " of the

early Christians. Not only the weekly period of worship, but

much of the forms of worship, church officers, &c., were reflections

of synagogue usages.

If, as Mr. Warren thinks, "strict Sabbath keeping" be
" a gauge of spirituality," modern Christians, Sabbatarians included,

will come off but badly, for none keep the Fourth Commandment in

its integrity. " Thou shalt do no manner of work." " Works of

necessity " is an elastic phrase. Poor employes are driven to

death other nights and days to make up for the time the masters

have to use. Better be a Chinese shopman, working from dawn to

dark all the year, than serve a " strict Sabbath keeper," who keeps

his shop-hands at it till eleven and twelve Saturday and other

nights, and then rides to a comfortably warmed and lighted chnrch,

in a luxurious carriage, is waited on hand and foot, and has no

difficulty (because no poverty) in " strictly keeping Sabbath."

The One Thing Needful

<^ WAS somewhat surprised on first coming to China, several years

^ ago, when a gentleman remarked to me that Chinese missions

were as yet only in their experimental stage. As I recollect it,

methods oE mission work was the topic of the conversation which

called forth the above remark. Since then, various interesting

papers have appeared in the pages of The Chinese Rbcordkr on the

same subject. The question is : How can we reach the Chinese ?

and to this question different answers are given. Some say, " Use
native helpers ;

" others say, " Oh, don't." Some say, ** You must
live as the Chinese do ;

" others say, " No." While we are waiting

for a solution of the problem, I feel an impulse to mention some
thoughts that have come to me on this subject.
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I. It is certain that no foreigner can live exactly as the Chinese

do ; and this remark is especially true of the large majority of Chinese

with whom the missionaries come in contact. It is not enough to

wear Chinese clothes, to eat Chinese food and to live in Chinese

houses. That of itself does not impress the Chinese as being any-

thing very remarkable ; and one thing that does impress them in

connection with it is, that we can live differently if we want to.

They know that even the poorest missionary can buy and pay for

everything he wants ; that he can meet all his bills ; and that he can

always hire such travelling facilities as he may desire to use; and if

some use less money than others, the Chinese think it is not because

they have not got the money to spend, but because they are not

willing to spend it. Now, to live as the Chinese do, it is necessary

not only to do without all foreign things and to adopt native things

exclusively—whether of food or dress or furniture—but also to do

without money almost altogether, and not be able to pay our bills.

It is even necessary not only not to have money, but to be absolutely

unable to get it. We should then be compelled to live on the

poorest food and in the humblest style, and perhaps the Chinese

would in that case be willing to admit that we were living as they

do. But is it at all desirable for a missionary to live thus, even if it

were possible to do so ? Could this stooping ever exalt and ennoble

the Chinese idea of life, or give them a true idea of the uplifting

power of the Gospel ? It is to be feared that it could not.

II. It appears to be equally certain that no one method of

mission work is equally successful in all parts of China. Dr. Nevius

points to a great work done largely without native helpers. Others

feel that they could not succeed without such help. It is an in-

teresting question to ask : Of the thirty or forty thousand Pro-

testant Christians in China, how many of them would have been

gathered in without the assistance of native helpers ? I wish some

or all of the missionary fathers would give us the benefit of their

experience on this point. At present it seems that some who do not

use native helpers are blessed in their work, and that some who
employ such laborers are also blessed.

III. It would seem that personal tact and intense consecration

are main requisites for successful missionary work in China. It is not a

question of how much or how little money is spent; neither is it a

question of how nearly we can imitate the Chinese way of living ; but

it is a question of wisdom in winning souls, and of being filled with

the spirit of the Master. Given these conditions, missionary labors

cannot fail of being successful. Given these conditions, and missionaries

will be abundantly willing to practice all necessary self-denial and to

adopt any wise method of work. We need these conditions to keep
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US patient in doing the Lord's work. It is hard, especially for young

missionaries, to realize that in spite of our enthusiasm China cannot

be converted in a month, or even in a year. Yefc the fact gradually

dawns upon us, and we have then but to suffer our evanesceut

enthusiasm to evaporate and to settle ourselves down to patient and

persistent effort; remembering that it often takes much toil to bring

about even one genuine conversion. " Behold, the husbandman

waiteth for the precious fruit of the earth, and hath long patience

for it, until he receive the early and latter rain." " Take, my
brethren, the prophets, who have spoken in the name of the Lord,

for an example of suffering affliction, and of patience."

"We need the above conditions, too, to enable us to rely firmly

upon the divine promises. The prospect for the conversion of China

is still " as bright as the promises of God," but it is not always easy

to realize this. Month after month goes by, with little to encourage

and much to discourage the weary laborer, until he feels somewhat

as the prophet Isaiah did when plaintively asking, " Who hath

believed our report ? and to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed ?

"

A missionary in such a land as China needs to fill his mind with

the promises of God to keep himself from becoming despondent,

and to enable him to pursue his difficult work in firm faith in the

unchangeable word of the Lord. " For as the rain cometh down,

and the snow from heaven, and returneth not thither, but watereth

the earth and raaketh it bring forth and bud, that it may give seed

to the sower and bread to the eater : so shall my word be that

goeth forth out of my mouth : it shall not return unto me void, but

it shall accomplish that which I please, and it shall prosper in the

thing whereto I sent it."

IV. But that which we need most of all is, to have the spirit of

our Master, that we may manifest it in our lives. In China, as

elsewhere, the individual life is the most potent factor in direct

Christian work. A life "hid with Christ in God,"—who can

estimate its power ? And unless the Chinese see such lives lived

among them, how can they tell that Christianity is any better than

the religious systems with which they are acquainted ? As
witnesses for Christ,—as ambassadors standing in Christ's stead—let

missionaries be careful to manifest the Christian spirit, and the Chinese

will not be slow to feel its beneficent influence. They will soon per-

ceive that the missionary speaks with power, and the missionary will

have the blessed realization that he is offering the heathen a salvation

that has already filled his own soul, and whose helpful presence he
every moment feels. This will ensure success. He can then say :

"What I have heard aud felt,

With confidence I tell
;

And puhlish to the sons of men,
The signs infallible.'' X.
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The Spiritusil Beneits of Christmnity.

BY REV. TIMOTHY RICHARD.

VI.

[Note.—This, like the former articles on the Historical Evidences of Christianity,

were written for the Chinese. It is mainly for those who are daily engaged in

the presentation of Christian truth to the Chinese that it will have interest. But
it is hoped that it is of some interest to the general reader as well.—T. E.]

^"Ty T first sight the good works of Christians may appear the same

^ as those of other people, but on further examination they are

found to have a different spring and that is a Divine or spiritual

spring. Moral power is much superior to physical power, hut

spiritual power transcends the moral far more than the moral does

the physical.

Where Christianity has not spread there are many superstitions

peculiar to each country, which are the springs of actions in these

countries. The American Indians believe in Totemism, viz., that

certain tribes have relationship to certain animals, which on no ac-

count must he destroyed or injured lest a calamity befall their tribe.

The inhabitants of Polynesia believed in certain things being tabooed

or set apart for the use of the gods, and any one who touched any

of these things was supposed to be in some terrible danger. In

Africa people get to believe that certain things have superhuman

powers lying in them, and therefore are often in great fear of the

most harmless things. Witchcraft is another fearful thing in Africa,

and is the cause of the death of a great many innocent people. In

the north of Europe, in Mexico and Polynesia, people believed in

war-gods who would fight for them. The consequence was that the

people were fierce and bloodthirsty. Incredible numbers of human
beings were sacrificed to these war-gods. In India the gods are

many of them immoral, therefore the people who copy them become

immoral. In China many believe in possession by evil spirits,

by foxes and such things, attributing all power to these instead of

to God.

The consequences of such various superstitions is to think lightly

of human life, as in the worship of the war-gods in Mexico
;
party

spirit, owing to following different gods, results in wars ; immorality

prevails, as among the priests and priestesses of India
;
great fear

results, as in some parts of China,—fear to stay at home alone, or

go from home alone, fear of houses being haunted, and worse still,

fear of becoming possessed themselves ending not unfrequently in
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insanity. Other countries, such as Spain and Mexico, through

Romish superstition, become stagnant and non-progressive, the sure

forerunner of fall.

To all such people true Christianity comes as a great blessing.

No matter how numbrous and powerful the gods or fetishes or evil

spirits against) men may be, the almighty God is all powerful to

deliver from them. Besides, true Christianity reveals Him as the

great Father of all, therefore He only uses His power to bless and
save and increase peace and goodwill among men. When men come
to believe this, then fear and anger and wickedness give place to

confidence, love and goodness; new institutions to do good to men,

suitable to the needs of the times, spring up everywhere ; and, as

God is the Father of all nations, all who serve Him are not only

friendly with one another, but also help all other nations according to

their ability.

Instead of the foolish superstitions of the heathen the Christian

has, as the spring of his new life, a series of new ideas. Among the

many things he now believes are the following :

—

1. He believes that God is the Creator, Preserver and Redeemer

of the world.

2. He believes that no human power that separates from God
can finally prosper, whether individually or nationally.

3. He believes that Christ has established a kingdom of

righteousness on earth, in which all are to be holy, all are to have

peace and plenty, and in which none are to be wicked, ignorant,

poor or unhappy.

4. He believes that this kingdom cannot be ruled by any

human being, but by God alone.

5. He believes that men ought to study all things in God's

universe, pertaining to body and soul, time and eternity.

6. He believes that, as all things are for the use of man, by a

knowledge of the laws of all things—spiritual and natural—he can

have all the powers of the universe on his side. The wicked may have

advantages for a time, but unless they repent, these advantages

cannot last, for the universe was created for the good and not for

the wicked.

7. He believes that the spirit of God can dwell in man to teach,

guide and inspire him, making him an immense power for good in

the world; just as in the physical world steam and electricity are

immense powers, only that these are private and limited, while

the other is infinite, producing all possible good.

8. He believes that by union with God, sin, which causes

sickness and suffering to individuals and to nations, shall be

removed, and immortal life be obtained. As quinine cures ague
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and vaccination prevents small-pox, as electricity creates magnetism,

and as a graft lives by the roots of the stock on which it is grafted,

so all living in union with God arc immortal as God is.

9. He believes that the supreme business of man is not merely

to eat and drink and then die like the beasts that perish, but to

save men,—their own family, friends, nation and all the world,—so

that eventually there shall be no sin or suffering anywhere, but

God's will done on earth as it is done in heaven.

10. He believes that God is the Father of all men and that all

men of whatever race are brethren. As God desires the salvation of

all the human family, those who strive after the same end are

filial, and those who neglect that are unfilial.

11. He believes that after man leaves this world his spirit

goes back to God to render an account of the deeds done in the

body. The filial shall be freed from the limitations of this body and

have immortal, spiritual bodies and shall enjoy the service of God

in other worlds, while the unfilial shall be sent away to darkness

and death.

12. He believes in having frequent meetings with the children

of God for the worship of God and for considering how to save their

fellows, for teaching the ignorant and for exhorting the wicked.

Those who believe such things and act accordingly are said to

be " born again," and, as they swear allegiance to God as their

sovereign, their names are written in the Book of Life in heaven, and

all the powers of evil cannot really hurt them.

The practical effects of these beliefs, as shown to the world,

may be classified under three heads, viz., Faith, Hope and Charity.

Their Faith gives Divine strength to weak men, and confidence

and joy instead of fear. Hope looks to the promises of God for the

salvation of the world, which the Christian knows will never fail,

and this gives him perseverance ; in spite of apparent failure he

expects consummation. Charity makes God's unspeakable love in

Christ Jesus the pattern, therefore abounds in goodwill and kind-

nesses to all. In addition to ordinary knowledge and virtue, the

Christian has the spirit of God in his heart, and through meditation

and pi'ayer has communion with God. Christians serve God in the

kingdom of heaven as Ministers of States serve earthly monarchs.

Christians may truly be called the nobility of heaven.

I. First, take instances of Faith. In B. C. 334 Alexander the

Great crossed the sea from Europe to Asia. He conquered all

nations as far as Persia and India. To assist him he had more than

30,000 soldiers and the best generals of Europe, yet within a few

years all his conquests fell away again. Napoleon in 1812, when he

had conquered most of Europe, collected together his grand army of
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678,000, headed by himself and the best generals of Europe, to

conquer Russia. In a few months he had to return, having lost

330,000 of his soldiers, either by death or by being taken prisoners,

and shortly after he himself was sent into exile. These two great

Emperors trusted to their military powjer to subdue the nations, but

their conquests did not last.

In A. D. 51, two men, one a preacher and the other a medical

missionary,—Paul and Luke,—crossed the sea from Asia to Europe,

believing that the kingdom of heaven would by them be set np i n

Europe. Scarcely had they landed before they were cast into prison

at Philippi. But they were not discouraged. When others would

have been downcast and sad, they in their prison and in stocks sang

praises to God. These two men, howaver, succeeded, and through

them and their successors not only Europe was won to the Christian

faith but America and great portions of Asia and Africa, and most

of Oceania, while the kingdoms of Alexander and Napoleon have

ong since passed away. The secret of their joy in prison and of

their brave attempt to conquer a new continent, was that they had

Faith in God.

Similar stories might be told of the entrance of Christianity to

almost each of the nations of Europe. The missionaries always

ascribed their victory to the power which God gave them over the

hearts of men. They were men of faith in God, and what is

impossible to other men was possible to them, because all things arc

possible to God.

These men also establish institutions, not only looking more to

God than to men for their support, but helping all men as serving

God and not men. Colleges, hospitals and orphanages are opeiied

by the ablest men in this spirit. Such men are found dressing

offensive wounds that no man without the love of God in his heart

would ever touch, and taking pains to do good to all as though

belonging to their own family ; this also is never seen, except where

the love of God is in the heart.

Fraucke «f Halle, in Germany, in 1714, had a Christian

institution, where 1075 boys and 760 girls were taught, most of

them being orphans. The teachers alone numbered 108. The

support came entirely from godly people. When King William

visited the institution and saw how great a work was done with

such a small sum of money because it was done not for money but

cheerfully from love to God and love to men, he said, " I have no

such servants to serve me." At present there is in Bristol in

England a similar institution with five houses to accommodate more

than 2000 orphans. From its beginning, 50 years ago, £700,000

have been received wholly in answer to the prayer of Faith. There
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are many other institutions in the world carried on on the same
principle.

Napoleon, the greatest general Europe perhaps ever had, after

his defeat, when iu exile, one day said to his generals, "When I was

present with my armies I had hundreds of thousands of men who
would rejoice to die for me, but now that I am in exile no one stirs

hand or foot for me ; but Jesus of Nazareth was never a leader of

armies, yet though absent from the world millions have gladly died

for Him, and the number of those willing to die for Him increases

yearly all over the world. Can you tell me His secret for winning

the hearts of men ? " Unfortunately they could only recognise the

fact, but could not give the reason for it.

The spring of all Christian effort throughout the world is Faith

in God. This then is by far the greatest power of all human
forces, and those who pass this by lightly are blind. Those who
have it, are triumphant over difficulties ; those who have it not,

perish. Those who have it, are like loyal people in a kingdom, and

are its strength and glory; those who have it not, are like the

rabble, following robbers or bands of rebels,—sooner or later they

shall perish, disowned by God and men. The wise will pause here

and ponder well this truth, for it is as true of nations as of

individuals, and as true of individuals as of nations. Mencius was
quite right when he said, "Those who obey heaven, shall live; those

who disobey heaven, shall perish." Many scholars write these

words in their essays ; what is wanted now is that they should

be written in peoples' hearts and lives. How to get it from being

a matter of intellect only, to become a matter of heart and conduct,

is the question.

In the West the question has been answered in this way : The
many mercies of God and the wonderful laws of nature all exercise

a very powerful effect on all right-minded people. The Divine

judgments, public and private, also act greatly on the fears of men,

but great as these are, they are nothing comparable to the effect

produced by Faith in the love of God in Christ Jesus on the masses

generally. And it is this Faith which combines all these influences

—especially the last named—that impels men and women to leave

comfortable homes and devote all their strength for the good of

unknown people in distant lands and trying climates, ready to work
in the snow of the Arctic or in the malaria of the tropics, and be

driven from city to city in unfriendly countries while they live, and

have their graves desecrated when they are dead, as if they were

the enemies and not the best friends of men. They bear all perse-

cutions and misrepresentations without murmuring and labor

ou for the very people who injure them, because they say, " Jesus
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knows all, and if the people only knew the pearl of great price we

bring them they would treat us differently." Though these people

die, their Faith ever lives to animate fresh workers who come after.

In America, in 1020, we see 120 men and women exiling them-

selves. They had first exiled themselves to Holland from their

homes in England for ten years, then afterwards to a waste land

in North America, not because of any crimes nor indeed because

they were driven out by the government, but of their own accord,

because they believed themselves to be called of God to lead better

lives than their surroundings permitted them to do in England. It

was in obedience to God that they left all. Others soon followed

their example, and they formed themselves into a community based

on religion. This evinced their faith in God. Since then all sorts of

elements have been added to form the United States. But the United

States people pride themselves to this day that their nation began

with these few men of great Faith in God.

In Asia, we see Abraham leaving one of the most civilized coun-

tries then in the world, travelling to a country far less civilized and

living in tents in obedience to the voice of God, believing that God

would make of him a great nation and that in him all nations of the

earth would be blest. After nearly 40t30 years we see that what he

believed has been verified. Those who follow Abraham in his Faith

in God are now through Christianity bringing blessings to all parts

of the earth. His Faith was not an ignorant belief, but a great

factor in blessing the world.

[To be continued.]

To the Editor of on which I conld not allow the

"The Chinese Recorder." Conference to be misled, and in the

proving of which I was nnforta-
Dear Sir: Permit me to thank Dr.

^^j^,^ ^i,,j^,^^ ^^ ^^^^^ f^^^^ ^^^
John for admitting, in his letter to

^^^^^j^^ ^^^^^ The question of
The Recorder and Messenger of

f^^,^ as to the past attitude of the
Dec. that I " was perfectly right in

National Bible Society of Scotland
assuring the Conference that the

^^ ^^^ 3^^^^^ ^^^ the hopes which
desire for Union Versions on the

i expressed as to what that Society
part of the two " (Bible) " Societies would do have been fulfilled.

was sincere and strong." I v\-ant now to settle once and foe
To raaintain this I had uiiwill- over the other questions raised by

ingly to appear on the Conference Dr. John, and I trust he will be

platform, and to prove it, I had pleased to have his raisnpprehen*

unwillingly to publish documents, sions removed as to the attitude

This was the one point at issue, and acts of this Society. In doing
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SO I shall endeavour to steer clear

of debateable matter, and by a

simple statement of facts, supported

by documents, give no reasonable

cause for offence.

In my letter in the November

Recorder I referred to a letter from

Mr. Dyer of May 1, 1886, enclosing

a note from Dr. John, expressing

his willingness to submit his Easy

Mandarin Version to a committee

in sympathy with his work, and

then I added, " I had corresponded

in vain regarding united action in

Easy Weii.li, and this was my

first encouragement to hope for a

united version in Mandarin."

Dr. John assumes that this state-

ment is groundless. In his reply

he asserts that his Weii-li version

was two years in circulation when

in 1885 proposals were made to

him, and ends by appealing "to

your readers to decide for them-

selves whether Dr. Wright has any

valid ground for the following

lament, ' I had corresponded in

vain regarding united action in

Easy Wen-li, and this was my first

encouragement to hope for a united

version in Mandarin.'" My state-

ment that I had corresponded about

Easy Wen-li in vain was an assertion

regarding a matter clearly within

my knowledge. Dr. John's sug-

gestion, as I understand it, is that

my assertion is groundless.

I have now gone over the minutes

of my committee, and I find that

correspondence on Easy Wen-li

began on July 5, 1880, and down

to the close of 1885 occupied, with

other matters, the attention of

nineteen monthly committees. Each

entrance of a subject on my minutes

involves about four letters on an

average, but as the question inter-

ested a very wide circle at home and

in China, I must have written over

a hundred letters on the subject.

In ray correspondence under the

instructions of ray committee I had

always two objects in view. First,

that the version made should be

the work of a representative com-

mittee. Second, that it was not

desirable that it should become the

sole property of one Society. On
March 6, 1884, I wrote to Mr. Dyer,

" I still think it would be a great

pity if the version should become
exclusively the property of one

Society," but lest he might think

there was any jealousy in the mat-

ter, I added, " I shall not be

disappointed should our Scotch

friends claim exclusive right to

print the version." On June 20th

of the same year I wrote him again,

" It would have been gratifying

had Dr. John secured the goodwill

and help of others equally compe-

tent with himself to do the work."

Dr. John did not submit his trans-

lation to a committee, and the

version was published by the

National Bible Society of Scotland.

So much with regard to the Easy

Wen-li.

Now as regards the Mandarin

version. On June 18, 1884, when

the production of a new Mandarin

version was mooted, my committee

had before them the following

declaration from Dr. John :
" I don't

believe one bit in a committee

undertaking the work, neither

would I attempt to work with a

committee in the matter." This

statement gave no hope of united

action in the proposed version, so

far as Dr. John was concerned. On
December 30, 1885, Mr. Dyer wrote,

"I am confident that it would be of
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no Qse for ns to snggest the idea of

his work being phiced under tlie

supervision of a committee which

should have the power of alteration

iu themselves." This gave no hope

of united action.

Dr. John's statement, conveyed

in Mr. Dyer's letter of May 1, 1886,

in which he expressed his willing-

ness to submit his version to a

sympathetic committee, " was ray

first encouragement to hope for a

united version iu Mandarin." These

were the grounds for my statement,

which Dr. John impugns.

Dr. John quotes Mr. Dyer as

making overtures to him to secure

the exclusive use of his Mandarin

version for the British and Foreign

Bible Society. In the light

of the above quotations, and in

view of the known efforts I have

made and am still making to unite

the Bible Societies, as well as the

missionaries, in the same versions

in China, it is hardly necessary for

me to say that Mr. Dyer had no

authority whatever from me for

attempting to secure for his Society

exclusive rights in Dr. John's

version. Dr. John quotes my
committee's reply to Mr. Dyer. It

betrays no undue haste to forestall

another Society. They ask, "If in

case the work bo undertaken he

"

(Dr. John) " would be willing to

submit it to a version committee,

Hs is the custom with all similar

work done for the Society."

Dr. John says, "The Wen-li

version had been adopted by both

the British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety and the National Bible Society

of Scotland." The suggestion here

is if we had adopted his " one

man " Weii-li, why should wo not

take the duplicate Mandarin ? My

reply is the Bible Society never

adopted Dr. John's Easy WSn-U

version. They were requested to

publish an edition, but they declined.

They, however, "authorised their

agents to purchase and circulate

copies." The distinction here does not

seem very logical, but it is real. We
circulated an edition of the Synod's

Russ Bible in an emergency, but we

did not adopt the Synod's version.

The American Bible Society par-

char.es and circulates copies of the

Greek Septuagint in Asia Minor,

but it does not adopt the Septuagint.

So my committee have not adopted

Dr. John's Easy Wen-li version,

their rule being " that whetiever it is

practicable to obtain a board of com-

petent persons to translate or revise

a version of the Scriptures, it is

undesirable to accept for publication

the work of a single translator or

reviser."

Dr. John quotes the following

statement which he had made in

The Recobdeb of April, 1886, to

show his willingness to work with

a committee and his position on such

a committee. "The author" (Dr.

John) " would be a member of tlie

committee, and would have a voice

in every decision, bat he would no

more be the one man holding the

authority of adoption or rejection."

Again, Dr. John says, " It was sug-

gested by them " (the British and

Foreign Bible Society) " that the

work, if undertaken, be submitted

to a revision committee, and I

expressed my willingness to comply.

Nevertheless, the scheme was reject-

ed, and so far as I can see now, on the

ground that it stipulated that the

committee should be in sympathy
with me in my work." !

These statements represent my
oouimittee aa refasiug Dr. John's
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reasonable proposal to submifc his

work to a committee in which he

would simply have a voice as a

member. He marks the Society's

strange decision with a note of

exclamation, and he adds, " Could I

have asked for less ? " I must now,

in defence of my Society, publish

Dr. John's real conditions.

Mr. Dyer, writing on November,

3, 1886, gives the following extract

from a letter received from Dr.

John :
" I don't wish to submit this

version to the whole missionary

body, part by part, as I did the

Wen-li. I am willing to submit it

to a committee, if that committee

is in sympathy with the work. I
sJiould have to chose my oicn com-

mittee in all prohabilitij." The

italics are mine.

Surely this is the place where the

note of exclamation should come in.

Dr. John's committee, in sympathy

with him, meant a committee chosen

by himself ! ! I venture to think

that such a suggestion, from a land

so rich in Christian scholars, was

never before submitted to a Bible

Society. Need I say that negotia-

tions on these lines were suspended.

My committee, however, did not

despair of inducing Dr. John to

work on reasonable terms with a

properly-constituted revision com-

mittee. To this end negotiations

were commenced with the National

Bible Society of Scotland. Our

great difficulty was to secure a com-

mittee that would command the

respect of the missionaries and be

agreeable to Dr. John. Many plans

were suggested, and that presented

by the two Societies was the product

of many minds. Dr. John says he

received a draft copy of oar

proposed plan from Scotland, and

that when he received the final

document, he found "one or two

changes," and *' they were changes

for the worse." These "changes

for the worse," of which Dr. John

complains, were suggested by his

friend, Mr. Arcliibald, and made
in deference to his wishes. Mr.

Archibald joined with us in the

belief that Dr. John would fall in

with our joint proposal.

The result is known. Dr. John

would receive criticisms, accept or

reject them, but more than this he

would not do. My committee could

go no further in the matter.

I trust Dr. John will see that I

have disposed of all the points with

respect to which he has been under

a misapprehension. The documents

which I am reluctantly submitting

in evidence, with all the voluminous

correspondence on the subject, are

open to the inspection of anyone

who wishes to see them. The whole

correspondence, from beginning to

end, shows the high consideration

of the committee for Dr. John as

a man, a mis.sionary and a scholar

;

and at the same time the consid-

erate courtesy by which they en-

deavoured to share in his work of

translation, while remaining loyal

to the Society's rules and the

missionaries in China.

In all my correspondence I have

carefully abstained from blaming

Dr. John. I have never doubted

that he acted from conscientious

motives, and for reasons which

seemed to him satisfactory. I

decline even now to say whether

Dr. John or my Society acted more

wisely in the matter. I state the

facts and leave others to judge.

May I hope that the matter will

now he permitted to rest, and that

the united work inaugurated by the

Conference, and joined in so cordi-
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ally by the three Bible Societies, will

be pressed forward in God's name.

Should the announcement be

made that Dr. John has joined

in the great united effort, it will

be received with joy throughout

the whole Christian world ; but

should he not see his way to take

part in the work, let no one blame

him, he will still have the satisfac-

tion of knowing that he has contrib-

uted largely to making the united

effort a success.

1 am, dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

WiLIilAM WlJIOHT.

To the Editor of

" The Ohinksb Recorder."

Dear Sir: Mr. Gibson in his

*• Review of Colloquial Versions "

of Holy Scripture, says at p. 73 of

the " Records of the Missionary

Conference " that the translation

of the New Testament in the Ning-

po dialect " was made by Mr.

Hudson Taylor along with Mr.

Gough, of the Church Missionary

Society."

Probably Mr. Hudson Taylor's

attention has not been called to

this statement, or he would hasten

to correct it. Mr. Gough is no

longer amongst us.

What Mr. Gough did, stimulated

to the enterprise, I believe, by Mr.

Taylor, was to take in hand, be-

tween the years 1861 and 1868, the

revision of a version of the New
Testament made by others prior to

the year 1860 (see "Records,"

p. 91) with a view to revising it

and furnishing marginal readings

and references.

His work, from Hebrews vii.

onwards, was finished by another

hand ; and it was published, as Mr.

Gibson says, in 1868, by the British

and Foreign Bible Society in a

handsome volume. The text revised

by Mr. Gough consisted of several

volumes, in different sizes of type,

some indeed printed from wooden

blocks. Dr. Wm. ^Martin hod con-

tributed something to it, and Mr.

Gongh also something, but the

greater part of the translation was

the work of the Rev. H. V. Rankin,

of the American Presbyterian Mis-

sion at Ningpo, and the Rev. W.
A. Russell, C. M. S., afterwards

Bishop in North China. They
have both entered into rest, in

1863 and 1879 respectively.

The last revision, 1887, was, I

believe, chiefly done by Mr. Galpin,

of the Methodist Mission, and Mr.

Hoare, C M. S., , Ningpo ; Mr.

Bates, C. M. S., being also on the

Committee of Revision until he

left Ningpo on furlough.

It is desirable that statements

on subjects of common interest,

made in a document of such

importance as the Conference

Records, should be as accurate aa

possible. Those who remember the

early days of colloquial work at

Ningpo are getting rapidly fewer,

and as I happen to be one of them,

I think, it my duty io offer the

above correction.

I take the opportunity of ex-

pressing my satisfaction at learning

that Dr. Mateer, in drawing up
resolutions for the Wen-li com-
mittee on Bible revision, "in bis

first draft, put the Authorized

Version in the front as Bishop

Moule desires."

I earnestly hope that upon ma-
turer consideration of the question,

the able men who form tbo
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committees will return to first

thoughts, which in this case were

certainly best.

Dr. Happer wrote to me in

January, approving of what I had

sent you (Recokdee for January),

and urging me to draw the atten-

tion of the Bible Societies to the

rule I criticized as, in his view,

inconsistent with their constitution.

In this, however, I do not see my
way to follow my venerable broth-

er's advice.

My appeal is to my brethren in

China, who ought to know how
difficult a task they are accepting.

Yours faithfully,

G. E. MouLE.
Hangchow, lUh March, 1891.

To the Mitor of

"The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir : As The Recorder was
appointed the official organ of the

late General Conference, I should

be obliged if you would allow me
to ask through its columns for in-

formation as to what is being done

by the two committees appointed

by Conference to bring out editions

of the Scriptures with brief notes

and annotations.

The appearance of the Conference

Report revives the interest in the

many questions discussed last May
at Shanghai, among which none

received more careful attention

than that of notes and comments.

Many missionaries throughout

China are feeling the pressing need

of annotated Gospels, and would

be glad to know when the first

installment of the committees' work
will be available for general use

and how it can be obtained.

I am, Sir,

Yours very truly,

C. G. Sparham.

Hankow, Fel. 18, 1891.

®xir l00k Ca&k*

Itecord of the "Missionary Conference, held

at Shanghai, May T.20, 1890. Shanghai:
Presbyterian Mission Press.

Among the excellent features of

this book are the list of members,

the inlet headings and a superior

map of China. Contrasted with

the Record of 1877, the number of

pages is 744 as against 492 ; and

these figures may fairly represent

the growth of missions in the Far

East. The introduction, by Dr.

Mateer, presents a graphic resume

of the Conference. Much credit is

due the Presbyterian Mission Press

in removing financial and other

difficulties, and to the senior mem-

ber of the Editorial Committee, W.

J. Lewis, for the undue share of

labor so well performed by him.

We have in this goodly volume a

permanent record of the world-

renowned Shanghai Conference, and
it comprises an invaluable fund of

information and instruction on

every question of moment connected

with mission work in China.

M i5[ ^ 1E> ^o-f^U Chiao Pien ChSnff.

A Correct View of the Two Religions.

By Rev. F. R. James. Shanghai

:

Presbyterian Mission Press, 1890.

Revised Edition. Price 3 cents.

The author writes in moderate

or low W^n-H, and it is well that

he has done so. His object in pre-
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paring this work is to contrast the

Protestant faith with Roman
Catholicism, and in a series of brief

discussions he appears to bring oufc

very clearly many points of differ-

ence. The book will prove of special

value in localities where Protestant

missions are popularly held rtjspon-

siblo for certain customs and pecu-

liarities of doctrine which are not

justly chargeable to them. Indeed,

it may be said to have a wider

mission. Native converts of the

Protestant faith generally should

have an intelligent comprehension

of the subject here discussed.

^^ P. ^ \S. %%, ShihT'u Sin Ching
VhihChid. Expoaitiou of the Apostles'
Creed. By Rev. F. L. H. Pott. Pub-
lished by St. John's College, Shanghai,
under the Editorial Supervision of Tso
Hae-fee. Kwang Hsii 16, Ist Moon.

The introduction rofers to the

fact of a series of lectures having

been given in the college chapel to

aid Christian bearers to a better

understanding of the fundamental

doctrines of the Gospel. The
Apostles' Creed affords a compact
theme for such discussion, and we
have presented in this volume the

preacher's meditations,—incisive,

scholarly and helpful to believing

souls ; also calculated to inspire

thought and a spirit of inquiry.

Perhaps all our readers would not

agree with the teaching in every

instance : for example, the anther's

exposition of I Peter 3 : 19,—" By
which also he went and preached

unto the spirits in prison." But it

is a difficult passage ; one that has

puzzled many a commentator. The
fine white paper, large, clear type,

and headings in the ample upper

margin, make this book a delight

to the eye.

TranaactioTU of Thn Asiatic Society o*

Japan. VOL. XVIII. Part H. Voko'-

hamo, Shanghai, Hongkong and 8inga*
pore : Kelly A Walsh, L'd. Oct., 1890.
Prioe, 91.50.

The three papers printed in full

are: "The Origin of Spanish and

Portuguese Rivalry in Japan," by

E. M. Satow; *' On Race Struggles

in Corea," by E. H. Parker;
" Modern Japanese Legal Institu-

tions," by R. Masujima. The last

named article advances the belief

that the jurisprudence of any

country must grow in a nataral

manner, and brings out this train

of ideas :

—

"It is only after the growth of

centuries that any system of Western

jurisprudence has become fit to

nurse the laws of a country. Hence

it will require years, perhaps

generations, of development before

our jurisprudence can meet the

needs created by the changes of the

past twenty years. There has been

an excess of theorising and copying.

The agencies which effect legal

improvement—fiction, equity and

legislation—have not followed their

normal order. With us legislation

has come in suddenly and su-

perabundantly, succeeding fiction

immediately without giving equity

an opportunity of supplying a

connecting link between the past

and the future. In the older days

of Roman and English law tb«

part successively played by fiction

and equity may seem strange to

modern eyes. Nevertheless, these

systems attained their final high

standard of development because

they ran their natural course. They

were nursed kindly and tenderly

by these two instrumentalities in

succession, which are no other than

guardians designed by nature to
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support law during its infancy and

youth. The reversal of the natural

order in our legislation is not only

to be regretted historically and

theoretically; it is in fact practi-

cally injurious to the people, because

the changes thus introduced are not

a development, but an extraneous

thing, artificially euperioaposed.

Moreover, it is not practicable for

the old laws of Japan to be replaced

with a stroke of the pen by an alien

code of laws, which prescribe fine

principles and distinctions worked

out by lawyers on the basis of

complicated affairs and phases of

life existing in a society fundamen-

ally different from ours. The stage

of progress reached by that society

does not correspond to ours. It

is founded on contract between in-

dividuals, whereas Japanese society

is still based on the family as the

ultimate unit."

To show that the present state of

society in Japan does not admit of

the working of so-called advanced

legal institutions, Mr. Masujiraa

suggests, among other reasons, the

following :

—

" No status of lawyers as such is

recognized according to the present

regulations. For instance, no spe-

cial scale of fees is established, and

a day's remuneration for a lawyer

in the eye of the law is not different

from that of a coolie or a mechanic,

only__fifty cents a day being allowed.

No lawyer of respectability will be

content to work for fees based on

such a scale. This state of things

has disappointed foreign suitors,

who have had to pay lawyers out

of their own pockets, even when

they have gained their cases. There

is no mark or distinction bestowed

on sacceasfal members of the bar.

Those who are really successful and
have made money at the bar are

very few, and the bench is not a

post of honour to which they look

forward. Though very few lawyers

attain any success worthy of compar-
ison with that obtained by lawyers
in the West, it is not difficult for

lawyer.s of ability to make a living,

that is, as business goes in this

country, and it is natural that they
should look to practice rather than
to the bench.

"The sources from which practi-

tioners come are, with some excep-
tions in cases of English law, grad-
uates of the Imperial University.

Such graduates are usually of ple-

beian birth, or at any rate have no
official connections : they have fail-

ed at examinations for judgeships
or have not offered themselves as

candidates on account of the petty

salaries and cold treatment accord.,

ed to judges. The majority of

the sons of gentlemen occupy gov-
ernment posts, and their tendency
has been to look down upon profes-

sional life as degrading and in

every way inferior to official life.

One of the consequences of the low
esteem in which the legal profession

is held by the people is the want
of respect shewn to the judiciary.

If more sense of respect for the

legal profession both at the bar

and on the bench be not cultivated,

and legal sense and experience be

not more practically developed, the

future of the Japanese judicial staff

cannot be bright or hopeful. Mere
mechanical organization will never

suffice for carrying out the good
intentions of the reformers. Our
courts and judicial staff can only

be elevated to the desired standard

by many years of legal education
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and traiiiinpf, gradually applied

aud improved."

At a general meeting of the

Society, held in Tokyo, January

22nd, 1890, an interesting dis-

cussion followed the reading of the

papers, in the coarse of which

Prof. Chamborlin dwelt upon

what he considered to be the highly

venturesome guesses of certain

writers in discussing archaic Japan-

ese and kindred subjects. He re-

ferred to one learned writer who

spoke "of the state of China 2500

years before Cbrist, making absolute

assertions concerning the high state

of civilization at which the Chinese

had arrived and giving the details

of the civilization. It might safely

bo said that we knew absolutely

nothing about the state of China

then. There had recently been an

interesting discussion in the China

Branch of the Asiatic Society, in

the course of which Dr. Faber and

Mr. Kingsmill had apparently

shown that the early history of

China required to be dmolishod as

absolutely by the sceptic as was the

early history of Japan by Mr. Aston

and others, and that we really knew
very little of China earlier than a

century or so before Confucius, much
less of it 2000 years before Christ."

d^tritorial C0mmcnt,
Take any benevolent or reforma-

tory movement: put into it enthusi-

asm, intelligence, influence of social

position, knowledge,—all the best

things,—but if you leave out prayer,

the movement will be a practical

failure. This is not a religious

idea simply : it is a philosophical

fact. All the great reformers,

without one exception, have been

men and women of prayer. Let

us seek the hiding of power.

Wk have conceded to Dr. "Wright,

of the British and Foreign Bible

Society, the privilege of explaining

in The Recordeb some matters

that seem to him important in the

interest of mutual understanding

between brethren. But the an-

nouncement is hereby made tliat our

columns are not open to further

discussion of this subject, unless

Dr. John should desire to say a

word. It is the editor's purpose to

make the magazine for which he is

responsible a medium of friendly

intercourse between independent

thinkers in China, giving littlo

heed to personalities, even of a
kindly sort, or to any subject that

does not command immediate and
thoughtful interest on the part of

our readers.

The China Inland Mission may
almost be said to be a society of all

orthodox denominations; and this

intercommunion of " the sects,"

this harmonious working together

of differing believers under a com-
mon organization, presents to the

world an object lesson of peculiar

significance. It is also an interest-

ing fact that representatives from
many lands are included,—Dutch,
Swede, Norwegian, Russian, Ger-
man, Swiss, Welsh, Scotch, Irish,

English, Canadian, American (U.

S.), Australian, East Indian, and
one Chinese reckoned in the foreign

staff. The number of re-inforce-

raents to the mission since last

October, up to the first of March,
was 127. If success continues to

attend this movement, it is likely

to prove a great and growing
factor in the problem of the world's

evangelization.
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By the forethonght and wisdom
of our Creator, it has been arranged

that the kind of food flourishes

most in the locality where the

human residents most need its

elements. Hence, we find meats

and animal oils almost exclusively

as the aliment of the Greenlander,

who by their consumption is enabled

to keep up an internal fire amid

the rigors of a sunless winter;

while in tropical countries cooling

and mollifying fruits abound. We
may not suppose that China—for

the most part a semi-tropical

region—is so inopulent as to be

destitute of like benevolent provis-

ions of nature. A free though

moderate use, by foreign residents,

of tea, oranges and rice would prob-

ably answer the conditions of health

far better than imported liquors

and a heavy diet of animal food.

It is a fact not generally known
that nearly all the returned Chinese

from America are located in two

well defined sections of Kwantung
province. It is estimated that

about one-third are in the Sam
Yop, or Three Districts, quite near

Canton. The far larger number
have their homes in S2 Yop, Four
Districts, on the coast south-east

of Canton and remote from the

city. The dialect of the latter is

peculiar, and materially different

from the Cantonese proper. The
traveler in any part of the regions

designated does not fail to notice

here and there signs of worldly

prosperity, especially in the im-

proved aspect of the dwellings. A
house with a new roof, and other

betterments, is almost sure to

shelter a former denizen of the

Pacific coast.

If Japanese Buddhism is mori-

bund, as many think, it will not be

the fault of certain representatives

of Christian America if it is not

galvanized into new life. Colonel

Olcott,—who is in the habit of

wearing a jewel said by some of his

admirers to be a crystalized tear of

Madame Blavatsky, and who has

published a catechism in Singhalese,

considered by the followers of

Baddha as of great merit and
thoroughly orthodox,—does not

hesitate to extol the faith of India

as the hope of Japan. The Rev.

A. M. Knapp, of Boston, U. S. A.,

Unitarian missionary in Tokyo,

has recently attracted wide attention

by claiming to be the Western
representative of " Reciprocity in

Religion." It should be said,

however, that he now disclaims the

title of " missionary " and assumes

that of " ambassador." In his

high character of plenipotentiary

in matters of faith, he suggests

a fair and equal exchange of ideas

with the ancient and honored

Buddhism. It need scarcely be

stated that the progressive men of

Japan are amazed at this unexpected

re-enforcement of inveterate and
hopeless conservatism, and that

Buddhistic propagandists through-

out the country are showing a

disposition to utilize American
Unitarianism as a weapon of attack

against Christianity.

The United States census re-

turns announce that there are 140

religious bodies within the bounds

of the Republic. The number is

surprisingly great. In addition to

the fact of 140 creeds formally

adopted, we are to remember that

many independent organizations,

with their peculiar and variant

notions, have sprung into being.

We are not disposed, however, to

take a pessimistic view of this

question of a multiplicity of denom-
inations, since there is more or

less unity in essential doctrine

where beliefs and customs appear

to differ. Moreover, it is, on the

whole, a praiseworthy characteristic

of our time—not without peril

subtile and imminent—that as to

intellective abstractions in religion

men are free to reach their own
conclusions. And yet, the best

minds of the day agree that there
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are metes and bounds to indepen-

deJifc thought in tho realm of revciil-

ed truth, and that in union of believ-

ers there is strength. Hence, the

movement in Japan and China

lookinf? to a union of Churches

under tho same order is significant

of real progress, and deserves the

co-operation of all who pray with

their Divine Master,—" That they

may he one."

Many travelers in Egypt are

guilty of a most reprehensil)le

practice,—that of writing their

names on the monuments. It is

believed that the tomb of Tih, at

Sakkarah, and Sethi I.'s beauti-

ful mausoleum, have in this way
suffered more damage by the hand
of modern tourists than from the

destructive power of the elements

for the thousands of years of

their previous existence. Pompey's

Pillar is sadly disfigured by the

impertinent record of obscure

names. A young American travel-

er, in 1870, visited all the ruins in

Upper Egypt with a pot of tar in

one hand and a brush in the other,

leaving on temple and monument
the disgraceful record of his pas-

sage. Traces of this absurd mania
are found everywhere in Europe
and America, and even in China.

In utter obliviousness of the ancient

and sacred nature of the place,

some Westener, a few years ago,

scratched his name on the white

marble center of the Altar of

Heaven where the Emperor as

High-priest of the nation once a

year kneels in worship beneath the

open heavens. Such an act we un-

hesitatingly characterize as vulgar

and barbarous.

The helps to missions are known
and appreciated,—the hinderances

are many and great. Among the

latter, it is impossible not to give

prominence to the fact that China
does not receive from the professedly

Christian nations a pure Christian-

ity in doctrine and life. We need

not dwell upon the immorality go

conspicuous at the principal sejv-

port towns. No one is more quick
to detect any departure from known
standards of virtue than the

Chinaman. Having such "detective

ability," it does not seem strange

that he should remain a heathen.

But it is probable that the natives

are sufficiently intelligent to reach

the conclusion that, as among them-
selves so among men of the West,
there are unworthy and degraded
specimens of humanity for whom
neither religion nor any type of

civilization, high or low, can be held

responsible. Another thing, and of

greater consequence, is,—the con-

viction forced upon China that the

professedly Christian nations are

selfish, grasping, domineering and
unjust. England has compelled her

to take her opium, knowing that it

carried ruin with it to many in-

dividuals and thousands of families^

France, without just occasion, has

bombarded her towns and slaughter-

ed her people. The United States

has violated the most solemn treaty

obligations, and treated her subjects

with extreme harshness. To remove,

or even to modify to any perceptible

degree, this impression, the moral,

religious and civilizing influences

emanating from the West must bo
multiplied and prolonged through
years of toil and patient waiting.

We have faith in education, and in

the preaching of the Gospel; but
our larger hope is founded in the

good lives of men,—the only antidote

(humanly speaking) of moral evil,

the only corrective of that false

logic which condemns right principle

because of the unrighteous deed.

We see from time to time in our
exchanges abundant evidence of the

great interest felt among intelligent

observers at home in the project of

a Union Bible for Cliina. Many
w^ill read with special satisfaction

the appended quotation from an
article in a recent number of The
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Church at Home and Abroad entitled,

** The Crown of the Conference: "

—

"It was definitely decided at

Shanghai to bring out a union ver-

sion of the Holy Scriptures in three

forms, viz., one in what is known
in China as High Wen-li, one in

Easy "Wen-li, and one in Mandarin.

Missionaries writing from China

often throw their readers at this

distance into confusion by using

different terms for one meaning.

Where one correspondent says

"Wen-li," others say "Classical."

The tferms are synonymous. A
separate committee is appointed to

carry forward each of these three

versions, a circumstance which at

once shows how large a number of

missionaries of the very highest

scholarship is to be found in China,

for two of these committees number
twelve each, and the third ten.

Thirty-four men could be imme-
diately named in whose Bible

erudition and mastery of the thrice-

difficult Chinese tongue their

brethren have such confidence that

they commit to them the sacred and
momentous task of creating a ver-

sion of the Holy Scriptures for an

empire. Of these translators twelve

are Englishmen, twelve Americans,

ten Germans.
" Still the scope of translation is

not covered when three general,

or, so to speak, ecumenical, versions

are planned. There remain the

local dialects. Dr. Nevius says

that there are now complete or

partial renderings in the Shanghai,

the Ningpo, the Fuchow, the

Canton, the Hakka, the Amoy, and
the Kin-hwa. And are these all

distinct ? Surely Babel contributed

a liberal quota of linguistic confu-

sion to the ' land of Sinim.' The
Conference appointed a committee

to consult upon the best method of

bringing out renderings of Scrip-

tures in these various vernaculars.

The labors must be great, but the

prize is commensurate. Millions

are to be addressed.

" It might well be a subject of

special prayer over all the world for

the next few years that the trans-

lation committees in China may be
guided by the Holy Spirit, as were
the authors who wrote the Scrip-

tures."

The disciples of our Lord were
first known as a Jewish sect. They
spoke of themselves as those of

"the way," the new "way" of life

which must ever tend to life eternal.

They also called each other " breth-

ren," in token of goodly fellow-

ship. They may have appropriated

the title "saints" or "holy ones,"

—not from spiritual pride, but be-

cause of a new consecration. Their

enemies among the Jews often spoke

of them as " Nazarines." The
followers of Marius and Pompey
had been known as Mariani and
Pompeiani, while those of Christ in

the Latin provinces came naturally

to be recognized as Ghristiani. It

is probable that the name originated

from without, and was first used as

a term of reproach. But its signifi-

cance and appropriateness soon,

commanded universal recognition

throughout Jewry and the Roman
Empire. In Antioch "the great

name of Christian, which was after-

wards to echo through the ages to

the end of time, was first formed on
human lips."

It may be that believers generally

acknowledged the name not only

because it was appropriate in itself,

but also for the reason that after-

wards led Tertullian to its accept-

ance. Between the two words
XploTO(r and XPV^'''^^ (Christos and
Chrestos) there was but little difier-

ence in sound. The latter word
signified "good, kindly, gracious,"

and so that Eastern fondness for

finding a significance in the sound
of words might in this instance be
gratified by turning the term of

reproach into an involuntary testi-

mony to the character of those to

whom it was applied.
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By what name shall we who are
servants of the Lord bo called in

the Chinese tongue ? fg Jfli ]||c (i^A,
"Men who believe in Jesus," might
do as a descriptive title, but it is

too cuuibersoine for a proper name.

M B ti^ ^ ^, "Students of

Jesus," though often heard in

this part of China, is scarcely

adequate to the demand. ^ '^ ^
seems to have a proper etymological

meaning, but will it ever command
popular utterance and ready use

among Christians themselves? To
our seeming it is both inappropriate

and irreverent to call a chapel

W ffic
^—"Jesus Hall." Wo

confess to equal dissatisfaction with
the terms commonly used to signify

the body of beliovers. It is unfor-

tunate that BP g^ Ifc, Yeh Su Chiao

(Protestantism) and ^ ^ ^, T'ien

Ohu Chino (Roman Catholicism) are

much better understood in China
than a more comprehensive desig-

nation. Perhaps " the worthy
name" by which faithful witnesses

for Christ are yet to be known will

come from those outside the com-
munity of the brethren, and first as a

sign of popular hatred and reproach.

issioitarjj ^efas»

—Bishop Burden spent some
time, a few months since, at Foo-

chow, examining native deacons

and several catechists who were

candidates for orders, examining

some of the younger European
missionaries in the language, and
in presiding at the Conference. The
Bishop also held a confirmation

service, which he pronounced one

of the most interesting he had ever

known. The total number con-

firmed was fifty-four.

—Rev. Dr. C. R. Mills, of Teng-
chow, tells of a converted blind

musician who is developing much
zeal and tact in urging the claims

of Christ upon his countrymen.
Until recently he has supported
himself and his aged mother by
ballad-singing, but has abandoned
this means of livelihood from a
conviction that he could not con-

sistently sing about the lying

legends of the gods and the licen-

tious conduct of bad men and
women. The plan now is to make
a Christian ballad-singer of him,
and he has been practicing on a

small parlor organ, diligently pre-

paring himself to take the field

with an accordeon, when he will

sing and play Christian hymns and
recite the Gospel story.

—The Northern Presbyterian
Mission at Ningpo rejoices in the

successful working of what would
seem to be a new method of evangel-

ism. A number of well-equipped

medical helpers are sent out into

the country, each one accompanied
by a band of preachers, and while
the healing art is being applied the
message of salvation is proclaimed.

One band, with young Dr. Zee,

labored in Tong-yiang region, 200
miles south-west of Ningpo, where
the people had not been friendly to

the opening of a mission station.

Here patients were numerous, and
listeners who were not patients

numbered not a few. In other
places the indications attending this

form of work are most hopeful.

—We print herewith an exact
copy, with translation, of the
Sabbath-keeping notice which was
put up in front of Messrs. Hok
Lee ii Co.'s Foochow store, in
1882 :—
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^ ^ n
^ n

/I
" Notice is respectfully given that

our firm commenced business on the

first month of the present year. We
close on Simdays, but are open every

other day of the loeeh for the trans-

action of business. Hok Lee Sf Go."

The original board, with the

letters engraved thereon, still re-

mains in place ; and while the store

has been steadily closed on Sundays,

on Wednesday evenings and on tlie

Lord's Day, religious services were

regularly conducted, during the

life-time of the principal proprietor,

in the "upper room" of the spacious

building.

—By kind permission of Dr.

Percey Mathews, of St. John's

College, we are permitted to take

this extract from a recent private

letter of Dr. Hunter's, in which
reference is made to the sad ex-

perience of himself and family in

being driven out by mob violence

from an interior city of Shantung
province :

—

" All my mail for five weeks was
lost. The messenger who took it to

Tsi Ning arrived there just at the

time a mob was in possession of our

inn, and they stole all his things

—

bedding, my mail sack, &c., &c.
" But we escaped without person-

al injury ; some of our goods were

stolen and some broken, and we
Avere threatened with violence

unless we left the city. After four

days more we were compelled to

leave, else the inn would have been
pulled down over our heads. We
are now in Tsi Nan and purpose to

go home in May, hoping to open the

v/ork on my return."

—Amid the numerous voices

that have been heard ringing the

change on matters affecting Ch'ung-
k'ing, it is the privilege of mission-

aries to witness and announce the

steady growth of Christianity in

a place that is destined to absorb
yet more completely the earnest

attention of the outside world. Of
the many cheering signs in connec-

tion with Christian effort in Ch'ung-
k'ing the vigorous and healthy tone
of a series of united services, which
have just come to an end, is not the
least encouraging. Twelve months
ago a week of united meetings were
held at the several mission stations,

and the experiment proved so suc-

cessful that a proposal to hold a

similar series this Chinese New Year
was received with general favour.

Two or three missionaries were asked
to sketch a programme, and the
following list of subjects was
drawn up :

—

1st Night Prayer Meeting.

Subject Thankfaltiegs.

,, C'tian Life : its battles & triumphs.

„ „ ,,
its duties & helps.

„ ,, „ Its privileges.

„ The Witness of the Holy Spirit.

„ rrivate, Family & Public Prayer.

„ Consecration.

It was arranged that a missionary

should conduct each service, give

a short address bearing on the topic

for the evening, and then invite

remarks or prayer from the native

brethren. The results far exceeded
our anticipations. Each meeting
was well attended ; there was an

and

.3rd

<th

6th

6th

7 th

8tb
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evident desire on the part of

the converts to obtjiin spiritual

profit ; while it was also specially

noticeable that the speaking on the

part of the natives was better and
more interejfting than it was the

previous year. Altogether, the

meetings were more inspiring, and
the workers in Ch'ung-k'ing have

good cause to thank God for a mani-

fest deepening of the spiritual life of

those who have been constrained to

enter the Church. The fact that

there are now four Protestant mis-

sionary Societies actively at work in

this city and that foreigners and
natives are able to unite in such har-

monious meetings, augers well for

future prosperity. Less than five

yearsago the little Church in Ch'ung-

k'ing was born weak and demor-

alized ; to-day it is comparatively

strong and united, and with God's

blessing will become—what we all

hope and pray it may become—

a

powerful Avitness for Christ in a

very dark and somewhat hostile

locality.—[/. Wallace Wilson.l

—Mr. T. Gatrell, of the American
Bible Society, sends to the office in

Shanghai a very encouraging

account of a recent journey of

his in Chihli province. His obser-

vations of mission work along the

line of travel are given :

—

"At a village called Pu-an-tuan,

140 U south of Pek in, there is a large

revival taking place. The whole of

the population seem anxious to

hear the Gospel. There is a native

pastor there who is working very

faithfully, and God is richly owning
his labor.

" At Pao-ting Fu, in the city and
also in the country, whole villages

are enquiring after the doctrine ; at

one place in particular, about 90 li

distant from the city, there are a

number of women who are begging

for some foreign lady missionary

to come and teach them.

"There is a very able corps of

Chinese preachers there who are

doing a very good work in the

abseiice of a foreign pastor. Dr.

Merritt of course has enough to keep

liim busy in his hospital, so he has

not time to do much pastoral work.

" The surrounding country has

been very much Hooded, and it seems
that the people have been exercised

thereby and are learning righteous-

ness while God's judgments are

abroad in the earth. At U-cho the

people are very kindly disposed to

Christianity, and they know a good
deal of the doctrine from having

lieard it preached by a native pastor

and also through the family of

Christians who have been there for

24 years. I spent Sunday at their

house, and they were constantly

saying how much they wislied a

foreign pastor would come and live

there. I exhorted them to pray the

Lord of the harvest that He would
thrust forth more labourers.

" On the road from U-cho to

Kalgan I met a man 75 years of age,

who was very much interested in

the doctrine. He said he had lived

a very sinful life and felt he must
answer for it some day ; he said he
would like to "t'sach'ii," /.e., to wipe
away, thirty years of his life. He
was pointed to the Lamb of God
who taketh away the sin of the

world, and who has already atoned
for sins. At Kalgan there has been
quite an ingathering into theChurch
just lately, and there are many more
who are ready to be received as

members. The leaven is working
mightily."

—A little to the N. E. of the city

of Chingchow Fu, Shantung, where
I reside, is a permanent Manchu
camp. This Manchu city (for the
camp is walled and built as sub-

stantially as a city) has been in-

tensely anti-foreign for a long time.

"When Mr. Richard first settled in

Ching-chow Fu, at the time of

the first great famine in Shantung
some twelve or thirteen years ago,

notices were posted up by the

Mauchus forbidding their people
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under dire penalties, to have any-

thing to do with the foreigners.

Neither have any of us dared to

enter the city until quite recently.

Now, however, a great change is

passing over the place. Through

the medical labours of Dr. Watson
and his wife, many of the Manchus
have become quite friendly. About
ten come to me regularly every

week for Christian instruction, and

more earnest, truly sincere disciples

I have never had. All our Chris-

tians who have met them give them

the same high character. Probably

about sixty per cent, of the in-

habitants of the Manchu city are

still unwilling to have anything to

do with us, but I am hoping

through imparting regular, system-

atic instruction to those who are

willing to come and receive it to

be able to leaven the whole city.

I have not met any Manchus else-

where, but those with whom I

have had intercourse here strike me
as being much more open-minded

and more manly than the average

man among the Chinese. Their

bearing, too, is more dignified. We
have been now established in Ching-

chow Fu long enough to live down
all prejudices ; and, owing to the

large sums distributed recently in

the district for famine relief pur-

poses, are surrounded by an exceed-

ingly friendly people. 1 am trying

to reach the shop-keepers and others

of the city by inviting them to magic

lantern lectures of an evening, and

am doing so with some success.

Will those readers of The Re-

corder who have started shops

in the interior for the sale of

Christian literature, kindly let me
know their opinions of this method

of mission work, and the principles

upon which they carry on the

shops'? I shall be glad to have

information on this topic, either by

private letter, or through the col-

ujuns of The Recorder, as may
be deemed the more advisable.

—

[C' Sturgeon Medhurst.^

—The American Missionary As-

sociation is carrying on a successful

and promising enterprise, both

among Chinese in the States and in

their native land. The annual

statement of this Association, for

1890, we reproduce for the en-

couragement of Christian workers

in China :

—

" In our Chinese work we report

eighteen schools, two more than

last year, and a new chapel has

been dedicated at Riverside, Cal.

Our Chinese mission buildings are

plain frame structures, with a

school-room used for i-eligious

meetings, kept in a neat condition

and ornamented with Chinese bric-

a-brac ; they have also living rooms

attached to accommodate a few of

the members when sick or out of a

situation. The pupils are all young
men. The Bible is a prominent

text-book, and the schooling is in

order to Christianize the scholars.

Every session is closed with a dis-

tinctively religious service. The
Chinese pupils themselves are very

liberal in the support of the mission,

and in taking up work for their

native land. In connection with

a mission which the Association of

Christian Chinese is supporting in

Hongkong, they have already built

a chapel, in which is held daily

preaching ; they have opened

several free schools. One Christian

Chinaman assumes the salary of a

Christian Chinese physician, who
has been educated to the American
practice ; and another Chinaman
pays for the medicine to be used by

him, and this physician goes along

with the preaching evangelist, who
is sustained by the Central Com-
mittee. The amount raised last

year by their Association for the

work in California and in China is

$2,600.

Statistics of Chinese Work.

Schools, 18; teachers, 33; pupils,

1310; ceased from idolatry, 204;
give evidence of conversion, 159."
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—Thibet.—The Moravians have

a mission in this most inaccessible

region. The mission premises lie

about 9400 feet above sea level,

and 1000 feet above the narrow

ravine, down which the foaming

torrent of the Sutlej rushes. The
village of Poo is the largest in that

remote district, but the high passes

leading to it are very difficult at all

times, and impassable for a good

part of the year. Here live and

labor a missionary pair, occupying

a post about as isolated as any

mission field on the face of the

earth. Their nearest post-office is

fourteen days distant over Hima-

layan mountain paths. Ten years

or more may pass without their

receiving a single visit from a

European. But for thirty-two years

this outpost has been faithfully

held, as a centre for evangelistic

labors.

—

[The Missionary Review.']

The Japanese in Shanghai.

It is to " the regions beyond " the

thoughts go, of all newly arriving

workers into this land, and we were

no exception to the rule when we
came to Shanghai from our New
England home,—myself, wife and

her sister,—a year ago last fall.

We came not as sent by any

Society or Board ; we were not

specified for any field,—we only

knew that the Lord had called us

to go to China ; once there, we
expected, as to Abraham of old. He
would show us whither He had

it in mind to establish us for His

work.

We naturally thought, however,

of " the interior ;
" and not for a mo-

mentdid we expect to find a new field

in so settled a missionary location as

Shanghai. Yet here,—in the midst

of one of the oldest established

centres, amidst the many workers

designated to the Chinese, and who
had therefore no liberty to take up

any other than that,—was a repre-

seutatiou of pure heatheuibm, for

whom nothing bad been done to

lead them to the light. His oye,

which is always lifted up "on the

fields" and who sees them—oh so

white !—already to harvest, had seen

their bondage and heard their cry,

and He had set about it to send
them, too, the blessed Gospel of

their redemption from sin and death.

As you have asked me, dear Mr.
Editor, to give a little account of

the work, and how it originated,

I gladly do so.

We had been here some foar
months, and in much prayer as to

where the Lord would have us begin

to work, meantime studying kwan-
hiva, when I one day received a
letter from a dear friend at Hankow.
He told me of a young Japanese
who at one time lived there, and
often came to his room to read the

Scriptures, his object being the

English language ; but be thought
he was not far from the kingdom
as the result of his readings.

This young man was now living

in Shanghai, and had written bim
expressing regret at the loss of

that privilege, asking if he could
introduce him to any here whose
help he might in like manner obtain.

At this suggestion, I looked up
the young man, and the following

Sabbath afternoon, he and a friend

he introduced came to my house to

read the English Testament. They
each understood enough English to

take in explanations, &c., so we
made progress. It was arranged
they should take a lesson every
week evening, and they were told

that any friends of theirs would be
gladly added to the class. In the

next week or two, almost every
evening a new face would appear
in the door smiling and bowing
tlieir introduction to the Japanese
Bible School. Soon we had a
regular class of from eight to ten

each evening. We read a chapter

in Japanese and in English, followed
by questions, explanations and

—

tlie Gospel. It was not long before

a new applicatioB was made. This
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time a lady called ; she desired to

know if our school was limited to

males, and if not she earnestly

desired to acquire English too.

Thus an afternoon hour was given

by my wife or her sister, and they

soon had another student apply.

This time a poor amah. She said

she could not read anything, Japan-

ese or English, but she so wanted
to know about the Christian relig-

ion, for she knew she some day

would have to die, and " she wanted

to die proper," and her tears proved

how real was her heart-hunger.

Others followed, of either sex, and

our occupation increased, so that our

time was well filled with teaching.

One feature of the work we were

much struck with. At the first,

when the chapter was finished,

and we pushed back our chairs to

have the talk, the lack-lustre eye

would indicate but little interest

in the subject. In a little while,

however, a change came. Some
remark caught tiie attention, and

a listener was aroused
;
presently

eyes, lips, the whole face, would be

lit up with the dawn of a new ex-

istence, and thereafter the diligent

attention to the matter read and
expounded was as great or greater

as before the sound of words and

phrases in the coveted language.

We have probably, in the twelve

months we have been in operation,

had the privilege to open up the

Gospel message to upwards of a

hundred ; and few, if any, had ever

heard or read a word of it before.

The work has now developed

into the routine of a mission.

On Sabbath morning we have

our Sabbath-school. My wife has

a class of children, her sister of

women, and I have from fifteen to

twenty-five young men studying the

Bible topically,—noting down and
looking up the proof-texts, and
carefully weighing their statements,

thus grounding themselves in the

principles of Christian truth.

In the afternoon we have a

Qospel service. The Lord always

seems to provide us with an inter-

preter amongst them, and in this

department we have been much in-

debted to a dear young Christian

brother, well known in our midst
in Shanghai, who though a " for-

eigner " has the colloquial Japanese
very naturally, having acquired it

from childhood.

Tlie young men are very free to

lead in prayer, and recently we
have had our song service improved
by the advent of a beautiful new
Japanese Hymn-book, just brought
out in Japan,—a great addition to

Christian service in that land I

am sure. Our dear brother, Mr.
Verity, of the American Bible So-

ciety, has taken in hand to teach

our young men Western notation

an hour a week, which is eagerly

taken up by these omnivorous
students.

We have a daily morning school

for children, with assistance of a
native teacher. Four evenings of

the week we pursue the original

form of the work, reading and com-
menting on the Scriptures to an
average of from 15 to 20 young men,
dividing them into classes as far as

we can. We greatly need help in

this work. My sister-in-law and I

have them between us, but the

grading might profitably employ at

least one if not two more teachers.

The afternoon is occupied with
occasional students and visiting.

We have access to the best class

socially here, and valuable work can
be done in personal contact thus. A
women's class for knitting and fancy
work has been organized, in order
to cultivate this form of the work.

Recently some new openings
have been given us. Quite a num-
ber of boys from the Buddhist
schools have been coming, and our
attention has been directed to the
feasibility of an all-day school for

such as these. Many poorer class

families would thus be reached,

whom we have not yet been able to

get at. The young men have
formed a Yoaug Men's Ohristiau
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Association and snstain a weekly

prayer-meeting amongst them-

selves. They also are diligent

readers of a lending library we

have opened with a valued contri-

bution of books from the Japanese

Tract Society.

"We have not yefc organised a

Church, but there are several with

us that were church members in

Japan, and there are probably ten

or twelve who desire to make their

public confession of the faith they

have embraced.

So far, the work has been carried

on in our own house; and since we
entered upon the work of " Thk
Missionary Home" there has been

no conflict or division of interest.

We look forward, at no distant day,

to house both in a " Home " and
" mission premises " adapted to all

their requirements.

Meantime, inquiry is being made
for a suitable mamed couple for

native assistance in pastoral and

teaching work.

The work has never flagged in

interest ; and it is worthy of note

that not a single step of the work
has originated with us. In some
unlocked for way every part has

been opened to us. The day school,

the prayer circle, the Y. M. C.

A., the library, the Sabbath

morning school, the home visitation,

have all been suggested by them-

selves, or had its beginning from

without. Kow truly the Lord does
" lead " in His work !

I dare not further trespass on

your space, or I would gladly testify

of very precious experiences of the

deep and real interest manifested

in the truth. Many of our students

dave told us they had never heard

the Gospel before, or opened a

Bible,—sometimes the way they are

handled makes this very evident.

At all hours of the day we have

inquiries, indicating a heart aroused

and a mind at work in earnest in

its searching after truth.

It was sometime before we real-

ised that this was indeed the Lord's

designed work for us in sending

us here, but wo do praise Him
much for giving us such a real and
promising corner of His vineyard

to work in. Beloved, remember this

work iu your prayers.

Edwaed Evans,

The Japantte Bible School and Afittionary
Home and Jimlnets Agency,
8, Seward Road, Shanghai.

The venerable and honored Rev.

A. P. Happer, D.D., of Canton,

who first came to China forty-seven

years ago, is about to return to

America. His post-office address

will be Glenshaw, Allegheny Co.,

Penn.

Rev. J. W. Stevenson, Deputy
Director of the China Inland Mis-

sion, having turned over the duties

of his office to Rev.J. Hudson Taylor,

Director, is now on his way home.

Mr. and Mrs. S. Dyer, of the

British and Foreign Bible Society,

have taken their departure for

England. Mr. Dyer, besides filling

with ability and success the position

of Bible Agent for Mid-China, has

commended himself to the respect

and grateful memory of the Shang-

hai Free Christian Church for his

ministry in the Sunday morning

services at Masonic Hall.

Bishop Goodsell, of the Metho-

dist Episcopal Church, U. S. A.,

preached in Union Church, Shang-

hai, Sunday morning, March 22,

a discourse characterized by im-

pressive thought and striking

imagery. Rev. Leslie Stevens, who
accompanies the Bishop in bis

visitations to missions in Central

China, acceptably filled the pulpit

On the evening of the same day.

Mr. Gibson, of Swatow, writes

:

" I leave for home on furlough

by mail for Hongkong, 5th March.

My home address will be 36 Wind-
sor Terrace, St. George's Road,

Glasgow."
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February, 1891.

24fA.—The French guards at Binoi,

Tongkin, attack and nearly annihilate

a notable band of pirates at

Phuongdao.

March, 1891.

\st. —Formal opening of the Chungking

Customs by the Commissioner, the

British Consul and the Taotai.

3rd.—The Foreign Ministei'S were

received in audience by the Emperor
to-day at the Tsz Kuang Ko.

5th.—Heavy fall of snow at Peking

—

3^ inches.

%th.—The steamer Independent sails

from Macao with 650 Chinese labor-

ers for Mexico, who were promised

work on rail -road.

\Qth.:—A meeting of British residents

held at the Club, to protest against the

proposed changes in the judicial establish-

ment and consular service in China.

18«?i.—The Port of Chungking official-

ly declared opened to foreign trade.

20(A.—Total loss of the S. S. Queen

Elizabeth on Ikesima, 20 miles from

Nagasaki. No lives lost.

|Ixssx0na:ra |0ximal

BIRTHS.

At Macao, Feb. 6th, the wife of Kiev.

T. McCloy, of a daughter.

At Han-chung Fu, Shensi, Feb. 12, the

wife of Dr. Wilson, C. I. M., of a

daughter.

At Shanghai, Mar. 23rd, the wife of

Mr. A. Copp, of twins, a boy and

a girl.

DEATHS.
At Windsor, Conn., U. S. A., Feb.

16, 1891, Kate C. Wilson, the wife

of Rev. F. V. Mills. Aged 34 years.

March.—Mrs. Stanley P. Smith, of

typhus fever.

ARRIVALS.

On March 7th.—Messrs. Joyce, Ent-

WHiSTLE and Gould, from Australia

for C. I. M.

On March 10th.—Messrs. Carl J.

Anderson, Richard Beckman, A. T.

Johnson, A. W, Gustafson, A.

Witzell, N. S. Johnson, Misses C.

Madsen ; E. Peterson, H. Carlson,

E. Gustafson, C. Anderson, M.
Nelson, C. Peterson, F. Anderson,

L. Amundsen, from U. S. A. for

C. I. M.

At Shanghai, Mar. 21, Mr. James C. W.
Dawson and wife, unconnected, from
Dublin, Ireland, for Shantung.

On March 21st.—For the Swedish Baptist

Mission, Rev. Mr. Vintgren.

DEPARTURES.
Rev. J. W. Stevenson and Miss
Stevenson, for England, March 7th.

Also Dr. Smith, of L. M. S., for

England.

From Shanghai, Mar. 11th.—Mr. and
Mrs. S. Dyer, of the British and
Foreign Bible Society, for England.

On March 21st.—Rev. J. E. and Mrs.
Cardwell, for England.

From Shanghai, March 21.—Rev. F. E.
and Mrs. Meigs and child, of the
Foreign Christian Missionary Society,

for (J. S. A. ; Rev. H. M. and Mrs.
Woods and 2 children, of the South-
ern Presbyterian Mission, Tsing-kiang-

pu ; Rev. J. H. Laughlin, wife and
infant, of Northern Presby. Mission,

Weihien, for U. S. A.

From Shanghai, Mar. 21st, Miss
MiLLiGAN, of the Church Mission,

Ningpo, and two children of Rev. R.

Swallow, Ningpo, for England.
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The Spiritual Beneits of Christismity.

BY REV. TIMOTHY RICHARD.

VI.

[Note.—This, like the former articles on the Historical Evidences of Christianity

was written for the Chinese. It is mainly for those who are daily engaged in

the presentation of Christian trnth to the Chinese that it will have interest. Bat
it is hoped that it is of some interest to the general reader as well.—T. R.]

/jCi HRIST'S desire was to save all nations, body and soul, now and^ hereafter. He had twelve Apostles. He bade them go into

all the world to preach the Gospel, heal the sick, relieve distress

and comfort the sorrowful, and said that He would be with them

unto the end of the world. Having Faith in Christ they obeyed.

The 'Jews got angry with such pretensions and falsely accused them
with intentions of upsetting the Roman Government. Under this

accusation Jesus himself had been put to death. In three days

He had risen from the dead, and before He ascended to heaven,

commanded His disciples to go to all nations and teach His Gospel.

That twelve men should be sent to convert all nations, seemed as

preposterous as Paul and Luke going to convert Europe. Many
thought them mad and paid no attention to them. Some, when
they saw others believing in them, again falsely charged the Apostles

with rebellion or with being dangerous to the public peace. One
by one, in various countries, they and others like Jesus, were put to

death :

—

1. Matthew suffered martyrdom by the sword in Ethiopia,

2. Mark died at Alexandria after having been dragged through

the streets.

3. Luke was hant^ed on an olive tree in Greece.

4. John was put in a cauldrou of boiling oil, but escaped death

and was banished to Patmos.

5. Peter was crucified at Rome with his head downwards.

6. James was beheaded at Jerusalem.
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7. James the less was thrown from the pi>''j^".le of the temple

and beaten to death below. ''

'
^IN

8. Philip was hanged against a pillar in Phr^ fik.

9. Bartholomew was flayed alive.

10. Andrew was bound to a cross, whence he preached ^ is

persecutors till he died.

11. Thomas was run through the body at Coromdal in India.

12. Jude was shot to death with arrows.

13. Matthias was stoned and then beheaded. i

14. Barnabas was stoned to death by Jews at Salonica. _ „

15. Paul "in deaths oft" was beheaded at Rome by Nero. ,^

Though they were misunderstood and misrepresented ai

cruelly put to death, they did not cherish resentment towards their

persecutors, but pitied them being such slaves to evil spirits and

to their own passions and customs as to reject the best blessings the

earth had ever heard of.

What made them endure all this suffering was their Faith in

God and Christ and iu the kingdom of heaven and in everlasting

life. When the Apostles died multitudes of their disciples in all lands

sprung up and were ready to die for the establishment of this

kingdom of heaven. The strength of all was their Faith in Christ's

promise to be with them to the end of the world, and the knowledge

that if they suffered in doing good to their fellowmen, they would

have a rich reward in heaven. For, unlike earthly Emperors, who
only know from hearsay and very little of that even among their

chief statesmen, while they know nothing of the vast majority of

their best subjects, God knows all about every one in all nations,

and the efforts of the poorest, who are only able to give a cup of

water to the thirsty one serving in the kingdom, shall not lose their

reward, how much more can the labours of those who are sacrificing

their position, their fortunes and their lives be forgotten ?

Not long ago the Hindoo Mohesh Chunder Ghose speaking

of himself says, " I was an atheist, afterwards I turned to mate-

rialism. I was unhappy beyond measure. Now I am a Christian.

I am indiscribably happy. Formerly 1 made up my mind not to

yield to Christianity; I even kated it. But my conscience made me
uneasy, for I could give no true reason for hating Christianity.

When I heard Christians say that the aim of Christianity is to en-

lighten and to save all, and that only the ignorant and the wicked

could oppose it, then my conscience broke out like a volcano. What
I formerly hated I began to love and adore. The free grace of God
in calling me became clear to me." This man had now got Faith

in God and Christ.
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In Tokio, JfiVan, there is a man belonging to the Japanese

Christian Chur.jdjj, r, lo felt he had a call from God to do a great

work for Vm • of his fellow-countrymen. But before doing

much, he felt he must first learn more, and decided to go to the

IJ-^'ted States. He remained in one of the best Christian colleges

fid ooveral years, then visited the most important places in Europe,

Palestine, Egypt and India, and finally returned to Japan, having

found that God had supplied his needs everywhere ; his Lectures on

Japan being well received wherever he went. He now wanted to

bir' 1 the biggest place of worship in the capital of Japan, but had

sufficient money. He prayed to God and sought subscriptions

a good men. A fine church was put up, but a great storm

.me and blew it down. He was not disheartened, but put up

'another, promising the builders that he would pay them on a certain

day. He begged for money in all directions, but when the morning

for payment came, he still lacked 500 dollars. He prayed to God,

saying that it was in obedience to His call he left home and

travelled to foreign lands ; it was in obedience to Him he had put up

the Church, in order to do good to his countrymen ; now he prayed

Him to come to his rescue, as he had done his very best. He then

went to breakfast. When at breakfast the post came in with a

letter for him. In it was a cheque for 500 dollars I All this was

done by Faith in God.

Africa.—The same thing takes place among the blacks in Africa

The Kafirs have lately formed a society to preach the Gospel among
all who speak the Kafir language, similar to the Christian Church

in Japan. They ask that men should volunteer to go to preach and

teach. These must have glowing love to Christ, intense compassion

for souls, pity for the ignorant and the erring. They must be men
ready, if need be, to remain till death at the post to which they are

appointed. These are going to do what the early Christians in

Asia and Europe did, viz., deliver great districts from the power

of sin and ignorance. There is no compulsion ; they are merely to

volunteer when they feel that God calls them to work for Him.
Only men of Faith in God will go forth to do this. But a strong

band has already gone forth on these conditions.

Polynesia.—The same spirit of not only getting light and

salvation for oneself but of giving them to others, has extended to

the small islands of Polynesia. The natives have missionary societies,

and the missionaries say that it is only through the natives the

work is possible. They have caught the Faith of the missionaries

just as one candle caught light from another already lit, and

together they are waging war against sin and ignorance. The

natives have often gone to unfriendly islands at the peril of their
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lives. They did this at the behest of no earthfr.^king, but simply

because they had Faith to believe that God had altied them to the

work, and under His blessing they have succeeded in making lands,

which were before constantly at war, now eminently at peace with

each other. In one of the islands, called the New Hebrides, the

natives have put up a tablet in memory of Dr. John Geddie, one of

the missionaries there, and engraved on it are these words :

—

"When he landed in 1848 there were no Christians here :

When he left in 1872 there were no Heathen."

This is what strong Faith in God does in the world. It estab-

lishes in all lands those Christian institutions, which have brought

so many blessings to mankind. Take away this Faith in God and

many of the institutions fall into fragments like an army without

its chief or a nation without its Prince. Nations losing Faith in God

also collapse, as did France during the French Revolution. But

Faith in God makes all things possible. The song of all Christians

is that grand song of Martin Luther, " Ein feste burg ist unser

Goth "—"A safe stronghold our God is all," etc.

II. Hope is another feature of the spiritual life. Once a man
has faith in the promises of God, then in the face of any amount of

failure and [discouragement the work goes on with hope. What
God has willed shall come to pass sooner or later. The Christian

says, " If God be for us, who can be against us ? " So he works

hopefully on, for he knows that success shall crown his efforts

some day.

Europe.—The early missionaries to England believed that it

would be converted to follow Christ. One of the Kings of North-

umbria, Oswald, (635-642) sent for a missionary to teach his

people. The first who went came back discouraged, saying that

among people so stubborn and barbarous success was impossible.

Many were discouraged on hearing his report, but another mission-

ary, Aidan by name, quietly asked, " Was it their stubbornness or

your severity ? Did you remember God's word to give them the

milk first and then meat ? " Aidan himself was then asked to go.

He went and succeeded. During all his arduous labours he was

supported by his steady hope of ultimate success. Boniface (678-

471 ?) was the means of converting 100,000 in Germany. After

forty years of great toil and after the establishment of the Monastery

of Fulda, which became a great fountain of light to that region, he

went northward to Friesland to preach the Gospel, but the people

who did not know his virtues, surrounded and murdered him, and

many of his Christians fell away. One would think, after the mur-

der of such a good man and after the falling away of many of those

who once professed themselves to be Christians, that the missioa"
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arics would bo disconraged. 13nt not so. Where one man fell ten

more were ready to go on with the work, for they were persuaded

that final victory was at hand. They had begun their work in

Faith and they carried it on in Hope. Charlemagne, the Emperor,

now came to their rescue. The northern chiefs preferred to live

in ignorance, persuading their people that they were better without

any new knowledge, but Charlemagne compelled them to give light

to their people, for he knew that good must come from more
knowledge. The missionaries knew much more than other people,

so they opened schools everywhere. The Emperor was a man of

Hope, the missionaries were men of Hope, and their converts got

Hope instilled into them, so at last their work was crowned with

success, because they had this undying Hope within them based on

better faith and better knowledge than others had.

The Mohammedans in Turkey changed Christian places of

worship into mosques and threatened many with death unless they

became Mohammedans. Notwithstanding this, missionaries still

worked among them, but so fierce was the opposition that until

1845 it was death for any Mohammedan to become a Christian.

So cruel wore the Mohammedans ! But the Christians, having faith

in God, worked on in hope. In 1881 Turkey had 92 Protestant

Churches with more than 6,000 members and 12,000 pupils in

schools and colleges. Some of these converts are among the

leading men of the land to-day. Their former blind ignorance is

giving way to knowledge before the perseverance of the men of God
who work in certain hope of success. If Turkey were left to itself

it would soon perish like Persia, because of resisting the influx of

new light. If it lives it will be through the influence of the Chris-

tians who are bringing light and love to it, full of hope that in the

long run God will grant them success, and even the Turks will own
themselves to have been in their ignorance opposing their best

friends.

America.—In 1721 missionary work was commenced amongst

the Greenlanders. After fourteen years there was but little success.

Still, notwithstanding this, a new missionary college was opened in

Norway with a view to send more missionaries to Greenland. The

Moravians heard of their want of success, but instead of this

damping their ardour, they decided to send them men to assist

them. Of the 10,000 Esquimaux only a few hundreds now remain

who are not Christians, because these missionaries were all full of

Hope ; they knew that God was able to save all the world and

therefore Greenland, too.

Las Casas (1474-1566) was converted in South America at 48

years of age and then devoted himself for 50 years—till his death
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at 92 years of age—towards the protection and salvation of the

Indians in Central America. Several of his plans failed, owing to the

opposition of the masters of the Indians ; no sooner, however, did one

plan fail than another was tried in its stead. He was confident

that God meant to save the Indians as well as the Spaniards, for

with God there is no respect of races, therefore in the face of all

reverses he was always buoyed up by the hope of final success

among the Indians. Finally the Emperor of Spain made Las

Casas the protector of the Indians, and from that time better days

dawned on the Indians.

Asia.—When Protestant missionary work commenced in India,

about a century ago, the missionaries worked for nine years without

a single convert, but having Faith in God, their hope enabled them to

work on without seeing any results. In 1881 there were 520,000

Protestant Christians in India ; their hope had not been in vain.

The work in China was far more discouraging even than in

India at first ; some missionaries working on for over twenty years

with only about six converts. Instead of this discouraging other mis-

sionaries from coming, they continued to come in increasing numbers

every year for the last 48 years, and the number of Protestant

communicants in China now is about 40,000, including adherents

and children in schools, in all probably 200,000, and the Romanists

are about three times that number, the result of over two centuries

of work.

In Japan an edict of the government, stating that a Japanese

becoming Christian was a crime punishable with death, existed after

1870, but notwithstanding this, many missionaries risked their

lives by preaching, and many Japanese by joining the Christian

Church. This was because they believed that the best hope of

Japan lay in its people having a change of heart as well as

enlightenment of the head. They felt that the edict was issued in

ignorance of true Christianity, and so they filled the land with

missionaries. Now that edict is revoked. Though Japan has only

about one-tenth the population of China, it has already 19,000

Protestant Christians—nearly half the number of communicants, that

is, in the whole of China—^and several of the leading officials have

suggested the adoption of the Christian religion by the State. This

is because all the workers are full of Hope ; and because of their

success so far, their hope in the speedy conversion of the whole of

Japan becomes stronger every year.

Africa.—Perhaps the most remarkable thing about mission

work in Africa is the marvellous number of deaths which occur

among the missionaries. On the Bast and West Coast, about the

region of the Equator, the climate is very unhealthy ; about 60 per
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Cent, of the ladies and forty per cent, of the men die in five years in

some missions. Still the work is not given up, but on the contrary

there are more missionaries in Africa to-day than ever before, for

many fresh men and women gladly go there every year, though they

know that it will be at the cost of shortening their lives ! Having

perfect Faith in God they, not fearing the severity of the climate,

go on in Hope of certain victory over the darkness of the land.

They do not labour for this world only, but for the next as well,

therefore they die in certain Hope of reward in Heaven, though

they cannot live and work many years on African soil.

Folf/nesia.—In that part of the world mission work was also

far from promising at first. For sixteen years the missionaries worked

with little success, but when the tide turned in favour of Christian

effort, all wanted to know more and to live better lives, and all the

islands were finally converted in about eighty years through the

patience and hope of the missionaries.

If we sum up the encouragements to Hope, founded on the

success of Christian work, the figures are as follow:

—

after Christ there were 5,000,000 Christians.

„ „ 30,000,000

„ „ 50,000,000

„ „ 100,000,000

„ „ 174,000,000

Now there are 450,000,000 Christians in the world.

The followers of the three religions—Confucianism, Bnddhism
and Taoism—all combined, are less in number than the Christiana

alone.

Including the latest division of Africa among European powers

there is about eighty per cent, of the land of the world now under

Christian rule.

Surely the above figures, both as to people and land, give ample

justification of the Hope of the Christians.

3 centuries
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one, so many things must be considered, and the attempt m -^t be

made to allow full weight to each factor in the summing up of the

subject under consideration. It is not my purpose to examine the

whole question as to the parts played by heredity, climate, food, home

surroundings and other influences on the future of our children.

Such a subject would be quite too extensive for the very limited

time at our disposal. To begin with, we know that in order to

insure health, happiness and success in life, the young man or

woman should start with a sound mind in a sound body. When we

look carefully at a class of youths who have just completed their

studies and are prepared to go out into the world and enter into that

keen competition which we call life, do we feel satisfied that they are

both mentally and physically what we should desire them to be ?

Here is one with round shoulders and a weak chest, another pale

and thin, another so near-sighted that he is at a disadvantage, still

another with a cough which gives rise to anxiety as to his future.

We will find that one, as the result of an ill-nourished brain, cannot

sleep at night, another suffers from dyspepsia, which is sure to be

followed by an impoverished blood supply. So the sad story un-

folds itself before us that there are not all strong souls going forth

to battle and victory, but that too many of them wear the old sad

legend, " the dying salute you." Even among those who are not soon

to succumb, how many there are in the full enjoyment of the sound

mind in the sound body, how many who will, all through their lives,

not have to pay a penalty for the lack of that full mental and bodily

vigor which does so much to render life a joy to its professor and to

make him a useful member of the community in which his lot is

cast. This picture is not overdrawn ; we all know persons who have

struggled on under heavy burdens, or who have fallen in the race

for lack of the needful strength.

Children should not grow up with enfeebled constitutions from

breathing foul air for many hours of every day. Recent investigations

have shown a smaller number of bacteria in the air of a well-

ventilated sewer than in that of a poorly ventilated school-room.

A constant renewal of the air in a school-room, with the removal of

foul air, will tend to keep the air pure and free from the accumula-

tion of disease germs. Children should have their class rooms

sufficiently warmed with pure warmed air during the cold season.

It is a well known fact that growth is lessened by exposure to cold,

and chills are taken which are the forerunners of serious ailments.

The farmers in civilized countries know and act upon the knowledge

that warmth and shelter enable them to fatten their stock upon less

food than would be needed if such warmth and shelter were not

supplied to their animals. Careful attention to the lighting of class
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rooin^^i*? a necessity. A common assembly room, where pupils all

collected, may catch the thrill of united effort and common inspiration,

or be stirred by a signal reward, is a valuable addition to a school.

A good play-ground is an important adjunct in maintaining a high

standard of health among the scholars.

Site.

In selecting the site for a school-house let us remember that

children, as a class, are very susceptible to the influence of bad sanitary

surroundings, and that this susceptibility is increased by the closeness

of their contact during school hours. The site should be a dry one.

Good conditions can be secured by the proper use of drain-pipe and

trenches about the lot. In a city, a corner site is of advantage as

affording a .space for light and for a free current of air from two

directions at least. All ornamentation and architectural features for

use or adornment should be kept from interference with the proper

distribution of light. The architect should consider the " orientation "

of the rooms, he should know how long and at what angle he can

expect the sun to shine into each room. It is best to place the

house so that the corners will indicate the four cardinal points of the

compass, and the faces will look to the south-east, south-west and

so forth.

Points in Construction.

The doors of the school-house ought to open outward toward

the street, to prevent a block in case of panic, and they should be

very wide. There should be one such door at the foot of every

staircase. The door should be wider than the stair. Entries and
hall ways must be spacious, lighted directly from out-of-doors, with

windows at opposite ends to secure free ventilation. Staircases made
fire-proof by solid brick walls on three sides at least, staircases six or

eight feet wide, in large buildings at least two staircases. No spiral

or wedge-shaped stairs ; the steps are narrow, and if the child falls,

the descent is very steep on the side of the wall. Staircases should

be sheathed, no ballusters needed, rail four feet high, landings for

rest are good. The first and second stories may contain all the

school-rooms, the third a large hall for assembly and upper rooms for

libraries, laboratories, music, dormitories, etc., if required.

Heating and Ventilation.

For Chinese schools in the climate of Shanghai, heating does

not appear to be needed, as the people do not heat their own houses,

but dress warmly enough to withstand the effect of the cold. For
floors, hard pine, saturated in hot Unseed oil before layiiuf, will give

a surface nearly impervious to moisture or vapors. It dries instantly
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when washed, and is very durable. In Chinese class rooms, where

no heating apparatus is used, we may provide inlets for fresh air in

a cheap and fairly efficient manner on a plan which I have invented

and one which has worked well in our schools. It is a tube of

galvanized iron, let through the outer wall of the room, near the

ceiling, between two windows, say twelve inches in diameter ; it

extends outside for eight inches into the outer air and has there a

cap eighteen inches in diameter fitted over the end of the tube, on

three iron supports, each one inch wide ; this cap is placed at four

inches from the free end of the pipe, in order to prevent the entrance

of rain or of violent gusts of wind while it allows of a free

current of air. The inner end of this tube projects for eight inches

into the room and is then made to curve

upwards, so that its opening points toward the

ceiling.

In dormitories where it is not necessary to

supply so much light as in class rooms, a cheap

and efficient method is to remove one pane of

glass from a window for every three scholars and then insert in its

stead a pane of perforated zinc. The air entering through the hundreds

of fine openings in the zinc is so minutely divided that the sensation

of draught is diminished. These openings should all be placed on

the south, south-east or west sides, not on an eastern or northern

exposure, and they should be put on one side of the room only, in

order to avoid a through draught. One of the above galvanized iron

tubes should be put in for every six scholars. An open chimney

place in each class room, even where it is never intended to have a

fire, provides in combination with one or other of the above methods

a good exit for the foul air in the room. These are only given as

cheap and ready methods which I have devised for effecting free

ventilation, where our funds are so limited that we cannot avail

ourselves of the more elegant and elaborate systems which are

described in works on hygiene.

While no fires may be needed in school rooms for the Chinese,

as they are unaccustomed to the use of them in their own homes,

the case is different where we are planning for a school-house for for-

eign children. Owing to the dampness of the soil here in Shanghai

and the fact that the ground is only a few feet above high water

mark, it is not advisable to have a cellar under the school house,

and the floors should be at least four feet above the level of the

ground. The best method for warming the halls and corridors

would be by means of a hot air furnace placed in a small out-

building and connected by flues with the house ; evaporation of

water in the furnace box is desirable, as the effect is found to be
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pleasant. For heating tlie class-rooms the ordinary fire place is a

valuable supplement, but it is not sufficient or suitable for the entire

service of warming a room. We have, however, the " Jackson

Ventilating Grate." This is an open grate with a fwnace in the

fire 'place, so combined with the grate as to increase the heat of the

latter four-fold and effect perfect ventilation by producing an inflow

of warm out-door air and exhaustion of the air near the floor to feed

the fire in the open grate. Sixty of these grates are in use in the

fine buildings of Columbia College, New York. Two of these grates

would be enough for a class-room for forty children. They would

furnish excellent ventilation at a very moderate cost, as the grates

are economical, using little fuel, and that little to the very best

advantage. The maker's address is E. A. Jackson & Bro., No.

50 Beekman St., New York, U. S. A. George's Patent Calorigen,

J. F. Farwig & Co., 36 Queen St., Cheapside, London, is an excellent

stove, as it combines warming with ventilation. It is, however, in-

ferior to the Jackson's open grate system. No system of heating and

ventilation has been invented which will work automatically without

supervision. It needs brains as well as materials to do this work

well. The head-master is the best person to supervise this important

department. Good ventilation cannot be gained, in combination

with the heating, without a free expenditure of fuel in winter ; the

foul air got rid of is warm air, which must be replaced by fresh

warm air supplied by Jackson's grate, the calorigen or some other

system which supplies an abundance of pure warmed air. The heat

contained in the foul air is necessarily thrown away.

Wherever any lights, except perhaps the electric light, are in

use, as for instance gas or kerosene oil lamps, it is imperative that

the lights should be so placed, under galvanized iron tubes leading to

the out door air, that all the products of combustion may be removed

from the rooms as fast as they are generated. These small flues, by

creating a draught, serve a double purpose, as the suction kept up in

them tends to aid in exhausting foul air from the rooms.

All bath rooms and closets should be placed in an out-building

and should communicate with the school by a dry-covered way.

Care op the Eyes.

School work is constantly associated with impairment of the

sight. Most children, at the age of five or six, have " normal

"

vision ; a few are far-sighted, and a much smaller proportion are

near-sighted. As the age increases a regular increase in near-sight

is observed among school children. It is too seldom understood by

those concerned that a near-sighted eye is a diseased eye. The disease

is as disabling in many cases as a club foot ; it is as real a deformity
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as a crooked spine. It caimofc be fully remedied by glasses. It

excludes men from a great many positions in active life and lessens

in women the quickness in perception, which is their special gift

and reliance. It is in a great many cases progressive. Sixty-two

per cent, of those who graduate from the public schools of Germany

are near-sighted ; in America the per cent, is lower. Near-sighted-

ness is a disease of childhood. Professor Evismann states that in

his experience it rarely, if ever, began after the fifteenth or sixteenth

year ; the great period for the beginning of short-sightedness is from

the tenth to the fifteenth year, just the period of active school life.

Upon lighting a Eoom.

The walls may be colored a light green or a neutral gray ; the

ceiling white, as it reflects more and purer light ; no paper on walls.

Black-boards ought not to be placed between or next to windows, for

it is hard to read when facing a strong light. The sides of room

should be wainscotted up to the level of the black-boards ; in the

halls the wainscotting may be carried up to four feet and a half for

reasons of cleanliness. The windows ought to open directly upon

the outer air. No room for study is properly lighted otherwise. A
transom window should be placed over each door. To protect from

excess of light, inside folding blinds with rolling slats are very good

;

they throw the light up or down at option, and they admit fresh

air in summer, without noise, while curtains are apt to get injured

in a high wind. It is possible to get an abundance of light if care

be taken. The requirements of sanitary science in this respect are

very strict, but they can be fulfilled at no great expense.

The Requisites for a Perfect Light.

The sill had best be placed four feet above the floor. Light

entering at the level of the eyes only dazzles, and is almost useless

for illuminating the tops of desks. The top of the window must

come as near as possible to the ceiling. By using iron girders we

can bring it within eight inches of the latter, and this should be

required. The most useful light for a scholar's purpose is that

which strikes the desk at something near a right angle. The heads

of the windows must be square. A pier of masonry dividing a

window obstructs entrance of light. The roof must not project so

as to cut off any appreciable light, nor are verandas at all allowable

in the quarter whence light is supplied. These restrictions set a

limit on the indulgence of the architect's taste, but they leave room

enough within limit. If projections are forbidden, flat decoration

and ornamental brick work are admitted, and shafts, wide doors,

groups of windows, are features which can be seized upon to give a

characteristic style to the building. No window should be placed in
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front of the scholar, for the light thus entering is worse than wasted,

blinding him at work and tending to produce near-sight. The ideal

light should come from over the left shoulder, from the left and a

little in front. In brief tho rule for placing windows is : never in

front, always on the left; at the back also, if you choose, but not at

the right, if you can help it. The length of a model room should

not exceed 12 metres at the very extreme. The depth of 7 metres

should not be exceeded, as light does not penetrate with full effect

beyond that distance. The proportion of length to breadth would

then be as 10.7. The floor space is 70 square m., about 754

square feet. The height should not be less than 4 m., or 13 feet.

If over 4} m., it may give rise to an echo. The corners should be

rounded to prevent the latter fault. In such a room cubic space is

from 280 to 315 C. M. each scholar requires 210 to 245 cubic feet.

Number of scholars in the room may be from 40 to 48, and no more.

The light must be taken from the left side only. A room which

cannot be sufficiently lighted from that side, is unfit for a school

room. The light is all the better when the windows are closely

grouped and not distributed along the wall. The sill should slope

inward, and its higher edge should be 1.1 or 1.2 metres above the

floor, a little over 40 inches.

School Accommodation for Foreign Children.

Most of the preceding remarks apply to schools in general for

children of any nationality whatsoever require the same amount of

care, to enable them to grow up in good health and with the full

possession of their faculties of mind and body. There is, however,

one subject of very great interest to us all, and especially to those of

us who have children. There are 1,031 foreign children here. We
all know that our children are subject to the same ills which children

at home are exposed to, and that, in addition, they have to contend

with various other drawbacks of climate and environment, which

make it more difficult for them to enjoy robust health here than

in the home lands. Very much may be done to preserve the health

of these children by the exercise of a wise supervision over them in

their home life. The question, however, which we now have to

consider is that these children have to go to school here ; that owing

to the debilitating e£Pects of the climate we should exercise even

more care here than we would at home to be certain that everything

in and about their school life in Shanghai should be carried out on

the most perfect method, in order to secure the very best results as

to their mental and physical well being. ,

We are fortunate in enjoying the services of such well known,

respected and able teachers as those who now have the conduct of
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our schools. We may feel sure that the mental development of our

children is in the right hands and, feeling easy on this point, we
may turn our attention to the side of this question, which we have

had under our consideration this evening.

Abe the School-houses for Foreign Children in Shanghai

all that they should be in their construction

AND Arrangement?

From the force of circumstances, over which they had no

control, the teachers of our children have had to take such dwelling

houses as they could obtain and make use of them as school-

houses. It is perfectly well known to all those who have given any

study to this subject that an ordinary dwelling room cannot usually

be considered adequately lighted for school purposes. For ordinary

use it is sufficient for the occupant to move his work near a

window when he has a difficult bit to do, but a scholar must

have a perfect light, wherever in the room he sits. Then again a

dwelling house is not suitably arranged to meet the requirements of a

large school in any one of those points which we have already discussed.

The doors, the corridors, the staircases, the ventilation and the heat-

ing of such a dwelling house are not just what we have a right to

expect to find in a first-class school house. As I have already said,

owing to the disadvantages of Shanghai as a place of residence for

our children, our school-houses should be, if anything, even better

than those constructed at home for the same class of children. It

would be unreasonable for us to require, as it would be impossible

for the teachers here to supply us, from their own resources, with

the kind of school-house which, in common justice to our children,

we as a community ought to provide for them.

What are the requirements for a really good school-house in

Shanghai ?

(a.) Site. The site should be in a convenient location; it should

be large enough to afford room for the school-house and for a play-

ground also if possible. It should be where there is plenty of open

space for air and light around it and where the ground can be

properly drained.

(b,) The school-building should be well built, in accordance with

a fully matured plan, in which all of the points gone over in this

paper as to doors, staircases, corridors, warming, ventilating and

light, size of rooms, number of scholars to a class-room, kind of

architecture and all, the essentials of a good school-building, should

be carefully arranged beforehand by a competent committee to be

appointed by the Municipal Council, composed, for instance, of the
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surveyor of the Council, teachers, doctors and experienced men of

business.

(c.) This plan should provide for dormitories for boarding pupils

in addition to the usual class and assembly rooms, libraries and

rooms for music and drawing.

Cost of School-house.

We have before us a good example in the new building now in

process of construction for the " Children's Home," Hongkew. This

is a good modern house, built to accommodate a large number of

children as boarders, with class-rooms for a still larger number. We
are informed that the cost of this building will not exceed 14,000

Taels. We may therefore consider that the sum of 18,000 Taels

will be sufficient to put up a building which would meet the

requirements for school accommodation for the foreign children in

Shanghai.

Location.

In all probability the best site for this school-house, now
attainable in the settlement, would be upon the vacant lot on the

Soochow Creek, between the boat house and the new Public Garden.

This lot is very conveniently located for pupils in both the English

and the American Concessions. It is so situated that the school-

house could face nearly South. It would have a street in front and
be bounded on the other sides by the Public Garden, the Soochow
Creek, and the Boat House, there would never be any danger of the

ground around being so densely covered with buildings as to

interfere in any way with the free access of light and air, or any
danger of the spread of contagious diseases from the near neighbor*

hood of a crowded and filthy population. Its being so near to the

Public Garden would make this location a very pleasant one for the

pupils.*

Possibility of acquiring this Lot of Land.

There is, I believe, some question as to the possibility of the

foreshore along the Soochow Creek being used for the purpose of

erecting houses or shops for private occupation. We have, however,

the very recent example of the donation of land on the Creek
for the Public Garden, and of the full consent of the native and
foreign authorities to this use being made of the land for the

public benefit.

* If this lot cannot be obtained for the above named purpose, the lot of land oa
the Creek, situated between the Szechueii and Kiangse Roads and next to the Public

Garden, would furnish au excellent site for this new soliool-buildiug

.
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Need othis School-building.

There can hardly be any question as to the very great need of

such a school-building as the one here proposed for the use of the

children of foreign parentage who are now growing up in our midst.

The foreign community has ever shown its public spirit by

meeting cheerfully all reasonable demands made upon it for the

proper maintenance of roads, drainage, lighting, police, fire, hospital

and other departments. We can afford to house our police in a

suitable manner, and we surely can provide the necessary accommo-

dation for the wants of our children.

The Council might erect such a building as I have suggested,

and then allow it to be used free of charge for the education of foreign

children in Shanghai. The land and buildings of this public school

would then be the property of the land renters, and they would form

a part of the Municipal assets.

The above plan would give us a suitable and a permanent foun-

dation for a good school. The sums paid by the parents of the children

who attended this school would be ample for its maintenance at the

very highest point of efficiency.

When once it was established on such a permanent footing the

continuity of the institution would be secured, as it would be placed

above the fluctuations of fortune to which all private undertakings

are exposed.

We are accustomed to look with confidence to the Municipal

Council, as the representatives of and as the executive committee of

the land renters, for the pi'ovision of all those matters which pertain

to the general welfare of the whole community, and we are justly

proud of the very able and efficient manner in which our public

business is conducted.

A question of such importance as that of the welfare of more

than 1,000 foreign children who are now growing up in our midst,

and of the provision of the right sort of school accommodation for

them, is onei which rightly belongs to the Municipal Council and to

the whole body of the land renters. Knowing as we do the marked

ability which our land renters have shown in the conduct of their

own affairs, it is only necessary to convince them of the great need

for a suitable school-house for the use of the teachers and the foreign

children in Shanghai, in order to enable us to feel sure that they will

take the matter up and that they will provide for this great want in

a manner which will leave nothing to be desired.
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The Opening of New StSiUons.

CjN the December number of The Recorder there appears a paper

^ under the above head which, it seems to me, needs a few

"qualifications and emendations." The writer lays down the pro-

position "that the best spiritual results are always obtained at some

distance from the missionary residence, and that the location of a

missionary family, in any district, is unfavorable to the prosecution

of mission work in that neighborhood." He then quotes some

authorities to establish this proposition, then answers why this is

so, and concludes " that we should jealously restrict the number of

separate cities and villages in which we have our homes."

Now, while I have very little faith in "flooding China with

missionaries," believing the work should be done and will, after all,

have to be done through native agency, I must say that, in my
opinion, the writer's proposition is far too sweeping.

1. It is a reflection on missionaries. If "the location of a

missionary family, in any district, is unfavourable to the prosecution

of mission work in that neighborhood," then the family had of

course better move out of that district ; but since the same baleful

influence would be the result wherever it locates, the family had

better keep moving until it gets off the field entirely and do its

mission work by being located at home

!

2. If the proposition be true " always " with reference to " all

missions," then missionaries, in order to complete their work, will

have to proceed somewhat as follows : First, evangelize the places

most distant from them and come gradually nearer to their homes.

At the same time they must be careful to move their homes as the

work advances, and finally, " put on the finishing touch " from some

point outside the country that they are evangelizing ! In fact, we
might argue from the proposition that missionaries ought not to

come on the field at all, since such an unfavorable influence emanates

from them. Thus,

3. The proposition proves too much, and proves its own fallacy.

4. The truth is, I think, that the writer makes an overstatement

of what is true only in sovie cases. It is by no means true that " in

all missions" "the best spiritual results are always obtained at

some distance from the missionary residence." I could mention

more than one station, even in one of the smallest missions in China,

where the opposite is true, that the best and the most substantial

results are gathered around the stations, and stations, too, where the

missionaries live in foreign style^ la fact, some depai'tmeuts of missiou
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work, e.g., medical, teaching, training, etc.,—departments that are by
no means fruitless in spiritual results—are nearly always, and almost
necessarily carried on at the mis.nonary stations.

I think that, in cases where the proposition holds true, it may
be accounted for in various ways, and these mostly different from
those assigned by our writer, such as, that the natives near the

station may be peculiarly indifferent to the Gospel, as we know is

very often the case in the larger cities where nearly all the stations

are located. Another reason which is, alas ! too often present, is

that the missionaries themselves are doubtless to blame. When a

missionary, by a disagreeable temper or by indiscrete living, hinders

the Gospel,—a thing which is very easily done,—whom can he

blame, except himself ? If his character and manner of life do not

bear the closest scrutiny by the natives, if he has to hide himself

from their too intimate knowledge of him by " some distance," he

most assuredly is the wrong man in the right place. I could

sympathize with Mr. Taylor's statement quoted in the writer's paper,

had Mr. Taylor taken the care to qualify his expression " all

missions." I can very easily see how a station, manned only by
young unmarried ladies, or by untaught, untrained laymen, is " un-

favorable to the prosecution of mission work," not only in its

immediate vicinity, but even at "some distance." For these are the

very classes of Christians whom the Saviour never sent out to " make
disciples of all nations." The Lord both created the offices and

appoints officers in His Church " for the perfecting of the saints, unto

the work of ministering, unto the building up of the body of Christ."

(Eph. 4: 11-12; 1 Cor. 12: 28.) Christian women, presumably of

all classes, may "labor in the Gospel" (A.cts 18: 26; Phil. 4:

2-3,) but only as assistants and in a private way (1 Cor. 14 : 34-38

;

1 Tiin. 2: 11-15.) Not only so, but even the evangelist, called and

trained even by an Apostle, was not set apart to his work, but " by

the laying on of the presbytery" (1 Tim. 4: 14, 1. 3.) by the

recognized lawful authority of the Church. Finally, the proposition

of our writer does not accord very harmoniously with the statement

of Holy Writ quoted by the Apostle in Rom. 10 : 15. It is to be

feared that, where such a baleful influence emanates from a missionary

station, even though it be only a negative influence, it is the fault

either of the Society sending out unsuitable persons, or the fault of

those sent out, or, perhaps, the fault of both.

U. S.
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Preservation of Health a Duty.

BY J. G. KERB, M.D.

(From th« "China Medical Missionary Journal.**)

^IFE is a treasure of priceless value to the possessor, but health

^^^ is the element which makes it valuable for most of the purposes

which occupy man's attention in this world.

Increased value is attached to the life of the man whose relations

extend beyond himself to individuals, communities, societies or

nations. A man who is qualified by special training for positions of

usefulness and responsibility has a value which does not belong to

others.

The time and money spent in the qualification of a missionary

for his work in a distant field is so much capital invested in the work

of the Church, and an obligation rests upon the individual to conserve

and utilize that capital, just as much as if money had been entrusted

to him by a capitalist for business purposes. The obligation is

indeed many-fold greater in the case of the man who is to use capital

in a business, the interest and outcome of which is not a return in

dollars, but in souls,—in elevation and improvement of men in this

life and eternal happiness beyond.

The obligation therefore resting upon a man thus situated to

preserve his life and health, is one which calls for such special care

and attention as may be necessary to enable him to perform the work

committed to him by the Church for its great Head,

The fact that so many missionaries are compelled by failure of

health to give up their work and return home, while others with

impaired health work on under a great disadvantage, is my apology

for calling attention to this subject in these pages.

The ordinary rules of hygiene are applicable in all countries and

all climates, and it is necessary that young missionaries should be

well posted in these, and should be made to feel the importance of

adhering strictly to them, not only during the period of so-called

acclimatization, but during their whole life.

Much attention is given to make food and drink agreeable to

the palate. While this is not to be neglected, it is more important

to adapt food to the requirements of the organs of digestion. With

a supply of simple nutritious food, suitably prepared, taken at

regular periods, the conditions of alimeutaiion will be fulfilled, if in

addition a moderate amount of exercise in the open air is secured.

Physical exercise is often neglected, and in warm climates the tendency

is to evade it or reduce it to the minimum, but it is just as necessary
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in warm as in cold climates, but must be regulated according to the

temperature and weather.

The adaptation of clothing to the conditions of climate and
weather are important, as well as the location and ventilation of

dwellings. Older residents are able to aid new-comers in these

matters, if the new home differs in climate from that of one's former

residence. The water for drinking and culinary purposes requires

special attention, and every missionary should be able to test water

for the impurities which may be contained in it. The idea of cor-

recting the bad qualities of water by the addition of spirits of any

kind, need only be mentioned to be condemned. The use of medicated

waters, now becoming so common, is no doubt injurious. Pwre water

is the beverage which nature demands, and to which no evil results

can be attributed. In warm climates and in hot weather everywhere

this is an important subject.

The chief point, however, to which I wish to call the attention,

not alone of new arrivals, but of old residents, is the importance of

regularity in the habits of work, of study and of rent. Over-work is

one of the chief causes of failure of health, and over-work is associated

with insufficient and irregular rest. Sleep is nature's restorative

agent, both for body and mind, and when hours of work encroach on

the period of sleep, the penalty of violated law is sure. When oft

repeated it is cumulative in force. The last straw would not have

broken the camel's back if pound after pound of load had not been

first piled on.

The Christian worker must recognize his obligation to Jcnoio

and to observe nature's laws, and must realize that violation of these

laws in his own person is no less sinful than violation of any of God's

other laws.

In the ordinary course of things a man's working life should

extend over thirty or forty years, and the later years, with accumu-

lated knowledge and experience, are more useful and valuable than

the early years. When therefore a man so overtaxes his powers that

he breaks down in the early or middle period of life, he incurs a

grave responsibility and receives a penalty which he has brought on

himself.

The investigation of the causes of disease has resulted in untold

good, by enabling men to avoid these causes and thus prolong life.

The cumulative force of causes apparently insignificant (but power-

ful when oft repeated and long continued) must be understood and

recognized by those who admit that it is a duty to preserve their

bodily health and vigor. Health of body is indeed an important

factor in the discharge of daily duties, and if a man knowingly or
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carelessly deranges the functions of his physical frame, he disqualifies

himself for the important duties with which he has been entrusted.

Examples of meu in active life, both at home and abroad, who

are prematurely broken down, are too numerous. No doubt the

pressure of our age of steam and telegraph is chargeable with much

of the damage done to men of the finest physical frames and highest

mental endowments, but much of this pressure is under control, if

men would recognize the obligation resting upon them to obey the

laws of their being.

In the mission field the pressing need of the multitudes of

immortal beings and the disproportionate number of laborers, urges

the missionary to exert his strength to the utmost limits. Or, in

addition to the demands of daily work and study, letters must be

written to societies at home and to the supporters of mission work.

This is a heavy burden on many of our ladies. To accomplish even

a part of what comeg to one's hand the hours of sleep must be

encroached on, until sooner or later failure of health calls for a

halt. A forced suspension of work for months or years may secure

a partial restoration of health, but in many cases a permanent injury

has been done, and the ability for full and efficient work has been

lost. To appreciate the loss sustained by the cause to which a man
has devoted the best energies of his life, it must be kept in mind

that it is the latter, and by far the most valuable portion of the

man's life which is sacrificed. It is not only the knowledge and ex-

perience which has been gained by years of labor, but the influence

the years of a well-spent life (giving him many-fold power for good)

is lost to the cause.

Aside therefore from the obligations resting upon every individual

to use all proper means for preserving health and prolonging life,

there are most cogent reasons why the man whose life and talents

are devoted to the spiritual interests of his fellow-men, should use

every suitable measure and precaution to preserve in strength and

vigor the physical frame on whose well-being depends the ability to

accomplish his work for the Master.

The preparation of food is a matter which requires careful

attention in a foreign climate. It is necessary to leave this in the

hands of native cooks, and it is not surprising if unwholesome dishes

are placed on the table. "We only refer to this subject to say that

every house keeper should be provided with a good common-sense cook-

book. The Sanitary Cook Book is one which comes with the highest

recommendations as one specially designed to promote health, and we

advise all to give it a trial. It is published by the American Public

Health Association. Address : P. 0. Drawer 289, Rochester, N. T.
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Village Preaohing Inland from Swatow,

BY REV. WILLIAM ASHMORE, D.D.

<^T was a kindly sentence in the editorial columns of the March
^ Recorder, which spoke of a campaign being waged here " against

heathenism." A word of amendment as to the form of the expression

may be in order. It is indeed true that our work is, all of it, against

heathenism and ought to be so. Further, it is right and proper to

bave campaigns which shall, for their main object, contemplate

assault on heathenism when that can be most wisely done and when

it seems specially called for. King Josiah was a notable example in

that direction. Other cases, more or less emphasized, are found in

connection with the ministries of Moses and Elijah and in Paul's

sermon at Lystra and at Athens.

But it so happens that in this case the emphasis is laid on the

pro rather than on the eon. The campaign was more preaching

for Christianity instead of being ostensibly against heathenism. And
that means that the Scriptures made use of were those which put

forward a positive salmtion, all made and provided and now offered

for immediate acceptance, though, as indispensable matter of course
'' the wrath to come " was ever in sight ready to be pushed forward

when needed, to enforce the exhortation, "Save yourselves from

this untoward generation."

It may seem like needless whittling to be putting forward this

distinction, but so many have it already clearly in their own minds

and will shape their thoughts into the interrogation as to what

extent the positive comes in.

In the word " we " in this note are included Mr. Foster and

the writer, for we have been pushing this kind of work together

all winter, hand in hand.

It might be thought that going two of us together and taking

along some half dozen or dozen Chinese helpers, involves a waste of

missionary energy, and that more could be done by breaking the

party up into small groups or into couples. In answer, let it be

said, there is a large portion of the time when the workers have to

be so divided up whether or no, and when they have to go in

pairs, or go singly to the different stations. Then again we do so

divide up even when there are ten or a dozen of ns together. One

band going off in one direction in a village and another band

moving away in another, or we may take two villages near to each

other.
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At the same time there are some great advantages in going in

solid body now and then, as we have proof abundant to onr joy

and satisfaction.

(1st). The preachers themselves acquire greater "boldness."

And more boldness is just what they need. It is a thing the

Apostle prayed for most earnest. " And now Lord grant unto thy

servants that with all boldness they may speak thy word." One
man going to a village is apt to be timid, and does not care to

encounter a crowd, but when several go together the one speaking

comes out with far more point and directness, for he feels mightily

the support of those like-minded at his side, and who take turns

with him in testifying to the same thing. And then these same
speakers, when they are afterwards left alone, carry with them
something of that bolder spirit they acquired when speaking in a
group. It is well to get keyed up, and there is no way to do it equal

to having a company of them to testify together. There comes to

exist' a corporate spirit and corporate boldness, made of several

contributions, which form a heavy aggregate, and out of which each

one gets back more than he puts in.

{2nd). The effect on the villages is sometimes very marked and
conspicuous. A single helper may come into their streets and say a
few words to one or two persons here and there, or to two or three

persons sitting in a door-way and then pass on, but the village, as

a whole, has not had its attention awakened at all. Very different

is it when a whole company of persons come into the place with a
manifest visibility of number and they begin one after another to

declare the same thing. While in some cases we have thus gone
into villages and produced no marked effect, yet in others we have
roused a deal of attention and talk. What does all this mean P and
who are all these? and what have they all come here for? and
what doctrine is this ? are questions we are glad to have excited

and which remind us of many similar questions in the days of
Christ and His Apostles. It is always a sign of progress when
people get to asking questions. We are convinced there is no loss

but an actual gain of power then in these occasional larger visita-

tions. A dozen men at one time rousing up a whole village may do
far more than six pairs of men at six different times. So both
ways are good and both ways have Scripture precedent. In the
greatest ingathering the Apostles had at any one time there were
a dozen men speaking on one occasion. Numbers intensified the
testimony.

We are confident, therefore, that the work " will not fail to

arrest attention," and that it is a good thing to have "manv.
witnesses preaching the Gospel simultaneously in each place,'*
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and we are sure that this " seed-sowing beside all waters will bring

some contribution to the final harvest."

During the season thus far the preaching force have done

work in not less than two hundred towns and villages, with more
or less hopefulness of results. It is a hard and exacting kind

of work, but more delightful work is not to be found in our entire

field.

At such times we have to draw our preachers away from their

stations, and let the churches do a little themselves towards

exhorting and admonishing each other. They are perfectly able to

do this, but they do like always to be fed with a spoon held by some

one else. If they could have their way, they would have us and

the entire staff of preachers looking after mere handful of them
and spending all our time at it. If we give heed to them the

great mass of unevangelized villages, thick as stacks in a harvest

field, would remain unreached for another generation.

Student Volunteer Convention.

BY REV. G. L. MASON.

'HE international convention of the Student Volunteer Move-
ment for Foreign Mission, held in Cleveland, U. S. A., Feb.

26 to March 1st, was a remarkable occasion. About 500 students,

about thirty foreign missionaries, representatives of the Young Men's

Christian Association, and the secretaries of many missionary

Societies, were present. Conservative men who had doubted whether

this movement sprang as much from loyalty to Christ as from mere

youthful enthusiasm, saw with surprise and joy manifest tokens of

the mighty power of God. There was a thoroughly practical business

spirit in the meetings. And, better still, the exercises so exalted

God rather than man, that hard-headed theologians confessed that

never before had they longed so intensely to become holy men.

Mutual praises and windy efforts Jat self-display were almost wholly

wanting. Every meeting was packed full of good things, brief and to

the point.

Dr. Pierson hurled torrents of facts and appeals. Dr. Gordon,

in fulness of the spirit, with magnificent repose, was mighty as an

avalanche, but gentle as a sunbeam. Said he : "A small minister

with a great Gospel will do more good than a great minister with

a small Gospel." Eloquence was controlled rather by the Holy
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Spirit than by the young moderator's impartial gavel which ponderous

secretaries obeyed as promptly as the missionaries. The latter had

opportunity for close contact with students in simultaneous section

meetings for China, Japau, India, A.frica, Turkey and Papal Lands.

The meeting for India had the largest attendance, Africa the next,

and China the next, if I remember correctly. The China meeting

was led by Mr. W. H. Gossum, under appointment to Huchow,
Chekiang. The information was given by the missionaries, among
whom were Mr. and Mrs. Steven, of the China Inland Mission, Mrs.

Sheffield, Miss Newton of Foochow and Dr. Nevius. The last named
ably managed the question drawer in a mass meeting, when also

about twenty missionaries pressed into three minute speeches the

most important things they had to say.

The origin and growth of the Volunteer Movement was as follows:

In 1886 two hundred and fifty-one students from eighty-nine colleges

met at Mt. Hermon, Mass., for four weeks of Bible study, at the

invitation of Mr. Moody. He soon called together those specially

interested in foreign missions. About twenty-five responded. Much
prayer followed. Dr. Pierson, full of faith, spoke words of lire. Then
God sent Dr. Ashmore with more facts and I'ousiug truths. Soon

there were a hundred students signifying themselves to be "willing

and desirous, God permitting, to become foreign missionaries." This

form of pledge has since been signed by 6,200 students, through the

efforts of Wilder, Spear, Forman and other young men. During

the year 1890-91 thus far, Mr. W. H. Cossum has visited many
colleges in the United States and in the maritime provinces and has

secured 300 signers, while Miss Lucy Guinness has added the names

of 240 young women to the roll of volunteers.

It is asked if the pledge makes the young candidate for the

mission field any more likely to " get there." It certainly is helpful.

Out of more than six thousand signers, although several hundred

have been lost sight of and 450 have renounced the pledge, yet there

remain more than 4,000 still engaged in study and seriously intend-

ing to go, and 320 are already on foreign mission fields. Sixty-nine

of them are now in China, seven in Korea and forty-six in Japan.

Another hopeful feature of the movement is the stirring up of

interest at home. There are forty colleges and thirty seminaries, either

wholly or in part supporting their own representatives as missionaries

under their respective Boards.

China missionaries, have we not profound reason to thank God
and take courage ?
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Colleetanesi.

Praying-machinbs.—The most conspicuous objects in the

Mongol town (Urga) are the temples, which from afar look lofty

and grand, but lose much of their imposing effect when approached

and examined closely. In these temple premises, and at many street

corners and busy places, are erected numerous praying-wheels,

supposed to be filled inside, many of them decorated outside, and

some of them almost literally covered all round with prayers ; the

idea being that any devout believer who turns the wheel, by so doing

acquires as much merit as if he or she had repeated all the prayers

thus set in motion. These praying-cylinders seem to be seldom

left long at rest. In the quite deserted-looking precincts of the

temple may be heard the creaking of the rusty spindle, as it is

turned in its unoiled socket by worshippers, who most likely have

come from the country to perform their devotions at this great

religious centre. Many, both Lamas and laymen, male and female,

as they pass along the streets, lay hold of the inviting handle and
give a turn to such praying-machines as they find standing in their

path.

—

[_Rev. James Gilviour, in ^' Auiong the Mongols."]

The Missionary Problem in China.—The dimensions and

significance of the missionary problem in China grow upon the

thought of the Christian world from year to year. All things con-

sidered, this is the field of supreme difficulty, and, at the same time,

it is the field of supreme interest. The Chinese are manifestly the

governing race of Eastern and Central Asia ; their national qualities

and their geographical position make them so ; they evidently hold

the key to the future of almost one half the unevangelized peoples of

the globe ; so long as they remain without the Gospel, the great bulk

of Asia will be pagan ; when they are evangelized, the continent

will be Christian and the world will be won.

—

[^Judson Smith, D.D.]
* * *

Infamous Conduct op the Chinese.—A correspondent of The

N. C. Daily News, giving an account of the burning of a number of

houses in Soochow, makes the following comment upon a well-known

practice of the Chinese. While the incidents given are undisputed,

the picture is possibly overdrawn :

—

; The magistrates appeared upon the scene soon after the alarm

of fire was given, and in a short time the street gates on either side of

the burning houses were guarded each by a magistrate, and none

but firemen were allowed to pass. Notwithstanding the efforts of the

magistrates the things saved from Lhe flames were carried off by the

crowd, whom uobhiug could pre^^cat from, stealing. The people in
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the cities as well as the boatmen on the rivers and the peasants along

their banks make one think of wolves which devour their fellows as

soon as they fall. The horrible and infamous conduct of the Chinese

on the occasion of the burning of the steamer Shanghai on the

Yangtze, and the pitiless selfish greod shown by the masses of the

people during an ordinary city fire, reveal to us what the Chinese

really are. They seem to a careless observer to bo a law-abiding,

quiet, civilized people, and such they are ordinarily by reason of fear

of punishment. But there is no basis of moral principle underlying

their conduct. Give them the opportunity, and they show that

when the danger of detection and punishment is removed, there is

nothing within to restrain them from acting like ravenous wild

beasts. 1 heard recently a story which throws a lurid light upon the

character of the people among whom we dwell. A family of great

wealth suddenly found one day that their elegant home was wrapped
in flames. Father and son quickly called all the family together,

rushed out of the door and deliberately locked up the premises.

They knew that they could save next to nothing, for what they

might wrest from the flames would be taken by their fellow-citizens.

* * *

A Transformation.—During May of last year a slave girl was

brought in. "Words fail to describe her, as she appeared on entering

;

one eye was eaten out by a malignant ulcer, which threatened to

cover one side of her face. Her nails were like claws, and her hair,

which was very coarse, was matted, sun-burned and full of vermin.

For a long time she grew no better and suffered intensely. But at

last she began to improve and very soon seemed quite like another

girl. Her wild looks were all gone. She was very quiet and said

but little, but her actions spoke more than words of her thorough

gratitude. When she was almost well, they took her home. She

only stayed a few weeks; when, on slight symptoms of the disease

re-appearing, she was returned. Her great joy was pathetic. She

remained six weeks ; always meeting me when I went into the wards,

and always impressing me that she had more love and gratitude in

her heart than she knew what to do with, and was a gentle reprover

for every anxious and worried feeling that came to me. She did not

learn to read much on account of weakness of her one eye, but as

she grew to be more free with me, I was greatly delighted and

surprised to find how much she knew of Christ and what it meant to

be saved. She grew to be a great favorite in the wards, and so it

came about that the one who was accounted too loathsome to notice

or touch on first entering, was the one most loved and missed when

she left. For my own part I will not soon, if ever, forget her going.

When once we know what it means in cruelty, degradation and vice,
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to be a slave girl iu Cliina, the only wonder is that our hearts are

not much more moved thaa they are. She said she would be beaten

every day at home, but she would thiuk of us all the time, and per-

haps it would not hurt so much. I gave her a doll and some cards,

which pleased her very much, as they always do. I often hear from

her, but they do not bring her back, **for her heart would be so sad

she could not eat rice for many days." We have her to pray for,

and trust for, so she helps us, thouujh we never meet her again.

—

[Edher Butler, in Annual Report of the Philander Smith Memorial

Hospital, Nanking.']

Indian and Chinese Morality.—It seems to us of very high

importance here to notice that the less theology there is occurring in

the non-Christian systems the larger amount of morality is observed

to obtain. The ^iKaioavvrj and the evaefieia seem to exist in inverse

proportion. Nowhere, for example, iu the world does there appear

outside of Christianity so clear a definition of, and so sincere a desire

to practise, some of the fraternal and filial and patriotic virtues, as

among the Chinese. We venture even to affirm that for moral

worth the volumes of Confucius and Mencius outweigh all the sacred

literature of India, Persia and even the Koran itself. Professor

Legge, in his valuable disquisitions *on the Chinese classics, seems to

consider that Bishop Butler has been anticipated in the main hnes of

his theory of the righteousness of human nature by Mencius.

Now it is possible that Mencius has been misundei'Stood, and is

affirmed that the professor's estimate of the philosopher is inexact.

But leaving even a margin of error in the critic, a study of the

great teacher, and a comparison of his doctrines with that of Yang-

chow and Mih Teih, will convince us that in the study of the

moral phenomena of human nature, the teachers of China are im-

measurably ahead of the Vedas of Hinduism, of Gautama and

even of Mahommed. Nor has the Chinese consideration of human
nature been confined to theory alone. The treatment of the rela-

tions between man and his neighbour is no less remarkable.

Where, for illustration, does Brahmaism or Buddhism supply a

moral passage so fine as the reply of Mencius to the King's son

Teen, on the inquiry of the latter as to what Mencius intended

by the expression, "Exalting the aim"? Mencius answers, "Setting

it simply in benevolence and righteousness. He thinks that to put

a single person to death is contrary to benevolence ; that to take

what one has not a right to is contrary to righteousness ; that one's

dwelling should be benevolence ; and one's faith should be right-

eousness. When benevolence is the dwelling place of the heart,

and righteousness the path of the life, the business of a great man is

complete." It will be observed that in this quotation there is ah
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absence of the usual transcendentalism of expression which so highly

tinges the Indian apothegnns. The calmness of the expression

of the Chinese saoe is characteristically Saxon. The Turanian wo

think in this respect is nearer to us than the Aryan. But far more

important it is to observe that the Chinese conscience is much more

accessible in the matter of righteousness and justice than that of the

Hindu. It is probably not too much to affirm that outside of Christ*

iauity the conscience is nowhere so awake on these important points

as in China.

—

[George Ensor, in Church Missionary Intelligencer.']

Scripture Translation.

BY RRV. J. C. GIBSON.

Cvft'HE communication from Bishop Moule in the January number
^&^ of The Recorder marks a step in advance in the work of

translation and revision initiated by the late Conference. We have

left behind the preliminary discussions about extraneous matters, and

thought is turning to the work itself.

A few explanations with regard to the Resolution No. 4, referred

to in that communication, may be of service at this stage.

The Conference could act as a body only during a brief term of

ten or twelve days. It was impossible for it to select a qualified

company of translators, to secure their consent to act, to bring them

together, and make the necessary arrangements with Bible Societies

and mission bodies at home. It therefore confined its action to

laying down general principles and appointing executive committees

to carry out these arrangements in detail after the Conference rose.

The question of a text as basis was so fundamental and so

general, that it could not be evaded. It was too large for the executive

committees, and not appropriate to the purely business character of

their functions. There would have been still more difficulty in post-

poning it for decision afterwards by the three companies of translators.

Only two bases were suggested to the Committees of Conference

who prepared the resolutions afterwards adopted. These were :

—

1. The text underlying the Authorized Version of the Old and
New Testaments, with the privilege of any deviations in accordance

with the Revised English Version.

2. The text underlying the Revised Version, with the privilege

of any deviations in accordance with the Authorized Version.

These two bases, and no other, were fully discussed iu committee.

It is obvious that logically the ground covered by the two is precisely

the same, and it was ascertained that both alike are in accordance

with the rules of the Bible Societies. The committees, and afterwards
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the Conference, unanimously adopted Basis No. 2 in proferenoe to

No. 1.

The grounds of this choice may need a little explanation.

Bishop Moule justly remarks that there are probably not five

scholars in the missionary body qualified by special study to arbitrate

between the Revised and the Authorized Texts, and on this remark

he bases his objection to Basis No. 2. But would not the same

view have equally formed a valid objection against Basis No. 1 ? It

was the consciousness of its force that made us feel that the Confer-

ence ought not to reject the Revised Text (if one may call it so for

brevity's sake) in opposition to the body of twenty-four selected

scholars, English and Scottish, with aid from the best scholars of

America, who prepared it in favour of the text which, though called

"receptus," rests upon no authority whatever except that of the un-

skilled and unequipped printer Stephens of 1550, and was not even

taken as the basis of the "Authorized" English Version of 1611.

I venture to add the reminder that there is some inaccuracy in

speaking of the text underlying the Revised English New Testament

as ''Westcott and Hort's." The *' text underlying, etc.," is that

printed for the delegates of the University Presses of Oxford and

Cambridge, edited by B. Palmer under the scrutiny of Dr. Scrivener.

Westcott and Hort's text, however nearly it may agree with the

revised, does so only as independent and corroborative review of the

evidence which is open to all scholars.

Now I do not know whether I rightly apprehend the suggestion

made by Bishop Moule, but it appears to be that the missionaries,

recognizing, as pointed out, their own unfitness to arbitrate between

the two texts, should have adopted, not Basis No. 2, but Basis No. 1,

with an addition to the effect that Dr. Scrivener be made arbiter. By
" Westcott and Hort's text " Bishop Moule explains that he means

the text underlying the Revised New Testament, and his suggestion

is that we should follow this in all cases where Scrivener agrees with

it, at least in regard to omissions from the text ; and parity of reason-

ing would suggest that we should follow that same rule in regard

to additions and variations.

Waiving at present any discussion of the fitness of this rule,

it should be noticed that if it commends itself to the translators

they will, under Resolution 4, be perfectly at liberty to follow it.

They need no permission from the executive committees which, as

suboi'dinate bodies, have no control over either text or translation.

All that is necessary is that the translators should, at the outset of

their work, adopt for their own guidance some such resolution as the

following :

—
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"That in accordance with Rule 4 we shall follow the text

underlying tho Revised Version in all cases in which (in the New
Testament) Dr. Scrivener agrees with it, and in all others shall

exercise the right given to us of deviation in accordance with the

Authorized Version."

Whether wo approve such a rule or not, it should be clearly

understood that the translators will be perfectly entitled to adopt it,

as lying wholly within the lines of the fourth resolution. Even if

they do not, as a body, adopt it, it would still be open to any one of

them to adopt it as the canon by which he should determine his own
votes ; and he could bring up for voting all the passages concerned

by simply proposing en hloc the restoration of all passages where the

Revised Text differs from the Authorized without the support of Dr.

Scrivener.

In few words, the resolution of Conference is simply one to limit

the range of choice between the lines of the Authorized Text on the

one hand and the Revised on the other.

The Revised is chosen as the basis not for any features which

are peculiar to it, but for those in which it conforms to the main lines

of the consensus of all modem editions. But discretion is left to

the translators, so that in cases where they can find sufficient weight

of well-tested authority, they may deviate from it in order to conserve

that consensus.

Had Resolution 4 not been adopted the range of responsibility

would have been greatly widened, and even a proposal to construct

a new text from the original sources would have been strictly in order.

As it is, the " Authorized Text " may be adopted pure and

simple (since " any deviation " may be carried to the full length of

entire conformity.) Or the Revised Text may bo adopted pure

and simple ; or thirdly, any conceivable combination between these

two extremes may be agreed upon. But any proposal going beyond

these lines would be out of order.

I earnestly hope it will be recognized that Resolution No. 4 is

really not revolutionary but conservative; that it sufficiently limits

the translators in the interest of general confidence, and at the same

time secures to them needful liberty where conscience comes into

question.

Surely under this resolution no text controversy need arise.

Keeping in view the certainty that no man of good attainments in

Chinese scholarship can at the same time be a specialist in Greek

textual criticism, all missionaries, translators and others will approach

textual questions with a very moderate estimate of their own author-

ity and a great readiness to defer to the judgment of a majority

of any selected company of translators. However unfit the translators
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may be to arbitrate on such questions, it is simply one of the

inevitable responsibilities of their position that they must do so,

either by a general rule at the outset, or by voting upon each

passage in detail.

Probably on each passage, or class of passages, one or more

proposals in writing, a written reference to the members of the

company, a vote in reply and an announcement by the chairman of

the result, without any discussion, oral or written, would suffice. The

arguments on every variation are already accessible in printed form

to all, and discussion would be both futile and irritating. A pre-

liminary resolution of the translators to forbear all discussion on

readings in detail, and to confine the sifting process to silent voting,

would go a long way to save time and prevent needless friction and

loss of energy.

None of the missionaries, let us hope, are fanatics either for

particular readings or for private canons of criticism, whether older

or newer. Our one desire is to embody in our translations such a

text as shall represent the Word of God as faithfully as possible. We
do not wish to put forward as given by divine revelation words or

sentences which we are nearly sure were not so given. But what we

need is some substantial guarantee of faithfulness on the whole, and
surely there will be no tendency to contentious strivings about partic-

ular readings or single texts. Resolution 4 was adopted with this

view, and need not be regarded as a rule unhappy in itself, which can

only be made workable by a great effort. Is it not rather the only

rule which any body of translators could now adopt with due regard

to their primary duty of faithfulness to God's revelation of Himself ?

The revisers' text is doubtless not without fault. It has been

strictly scrutinized and objection taken to it, but when we speak of

its being " discredited " and undergoing " confutation " at the hands

of Dr. Scrivener and others, it is needful to remember that similar

examination at the same hands applied to the text underlying the

Authorized Version, would bring out a still larger area of confutation

and discrediting. The Revised Text is the fruit of enormous labour

upon a vast mass of material conducted by all the best skill of Europe

during successive generations. Who of us can venture to throw aside

this gift of God to His Church and take our stand upon the text of

the Parisian printer of 1550, who had not at his command either

the skill, the labour or the material ?

The Revised Text is not in the main a new and untried one.

It is only one of many modern texts, each of which has its own faults,

but which, taken together, exhibit a marvellous consensus upon all

essentials, and have made it henceforth impossible for translators to

do otherwise than follow their main lines.
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C0msp0nhtra.

To the Editor of

"The Chinkse Recorder."

Dear Sib : Your issue for March
contained a brief but laudatory

notice of the first number of the

new " Missionary Review," or

" Chung Si Kiao Hwui Pao," in

which you bespeak for it a " warna

and generous hospitality." In a

former number you had already

announced the fact that it was
intended to publish this "Review,"
and advocated its acceptance and

diffusion by missionaries. As it is

not uncommon for missionaries to

diffuse literature with the nature of

which they have not made them-

selves thoroughly acquainted, and
as your kindly notices of the work
in question are likely to have much
weight in recommending the new
magazine, I venture to ask you to

allow me to insert in The Recorder
a few words of warning, as I fear

that, if we are to judge by the first

number which has been published,

many of our fellow-missionaries

may not deem it to be, as we had

hoped that it might be, "an efficient

ally of all missionary workers in

China."

The remarks which follow are

the outcome of a careful discussion

of the first number of the " Mis-

sionary Review " by the Ningpo

Missionary Association, at a meet-

ing of which the magazine was

most thoroughly reviewed by one

of our members, and was afterwards

generally discussed.

With regard to the merits of the

work as a literary performance, I

do not propose to trouble you. On
such a point there must always bo

a variety of opinion, and our dis-

cussion bore but little npon it. It

is with the nature of the doctrine

which the " Review " contains, and

which we are asked to disseminate,

that 1 wish to deal, and I deeply

regret to be compelled to say that I

consider that the " Review," as judg-

ed by its first nnraber, is not a work
which we as Christian missionaries

can accept as a faithful advocate of

Christian truth. The objection to

it is, that from first to last the

conception of Christianity, as a plan

of salvation through a Divine

and Personal Saviour, seems to be

kept in the back ground ; and

Christianity represented as a moral

system merely, similar to, and it

would almost seem not superior to,

Confucianism. This, as I have stated,

seems to me to be the tone of the

whole issue ; it is, however, impos-

sible in a letter to review the whole
;

it will be sufficient for ray purpose

to examine briefly one article, viz.,

No. 3, which is entitled, "The
Times demand the Acceptance of

Christianity." This article being

placed in the forefront of the

magazine, immediately following the

Prospectus, must be supposed to

be intended to strike the key-note

of the whole, as indeed it does.

The drift of this paper is, that

the calamities to which men are

subject, such as flood, pestilence

and war, are not due to the will of

heaven, but to the follies of men.

Such plagues were not prevalent in

the times iramediately following

Yao and Shun, whose doctrine was

the same as that of God. When,
however, men had left the teaching
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of those ancients, and plagues fol-

lowed their fall, then heaven sent

down Confucius and Mencius to

assist God in the proclamation of

truth. The doctrines of these sages

"are all of them the doctrines

ofGod"(^|^J:^;t^),and
they produced the desired effect.

N'ow, however, though men read the

books of these sages, they are not

able to follow their teaching ; there-

fore the teaching of Jesus has been

brought to China for the benefit of

the people, that they may again

learn to obey the voice of the

heaven-given heart (5c*&^> worship

God, obey the holy teaching, and

so find a place for repentance.

This sounds strange enough in a

professedly Christian magazine ; but

a few extracts from the paper will

serve to show more clearly what its

real tendency is.

Speaking of Scripture the writer

says, " Although its words are not

deep, its doctrines are deep without

limit. This book is what people call

a spiritual book (fl| ^), If you
carefully think over and ponder it,

read and take in its taste, then yon
may perceive all those desirable

properties, ' the investigation of

things, the extension of knowledge,
the sincerity of thought, the recti-

fication of the heart, the cultivation

of the person, the regulation of the

family, the ordering of the state

and universal peace.' " In short, by
reading of Scripture we may hope

to attain to the teaching of the

Great Learning.

Speaking of worship he says, "If

from inclement weather it is not

convenient to go to the chapel, let

him carefully prepare a room in his

house and stand, sit, bow or kneel

in worship, according to the ritual,

relying on Jesus, repent of his faults

and pray to be conformed to the

doctrine of Yao, Shun, Yii, T'ang,

Wen, Wu, Chowkung, Confucius

and Mencius ; let him read the

sacred edict on the first and fifteenth

day of the month, reading and ex-

pounding, and then the Holy Spirit

of the Trinity of Jesus (^ |B^ ^
'fi — H ;t H ®) will protect

and assist him ; so that under

heaven there may be one doctrine

and practice, all coming to the holy

religion with no irregularities ; and

seasons will be propitious and crops

plentiful. How glorious ! How
glorious !

"

Again in summing up he writes

:

" A Chinese moral book says, ' the

good man speaks what is good, be-

holds what is good, does what is

good ; in one day he has three good

things, in three years heaven will

certainly send him happiness. The
wicked man speaks what is evil,

beholds what is evil, does what is

evil; in one day he has three evils;

in three years heaven will certainly

send him woe.' And what is the

difference between this and the

Gospel ? Why do not men go and

doit?"

It is because I feel that there is

a vast difference between this and

the Gospel, that I have ventured to

send these few extracts for publica-

tion in The Recorder, in the belief

that not a few missionaries will be

glad to receive a warning, which

may prevent them from unwillingly

disseminating grave errors under

the form of missionary literature.

I remain, Sir,

Yours faithfully,

J. C. HOARE.
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Note.—llv. Hoarc left for T'ai-

chow on Monday ; when writing

the above he had fall expectation

of my obtaining for him the sig-

natures of the groat majority of the

Ningpo missionaries, whose senti-

ment, as expressed at the meeting of

our Association, were almost unan-

imous. The departure of two of

the loading missionaries to country

stations has made it impossible to

ask for their signatures, and, in

compliance with Mr. Hoare's wish

under the circumstances, I now
send the letter for publication, au-

thenticated by his signature alone.

W. S. MOULE.

To the Editor of
" The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir : My first impulse after

reading Dr. Wright's letter, which

appears in The Recorder of this

month, was to send you another

long and carefully prepared state-

ment of facts. It would have been

very easy to do so, and thus point

out not a few mistakes into which

Dr. Wright has fallen in his attempt

to make out a case for himself.

But we have had more than enough

of this paper war. It has been

raging ever since the Conference

in May last, and it is high time

to bring it to a close. If your

readers will read again my letter

in the December number of The
Recorder, they will find in it my
reply to this letter of Dr. Wright's.

Allow me, however, to make one

or two remarks by way of explana-

tion :

—

1. The offer made by me to the

missionary body in China, through

The Chinese Recorder, April,

1886, and again to the British and
Foreign Bible Society, May 1, 1886,

was made in good faith, and that

in neither case did I intimate a

possible wish to select my own
committee. What I may have
said in private letters to Mr. Dyer,

two years earlier, or several months
later, is irrelevant to the point in

dispute. The sentences quoted by
Dr. Wright from two of these letters

can be easily explained ; and if Dr.

Wright will furnish me with a copy

of the entire correspondence from

which they are taken, it will afford

me much pleasure to supply him
with my reasons for expressing

myself as I did on those special

occasions.

2. As to the correspondence on
Easy Wen-li, begun by Dr. Wright
on July 5, 1880, and continued

down to the close of 1885, 1 can only

say that it does not concern me.

It only concerns Dr. Wright him-

self and those with whom he

corresponded. I left China for home
early in 1881, and did not return

till April, 1882. I commenced my
Wen-li version in March, 1883.

During this period no correspond-

ence passed between Dr. Wright
and myself. I do not doubt the

existence of a correspondence on
the subject, but I want to point out

that it had nothing to do with me,

and that it has nothing to do with

the controversy which has sprung

up around the Mandarin Union
Version Scheme.

3. Dr. Wright makes the following

statement :
" Dr. John says he re-

ceived a draft copy of our proposed

plan from Scotland, and that when
he received the final document he

found 'one or two changes,' and
they were 'changes for the worse.*

These 'changes for the worse,' of

which Dr. John complains, were
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suofgested by his friend Mr. Archi-

bald, and made ia deference to his

wishes." When penning these lines,

Dr. Wright must have been trust-

ing to his memory solely. I have

it on the best authority that the

changes were suggested by the

B. and F. B. S. and not by Mr.

Archibald. Mr. Slowan, in his

letter enclosing the final document,

dated January 12, 1888, writes

thus :
" Mr. Archibald will have

explained to you in what respects

the joint agreement was modified

from our original draft in order to

obtain the full concurrence of the

B. & F." The B. & F. may have

been right or wrong in insisting

upon these modifications ; but Dr.

Wright's memory is certainly at

fault when he throws the responsi-

bility on Mr. Archibald.

4. With the exception of the

joint letter addressed to me by both

Societies, I have received no com-

munication from the B. & F.

house. No letters have passed

between Dr. Wright and myself.

From the very beginning my
correspondence has been with Mr.

Dyer. I don't think I can do better

than close this controversy with

the closing words of Mr. Dyer's

last letter to me on the question of

versions. At the close of my
negotiations with the B. & F.,

Mr. Dyer wrote me a very broth-

erly letter, the last clause of

which reads as follows :
'* I cannot

be surprised at your dicision under

the circumstances. I must thank

you very much for your forbearance.

Doubtless your way will bo made
plain as to what course to pursue,

for the Word we love makes us

sure that it is not in vain to wait

pn the I^ord," To this testimonjr

I need not add either note or com-

ment. It speaks for itself.

I am, Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

Griffith John.
Hankow, April 9t/i, 1891.

To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir : In the recently publish-

ed " Records of the Shanghai

Conference" we have put in per-

manent form answers from several

men of great experience distinctly

favouring the address to the Deity

as N'i. On my return from Shanghai

I was attacked on the subject by

an English educated Mandarin as

to how such answers were possible.

" I had always," said he " a great

respect for as a foreigner whose

acquaintance with Chinese ia

thorough and sympathetic ; but he

has quite destroyed that respect by

this answer." My friend also

quoted the exactly similar opinion

of his direct official superior.

Recently, when sitting on a pub-

lication committee with a well-

educated native minister, I was

struck with the pertinacity with

which he resented the introduction

of any pronoun of address, even

in quotations from the Scriptures.

Surely it is possible to avoid its

use, at any rate in prayer, without

involving the sense of distance. Ia

my own Church prayer-meetings,

which are not without blessed in-

fluence, I have never heard the

plain ni in addressing God. I have

sometimes heard it with respectful

suffix, and in that case it has

always come from mouths which

learnt their forms of prayer in other

Churches, May I add an anecdote
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which speaks moro than volumes of

argument. I Jbave a missionary

friend who was outraged by his

(Christian) servant addressing hira

as " Ni." My friend took the man
sharply to task. Said the servant,

"You address God as Nl, why then

shouldn't I address you so ?
"

I am, etc.,

W. T. A. Baeber.

Wuchang, 1891.

To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir: The other day I was

conversing with one of my native

assistants about the interpretation

of prophecy concerning our Saviour's

Second Advent. I mentioned the

chiliast mode of interpretation,

—

that tlie Six Days of Creation are

typical of the earth being six thou,

sand years under the dominion of sin,

and the seventh thousand, a period

of rest, the long-looked-for Millenial

Sabbath. Ho told mo of a couplet

that is used by the Chinese as a

primary writing lesson. The cou-

pieti8"iij ffi jj^ Q,is±e.
^ ^." He also told me that the

school teachers know neither the

origin or meaning of the couplet.

Is this a remnant of patriarchal

tradition ? Can any of your readers

throw light on the subject ?

Yours respectfully,

A JUMIOB,

#«r lo0h Csbk.

The Fifteenth Annual Report of the Cen-

tral China Beligious Tract Society, for

the year ending Dec. 31bt, 1890. Han-

kow : 1891.

The report read at the annual

meeting of this Society by Rev.

Arthur Bonsey, General Secretary

and Treasurer, is replete with facts

and incidents. That much is at-

tempted and much is being accom-

plished, will appear as we read this

paragraph :

—

"Yet the great problem which

the committee had constantly to

face, during the year 1890, was

how to meet the demand, which

already exists, for the Society's

publications. No previous year

has been so chequered with alter-

nations of hope and fear; never

before in the Society's history have

financial difficulties pressed so heav-

ily ; but in spite of these draw-

backs, or, perhaps, because of them,

the year closed up under very en-

couraging circumstances. Once
more, the committee are glad to

report an increase of circulation,

the figures of last year having

reached a total of 1,093,200, so

that during the last two years more

than tivo million publications have

been issued from the Hankow
dep6t. So far as one can see, if

but the necessary funds were

forthcoming, this number, large as

it is, might be greatly increased

in the future."
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Twelfth Annual Report of the Chinese

Religious True t Society, 1890. Shang-

hai: American Presbyterian Mission

Press. 1891.

The report, presumably by Rev.

J. M. W. Farnham, D.D., is a

striking exhibit of the work being

accomplished by the Society which

he so ably represents. Dr. Edkins,

the newly-elected President, de-

livered his inaugural sermon in

Union Church near the begin-

ning of the year, and it is here

given in full. The appended ex-

tract will interest our readers :

—

" The Chinese Religious Tract

Society is an institution founded

twelve years ago. It is the fruit

of the missionary enterprize in

China. The Chinese are a reading

people, and by the work of Tract

Societies the objects of missionary

Societies are greatly facilitated.

There is every reason for operating

through books on the Chinese

mind. They have had an unbroken

succession of writers since the days

of Confucius. I may mention that

in the course of missionary journies

in Shantung I found that the

practice of reading aloud exists in

families, and that the women of the

family sit and listen with interest.

As long as the supply of oil lasts,

the reading continues. The women

like to be read to while working

with their hands at some useful

kind of needle work. In Peking

also the women in the many rich

families like to be read to. The

reader may be a youth of the family

or some woman who can read. She

may belong to the family or she

may be hired. Interesting books

should be provided for such occa-

sions ; books that may prove more

interesting, and, as they may easily

be, more useful, than the colloquial

novels which Chinese readers love.

Here is a sphere for a Tract

Society."

No thoughtful observer, who has

taken pains to look into the work-

ing of the Tract Societies, and who
possesses even a partial knowledge

of the publications issued by them,

can put anything less than a high

estimate on this form of missionary

endeavor. Many intelligent for- -

eigners resident in China are dis-

posed to look lightly upon tract

distribution. It is, however, a

prejudice arising from partial and

one-sided information. Undoubt-

edly, in not a few instances, a book

or leaflet falls into the hands of

ignorant people, and even literary

men sometimes find it difficult to

understand a train of ideas or a

form of literary expression that is

unfamiliar to them, and so there is

seeming failure. Not all that is

done meets the hope or expectation,

but this is true of every good work

;

and no one can trace to the

ultimate issue any line of influence

born of human brain or heart. The
objections urged by some against

the promiscuous sale of Scriptures

apply with equal force to many of

the best tract publications. Never-

theless, good is being done by the

wide and free circulation of Chris-

tian literature, and the splendid

work is only in its incipient stage.

A class of books is required that

may cope with the newspapers in

interest, as well as those which

cater for the taste of readers who
would look into the wonders of

science and philosophy ; and we are

glad to notice that some progress

has been made in this direction by

the Tract Societies.
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The Chinese Illustrated News. Moral,

Religious, Scientific, Instructive and
Entertaining. March, 1891. Vol. XI.,

No. 11. Shanghai: The Chinese

Beligious Tract Kooiety.

This publication proposes to it-

self a high standard and is work-

ing well up to it. Every issue con-

tains one or more articles on some

live topic of the day ; religion,

science, history, travels are among

the subjects treated in each nnm-

ber ; beautiful pictures, the gift of

the Religious Tract Society of

London and the American Tract

Society of New York, are used to

illustrate the articles. There is a

place in China, and a very wide one,

for just the quality of magazine we
find in the Illustrated Neios. May
it have a long and useful career.

^iritorial €om\mnt

It is a significant fact that

Buddhism in Japan finds it neces-

sary to make use of the press. No
longer relying upon its rites for

retaining a hold upon the popular

mind, it has caught the spirit of the

times and now employs 43 period-

icals in the contention against

Christianity.

The cause of national morality

is receiving new impetus in Japan.

Last year two provinces abolished

the law licensing prostitution, and

other provincial bodies are discus-

sing the subject with a momentum
toward the highest Western stand-

ards. Several members of the Diet

have held a meeting to consider the

wisdom of petitioning that body to

abolish the evil throughout the

empire.

The Japanese Presbyterians,

after six months of discussion,

have formulated a new creed or

"consensus." Wisely refusing to

fight over the old battles of theolog-

ical controversy, and seeking "a
confession of faith of the whole

Church, short, simple, to the point,

fundamental, irenic," they at length

devised a brief statement of doc-

trines of Christ's sacrificial atone-

ment, of faith, of the Spirit's work,

of man's sin, of the authority of

the Scriptures, and adding to this

the Apostle's Creed, adopted the

same as their standard of belief.

Lord CoUingwood, of the English

navy, taught his gunners that if

they could deliver three broadsides

in five minutes, no enemy could

stand before them. The efiect of

such determined and quick movement
would be to impress the foe as no

sluggish action, however formidable,

could possibly do. A like principle

holds good in spiritual warfare.

One brief period of rapid conquest

in this staid old empire of China

would concentrate upon it the

prayers and faith of the Christian

world, and the morale of heathenism

would be mightily impressed.

The Czar has returned to the

Lord Mayor of London the memo-

rial in favor of the Russian Jews

;

and the act is looked upon as a

severe rebuff. It is believed that
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the American petitions to His

Imperial Majesty concerning the

treatment of the Nihilists, will be

subjected to a similar fate. Certain-

ly, the Republic is not so free from

fault in dealing with inferior races

as to be able to command very

great respect as a preacher of

righteousness to the nations.

Sir W. MuiR thus analyzes the

evil influence of Mahomraedanism :

First, polygamy, divorce and slavery

are maintained and perpetuated;

second, freedom of thought and

private judgment in religion are

crushed and annihilated; third, a

barrier is interposed against the

reception of Christianity. He
truthfully adds :

" No system could

have been devised with more con-

summate skill for shutting out the

nations over which it has sway

from the light of truth. The sword

of Mahommed and the Koran are

the most stubborn enemies of

civilization, liberty and truth which

the world has yet known."

An experienced missionary de-

clares that by far the greater num-

ber of conversions from the heathen

in North China might be traced to

influences springing out of private

social intercourse. ESective as are

the various methods of evangelism,

this veteran worker believes that

within the field of his personal

observation seven-eighths of the

Church membership have been

brought in simply from private

Christians telling their friends and

neighbors about the Savior they

have found. The lesson we are to

learn is, not to bestow less honor on

preaching by the foreigner and the

native evangelist, not to give up

Bible and tract distribution, nor

close our hospitals and schools,

—

but to give closer attention to the

method of the Holy Spirit in work-

ing upon human hearts, and to a

more thorough training of converts

in a knowledge of the Scriptures

that they mistake not error for

truth in doctrine in their efibrts to

bring their friends into the kingdom

of God, these being the methods by

which their gifts and graces may
be most effectually developed.

A GOOD degree of success has

attended the movement looking to

more thorough co-operation of the

Methodist Missions in China. It

is to be hoped that unanimous con-

sent will be given to the proposition

to adopt a common name. Some

embarrassment is likely to occur in

consequence of the fact that the

old names are incorporated in deeds

of property held by the different

missions : but it is not an insupei--

able difficulty, and there never will

be a better time to effect a change.

The characters 3|| ^ express the

idea of Methodist Church very well,

and unless a more significant title

can be found, we hope this one will

obtain favor.

Let every one who reads these

lines read also Dr. Kerr's article on

"Preservation of Health a Duty."

The subject is treated from the

standpoint of a wise and experienced

physician. Many people who live

in a foreign and trying climate do

not consider this matter, which is of

such transcendent importance, until

some chronic disease of a serious

character has fastened itself upon

them. Each one should study the

needs and requirements of his own
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constitution, and then bring to boar

a force of character which compels
compliance with those requisitions.

The best theory of cure is,—seldom

or never to need it. People do not

get sick without a cause ; and, in a

vast- majority of cases, all that is

required to prevent disease is in-

telligent self-denial. Multitudes

—

not excepting the writer of this

paragraph—have not learned until

taught by bitter experience that

prevention is better than cure.

It is a noticeable fact that mis-

sionaries have of late been subjected

to severe criticism. Dr. Lund and
the Rev. Hugh Price Hughes, of

the English Wesleyan Church, hav-
ing published certain strictures

against the representatives of that

denomination in India, a searching
investigation was made, whicli

showed that what had been written

was of an impulsive and indiscreet

nature. Canon Isaac Taylor not long
since made the attempt to exalt

Mahoramedanism at the expense of

the missionaries of his own Church,
but was successfully confuted not

only by the missionaries and their

friends, but by Mr. Bosworth Smith
and other literary men.

It seems that criticism is not

ovei- ; and we arc glad that it is

not, as the fact indicates a real

interest in the work. Prof. Drum-
mond lectured last winter in Pjdin-

burgh, Scotland, on " Christian

Evolution," and in the course of his

remarks gave particular attention

to the condition and work of

missions as they had come under
liis observation in his recent trip

around the world. While showing
thorough sympathy with the mis-

sionary movement, he thought that

certain problems had not been
sufficiently considered. Contrasting
Australia and the South Sea Islands,

Japan and China, he held that they

presented widely different fields,

" which were to be sown with the

same seed but in different ways,

according to the nature of the
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ground and growth already plant-

ed." Certainly wo should not press

upon the Orientals any "Western
custom or peculiarity of denomina-
tional belief not evidently Scriptur-
al, which cannot be appreciated or

assimilated. Other practical lessons

might be drawn from the Professor's

idea of evolution in the progress of

missions.

The Annual Meeting of the
Central China Methodist Episcopal
Mission, presided over by Bishop
D. A. Goodsell, closed its sessions
on tho 20th of April. There were
twenty-seven foreign missionaries
iu attendance. Very perceptible

progress is being made, especially

on educational lines. The Bishop's
sermons aiid addresses were highly
appreciated. The Conference of our
Methodist brethren recently held
in Foochow revealed the fact that

more than 700 converts had been i-e-

ceived during the year just ended.

While on a visit to Kiukiang
a few days since we enjoyed an ex-
cellent opportunity of observing the
Czarevitch. His Imperial Highness
was received at the Bund by a
group of gentlemen, each of whom
was recognized by a cordial hand-
shake from the Prince. Rapidly
mounting the long flight of steps,

he first proceeded through a double
file of Chinese soldiers to the
residence of Mr. Marzinkevitch,
and thence to one of the Russian
tea factories, where a fiue display

of porcelain had been arranged
for his inspection. We had already

entered to have a look at the
exhibit of ceramic art, when we
were surprised by the sudden
coming of the illustrious visitor

and suit. It was too late to retreat,

and we stood our ground, an in-

terested witness of all that took
place. Some twenty minutes were
consumed in selecting specimens
from the large and varied collection,

amounting in value to about TIs.

1000, and these were laid aside to
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be sent, down the river for storage

on the imperial Pamiat Azova.

Prince George of Greece was a

prominent figure in the party, being

a tall, athletic young man scarcely

out of his teens. The Czarevitch

is perhaps twenty-one years of age,

of medium stature, lightcomplexion,

with slight mustache and thin side

whiskers. He has a pleasant and
kindly glance, impressing one with

the idea of a genial nature united

to a personality remarkable neither

for physical development nor mental

greatness.

One of the grandest facts in the

history of religion is that mono-
theism existed long before the

coming of a full revelation. The
faith of ancient Persia has been

variously represented as a religion

of Magi, as a worship of fire, as a

polytheistic idolatry ; but modern
research has given us an entirely

different view. In the Persian

sacred literature allusion is con-

stantly made to older forms of

worship having for their object

the one God, Ahura-Mazda, " who
made the earth, who made the

heaven, who created men and pro-

vided blessedness for them." The
language of Cyrus in issuing his

decree for the Israelites' return

to their own land is a striking

example of sympathy with the

monotheistic Jews, and manifests a

profound reverence for " The God of

heaven." The utterances of ancient

Aryan devotion, in the Vedic
hymns, present almost an Edenic
view of a Supreme Divine Being
as the Creator and Father of man-
kind. There are glimpses of a

somewhat similar belief in the

mythology of Egypt, and it is not

difficult to trace even in the later

records indications that the doctrine

of unity in plurality was held as

fundamental in^jjfyptian theology.

It is entirely ptWoable that we have
in the worship of the Altar of

Heaven at Peking,—especially in

the whole-burnt offering and adora-

tion of the Supreme Power with few
or no accessories of the usual idola-

try,—some little remnant of primi-

tive and Patriarchal institutions.

These intimations, which have
come down to us from ancient time,

are fully consistent with the story

of Genesis. The sacred record

represents God as making himself

known to all the families of the

earth, when they were together in

one community. It is reasonable

to suppose that the primitive wor-
ship which embodied a belief that

Deity is one, must have made a
profound impression on the religious

faith and practice of mankind. The
monotheistic idea was a thought
too great and glorious to be quickly

forgotten : it was carried by the

scattered tribes to near and remote
places of settlement ; it was built

into the very foundations of political

life and civil government ; it reared

the temple and the altar, and
breathed a sublime afflatus into the

creations of poetic genius.

But history shows that the transi-

tion from monotheism to polytheism
began at an early date, and continued
its course ever more toward deeper
darkness. Idols were at first em-
ployed only as helps in the worship
of the one living and true God.
There were those among the early

Hebrews who did not think it

inconsistent with the service of

Jehovah to use images, as the

families of Terah and Laban and
Micah ; while Egypt at that date
had gone much further in this

departure from truth and simplicity

in acts of devotion. False gods
held sovereignty over the tribes and
nations, even while men had not yet

wholly ceased to recognize the

Divine unity. We may infer that

a wise providence designed to teach

the great lesson that any people

left to the natural use of primitive

instruction will corrupt it, and that

the highest attainments in civi-

lization are no safeguard against

polytheism and idolatry. Egypt
and Greece, at the bead respectively
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of Asiatic and European oultare,

were at length given up to perverted

forms of worsliip, as were the

iuhabitiints of Iran, or the Indo-

European race, with every kindred

and tongue,—save only the later

Hebrews, who had been led through

terrible discipline up to the heights

of a monotheistic faith.

An eminent scholar—not a mis-

sionary—says : "Among the sacred

books of antiquity, outside of the

Bible, there in no plainer recogni-

tion of the supreme authority of one
personal God than in the utterances

of some of ' the ancient Chinese

monarchs." It probably matters

little what name was used by the

pious Emperor T'ang in expressing

reverence for the unseen ruler of

heaven aud earth, just as we must

think it a question of comparatively

small moment as to what term for

Deity is now used in the Chinese

tongue. Any reasoning to the contra-

ry would hardly be consistent, even

though it is difficult to find a term

free from perverted associations,

since the base meanings to which
Deus was often put in heathen Latin

does not forbid its proper meaning
in a Christian classic. "Whatever

may be said on this question of a

Divine name, it is evident that the

progress of religion in China, as

elsewhere, has been that of hopeless

degeneracy, tending to the multi-

plication of gods and to a mate-

rialistic or pantheistic philosophy :

and this one fact is ample vindica-

tion of the missionary idea.

x$$xmxm^ <5y

—The report comes to us that a

converted Chinaman on the Pacific

Coast, U. S. A., sold himself as a

coolie in New Guinea, for the saka

of working among his own country-

men. Before he died he was the

means of the conversion of two
hundred of his companions.

—The opposition to Christianity

in Japan is considerable, and in

many temples there is regular

preaching against it. One speaker

recently revealed much of their

true spii'it when he said, " There

are many things good in Christ-

ianity, but it is Christianity."

—{^Baptist Missionary Mafiazive.']

—In a recent letter from India

occurs this sentence :
" The Bible

is still the book of the Raratongans.

Passing along the road one some-

times sees the old people sitting

outside their cottages, enjoying the

warmth of the setting sun, and

reading diligently ihe sacred Word,

Many of them read the daily chapter

ill connection with the Bible and
Prayer Union. As regards the older

Church members, our experience is

that they would sooner part with

houses or land than be deprived of

their Bible. They can truly say, ' O,

how I love Thy law ! It is my
meditation all the day.'

"

—AVhen Dr. and Mrs. Faries,

Presbyterian missionaries, recently

arrived at Wei Hien, North China,

they hardly found any one at the

station to welcoiue them. The
missionary homes were nearly all

deserted because their occupants
were absent in the precious harvest

work. "There are so many in-

quirers," says the letter, " and the

country work is so encouraging,

that when the brethren come home
they rush back again as soon as

possible. There are over four hun-
dred adults who have been baptized

iu connection with this station,"
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—The Irish Presbyterians and
the United Presbyterians of Scot-

land have united their forces in

Manchuria, and they are working
hand in hand as a presbytery. The
communicants in that bleak north

country already number 956, and
encouraging reports are given of the

towns and villages. " Multitudes
in these places have heard of the

new doctrine, and many have even
become more or less acquainted with
it by means of ' portions ' of Scrip-

tures and by occasional visits they

have made to the mission centres.

They are eager to learn the doctrine

more fully, and many of them are

ready to make profession of their

faith."

—Japan is ready for anything

new and European ; she has taken

from France a system of law ; from
Germany an organization for an
army ; from England a navy ; from
America a public school system;

from the civilized world in general

a fine system of railways and
electric telegraph, etc. At present

she is in the unique position of

prospecting for a religion. There

are, too, on the islands many mis-

sionaries prospecting for converts

:

they include Episcopalians of every

degree of height, Presbyterians of

every degree of breadth, and Meth-
odists of every degree of warmth.
Roman Catholics are practically out

of the race.

—

[Prof. Dncmmond.]
—Tung-Chow is the seat of the

college of the Shantung mission, on

all sides habitually spoken of as the

best educational institution in the

missions of China. It was first

established as a boys' school twenty,

six years ago by Rev. Calvin W.
Mateer, D.D. During all this pe-

riod—-more than a quarter of a

century—and until now, this man
of most unusual gifts and iron

industry has persevered in his work
of Christian education. The school

long since advanced to the organ-

ization and name of a college

—

which it well deserves—and now
numbers a hundred students. The

graduates of Tung-Chow are in

demand among all the various Prot-

estant missionary societies in

China. They are to be found
teaching in the higher schools of

Peking, Tooug-Cho, Chefoo, Shang-
hai, Soochow, Hangchow, Nanking.
The demand for these graduates is

at least five times greater than the

supply.—[_Bev. ArtJmr Mitchell, in

the Church at Home and Abroad.]

—An exchange says :— " The
Hakkas dwell inland, northward
from Hongkong, westward from
Swatow and Araoy. They are

styled the ' Highlanders of South-
eastern China.' They are said

to show the traits of mountain-
eers, are hardy, independent,
migratory and withal quick-

witted and hearty. They are at

home in the vales and glens, and
love the overhanging heights. An
observer guesses that they may
number ten or twelve millions. The
English Presbyterians reach them
from Swatow. The Presbytery of

Amoy adopt the Hak-ka country as

their field of ' foreign missions.'

But more active than any others

are the Basel men advancing from
Hongkong. The other day one of

their number celebrated the quarter

century of his permanent residence

here ; and the far larger share of the

3432 souls adhering to the Basel

teacher are in the region which, with
fond recollection of their Swiss

homes, they call the 'Oberland.'"

—Daring the excitement growing
out of China's late difficulty with
France, an attempt was made to

extinguish Christianity among the

Bannermen of Canton. An otficial

circulated a paper, the terms of

which required withdrawal from the

Church and a complete recantation

of all former professions of faith in

the Christian religion. This paper

was presented in turn to every

member of the body of believers,

with apparent high official sanction

and threats of dire consequences to

all who should decline to adopt the

coarse indicated. The missionaries
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very naturally, were somewhat
fearful of consequences ; but, much
to their relief and joy, the Chris-

tians, with perhaps one exception,-

remained firm and showed them-
selves willing to stand or fall with
their religion.

—The native Christians of Can-
ton are developing an intelligent

aggressive spirit that promises

large things in the near and remote

future. With the approval and co-

operation of the missionaries, they

first called public attention to the

scheme by issuing a prospectus

which says :
" This association is

n Book-Lending Evangelization

Society." The plan contemplates
" the employment, with native

funds under the superintendence

of native directors, of a number of

trustworthy and zealous converts,

the picked men of the churches, as

book-lenders. The operations of

these men will be regulated by
time-tables and maps, so that cer-

tain districts and counties may
be worked systematically ; each

market town, village and hamlet

within prescribed limits being

visited within a certain time. After

a suitable time, these books are

taken up and others left in their

places, and so from month to month.

A central depository is to be rented

in which to keep the books prepared

for lending and also a stock of

them for .sale." A considerable

fund has been subscribed by the

native Christians, enough, it is said,

to cover the rent of the depository

and all necessary expenses in work-

ing the scheme, except the pur-

chase of the requisite number of

books. An appeal is made to the

American Tract Society to aid in

supplying needed help, and it is

hoped that means will come from

other sources to assist in procuring

such books as will meet the de-

maud.
—R«v. V. F. Partch, of Ningpo,

gives in a home journal this ac-

count of a novel method of taking

a collection :

—

" After the benediction the pa8«

tor rose and said that, according to

appointment, subscriptions for the

proposed new chapel would now be

taken. He said that they must
not, in subscribing, be moved by a

spirit of rivalry or a desire for

honor among their fellow mem-
bers, but each should pat his

name for such an amount as he

believed God required of him.

Having said this and invited

those who wished to subscribe to

come forward and give him pri-

vately their names and amounts, he
let the congregation break up. I

was quite surprised at this method
of raising funds. At home, enthu-

siasm must bo raised with a big

hurrah. And the one who can put
the most vigor into his " hurrah "

gets the largest subscription. I be-

lieve, too, at least in many cases,

the benediction is not pronounced
till afterward.

" But the strangeness of Pastor
La's method did not stop here. As
the people came up and subscribed

their names he would often say

:

" Now isn't that a little too heavy
for you ? I fear yon are giving

more than you ought." To one I

heard him say that the paper would
be open for subscriptions for some
time yet, and he had better recon-

sider the matter whether he ought
to give as he proposed. They all

gave something, a very few 35.00,

several more ?2.00, still more $1.00,

but the common amount was 50
cents. It must be remembered that

the yearly income of the great ma-
jority did not exceed §75.00, and
in many cases was probably only

350.00. One good old mother in

Israel stood looking over the pastor's

shoulder very much absorbed in the

proceedings. Her husband had
already subscribed $1.00, but she

apparently was not satisfied. Finally

she told the pastor to put down 50
cents more. He said, 'You have
already promised $1.00.' She an-

swered :
* That was for him ; this

is for me.'"
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—Rev. Donald MacGillivray, un-

der date of March 11th, sends this

gratifying piece of intelligence from

Cb'u Wang, Honan :

—

" We have just had the pleasure

of reporting to our Consul at Tien-

tsin the full and satisfactory carry-

ing out of the agreement between

us and the authorities for the

settlement of the looting case, re-

ported in an earlier number of The
RiLCOUDER. A portion of the goods

stolen was recovered and handed

over to us, fourteen hundred (J^
iji) K'^t p'ing taels paid in com-

pensation for the balance, a proc-

lamation for our gate and feast

in the Yamen given. We hope

that the alacrity displayed in this

case is an earnest of what mission-

aries throughout China may expect

in similar cases. Within thi-ee

months from the looting the terms

were come to, and only the inter-

vention of Chinese New Year pre-

vented their carrying out, which

was, however done one month later.

Is this not unprecedented ? The
Lord is manifestly working. Praise

His Name !

"

—E>ev. Hunter Corbett, of Che-

foo, writes to the editor a very

interesting and suggestive account

of what is being accomplished in

his mission on one Hue of work.

He says :

—

"The Scriptures are daily read

and studied in all our schools, in

which there are more than 600
pupils. During the winter months,

when the farmers and many of our

members have leisure, Bible and
inquiry classes are organized for

the special study of Scripture.

Last year there were three such

classes at different points, and more
than 100 persons from eighteen to

seventy years of age spent from
one to three months in constant

study under trained teacliers. At
one centre we had a night school,

where about 30 met every evening

for nearly three hours for study.

A number who were quite illiterate

when they first became interested

in the truth, are now able to read

the Mandarin Bible. This school

was held in a deep cave, as the

people could not afford fuel to heat

the school-house above ground.

One blind man has memorized
more than half of the New Testa-

ment and portions of the Old, by
hearing it read again and again

verse by verse. One man of 70,

since becoming a Christian two
years ago, has memorized Matthew,
Romans, I Corinthians, James and
Proverbs. He says the more he

studies and meditates on the Scrip-

ture the greater his peace and joy."

—The " China Methodist Union"
now has a total membership of 81.

The list of churches represented

in the Union, with date of their

establishment in China, is as

follows :

—

Metho. Ep. Church - U.S.A., 1847

„ „ „ South „ 1848
Wesleyan - - - England, 1852
Metho. New Connexion ,, 1860
United Metho. Free Church „ 1864

Bible Christians - - ,, 1885

Prof. W. B. Bonnell, Secretary

and Treasurer pro teni., issues a

circular to the officers and mem-
bers of the Union, in which he

says :
" The Order of Work pro-

posed has been agreed to only so

far as relates to (a.) One common
form of Rules for Church Member-
ship in Chinese. (6.) One common
Course of Study for Native Preach-

ers, (c.) One common name for the

Methodist Church in China. It is

the opinion of a majority of the Ex-
ecutive Board that the other mat-

ters suggested, viz., those relating

to a common hymn book, a united

Methodist periodical, and a common
Press, must for the present be held

in abeyance, or, as in case of the

latter, abandoned as impracticable.

.... The proposal to adopt the

characters 3^ '^, as a common
name for the Methodist Church in

China, each mission to select its

own distinctive prefix, meets with

the approbation of several members
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of the Executive Board ; bat this

is deemed by others a matter that

requires farther and more general

cousideration. It is, therefore,

'laid upon the table* for the time

being, to be hereafter referred to

a committee, if thought desira-

ble."

—Last winter, a spectator stand-

ing on the summit of the hill which
overlooks the Hanyang valley,would
have seen, streching away from the

foot of the hill to the distant Moon
Lake, a bare expanse of marsh-
land. In an incredibly short space

of time the scene has entirely

changed ; workshops, trucks, lo-

comotives and a line of railroad,

are the main objects which now at-

tract the eye, whilst the tumult of

many busy toilers and the ring of

pickaxe and hammer testify to the

fact that, in the very heart of the

empire, Western civilization has

at last aroused the Obinese from

the lethargy of ages.

Other signs, moreover, tend to

prove that not much longer can

China hold out against the inva-

sion of the spirit of progress. Of
these signs, the most pleasing, to

those who are interested in the

highest welfare of the Chinese, are

a more general willingness to listen

to the truths of Cliristianity, and a

greater interest shewn in books

which are known to propagate the

"foreign doctrine." Speaking gen-

erally. Christian preachers are more
courteously treated and command
more attentive aadiences than

formerly, whilst the records of the

various Tract Societies of China
abundantly prove tliat the interest

of the Chinese in Christian litera-

ture is the opposite of declining.

—

[^Annual Report of the Central China
Religious Tract Society fur 1890.J

iJersional.

Mrs. Dr. Lenora King, (n<5e

Howard), recently of Tientsin, is

now taking special medical courses

in Vienna, Austria.

The Revs. R. Glover of Bristol

and T. M. Morris of Ipswich,

visiting Delegation of the English

Baptist Church, have returned

from a tour of inspection in Shan-

tung and Shansi provinces. They
traveled 1800 miles, everywhere

receiving kindness and hospitality

from foreigners and the native

Christians. Their report of the

work in connection with Baptist

missions is of a very encouraging
character.

Rev. G-. A. Legenberger, instead

of Rev. G. H. Laughlin, should
have been credited with that most
interesting news item on page 145
of the March Rkcorder.
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gxarg 0f €bmh in tijt Jf^tr €mt
March.

SOth.—Nieh, Taotai of Shanghai, and

the Mixed Court Magistrate, entertain

Sir Richard Rennie and J. P. Hughes,

Esq., at a farewell dinner.—The pub-

lication of a periodical called '

' Japan

for Christ," commenced by an energetic

band of workers connected with the

Central Tabernacle, Tokio.

April.

12th.—The whole of the foreign force

employed on the Railway and Colliery

Works at Tonshan, leave in a body for

Tientsin, in consequence of an assault

upon one of their number by the Can-

tonese employed on the works.

lith.—The House of Commons has

adopted by 160 to 130 the motion of Sir

Joseph Pease for the stoppage of licenses

to grow the poppy and of the sale of

opium in India.

—

N. C. D. N. (Later

telegrams state that this motion was
afterwards withdrawn.)

nth.—Thirteen of the Namoa pirates,

who had been hunted down by Admiral

Fong and his officers, beheaded at

Kowloon city, in the presence of a

number of foreigners.

19th.—H. I. H. the Czarevitch, with

H. R. H. Prince George of Greece,

visit Hankow, being the first heirs to

foreign thrones that have ever visited

the heart of China.

23rd.—Total loss of the British s. s.

Hohne-Fden on the Leuconna Rocks,

while on a voyage from Hongkong to

Shanghai. All saved.

issiiJtiariy |0itmal

MARRIAGE.

At the Cathedral, Shanghai, Rev. J.

Southey officiating, Mr. J. S. Rough
to Miss J. MuNRO, both of C. I; M.

BIRTH.

At Liu Ch'ing Chou, Shantung, on April

13th, the wife of Rev. J. Goforth, of

a son.

DEATHS.
At Yang-chow, April 3rd, Miss H. R.

Stedman, of small-pox.

At Peking, April 14th, of croup, the

infant daughter of Rev. S. E. and
Mrs. Meech, of the London Mission.

ARRIVALS.
At Shanghai, April 12th, Rev. J. and

Mrs. Southey, Misses Chapman, Box,
GooLD, Bavin, Henry and Flemming,
all for C. I. M.

At Shanghai, April 17th, Mr. and Mrs.

J. W. Wilson, Miss Beeves, Mr.

and Mrs. T, W. Pigott and family

(returned), unconnected.

At Shanghai, April 17th, Mrs. R. C.

Forsyth and 2 children, of the English

Baptist Mission, Ching-chow, Shan-

tung (returned) ; Rev. Joseph J.

Turner, of the same mission, Shansi.

At Shanghai, April 20fch, Rev. J. W.
Inglis, B.A. and Miss Inglis, of

the U. P. Church of Scotland, for

Moukden, Mongolia.

At Shanghai, April 26th, Miss Kennedey
and Miss Conser, for the Irish

Presbyterian Mission, Newchwang.

DEPARTURES.
From Shanghai, April 23rd, Rev. A.

G. Jones, wife and family, of the

English Baptist Mission, for Europe
via America.

From Shanghai, April 24th, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Lewis, of the C. I. M.,

for Europe via America.
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The Spiritual BeneMs of Christianity.

BY REV. TIMOTHY EICHAUD.

VII.

(Concluded.)

[Note.—Tliis, like the former articles on the Historical Evidences of Christianity,

was written for the Chinese. It is mainly for those who are daily engaged iu

the presentation of Christian truth to the Chinese that it will have interest. Bafe

it is hoped that it is of some interest to the general reader as well.—T. 11.]

ffl/"^HARITY. The idea of a good man, according to the Con-

• ^^ fucian religion, is one who is wise and who may distribute

much of his property in doing good, but he must die in peace. A violent

death is generally considered a proof of sin or foolishness in the man.

The chief excellence of the Confucian ideal man lies in teaching, nofc

in self-sacrifice and action. How different from the Christian ideal,

—

a man so devoted to truth that he not only sacrifices his wealth but

is also ready to sacrifice his life if need be for the good of others.

This is easily explained. In the Christian religion the highest

ideal known is Jesus Christ, who, though the highest of all beings,

came down from heaven to be a man and willed to die a violent and

shameful death, in order to save men. All Christians vow to copy his

example and to nourish the same love in their hearts, therefore

intellectual attainments, wealth, and often life itself, are laid on the

altar for the service of God and man. The effect of the story of

Christ's love has always been to create love in the hearts of disciples,

such as they never had before. Their testimony is, " We love be-

cause He first loved us."

Europe.—Some Moravians from Europe went to Greenland as

missionaries in 1733, headed by a man named Christian David. After

having learned the language, they commenced to teach the people

about God, the Creator and Preserver of men, His wisdom and power,

etc., but though they toiled many years, there were none who were

ready to change their lives and enter the Church. When the
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mipsionaries heard of success in St. Thomas and elsewhere, they were

cast down wilh discouragement. One day, however, when one of

the missionaries was telling the people of the great love of God, how
he became man to teach and do good, to suffer and die, in order that

men might have life everlasting, a man named Thayurnack, hearing

it, at once cried out, ''Please tell me that story again." The mission-

ary was very pleased to see at last some sign of interest, and told ib

over again with care. The man was so moved by the story of the

love of Christ that he became converted, went to his home, and

within a month three other families were converted by the news of

the wonderful love of God in Christ.

lu Wales, Daniel Rowlands, of Llangeitho, a celebrated preacher

of the 18th century, often preached to immense assemblies about the

love of God. When he read that part of the Litany—" By Thine

agony and bloody sweat, by Thy cross and passion, by Thy precious

death and burial, by Thy glorious resurrection and ascension, and by

the coming of the Holy Ghost "—his whole soul was entranced and

his stalwart frame trembled; a thrill went through the assembly, and

every heart, as well as every knee, was bent in prayer.

John Oldcastle (Lord Cobham) was an accomplished knight, a

brave, able captain, a gifted courtier and a wise counsellor. He
stood high in the King's favour, but he valued the favour of God
more than that of man. Because he would not follow the degenerating

traditions of the times, he was accused by his enemies of being a

traitor and a heretic. He was sentenced to be hanged as a traitor

and burned as a heretic. So strongly had the love of God affected

him, that instead of being angry with his accusers he pitied their

ignorance that they were doing the work of the Devil without know-

ing it. He knew the certain doom of all evil-doers unless they

repent ; he therefore prayed God to enlighten and forgive them that

they might be saved.

In America, in 1734, an Indian, Ischoof by name, came to the

Moravian missionaries and gave the following account of his

conversion :
—" I was brought up among the heathen, therefore I know

what the heathen think. A missionary came and said that there

was a God. We answered him and said, 'Dost thou think us so

ignorant as not to know that ? Go away !
' Another came and said,

You must not steal, lie or get drunk. We answered, 'Thou fool!

dost thou think that we do not know that ? Learn first thyself and

teach thine own people to leave off these practices, for who steal,

who lie or are more drunken, than white men ?
' Thus he had to go

away. Afterwards brother Ranch came into my hut and sat down

by me and said, ' I am come to you in the name of the Lord of

Heaven and earth. Ho sends me to let you know that He will make
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you happy and deliver you from that misery in which you fit present

lie. For this purpose He gave His life a ransom and shed His blood

for us.' When he had finished his discourse he lay down on a

board, fatigued by his journey and fell into a sound sleep. I then

said to myself, ' What kind of man is this P There he sleeps ; I

might kill him and throw him into the wood and who would know

it? But this gives him no care or concern.* At the same time I

could not forget his words. Even while I slept I dreamed of the

blood Christ shed for us. I found this teaching to be different from

what I had ever heard before. I went and told it to the other

Indians."

A Red Indian recently came 600 miles to find a missionary

in Minnesota, who thus tells the story :
" The Indian came and

knelt at my feet and said, * My father told me that there was a

Great Spirit who could help people, and I have often gone to the

woods and tried to ask Him for help, and I only got the echo of my
own voice. One day an Indian came to my wigwam and said that

he had heard you tell a wonderful story at Red Lake, that you had

said the Great Spirit's Son had come down to earth to save all the

people who needed Him. They told me that you would be at the

Red Lake Crossing. I travelled 200 miles ; I did not find you, as

you were sick, but I went 150 miles more to find a missionary. He
was a red man like myself. My father, I have been with him

three moons. I have the story in my heart. It is no longer dark.

I know where I can get help.*

"

In the North-west of America, when a missionary was preach-

ing on the subject of Christ crucified, first describing the scene

in Gethsemane and afterwards the unbefriended Christ suffering on

the cross to save all men, the congregation was much affected. At
the close of the service a tall son of the forest, with tears running

down his cheeks, went up to the missonary asking, " Did Jesus die for

me poor Indian ? I have no land to give to Jesus for saving me, for

the white man has taken it away, but I have my gun and my dog

;

I will give them." The missionary said that Jesus did not want any

such things. He then bent down his head in sadness and said,

" Here is poor Indian, will Jesus have him ?" On account of the love

of Christ he was willing to serve Christ all his life.

Asia.—Paul in the 13th chap, of 1st Corinthians gives the sub-

blimest description of charity—or love of man for man—that is found

in any language, while in the closing verses of the 8th chap, of Ro-

mans he gives a marvellous idea of the strength of God's love for

man and man's love to God. But these are not mere poetic eff'usions.

Paul himself, before his conversion, saw a man named Stephen, who

had been so moved by the love of God that his heart was full of the
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Holy Ghost. When wicked men misunderstood him and accused

and condemned him, instead of being filled with anger, as many in

similar circumstances would have been, it was said by those who saw

him that his face shone like that of an angel, and looking up stead-

fastly into Heaven said, " I see heaven opened and Jesus standing

on the right hand of God." When they took up stones to stone

him, pitying their ignorance, he prayed God to forgive them and

then fell asleep.

All the Apostles manifest the same spirit. Witness their Epistles,

notably the passage in the Romans when Paul yearns for the salva-

tion of the Jews who had constantly persecuted him, even going so

far as saying that he wished himself accursed from Christ if that

could but secure their salvation. Many of the early Christians sold

their property and divided it among poor believers, so that none of

the brethren might suffer.

The three founders of modern missions in India—Carey, Marsh-

man and Ward—were so moved by the love of the Saviour that they

held all they had in common, living very simply, that they might

have the more to use for the salvation of their foUow-men. In the

Baptist Mission in Tsing-chow Fu there have been men who sold

their land in order to have money to preach the Gospel ; others gave

gladly their hard-earned grain, in order to keep a preacher of the

Gospel among them. Another, during the great famine, though a

widow, saved money, in order to save the sufferers. All these things

because they had felt the love of God in their own hearts first.

Divine love produced human love ; love to God begets love to men.

In the late China famines, apart from half a million taels distribu-

ted, 25 Protestant missionaries were engaged in distribution at the

peril of their own lives ; many fell ill, four died. The number of

native Christians engaged in the same work, at the peril of their

lives, was much more. This was all because they had love to God
and man shed abroad in their hearts. In Japan 3000 Christians

Buffered themselves to be thrown from a rock into the sea near

Nagasaki (A.D. 1500) i-ather than give up their love to God.

Africa.—Cyprian was the son of one of the chief senators of

Carthage, then the most important city in West Africa. After

discovering the importance of the spiritual life, which every true

Christian possesses, he became a Christian and sold all his property

and distributed the money among the poor. Afterwards he was chosen

Bishop of the district. During a great plague, which raged widely

for twelve years, carrying off most of the armies of the Emperor,

Cyprian called together the Christians to help in relieving the sufferers.

The rich gladly contributed of their wealth and the poor gave their

own service for nought and nursed the rich and poor ; the Christians
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and their persecutors alike, simply in gratitude for the love of God to

them. But the Roman Governors were very cruel to him and the

Christians. Later on they commanded Cyprian to worship the gods

set up by the Emperor. He replied that he could not do that

without committing treason against the true God his Saviour. The
enemies of the Christian faith seized him to put him to death unless

he obeyed. He said his mind was made up, that obedience to God
was of greater importance than obedience to an Emperor who had

been ill-advised. He had already given up prospects of civil

promotion and wealth and fame ; he now willingly gave up his life

because of the love of God which he had felt in his heart. He was

put to death A.D. 258.

The United Presbyterian Mission of North America reported,

about 1863, the progress of their work in Egypt among the Kopts
who were very bitter against Christians, opposing and cursing them
regularly. Weekly prayer-meetings among the Kopts were started

in four quarters of Cairo. At one of these meetings a large number
of intelligent young men, belonging to the leading families of the

Koptic community, attended. What amazed them above all things

was that the Christians prayed for God's blessing, even on those

who daily cursed them !

Polynesia.—A missionary, Mr. Nott, was once reading the 3rd

chap, of John to a number of natives. When he had finished tho

16th verse one of them interrupted him, saying, " What words are

those you read ? Let me hear them again." On reading them the

second time the man rose to his feet and cried out, " Can that be

true ? God loved the world when the world did not love him ?
"

Mr. Nott said, " Yes, the love of God transcends all human expecta-

tions ; those who repent and believe shall have everlasting life."

The feelings of the man were so overwhelming that the tears rolled

down his cheeks.

Again, a native of Mangaia was once addressing the Christian

Church, and said, " Brethren," and pausing a moment he continued,
" Ah ! that is a new name. We did not know the true meaning of

that word in our heathenism. It is the Gospel of Christ that taught

us the real meaning of it. I call you brethren in the Church of

Jesus. What a marvel ! I marvel and you marvel that I am here."

Pointing to a man in the congregation he said, *' Do you remember
the man whom you killed on yonder hill and whose body you cooked
and ate ? " Then he mentioned three others who had done the same,

and last of all, speaking of himself, he said, " Oh boundless love of

God ! These hands have killed eleven men, and I, with my friends,

feasted on them in the days of Satan's reign. But now that we
know the love of God we abhor such deeds. It is the power of lovo
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transforming us. We no more look on everybody as enemies, but
pray for all and try to do good to all as brethren of one family !

"

Only a few instances from a few countries have been given of

the power of love. In every Church, in all parts of the world, there

are men and women who abound in deeds of love, and all vow to

strive to attain as far as they can to such models, making the love of

God in Christ their supreme pattern.

The fountain from which Faith, Hope and Charity flow is the

Spiritual Life. The supreme importance of the Spiritual Life

appears everywhere, and its effects are far-reaching, even eternal.

1. It gives life everlasting by grafting our life on God who lives

for ever. Jesus said, " Because I live, ye shall live also." They are

true immortals.

2. It gives health to the soul as specifics without fail cure

certain diseases. It preserves the soul from sin, acting as a prophy-

lactic as vaccine does. And though their bodies die, they go to God,

whose they are and whom they serve.

3. It is the beginning of peace for the whole world, as obedience

to the laws of the Emperor is the beginning of peace to the State.

4. It gives the true laws of God to the world, not only securing

righteousness and mercy to all men and all nations, but the secret laws

of nature, hidden from men as long as they would only use them for

their own aggrandisement, it has been given to men in Christian

lands to discover when they were ready to use them for the benefit

of their fellow-men.

It often happens that the children of God have to suffer much
misrepresentation and trial in this world, but for the sake of Christ's

truth and because of what that truth has done and will yet do for

the world in general and every individual soul that follows Christ in

particular, they bear it right gladly. The Christian constantly

sings :

—

" Jesus, I my cross have taken,

All to leave and follow thee," etc.

How these spiritual blessings come through prayer, the indwell-

ing of the Holy Spirit, and meditation about death, judgment, and the

future destiny of man, etc., are questions which are dealt with in

other books.

So much about the Spiritual power underlying and controlling

man's life and actions, a power which makes individuals and nations

possessing it successful everywhere in the long run, while those

persons or nations who, through neglecting to serve God, have not

this spiritual power decline everywhere.
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Summary.

If we sum up the good works done by the Christian Church as

well as by individual members, they are enormous beyond calcula-

tion. The main features need only be indicated here ; they are

these :

—

. In the material world we find both famines and pestilences^

which used to carry away many millions of human beings to death,

now banished largely from Christian countries by international

trade, hygiene and medicine. Slow and painful modes of travelling

have changed for rapid and pleasant modes ; and instead of waiting

for a year or two to get information from some parts of the world,

we can now get news from the furthest country in the world on the

same day as it is sent. True, Christians do not start out with the

idea of merely introducing these, but they come as a product of

Christian civilization. Modern civilization, without Christianity, is

only another name for godless paganism. This has been tried many
times, but has never succeeded long in any country ; only the

civilization that has universal and eternal love as its foundatioa

can last.

In the intellectual world, instead of knowing the learning of one

country and one religion only, the literature of all countries and all

religions are studied, and the good of all preserved to after generations

and the weaknesses of all given up for something better found

elsewhere. The man who knows the literature of all nations is as

superior to an educated man of former days as a Confucianist is

superior to the uncultivated aborigines of Yiinnan or Formosa.

In the political world, petty wars have been put down. The
smaller kingdoms have been welded into larger ones and more
righteous laws given to them. It is only the great powers that dare

go to war, and even these, though they prepare large armaments,

shrink from actual war, unless a very great wrong has been inflicted.

Civil war and international wars are being put down by the preach-

ing of the Gospel of Peace throughout the world, Christian feeling

pointing to arbitration as the better course.

In social life, instead of considering that the number of people

is too great for all to be supported comfortably, and believing that

some must be so poor as to be obliged to work as hard as slaves with

little rest night or day, the Christian believes that God has provision

enough to support all comfortably without the necessity of any perish-

ing in ignorance, poverty and wretchedness, as is too often the case

now. Much of this wretchedness is owing to ignorance of God's laws,

neglect to study them and consequent neglect to honour God. When
men and women learn more about God and His laws, then they shall

have not only more health and comfort ia this world but have also
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hope of Heaven after this life. But if we neglect the worship of God
and the study of His laws, how can we hope for a better life here or

after death ? That is reserved for those who honour God.

Better methods for providing for the sick and the poor are being

introduced each year in Christian lands, and Christian socialists will

not rest till exti-eme poverty is entirely done away.

In the moral world, Polyandry has long been put down, regarding

it as prostitution. Polygamy is also regarded in the same light. The
Christian home is purified, and the homes of others are being purified

by the example and teaching of those who lead purer lives. For a

State to allow poverty and sickness to go on unrelieved is owing to

incompetency, ignorance or sin. Wherever Christians possess ability,

knowledge and virtue, they are sure to use these for the benefit of

all around them. Christianity has done an immense work in purifying

the world so far, and it will yet do more when it comes to be more
universally followed.

In the spiritual world. Christianity is the only religion now in

the world which seriously attempts to bless the whole world. For
2000 years, nearly. Christians have been laying down their lives for

the good of their fellow-men. Now many missionaries are yearly going

voluntarily to the deadly climate of Africa. It is true they help to

bring material benefits to all lands, but they regard the moral far

superior to the material benefits and the spiritual far superior to the

moral. But having once planted the spiritual they will not rest until

all the other blessings follow. Moreover, instead of following the

selfish ambition of making any one nation great, their desire is to con-

fer the best blessings on all nations, regarding God as the universal

Father and the people of all nations as brethren. This trust in one
living God, the creator and sustainer of the world, as alone being

able to save the world, is increasing everywhere. In proportion as

this grows in individuals and nations do they prosper. They then go
forward in the exercise of Faith, Hope and Charity into all parts of the

world, and are certain of God's blessing in this world and in that

which is to come.

These Material, Intellectual, Political, Social, Moral and Spiritual

blessings are what the Christian religion has brought to the world.

We feel profoundly thankful for what Christianity has already

accomplished in the past and have still larger hopes for the future,

knowing that Christianity will not cease its work till sin, ignorance,

poverty and suffering shall be taken away from the earth, and the

sweet will of God be done on earth as it is done in Heaven.
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Bible Birds.

BY llEV. K. II. GKAVKS, D.D.

[Concluded from p. ICl.]

IBAVEN oreb, 11J>.—1 his word occurs nine times in tlic Bible

• in as inaiiy diifcreut books. It includes the whole crow

fiimily. The Hebrew word is derived from a root " to be black."

The Chinese translators all have ^. This or ,|^ wu is the best

word. Kang Hi and the H ^ say the J^ does not disgorge its food

(to feed its dam), but the J^ does, and is entirely black. ,^ is also

used for " black." In these respects it seems a nearer equivalent

to the Hebrew. However, the other term in alreacly in use and need

not be disturbed,

(2.) Sparrow, tsippor, *TlBV.—This Hebrew word occurs over

forty times in the Bible, but is translated " sparrow " only twice,

being usually rendered " bird " or " fowl." It is applied to all

varieties of small passerine birds, as is the Chinese ^, by which it is

rendered.

(3.) Swallow.—Two Hebrew words are thus translated in the

English Version: Deror, Tm, occurs twice (Ps. Ixxxiv, 3; Prov.

xxvi, 2), and the other, Sis, D^D, also twice (Is. xxxviii, 14 ; Jer.

viii, 7). By a mistake the Authorized Version has inverted the

names for crane and swallow in these two passages, which the

Ilevised Version has corrected. Sis or Sns is the Swift, and is the

term which the Arabs still nse to denote this bird. The Chinese

translators use 3pE, but Medhurst S ,% in Is. The P§n Tsao says

there are two kinds of ^, and it and Kang Hi both say that 2 and

|SS are synonymous.

(4.) "Lapwing,^^ dtikiphath, 030*11.—This occurs only in the

two lists. Tristram says, " There can be no doubt that the Hoopoe is

the bird denoted in these passages." The Sept. and the Vulg. give

Hoopoe. In Chinese, Schercschewsky and Bridgman give ^, which

is quail or pigeon. Medhurst gives ^ ^, which is the Hoopoe

(Williams.) I would prefer either this double term or simply ^^.

(5.) Cuckoo, shachaph, "qntJ-—This word is fonnd only in the

lists. It is rendered " cuckoo " in the Authorized Version and more
correctly " seamew " in the Revised Version. Tristram thinks it

probably denotes the Petrel or some gull or puffiu. Haughton and

Gesenius and the Sept. and Vulg. agree. The Chinese versions

have ,^, fli or " fish-hawk." I would prefer g|, which is the Gull.

(6.) Dove-pigeon.—Two words are used in Hebrew—one Tor,
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l*in, translated " turtle" (Lat. turtur, which is simply the Hebrew
repeated) and one Tonah, HST*? translated " pigeon " and " dove."

In Chinese we have f,| :|| and Jg jft^| (from the iridescent neck) for

Tor, and f^ for Yonah or the domestic pigeon (columba). In New
Testament, -nepioTepa.

(7.) Chicken.—The chicken is mentioned in the New Testa-

ment (Lk. xiii, 34 ; Mk. xiii, 35), but seems unknown in the Old

Testament unless "barberim," translated "fatted fowls" (I Ki. iv,

23) refers to chickens. Some render " geese " and some " capons.'

'

It is not improbable that Solomon may have brought chickens

from South-eastern Asia with the peacocks which his ships

brought from there. The Chinese versions have H of course.

(8.) Peacock, tucctyim, u-^^Ss).—This occurs twice (1 Ki. x, 22

and 2 Chron. ix, 21). The Authorized Version has " peacock" in

Job xxxix, 13, but the Hebrew has a different word, and the Revised

Version translates "ostrich" correctl3\ We have no reason to

think that the peacock was known in Western Asia before the time

of Solomon. The Chinese versions have " ostrich " here and JL ^
in the first two passages.

(9.) Partridge, kore, i5"ip, i,e., "caller."—The Hebrew word

occurs in 1 Sam. xxvi, 20, and Jer. xvii, 11 only. There is no

doubt as to the bird meant. The Chinese versions have ^ -^^.

Kang Hi says this bird " calls much."

(10.) Quail, selav, l^io.—(Ex. xvi, 11-13; Mk. xi, 31-32,

Ps. cv, 40). The Chinese Versions all have || and ^ || correctly.

(11.) Ostric/u—Tristram remarks that the ostrich is mentioned

oftener than the Authorized Version shows. Three Hebrew words

are used for it. In Lev. xi, 16; Deut. xiv, 16, yanah is rendered by
owl in Authorized Version (Revised Version correctly "ostrich.")

In Sam. iv, 3 "ostrich" correctly. Beside Bath-hayanach and
yanah a third word, n3'>, is found in Job. xxxiv, 13. This is

wrongly translated "peacock" in Authorized Version, but correctly

in Revised 'Version. So there are some ten or twelve references to

the ostrich in the Bible. The Chinese correctly render ^ ^. The

description in the Pen Tsao that it has two toes, and eats iron,

stones and brass, is tolerably accurate, i.e., the tracks show but

two toes.

(12.) Crane, agiir, "Ti^X?.—This occurs but twice (Is. xxxviii,

14 and Jer. viii, 7). In both cases the Authorized Version has

interchanged " crane," agiir, and swallow, sis. The Revised

Version has corrected the mistake.

In Chinese, Bridgman has ^|, which is the best word. Williams

gives it as " the general name for herons." The Pen Tsao describes

it as ashy grey with a loud voice, and says it " flies high and
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wheels around." This agrees with Tristram's description of the

grus cinerca wliich he takes to he the dgur.

Schcresch(!wsky gives 5c $&> which is the wihl goose. See P6a
Tsao and H ^- Medhurst gives fg, which will do.

. (13.) Heron, andphah, tT9D«.—This is found in the lists of

unclean birds only. Tristram says it refers to the herons, of which

there are seven species known in Palestine. Medhurst gives ^ jf^,

which is probably the best term we can use. The ^ is an egret.

Bridgman and Schereschewsky have i/ing mo, which is a parrot.

(See H :f ^""^^ Williams).

(14.) Bittern, kippdd, TiBp.—This word is found in Is. xiv, 23

;

xxxiv. 11 and Zeph. ii, 14. The Revised Version has "por-

cupine," which is followed by Chinese versions, which all have 43»
"hedgehog." So Gesenius. Tristram, however, maintains that
" bittern " is the proper translation. So Haughton in Smith's Bible

Dictionary. The lexicographers and ancient versions incline to

"hedgehog," while the naturalists, with reason, prefer "bittern?"

as better suited to the connection of the passages. I lean to the

same opinion and would decide for ^ j^ or ||5 (which Williams

says is a general name for ardea) or ]5^.

(15.) Stork, chasida, tn-^'Otl.—This occurs three times besides

in the lists. The Chinese versions all render |§.

(16.) Sican, timhemeth,n'ntD'3^-—Occurs only in the lists. The
70 render ibis or heron with which Tristram agrees. The
Authorized Version has " swan " and the Revised Version " horned

owl." Gesenius says " pelican." The .Chinese versions give i|, the

description of which in tlic Pen Tsao agrees pretty well with the

ibis or the pnrple galliuule. It eats snakes and has a black irides-

cent head and neck. Williams compares it with the secretary

falcon. This or ^ is probably the best word. If we follow the

Revised Version we should translate by J|§ (j:§.

(17.) Pelican, kdath, n«p.—This occurs in the lists and in Ps.

cii, 6, and also in Is. xxxiv, 11 and Zeph. ii, 14, where it is rendered
*' cormorant" in Authorized Version, but correctly in margin and in

Revised Version. The Chinese versions all give correctly ||^ ^.
(18.) Cormorant, shalak, l^tj.—Mentioned oidy in the lists. In

the other passages, where " cormorant" occurs in the Authorized

Version, it is the -pelican that is meant.

The Chinese versions have ,ffi fSj. which is the " kingfisher."

m T^% is the proper word for " cormorant," and shouUl be used.

Note.—The terms marked {*) are illustrat'sd by specimens in Shanghai Nfuseum.
See Report of China Branuh of Royal Asiatic vSociety for 188.1. If soen.; one \rill

have several intelligent Ciiineao give the native uaines fur tliejc birds, it will guid*
us in sclcctin'' the riglit terms in Chinese.
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Mr. Murrays Method ofstpplying Braille's System for

the InstruGtion of the Blind.

'TJ MONG the many subjects that commanded the attention of the
O*' Shanghai Conference, there was none more in harmony with

the spirit of the Gospel than the consideration of means for enlight-

ening the darkness of China's blind. The sympathies of all the

benevolent are quickened, not only by the prevalence of this affliction,

but by the knowledge of iniquity and superstition, of which the blind

soothsayers and minstrels become at once the victims and the prop-

agators.

In appointing a committee to compare and report upon the

merits of the various raised letter systems now in operation, the Con-

ference appreciated the importance with reference to its future

employment by the Chinese themselves of ascertaining and publishing

to the missionary body and all philanthropists the best and simplest

system now iu vogue. It wisely did not concern itself with what

the future might disclose. The question is a living one. The blind

are always with us. Present systems should not, nay, cannot, be

discarded with no better ones devised and put in successful

operation.

The committee of the Shanghai Conference, in its report, recom-

mended : first, a system of writing by initials and finals ; and, second,

a system of spelling in the European method. No mention was

made of the successful work of Mr. Murray. It seems unfortunate

that Mr. Murray's method, which may be called the mnemonic

system, and which has the advantage of achieved success, was not

included in the recommendations of the Conference as at least worthy

of a fair trial. Mr. Murray left Shanghai before the committee on

the instruction of the blind was appointed, and hence could not be

present to explain and advocate his system and show its actual

results. The opportunity he had of presenting his work before the

Conference, in one of its regular sessions, was necessarily too brief

to give such a detailed exposition of its method as a committee

would require to judge intelligently of its merits.

And with all due appreciation of Mr. Murray's ingenuity,

patience and piety, his best friends are constrained to say that he la

more skilful in devising and administrating systems than in ex-

pounding them. Had he but an Aaron at his side, who could

"speak well," his system would long since have had many more

intelligent adherents. Hence it is that those are best qualified to

adjudge it who have seen its operations and witnessed its victories.
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It is a matter of hiHtory that the Conference committee reported

adversely to the Murray system, on the ground of its want ofsimplicitijf

much, it must be said, to the surprise of those who had watched with

interest its practical working for years among the blind. Many,
therefore, interested in charitable work for China's millions, will

probably form a judgment as to raised letter systems without being

acquainted with the principles of the mnemonic system adapted and
employed by Mr. Murray.

It would, of course, be impossible in a few paragraphs to analyze

and expound that system in all its details. But it is only fair to Mr,

Murray and to the public at large to make a few statements regard-

i°g it-

First, since there appears to be a misunderstanding in some
quarters, it should be stated that Mr. Murray employs Braille's

system, now so generally used in the West, Braille's dots and
symbols, Braille's writing tablet and no other. To those who aro

acquainted with the various raised letter systems of the West this is

some guarantee of its simplicity ; for Braille may be said to have

distanced all competitors.

Secondly, the main features of the Murray system, which will be

understood more readily by those who know the Chinese tongue,

are these :

—

1. The association of the 408 sounds of the Mandarin syllabary

with the numbers from 1 to 408. Every sound thus automatically

suggests in the mind of the pupil its corresponding number and
every number its corresponding sound. This association is facilitated

by a very ingenious yet simple set of 408 sentences, ranged in order

and numbered from 1 to 408, each of which begins with its number
in due order and ends with its corresponding sound ; so that by
memorizing this list of sentences each number is indissolubly

connected with its corresponding sound, and vice versa.

2. These sentences once memorized, the pupil next makes
application to reading and writing. In this application lies the

peculiar simplicity of the system. Were it necessary to make 408

different arrangements of Braille's six dots, in order to represent 408

sounds, this would indeed prove an intolerable load to the memory
of the pupil and render the system too difficult for general use. On
the contrary, it is necessary to employ but fifteen of these separate

arrangements, or symbols as we shall hereafter term them, to suggest

all the sounds. Or, if it is desired to express both tones and sounds,

only thirty symbols will be required. In Southern and Central

China the tones are ignored in all Romanized books. They could be

just as readily ignored in the use of this system, which is nothing

more than llomauization for the blind. Hence it can be truly said
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that the Murray system employs but fifteen of Braille's symbols for

the reading and writing of Chinese without tones, while no other

system yet devised employs less than sixty or seventy. There is

certainly no want of simplicity here.

A few words will show how this simplicity is attained. Suppose

the ten numerals 1, 2, 3 8, 9 and are each represented by a

particular one of Braille's symbols. It is clear that to represent the

number 56, for instance, it is only necessary to prefix the symbol 5

to the symbol 6 ; and to represent 387, to place the symbols 3, 8 and

7 one after another. When the deft finger tips are passed over the

symbols 3, 8 and 7, in immediate succession, the ready mind leaps

immediately to the number 387, and by the law of association which,

natural and unerring, in the mind of the blind, takes the place of

sight, the sentence in the primer beginning 387 and closing with the

sound ydng {^) springs into mental vision and the pupil involuntarily

utters the sound ydng.

Similarly the entire 408 numbers can be represented by these

ten symbols.* But for the sake of distinguishing each word from

the preceding, five initial symbols are added, used solely to

represent the first numeral of the four groups of numerals between

100 and 199, 200 and 299, 300 and 399, 400 and 408 respectively,

with an additional initial symbol for the numbers between 1 and

09 ; so that when the finger tips rest upon any one of these five

initial symbols, the pupil discerns the beginning of a new word.

With this equipment of 408 sentences and fifteen of Braille's

symbols, the pupil is ready to either read or write Chinese Mandarin

colloquial without the tones.

Had a European to use the Murray system, he might possibly

deem it laborious; but to call it elaborate and complicated is simply

to expose one's ignorance of its nature. It is elaborated without

being elaborate, and complete without being complicated. As daily

taught in Mr. Murray's Asylum in Peking, and as it would be taught

in those localities where the tones are made prominent, the only

departure from the above mentioned simplest form is a slight

modification of the first Braille symbol in each word to represent the

tone of that word.

To those who are interested in work for the blind the following

six considerations in favor of Mr. Murray's system may be of some

weight :

—

1. It is in perfect harmony with the genius of the Chinese

language, which is a language of units. Every word is a unit.

Having no syllables, to syllabify it is unnatural. Dividing a Chinese

* For fall details atid practical application, see Mr. Murray's '^ iS iS X, ft

primer used by all his pupils.
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word is like dividing a grain of bird shot. It is true, a sort of rough

dissection is practised in the dictionaries and is understood by the

learned, but tho plain people know nothing of it. The Murray
system seizes upon this distinctive feature of the language and
makes of it a corner stone. Each of Murray's words represents to

the pupil a perfect Chinese sound. There is no effort of analysis

and synthesis required.

2. It accords with the genius of the Chinese mind. "Whatever

latent capacities may be in that mind, and there are no doubt

more than we dream of, the one conspicuous power in activity, one

almost marvelous, one developed through a thousand years of culture,

and now the chief, almost sole, object of discipline in every Chinese

lad for the first two years of study, is the mechanical memory. la
the exercise of this particular talent the ordinary Chinese pupil of

fourteen years quite eclipses his foreign cousin. He memorizes

books by the cubic foot and considers the mastery of 408 sentences

a mere trifle. The feature that is to us laborious and distasteful

is to him natural and easy. Here again Murray's system seizes

upon the mental characteristics of the people for whom it is

prepared, and builds on the bed rock of the Chinese mind.

3. This mechanical memory, and the law of association thus

exercised in identifying certain numbers with corresponding sounds,

are abnormally developed among the blind of all lands, and therefore

par excellence among the Chinese blind.

4. Every sound in the Murray system may be expressed, in-

cluding its tone, with three of Braille's symbols, while no other

system yet devised can express it, including its tone, with less than

three. There is, therefore, no waste of space as compared with other

systems in writing and printing, no space being required to separate

words.

5. Since the 408 sounds, even when the tones are expressed

require but thirty symbols for their representation, there still remain

a large number of symbols for use in musical notation aud punctua-

tion. No symbol is ever employed for more than one purpose.

Hence there is no confusion in the mind of the pupil arising from

the use of the same symbol now as a mere initial and again as an
entire word.

6. Finally, there is the supreme test of successful trial. The
system works. Boys learn it

;
girls learn it. It does not seem to

the pupils difficult. Bright scholars master it in a fortnight ; some
have been known to read the Bible in a few days. Even dull ones

can learn to read and write in a few months ; the dullest in one

year. This would be deemed rapid progi'ess in our native foreign

tongues. The asylum is now in full operation. From a little girl
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of but four, who has almost completed her primer, to men forty

years of age, they may be seen reading, writing, stereotyping, printing,

even writing music aud reading it from their own or other's copy.

Can it be that this is the system too complicated for general use

throughout China !

The above seems to us a fair and moderate view of the advantages

of Murray's system for teaching the blind in China to read aud

write. Of its success in practical working we are all witnesses.

[Signed]
John Wherry, American Presbyterian Mission.

H. H. LowRY, Methodid Episcopal Mission.

George Owen, London Missionary Society.

Edward S. Pritchard, „ „ „
Wm. S. Ament, American Board Mission.

S. M. Russell, Tung-wen Kuan, Peking.

The amount of time, skill and labor which has been expended in

preparing and perfecting Mr. Murray's system of representing the

sounds of the Chinese language for the use of the blind, is so great,

and the degree of success which has attended its use during past

years is so marked, that no one engaged in a similar work would

be justified in setting aside this system for another without a

careful study, both of the theory and of the actual working of

Mr. Murray's system. This is due to Mr. Murray, and to the

system wrought out by him, which presents so many and so great

advantages.
H. Blodget.

The Work of Bible Trmshtion.

BY REV. R. H. GRAVES, D.D.

C?N the March No. of The Recorder Dr. Goodrich invites sugges-

w tions as to the practical working of the Bible Translation

Committees. While claiming neither the experience nor the ability

which he calls for, I would venture to make a few suggestions to the

brethren selected as translators. It seems to me that the work of

the translators may be expedited by some preliminary work.

As soon as the three translating committees shall have been

secured, it would be well for them to act as one body, as contem-

plated by the Conference, and to try to come to unanimity on several

points.

I. As to Theological Terms. How shall we translate such words

as prophet, preacher, resurrection, regeneration, justification^ &c.? By
a re-investigation of the original terms in their etymology and usage,
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and by comparing existing versions, wo may come to a definite con-

clusion as to wliich would bo the best terms to use. If the trans-

lators will make a study of those terms, circulating the results of their

investigationa among themselves, or, better still, publishing them in

The Recouder, so that all may criticise them, we might arrive at

some conclusion beforehand, or at least the way be prepared by discus-

sion for the adoption of uniform terms at a meetin w of the translators.

II. As to the Greek Text, This question must be met. I suppose

it can be settled only by a meeting of the translators. The instruc-

tions of the Conference seem to point to Dr. Palmer's Greek

Text, with Revisers' readings, Clarendon Press, 1881, as the basis.

Could not this be adopted as the text of the preliminary work,

leaving the readings of particular passages by comparison with

the Textus Beceptus for the meeting of the translators ? Of course

nothing would be settled until the translators met, but it would

be a great waste if some translators used one Greek text and some

another. It would be well, too, for all to use the same edition of the

same book. Thus references to pages, &c., would be simplified in

the communications of the translators among themselves.

III. As to Style. Some existing book should be selected as

exhibiting the kind of style required, e.g., say Dr. John's Easy
Wen-li for that translation, the Delegates' Version for the high

style, &c. Unless all worked with some model in view as to terseness

and fulness there would be much discrepancy in the translation.

The translators of course would have to settle minor points as they

might come up.

IV. As to Special Studies. The work would be improved by
different translators preparing themselves in special lines of investi-

gation as preliminary to the actual translation work. This will be

more needed when we come to the Old Testament than in the New
Testament, which I presume will be taken up first, e.g., some one

might make Chinese poetry a special study as a preparation for

translating the rhythmical portions of the Scriptures ; another might
take up one or more branches of natural history, &c. I have tried

to do some such preliminary work by publishing in The Chinese
Recorder from time to time some notes on Bible Plants, Mammalia
and Birds, and may continue some more notes in the same Hue.

Will some one take up Scripture gems ? This will cover most of the

Bible mineralogy. Will some mineralogist, whether missionary or

not, give us a study on Scripture gems in The Recorder ? Other
branches of investigation may suggest themselves, as ethnology, &c.
Might in not be well for the editor of The Recorder to invite

competent persons to send any researches which would aid in Bible

translation for publication in its columns ?
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V. As to Transliteration. A simple system of transliteration

of Western sounds into Chinese is a great desideratum. At the

first Shanghai Conference we appointed a committee to try and

devise some such plan, but nothing has come o£ it as far as I know.

What we need is a simple system, made by a comparison of the

various dialects, in which the same Western sounds will be represent-

ed uniformly by the same Chinese characters. If some such system

can be adopted for Bible proper names, it may go far toward intro-

ducing a unifoi'm system for geographical and other proper names.

In any such system, while the " Mandarin" would naturally be the

standard for the vowel sounds, the southern dialects, with their final

consonants, should also be taken into consideration. Of course,

some Bible names have already become so much a part of Chinese

Christian literature that it would be difficult to change them.

Reference should also be had to the meaning of the characters, as

ludicrous combinations would be unbecoming, especially in the

Bible. Some systems of transliteration should be prepared and

circulated or published for discussion.

VI. As to the Work of Translation. It might be well, in addi-

tion to what is mentioned under III, if each of the translators on

the three committees would make a translation of, say, the first

eight chapters of Mark and submit his translation to the others that

a common model of style, the signs of the plural, tenses, signs, &c.,

might be settled on. After this had been done, the work had better

be divided for primary translation. Let each of the five translators

take a Gospel and Acts ; then let the Epistles to Revelation be

divided among the translators as each might prefer. After the primary

translation is made, a copy (written on alternate lines and with good

margins) should be submitted to the other translators. This having

been returned to the original translator, he should, after having read

the suggestions, emendations, &c., of the others, make his final copy.

When sufficient matter has been thus accumulated the translators

should then meet together, and after discussing all points of differ-

ence, settle them by a majority vote.

It is to be hoped that all who are to engage in this work prelimi-

nary to translation will begin promptly. Some of the translators

selected are already advancing in years, and we are frequently

reminded by the failure of health of many in the missionary ranks

that our tenure of office is very uncertain. Let us work, remember-

ing that " the night cometh when no man can work." We may
hope that with God's blessing on persevering labor we may, in a few

years, have a translation of the New Testament at least, which will

prove a great help in advancing Christ's cause in this land, and in

building up our native Christians on their most holy faith.
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Mr hommedanism.
(M M M> ^ Eeview.)

BY KEV. C. F. HOOa.

I.

*^(WHATEVER expectation of au account of the orig-in of the terra

^ hui-hui may be raised by the title of this book is doomed to

disappointment. It is apologetic, not historic, and contains an

ingenious if sometimes slightly ridiculous defence of the terra as the

name of the oldest religion in the world, for such Mahommedanista

herein claims to be. Still, if we cantiot learn anything about the

origin of the name from our author or his friends, seven or eight of

whom furnish laudatory prefaces and appendices, we may perhaps

glean a little interesting information of another nature.; at least we
shall have the advantage of a peep behind the scenes, some notion of

how an educated Mahommedan accounts for or explains the word.

We may first quote a philological note, a learned pleasantry,

which may not be uninteresting :

—

^ ^M^'^^^^i^
^^m^^mWMi^mmmn^MJiL- TUe character 0,
Mahommedan, is an old form of the cliaracter hid, thunder^ This

is an extract from one of the afore-mentioned appreciatory notices.

We shall not draw further upon them.

The opening sentence of the essay itself is a fair sample of the

style of the whole and of its value as an exposition. ^00^^
^\^ in - m m ± u mm ^ m ± m^i^ '^ m m ^ m ^ ^ ^
^h ^> ^ ® ^ It i^ fi ^6 «i IE ia :i 5; ifo tZ 'b ^ 5: 5- To

this sentence a note is added to the effect that the first ,0 expresses

the feminine principle enveloped by the masculine, is the symbol of

the Subtile (|^) and pertains to the male. The second is exactly

the reverse of this, for in it the feminine principle envelopes the

masculine, it is the symbol of the Gross (ifjl) and pertains to the

female. But there is ever such an artificial air about references to

the duality of nature in Mahommedan books that we easily perceive

them to be ostentatiously borrowed from Chinese philosophy. Just as

in the vestibule of the mosque they erect a tablet to the Emperor, of

•which they invariably beg you to take no notice, so in their literature

do they make apology for their beliefs and bid for a hearing by

endeavouring to show that their system is a counterpart of, and

an advance upon, the native creeds. The result is by no means

dignified and adds nothing to their credit, but may serve as a warn-

ing to others.

Our author continues his discussion by stating that these

characters express the Alpha and Omega of all doctrine, for there is
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no doctrine of importance that does not deal with the Two Ways, o£

Birth and Death. Now add to this that men are born once (—• IpJ)

and die once (— JU) and the suitability of the combination in this

connection is sufficiently evidenced. Indeed, he who has not recog-

nized the supreme importance of these fundamental doctrines can be

no true Mahommedan. He goes on to tell us what gives these

doctrines their importance : in considering Birth we are led to enquire

into the origin of our being, in considering Death to enquire as to

our ultimate destination. " What is the origin of life? Ere father

or mother were born there issued a creative decree *****. And
what is the ultimate destination at death ? At death the body

receives the decree of reversion to its elements." Hence birth is

called ^^ '^ and death f^ ^.
But our author can be practical; he is not ignorant of the power

of doctrine to regulate conduct, for he goes on to argue that since man
is superior to the rest of creation, he ought not to permit food, rest

and enjoyment to monopolise his attention, but should rather seek

for the source of his being and bear witness before men to the Creator,

the Controller of Life and Death. After death comes judgment, when
award will be made according to conduct. ** Therefore he who
attends daily to the just and the true, in birth, in life and in death,

is without reproach. He who remembers God unceasingly and in

his thoughts traces all things to their origin, is, first of ail, a hni."

Further on we find an explanation of two or three words which

may, perhaps, be worth quotation :— # || ^ '|i4 ^ 'k. W '^ ^j

Then, to clench his arguments, our author affirms that things

made once perish once, that every meeting is succeeded by a parting,

that in the mutations of life there is in loss " a gain to match ;

"

heaven and earth were once created and must once perish ; in a word,

matter, once produced from nothing, must once return thither. Of all

mysteries that of creation is the greatest ; to attain to a knowledge

of it we must learn to know the Lord, with whom is the power of

Life and Death, and knowing must worship Him. Surely there is

no greater grace than that exhibited in these two huis, to the

knowledge of which, if we attain and in all things give thanks, we
shall come little short of being hui-hui.

So much for the essay itself. We fear we have not succeeded in

doing the writer justice in our translations, his arguments depend-

ing altogether on the introduction of that pregnant chai'acter [hI.

l_To l/e continued.^
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Collectanea.

A Power STnoNGicR than Sopeustition,—At another town a

church site was sought. A plot of ground was found, on which

stood two banyan trees. No man dared build on the plot. The trees

were said to bo alive with evil spirits trembling on every leaf,

creaking in every limb. The ground was bought. The trees must

be cut down. No one could be hired to cut them. Not even the

most abandoned ruffian dared strike a blow at those banyans. The
people of the town said that if the trees were cut down, pestilence,

or some other dread calamity, would sweep them away.

When no one could be found, the preacher, chapel-keeper and
a few church members set out to chop down the trees. A large

company of people gathered. They expected to see the preacher

and his men smitten to the ground as soon as they struck. The
preacher offered a brief prayer, beseeching God to use this occasion

to break the hold of superstition upon the on-lookers. The trees

were cut down ; nobody was hurt. A very neat church building,

to which the people contributed upwards of 300 dollars in money,
and 150 dollars in work, now graces the spot. Only a few years

before these same Christians were heathen, and could not have been

induced, even by large sums of money, to do what that day they

did freely, as unto the Lord.

—

[Rev. John G. Fagg."]

The Feast of Dragon-boats.—K'ii Yiian, also named K'ii

P'ing, was a privy counsellor of Prince Hwai, of the State of Ts'u,

B. C. 314, with whom he stood high in favor, until ousted from

his position by a jealous rival, who unjustly denounced him to the

sovereign. The disgraced minister, conscious of his own integrity,

found solace in the composition of a poem which he entitled " grief

dispelled," and in which he sought to convey instruction to his

sovereign's mind by clothing the lessons of antiquity in a lyrical

form. Finding his appeals disregarded, and the condition of the

country becoming desperate, he resolved to bid farewell to life, and
betaking himself to the bank of the river Mi Lo, after revealing

his distress and his final resolution to a fisherman, whom he

encountered, he clasped a stone to his bosom and plunged beneath

the waters of the stream. This suicide took place on the oth day

of the 5th moon, and, in commemoration of the statesman's heroic

death, the people of Ts'u were accustomed on that day to hold an

annual festival, when offerings of rice were cast into the river, to

propitiate, it was said, the water-spirits, as was done when attempts

were made to recover the body of K'ii Yi'ian. This festival is still
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celebrated in Southern China, under the name of the Feast of

Dragon Boats, and a peculiar description of rice-cake, enveloped in the

leaves of the water-flag, is eaten in commemoration of the event.

—

[ The Chinese Header's Manual, by MayersJ^

* * *

Chivalry to Women a Christian Sentiment.—It was greatly

to be lamented that after they (young girls of Christian families)

were thirteen or fourteen years of age they never left their homes
till they were married, say, when they were eighteen or nineteen.

Chinese custom is very imperious on this question. After a certain

age it is considered to be highly improper for them to be seen in

public. The interior of their homes is judged to be the proper place

for them until they have come under the care of a husband or the

grim supervision of a mother-in-law. I remember well in the early

days of the Church in Amoy the indignities which the Christian

women suffered whilst on their way to church on Sunday. They

were mostly middle-aged or elderly, for the young girls dare not

venture to come out. As they passed along the crowded thorough-

fares the most abusive language was flung at them from shops and

fronts of temples, and from loiterers at the street corners, which

they bore most heroically. They were determined not to giye up
their Sunday services, and yet the journey to and from their homes
was a continued torture. Years have gone by, and the abusive

language has now ceased, for the populace, though heathen, have

learned to recognize and respect the purity and modesty of our

Christian women. There are still, however, some parents that

shrink from letting their daughters travel along the streets, greatly

improved as the state of things undoubtedly is. They are not quite

sure what might happen, and they do not want them to run any

risk of being insulted. This is a terrible comment on the moral

condition of a heathen city. China is a laud of sages and of great

men, whose writings are the purest that heathenism has ever

produced. These have permeated and moulded the thoughts of the

scholars and even of the common people for the last twenty centu-

ries. They have given the nation to-day a great ideal of purity and

rectitude, but they have left it without the remotest conception of

that chivalrous feeling that exists in Christian lands and that pro-

tects women from being wronged and insulted. There is no such

a thing as chivalry in this sense in all this empire, and I don't

believe there is a single word in all this huge, complicated

language that expresses it. Chivalry has its roots in Christianity,

and thrives only where the teachings of Christ are acknowledged

and practised.—\_Rev. John Macgowan, in The Chronicle.

\
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" The Grace op God which bbinobth Salvation."—The Shin

Shins are sometimes called the Protestants of Japanese Buddhism.

They are a sect of reformers and distinguished by a spirit of prop-

agandism. Their character and history may be said to illustrate

the teaching of St. Paul concerning those who, " having not the

law, are a law unto themselves," and even though in the midst of

moral darkness may " seek the Lord, if haply they might feel after

him and find him." The following is their creed, as prepared by one

of their late apostles and given by Murray in his " Handbook of

Japan." It is substantially the New Testament doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith, with the true object of faith hid from view. The
creed runs :

—

"Rejecting all religious austerities and other action, giving up
all idea of self-power, we rely upon Amita Buddha with the whole

heart for our salvation in the future life, which is the most important

thing, believing that at the moment of putting our faith in Amita
Buddha our salvation is settled. From that moment invocation of

his name is observed as an expression of gratitude and thankfulness

for Buddha's mercy. Moreover, being thankful for the reception

of this doctrine from the founder and succeeding chief priests, whose

teachings were so benevolent, and as welcome as light in a dark

night, we must also keep the laws which are fixed for our duty

during our whole life."

Mr. Akamatsu, a distinguished member of the sect in Kioto,

says :

—

"Amita Buddha always exercises his boundless mercy upon

all creatures and shows a great desire to help and influence all

people who rely upon him to complete all merits and to be re-born

into Paradise. Our sect pays no attention to other Buddhas, but

putting faith only in the great desire of Amita Buddha, expect to

escape from the miserable world and to enter into Paradise in the

next life. From the time of putting faith in the saving power of

Buddha we do not need any power of self-help, but need only to

keep his mercy in heart and invoke his name, in order to remember

him. These doings we call ' thanksgiving for salvation.'
"

If such ideas of mercy, grace and justification, through belief

of some sort, are entertained by sincere men,—inadequately con-

ceived and yet vastly above the ordinary Buddhistic conceptions,

—

who shall say that they have redeeming power over none ?

* * *

Hill Gods, Tutelary Divinities.—^And the servants of the

King of Assyria said unto him. Their gods are gods of the hills, there-

fore they are stronger than we : but let us fight against them in the

plain, and surely we shall be stronger than they.—[1 Kings, xx, 23.]
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Methods for seGuring La,borers for Mission Fields, and

insuring the Constant and Adequate Support

of them and their Work.

BY EBV. H. V. NOYES.

I.

For obtaining Laborers.

[B have direction from the Saviour Himself, (See Matt, ix, 37

and 38.) " Then saith He unto His disciples, The harvest

truly is plenteous, but the laborers are few
;
pray ye therefore

the Lord of the harvest, that He will send forth laborers into

His harvest."

The divine plan, here presented, is an old one, but none the less

good for all times and all places. It consists :

—

(a.) In obtaining,

from a correct knowledge of the field, a profound impression of the

greatness of the work, compared with the number of laborers yet found

to do it. (h.) Resulting from this impression,—constant, earnest,

agonizing prayer to the Lord of the harvest, that He will send forth

laborers into His harvest. It recognizes clearly that the Lord of the

harvest calls His own laborers, and does it also in answer to prayer.

And it suggests that no stronger appeal can be presented to call

forth constant prayer and earnest effort than the actual condition

of mankind. The same sight, which touched so tenderly the

Master's heart, will also touch the hearts of all His true disciples.

" Lift up your eyes and behold the field."

Can any better foundation possibly be found for every method
employed to increase the number of laborers than the following

words from the Lord of the harvest :

—

L "Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to every

creature."

2. " The harvest is great, but the laborers are few."

3. "Pray ye the Lord of the harvest that he will send forth

laborers into His harvest."

1st. The great commission must be emphasized everywhere;

emphasized by parents in teaching their children ; emphasized in

the Sabbath-school and in the great congregation ; and emphasized

in those ecclesiastical councils which meet from time to time to

deliberate in regard to the vital interests of the Church.

2nd. Every effort should be made to give to the whole Church
information, full and accurate, in regard to the condition of the

heathen world. This should be done carefully, systematically and
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continually. Much of the information must corae from missionaries.

Thoy ought, therefore, so far as thoy can, to send to the home lands

careful records of what comes under their view, accurate statements

of facts, nob prophecies. Conveyed to the public by means of the

press, and to individuals by private letters, this information will

probably produce its best impressions when rehearsed around the

fireside, in the Sabbath-school and prayer-meeting, or made knowa

from the pulpit. Without a proper appreciation of the perishinj^

need of a lost world and the adequateness of the Gospel to supply

that need, a permanent interest in missions can hardly be sustained ;

with such appreciation we shall not hear so often as we now do,

suggestions, on the one hand, that the heathen are getting along

fairly well without the Gospel, and on the other, that they can never

be converted.

3id. A knowledge of the world's destitution ought to call forth

believing prayer for more laborers. This is a method more efficient

than any direct appeal to individuals or Churches. It lays hold oa

an arm that is almighty. It obeys the Saviour's command. Ho might

have told His disciples to go through the villages and cities of Galilee

and find out how many could be persuaded to help them in their

work. But He did not do this. He simply said, " Pray ye the Lord

of the harvest that He will send forth laborers into His harvest."

This direction He gave on two very important occasions, i.e., just

before Ho appointed the twelve disciples and just before He sent

forth the seventy. He knew that tliis direct appeal to God, sure

to be answered, would also have a powerful influence on the minds

of men. For such prayer, if sincere, will always move the heart

of him who prays ; daily heard at the family altar, it will have au

educating influence on the hearts of children that cannot be meas-

ured ; made persistently by students, it will compel every one of

them to face and decide the question whether he ought not to be one

of the laborers ; and probably no more effective appeal can possibly

be presented from the pulpit, than to give this petition, earnestly

presented, a place in the prayers of every Saobath day.

IT.

For obtaining Funds.

The general method should undoubtedly be the same as for

obtaining laborers, i.e., thorough information in regard to the duty

and the need, accompanied with prayer that God will influence the

hearts of Christians to make constant and willing offerings. But add

to this, 1. Cor. ix, 14, "Even so hath (lod ordc-iined that they

which preach the Gospel should live of the Gospel.**
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Not "by constraint, not by oyster suppers and infant theatres,

not by trying to get people to pay for amusements and then putting

the unconsecrated money into the treasury of the Lord, not by any
wheedling process whatever, but by honest offerings from willing

hearts, should funds be obtained for the work of mission fields.

The gold and silver from a thousand hills belongs to the Lord, and
if it does not, at first, come into hands that will use it for His glory.

He can transfer it to hands that will so use it. He can spoil the

Egyptians to build His tabernacles whenever He chooses. But the

precious thing, in His sight, is the offering of the heart. To have

obtained this oilering is a far more substantial success than to have

procured any amount of money. The opening of the heart, however,

is perfectly sure to be followed by a permanent opening of the purse,

even though little be said about it.

Is it not the case that, in Christian lands, a wide impression has

obtained that a mission meeting is a meeting to beg for money ? If

this is the case, is it not unfortunate, and does it not indicate that a

secondary object is taking the place of the primary one? If the

Church does not, withoub constant pressure, support its mission work,

is it not sad evidence of a heart deficiency? Even then, ought any-

thing more to be asked for than a willing offering? But make an
eifort, immediate and strong, to convert the heart. Bring men to

feel their responsibility to God and a lost world, and to realize that

the world without the Gospel is a lost world; then when opportunity

is given for offering, offerings will be willingly made. The heart,

the citadel, once captured, everything else comes with it. The Church
loses, to some extent, its own self-respect, lowers itself in the eyes of

an ungodly world, when it consents to become a beggar for the

support of its institutions from those who take no interest in them

;

and God abhors the sacrifice where not the heart is found. Only
willing offerings were accepted for the tabernacle. (See Exodus
XXXV, 4 and 5, 20 and 21 and 29 ; also xxxvi, 5 and 6.) And how
bountiful were the offerings, until it became necessary to proclaim

throughout the camp saying, "Let neither man nor woman make any
more work for the offering of the sanctuary." How refreshing would
be the necessity for such a proclamation in this age of the Church,
and what a relief to the secretaries and treasurei's of our Mission

Boards ! The offerings for the temple also came from willing hearts.

(See 1 Chron. xxix, 6 and 7.)

From Paul's teaching we learn (see 1 Cor. xvi, 2 and 2 Cor.

ix, 7) that offerings for the work of the Lord should be :—1. At
regular times : for the Corinthian Christians " on the first day of the

week." 2. According to what one hath :
" As the Lord hath pros-

pered him." 3. According to each man's own decision : " Every
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man according as he purposeth in his heart so let him give."

4. Cheerful :
" God loveth a cheerful giver." 5. By the whole

Church : "Let every oue of you hiy by him in store."

To secure this kind of giving, information, exhortation and

systematic plans, all have their place, but notiiing can ever stand be-

fore prayer to the Lord of the harvest. The hearts of men, even of

kings, are in the hands (jf the Lord, and, as the rivers of water, ho

turneth them whithersoever he will. There may be a 2;reat variety

of methods in general accordance with the above directions of

Scripture, but methods which tally most closely with them will ba

found most effective. God is wiser than men.

IIL

Some Things that are not desirable.

1. Unwari'anted Prophecies. Without some distinct authoriza-

tion from God, it is not wise to make prophecies that are in the

face of every human probability, as well as God's ordinary ways of

working. Such prophecies may sound well and seem very encourajj-

ing, but, as time passes, and the prophecies are unfulfilled, we
begin to lose faith in the prophet, and the inconsiderate multitude

loses faith in that which was prophesied about. It is not for us,

any more than it was fur the apostles, " to know the times and

the seasons which the Father hath placed in his own power."

2. Claims of Superiority. Is not something else than an

apostolic spirit suggested, when either individuals or organizations

assume a name indicating a self-claimed superiority in sanctity or

faith? To such is not one tempted to quote the good advice:

" Let another praise thee and not thine own mouth." " In honor

preferring one another," is one of the last and hardest lessons that

the Christian learns, but it is the very spirit of the Gospel.

3. Any attempt to life from the Church responsibilities which

she ought to bear.

Tnere are just two ways of relieving Mission Boards when

they are short of funds. One is with Christian cheerfulness to

come up to the help of the Lord against the mighty and furnish

what is needed. The other is to make the work fit the scant

supply. The latter method is " not desirable." It proposes to cut

missionaries with their work down to the lowest possible point of

expense and then call it "consecration." It asks them to go back

to the dark ages and take lessons from stupendous systems of error.

They must be celibates in order to save expense. They must be

ascetics. "Live like the natives" is the favorite expression. This means,

in China, to feed constantly on rice or millet, salt fish and a few

vegetables, which some having tried have died in the attempt. The

number who advocate this plan is fortunately not large, but they
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should first insist on their plan at home, where the strain on the

physical system is less. They should require a pastor in London, or

New York, or Philadelphia, to buy potatoes and salf pork by the

barrel, and make these, with a little squash, or cabbage, or lettuce,

his only diet, from month to month and year to year. We might

praise the pastor who would do this for his " consecration," but could

not say as much for his comraoa sense or his duty to his people, nor

would we venture to predict for him a long life ; and the congrega-

tion which, with abundant means at hand, allowed him to do it, could

hardly claim the promise that " the libei*al soul shall be made fat."

4. Anything that divides between man and God responsibilities

that had better be left to God alone.

The writer is not enthusiastic on the subject of pledges from

the young that they will, at some future time, go as missionaries.

He may be allowed to inquire kindly whether " the students'

volunteer movement " would not be improved if this feature of it

were dispensed with. And for the following reasons :

—

(a.") There is no need of a pledge. The thing pledged is what

every one should decide for himself, in view of his duty to God as

it relates to a lost world. If a person has so decided it, no pledge

is needed to hold him to his purpose ; if he has not thus decided it,

he has no right to sign a pledge. It is reported that Spurgeon was
once asked to sign a pledge that he would " use every effort against

the devil," which he refused to do, whereupon the man with paper

and pencil went his way saying, " There goes a man who is not

willing to sign against the devil." Mr. Spurgeon was, however, no

doubt doing a good deal more of the kind of fighting proposed

than was the man who brought him the pledge.

(b.) It is doubtful whether it is wise for young naen in a course

of study to make, so far ahead, a promise on so important a
matter.

I know one who, when a student, had received letters urging

him to accept a certain position when through his theological

course. He went for advice to an aged professor who was, by
common consent, acknowledged to be one of the wisest leaders of

the Church. This was the reply, " On general principles it is

rarely wise for a young man, on such important matters, to make a

promise so far ahead. Send word that you cannot make a positive

engagement, but if the position should still be offered at the end

of your course, you will decide as shall then seem best." When
that time came, the student saw so clearly that his duty lay in

another direction that a pledge, made a year and a half before,

would have placed him in a very awkward situation. The gray-

haired professor was wise.
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(c.) Many of those who sign this pledge will, judging from all

past experience, never reach a foreign field.

Bishop Thoburu says (see Church at Home and Abroad, Jan.

1889, page 42) that " two years spent in enlisting missionaries for

service in India have taught me some unexpected lessons

while plenty of people are ready to register their names as candi-

dates less than ten per cent, of those who offer will, as a
rule, be accepted or persevere in their purpose till actually sent

abroad." He says, " I put the figures high when I say ten per cent.,

not wishing to disparage earnest and sincere convictions of good
Christians, but the relentless facts of the case cannot be set aside."

Let us double bishop Thoburn's estimate, and suppose that from

6000 pledged, 1000 will reach some foreign field. But what about

the other 4000 P What about this unfulfilled pledge in its effect

upon their own consciences? What was their thought when they

signed it ? Had they, under the influence of some strong appeal,

worked themselves up to a resolution to sign and thus swell the list

to be published, or was it the result of a solemn pondering in their

own hearts, whether God would grant them this grace to preach

among the heathen the unsearchable riches of Christ? Between

these two states of mind, there is a gulf that is very wide. It ia

not, by any means, those who talk the most about zeal and conse-

cration, who eventually become the most valuable laborers on mission

fields. The waters that run deep are usually still waters. Mission-

aries are, for the most part, spiritually born for their work in the

quiet of their own homes.

And what about the effect upon the public, when it shall at length

come to light how small a portion of those who make pledges ever get

to mission ground and remain there ? Would it not be far better if

those who are going as missionaries would simply, when the time

comes, offer themselves to some Mission Board and leave reporting

to the public till the time when they leave for their foreign field ?

This method would certainly not bring so many disappointments,

nor be, in the end, so likely to produce discoui-agement.

(<Z.) If instead of asking God to call laborers into His own
harvest field, we go about to call them ourselves, there is great

danger that we may, in many cases, call the wrong ones.

Quality, quite as much as quantity, is needed. Quality physical,

intellectual and spiritual. The question is not always must I go ; it

is quite as often may I go, in fact would always be so, if we fully

appreciated both the difficulty and the responsibility of the work.

The twelve apostles did not call themselves, nor were they called

of men. Jesus called them, and He called the seventy also. It

was the Holy Ghost who said unto the Church at Antioch, "Separate
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me Barnabas and Saul for tlie work to which I have called them."

And how often Paul rejoiced that he was called " not of men, neither

by men, but by Jesus Christ and God the Father, who raised him

from the dead.'' Those who are thus called all enter on the work,

and do valiant service.

But does the Holy Ghost call laborers now ? One of the best

missionaries we ever had in Canton, Rev. C. F. Preston, died in

1877, after twenty-three years of faithful service. His father, then

a venerable physician, eighty years of age, wrote :
—" I have always

connected my sou's missionary life with my father's prayers. My
father and another Godly Christian were in the hahit of meeting,

every Thursday, to spend an hour in prayer for missions. To my
certain knowledge tbat prayer-meeting was faithfully kept up for

forty years." He was too modest to speak of his own prayers, but

who can doubt the missionary's son was supported by the prayers of

two generations, or that be had a call from the Holy Ghost not

unconnected with prayer ?

An indiscriminate calling and sending of all who can be pre-

vailed upon to consent, would be a very rash proceeding. If there is,

anywhere in tbe wide world, a place where praiseworthy zeal needs

to be under the guidance of sound discretion, that place is on heathen

ground. We need laborers whose view of theological trutb is so

clear, whose judgment is so well grounded, whose belief in the

infallible authority of God's Word is so fixed, and whose good sense

is so "common" that none of these will fail them on their journey

to their field, and all will abide with them after their arrival.

Otherwise there is great danger of results tbat will be regretted.

Let it be observed that the above reference to " the students'

volunteer movement " criticises only the one feature of using a

pledge. So far as this movement brings before students the wants

of the perishing heathen world, gives thorough knowledge of mission

fields, forms bands of union for prayer and earnest effort and carries

on this good work in close and cordial connection with Mission

Boards, it is confidently hoped that it will go on with constantly

increasing usefulness.

5. Anything that tends to division rather than union of strength.

At the present time we are met by the following facts :

—

(a.) An increasingly urgent call from foreign fields, arising

from a constantly growing work and a constantly widening oppor-

tunity.

(h.) An apparently marked revival of interest in missions.

(c.) Both for the home and foreign work a prevalent desire

for new plans and new organizations. These are multiplying, until

it would seem that every form of sin must have a distinct organiza-
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tion to combnfc it, and every duty a distinct organization to encourage

it ; tliat to effect the world's regeneration, not only the old evil

nature of man, but old methods and old organisations must also

pass away and " all things become new."

(d.) In sharp contrast with the above, the discouraging fact

that, notwithstanding the wealth of the Church is all the time in-

creasing, the old established Boards of Missions are continually

embarrassed from want of funds.

A question is therefore raised whether the new plans and

organizations are on the whole bearing the right kind of fruit. Are
they not resulting in a division of strength, which is "not desirable?'*

All the large denominations of Christians have long had care-

fully organized boards, through which they carry on their missionary

operations. These are managed by men of experience, in whom the

Church has confidence, and who are in constant communication with

missionaries iu all parts of the world. They are working on lines

which have been well tested. While conservative, as they ought to

be, they are also ready to make such changes as can be shown to be

real improvements. With the noble record which these boards

have behind them, and the grand prospect which they have before

them, what need of new organizations ?

If long experience on mission ground teaches anything, it

teaches that the most substantial and permanent results are those

accomplished in connection with the regular boards of the Church.

It says to young men and maidens, who wish to do personal service,

says to all who wish to have security that what they contribute

will be well used, says ib with all the emphasis of accumulated

years :
" Stand by your Mission Boards ! On no account encour-

age little side plans of independent work, which usually appear

for a little time and then vanish away.

"

God has established three great institutions for keeping the

world iu order and for promoting the highest welfare of men.

These are—the Family, the Church and the State. It is not pre-

sumption to say that there is no likelihood that men will soon

improve upon them. The Church ought to do its own work, and

can do it, if in earnest. It may of course branch out into subordi-

nate organizations for division of labor, provided always that these

are in such vital connection with it as to be an integral part.

There is no mystery of methods about making known the

Gospel to the world. It is only, with the simplest possible machi-

nery, to send forth men " full of faith and of ths Holy Ghost,'*

who have "tarried in Jerusalem until endued with power from

on high," to tell " the old, old story of Jesus and His love.

"

Canton, April, 1891.
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On the Sabbath.

BY KEV. C. H. JUDD.

Oi WAS very thankful to see the able paper of onr brother G.
<^ King on " The Gospel of the Day of Rest ;

" also his paper in

the September number, which is yet more exhaustive. 1 think,

however, one or two more important things may be said. Mission-

aries in China find it often needful, as they think, to discipline

members for not observing the Sabbath, where they are not in the

mission employ. Now, it is well known that in the early Christian

Church there were many slaves, as well as others, who were in the

employ of masters who though not " good and gentle " yet were to

be obeyed. There were also those who, among the believers even,

needed to be warned against covetousness and the love of money,

yet, while every kind of sin is rebuked in the Epistles and the Acts

of the Apostles, even to the eating of blood, not one single word is

ever uttered against Sabbath breaking. Is it possible that people

who needed to be warned against lying, stealing, idolatry, eating

meat offered to idols, adultery, fornication, litigation, blasphemy,

drunkenness, etc., etc., (Eph. v, 16; Col. iii, 5. 8; 1 Cor. xi, 21; vi,

6, ) should never need one word to be said to them about Sabbath-

breaking, if such indeed were accounted sin ? Among all the sins

of the flesh (Gal. v, 19-21) no mention is made of Sabbath-breaking.

Among all those cast in to the lake of fire (Rev. xxi, 8,) the list of

sinners does not evidently include Sabbath-breakers.

I remember seeing a board nailed up at the door of a good

man's Church, whereon was printed (from 1 Cor. vi, 9), " Be not

deceived, neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor

effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, nor thieves

nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, nor

Sabhath-hreakers, shall inherit the kingdom of God." (The under-

lining is mine.) I need not say that the expression "Sabbath-

breakers " was his own addition to God's word, and the fact that it

is not in such a list is worthy of note. Hence I feel that I dare not

take upon me the responsibility of refusing fellowship to any man
who does not keep the Sabbath. Nor have I any right to enforce it.

The question of a rest day being beneficial is quite another

matter. The law forbade the eating of pork and other unwholesome

food ; Acts x and Acts xv show that such law was no longer to be

enforced : still I think it is better to abstain from pork, usually at

least. The Lord commanded under the old dispensation, also, that
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the Sabbatli should be kept, and it is good for a man to rest even

now, not only on a Sabbath, but also a jubilee year would be an

immense boon to poor China ; but in Col. ii, 76, the Word of

God says, " Let no man, therefore, judge you in meat or in drink,

or in respect of a feast day, or a new moon, or a Sabbath-day

(R. v.), which are a shadow of the things to come ; but the body

is Christ's." Hence, while the day is a benefit to many, no

man has a right to judge another about it, not even his own

converts.

On the above passage, Col. ii, 16, that holy and learned man of

God, Beugel, in his " Gnomon " says :
" Paul intimates here that all

distinction of days is taken away; for he never wrote more openly

concerning the Sabbath." "The holiday (or feast day) is yearly,

the new moon monthly, the Sabbath weekly." He also adds

:

" Christ after that He Himself, the Lord of the Sabbath, had come,

or else before His suffering, in no obscure language taught the

liberty of the Sabbath ; but he asserted it more openly by Paul

after His resurrection." Hence it seems to me that Col. ii, 16, as

plainly as possible to be, shows that the Sabbath, like the new

moons, &c., was a shadow. He who ceasing from his own toils for

peace or holiness, rests in Christ alone, enjoys a continual Sabbath,

a rest which remains, even now, to the people of God. Hebrew iv

shows that neither the seventh-day, nor Canaan, ever gave the

God-promised rest, but " we which have believed do enter into that

rest." And is not this rest in Christ a sweet one ? Thank God, it

is ! It is a substance and not a shadow only.

Let any who think they are still bound to keep the Sabbath-

day take heed, lest they make their " works of necessity " a rule so

elastic as to be a burden on the poor domestic servants and chair

coolies whom they employ ; and also pay their workmen enough for

the six days as to enable them to rest on the seventh, or first day

of the week, or it may prove a " work of necessity " that his family

have food earned for their hungry stomachs, while we sit at our

abundant tables.

Lake Baikal, in Siberia, is said to be the deepest lake in the world.

It 18 in superficial extent about the size of Lake Erie, but is from 40o0

to 4500 feet deep, making its volume of water almost equal to that of

Lake Superior. Its surface is 1350 feet above the sea level, and its bot-

tom nearly 3000 feet below it.
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The Sabbath Question.

BY REV. G. COCKBUEN.

" ' '7^ BMEMBER the rest-day to keep it holy,' did not necessarily

C'*' imply religious service. " So says Mr. King in a recent

number of The Recordee. One would like to know what holy does

mean. To my thinking, the Fourth Commandment is the most
spiritual of all those that have direct reference to God. It enjoins

religious service of the purest and most elevated kind ; a view

which is sufficiently demonstrated by the striking similarity which

the Fourth Commandment bears to the Tenth, the most spiritual

of those inculcating our duty to our neighbour. The Decalogue

is a most perfect specimen of Hebrew parallelism, and great light

is shed upon its meaning by the study of its structural arrange-

ment. But I forbear an analysis which might prove wearisome
;

only let it be understood that the tables of the covenant are a

harmonious whole, no part of which can be added to, subtracted

or transposed without the introduction of confusion. Yet the full

weight of this argument for the spirituality of the Sabbath cannot

be appreciated without some knowledge of the extent to which the

deeper utterances of the Divine Spirit, both in the Old Testament

and the New, take the form of symmetrical parallelism.

But no sane man, either Christian or infidel, has ever supposed

the Ten Commandments to be nonsense. The law of the Sabbath

would be nothing else, did it only require an indolent inactivity ; for

man is by innate nature an active being, and even the spirits of

the just made perfect " rest not day and night." The cessation of

activity is to cease to be ; and we may be very sure the Sabbath

was not instituted to please the indolent, but to give a respite from

earthly work and freedom from "carking" care, a sweet season of

deliverance from the vexing " travail which man has under the

sun, and in which there is no profit," that he might engage in a

nobler service and the exercise of those blessed activities which are

true rest to the wearied soul.

It may be objected that this is reading within the lines much
more than the Old Testament contains. Rather than enter on

a lengthened proof, it will be more satisfactory to give the con-

clusions reached by so accomplished a scholar as Ewald, and one

who is so little restrained by the trammels of orthodoxy. " The
last day (of the week) was to be devoted to rest ; all ordinary

human toil was to cease, au unwonted quiet to reign. This is the

seif-denying sacrifice which he must here offer, something quite

different from all the sacrifices which the world had ever knowa
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before, but one which is often far from easy for man to make,

seeing how covetous he is, or otherwise plunj^ed in the world's

unrest and turmoil. But jet man shall not rest on this day for his

own sake alone, so as to sink into a vacant condition characterised

only by the absence of activity, or yield himself up to dissolute,

savage pleasures for the sake of passing the time ; the rest, says

the law from the very first, shall be utito the Lord Jahveh, shall be-

long to him and be sanctified to him. Man, then, shall release hia

soul and body from all their burdens, with all the professions and

pursuits of ordinary life, only in order to gather himself together

again in God with greater purity and fewer disturbing elements,

and renew in him the might of his own better powers." (Autiq. of

Israel, p. 102). "In the earlier days, when the national life was

stronger and healthier, this strictness did not degenerate into the

subsequent scrupulosity. On the contrary, the Sabbath was looked

upon, like every other festival, as a time of glad recreation and

elevated joyous life. What were the particulars of its celebration

among each local community in early times, we no longer know ;

but it was certainly not celebrated by a torpid sitting still, but with

prayer and exhortation ; and we do still know that on it the people

were wont to seek the instruction of the prophets." (II Kings iv^

23) (p. 106).

So much for the contention that the Sabbath had no necessary

connection with religious service. On that day man was not called

upon to offer up his property, nor to mortify his body with fasting,

but was enjoined to present his very soul in holy calm and

meditation, a living sacrifice to the living God. Nothing was'

required on the Jewish Sabbath which a Christian could not or

should not give. There was ample provision for works of mercy.

It was no new doctrine but a summing up of many passages in the

Old Testament which our Saviour stated when he declared that

"it is lawful to do well on the Sabbath-days." Works of necessity

were also provided for. To say nothing of the exceptions expressly

stated, the Jews were an agricultural and pastoral people, and any

one acquainted with country life knows that much necessary labour

is entailed on the day of rest.

Our Lord himself was a strict observer of the Sabbath. As
his custom was, he worshipped in the synagogue, the corrupt

church of the time, and he exhorted the people in the manner of

the ancient prophets. He endeavoured to restore the day to its

pristine purity and shake the traditions of men from the law

of God. On the Sabbath day he was fearless in the performance

of works of mercy, and justified his disciples for relieving the
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necessities of human nature. But not one word did he say as

to the abolition of the Sabbath.

It must stand or fall with the Decalogue as a whole, for

there is no shadow of intimation that the Fourth Command-
ment is in any way different from the other nine, and it is well

that we have recorded in the Sermon on the Mount a very detailed

account of Christ's attitude to the law. He came not to destroy

(lit. break down) the law or the prophets, nor by his teaching to

induce others to disregard the least of the Commandments. " I

say unto you " does not destroy the force of " it was said by them
of old time." "An eye for an eye." "Thou shalt love thy neigh-

bour and hate thine enemy." It is only because these two laws

still hold good that a Christian is justified in seeking redress for

any injury, however aggravated, or in an extreme case exercising

the God given instinct of self-defence and defending life with life.

The outward law given by Moses is not abolished, but it is explain-

ed and tempered by the inward Christian law of accepting evil and
doing good. "Hate your enemies" and " Love your enemies" are

not contradictory commandments. Do so, as God and Christ

hate and love their enemies ; showing the most entire and uncom-
promising enmity to all sin, whilst yet you are ready to give

up all that is nearest and dearest to you for the sake of their

salvation. " Resist not evil, " so long as any possible good can be

accomplished thereby ; never cherish revengeful feelings, but there

are cases in which God's justice can be vindicated and the sinner

brought to see his sin only by the rigid enforcement of what the

law allows.

But what bearing has all this on the Sabbath question ? Much
every way. In the Sermon on the Mount Christ says nothing

of our duty to God ; but if the second table still holds good, the

obligation of the first is implied. We owe no duty to our

neighbour which is not based on the duty which we owe to God.

If polytheism, idolatry and blasphemy have not ceased to be
sinful, on what grounds is an exception made in favour of the

Sabbath-breaker ? Most certainly not in consequence of any word
or act of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Is it remarked that I have tried to prove too much ! What
about the change of the day ? The Jewish Sabbath was from sunset

on Friday to sunset on Saturday, but we reckon our Sunday from
midnight on Saturday to midnight on Monday morning. There
is nothing in the Decalogue about the proper method of reckoning

time. We are left free to follow the custom of the couutry, and

were any people to fix the commencement of a new day when the
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Bon appeared above the horizon, their Sunday would naturally be

from sunrise on Sunday to sunrise on Monday. But the day itself

has been changed, and the reasons for it recorded in the New
Testament are of the slenderest kind. All the more obvious ia

it that the reasons for the change were recognised on all hands

as very cogent. Hesitancy and doubt give rise to controversy,

and both in the New Testament and the early fathers, there is no

lack of mention of the questions agitated in the primitive Church.

There is a significant silence on the subject of the Christiaa

Sabbath. No one dreamt of making it the subject of debate.

It is strange that anyone should fail to see a reason so obvious

as to secure universal consent.

" Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy ; for in six

days the Lord made heaven and earth. " The Sabbath was a
memorial of the finished work of creation. Man remained not

in his first estate ; but there is a new creation in righteousness

and true holiness. All things were made by the word, but His
work was not finished when man was placed in a terrestrial Eden,
but when He rose victorious over sin and death and the grave,

bringing in the fullness of the Kingdom of God. That Easter

morning on which life and immortality were brought to light,

marked the completed work of the creative word. It was then
in no arbitrary manner that the day was changed ; the very letter

of the law, traced by the finger of God himself, demanded it.

The Sabbath was never abolished ; it received its fall meaning by
the redeeming work of Jesus. Its obligation as a law of God
is as binding on the Christian as the Jew, and let us adopt no lower

ground in urging its observation by our converts. Many difiiculties

have to be overcome, but in my experience the want of suitable

Christian literature and the tendency to idle gossip are quite as

formidable as the necessity of doing secular work on the Lord's

Day. No one who has experience of the love of Jesus will be

at a loss how to deal with individual cases as they arise. The law
of the Lord is exceeding broad and makes ample provision for

all the circumstances of human life, and it is worse than useless

to lay down hard and fast rules. It is not desirable to keep Chinese

Christians in leading strings ; let us train them to apprehend right

principles, and if their faith be sincere they will not depart from

the way in which they ought to walk. Above all let us teach them
to go straight to the Word of God and not mistify themselves with

idle fancies of man's devising.
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I.

Ancient the race whence both these lady scholars sprang.

The crimson curtain o'er the lofty scat of Yung,
Whose samame, Hung, close links him with the princely Bago«

Gently inclined before the tender breeze of spring,

So yield the plastic minds of many maidens fair.

Who come beneath these teachers' beneficial sway.

As in the crowded city market place I strolled

Strains of a parting lay out floating from its town I heard,

Straight I bethought me how with tuneful lute and books,

Homeward these sisters twain in regal state return.

With voices harmonized by love and faith they speak
There by the water's edge the doctrine high and free,

While pressing multitudes surround the bridge to hear.

Those crowds, that erst did throng the thoroughfare,

So eager for their fragrant garments' favoring shade.

Barring with gurgling protest loud their onward way.

The people cannot bear that beck'ning with the hand,

That only, on the watery domain they're gone.

Henceforth the broad Pearl river constantly will long

That in their spirit craft they'll make a swift return.

n.

All earthly crowns demand the regal robe and throne.

No crimson garb these need their crown to compliment.

Their many deeds of mercy are their ornament,

Plain reads, in God's most holy Word, the blessedness

Of those that many sinners turn to righteousness.

No marvel then that these two hearts should joyous be;

Within our minds ai*e their two lives both spotless limned

Like the white stork that stands before the taintless wind.

Adopted sisters, linked in love, like floating gulls,

Beyond the sea they wing their myriad furlonged flight.

My humble pen, to such sablime parsait unused,

Inditing their great virtues, gives large increase to

My heart's profound devotion and affection true.

Oh, that we might be sure their early letter would convey,

When opportunity occurs, convenient quite,

The welcome tidings of their safe arrival home.

Sure when the moon slow rises bock of hill and seat

Of custom, they'll together turn their heads

At night, so calm and nearly voiceless, they'll recline

Upon the painted balcony and think of ns.

February 8 of this year was considered by the orthodox Hindns an
auspicions day for washing away sins by bathing in sacred rivers. The
special period recurs once only in twenty -six or twenty-seven years. The
city of Calcntta was full of pilgrims, and the crowds at the rivers im-

mense. The day was cold, and the bathers shivered, but in this w»y
showed the intensity of their desire to get rid of their sins.
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3hi Wemoriam.

REV. LUTHER H. GULICK, M.D„ D.D.

Recent home mails brought the aunouncement of the death of thia'honored min-

ister and missionary. Although not wholly unexpected, this intelligence will come

with painful surprise to many friends of the deceased in China. Dr. Gulick was bora

in the Sandwich Islands, went in 1851 as one of the party of pioneer missionaries to

Micronesia, where he found the natives savages and reduced their language to writ-

ing, and served as Agent of the American Bible Society first in Japan and after-

wards in China, also having charge of the work for some time in Siam. He was for

a season pastor of Union Church in Shanghai, editor of The Chinese Recorder and

of The Medical Missionary Jou,rnal. He will be long remembered for his genial

character, devotion to principle, and marked abilities as a writer and speaker. For a

long period he had been on the invalid list, seeking strength after severe nervous

prostration, and hoping that a change of climate and period of rest would result in

the return of energy and the resumption of his work. When the hope of returning

to China grew dim, he resigned his agency to hands of others, and patiently awaited

the Lord's will in his home at Springfield, Mass., U. S. A., until the 8th of April

when he entered into rest. His work is done, but the fruits remain.

MRS. MARGARET S. SPRAGUE.

Mrs. Sprague, wife of Rev. William P. Sprague, of the North China Mission,

died at Rochester, N. Y., on January 5. She was bdrn in Edinburgh, Scotland,

December 4,1844, but came with her parents to the United States when she was

six years of age, finding a home in New Haven, Conn., at which place she made

confession of her faitb in Christ in 1857, uniting with the North Church. She

was married to Rev. Mr. Sprague at New Haven, July 16, 1873, and they sailed

together from San Francisco for North China, January 28, 1874, and were located

at Kalgan, the northernmost station of the mission. Twice she was compelled to

return to the United States on account of protracted ill-health, the last time in 1889.

In her mission service on the extreme frontier, although often in feeble health,

she made such a bright and pleasant home that not only her husband found rest

and inspiration there, but every one, missionary, merchant, traveler or native

visitor, who came within its reach, felt the ennobling influence of her life. Her

model Christian home was a constant object-lesson to the multitudes of native

visitors, many of whom came expressly to see " the beautiful house " they had

heard about. In all her life and activities the one object which seemed ever

uppermost was to please others. How often has she served Christ, unconsciously

to herself, in the person of some of his little ones !

Her last sickness was long and painful. For many months after her physician

had pronounced her disease incurable she persisted, with a determination that

was all but victorious over disease, that she must get well and go back to China

and help save those for whom so few seemed to care. But when it became apparent

that such was not God's will, her resignation was as calm, as natural and as

harmonious with her faith as had been her strong longing to recover. And when

the last days came, she spoke of the transition to the heavenly life easily and calmly,

showing that it was no new theme for her. When some one quoted the text, " What

time 1 am afraid, I will trust in him," she quickly answered, and it was among her

last words, "Why, I am not afraid." So, trustfully and sweetly she passed into the

heavenly life, doubtless to her own great joy, but leaving on this side of the river,

both in China and in America, a great number of sorrowing hearts,
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C0rrcsp0nbtiTct.

To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recordkr."

Dear Sir : Will yon give insertion

to the subjoined brief comraunica-

t.ion on the text basis of the proposed

Chinese revisions or translations?

It was addressed to my brother,

the Rev. Haudley Moalo, Principal

of Ridley Hall, Cambridge, by the

Rev. R. S., D.D., of that university.

—Dr. S., since his first degree in

1862, has made Biblical literature,

Hebrew and Greek his special

study. He was my brother's

teacher in Hebrew, having himself

taken university honours for his

proficiency in that language and

Biblical Greek. Anxious to get the

best advice within my reach with

a view to the responsible office of

reviser or translator, I sent to my
brother a copy of my communication

to the January Recorder. He hand-

ed it to Dr. S., as, in his opinion,

a scholar qualified hy special studies

to give trustworthy counsel to one

in my circumstances. It is with a

similar view that I offer the ex-

tracts from his letter to the consider-

ation of my missionary brethren.

I have read Mr. Gibson's paper in

the May number of The Recorder.

It is characterized by the tone of

Christian courtesy which pervades

all I have ever seen from Mr.

Gibson's pen. But it is sanguine;

and, though I say it with all re-

spect, it does not convince me that

the members of the executive com-

mittees had in view anything like

all the facts of the case with regard

to the present condition of textual

criticism.

Extract from Letter of Dr.

R. S. :—
" I have read with the greatest

interest possible your brother's

letter to The Recorder.

** If I, as the veriest outsider in

the matter, may venture on a fev^

remarks of my own, I would say
it strikes me as nitcch safer to move
slowhj than to move quickly and
then have to return. The traditional

text has anyhow a continuous life

of 1500 years. There are places

where all (or most) competent
critics are agreed that there are
faults, others where it is a case
of quot homines, tot sententicB.

" It seems to me that the Chinese
revisers, most of whom would not
be specially experts, might fairly

assume that if Scrivener in bis
' Introduction ' and W. and H. iu
their * Appendix ' were agreed for

a change, most critics would agree
on the passage. In such instances,

were I a reviser, 1 should feel

it my duty to alter the received
text.

" But now consider the hosts of
places where W. and H. differ, not
only from old-fashioned conserva-
tives like Scrivener, but from
Tischendorf: the places where it

is B. S. or B. alone against the
field. Now, the result here depends
on a previously laid down idea,

absolutely subjective and challenged

hy many, of a Syrian revision, and
of B. being the only very good
example of a pure neutral text.

But have we any right to build up
such a superstructure on a purely

subjective basis when hosts of most
important passages are affected by
it?

" Take for example Mark xvi, last

12 verses, which I am absolutely

convinced is Gosp>el. Yet we are

told to treat it as an interpolation,

because it is not in B. S.; though
the scribe of B. hesitated and left a
blank column, and the scribe of

that part of S. was also the scribe

of B.
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" So nli^o when Ti.soliendorf find

W. Jiiid H. dillei", and when, as a

rule, it is this adoration of B. that

does it . . . Personally in

these cases I prefer Tischendnrf's
;

but with critics varying, I can't

lielp feeling that no one hit a
special student has a right to an
opinion on which he proposes activij.

A change, from the common text

having once been made in an impor-

iant passage,, it would not be easilif,

or without friction, that it could be

altered hack, if neto evidence seemed

to call for afresh change.

" Moreover, W. and H. is a much
more highly subjective text than

Tiachendorf's or even Lachraann's;

and, until the subjective base is

ordinarily accepted by scholars, the

outcome is simply a kind of clever

guess-work.
" I fear I have been very prolix

;

and 1 now just put down my own
conclusion :

* Hold to the Text. Rec,
except in so far as there is decided

ground for believing it to be

wrong, as shown by the agreement

of cornj)etent scholars of both

schools.'
"

T am strongly tempted to give

the full name of my brother's

correspondent. But 1 have not

asked his permission ; and the

entirely unreserved tone of his

letter, whilst it adds to its in-

terest, seems to forbid my giving

it without leave.

The italics are my own.
It will be observed that the writer

—although my brother calls him
" certainly one of the njost learned

and most independent students and
teachers in Cambridge, or indeed

in England, and known as such
iij Germany"—yet does not class

himself with textual specialists.

I cannot conjecture in what the

present discussion will issse. But
I cannot regret having raised it,

when I think of the extreme irapor-

tauce of our decision with a view
to future Bible aludouts iu phiua.

TVe are all alike, I trust, anxious
only for their best interests and the
glory of God.
And 1 trustfully commit the

matter to Him.

M. E. MouLE.

To the Editor of

" The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir : As an article has
appeared iu your columns, vide May
number, somewhat severely criticis-

ing a Cliinese-written article which
appeared in the first number of the
Chang-Si Kiao Hiviii Pao, and also

bestowing no little censure on each
of us, on me for admitting the
article and on you for commending
the paper in which it was contained,
I beg a little space for a few words
of explanation only, not controversy.

For the writers of the criticism I

entertain only feelings of the high-
est regard. They are good men and.

true ; and, besides, we are pretty

well at one as to the merits of the
article referred to. And further, I

am prepared to admit, that it was
subjected to a rather indulgent
scrutiny. This for the following
reason, which is the explanation I

wish to make. Tlie object of the
promoters being to make tlie paper
as practical and useful as possible,

it was thought best not to use the
Balaam box, alias waste-basket,

too freely, but treat somewhat
indulgently articles written by the
Chinese, and thus encourage them
to express themselves more fully.

The paper thereby would become
a medium of reaching their real

thoughts, and ascei-taining to what
extent tlie more intelligent among
them have appropriated Christian

truth, etc. ; all of which, it was
thought; would be of the highest

importance and interest to the

missionaries themselves.

Of the supposed benefits of such

a policy the article criticized is no
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iiumii illnstration. Tlie writer is u

lilernry iimii of adviiiKH-d h^'o ; is

H f»ir seliolnr, well rend both in

Cliristiiin and Oonluciiiti literaturo,

jiiid luiviiijif given np ConfueiuM for

Ciirist, fit lettst. ontvvui'diy, for lie is

imniberod iimonj^ tlio converts and
workers of one of the larjjjesfc and
most successful missions in (jliina,

lie now undertakes in his own way
to address his own people, not the

Christians, but the heathen, iiis

own class in particular, on the

subject of Christianity. With
what success wo nui}' never know.
His method, however, is on lecoril,

and sug<]jests some very pertinent

inquiries: as to (1) How far such

•writers are jiistilied in their

atteni|)ts to ti-ace the hand of God
in their ancient history? (2) To
what extent are they jusfitied in

regarding Christianity as a fulfill-

n)ent or completion of their ancient

ideas? (3) What effect the read-

ing of the Bible and other Christian

standards, and compai-ing thetii

with the Chinese standards, are

likely to have on inquiring minds ?

That many among them have not

attained unto the liberty of the

truth as it is in Christ, or only see

men as trees walking, or, like A pol-

ios, stand in need of a friendly

Aquila and Priscilla, or like the

twelve at Ephesus, are still without

knowledge of the Holy Ghost, there

can be barely any question. To
discover such and help them is one

of the obj'jcts of the Clrnuij-Si Kino
Hiviii Fao, and I could wish that

the missionaries more generally

would keep their eyes on it and
make it a medium of instruction,

and, as occasion may arise, which
I hope will not bo often, use

it also for exhortation, reproof,

correction or criticism. To none
would such contributions .and as-

sistance bo more welcome than to

Thk Editou

Chung-Si Kiao llwui Fao.

Tu the Editor of

*'Thi: Chixrsk IlKCoitneR."

DkaR JSill: Please allow nio to

answer, through tlio cotiimtm of

y(tur valuable paper, scune of the

queries wliiidi have been made to

me about the pro|)er urrangemeut
of schools for (!hiiie.«e fhildreti.

The inquirers all wish to give

Chinese children the IxMuHt of wine

sanitary methods, but say it must
be done at the minimuin of cost, um

they have to provide for so many
small .schools out of such limited

means. We will simplify u>attern

by conKning our attention to four

points.

Most of the small day soliools for

Chinese children, under the c<mtrol

of mi.ssionaries, are in small native

houses. The school-house is ont»

of a row, witli a house on either

side of it ; b'js;ht can only be obtained

frt)m tlie front. Thi-* style of houso

can be very easily light«d by having
tiie wliole front closed with tho

movat)le wooden shutters wliicli

the Chinese use for their shop
froiits. The lower four feet of

these shutters should be of wood ;

from four feet above the floor to

the roof the rest of the space in thu

yhutter should be tilled in with

glass. Thus the entire front of

the room woidil be one largo

window, and the light wouhl come
from a point sufliciently high to

illuminate tho desks. Tho children

should be seated so that the light

should come from over their left

Bhoulders.

In case the school was given np,

these movable shutters ct)uld bo

taken away and used again at

another school-house.

For 7'ciifilutiov. An empty coal

oil tin can be turned into a chfiip

and elhcient ventilator. T^ay can
on its side, ,^———^ order to

cutoff up- ^P^_jiy^ 'Make tho

per corner ^1 I^J opening
for thre«' \/~^^^l^ '"'^* n>otii

iuche:! in near eeiU
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ing. For lower, out door opening,

four inches cut out from lower side

of the can. Insert this through the

rear wall of room, or one of the

side walls. The outer opening is

looking downwards and no rain

can enter the can ; the inner open-

ing is looking towards the ceiling

of room, and air enters upward, not
directly on heads of pupils ; one tin

can to be put in for every six pupils.

Floors of Wood to be scrubbed
clear and dried thoroughly, then
mop them with hot linseed oil and
let it soak well into the wood.
The floor will not absorb moisture
after it is thus oiled ; will have a
glossy surface, and will dry off

rapidly.

Instead of charcoal foot-warmers

—

•with their attendant evils of car-

bonic acid gas—let foreign teachers

have a large sand bag, oblong in

shape with two cloth covers over it

;

put it on a board and have it warm-
ed in an oven. This will give out
heat for some hours and add to the

comfort of anyone who will use it.

The above plans are all very
economical, easily applied, and
they will fulfill the purposes for

which they are intended.

With the hope that these sugges-
tions will help those in charge of

small schools for the Chinese,

I remain.

Very sincerely yours,

H. W. Boone, m.d.

To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir: In the January number
of The Recorder the statement is

made on p. 44 :
" It is less than one

hundred years since the first Prot-
estant missionary set foot on the
continent of Asia ;" also, in the
March number, p. 144 :

" If we look
to India, where Protestant evangel-
ism is not yet a hundred years
old." These statements evidently

ignore the work done by our

Protestant brethren of Denmark
and Germany. In the History of

Protestant Missions in India, by the
Rev. M. A. Sberring, M.A.L.L.B.,
it is stated that Zeigenbalg and
Plutschou, two German mission-
aries, reached India on 19th July,

1706, or 185 years ago. Three
more missionaries arrived in 1709.

The translation of the New Tes-
tament into Tamil was finished on
the 21st March, 1711.

In 1712 the native Christians

numbered 221 ; there were 78
children in the schools ; 33 works
had been written in Tamil, in-

cluding a dictionary.

In 1730 the Christian Knowledge
Society appointed Mr. Sartoriua

to labour in Madras ; the first

medical missionary was sent out
during the same year.

The first native of India was
ordained to the ministry in 1733.

Christian Frederic Schwartz ar-

rived in India in 1750.

Up till 1756, 50 years after the
arrival of the first Protestant mis-

sionaries in India, 11,000 converts

had been added to the Tranqerabar
mission.

It is interesting to note that

the work of the Continental

missionaries in India created a
good deal of interest in England
during the early part of the 18th
century. The work of Protestant

missions in India during the 18th
century may be summed up as

follows : Missionaries sent out, 50.

More than 50,000 persons had
abandoned heathenism and em-
braced Christianity. Numbers of

schools had been established. The
complete Scriptures had been trans-

lated into at least two of the

languages of India. A knowledge
of the truths of Christianity had
been diffused throughout Southern
India. It is true that on account

of the missionaries recognizing

caste in the Church, the I'esults

were not so permanent as they
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might have been, but we should at

least acknowledge the work done
in Asia by oar Continental brethren.

Yours faithfully,

Jamks McMullan.

To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir: Thk meaning of the

coupled }^^ is j: 0. is ±
^ -f* ^ is :

" Having spent only

seven days in the hills, one thou-

sand years passed away iu the

world." There was a certain 3E

tF -^ or 3E K (see Mayers* Ch.
R. Manual, I., No. 794) who once

went into the hills to gather

fuel. There be met two JlJ] A
intent upon a game of chess. He
laid down his axe and looked ou
at their game, and was invited by
them to partake in their meals.

After having spent seven days, be

returned to his home and found

out that meanwhile one thousand
years had passed away.

M. SCOAUB.

#iir %m\\ ^Mt.
The Report of the American Presby-

terian Mission in Canton, China, for

the year 1890. Compiled by H. C.

Henry, Hongkong : Printed at the

"Cliina Mail" Office.

This is a systematic and compre-

hensive review of the operations

carried on by our Presbyterian

brethren in South China. From
"Summary of the Year's Work"
the subjoined figures are given :

—

Foreign missionaries in the

field 30
Native ordained ministers - 3

Native assistants, male and
female ------- 94

Number of native Churches 10

,, ,,
communicants - 690

Baptised children - - - - 187

Added on profession of faith

daring the year - . - - 95

Contributions ----- $579
Number of day schools - - 38

„ „ boarding schools 3
Total number of scholars - 1095
The report of Medical Work

gives the large total of—Out-
patients, 63,745 ; in-patients, 1564;
surgical operations, 3489 ; visited

in homes, 522.

From the mass of interesting

facts and incidents contained in

this annual we have room for only

one extract :

—

'' Chung-la 10.—14:5 miles S. W.
from Canton, opened in 1880 by Li
In, who, returning from California,

became successively, chapel-keeper,

colporteur and preacher, dying ia

the service of the mission three

years since. It is related of him
that after he returned from Cali-

fornia a Christian, he awoke one

night to find a rope around his

neck with which his wife was about

to strangle him. No contagion can

be worse than Christianity to some
of these superstitious women. This

chapel is in the midst of a fertile

and populous region stretching

down to the sea at Kwong-hoi,
where were first laid to rest the

bones of the ' Apostle of the Orient,'

about which so much ado is now
being made in India. Fraiicis Xavier

sought to reap these harvest fields,

but died with his longing unfilled.

Here are now many thousands of

Chinese returned from abroad, and
some tens of them are Christians.

The preacher called hither this

year, Tsnng Kwong-ming, became

a Christian in California. The
preaching opportunities are excel-

lent, and several manifest special

interest."
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m WL M 1^- (Koh Chih Wei Pin).

The tideutific Magazine. Published

quarterly and issued at the Chinese

Polytechnic Institute and Reading

Room, Shanghai, at 25 cents per copy.

By John Fryer, First Quarter, 1891.

Presbyterian Mission Press.

The cliaractei' and scope of this

valuable publication may be under-

stood from the table of contents

presented in the number under re-

view. Among the subjects treated

are the following: "A Descrip-

tion of Photography," "The
Dyeing and Printing of Cotton

Cloth," " The Manufacture of

Cartridge Cases," " How to cure

Tuburculosis," " Foreign Materia

Medica," " New Style of the Steam

Engine and Boiler," " How to

cultivate the Sandy Wastes,"
" Philosophy of the Candle,"
" ScientiKc News," " The Subject

of Entomology," "Medical Terms,"
" Mathematics," &c. Teaching the

sciences, whether by the public

prints or through the instruction

of the schools, has a most important

function in China. It is an effec-

tive way of weakening the popular

faith iu geomancy and kindred arts.

Priestcraft and superstition cannot

long maintain their hold under the

search-light of modern progress.

^ ^ W.- (^<i Erh Ching.) A ManKal

for Gii-Ls. tSy Mrs. VVilliamson. Shang-

hai : Society for the DifEusion of

Christian and Scientific Knowledge,

1889.

The title is the same with that of

a well-known work by a native

author. The style is chaste, flow-

ing and ill strict conformity with

the Chinese idea of poetic imagery.

The "old, old story" is told with

varying application to the child-

life, youtli and maturity of the

gentler sex. The book is perhaps

intended for use in Cliristian

schools, and it would be admirably

adapted to such purpose but for

the rather high style of Wen-li

and a few excessive concessions to

the native imagination.

Rev. F. Ohlinger, missionary in

Seoul, has publislied a pamphlet
" On the Climate and Meteorology of

Korea." Thermometrical observa-

tions are given, covering a period

of three years and a half, and they

may be taken as a valuable contri-

bution to a science which is still

in its infancy. In Europe and
America there exist many observa-

tories and stations to aid in

predicting the weather, and yet it

is almost as literally true to-day as

it was two thousand years ago that

" The wind bloweth whei-e it listeth,

and thou hearest the sound thereof,

but canst not tell wlience it eometii

and whitlier it goeth." Meteoro-

loo-ical returns from the three ports

of Korea have been regularly sent

to St. Petersburg!!, where they

were published. Comparing the

climate of Seoul with that of Pe-

king, Mr. Ohlinger finds that the

monthly mean maxima at the Chi-

nese capital run all the year round

higher," and the monthly mean
minima lower, than at the former

city. Some interesting statements

are made about the Japanese warm
current, known under the name of

Kuro-siwo (Black Stream), one

branch of which, the Tsusima,

enters the Japanese sea between

Japan and Korea, keeping its

course along the islands of Japan,

whilst a third branch flows along

the west side of Korea.

We liave just received a very

interesting and useful Chart ia

Chinese, by the Rev. Chauncey

Goodrich, of T'nngohow. It beara

the name of Bl5 M ^ M M' ^^
"Chart of Incidents iu the Life

of Jesus." It is a large spiral of

about two and a half feet in cir-

cumference, in which the events

are arranged in a line in chrono-

logical order, with their proper

references in the Gospels. The

bulk of this spiral is of course

taken up with the events of the
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last three years, which thicken

towards the close. The last year

is coloured red, the next yellow,

and the first year of his public

ministry bine. In this way the

whole life of the Saviour can be

seen at a glance, while each event

and its relation to other events is

easy to trace. Four radial lines

divide the years into quarters.

The events are numbered from one

to one hundred, each with its

reference at the side, and terminat-

ing at the beginning of the last or

Passion week. The incidents in

this momentous week are arranged

under the days on which they

happened. Lastly come the occur-

rences after the Resurrection, con-

cluding with the Ascension on the

seventy-first day, where the spiral

ends abruptly. We remember see-

ing at Chautauqua a road laid

off so as to form a chronological

table. Every step that one took

represented a year in Roman,
Jewish or other history ; so that

by reading the events and dates

standing like milestones by the

road side it was possible to rub up
one's chronology and clear off the

rust of years while taking our

morning walk through that noted

and picturesque locality. By
arranging the table in question in

a spiral form, several tens of feet

in length are brought by Mr.

Goodrich into a convenient shape,

and reference is rendered most

easy. Every mission school and.

every Bible student ought lo get a

copy and mount it strongly and
carefully. It will assist teachers

and scholars alike in obtaining a

most intelligent view of the se-

quence of events in the life and
teachings of our Blessed Lord.

We do not know the price, but it

cannot be more than a few cents,

while its value is very considerable.

F.

Woman's Work in the Far East.

There is subject matter of con-

siderable and varied interest in the

May number of this recently revived

magazine, in whose 100 pa;^e8

China's mission field is extensively

represented. We are glad to see

fresh writers on its list; but would,

in view of the editors' former ex-

perience, advise delay in the project

mooted of more frecjuent publication

till a perennial supply of contri-

butions is more assured. The
occupation of several pag«'S of the

present number by a subject so

entirely outside its legitimate scope,

as ** A Historical Sketch of Corea,"

seems to us to emphasize this

caution.

Where all is good in substance,

and almost all in style, it is not

easy in this brief note of criticism

to particularize. Of great practical

value to all whom it may concern

will surely be Mrs. Fitch's admir-

able paper " Missionary Mothers as

Missionary Workers," with its well-

kept balance of domestic dutifulness

and missionary enthusiasm.

With regard to actual work
among native women we are

specially attracted by " Gleanings

from Sio-khe," "An Enquirer's

Letter," and the description of a

purely native Women's Missionary

Society, given in the first paragraph

of " Notes and Queries." We also

like much Miss E. Broune's little

picture of a Chinese Mother's

Meeting. Such a feature helps to

adapt the magazine for sending to

friends at home, among whom wo
know that the former number was
much appreciated.

Such articles as those on school

and hospital work must render this

publication very helpful to un-

experienced hibourers in these

departments. Indeed we doubt

not "Woman's Work," if main-

tained at its present high standard,

will prove no less useful to its

writers mutually, than valuable to

outside readers as a record of " Far

East " evangelization.

M.
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^trxtnrutl Cnmamnt.

The long-continued article by

Rev. Tinoothy Richard, concluded

in this number of The Kecokder,

was called out by a question from

Li Hung-chang: "What beueBts

accrue from Christianity ? " The
missionary's reply, published in

English and Chinese, is a thought-

fnl and lucid presentation of the

subject.

Correspondents who have occa-

sion to use Chinese words and
terras will be good enough to

always give the English equivalent.

A very intelligent reader of this

magazine, not long since uttered

in the editor's hearing and for his

benefit a just criticism on the point

herein named. Many of our read-

ers have a very limited knowledge
of the character, or none at all, and
it is only fair to afford them in

each case a clue of the meaning.

In the city of Liverpool there

are not less than twenty-five gentle-

men and five ladies who have be-

come followers of Islam, and they

are organized into a regular Moslem
society. It is easy to see how
Buddhistic theosophy, with psychic

visions and " astral " appearances

and theories of re-incarnation, may
have a fascinating power over cer-

tain minds ; but vain is the effort

of our philosophy to understand

why the faith of Mahommed should

gain ascendency, by intellectual

processes or moral influence, over

any human being born under West-
ern skies.

Christianity is making world-

wide progress. The sun never sets

on the sanctuaries, family altars and
closets where the name of Jesus is

honored above every name. At a
prayer-meeting in Brooklyn, U. S.

A., on last Christmas eve, a Japan-

ese lady was the first to testify.

She was followed by a Persian,

who in turn was succeeded by an
ex-Polish Jew, a Swede, a Canadian
and a Chinaman. Another Chris-

tian, who pronounced himself a
" full-blooded American," thought

it " The grandest sight he had
witnessed since God converted his

soul."

The United States Senate, in the

last hours of its session, refused

to ratify the Brussels treaty for

the suppression of the African

slave trade. There may be grave
political reasons for American an-

tagonism to a compact which had
secured the assent of seventeen

European powers, having for its

object the suppression of the

African slave trade, the rum trafiio

and the sale of fire-arms in Africa

;

but it is not apparent to ordinary

perception. That such action

should be possible with reference to

a question which can have no par-

tisan bearings and no contingency

of "foreign complication," the only

effect being to heap misery upon
a helpless and victimized race, ia

strangely out of harmony with the

advancing civilization of our day.

The National Indian Congress,

made up of native gentlemen from
every part of British India, repre-

senting the heterogeneous popula-

tion of the country and every

different religion,—the object being

to agitate in favor of a voice in the

government of India,—is a recent

event of great significance. The
fact transpired that the only lan-

guage possible in the proceedings

of the body was our own mother
tongue. An observer tells us that

able addresses were given, and
that one or two of them were
*' magnificent pieces of oratory and
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couched in matchless English." A
remarkable incident of the Con-
gress was the appearance upon
the platform of a lady delegate, a

pure native of high caste, who
with face unveiled, delivered

an exteraporaneoas address. The
spread of a Christian langnage and
the movement for woman's eman-
cipation, are forces destined to

prevail against superstition, and
to overthrow the hateful zenana.

A WRITER, over the sobriquet

" Humanity," has addressed to the

North China Daily Netvs a powerful

letter on the subject of " Woman
Slavery in Shanghai." The asser-

tion is made that " there is going

on every day traffic in young girls

and women sold and bought for

immoral purposes." The victims

are brought from Soochow, Sun-

kiang, Wusieh, Canton, Yangchow
and other districts, and they are

sold to supply the seraglios, where

every device is resorted to in teach-

ing them certain accomplishments

regarded as necessary in the shame-

ful life to which they are hopelessly

condemned. To stimulate the

wretched girls who are backward
in learning the vile arts, it is said

that rods, whips, burning hot opium
needles and other modes of torture

are resorted to. What gives it an
appalling significance is the fact

that within the Chinese city this

nefarious business is absolutely

prohibited by the native magistrate.

So, then, Chinese law is more up-

right and effective in such matters

than our enlightened foreign

municipality

!

The English Baptists have

arranged for a grand centennial

missionary year in 1892. October

2nd of that year will be the one

hundredth anniversary of the forma-

tion of the Society which sent out

William Carey as its first mission-

ary to India. A special centenary

fund of 100,000 is to be raised and

applied as follows : 1. To the out-

fit, passage and probation expenses

of 100 new missionaries, mainly for

India, China and the Congo
Missions. 2. To the establishment

of a working fund to obviate the

contraction of large loans at the

bankers. 3. To the erection of

buildings for Christian schools,

chapels and mission houses. 4. To
the thorough training and equipment
of native evangelists, pastors and
school-teachers. 5. And to the

translating and printing of the

Scriptures.

On May 31st, commemorative
services will be held in Nottingham,

where i)r. Carey preached his

famous sermon, •* Expect great

things from God : Attempt creat

things for God." The Baptist

Missionary Society was the pioneer

Society of England, and India was
its first field. One aspect of results

already achieved, is thus presented

by a writer :

—

** But the proclamation of the

Gospel of Christ, which has been

going on incessantly in India for

the last 100 years, and latterly with

very accelerated force, by literature

as well as by the living voice, has

already had a vaster efiect than

Islam ever had. True, the number
of its converts is still enormously

less ; but Indian converts to Islam,

having become so for the sake of

the social rise which it gave them,

have remained stationary in num-
ber, and without influence on sur-

rounding Hinduism ; whereas the

Gospel, with its hardly more than

half a million converts to whom it

can point as the direct result of its

open proclamation, has almost turn-

ed Hinduism upside-down already."

There are weighty reasons why
the work of revising the Chinese

Bible should go forward with as

little delay as possible. All differ-

ences of view in respect of terms

will be intensified and more and
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more pronounced as time goes on.

Current of ideas and method in

expression are being wrought into

Christian literature; 'they are

rapidly becoming crystalized under

the influence of worship and Chris-

tian thought. Missionaries now
have the opportunity, by oneness of

sentiment and concerted action, of

impressing their ideals of truth

upon the Eastern Church. It would
be most unwise to allow the

opportunity to lapse, and deliberate-

ly hand it over to the Chinese.

The supreme need of the hour is

one Bible for China. It is not too

much to say that the ultimate

success or failure of our present

missions in the East may depend
upon the fate of the current revis-

ionary movement. If we cannot

unite in harmonious action to this

end, the native Christians will

certainly fail to do so. If we of

this generation cannot come together

as to uniform terminology, we by so

much add to the difficulties of the

next generation in any possible

effort to this great end. What
would we think of having a number
of different Bibles with differing

terms in England, Germany or

America? Is it conceivable that

Christianity, under such conditions,

would ever have prevailed to any
wide extent among the Teutonic

and Anglo-Saxon races ? We honor
our brethren who have conscientious

scruples touching the use of doubt-

ful words to express highest

Christian truth ; but should not

conscience take cognizance of the

possible fact that Divine truth may
suffer even more from a many-sided
and conflicting presentation of it?

Our purpose is, not to inaugurate

discussion, but to indicate what
seems to be a plain and practical

line of thought. And we rejoice to

know that the crowning work of

the late General Conference in

Shanghai is being carried forward
with steady reference to the great

consummation.

Some apprehension has been ex-

pressed that the Bible Societies

might not agree to the decision of

the Shanghai Conference in relation

to a Greek text. We have expressed

the belief that there is no ground
for apprehension in this regard,—

a

conviction fully sustained by the

following extract from a letter of

Dr. Gilman, Secretary of the

A. B. S., to the general agent of that

Society for China. There is in-

deed every indication that sympa-

thy and material aid will be freely

accorded from home to the move-

ment for a standard union version.

Dr. Gilman, writing under date of

April Ist, says: "As I understand

the action of the three Bible

Societies, in accepting the plans

formulated in Shanghai by the

Conference, they waive any objec-

tions or preferences which they

may have had in respect to the

text of the original Scriptures, and
leave it to the discretion of the

company of translators to decide

upon mooted points within certain

well-defined limits. This is not so

different, however, from the rule

which has been in force for several

years ; for, as you may very likely

remember, the B. & F. B. S. in

]881 authorized persons engaged in

behalf of that Society in the work
of revision or translation ' to

adopt such deviations from the

Textus Beceptus as are sanctioned by

the text of the revised English

version of 1881,' while the Ameri-

can Bible Society went a step

further and said 'such deviations

as are sanctioned or suggested by

the English or American Revision

Committees of 1881.' Our rule,

you will observe, gives discretion

to adopt changes which the Ameri-

can revisers suggested and pre-

ferred, and which were placed in

the appendix because the more

conservative English scholars did

not accept them. I refer to these

well-known regulations to re-assure

you that there is not likely to be
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any dissent on the part of these

Societies from tlie conclnsiona so

unanituously adopted by the Shang-
hai Conference."

A cablegram has been received

from London authorizing a meeting

of the Committees on Bible Trans-

lation. It is believed that the

three Bible Societies have united

in making provision for the expense

involved in such meeting. In view

of the momentous issues at stake,

it is fitting that missionaries

throughout Eastern Asia should

look beyond mere human agency

for the desired success. We bnfc

voice the feeling of honored Chris-

tian workers who have the subject

at heart, and who hold resjtoiiHible

relations to it, when we muko this

plea for prayer. To friends in

China we are moved to say,—pray,

brethren, with all prayer and
supplication in the Spirit, that

Providence will superintend the

steps DOW about to be taken,

remove difficulties out of the

way, and bring to a happy issue

the plan for a Union Chinese
Bible.

issbnarn ^tfas.
—The work in Shansi province

continues to prosper. Rev. J. A.
Leyenberger, of the Presbyterian

Mission, on his last country trip

baptized 57. Others of the same
mission are baptizing some and
examining many more, even hun-

dreds of enquirers.

—Dr. R. C.Beebe, of the Phi-

lander Smith Memorial Hospital,

Nanking, while taking his departure

a few weeks since for a brief visit

to America, was escorted through

the city by one thousand natives

carrying the official umbrella and
other tokens of popular esteem.

This was really a great triumph for

the doctor. About six years ago a

furious mob in the self-same city

sought his destruction.

—The news was telegraphed to

Shanghai on the 13th of May that

a riot had occurred at Wuhu, in

which the premises of the Roman
Catholic Mission had been destroy-

ed, the foreign community taking

refuge on the hulks. It is con-

jectured that the secret societies,

said to be numerous and powerful

in the Yangtze valley, and the

rowdy element of which is especially

active at Wuhu, are at the bottom
of this outbreak. The familiar

story of the taking out of the eyes

and the hearts of children that has

SO often done duty iu China, waa

repeated in this instance with
disastrous effect. There is a well-

grounded belief that the Hunan
Guild is largely responsible for the

disturbed state of feeling noticeable

in Yangchow, Chinkiang, Nanking,
Wuhu and Kiukiang. Of course,

as is generally the case in a
Chinese riot, the ignorant populace

were not only influenced by their

superstitions but also by the

equally powerful motive of plunder.

Later news from Nanking is to the

effect that a serious outbreak has
occurred in that city.

—The following is a list of the

missionaries appointed to represent

various localities in answer to the

Appeal of the Committee of Cor-

respondence of the Missionary
Conference :

—
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—Rev. S. A. Gould writes from
Shaohing, Chekiang province :

—

The annual meeting of the Cheh-
kiang Baptist Association, embrac-

ing the Baptist Churches in the

Chehkiang province and the as-

sociated Churches in Shanghai,

Soochow and Kweng-saen, was
held in Kinhwa, April 15, 16, 17.

Although the place of meeting was
somewhat remote from the coast,

there was a gratifying attendance

of thirty-nine delegates. The
statistics of the year show a total

of 18 churches, 33 chapels, 27

native preachers, 4> colporteurs,

10 bible-women, 64 baptisms, 5

received by letter, 16 deaths, 10
exclusions, 8 dismissed by letter,

607 total membership, 54 enquirers,

11 boys' schools with 107 pupils, 8

girls' schools with 114 pupils,

$479.96 contributions for all pur-

poses, including the support of

worship. As was the case last

year, the number of baptisms and
the total membership exceeded that

of any previous year in the history

of the association, although the total

membership was diminished by an
unusual number of deaths and ex-

clusions. The tone of the sessions

was hopeful. The native preachers

appear to be realizing more fully

the responsibility of their position,

and to be taking a deeper interest

in educational matters. A number
of boys' schools and girls' schools

have been started within the last

two years, and are, to quite a large

extent, under the supervision of the

native preachers, subject of course

to the control of the missionaries.

The number of missionaries is so

small and the number of stations

so large comparatively, that the

work must be done by the natives

independently or not done at all.

The Christians have also shown a

greater willingness to aid in the

support of their children in the

mission schools. Certain Churches
in Shantung province, formerly

connected with us in membership,
announced themselves as organized

in an association of their own.
There are now in China three

associations connected with Ameri-
can Baptist Churches, one in

Shantung, one in Chehkiang, one

in Canton province. The Church
organization in Swatow is more
than equivalent in membership to

to an additional association.

Rev. T. R. Stevenson, pastor of

the Shanghai Union Church, con-

ducted a memorial service in honor

of our deceased friend and brother.

Dr. Gulick, Sunday evening, May 24.

Rev. Dr. Faber is gradually

bringing to a completion his great

commentary on the New Testament.

That part of the work on the

Gospel of Luke will have added

to it some 2000 very full sermon

sketches, illustrative of the sacred

text.

Rev. G. F. Fitch and family are

to leave for the States on the Em-
press of India, June 5th. The

native Christians connected with

the local Presbyterian Church ar-

ranged an appropriate Sabbath

service, May 24th, adorning the

place of worship with scrolls, charts

and flowers, and pastor Tsii preach-

ed an able discourse to a crowded
congregation. Subsequently, these

Christian friends and workmen in

the Mission Press, tendered a ban-

quet to the departing missionaries,

and also presented them with two
beautiful scrolls. Mr. and Mrs.
Fitch have long been prominent and
faithful Christian workers, and
they will be greatly missed in

Shanghai.

Mr. Gilbert Mcintosh, late of

the S. D. C. & G. K.'s printing

office, is to be manager of the

Presbyterian Mission Press. This

gentleman is thoroughly qualified

for the important position to which
he is called.
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April, 1891.

7/^.—Slight earthquake felt at Ceylon.

I8th.—H. E. Li, Chinese representa-

tive at tlio Mikado's court, entertains his

friends at a ball in Tokio ; this being

the first instance of a general entertain-

ment given by a Chinese representative

in Japan.
25th.—In view of the impending water

famine in Hongkong, the government
make enquiries as to the capabilities of

tiie condensers of the British steamers in

harbour.
27th.—At Owari, Japan, a temporary

constructed magazine was blown up and
several persons were killed and wounded.

May, 1891.

1st.—A Japanese sub-lieutenant of the

war siiip Konga-hni, fined .$100 by the

Hongkong Police Magistrate for sketch-

ing one of the forts.

5th.—Great fire at Higashi-no, Japan ;

10,000 houses destroyed. Dust storm iu

Shanghai, which continued all day ; the

same storm was experienced at Chin-

kiang, Foo-too and Tientsin. Dust fell

to the depth of a quarter of an inch.

9/A.—Taotai Li .Shan-ching goes on a

tr)ur of inspection to Shauhai Kuan ri4

K«K)-yi and Lin^si, and to Shengkin
and Kiren, to which places it is prop<wetl

to extend tlie Kaiping Railway.
lO^A.—The first section of the Plm-

langthuong-LangHon Railway opened to

traffic by the resident superior of Tonkin.
Wth.—Attempt to assassinate H. L H.

tlie Czarevitch at Otsu, Japan, by a
native policeman named Tsuda Sanzo, H.
I. H. received a wound in the face,

fortunately not fatal. Fifteen pirates

beheaded at Kowloon, four of whom
were implicated in tlie Nnnnxt piracy.

\3th.—Anti-foreign riot at Wuiiu ; tlie

premises of the Catholic mission burned
and looted. The ('ustoms premises and
the Britisii Consulate also looted.

16M.—Total loss of the S. .S. Albany

while on a voyage from Kobe to China.

ISth.—Anti-foreign riot at Ngankin ;

the rioters were promptly dispersed by
the soldiers.

25th.—Anti-foreign riot at Nankin ;

all the lady missionaries and children

leave for Shiiiighai. Some of the foreign

premises burned and looted. The mob
were eventiuvlly dispersed by the soldiers

of the Viceroy.

JbsioniiriT |ournaL
MARRIAGES.

At the British Consulate, Shanghai,

the Rev. D. N. Lyon officiating, Rev.

Joseph Bailie to P]ffie Dean
WoRLEY, M.D., both of the Presby-

terian Mission, North, Soochow.
At H. B. M.'s Consulate, Hankow, May

12th, by the father of the bride. Rev.

C. G. Sparham, of the Loudon Mission,

to Mary B. L. John.

BIRTHS.
At Constantinople, March 2nd, the wife

of tlie late Rev. R. E. Abbey, of a
daughter (Maria Grace.)

At Canton, April 5tli, the wife of Rev.

O. F. WisNEK, Presbyterian Mission,

of a <laiighter.

At Peking. April 21st. the wife of Rev.
L. W. PiLCHER, D.D., of a son.

At Foochow, May 8th, the wife of Rev.
H. N. KiNNEAR. of a daughter.

At Ningpo, May 20th, the wife of Rev.

J. C. HoARE, of a daughter.

DEATHS.
At Delmar, Ohio, on the 25th March,

after a few hours illness only, Miss
P^sTHER A. Spencer, late of St. John's
College, Shanghai.

At Springfield, Mass., U. S. A., April

8th, Rev. L. H. Gulick, late agent
American Bible Society, Shanghai.

At Tamsui, Formosa, April 28th, Rev.

John Jamieson, of the Canadian
Presbyterian Mission.

At Tientsin, 2l8t May, Rev. Jas.
GiLMocR, London Mission.

At Shanghai, on May 29th, Mr. S.

Gjerde, of Norway, associate of C. I.

M., aged 25.

DEPARTURES.
From Taiwanfu, Formosa, April 22nd,

Rev. T. Barclay, of the English
Presbyterian Mission, for Europe.

From Shanghai, May 1st, Dr. and Mrs.
R. C. Beebe and two children, for

U. S. A.
From Shanghai, May 2nd, Mr. and Mrs.
MoKee, Mrs. Gray Owen and child-

ren, for England.
From Shanghai, May 6th, Rev. Samu
CouLiNO, wife and two children, of

the English Baptist Mission, Shantung,
for Europe.

From Shanghai, May 8th, ^frs. H. H.
LowRY and two daughters, for U. S. A.

From Shanghai, May 9th, Rev. R.
Swallow, of the English Wesleyan
Mission, Ningpo, for San Francisco

;

Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Jones, for

New York.
From Shanghai, May 11th, Miss M.
Reed, for Tasmania.

From Shanghai, May 29th, Mrs. Mo
Bride, of Kalgau, and three children,

for U. S. A.
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The Diary of Marquis Tseng*

BY REV. A. r. PARKER, D.D.

<3T('HE book we bave before us to-day is the record of the

^S^ travels and observations of Marquis Tseng, who was sent as

ambassador of the Chinese government to England and France in

1878, and who filled that office twelve years. The book contains the

record for only six months of the time, and the preface tells us that

there was another part to be published subsequently.

This is one of quite a large class of books that have been

written during the last few years by travellers from the Celestial

Empire to the countries of the Great West, giving accounts, from

the standpoint of a Chinaman, of the strange men and things that

fell under their observation. Many of these books are very interest-

ing reading, as they show us to ourselves as the Chinaman sees us

and bring into a strong light many of the peculiarities of our west-

ern civilization that by reason of familiarity have become very

common place to us.

Among the many evidences of the wonderful progress that

China has made in the last few years not the least is this matter of

sending ambassadors, consuls, students, &c., to the various coun-

tries of the West. One of the hardest lessons, perhaps, that the

Chinese had to learn was that the nations of Europe and America
were her equals, and indeed her superiors in many respects, and must
be treated on terms of equality. It was a long time before they

would receive the ambassadors from the West in any other capacity

than that of tribute bearers. And it is only within the last twenty

years that they have consented to send ambassadors and consuls

abroad to the various governments of the West, and students also to

learn the ways of the West and to study the arts and sciences, the

civil and military institutions, the religious and social customs,—in

* Bead before the Soochow Missionary Association.
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storfc, the principles of that great Christian civilization that now

bids fair to dominate the world in the very near future. But the

fact that they have done this, and have received ambassadors of the

various treaty powers on terras of equality at Peking, and have,

to a large extent, already adopted the great principles of inter-

national law and are entering into the comity of nations, shoAvs

clearly that the pressure that has been brought to bear upon the

government and people by the nations of Europe and America

has not been in vain. China is yielding to this pressure, slowly

but surely.

Among the many ambassadors and government agents sent

abroad by the Chinese government during the last twenty years,

none has been more prominent or exerted a greater influence on

China's foreign relations than Marquis Tseng. The son of Tseng

Kwoh-fan, who was one of the most noted characters in modern

Chinese history, possessed of an aiFable yet firm temperament,

well-informed as to European affairs, conservative yet liberal,

he was trusted by his own government and received with every

mark of respect and courtesy by the govsrnraents to which

he was sent.

After twelve years of acceptable service abroad, his return to

China was looked forward to with considerable interest by the

foreign residents in China, in the hope that he would be able to add

greatly to the momentum of that progress which was already being

manifested in many directions as the result of foreign influence in

China. That he failed to accomplish much in this direction is but

another evidence of the tremendous inertia of Chinese conservatism.

It is a noteworthy fact and a striking illustration of the sublime

sense of superiority that the Chinese feel toward all foreigners that

though Marquis Tseng, while in Europe, cultivated unrestricted

social and visiting relations with his European friends, when he

returned to China all such relations had, for the most part, to cease.

He evidently dai"ed not, or at any rate he did not, risk the adverse

criticisms of his fellow-countrymen by placing himself on terms of

equality with the still despised, though much feai-ed, visitors from

the West.

Still, as a member of the Foreign Office at Peking, his influence

seems to have always been on the side of liberalism and progress.

It was indeed thought, at one time, that there would be a sort of

rivalry between him and Li Hang-chang, the great leader of prog-

ress in China ; that is, that Marquis Tseng would be an opponent

of Li Hung-chang in his projects for the introduction of western

innovations. Marquis Tseng's proposal to restore Chinese rule over

the bit of territory that constitutes the Foreign Settlements of
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Shaiiglmi, and some of the expressions occurring in the article on
the Awakening of China, which he wrote and published in the

Asiatic Quarterly Review, soon after his return to China, seemed
to indicate that the sentiment " China for the Chinese" very strong-

ly controlled his mind and colored his views of China's foreign

relations. Yet in view of the work that he did, and the influence

that he exerted in extending and improving China's foreign rela-

tions, we must unhesitatingly place him among the leaders in the

path of progress that has been so clearly marked out for this great

country by the march of events during the past three decades.

His untimely death last year was a cause of universal regret and
a great loss to the party of progress in this country.

The diary begins abruptly with the first day of the ninth moon
of the fourth year of Kwang Sii, while he was in Peking. He tells

how he wrote a letter in English to a foreign friend to borrow a

telegraph code book in order to learn something of the methods of

sending messages by telegraph. On the second day of the month the

French Minister came to see him, and they had a long conversation,

principally on the difference between the foreign and Chinese cus-

toms in the naming of the different human relationships. It seemed

strange to him that in western countries men and women occupy a

position of equality, and that hence the names for the relationships

beyond the first or second degree are the same for both sexes. He
thinks this must cause a great deal of confusion. He says the

French Minister was greatly surprised when he described to him the

minuteness with which the different relationships are designated in

Chinese.

On the third, two of his ofiicial friends came to visit him and

to condole with him on the miseries in store for him on his long

journey, and the dangers from wind and wave that he would have

to pass through. But he says that while he knew that the journey

was long yet the steamer that would carry him could make a thou-

sand li a day, and he would not be much longer or have a much
harder time in getting to the end of his journey than those oflScials

who were appointed to go to the provinces of Yiinan, Kweichow or

Kansuh. And although there is danger from the winds and waves,

yet the fortune and misfort-une in a man's life are fixed by the decree

of fate, and one can neither run into them or escape from them.
" Since receiving my appointment," he says, " these things have not

troubled me so much as a fear that I shall not be able to properly

perform the duties of the office, and by failure bring disgrace

upon my honored ancestor. Moreover, the former Minister, Mr.

Kwoh, was greatly respected by the people of Europe and [I fear]

that iu becoming bis successor I shall bo found, in comparison
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with liim, very inferior. This is really what I tremble over day

and niglit.

"

On the morning of the fourth, after giving orders to liis servants

to pack his baggage and get everything ready to start, he went

into tlie ancestral hall and bid his deceased ancestors good-bye, after

which he took his family and started on his journey, reaching T'ung--

chow about five o'clock in the evening, where he took a boat for

Tientsin.

He remained some ten days in Tientsin, visiting and receiving

visits from various officials, Chinese and foreign. On one of liis

visits to Li Hung-chang, the latter showed him a letter from i\Ia

Kien-chung from Paris. Ma had been sent to Paris by Li to study,

and this letter was in the form of a report of liis progress and

prospects, although he says that he has been so busy that he liad

not time to make a copy of his diary just then to send to his patron.

Ma tells of the examination that was held in the institution where

he was studying, and the subjects that were given out for essays

to be written by the students. There were eight subjects relating

to international law, treaties, the extension of trade, the differ-

ent systems of government, methods of taxation, &c. Among
other things that Ma tells in his letter, he says that when he first

went to France his belief was that the strength of western countries

lay in their manufacturing skill and their military power. But

after being in Europe awhile and studying the foreign books, he had

come to see that their real strength lay in their protection to

commerce and in retaining the goodwill of the people. Universal

education and representative institutions were also important ele-

ments in the strength of the nations of Europe and America, while

manufacturing skill and military power were of secondary impor-

tance. He had also been led to think before going to Europe that the

governments of the "West were about as good as .governments could be.

But he had come to find that they had many and serious drawbacks.
" England is nominally governed by a Queen and Parliament," he

says, " but the Queen has no other power than the mere empty one

of signing State Papers, and Parliament spends its time in empty

talk, while the real power is in the hands of the Prime Minister and
his Cabinet. America is nominally a Democracy, but in every

election immense sums of money are spent in bribery, the country

is ruled by parties, and an election simply results in exchanging*

one party for another. How can there be good government under

such conditions as these ? The offices in the French government are

supposed to be filled by election from among the people and not to

depend on hereditary titles of nobility, &c. But, with the exception

of a few men of commanding talents, it is next to impossible for one
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who has not some sort of title to nobility to get into any office that

is worth anything."

Tlie ^^iu•quis. in one of tho entries in his dinry, says that as the

Knglish hmguago does not treat tnnch of abstract ideas it is ninch

easier to learn than Chinese 1 But he gives the reason for his

mistake as to abstract ideas in the English language when ho

tells us a little further on that he is not very well acquainted with

English, and -cxhoi'ts liis younger fellow-countrymen to nse all

diligence to acquire a thorough knowledge of that language, as it has

become a necessity in dealing with foreigners.

The diary tells what the Marquis did and said and saw each

day, oven as to the time lie arose every luorning and the time of

retiring at nighr. On tho morning of the lUt,h ho arose at seven

o'clock and found his left ear deaf, and he says he dug and picked

at it a good while. After dinner ho went to call on Mr. Detring,

the Commissioner of Customs, and then went aboard the steamer

Pautah. Several friends came aboard to see him off. Under the

entry for this day, he gives some reasons why the great stone road

between Peking and T'ungchow is allowed to remain in such a bad

condition. He says the ro«ad was relaid in the reign of Tao Kwang,
but in the following years the government was at heavy expense in

putting down the T'ai P'ing rebellion, and recently they have had

the war with the Mohammedans in the north-west, and the Emperor,

out of regard to the people, stopped all ptiblic works so as to lighten

their burdens as much as possible. And besides, great crowds of

people are constantly passing over the road, and any light repairs

would not do any good, and to attempt heavy repairs would neces-

sitate the entire stoppage of the traffic for a long time, wliich would

cause a great deal of inconvenience to those who have to nse the

road.

He reached Shanghai on the 26th of the ninth moon, and

remained there till the 28th of the tenth moon, visiting and re-

ceiving visits and making the necessary preparations for his journey.

He was very ill during three days of his stny in Shanghai. He
reports in substance several conversations that he had with various

foreign and Chinese officials on foreign and Chinese affairs. He
also gives the substance of various letters and official documents that

he wrote in reference to his trip, and to foreign affairs in general.

Among the rest was a letter in reply to a man named Yang Shang-

nung, who had written to him remonstrating with him for having

anything to do with foreigners. His reply says that all those who
want to maintain an exclusive policy and have nothing to do with

the outside world, belong to one or the other of three classes. The
first of these classes consists of those conservative scholars who know
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iiotlnno' beyond Wencliano's [Essays], and who think that since the

time of the Han and the T'sin there has never been any government

worthy of the name. The second class consists of those who for the

sake of notoriety make a pretence of learning and regard for scholarly

attainments, while they are only able to deal in stock arguments

and ready-made phrases (in their pretended opposition to intercourse

with foreigners.) A third class consists of those who, having at

first thought that foreign affairs could be easily managed, and

having failed to accomplish their purposes as they expected, have

turned against the foreigners, and the hatred and envy of their hearts

have found expression in villainous and poisonous language. " But,

however these persons may oppose it, China must have relations

with foreign countries. We have reached a condition of things

that has no precedent in our history. It is the decree of heaven,

and we cannot close our doors and refuse to receive foreigners or

fold our hands and have nothing to do with them. To live away off

in the country, where steam machinery has never been seen or heard

of, and talk in a lofty tone, (about such matteis) any one can do

that. But to come face to face with important affairs and bear the

responsibility of managing them (is a different thing,) and mere

empty talk is of no avail. We ought to study into the condition of

things and learn to adapt ourselves to our circumstances."

He bad many applications for positions on his staff from men
who wanted to take a trip to the foreign countries. But of course

he had to refuse a good many of the applicants. The 9th was the

birthday of his father, but as he was away from home he could not

perform the worship that was due his illustrious ancestor. But on

the next day, which was the birthday of the Empress, he tells us

that he arose at six o'clock, and, after making due preparation by
putting on his official robes, &c., he and one of his secretaries went

into the guest room where he was stopping and performed the proper

obeisance with his face toward the north-west, in honor of the

Empress.

On the 11th, he received a visit from a man named Chang
King-t'ang, who handed him a paper which he had written on the

subject of China's foreign relations, and which is quoted by the

Marquis in his diary, and the most of which he approves. Among
other things, Mr. Chang advocates the policy of cultivating friendly

relations with England as a foil to Russia's designs against China.

Another point that he urges is that foreigners in general ought to

be treated with kindness and respect. He says that during the two

hundred years in which China has had relations with foreign

countries the tendency has been to copy the foreigners' ways, while

the foreigners are treated as the kingdoms of T'sin and Yueh
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treated each other, that is witli suspicion as enemies. " It is on this

account that the foreigners, while more or less divergent among
themselves, even to the extent of downright enmity, yet when they

come to deal with China tliey all unite as one man against her. Wo
can never hope to get their assistance in any time of need if wo
continue to treat them with suspicion and disdain. Of course, if wo
could keep them out of the country our manner toward them would

make but little difference. But as they are right in among us, we
ought to treat them with sincerity and justice, so that they may
have confidence in ns and be ready to help us when we need their

assistance." He adduces Japan as an illustration of his meaning.

Japan, he says, is walking in the steps of the westerns, even to tho

extent of changing her government and her clothes, a most stupid

proceeding, and yet foreigners, while they laugh at the Japanese in

their crude efforts to mimic their ways, are still always ready to

give aid and protection whenever it is needed. He thinks mission-

aries cause more trouble than any other class of foreigners that come
to China. He thinks they ought to be i*equired to take a pass

whenever they go into the interior, and have a responsible official to

accompany them from one town to another, so as to prevent fear and
disturbance among the people. He advocates the establishment of

schools throughout the country to teach Western education, the

employment of foreigners to translate foreign books into Chinese

and the prohibition of the opium trade. In reference to the latter,

he says a good plan is hard to find ; but, as the people from the

West think only about the amount of money to be made, if some
means could be found by which they could make the same amount

of money as they can out of the opium, as, for instance, tea

or silk or mining operations, they might be willing to give up

the opium trade.

In a letter to a French official the Marquis discusses the differ-

ence between China and the West in regard to the relations of men
and women. He says it will be impossible for the wives and

daughters of ambassadors, consuls and other Chinese officials sent to

the countries of the West, to adopt the social customs that obtain

there. "According to the teachings of our Holy Sage," he says,

" men and women do not hand things to each other ; and when a

daughter marries and leaves home and afterward returns to make a

visit, it is improper for her to sit on the same mat or eat out of the

same dish with her brother. A Chinese woman would consider it a

lifelong disgrace to have sat at the same table with a male guest.

Hence it will be necessary to make some regulations in reference to

this matter in connection with tho sending of ambassadors to foreign

countries, so that wives and daughters will not be afraid to accom-
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pany their husbands and father?. Our ladies will only consent to

have social relations with the ladies of foreign countries ; and if

occasion should render it necessary for theoi to see foreign gentle-

men, they will only stand at a distance and make a bow, but will not

consent to shake hands with the gentlemen." He concludes his

letter to the French official by urging him to take steps to have such

regulations drawn up as will be agreeable to all concei'iied, so as to

cultivate friendship and goodwill between the people of China and

western nations.

On the 16th, he records the fact of having given a passport to

his French interpreter to visit Suchow and the region about here.

On the 18th, he had an interview with the American Consul-

General Bailey, in which among other things they discussed the subject

of Chinese music. The Consul was quite surprised to find from the

Marquis's statements that the Chinese had any music worthy the

name, and he got the Marquis to write him out a brief account of

the (Jhinese system of musical notation.

On the 26th, he visited the Eoman Catholic establishment at

Zi Ka Wei, with which he seems to have been very much pleased.

On the 2rth, he went aboard ship with his family and all their

belongings, preparatory to leaving on the morrow. In the entry for

this date he speaks of the controversy he had with the British Consul

Davenport about official etiquette, as to who should call first. He
considered that as Minister he outranked the Consul, and that the

Consul ought therefore to have called on him first. But the Consul

did not view it in this light, and hence neither visited the other,

though all the other Consuls in Shanghai came to call on the Marquis

and he returned their calls.

On the 28th he records his painful parting with his daughter,

who wept sorely at the separation and he could not refrain from

tears himself. Many friends came on board to see him off*. At a

quarter to nine the ship Amazon loosed from her moorings and

started on her long journey. He gives a lengthy description of the

Amazon, size, tonnage, officers and crew, regulations, &c., &c. He
observes that breakfast was provided at a different hour for the

English passengers from that of the rest of the passengers, partly,

no doubt, because the English did not like the French breakfasts,

and partly because they did not rise as early as the rest of the

passengers.

(^To he concluded next montJi.)
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The Rebel Bible,

BY BEV. W. T. A. BARBER, M.A.

GENERATION has passed away since the T'aip'ing name was
a scare aud a terror. We yet find traces of the rebels ia the

memories of middle aged men, who speak of friends and relatives

submerged in the flood of vanished homes and who even now start

up in terror-stricken dreams as sleep annihilates the flight of time;

and sometimes we see traces in their faces, where branded inscrip-

tions defy the rounding years. Rebel coins in daily use, rebel ex-

generals serving as house coolies and rebel ex-privates lording it in

purple and fine linen, mark the grass growing on the grave of rebel

hopes, mercifully allowed to eiface uncanny features of the political

land. The modern missionary knows but little of the rebellion as

a force and factor in life ; he does but vaguely understand that its

battle-cry was a distorted echo of the words of the Bible, and that

the movement had its first rise in a certain amount of religious

enthusiasm, which slowly evaporated until the people were

alienated by the horrors and violences of bandit soldiery. As ia

all such cases, many of these ruffians flocked to the standard for the

sake of what they could steal, while the rebel emperor went his

way of eccentricity or madness to his fall. I had the good fortune

recentl}^ through the kindness of a friend, to see a copy of the Bible

published by the authority of the rebels. Old residents of China

are, many of them, familiar with its contents, but to recent arrivals

some details may be of interest. Circumstances unfortunately

limited my inspection to a single day, and I am thus prevented from

the minuteness and fullness desirable.

The book is published in yellow paper, comprising the Hexa-
teuch under the title ^ S ^ Jg M S §. in six volumes, and

the New Testament under the title ^ S H^ jg 13 ^ Wi^ in eight.

On the title page of each set is the date :<c^5cS^i9^H^!Sf
glj, in which the character for the year is changed from that

accorded it in the Imperial cycle. Then is given a list of publications,

twenty-nine in number, under the literary suj)ervision of two of the

relatives of the rebel emperor, of which the fifth and sixth are the

books under consideration. The text is, I understand, that of

Gutzlafi" ; here aud there are characters changed by pseudo-imperial

prerogative ; one noticeable alteration is the insertion of the

Imperial ^ (I) in all recorded sayings of our Lord. Genesis aud
most of the books of the New Testament are annotated, though

sparingly, each note ending as from the vermilion pencil—Respect

this (^ ^). The main theological point insisted on most strongly is

that Jesus Christ is the Son of God (J: ^ 6^ ic 'f')^ l>nt not God.
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This is asserted with most emphatic iteration,—thus on Mark xii, 30

the note is : **My Great Elder Brother (-j^ 52») clearl}^ declares that

there is only one Supreme Lord (^ •^) ; why then did His disciples

afterwards mistakenly explain that Christ is God ? " In fact, all

the passages in which our Lord speaks of Himself as separate from

the Father, are fastened on to emphasize the fact that He is not

God. This literary logic is supplemented by the practical expe-

rience of the T'aip'ing Emperor during his visits to heaven. The

latter's blasphemous genealogy is given in the note on Hebrews

vii, 1 :
" This Melchisedec was 1. Formerly in heaven the Old

Mother (^ ^) gave birth to m} Elder Brother {-jd^ 52», i.e., Jesus

Christ) and to me and my fellows " Again on Mark xii, 37:

" You are all mistaken in explaining that Christ is God...; before

David my Great Elder Brother came to be born and saw the Lord

(Jl i) addressing him as Great Elder Brother {-j^ 51 ^)- So, too,

I, when 1 was in heaven, saw that in heaven there were God, the

Heavenly Father, the Heavenly Mother (5c # :^ M)' ^J Gr^eat

Elder Brother, the Christ, and my Heavenly Sister-in-law (^ Jt

^ y^). They have now come down to earth (f Xih ^i'6 there still

then Heavenly Father, Heavenly Mother, Heavenly Elder Brother,

Heavenly Sister-in-law (X ^ 5c ^ ^ # 5c 51 ^ *1 ^)?"
The note on John viii, 56 is :

" Before heaven and earth God's

primeval mate {jH^ gfi), that, is, the Heavenly Mother (Jl f^), gave

birth to my Great Elder Brother, therefore he says this."

After a while the Eastern King (^ 3£) appears to be promoted

to a place in the brotherhood with Christ and His chief.

Thus I John v, 7: "The Eastern King is God's beloved Son
with my Great Elder Brother and me, all born of one venerated

mother. Before heaven and earth all three of us were of closest

essence with the Father and the Son (^ -^ — || ^) .... Now
God comes down on the Eastern King and bids the Eastern King
to be the Holy Spirit ; the original function of the Eastern King
is wind, the Paraclete (% ,^ gfl5). The Father knew that in the

New Testament there were many mistakes, so bade the Eastern

King correct them The Son (-j^ ^) came down and revealed

his holy will to me, saying ; ^ ^ (the Siu Ch'uen, household

name of the rebel leader) My uterine brother, henceforth call me
not God (^) ; the Father is God . .

."

A curious and not very intelligible distinction is made between
the two terms used in modern times for the Holy Spirit. On Mark
ii, 12 we find :

" The Holy Spirit (^ jpi}l) is God, dwells (^ g^) on
my Great Elder Brother and also leads my Elder Brother; how
can we deduce that beside this there is a Holy Spirit (^ jjj^) to form
my Elder Brother's body, and beside that again a Holy Spirit
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(S if^), SO as to make three? Amongst them is a Holy Spirit (^
§^), the Eastern King." On John xiv, 17: "The Eastern King,
the Paraclete, is the wind of the Holy Spirit (^ pf 6^ JR). My
Elder Brother foretold to men of earth that they could not receive

because they knew him not, therefore the Eastern King suffered and
ascended to heaven—thus is this fulfilled."

In some of the previous extracts it is difficult to divide betweea
madness and blasphemous fraud. The eye of the ruler is ever open
to find references to himself and his kingdom in the words of

Scripture. Naturally he delights most in the pages of the Revela-

tion. But he early finds his name recorded on the stories of old.

Thus on the setting of the bow in the cloud he remarks, " I am the

sun, lience my name is Hung (^ ^) ; the Father first instituted

this sign to proclaim beforehand that he would send Hung Er (IK

IS H ^ 4)

"

On Matt, xxiv, 29 ('the sun shall be darkened and the moon
shall not give her light') he explains, "I am the sun, and by
coming down as man I have darkened my light ; my wife is the

moon, and in becoming human, gives forth no light." " Heaven has

sent the T'aip'ing soldiers—this is the stars becoming men and

therefore falling from the sky . . .
' all being gathered from the

four quarters of heaven ' is now fulfilled here."

Matt. XXV, 31 is claimed as fulfilled by the rebel court at

Nanking. The peace of Luke ii, 14 is of course T'aip'ing, and the

Sabbath of Mark ii, 29 gives opportunity for pointing out :
" Now

there is the Sabbath of heaven and earth, my Great Elder Brother

has come down to earth to be King."

St. James's quotation in Acts xv, 16 is annotated : " Now God
and Christ have come down to build again God's temple ; this is in

Nanking; our dj'^nasty (3^ 3^ 3*^ -'^i)»
^'^ under heaven, are united in

one and equally pray to the Supreme Lord." On Rev. iii, 12 :
" In

our heavenly dynasty we have the Temple of God the Father, Holy

Spirit and my Great Elder Brother, Christ ; we have engraved

the name of God and the name of Christ on it. The New Jerusalem^

which Cometh out of heaven from my God, is Nanking. This is

fulfilled." On Rev. vi, 12, 13 : "I am the sun, my wife is the

moon ; the turning to darkness and blood obscurely reveals coming

to earth to be men ; the soldiers of our Heavenly Kingdom are the

stars of heaven, their falling to earth darkly reveals their coming

to earth to kill the mandarins (^ the monsters) ; heaven rolled up

as a scroll and the islands moved from their places, obscurely reveals

all under heaven leaving the old and becoming new and all having

supreme peace (^ Z|2). All is fulfilled by the destruction of the

den of thieves and the general slaughter of the mandarins."
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On Rev. ii, 15 :
" God and my Great Elder Brother, come down

and give me the 'Youag King' (the Rebel hen- apparent) to

rule. * All countries turning to God and His Christ ' is making me
and the Young King rule to all ages."

But from so unlimited a field of dark prophecy we must retire

with these few extracts. The T'aip'ing abhorrence of idols is

shown in the note on Rev. ix, 11. "Abaddon is Yen Loh the

monster " (supposed to judge at the gate of hell). Perhaps the most
significant comment of all, coming to us with strange nineteenth-

century echoes of Mahomet and so many who have claimed special

revelations, is on Titus i, 6 (blameless, the husband of one wife)

:

"Now God's will is that big mandarins should not onlv have one

wife (4* ± ^ ^ ^ :^ 1 ^ ;iP ±y
One sometimes wonders what would have been the state of

China to-day had Gordon not checked the T'aip'ing power; certain

it is from these extracts, that if idolatry would have been cast out,

the Christianity replacing it would itself have stood sorely in need

of humility and purity. Perhaps we may not unfairly judge from

what we here see that the movement, with its curious mixture of

fraud and madness, had within itself the seeds of decay.

The Use ofi^> in Prayer.

•^^J^R. BARBER writes in the May Recorder, controverting the

cy^^ opinion expressed by some of the oldest and most ex-

perienced men at the Conference concerning the use of the second

personal pronoun in prayer in Chinese. Though not one of those

whose opinion was asked, I am in entire accord with the opinions

expressed by those who were asked. Mr. Barber should not give

too much weight to the opinion of an English-speaking mandarin.

Men, who, from the stand-point of Christian evangelization, have

made the language and institutions of China the study of their lives,

are much more likely to take a correct view of such a question

than a mandarin who has but a theoretical knowledge of Christian-

ity, and who neither knows nor appreciates the half of all that the

question involves. Even the opinion of a Chinese preacher, to

which Mr. Barber refers, is not by any means conclusive. Chinese

preachers differ on this as on other things. There is, moreover,

a disposition on the part of a good many Chinese preachers to lay

undue stress on such matters. Having conceded to Christianity

sundry indispensable things which off'end Chinese prejudices, they

(unconsciously no doubt) atone for it by making broad their
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phylacteries in rco.ird to loss important matters, and show great zeal

in trying to adapt other things in Christianity to Chinese ideas of

what they onglit to be.

It is indeed true that Chinese etiquette forbids the use of ^
Ni when addressing superiors, but is not true that this etiquetto

prevails universally, or even generally, in the familiar intercourse

of families or intimate friends. In Europe it has always been
impolite to address royal personages by the second personal pro-

noun. It must be, " Your Majesty " or " Sire," etc. Lords and
judges are also addressed in the same way, as "Your Lordship,"
" Your Honor," etc. Tallyrand relates that Napoleon once sharply

reproved a foreign ambassador for addressing him as " You." It

has not, however, been supposed from these facts that the personal

pronoun should be avoided in addressing God, and that He should

be addressed as " Your Majesty," or the Lord Jesus as " Your Lord-

ship." A native preacher, for whom I have much respect, in speak-

ing of the matter, remarked that the avoidance of Ni was essentially

a matter of official etiquette, and that for the same reason that

Ni is avoided f^ is also avoided, and >j» fi^, or some other demean-

ing term, used in its place ; and that consistency would require the

use of >J» 6^ for ^, the reasons being quite as strong in one

case as in the other. The modern practice of sitting during prayer,

introduced into many Churches in the West, and into some in

China, is much more objectionable from the stand-point of Chinese

etiquette than using NL I wonder what the said English-speaking

mandarin would say to this, if his attention were called to it. It

is pretty certain that he would say something rather forcible if

a petitioner before him should draw up a chair and take a seat

in front of him, before beginning his request. There is, I fear,

some danger in these matters of straining at the gnat and

swallowing the camel.

It may seem at first sight that the question is an unimpor-

tant one, in which Christianity can well afford to yield to Chinese

prejudice. Further consideration shows, however, that the question

is one which enters into the vitals of religion, and that the use or

non-use of Ni is likely to have considerable influence on the

character of the Christian Church in China. The avoidance of Ni

is indirect and distant, and requires the use of awkward periphrastic

forms, while the use of Ni is direct and endearing, and is the spon-

taneous language of familiarity and affection. In his intercourse

with God and with Christ the Christian rises to an atmosphere of

affection which the heathen do not understand. The titular forms

of mere politeness are not applicable in our approaches to God.

We are here in a re";iou which makes rules for itself.
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That the use of Ni grates on the ears of uniustructed heathen

is no doubt true, and when conducting services for them it is doubtless

best to avoid the use of Ni, but this proves nothing with regard

to the practice which should prevail in ordinary Christian worship.

Christians cannot afford to hold themselves aloof in the cold embrace

of polite ceremonial forms, but should rather draw near and learn

the dialect of a loving intercourse. 1 have observed for a number

of years that those Chinese Christians, whose religious affections are

strongest, and who are most thoroughly converted from heathenism,

are those who lay the least stress on avoiding the use of Ni in

prayer. A singular fact in this connection is that many who punc-

tiliously avoid the use of Ni in the Lord's prayer, will yet use it

frequently in their own spontaneous prayers. Tliis seems to suggest

that the real inwardness of the thing is something very like Phari-

seeism, otherwise it would seem as if the instinct of politeness would

lead men especially to avoid the use of Ni in their owm language,

while reverence for the Scriptures would lead them to yield the point

in this case, and not to change the very words of the Lord Jesus.

Finally, it should be observed as a general principle, covering

this case together with others more important, that our business

as missionaries is not to adapt Christianity to the Chinese, but by

teaching and reforming the Chinese, adapt them to Christianity. It

is of course a great mistake needlessly to offend national prejudices,

but it is a much greater mistake to suppose that by toning down

the impalatable things in Christianity to suit Chinese prejudices we

are really advancing the cause of truth. It should be observed that

Chinese heathen, especially the educated, who become Christians in

adult years, are not the safest judges as to how Christianity should be

adjusted to Chinese customs. Their heathen ideas and prejudices

are at a maximum, and too often their Christian experience and

spiritual insight are at a minimum. It may be wise to allow the

Chinese considerable liberty at first, but we owe it to the Gospel we

represent to give our own personal influence and example in favor of

reformation and of truth and righteousness. If, on the contrary, we
yield the precedence to our Chinese converts and become their pupils

in all matters concerning their own customs, then the tide of refor-

mation will set the other way. Chinese Christianity will adopt foot-

binding as a Christian custom, marriages will always be celebrated on

lucky days, character paper will be carefully gathered up and burnt,

the ancestral tablets will be kept in their places and honored (by-

and-by perhaps worshipped), and zealous preachers will set forth

Christianity as a revival of the religion of their ancient sages. The
final result in the course of time will be that instead of Christianity

converting China, China will have converted Christianity.

C. W. M.
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Chinese Music.

BY MR. J. W. H. JOHK.

<5r^HE contributions ou the above 8u})ject which appeared some^ mouths ago in Thk Missionary Recorder, dealt with a subject

which is of widespread interest, as it is one so intimately associated

with church life, no less, I imagine, among native Churches than

foreign ones. It is likewise one whose pros and cons may be
considered without the dread of incurring antagonism through run-

ning contra to the existing Oliinese scheme or system, as the "Western

systems have already been adopted either in their entirety or

applied to that of the Chinese. As music cannot be deemed
the proprietary right of any one nation, if defects are discover-

able in certain systems of notation in vogue which by the

incorporation from other systems of that which would remedy or

supply this defect, and which would thus be rendered more serviceable

in advancing psalmody, then such remedial measures should be

introduced.

The discussion of the subject must afford, to missionaries

especially, a topic of great interest ; especially should ones so well

qualified to write as Mrs. Timothy Richard, Mr. Van Aalst and

Rev. W. E. Soothill, etc., continue their labours in this direction.

It affords much amusement to hear some of the older missionaries,

musical ones especially, recount their early experience in matters

affecting the psalmody. One remarked that in the early days of

what is now a very large and flourishing Chinese Church, congre-

gational singing was indeed congregational torture,—when each one

apparently thought that the one thing needful was to produce as

much sound as possible, without regard or reference to his im-

mediate neighbour, and thus giving a somewhat too literal

interpretation to Psalm 98 : 4.

Mrs. Richard dealt mainly with the subject on the lines

pursued by Mr. Van Aalst, but gave in addition several adaptations

of foreign compositions expressed in Chinese notes. And the

selections mentioned by Mr. Soothill in The Recorder will

doubtless be found serviceable for the reasons advanced by him.

There is yet another feature with a view to usefulness and

intelligibility in which this question may be considered, and which

is, I think, worth submitting to the readers of The Recobdkr.

It constitutes a compromise or a nnification of the staff notation

and the sol-fa. "While on one hand this scheme preserves intact

the principles of the old notation, on the other hand it imparts to it

what may be described as the mnemonic feature of the sol-fa

system. Of course, the practicability of the scheme has been
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tested, and has for many years answered all tlio purposes intended,

by a music-publishing firm in England. As may be imagined, it

simplifies wonderfully the reading of the stafi^ notation to one who

is already familiar with the relative sound-values of the sol-fa notes,

which latter are as -easy of acquirement as the relative time-values

of the staff notfes. In this system the sol-fa notes are printed on

those of the staff,—in fact, they form part of the notes themselves.

And it is this unification of notes of two systems to which I desire

to call attention. I am aware that unification or assimilation of

the old and new Western ^^'stetns was easy of accomplishment, as

the principles which underlie both are identical ; and that great

obstacles lie in the way of the adaptation of the staff system to

that of the Chinese. But, if this—"Union System," may it be

called?—were adopted, it would of course be taught by missionaries

who are already acquainted with the principles of the staff notation

;

and there would be perfect agreement in time and tone, if, for

example, the appended tune were sung together by three persons,

one reading the notes as E, G, A, B, etc., and the second reading

them on the principle of the movable do, i.e., la, ray, me, etc., and

the third as E9, JIj K.' X* ^^^- This scheme admits of the intro-

duction of the signs and symbols of the old notation in their

entirety, thus avoiding the necessity for new and arbitrary

symbols. The use of the staff notes in preference to the sol-fa

time signs has advantages which cannot well be ignored. There

are in the sol-fa two conditions of value,—one determines the time,

the other the tone ; while the staff system has the obvious advantage

of both being expressed by the note itself.

The objection of expense may be advanced, but is hardly a

tenable one in view of the legion of wood-carvers all over the

empire, and also of the rapidly multiplying photo-lithographic

establishments in Shanghai. The appended air will serve to

illustrate the system ; and should it in use prove as acceptable an

aid in congregational singing as the unified Western systems proved

to be in the home land (at any rate, in Wales) some years ago,

then the comparatively slight expenditure which would be incurred,

even in casting a complete font, would be amply compensated for

by the increased interest in, and enhanced quality of, the vocal part

of the psalmody. In fact, the only objection that I am aware of

consists in the necessity of writing the Chinese notes in white on

the black notes of the staff, which would be obviated by the casting

of a font, which, of course, should be in large type, at least of the

size of the appended specimen.

Had I not known of the system of unified notes before, Mr.

Soothill's remark on page 223 of The Ebcordbe would have furnish-
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ed the cue for snggesting something of the kind, where, com-

menting upon a statement made by Mr. Van Aalst, " that the

Chinese method of writing in columns would never admit of the

adoption of a stave like ours," Mr. Soothill replies, "Of this I am
not so sure ; though the more satisfactory ])lan would undoubtedly

be the introduction of our symbols along with the staff."

The following air is copied from The Chinesk RECoiiDEB for

July 1890, page 337:—

L.M.

m
-fS^

t^
^m.

_x

iS"-

<s>

iS>-

R5<^

-^>-

<^ utt iS>^ -<^

Airs founded on PenMoniG Scale.

(TKHE accompanying Airs in the Pentatonic Scale have been

W sent to me by the Rev. Walter Louis Taylor (Primitive

Methodist minister), in resi)onse to au appeal by Mr. Curwen in

his short notice of my Paper on Chinese Music in the " Christian

World."

As Mr. Taylor says, there is an unavoidable sameness in tunes

that contain no semi-tones, still we are glad to have these additions

to the limited number of tunes that the Chinese can sing perfectly.

Thinking that other missionaries might also be glad to have

such tunes, I send them to the pages of " The Recordkr."

M. Richard.
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S. M. Taylor
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CoUectMea.

The Divine Name.—

Nor only that one Angel (if we dare
Receive) for "suddenly wan with liim there

A multitude of heavenly ones," who thronjf

Tiie silvery gleam, all singing that same song
Of peace and Love ; all—for our planet's sake-
Praising Eloi.

Tig the Name He spake
In the Aramaic, at His Mother's knee,

In white-walled Nnzureth of Galilee,

Lisping first speech ; and after, on His Cross
;

But we have sore misused, to all men's loss,

The great word " God," speaking the Unspeakable
With daily lips, and doing nowise well

To give thereby parts, passions, qualities

To the All- Being, Who hath none of these

;

Mingling weak mortal thoughts of " Sire " and " King"
In " God the Father ; " and so worshipping

An idol, served with muttered spell and moan,
Baser than brass, and duller than dead stone

;

A graven image of that glorious All

Who hath no form, and Whom His Angels call

By never uttered names, and Whom to see

Not once hath been, and never once shall be
;

Who doth, in universal rule, possess

Majesty, beauty, love, delightfulness
;

The omnipresent, conscious, Joy. 'Twere well

—

If name must be—with Mary's Son to spell

This uuspoiled Word, mystical, free of dread,

Ancient and hallowed ; and by those lips said

Which knew its meaning most, and called " God " so
" Eloi " (in the Highest.)

[Fro))i *' The Light of the World," hy Sir Edwin Arnold.^

Mechanical Praters.—One day when they happened to be

passing a praying-machine set up near a monastery, they saw two

Lamas engaged in a violent quarrel; and, as it appeared, all on ac-

count of their zeal for their prayers. The fact was, that one Lama
had come, and, having set the barrel in motion for his own benefit,

was retiring modestly and complacently to his own abode, when,

happening to turn his head to enjoy the spectacle of the wheel's

pious revolutions, he saw the other Lama stop it and set it

whirling again for himself. Indignant, of course, at this un-

warrantable interference with his own devotions, he ran back, and

in his turn put a stop to his rival's piety; and both of them

continued this kind of demonstration for some time, till at last, losing

patience, they proceeded to menaces, and then to blows, when an old

Lama came out of a neighboring cell and brought the diflSculty to a

peaceful termination by himself twirling the prayer-barrel for the

benefit of both parties.—[^4 French Missionart/.']
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The Chinese Instinct op Material Gain.—During the four

years I have been on the Pacific Coast, 1 have had some two hundred

pupils. Of these, only about a dozen have shown a desire to carry

their education any distance past the rudimentary stage. This is not

because the rest are lazy or stupid, for they are the very reverse. A
more industrious or quicker-minded race do not exist. The pupils

are chiefly household servants and clerks in stores. They make no

matter of coming to school in the evening after a hard day's work
and spending two or three hours at their books ; and the Chinaman

has yet to be found who ean not learn his English alphabet in one

day and be ready the next to read words of a single syllable ! The
whole trouble is that they are apathetic about everything beyond

what they see is going to bring them in some immediate profit, or

make their work-a-day lives a trifle easier. They can find a wider

market for their labor and command better wages if they can speak,

read and write English ; therefore they seek such knowledge. The
idea of learning for learning's own sake, of getting an education for

the fund of internal resources and refined enjoyment it will bring

with it, is furthest from their minds. For centuries their ancestors

have had no higher ambition than the satisfaction of the bodily

wants of the day and the provision of a hole to crawl into at night.

What can be expected of the effect of such sordid influences upon
the thought and character of the present generation ? Impelled by
the instinct of material gain, the Chinaman seeks the school and
begins his studies. His progress is phenomenally rapid up to the

point where mere memorizing ceases and the exercise of the reason-

ing faculty begins. Here he makes his first stumbles. Not that he

does not get along; for his shrewdness at devising expedients is

marvelous. He will surmount difficulties in his own fashion most
cleverly if they lie directly in the path he has fixed his resolve to

travel. In by far the largest number of cases, where they lie out-

side of that straight line, he has no desire to carry his research

further.— [i2eej. W. S. Holt.-\

* » *

Credulity and the Sacred Books.—Meanwhile, however,

through the same perversion of language, the Veda is regarded by
Aryas as the source, not only of such Christian ideas as it has pleased

them to borrow, but of every scientific invention which modern
times have produced. Certain words in the Veda are, in some
mysterious way, found to contain evidence that the steam-engine,

the electric telegragh and all the later inventions were known
and in use in ancient times in India ; and the conclusion is

drawn that India is really indebted to Europe for nothing at all.

Hitherto, though the religious conservation of the people had for
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the most part with5?tood the importation of Cliristian ideas, yet all

the people of India had acknowledged that, in natural science and

in all those conveniences of life which result from it, the English

were far tiieir superiors, and the benefits of their superiority might

be thankfully accepted. But now, the Arya Sainaj has taught that

all scientific knowl«Hl<»e (as well as religious truth) has its source in

the Veda, and that Europeans had soTnehow stolen it therefrom,

while Indians were asleep; but that, now Indians were agiiin awake,

they would take it from the original source, and uo longer be

indebted to Europeans for it.—[Dr. Hooper,]

* m •

A Father op the People.—On the loth instant, the retiring

magistrate, Mr. Loh, with his family, left Shanghai for his native

home in Chekiang on a leave of two raonths. All the prominent

merchants, the gentry of Shanghai and the countrymen and farmers

of the suburban villages, turned out in great crowds to bid him

farewell. On nearly every street tables were set laden with viands

and wine—a sort of parting feast and cup to the departing magistrate.

Incense was burning at every doorway, with people kneeling to in-

voke heavenly blessings on him. The crowd was so dense that the

magistrate had to descend from his chair and walk through the

streets. A great number of people of all classes followed him all

the way from the yamen to the jetty, cheering and calling out his

good deeds. When he arrived at the boat the people and gentry

refused to permit the rope which hitched the boat to the shore to

be untied, until the magistrate took off his boots to be left as a token

of remembrance. The magistrate expressed deep feelings of gratitude

at the popular demonstration, and said that, he only hoped that the

people will keep on virtuous paths, and that all magistrates are good

as long as the people are good. When, at last, the boat moved off

it was far into the night. The distance between the yamen and the

jetty was about one mile, yet it took the magistrate nearly all the

afternoon to walk it, as he had to stop at every table, take a parting

cup and say a few words. There have been no such dtsmonstrations

of love and admiration on the part of the people towards a departing

ruler for many years past.

—

\Hnpao, translated for Tlie Daily News.^

« * *

The Eeal Mahommedanism.—The ground taken by Canon

Taylor and others in favor of Mahommedanism is simply astounding

to men of experience on the field who have come into actual contact

with the practical effects of this debasing religion. It is one thing

to write books on the theoretical aspects of a system, with comfort-

ably slippered feet stretched under one's own desk at home, but

quite another thing to meet that system face to face under foreign
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skies and witness its actual fruits of personal filth, mental sloth

and moral uncleanuess and degradation. We could distinguish a

Mahommedan village at once by its filth, and its people we generally

found more fanatical, more selfish, more sensual and stupid, more

thick-skinned, callous and difficult of approach than others. In short,

the nobler elements of humanity seemed more utterly trodden down
and well-nigh stamped out of existence. There are mineral springs

whose waters possess the singular chemical property of turning into

stone every substance which is long saturated by them ; musses,

plants, however delicate, are petrified. In the same way does the

religion of Islam act upon all that is fair, fine and noble in human
nature when brought thoroughly under its influence.

M Mtmoxiam,

REV. JAMES GILMOUR, M.A.

BY REV. S. E. MEECH.

I have been asked to give some account of the life of our

dear friend, James Gilmour. My first acquaintance with him dates

from September, 1867, when, on returning to college after the long

vacation, I learned that a Scotchman had arrived the day before, and
enquiring for the vacant rooms, had chosen the worst, and was already

installed, knowing that no jane, although from seniority entitled to a pre-

vious choice, would turn him out. Those who knew him well will

recognise in this one of his distinguishing characteristics.

Our brother was born at Cathkin, near Glasgow, Scotland, in

1843. His parents were of the good old God-fearing stock, which,

however, their strictness of life may be condemned in these days, has

produced such men as John Paton of the New Hebrides and James

Gilmour of Mongolia. James was the fourth of five brothers, three of

whom are still living. Of his early life I know but little. From child-

hood he must have exhibited a waywardness and independence which

was no small trouble to his parents. His education was obtained at the

high school in Glasgow, and subsequently at the Glasgow University.

Having obtained his M.A. degree, he spent sometime pursuing his

studies at Edinburgh. He proceeded in 1867 to Cheshunt college near

London, where I first met him.

I have in my mind some reminiscences of the two years of our life

together,—some grave, some gay. Perhaps the latter predominate, as we
were not thrown very much together ; he attending the senior classes

while I was still among the juniors. I remember that at that time he

was fond of finding out new and perhaps strange methods of arousing the

thoughts of men to eternal things. At one time he would walk down the

village street, hat in hand, singing some familiar hymn, in order to gain

the opportunity of speaking to the hearts of men. His independence

of character continued throughout his college course, leading him at times

almost to an Ishmael-like position ; his hand being against every man,
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and every man's hand against him. I am not aware that daring that
period he made any strong friendship. He came to Clieshant as an
accepted student of the London Missionary Society, and before the close

of his two years' coarse was appointed to recommence the work among
the Mongols, which had been in abeyance since 184.'). During his
college studies he obtained all the diatinotiona in the way of class prizes

oi' scholarships open to him.

From Cijeshunt Jarnos Gilmour went for a year's further special

Btndy to the institution at that time maintained by the society for those
on the point of leaving for the foreign field. By this time he was eager
to be at work, and felt the duties and studies imposed on him to be irk-

some. So much was this felt that at one period a collision with the
authorities was the result. With classes of various kinds and the prepara-

tion for them, there was little opportunity for evangelistic work, except
on Sundays. Much of what he really did was known only to himself and
to those for whom he worked. I remember hearing from him incident-

ally of his getting up very early in the morning and going a mile or

two to some of the more frequented thoroughfares, and while the streets

were still quiet writing in large characters on the pavement such words
as " Eternity, Heaven, Hell," having always to be on the watch to escape

the policeman.

In February, 1870, ho sailed for China, reaching Peking the April

following. It had been decided that this place should bo the basis of his

work, thinking that the summer could be spent among the Mongols on
the plains and winter amongst those who visited Peking for government
duty or for business. While still unsettled as to his immediate move-
ments, the Tientsin massacre took place, followed by threats of murdering
the foreigners in Peking. Aboat this time Mr. Gilmour beard of a

favourable opportunity for going to Mongolia in the company of some
Russians. With only a few sentences of Chinese, two of Mongol and
none of Russian, he set out on his journey, first to Kalgan and thence on
to Kiachta. In that town and neighbourhood he spent the remainder of

that year and the following until autumn. Part of his time he spent ia

a Mongol tent, living, eating, sleeping with the natives and acquiring

the language in a thoroughly idiomatic manner. Without books he had
to gather it all by the ear. Towards the end of the time he visited

Solingiusk, near Lake Baikal, the scene of the previous mission of the

London Missionary Society to the Mongols. During this period he

learned to endure hardness. He returned to Peking for the winter of

1871-72 with a good working knowledge of the Mongol language.

From that time until his return to England in 1882 he made annual

visits to the plains, living in his tent, travelling sometimes by canal,

sometimes by bullock carts and once on foot. His journeys took him
over a wide extent of country, starting from Kalgan as a basis. From
the first he made good use of his little knowledge of medicine, a knowl-

edge gathered by observation while spending his winter in Peking and
attending the hospital. His tent was always open to the visitors who
might come, while the Gospel was preached and long conversations and
arguments carried ou. During the winters the gathering places of the

Mongols in Peking were visited. One winter he rented a room in the

Yellow Temple, spending sometime every week amongst those who
occupied the encampment in that neighbourhood. Much of his time, too,

was taken up with the acquisition of the written character and language

until he was able to nse it in composition. His knowledge thu3 gained

was used iu the proparatiou of several tracta aud a catecbiam.
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Meanwhile the study of the Chinese language was carried on,

making Lira the forcible if not elegant speaker we know him to have
been.

In December he was married to a sister of one of the members of his

own mission, a union which lasted for nearly eleven years. His wife

accompanied him during three of his summer journeys. The first was
an exceedingly trying one, owing to ignorance of the requirements for

a lady and consequent lack of preparation of many necessary articles of

food. Mrs. Gilmour acquired a sufficient knowledge of the Mongol
language to be able to converse with the natives, as well as a good
knowledge of the Chinese- Three boys were boru to them, of whom the

youngest died not very long after his mother.

The work of these years shows little result that can be tabulated.

His letters told us of one at least who died in the faith of Jesus, though
unbaptized. The servant who accompanied him in many journeys

became a true believer and has since been baptized. Others indicated

that they were not far from the kingdom of God, though I am sure that

either of those since baptized were the result of Mr. Gilmour's labours.

But if the acquiring, through earnest and self-denying toil, of a good
name for the foreigner and his message is to be accounted a desirable

result, then that has been obtained to no small degree. Certain it is that

those who follow in his footsteps will find the way more open and the

hearts of the people more prepared for the truth by those years of hard toil.

In 1883 he returned to Peking, residing in the west city and
taking charge of the Chinese work during my absence in 1884-85. He
prefaced this, however, by a flying visit to the plains, to confirm the

faith of those whom he thought believers, and say good-bye to them, as

he intended opening up other work to the East. Of his two yeai's ia

Peking much might be said. His preaching in the chapels daily, his

tract distribution and preaching on the street, his placing of his whole
time from six in the morning to ten at night at the disposal of those who
might visit him to read the catechism or the Testament or to hold
religious conversation, his withdrawal from much of the social pleasures

of life,—all these testify to his intense earnestness and whole hearted

giving up of self to the service of God. During his stay in England he
had thrown himself much into the way of the Salvation Army and
caught of their spirit, a spirit which animated him not a little daring
the following years.

In the spring of 1886 our brother left to take up his abode all alone

among the agricultural Mongols to the East of Jehol. He made three

towns his centres, visiting them in rotation. His method of work was at

each place to take a stand on the street, with a supply of medicines,

and spend the day in treating patients and preaching the Gospel ; some-
times to the crowd, sometimes to the individual. After returning to his

inn he was still open to the visits of those who wished to see him. As
time went on and converts were gathered, these evenings were largely

devoted to them. The story of how he found the people in deepest

poverty, produced as it seemed to him by the improper use of God's

gifts in the production of tobacco, opium and spirits, and the stand he

made against these evils, making abstinence from them an essential

before baptism, is known to most of you. He considered that the true

way of setting forth the truth was to come to the people, stand where

they stood. To this end he adopted a poor way of living,—vegetarian-

ism, according to the Chinese type, desiring to be all things to all men.

The solitariness of his positioa there, together with his mode of life,
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told 80 seriously npon his physical and mental condition that a return to

his native land became necessary. This took place, though not before ho
had the joy of baptizing a few in each of the centres. Other and fre-

quent visits were paid to other towns and villages, and especially to

temple gatherings.

His stay in England, whore his whole time was given to the Master's
work, greatly invigorated him. On resuming his duties in Mongolia, ho
changed many of his methods. Vegetarianism was abandoned, total

abstinence was no longer made a sine qun noii of admission to the Church,
the Sunday was taken as a day of re.st and vvorship. Enconrageraeut
came to him from time to time in his work. In the autumn of last year
he was greatly cheered by the arrival of a colleague, who relieved the

loneliness of his previous life and enabled him to enjoy that communion,
socially and in the presence of God, for which he always thirsted.

He left his station to attend the annual meeting of the mission, ou
the 13th of April last. All who saw him on his arrival in Tientsin

rejoiced in the improvement iu his health and speech. He was more like

his old self, and yet it was another self. There was, with much of the

old buoyancy and independence of mind, a mellowness, a consideration for

others, a gentleness, which indicated that the precious years had not been
lived in vain. I look back to those twelve days spent in his society, and my
feeling finds fittest expression in the words, "To him to live was Christ."

"Though in the world yet not of the world." The Tientsin friends

recall the last English sermon he preached with such a directness and
faithfulness as though he might have known it was his last time.

The last service he was permitted to render was the fourth of a
series of evening devotional meetings with the native evangelists

assembled in Tientsin. The last of the series had to be taken by another,

for the fever to which he fell a prey was already on him. There follow-

ed eleven days of partial insensibility, delirium and weakness. His mind
was so clouded by his disease that no word was said of the future, save

once, and that in response to a remark ; he bowed his head, his lip quivered

and tears filled his eyes. On Thursday, May 21st, he closed his eyes, to

open them in glory. And now he stands before the throne, the toil ended,

the victory won. We mourn that his place on earth is vacant, but we
pray that his successor may have a double portion of his spirit, and that

hia death may be life to those for whom he lived.

"WELL DONE, GOOD AND FAITHFUL SERVANT."

BY REV. U. OWEN.

" Good and faithful servant." I like the phrase. It describes

Mr. Gilmonr exactly. He was a good man and a faithful missiouary,

iu the highest sense and in every respect.

First and foremost, he was thoroughly upright, honest to the very

backbone. Ho hated shams and deceptions of all sorts. When ho

spoke he spoke his mind. He said what he thought and thought what

he said. He was just what he appeared to be. No need to press behind

the scenes. You would see there just what you saw iu front. He
never wore two faces. A truer man never breathed.

He was so honest as to be almost rude sometimes, as society calls

rudeness. If he could not say *' yes," he would hold his tongue or say

"no" outright. He would deceive no one with fair words or sham
assents.
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You might accept his word with perfect confidence and trust him
the world over with your most precious things. Get his promise and
you may be absolutely sure of its fulfillment. He carried the same
honesty into his teaching and preaching. He taught what he believed

and nothing else. I remember his saying more than once :
" I want

these people to whom I am preaching to say, by and by when they pass

into the other world, that what I have taught them is true and that

I taught them uothing that is not true." Like Paul he wished to be
*' manifest to every man's conscience." This honesty led him to examine
into his own creed that he might truly say :

" I have believed and there-

fore have I spoken." On one point only did he differ from orthodox
evangelical beliefs. He did not think that those who died without the

knowledge of Christ, or without a fair chance of salvation, were finally

and hopelessly lost. He believed they would have the chance of choosing

between self and Christ in the other world. He rejected altogether the

doctrine of eternal punishment. He did not, however, give these ideas

prominence either in his private conversation or public teaching. Mr.
Gilmour's complete consecration and whole-hearted devotion sufficiently

prove that a man may cherish the "larger hope" and yet be an intensely

earnest missionary.

And how genial he was!—thoroughly good company. Of all the men
I know I would have chosen him as companion for a long journey or a
lonely home. He had lots of fun in him and a good deal of humour.
He liked a joke, and in his yonnger years especially indulged the

liking. Quaint, humorous and witty sayings dropped naturally from
his tongue, and his fingers were clever at bits of innocent mischief.

During the last few years, though he was so intensely in earnest about
the work of God, he never lost his propensity for fun and frolic. It

was natural to him. I met his father in Scotland three years ago,

and, though he was quite an old man, his eye still had fun in it and his

speech was decidedly racy. I saw where my friend got his frolic and
humour. He held it a duty to be cheerful. A Christian should look
happy as well as be happy, should have a happy face as well as a happy
heart. Finding that a lonely life and absorption in work were making
him preternaturally serious, he bought a small hand mirror that he might
look at himself occasionally and smooth down the frowns and wrinkles.

Alongside of this genial fun and frolic lay deep seriousness, ap-

proaching sometimes to melancholy. Life was a great responsibility full

of grave issues. The burden often lay heavy upon him, and he groaned
beneath its weight. The work to which God had called him was graver
still. "Who is sufficient for these things"? Sometimes the pressure

overbore him and he had what he called " an attack of the blues." Thus
burdened himself he had keen sympathy for others. His kind heart was
easily touched by the sight or the tale of another's woe. The eye that

could sparkle with fun could also ruu over with tears. He could rejoice

with those that rejoice and weep with those that weep. In the readiness

and keenness of his sympathies there was a touch of the woman about
him which made him very lovable.

He was a conspicuously able man. Whatever he did he did well.

Like most of his countrymen, he was cautious, looked all round a
thing, thought well about it before making up his mind and then

held firmly to his decision. Cautious and clear-headed, I know no
man on whose judgment I would so willingly rely and to whom I would
so readily go for counsel in difficulty. If he agreed with me, I felt sure

I waa right, but always had misgivings wheu he was on the other aide.
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He was a tower of strength to his friends. He thought clearly and
spoke clearly. It was often an intelleotual treat to listen to his
penetrative exposition of a false view, and his logical, forceful statement
of the true one. His battle axe, though always lovingly wielded.
generally let daylight through somebody or something. His conduct of

our annual meetings this year was a model of good chairmanship. So
genial in manner, so helpful in counsel and so practical in all things, be
won the admiration of us all.

But he was more than able. Ho was original. There was even a
touch of genius about him. Neither his thoughts nor his words flowed
in the ordinary channels, and all he did was characteristic of himself.

No one would ever call him common-place. Those who have heard him
preach know how striking his sermons were, both in matter and
manner. They were generally fresh, always stimulating and helpful.

Even his ordinary talk had a freshness and a sparkle all their own.
And how charmingly he told the story of his liie Among the Mongols /

The book is a model of crisp, forcible, graphic English. The Spectator

lauded it as few books ever have been lauded. The reviewer was weary
and jaded when he took up the book, but he was wide awake before he
had reached the third page. On and on he read, deliglited, fascinated,

forgot self and surroundings, went right off to Mongolia among the

camels and tents, saw and heard everything and never laid the book
down until he had read every word. He was charmed but perplexed.

The book reminded him of something, but of what ? Had he ever met the

author, and were memories of past conversations being brought back to

him? Or had Mr. Gilmour written a book before ? No, neither. What
was it then that haunted him? Suddenly it flashed upon him. It was
recollections of Defoe. The vivid, realistic style had recalled Robinson

Crusoe. This was perhaps as great praise as could be given to any
writer, and it was deserved.

If you have not read the book, read it ; there is a treat in store for

yon. It is a bit of pure, racy, living English, and a wonderfully vivid

picture of Mongol life and manners. The reviewer said he was grateful

to the author for telling only the truth, for if he had told lies he shoald

have equally believed him.

But conspicuous above all other qualities was his devoutness. His
motto was, " This one thing I do." He never tried to serve two masters.

He was too ardent and earnest for such divided service. He threw his

whole soul into his work, doing it with both hands earnestly. He
learned both Mongol and Chinese, and learned both well that he might
the better serve Christ.

Always earnest and hardworking, he became even more earnest after

his visit home in 1882. About that time he experienced a great quickening

and deepening of spiritual life, what is often called a second conversion.

Henceforth he could truly say with Paul, " For me to live is Christ."

He was crucifled to the world and the world was crucified to him. His

spiritual mindedness shone out in all he wrote and did. For three or

four years he read nothing but his Bible and Hymn book and one or two

manuals of devotion. Nor did he care to talk of anything but Christ

and spiritual things. His mind was wholly set on God, and God waa

his exceeding great joy.

" Nearer, my God to thee, uearer to Thee,"

was the cry of his heart during those years. Writing to me at that

time he said, '* I feel Gk)d very near to me and daily growing nearer."
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He was all alone up there in Mongolia, and we who loved him were

often troubled and anxious about him. But he was not alone, for the

Father was with him as He always is with all his faithful servants.

When the streams are dry God leads His lone one to the fountain.

Writing to me about last December he says :
" I am mostly in the light,

sometimes very sweetly, sometimes, however, cold and dark, but I just

hold on, and it is all right. Romans the 8th chap. I find good reading in

dull spiritual weather, and the Psalms, too, are useful. When I feel I

cannot make headway in my devotions, I open up the Psalms and push
out my cause and let myself be carried along in the stream of devotion

v^rhich flows through the whole book. The current always sets towards

God, and in some places it is strong and deep."

Writing last August he said :
" I cannot say that God gives me all

the victories I want, but he keeps me in peace and faith, and that is not a
little thing." But though so near he longed to be uearer. Last February
he wrote :

" How is your soul, brother ? I'll tell you how mine is. Eager
to experience more of the almighty power inworkiug inside. Eager to

be more transformed, less conformed to the world. Eager to touch God
more and have Him touch me more, so that I may feel His touch."

He spent much time in prayer. Morning, noon and night at least

he talked with God. He took everything to God and asked His
guidance in everything. His prayers were veiy simple, just like a
child talking to mother or father, or friend talking familiarly with
friend. Here is a bit from one of his letters. Disappointed regarding
a medical colleague, he wrote :

" Does God not mean to have a medical
man here ? I wonder ! wondering I tell Him as I tell you and try to

leave it with Him, and in a very great part do leave it with Him, too.

It is good to have His calm mercy and help." It was a great privilege

to pray with him. God always seemed so very near, and great spiritual

refreshment followed.

His life was a constant up-looking to God. Writing to a friend

regarding mission work, he says :
" The outward form, shape and sur-

roundings is, however, a smaller thing. If the heart is there and the eye
looking to God's hand as the eyes of a maid servant to the hand of her
mistress, all things will be made clear. The fatal thing is not to be
looking for His direction and guidance." Prayer was the secret of his

strength. Eminently social and sympathetic, he could not have stood

those years of loneliness, but for the sense of the divine presence,

realized through prayer. He walked with God, and therefore was not
alone. It was through prayer, too, that he got such mastery over himself

and held his lower nature iu such complete control. Prayer lifted him
above self and the world and made him sit with Christ in heavenly
places.

It made the other world also very real to him. He endured as

seeing Him who is invisible. Heaven was very near to him, and
he thought of it iu a very familiar way. In a letter written last

December he says"^ "I was much struck by one saying of Mrs.
Booth's,— ' It will not be very different there in heaven to what it

is here.' I guess she is right. I guess there will be difference of

occupations there as here, and I guess that our life here is a training

for the life and work there. Oh ! the mystery. How thin a veil

divides it from us. How well the secret has been kept from of old till

now." In another letter, written last February, he says :
" The world to

come, too, sometimes comes up clear as nob far distant, and the light that

ghiues from that makeii things seem different a good deal."
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What he prayed for, perhapn more constantly and earnestly than any-
thing else, was thut God would use him in the converaion of men. All

through his letters this longing breathes. " God can, he saya, send
showers of blessing as easily as He can send rain. Would that ho may.
The thought that Ho can, comforts me! Blessing or no blessing, though
it is a privilege tlmt He has enabled me to preach Christ far and wide
here. People do understand a great deal of the Gospel, and I believe

there will be a harvest here some day." This passionate yearning for souls

became almost a torture sometimes. In a letter written early last year
he mourned the paucity of conversions, wondered why, feared there

was something in him that hindered, that God had a controversy with
him, etc. I replied urging him to leave results with God ; no human
heart could carry such a burden without breaking. In answer he wrote :

" I know that worry should be an unknown element in a believer's

experience. I am eager to have done with it. I thank Him for much of

its absence. But dissatisfaction with the present state of things is not
worry but legitimate soul longing, and the death of that would be a bad
thing. May you, brother, be blessed in your own soul and in the work
of your hands. I know you pray for us here. Eh mon, if the thing

would move. If the rain would come. As the eyes of servants look unto
the hand of their masters, and the eyes of a maiden unto the hand of

her mistress, so our eyes wait upon the Lord our God, until that He
have mercy upon us. I often read the 123 and 126 Psalms together, and
then I think what would please me best as a master would be to see my
servant going ahead energetically, faithfully and loyally with his work,

not moping about nor downcast. Then is not this what God wants of

us ? So here goes cheerily and trustfully."

But he did not merely pray earnestly for the conversion of men ; he

worked like a giant to convert them. That he might gain readier access

to the hearts and homes of the people, he studied medicine and picked

up enough to treat successfully ordinary cases. His tent with his table

of medicines was to be seen at all the fairs. There he would stand all

day dispensing medicines and preaching Christ. This he did summer
and winter alike, ever working never resting.

His room at the inn was open to all comers with whom he talked

far into the night. During bad weather, when visitors were few and

work on the street impossible, he wrote leaflets and small tracts that

through these he might spread the knowledge of God and His great love.

That he might get still nearer to the people and win them for Christ

he lived, ate and dressed as they did or even in poorer style. He cut

off every luxury and even common comforts, retaining only the bare

necessities of life. Until last year he had not even a hired room, but

occupied such quarters as the common inn could afTord, and there he

shared with his native helper and frequently with one or more enquirers.

His clothes were just those of a mechanic or well-to-do peasant.

And that he might gain the respect and confidence of the people, he

gave up all animal food, even eggs, and became a vegetarian. His diet

was the simpliest possible, consisting of millet, corn-flour, peas, meal

and vermicelli. This he ate in the ordinary public restaurants, the whole

costing him about two pence a day. His circuit was about 100 miles

across, and he made the round in all weathers, hot and cold alike, mostly

on foot, sometimes carrying his own bedding on his shoulders. On such

occasions he had to sleep in the small dirty inns among all sorts and

conditions of men, as the larger inns would not receive him. During
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these journeys he was sometimes exposed to perils of robbers and perils

of floods. He spared himself in nothing, but gave himself wholly to God.

He kept nothing back. All was laid upon the altar. I doubt if even

Paul endured more for Christ than did James Gilmour. I doubt, too,

if Christ ever received from human hands or human heart more loving

devoted service.

The loneliness, the poor food, the hard work, and above all the
" burden of souls," told heavily upon him, and after four years he had to

go home for change and rest. He was weak and worn. But his love

was strong as ever, and in less than twelve months he was back and at

work again. After his return he gave up his vegetarianism and slightly

modified his manner of living in other respects to the great benefit of his

health. He enlarged his reading ; read magazines, newspapers and
current literature. And had his life been spared, I don't think he would
have again practised the old austerities and self-denial. I never saw him
looking better or stronger than he did a fortnight before he died. But
this improvement in health was not due wholly to better food, but

probably still more to the presence of a congenial colleague, Mr. Parker,

who had joined him last November. The Master sent His disciples two
and two ; are we wise or right in ever sending a man or a woman alone ?

Loneliness generally leads to melancholy or madness.

Mr. Gilmour was a determined teetotaller and anti-tobacconist. He
thought the growth of tobacco a sinful waste of land, and the distillation

of whisky a wicked waste of grain, especially among a poor and crowded
people like the Chinese. He looked upon smoking and drinking as

temptations and the fruitful sources of many evils. He also thought it

good that a Christian should forego such useless luxuries, practice a little

self-denial and keep under his body. He therefore made abstinence from

tobacco and alcohol a condition of church fellowship. In deference,

however, to the strong opposition of Dr. Smith, who joined him as medical

colleague for a short time last year, Mr. Gilmour abandoned this rule,

though still urging its observance upon native Christians.

How shall we estimate the value of such a life as Mr. Gilmour's ? He
saw some of its fruit in the souls he brought out of heathen darkness

into the marvellous light of the Gospel of Christ.

Thousands heard from his lips something of the truth as it is in

Jesus, and over large districts he made that great name familiar to the

people. Numbers saw a pure, noble, Christ-like life lived among them.

To all who knew him, and to all who may hear or read of him, he is an
inspiration. This world is the better and brighter for his having lived

in it. Another noble life has been lived here, and another name has been

added to the roll of Christian heroes. We missionaries, especially, may
well be proud of him. Such a life is priceless and will be fruitful for ever.

If any one asks : Would it not have been better if Mr. Gilmour had
taken more care of himself and lived longer? I would answer, I don't

know. His life was beautiful, and I would not alter it if I could. A few

years of such service as he gave Christ are worth a hundred years of

humdrum toil. We need the inspiration of such a life as his. Heaven,

too, is the richer for such a man and such a life. The pearly gates

opened wide, I have no doubt, to receive him. Angels and men gave

him glad welcome, and what a smile would light up the Saviour's face

as he received His faithful servant home.

And he being dead yet speaketh. He says : Be faithful, work hard,

for the night cometh when no man can work. Be earnest, for life is brief;

be ready for life is uncertain.
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But why did God call Him away in the midst of life and work ? I

don't know. Possibly work here is not of such importance as we think.

Or there is more important service elsewhere waiting for such men <Ui

Mr. Gilmour. He has been faithful over a few things ; he has been made
ruler over many things, and has entered into the joy of his Lord.

But who will take his place here ? Who will pity the Mongol in his

darkness and tell him of Christ? We mourn greatly, for we have lost a

dear friend and fellow-worker, whom we honoured and loved. But we
are glad, too. We rejoice in the life he lived, in the work he did, in the

example he left; and we rejoice in the knowledge that he is with Christ,

which is far better. And our prayer is that so far as our brother followed

Christ we may bo able to follow him.

REV. LUTHER HALSEY GULICK, M.D.

[To our brief obituary of last month we add the following froni The
Friend, May, 1891, Honolulu, H. I.]

We hear, with great sorrow, of the death of this dear and honored
brother, April 8th, at the house of his son. Dr. Luther Gulick, at Spring-

field, Mass. He had been, for more than a year, in broken healtli, the

effect of a life of arduous missionary toil in many lands. He was the

oldest child of Rev. Peter J. and Mrs. Fanny H. T. Gulick, born in

Honolulu, June 10, 1828. Graduating from the N. Y. University Medical
College in 1850, and having also taken a theological course and received

ordination in 1851, he sailed, November 18th, from Boston with Rev.

Messrs. Snow and Sturges for the Caroline Islands, via Honolulu. He
had been married, October 29th, to Miss Louisa Lewis of New York City.

After a visit in this his native land, during which he was the chief

organizer of the Hawaiian Mission Children's Society, he left, July 15,

1852, for Ponape, where he began pioneer work with Mr. Sturges, Mr.
Snow being stationed at Kusaie. Mr. and Mrs. Gulick there experienced

many privations, and were active in labors, gaining most important

experience in missionary work and the native character. About 1860

Dr. Gulick joined Rev. Dr. Pierson at Ebon to initiate the mission to the

Marshall Islands. Recuperation being needed, he came with his family to

Honolulu in 1861, going on to the States that year. He at once dis-

tinguished himself by his eloquent and tactful appeals to the Churches,

and was actively employed by the American Board in such work. In the

meantime. Dr. Anderson had visited these Islands and caused th«

organization of the mission on new lines with the Hawaiian Board. By
his recommendation Dr. Gulick was sent for to become Corresponding

Se(Jretary, and entered upon the arduous labors of that office about

the end of 1863. His labors were of the highest value and earned the

most affectionate regard of the native Churches and pastors, as well as of

his brother missionaries. At this time Mr. and Mrs. Gulick began tlie

Kawaiahao Female Seminary, as a small family school on the same

premises, now extended and grown into the present large institution. In

1870 he went to the States and served for a time as one of the District

Secretaries of the American Board. In 1871 he went to Europe to

inauf'urate the missions of the American Board among the Roman Catho-

lic populations. During this time he resided chiefly in Italy, his brotheis

William and Thomas going to Spain, where the former is still laboring.
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In 1874 he was sent upon a tour of inspection to the missions in Northern
and Eastern Turkey and in Bohemia, whence he directly returned to

Boston. The American Bible Society, needing a special agent in Japan,

at once sought for Dr. Gulick, and obtaining his release from the service

of the A. B. C. F. M., sent him to superintend the publication and dis-

tribution of the Scriptures in that empire. To this agency the Bible

Society, after a few years, added a like agency for the Chinese empire.

He then took up his residence in Shanghai, constantly travelling thence

throughout China and Japan, in frequent conference with the missionaries

of all denominations. During later years he also edited The Chinese
Recorder and conducted Sabbath services for the foreign residents of

Shanghai. With this heavy labors he became somewhat prematurely
worn out.

Dr. Gulick had the happiness of seeing two sons in the ministry,—one
a missionary in Japan,—also one daughter in like work. The eldest

daughter is wife to Prof. F. T. Jewett of Oberlin College. Both his

public and his domestic life have always had the most efficient support

from her who now survives to mourn his absence from her side. The
editor of The Friend would add his personal tribute to the both lovely

and noble character of his life-long friend. In childhood he was the

sweetest and most attractive of all our early companions of whom few
survive. As a candidate for missionary life in 1850 his Society was most
cheerful and inspiring. As the worn young pioneer, returning from dark
heathendom in 1861, his visits, while unassuming and full of fraternal

affection, were most stimulating to Christian zeal. A missionary tour

made together around Maui in that year will never be forgotten. We
had hoped once more to welcome our dear brother in Honolulu, but this

was not to be. We devoutly thank our Lord for his many labors and
his noble life.

A Kiukiang Magistrate.

"TTI FEW days since one of our old school girls came from the country

<^^ to revisit the scene of her student life. She saw the wife, and
daughters of the Hsien, who were calling upon us, which led her to

speak of an occurrence in the neighborhood of her home. A man
who had been involved in a quarrel with his neighbors, died after a

short illness, and the magistrate was called upon to investigate the

case. After the Chinese fashion of conducting post mortem examina-

tions, the body was bound up in a bed-quilt and great quantities of

hot water poured over it. This treatment is supposed to bring to the

surface marks of any internal injuries not previously apparent. AVhile

the lengthy investigation was in progress, the chair-bearers of the oificial

made themselves obnoxious to the family by appropriating chickens and

articles of clothing. Certain of his followers were ordered to punish the

offenders, but professed themselves unable to do so. At this the man-

darin suddenly overturned his table, seized a rod and rushed across the

field to apply it in person to the coolies' backs. Such a scampering of

hitherto spell-bound rustics and small children to making way for the

official dignity to unbend ! The coolies were soon overtaken and chastised.

The following is a copy of a proclamation issued without any

solicitations by this magistrate. One of our young men came unexpected-

ly upon it in passing the city gate and took it down :

—
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" A piocljiiuatiou by the uiagistniU'- Cliang, of th*} Teli Hwa district.

Intercourse between foreign countries and Clniia lias existed for a long
time, and so concord and mutual respect ought to be shown. But when a
foreigner walks the road, Chine.se boys are in the habit of speaking evil

words at him. This is because; their fathers and elder brothers do not
give them proper instruction, and they will go to ruin when they become
men. Therefoi-e I warn you to tjike care of your sons. If you do not
take heed, I shall administer punishment to the head man of the family.

Let everyone respect this proclamation."

Notwithstanding his evident appreciation of foreigners, the old

gentleman and liis family are ready to believe the foolish and supersti*

tious stories current with regard to our Catholic contemporaries. On
several occasions he is known to have introduced their shortcomings iu

conversation and apparently given little consideration to extenuating
remarks ottered in reply.

Our official friend visited the Institute one day. He went all over
the buildings, but seemed particularly interested iu the laboratory,

making minute inquiries and laughing heartily over some of the ex-

periments performed for his benetit.

Afterwards he proceeded to the class-rooms where recitations were iu

progress. The rapidity with which difficult problems in algebra were
solved and explained, drew forth many an exclamation of wonder and
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admiration from the demonstrative old gentleman. Before taking his

departure he insisted on being presented to each of the pupils, Avhereupon
they were marshaled into the official presence and ordered to salute; but,

to the astonishment of all, the mandarin himself made a profound obei

sance to every boy, large or small, evidently determined not to be out-

done in politeness.

This magistrate seems to have some idea of the momentous issues

involved in the choice of a life-companion. A young man liad steadily

refused assent to the matrimonial alliance which his natural guardians
had arranged for him. Matters finally approached a crises, when his

life was threatened by exasperated relatives. Having been arrested and
brought before the Hsien's coui't, the youth showed no sign of retreating

from the position he had taken. This occurred just after New Year,
and the official seal had not been opened. " Why are you unwilling to

marry this girl? " said the magistrate. "She will not learn good "—pw
shlo hao—was the reply. Turning to the young man's father, the judge
exclaimed, " Why, how is this ? What sort of a man are you who wants
his son to marry a girl who will not learn the good ! " and with further

words of objurgation and advice, he proceeded to write with his own hand
a bill of divorce, promising to tile the document in the official archives,

and saying that the case was now closed. Whereupon the triumphant
youth and his disconcerted parent were dismissed from the tribunal.

This official displayed remarkal)le promptness and vigilance

during the recent troubles in Kiukiang.

W. H. W.

An Imperial Beeree.

>^^N the 7th of the 5th moon (June 18th) the -following Imperial Decree

<e/ was issued :
—

" The Tsung-li Yameii has memorialized us on the dis-

turbances occurring in the various provinces against (foreign) religious

orders and requested us to order the Governors-General and Governors to

take immediate measures for their suppression, etc. The memorialists

stated that in the 4th moon the churches in Wuhu, in the province of An-
hui, were burned down by evil-disposed persons, and the churches in

Tanyaug (Kiangsu) and in Wusueh (Hupeh) were successively destroyed,

and it was urged that the leaders should be discovered and captured and

stringent preventive means should be taken, etc. That the several nations

are at liberty to promulgate their religions (in China) is set forth in the

treaties, and Imperial Decrees have been granted instructing the various

provinces to give protection at all times. Many years have passed by

and the Chinese and foreigners have lived on friendly terms, llow is

it that lately churches have been burnt and destroyed almost sin)uUaue-

ously? It is certainly strange and astounding. It is only too obvious

that there must be among the evil doers some notoriously de.sperate

characters who secretly plan, dupe, spread rumours and mislead

the minds of the people with the expectation that an opportunity

may occur for plunder. Even the peaceful and good people have

boeu misguided by aud forced to joiu these rogues to aid in creating
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more inomentous results. Unless severe measures are devised to

punish and suppress (these malefactors) how are the laws to b«

upheld and how is the country to onjoy qaiot? Lot the Governors-

General and Govornors of Liang-kiang, Hukuang, Kiangsu, Auhui and
Hnpeh at once command tho civil ami military officials to discover, capture,

try, convict and execute tho loaders of the riots as a warning to others for

the future. Tho religion of the western countries simply admonishes

people to become virtuous, and the native converts are Chinese subjects

under the jurisdiction of tho local officials. The I'oligions and peoples

ought to exist peaceably side by side. The risings (against religious

orders) no doubt took origin from the discontented class, who fabricate

groundless rumours and create disturbance under false pretexts. Such

cunning people are to bo found in every place. Let the Tartar Generals,

Govornors- General and Govornors proclaim and notify tho people never

to listen lightly to floating rumours and recklessly cause troubles. Any
writers of anonymous placards, manufacturing rumours to mislead the

people, are to bo apprehended and severely punished. The local officials

must at all times devise moa.snres for tho protection of the lives and

properties of the merchants and missionaries of the several nations, and

must uot permit criminals to harass and injure them. In case their

precautions are not effectual and disturbances occur, let the high authorities

report the exact state of tho case and have such officials cashiered. Let

the various cases (of riot against foreign churches) in tlie different prov-

inces, still pending settlement, be promptly arranged by the Tartar

Generals, Governors-General and Governors, who are not to allow the

subordinate officials to delay and procrastinate through fear of difficulties.

Let this Decree be known to all. lioBpoct this !

"

IS IT LAWFUL? mandment, and the appearance

To the Editor of of evil in teaching one thing and
" The Chinese Recorder." seemingly doing the opposite, thus

Dear Sir: In my work as putting a stumbling-block in the

colporteur I have often had ^^J ot converts, inquirers and the

applications for books on the heathen.

Lord's Day. I generally refuse, {b.) In favour—It is uot business,

but in cases where the applicant being the Lord's work ; and the

was a traveller or when I myself Saviour's teaching, " It is lawful

have been leaving that place early to do good on the Sabbath Day."

on Monday morning, I have yield- I do»'t wi^'^ to justify my
ed. The question that I wish to actions or initiate a useless dis-

ask through the medium of The cnssion in Thb Recorder, but

Recorder is
:—" Is it according would be very grateful if you

to the spirit of the fourth com- would insert this inquiry and any

mandment so to do?" My own answers, positive and negative, or,

thoughts on the subject are as if too many, samples of each,

follows :— Yours respectful)/,

.(a.) Agaimt'-'Th£ literal com- f • •
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Corrigenda.

Dear Sir : tn my letter to you

(Recordbe for Jane, p. 285, below

the middle) are the following

press errors :—B. S. or B. for B «
(the Hebrew letter aleph indicat-

ing the Sinaitic MS.) or B, each

capital letter without the full point

;

and so in each case where B. or S.

occurs to the end of the page.

The capitals stand for the great

Vatican and Sinaitic MMS. re-

spectively.

A less unhappy slip of your

proof reader is the signature, p. 286,

which should not be M. E. Monle,

but yours faithfully,

G. E. MouLK.

To the, Editor of

" The CHiNKSii Recgudek."

Dear Sib : I shall be much
obliged to you if you will allow me
through the medium of your

columns to thank the medical men
in various parts of China who have

been so very kind as to send me
answers to several questions which

I addressed to them individually

regarding the prevalence of leprosy,

&c., in China. These answers will

be incorporated in a book which I

am now preparing for the press on

leprosy in all its phases, and in

which I have made an attempt to

give some idea of its geographical

distribution in China.

The information sent is, I be-

lieve, valuable. I should be glad,

however, to regard it only as a

nucleus of more detailed informa-

tion, which may be collected and

published in the future. It was

only after giving some attention to

the subject that I became aware

of how very deficient we are in

accurate information regarding the

distribution of this disease in the

largo empire of China. Whilst it

is very common in some parts, it

seems to be very rare in others, and
apparently in some parts is not, or

scarcely, known at all.

What is specially required is

fuller information regarding the

disease in the remote parts of the

empire, and this can be only

furnished by the medical mission-

aries who seem to be doing such

excellent work in these little

known places. It would be particu-

larly interesting to know whether

leprosy prevails amongst the aborig-

ines who live in the mountainous

districts in the interior.

Again expressing my gratitude

to the gentlemen who honoured me
with their letters,

I am,
Yours faithfully,

G. Thin.
LoxNDON, April 3, 1891.

®yxx %m\\ CaJbk.

The St, John's Echo. Published evei'y

month by the students of St. John's

College, Shanghai, 50 cents a year.

We have long felt a peculiar in-

terest in the literary work of am-
bitious young students, and this

specimen of what aspiring genius

can do, appeals to our respect. The
youthful Chinese who have here

wrought their lucubrations into

English, show a commendable de-

gree of zeal and proficiency.

Report of the Alice Memorial Hospital,

Hongkong, in connection with the

Loudon Missionary Society, for the

year 1890. " China Mail " Office.

Report of the Medical Missionary Society

in China, for the year 1890, in charge

of J. G. Kerr, M.D. ; J. M. Swan, M.D.

;

Mary W. Niles, M.D.
Report of the Wesleyan Missionary Hos-
pital at Fatshan, South Cbina, for the

year 1890. Charles Weuyon, M.D., &c.,

Superintendent. Hongkong :
" China

Mail " Office.

Report of the Wuhii Qeneral Hobpital.

Geo. A. Stewart, M.D., Physician in

Charge.
Report of the Mackay Mission Hospital in

Taonsui, Formosa, for 1890. A. Rennie,

M.B., C.Mi, Physician aud Qurgeou in
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Chaixo ; llev. CJ. L. Mackny, D. D.
Tamsui : Tiinj? Sliiuij? Olflco.

The total of now cusoa and return

visits, as given in tlio above hospital

reports, reaches no less a figure

than 105,948. Tliis sum represents

an immense amount of benevolent
Christian work. Our space forbids

extended quotation, but we transfer

to these columns a few sentences

from the pen of Dr. G. L. Mackay,
as follows :

—

"The path of duty in this

matter is so evident that I am
amazed that any one should be un-
der the necessity of having to plead

for medical mission work. Most
assuredly this does not apply in the

remotest degree to Presbyterians in

the dominion of Canada, whoso
liberality and sympathy have helped
and cheered us in fulfilling the

command, ' Heal the sick that are

therein, and say unto them. The
kingdom of God is come nigh unto
you.' It serves to show, though,
that there are still those who do
not grasp in all its literality and
fullness the commission of Him,
who himself ' went about doing
good and healing all that were
oppressed of the devil.' We do
not pretend to be able to cast out
demons, but we do cure multitudes
whose deseases are supposed by all

non-converts here to bo caused by
devils. But then can we alleviate

suffering when engaged e-stablishiug

this kingdom? We have cured

hundreds and relieved thousands
during tho past years, and what we
have done we can do ; and if pro-

gression means anything, can do it

more eflficiently as time rolls on.

The pleasure connected with the

doing of such has to be experienced
in order to be thoroughly under-
stood I have seen statements
about men going through Chinese
towns with Bibles in their hands.

I feel bettor equipped when my
tooth forceps and medicines are not

faraway. The indiscriminate giving
of quinine doses, etc., right and left

to dense crowds, I consider to bo

aotaally injurious ; bat the plan we

have pursued, are pursuing and
intend to pursue, has long ago pro-
duced its own fruits in a better

hiowledgo of the hospital, yrcater
confidence in Weeteni treatment and
higlter respect for the foreigner and
his religion."

Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Ja-
jMn. Vol. XIX. Part I. Yokoliama
& Shaujfhai : Kelly k Walah, Lt.
Marcli, 1891. Price, •2.60.

In a paper by Ilear-Admiral
Belknap on " The Depth of the
Paiific off the East Coast of Japan,"
wo are treated to a resxtmo of facts

brought to light by the deep sea
soundings oftheU. S.S. Tnscarora
and the explorations of other ships.

It has boon a popular belief that
the greatest depths are found in

mid-ocean ; but the evidence shows
that, as a rule, tho deepest water is

found approximately near the land,
whether of continental massor island

isolation. It is now known that a
trough or basin of extraordinary
depth and extent lies along the east

coast of Japan and under the Black
Stream.
Walter Denning discourses ably

on the " Mental Characteristics of

the Japanese." The subject of

ethology, or the science of charac*
ter, is as difHcult as it is important.
It cannot be an easy task to define

national characteristics under any
law of generalization, as the variety

of type is great and our opportuni-
ties of observation are necessarily

confined to a limited area. The first

prominent mental trait brought to

our notice is the precocity of Japan-
ese youths. The young scholar of 12
or 13 is familiar with subjects that

occupy our subtle metaphysicians
with abstract principles and theo-

ries of life. The effervescent poli-

tics of New Japan is a natural

product of adolescent and hair-

brained leadership in journalism
and oratory. " One is sometimes
astounded on being introduced to

individuals who have figured as

journalists and stump-orators to

find that they are of au age when,
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if Englishmen, they would hardly

know whether they had any politi-

cal opinions at all." Utipradlcaliti/,

shown in the distaste that men of

education and refinement entertain

for money-making pursuits, is also

mentioned. The sentiment of an-

cient Japanese society which re-

garded with so much aversion the

merchant, the usurer, the middle-

man, to the level of whose life the

noble samari would rather die tlian

descend, is very far from being ex-

tinct in modern Japan. The levitij

displayed by the Japanese on oc-

casions when a foreigner would be

grave and concerned, and a fickle-

ness—which after all may not be

intrinsic but accidental, incident to

their sudden contact with novel

and distracting conditions—are to

be recognized as traits of national

character. While Mr. Denning re-

jects the idea that the fundamental

ethical notions of the Japanese were

derived from China, he is certain

that Japanese ethics owe much to

that source. The regard in which

the people of Japan hold the person

of their sovereign is supposed by

many to be unique ; but it is a well

known historic fact that extreme

veneration for sovereignty is a

chai'acteristic of nations in the

earlier stages of their development.

We have received by this mail a

copy of a Book for Responsive

Readings in Sabbath services, pre-

pared by Dr. Blodget of Peking.

The title of the book is K^l7lff Tuli

KingWeii (dfc |1 $S %) It begins

with a short introductory service,

abbreviated from the Prayer Book,

but containing the Te Deum, the

Apostles' Creed and the Lord's

Pi-ayer. Following this are seventy

sections for Responsive Readings.
The first section contains the Ten
Commandments, with texts of Scrip-

ture as a preface and a conclusion.

Then come the Psalms in sixty-one

sections. A few of the Psalms,

chiefly imprecatory Psalms, have
been omitted.

After the Psalms are three sec-

tions taken from the Proverbs, three

sections from the Prophecies of

I.saiah and two sections from the

New Testament. These last con-

tain the Beatitudes and other parts

of the Sermon on the Mount; also

the thirteenth chapter of the first

Epistle to the Corinthians and
selected verses, expressive of Grod's

love to man, and of the law of love

which Christ has left to His follow-

ers, all taken from the writings of

the Apostle John.
Following these Responsive Read-

ings are four pages of Scripture

texts on Christian giving, suitable

to be read by the pastor while con-

tributions are taking up. Lastly

are printed forms for the baptism
of adults, the baptism of infants;

for the public profession of their

faith by those who have been
baptized in infancy ; for the ad-

ministration of the Lord's Supper
and for conducting the services at

marriages and funerals. It has

been thought by some that in such

a book the Psalms should give

place to the New Testament. Yet
it should be remembered that the

Psalms are peculiarly adapted to

responsive reading, and that the

Christian Church has always
delighted to pour forth her devo-

tiona in the language of these

sacred writings. The New Testa-

ment is, of course, read by the

pastor in the hearing of the people

each Lord's day.

Chinesische Studien von Friedrish Hirth.
Erster Band. Minchen and Leipzig.

G. Hirth's Verlag. 1890.

This work is the outcome of Dr.
Hirth's researches during the last

ten years. The work is beautifully

printed under his brother's super-

intendence in Munich. It is a

collection of essays, of which
some have been printed before in

the Austrian Oriental Monthly,
in the Proceedings of the Berlin

Geographical Society and that of

the Berlin Anthropological Society,
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a8 also in the Proceedings oi the

Leipzig Geographical Society and
other societies. The author has

treated the History of Ea.stern

Trade and of the Chinese
Porcehiin Iiidnstry in the Middle
Ages. He lias written on the his-

tory of glass and paper in China.
His researches on the trade of the

Roman empire with China are

well known, and he has unearthed
from the rich Chitiose annals much
Iiidden information upon it. He
has made it clear that the city

An-tu was Antioch, and in regard
to the knowledge of the Roman
empire, pog.sessed by the Chinese in

the first centuries of the ChristiaTi

era, he has industriously collected

many interesting fact?.

Chinese history has always been
made by daily additions of facts

which were at the time important,
and were collected in all parts of

the empire by official persons.

These facts found their way to the
capital in memorials and appendices
to memorials. Of course subsequent
research may always be expected

by hunting in such materials to

discover interesting things, though
unfortunately a vast quantity of

useful information has been lost,

because Chinese hiutoriuus failed

to see its importance, liisturiefl

are made by commissionH under the

lead of some one eminent scholar.

Formerly they were made as the

result of private enterprise by
historians who had access to official

documents. These histories are

the best in regard to style, but like

the other histories, oruissions are

the great evil, and subsequently the

student comes to them too often in

vain for the information sought.
Notwithstanding this, much in the
way of solid additions to our
knowledge can be obtained from
the Chinese annals, imperfect as
they arc.

The Jesuits extracted something
from Chinese history, but they left

very much unexplored. It is snr-

prising, for instance, how little they
knew of the history of Buddhism
and Taoism. So in regard to

Chinese art they did not attempt to

penetrate into its origin and prog-
ress. Here Dr. Hirth has done
well in searching into the subject

of porcelain, in order to 8tip[)lemeut

what Juliet) and others had done
on this subject.

J. Edkins.

C^tritarlal Cnmmciit.
Dk. .JuiiN 0. KUKR, of the Presbyterian

Canton liospitiil, liiis luldressed aii appeal

to mi8.>iionury societies for aid in pro-

viding an asylum for the iiisniie of

Ciiinn. This movement was really in-

nugurated at llie Shanghai Medical

Conference last May. It is believed that

such a scheme of practical benevolence

will be received with favor by men who

are not greatly impressetf with ilirect

melliods of Christian work. We are thu s

reminded of the fact that modern mis-

siojiary effort takes iu the entire circum-

ference of human want.

Amekica and Australia repel the

Chiueiie from their coasts because they are

afraid of competition in the labor market.

It is undoubtedly true that the merchautti

of China have exiiibited great cajJHcity

for wide and far-naching commercial

combinations, that the more intelligent

classes of her people are rapidly learning

our methods and will gonn be formidable

rivals in every industrial pursuit. We
of the West have pressed them into the

(luicksfep of modern progress. They are

the veritablo English of the East, presa-

iiig forward everywhere and pushing out

weaker races. Is it well to adopt a policy

of repulsion ? It will be hard lo suppress

the eastern gianU While seeking to

regulate immigration, a wise statesman-

ship will cultivate the means and the

ends of riciprooity.
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It Las been the boast of M. Renan fcliat

writing was iiuknowu in the pre-Abra-

hamic times. On the contrary, Prof.

Sayce, a recognized authority, has

affirmed that at least a century before

the exodus active literary intercourse

was going on over a large part of the

world; that there were libraries and

schools ; and that the language of Baby-

lonia was that of diplomacy among the

nations. Dr. William Galloway, in his

Philosophy of Creation, seems to show

that writing is contemporaneous with the

human race. Assyriology tells of kings

and conquerors who wrote their achieve-

ments on the rock-ribbed mountains.

Ewald affirms that " long before Moses,

Semitic was in use in the nation of Israel,

and that Moses availed himself of it for

the service of the nation is now scientifi-

cally established." All this has a practi-

cal bearing on the Pentateuchal question,

and is not without meaning to scholars in

the Asiatic languages.

The partition of Africa among civilized

nations is a leading event of the last half

of the I9th century. It is a hopeful sign

that this has been accomplished almost

wholly without bloodshed. How great the

contrast in this respect with the conquest

of America ! Europeans fought with the

natives and with each other for possession

of coveted territories in the New World,

and in many instances the warfare was
fierce and sanguinary. But the division

of Africa among the enlightened powers

is tile result, for the most part, of peace-

ful methods. Something new in diplomat-

ic history has also been achieved, for

political and commercial questions are

enlarged to embrace sucli moral and

religious features as the protection of the

natives, the restriction of the sale of

firearms and of the introduction of

intoxicating liquors,—but limited ad-

vance, however, has been made in this

latter regard,—Ihe guarantee of liberty

for all forms of worship and of protection

to missionaries. Verily, the world does

move.

We have received inquiries from differ-

ent sources as to what steps have
been taken by the committees appointed

by the late Coufereuoe to cajrry out the

terms of the resolution dealing with

annotation. It is understood that noth-

ing definite has yet been accomplished.

The difficulties of the situation are very

great. To arrange preliminaries for the

work of translation is a matter of first

importance, and it necessarily involves

some delay. When the task of preparing

a Union Bible shall have been fairly

taken in hand, doubtless time and

opportunity will be found for a beginning

on the annotated Scriptures. It should

be remembered that those who are set

apart for the undertaking are busy men,

and they cannot readily assume extra-

ordinary labors. Many things have to

be done by correspondence, and the

process is a slow and difficult one. The

hope is here expressed that no extem-

porized scheme, hastily devised to meet

a supposed emergency, will be accepted

by missionaries. To present Divine truth

in a way that shall best cope with the

ignorance and prejudice of heathenism,

and at the same time deal fairly with the

denominational views represented in

China, requires large contribution from

the best sources at command. Fentina

lente should be the motto of all con-

cerned.

In preaching the Gospel, alike to

untaught heathen and to nominal Chris-

tians, great prominence should be given

to that fundamental element of revealed

religion,—the doctrine of regeneration.

The preacher can have no doubt as to the

Divine authenticity of his message ; but

it may be a source of satisfaction to know

and a confirmation of faith to believe

that it rests on a scientific basis. In the

realm of vital and animate nature, first

forms of life are rarely complete forms.

Embryonic existence, vital seed, are only

the possibilities of larger life ; and so the

intellectual, social and religious nature

of a man, at first within very narrow

limits, must undergo quickening impulses

from the touch of another spirit. As one

writer says :
" A first form of life and a

second form of life, a first birth and a

second birth, a first kingdom with a low

and limited range of vital correspondence

and a second kingdom with a higher and

wider range of vital correspondence, are

common facts in nature." Man in his
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natural state nveda a qiiiukuuiug cuntuct

witli tlio nmu from lieaven Injfore \w cnii

leceivo the tliiuga of the Spirit and enter

tiie kiiifj^doiii of Qud. It iti in entire

ugreenieiit witii u huv of nature and witli

the otorual tittieus of things when Ciirid-

tiauity atiiruiH tliat a man must bo born

from above. How many of our CliiucHe

oouvorta oxperieuco a ulinn^e of )ieart ?

Do tliey show evidence of regenerate

character ? How far may we, in tlie

work of evangelism, depend on a mere
process of education ? These are quos-

tions well worth pondering.

Thkrk is one peculiarity about a
recent phase of the opium controversy iu

England that deserves a passing notice.

Offensive epithets were freely spent upou
100 members of Parliament who followed

the gallant leadership of Sir J. Pease in

scoring a vote expressing an opinion that
" the system by which the Indian opium
revenue is raised is morally indefensi'

ble,"—such as "geese," "childish,"

" vicarious virtue," " hypocrisy," &c. It

would seem rather late in the day to

ignore the fact that the conscieuce of a

ualiou cau be aroused, and that there is

such a thing as moral stamina among
the people. Those who regard witli

skepticism the idea that men cannot be

guided by moral convictions, and tliat,

where a question of right or wrong is

insisted upon, the opinion or action

represents only a cheap form of virtue,

would do well to remember how, in 1833,

Knglishmen of all classes and parties

cheerfully agreed to nvise a loan of

dK20,000,000 for compensating the slave

owners in West Indies, so that national

complicity with the curse of slavery

should at once and forever cease.

Thk Viceroy at Nanking issued, early

iu the month of June, a strong proclama-

tion against the Kolao Hui, threatening

death to all members who did not at once

renounce their connection with that se-

cret society. Although it has been aflirm-

ed on Chinese authority tlitit eight-tenths

of t|ie vice-regal army are in league with

the prohibited order, there is no con-

clusive evidence that such is the case.

The Kolao Hui, orii^inally a benevolent

military organ i/.ation, is uow thought tu

be a r«-production of the old Taiping

rebellion, having for its pritue object Um
expulsion of the Matichus. The progruujiiMS

calls for a decisive movement Hgaiiut

French Catholics, iu the hope of invoiv*

ing the government in serious com.
plications with a foreign power, when the

long sought opportunity of bringing in a
native dynasty may present itself. It is

possible that the steps receutly taken

were premature, hastened, as they appar-

ently have been, by the action of the

Viceroy in refusing to pension a large

number of hangers-on who had been

retained at enormous expense by bis

predecessor in ottice. Popular superstition

and ignorance are skilfully played upon

by designing men. For example : at a

town on the Grand Canal the mob car-

ried about the bodies of children with

mutilations, which they declared were the

work of Europeans. Placards were posted

up in the vicinity of Chinkiang, informing

the people that a number of kerosene oil

tins had been dui; up on the premises of

the Komnn Catholic Mission at Tanynng,

and that on the tins being opened it was

found they contained the bodies of

Chinese children with their eyes and
hearts missing. iSimilar stories were freely

circulated at Ichang. Whatever may be

said about our Catholic friends being

primarily involved, it is evident that

Protestant missions in the Yangtsze

valley are, or have been, seriously

menaced.

A writer iu one of the Shanghai daily

papers suggests that " some of our riverine

troubles have been augmented, if not

actually commenced, because missionaries

and their fnmilies left their homes."

—

thereby showing a sign of retreat M'hich

had the etfect of arousing the cowardly

spirit of the populace into action. We
know of no instance where trouble has

originated in that way; and it should be

reconled tor all time that our mission-

aries, with rare if any exception, have
exhibited courage and presence of mind
in the face of danger. Even where

ladies have tied to Shanghai or other

places of refuge, it has been because their

homes were actually destroyed, or lie-

cause of positive intimations either from

their Consuls, the captain of some gun-

boat, or the Chinese authorities.
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The outrage at Wusueh was relieved

bomewhat by the kindly act of a native

woman who took charge of a foreign

infant and prevented its being liurt, and

by the friendliness of several Chinamen

in the mob, who, under pretence of doing

violence to the ladies, really shielded

them from blows and assisted them to

places of safety. It is more and more

evident that, on the part of many of the

rioters, there has been only a pretended

quarrel with Christian missions, their

objr^ct being disorder and plunder. The
Taotai at Shanghai has shown great

vigor in his preparations for any possible

emergency, and the two Viceroys have

adopted a policy of severe repression.

The Emperor's edict touching current

troubles is inspiration to all who believe

in a providential ordering of events. It

is a distinct recognition of Christianity;

more than that, it gives assurance of

protection to missionaries and native

converts. We may not easily grasp the

far-reaching importance of this pronuu-

ciamento from the Dragon Throne.

While it is probably true that imperial

authority lias been weakened by the

recent inauguration of economic measures

and the growth of a disloyal element,

there is abundant room for congratula-

tion that the times have so far changed

that the issuance of such a stato paper is

possible in China.

Iltissinnarg lottos.

—At the London iSocial Union month-
ly meeting the Rev. A. Sowerby of
Shansi, speaking on '' Social Life in

China," made the astonishing statement
that eight out of every ten women in the
province where he had been laboring,
were addicted to opium smoking.
—Japan can boast of a village of total

abstainers ; the people of Gojomura,
Yasugori, of Omi, having united in a
determination to abstain from saki in the
future. This vow they have kept since

the New Year, and each house now has
a board on the door with the inscrip-

tion, " Frugal in all things, liquors pro-
liibited."

—At a recent meeting of the Missionary
Board of the Canadian Methodist Episco-
pal Clmrch, it was resolved to commence
a mission in China. A batch of mission-
aries, including evangelists and medical
men, has been appointed, with the Rev.
Dr. Hart as superintendent. The long
experience of Dr. Hart as Chinese mis-
sionary ill connection with the Methoiiist
Episcopal Church, makes him a suitable
person for such an onerous position.

—We regret to learn, says the Chris-
tiaitr, that early in March Mr. Stanley
Smith, ot the C. I. M.. well known as one
of "The Cambridge Sovou," resident at
Lu-ch'eng, Shansi, lost his beloved wife
by death from tyiiliu;-. Both were low in

health, and purpc-jd cuniiiL; home for

rest and change. \rr>. Smith was former,
ly a Miss ReuUr. and entered upon
mission work in China in 1886. Much
sympathy is felt for the bereaved hus-
band, who is kit with a little one about
ouo year old.

—At the Columbian Exposition there
is to be a missionary exhibit. The cir-

cumstances of missionary effort and its

obstacles are to be re|>roduoed by paint-
ings, photographs and models. The
various societies will send photographs of
their agents and their mission premises.
The printing and Bible societies will

furnish specimens from their presses.

This department will afford in half an
hour a more vivid conception of the
relations of the Gospel to heathenism
than could be acquired from books in
a year.

—The excellent work of Miss Dr.
Hoag, in the liospital for women and
children at Ciiinkiang, is milking a pro-
found impression on the native population.
A subscription list, recently circulated
among the Chinese and headed by the
wife of the Taotai for the benefit of the
institution, realized the sum of $200.
—A great revival movement has taken

place in the Baptist Mission at Ongole,
India, among the Telegus, at the close of
vvliich 1671 were baptized. The remark-
able statement is made that in exactly
three hours and five minutes two native
preachers immersed 1065 persons, while
Revs. Clougli and Johnson immersed 606
in one hour and twenty minutes.
—The Rev. H. V. Noyes, of Canton,

tells us that whereas some years ago it

took him three weeks to make the tour
of out-stations under his charge at a cost

of $20, now, by means of steam launches
towing passenger boats, he can, if

desirable, make the same trip in a few
dsiys and at a cost of less than $5.00.

Tlub is u guud illustration of tho prugrubd
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uow being made in China on lines that

are helpful to the Tnissiormry euterpriHo.

—Arclidoacon Moiilo lina been addrpH«-

ing IttiRO nioetin^fs in Kngland, nnd Ims

sncoeodod in ftwakening nmoli intoroBt in

the Btory «>f I'in thirty yonrs' oxpciioiicc

of missionary work in Ciiina. Ho made
the effective point in liis Cumliridgo

address tliat ho had left " with perfect

confidence " his work among the people

of Shangimi in the hands of three yonng
native pastors, who are practically

unsuperiutended. A book from the hand
of the Archdeacon, entitled "Old Cliina

and New," has just been issued.

—The "short cut" movement, of

which we have several conspicuous

examples in China, has extended to Japan.

Native Presbyterians of Tokyo have

oome to the conclusion that the work in

their care requires not only nil the men
who can take the full theological course,

but also those who, becutisc of age and
poverty, are unable to secure such
advantage and yet have in them the

possibility of usefulness. Accordingly,

of their own free will, they have opened

a school for evangelists, in which there

are already between thirty nnd forty

men studying the Bible and seeking

instruction to fit them for the work of

preaching to the common people.

—Some friends returning to China and
Japan in the S. S "Gaelic" were very

pleased to find among the Chinese

Bteenige passengers returning to the

province of Cuutou, a number of native

Christians,—ten from the State of

California and three from other States.

Two of the number were native pastors,

and led by them, the Christians on board
held meetings among their fellow-country.

men. The addresses were earnest and
faithful and wore listened to attentively

by a number of the passengers. Their
foreign brethren on board were cheered
and filled with thankfulness, at witnessing
such bright testimony and aggressive work
amongst passengers who were generally
unsympathetic, if not openly hostile.

— J. H. McCartney, M.D., a young
physician recently arrived in Cimngking
to i*einforce the West China Methodist
Episcopal Mission, writes thus in a
private letter to the editor :

—

" I like Chungking more and more
every day, and find myself every day
growing more and more busy. I have
been pressed into the service long be
fore 1 was prepared, but if it is the will

of my Heavenly Father that Euch should
be, I am ready. About six weeks after

we reached here, I went with Kev. Lewis
for a ten days' tramp into the country. 1

took medicines with me, and wherever
we stopped I administered to the wants
of the people.

" I saw as high as tiro handred patients

in one day. In fact, almost all the time

was given up to the healing of the sick.

Not long after we returned, I had a case

in the country about '."0 U away. To
make this trip we were fumished with

horses to ri<le and all our expenses, be-

sides a present of ten taels. We stayed

in this place one day, at the reque«l of

the man whom wo went to see, and saw

all who presented themsolTes for treat-

ment.
" I am surprised at the readiness with

which I am received into the families of

the better class. I have had two very

difficult and snccessful operations upon

ladies of this class. The operations be-

ing done in their own homes.
" I did the first cataract operation ever

done in Chungking, abont three weeks

ago. 'I'lie man has returned home with

his sight restored. I average from seven,

ty to einhly patients every day at the

dispensary. We are building a new
hospital and opium refuge; the former

to be constructed on the pavilion plan,

with two brick wards, one for females

and,one for males,"

—Kev. .T. B. Thompson writes as

follows of the American Board's Shansi

Mission :

—

" This mission has two stations—T'aiku

and F&ncho Fu. It has been decided to

occupy Wen Shui also, but the magistrate

at the latter place privately forbad

his people to rent to a foreigner. ,At

present the place is worked from Fencho
Fu. The mission staff has been gradu-

ally growing larger. There are now six

male missionaries, including two physi-

cians, five married ladies and two young
ladies, preparing to engage in school

work and in work among the women.
Two other families are expected out next
fall, and others are booked to come in

1892. There is an interesting boys' school

at T'aiku, and it is hoped to have another
800U at Feucho Fu. The Chinese
appreciate good educational work, and
the mission is feeling the importance of

putting forth more effort in this direc-

tion. It is to be hoped that there will

yet be a pretty general effort made to

plant Christian schools all over China.

It is a very effectual way of winning the

confidence of the Chinese. The Sunday
audiences arc good, and there are a few
regular attendants ; but on the whole it

is still a day of small things. We pray
and watch and work ; and what if

people do not crowd into the Church as

doves tlock to their windows ? We mast
simply go on sowing beside all waters,
and by and by the rich harvest will come.
Rome was not built in a day, and it was
not converted in a day, either. A nuui
has recently been baptized who girrt
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promise of considerable usefulness ; but
such promises often go unfulfilled."

—In a letter to a friend in this city,

Rev, D. N. Lyon, of Soochow, says :

—

"No outbreak has occi;rred here tlius

far. The officials seem to be vigilant

;

several arrests have been made for
riotous talk. Guards are stationed at all

the chapels. My chapel at the Chang-
mai was stoned and a hole broken through
the wall. The timely arrival of the mag-
istrate prevented it going any further.
I have just given orders to have the
damages repaired with a view to pre-
senting my bill to the magistrate after-
wards. I expect to stay and see the end,
which I hope will be a peaceful one.
We hear a good deal of the Kolao Hul.
And the officials seem apprehensive that
there will be rebellion and revolution.

" Anything like an attempt on the part
of foreign gun-boats to redress griev-
ances, would probably be the signal for
general slaughter of the foreigners who
are scattered through the interior. I
should hope that the naval commanders
would confine themselves to pyrotechnic
display, and not use shot and shell until
they are sure of the support of home
governments. If the object of these riots
is to embroil China with foreign powers,
then the latter should consider well
whether they should espouse the cause of
the assassin, as against the constituted
authoxities. The present government is

perhaps as good as the Kolao Hui could
give us, so we will pray that peace may
continue,"

—Rev. J. C. Ferguson, President of
Nanking University, read a very interest.
ing and able report of the institution
under his charge at the late session of
the Central China Mission of the
Methodist Episcopal Church. By per-
mission we give a brief extract :

—

"We notice with much satisfaction the
general advance in the higher education
in our immediate vicinity. The Tung,
wen Kwan connected with the Arsenal,
and tlie school connected with the For-
eign Office, have been seeking to make
their instruction more thoroumh and to
provide more accomplished teachers. A
private school for instruction in English
and mathematics was opened by an
accomplished Chinese gentleman a
graduate of the Peking Tung-wen Kwan,
and attracted many students, until the
teacher was called to a higher position.
Extensive buildings, including foreign
residences, are now being erected near
the steamer landing for the new Naval
College, which is to be called ' Shui Sz
Hio T'ang.' Not only, however, in our
immediate vicinity has general advance
been made, but throughout China the
year has beeei one of unusual activity
and- progn-esu, The organization of the

practical educators of China into the
Educational Association and the action
of the General Missionary Conference in

entrusting to its care the translation of
the text books and all other matters
affecting the progress of education in

China, herald a new era. We nmy now
be sure of more and better translations
of scientific works, and may also hope
for something approaching uniformity in

scientific terminology. Another most
favorable sign is the increased confidence
which is being placed in young men who
have been educated in foreign countries.
Tlie former distrust, which was so dis-

cournging to persons who had hoped so

much for these young men, is now being
replaced by respect. Several of these

gentlemen are now serving in high and
important positions, leflecting credit on
their training iind helping to establish

better relations between their native land
and the outside world."
—Bishop Goodsell, of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, while making official

visits to missions in China, Corea and
Japan, is writing a series of articles for
the New York Christian Advocate. From
the first of these we excerpt the follow-
ing:—

" A very notable man is with us, whom
I have found to be a mine of information.
This is the Rev. Dr. Guido F. Verbeck,
for thirty years a missionary of the Re-
formed (Dutch) Church in Japan. He is

one of the first of living Japanese schol-

ars, and spenks Japanese so well that an
educated Japanese gentleman told me
that he was more a master of it than he
was himself. After two yeai's' absence
he returns to his field. The work he has
done for the Japanese government for

seventeen years must make him a man of
wide influence, with easy access to the
highest circles. His name is in the list

of the official translators of the Code
Napoleon, now adapted to -and obligatory
on the Japanese. From him I gained
most valuable suggestions and informa-
tion. He speaks highly of our work and
workers in Japan, and is charmingly
communicative. I had the pleasure of
seeing his decoration given by the Em-
peror for services to the Japanese Senate.
It is of the third class of the (Jrder of
the Rising Sun, and is, I believe, the
second given to a foreigner. It is a liean-

tiful jewel of enameled gold, with a
ruby in the centre. Dr. Verbeck has
also written a History of Missions in
Japan, and has contributed extensively
to the grammatical study of the Japanese
language, and has translated the Psalms.
Born in Holland of German parents, he
was educated among the Moravians in a
school where German, French, English
and Dutch were spoken for a day at a
time successively, and so he grew up to
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Ilia polyglot tendeiiciea natiirallj-. Ifc hns
boen plensant to soo him talk in Japaiios6

aa lio promenaded tlio dock with the
Japanese young uiou, and a moniont
after hear him rolling out German gut-
turals in the company of our one German
lady paaseuger. Dr. Verbock does bet.

ter than Von Moltke, of whom it was
said :

' He is silent in five languages.'

My fellow-traveller is instructive and
companionable in six !

" I rejoice much also in the fraternal

intercourse granted me by the presence,

on their retiirn to mission work in Soo-
chow, of the Rev. A. I*. Parker and wifo,

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
How could one have a better help and
opening of doors to Japan and China
than in the long conversations with these
eminent and consecrated servants of the
Master? They have greatly enriched me
by their glad communicativeness."
—A treaty has boen negotiated

between the Emperor of Japan and the

Hawaiian government for the unrestricted

immigration of Japanese subjects into

the Hawaiian kingdom. Special induce-
ments are offered to Japanese coolies and
farmers, a free passage to the islands,

exemption from taxation and a bounty of

seventy-five Mexican dollars given to

each bona fide imniigrant. The tirst

steamer, carrying 1000 farmers, sailed

for Honolulu February 27. This move-
ment will be the occasion of renewed and
old-time missionary activity in the

Sandwich Islands.

—Mr. W. S. Caiue, of England, has
returned from his tour through India,

impressed with the temperance zeal

that is aflame throughout the southern
part of that country. A powerful
propaganda of total abstinence principles

has been set on foot, the chief apostle

being a Hindu ascetic, who has exchanged
religious contemplation for this more
useful work, and promises in his way to

be as successful in effecting conversions

to temperance as Xavier was iu promoting
Christianity in India. In all directions

guilds and castes are exacting the total

abstinence pledge from their members.
The movement has brought together

adherents of opposing religions, and
everything proves the remarkable
progress already made.
—There is a Leper Asylum at Alniora,

India, with 112 inmates. Of the number,
79 are Christians, ail of whom have
embraced Christianity since entering this

refuge for the unfortunate. An affecting

incident was the recent communiou
service, when 33 of these our deeply,

afflicted brethren and tisters in Christ

surrounded the table of the Lord to

commemorate His love. So helpless were

their state that they could uot take the

bread in their handn, for titpy had none;
but with (heir Htumps of hands they
each lield up a portion of their clothing
to receive the bread. A hospital assi^itant,

who acts as deacon in this le]>er Church,
passed round amongst thera, pouring tho
wine into their o|)en mouths. Says the
missionary in charge :

" .Solemn and
touching is the way in which these people
take the ou^^, and it has often reminded
me of the spiritual attitude we are coun-
selled to adopt by Go<I in order to receive
His blessings :

' Open thy mouth wide
and I will fill it.' The utter lielplessuess

and dependence of these folks on others

is a continual pio'nre of the way sinners
have to come to God and get His bless,

ing."

— Kev. W. U. Lacy lias kindly for-

warded a table of statistics of the Foo-
ciiow Metho<list Episcopal Mission for

181)0-*Jl. As this form is not adapted to

our narrow columns, we take the liberty

of condensing as follows: Number of
Ordained Preachers, 67 ; Unordained
Preachers, 86 ; Helpers of Women's
Foreign Miss. Society, 69 ; Members,
2706; Probationers, 1774, total member*
ship, 3480; Baptized Children, 1.-366;

Regular Attendants on Service, 3373

;

Average Attendance on Sabbath Ser.

vices, 4947, Conversions, 763; Adult Bap.
tismt, 364 ; Infant Baptisms, IS't ; Sunday-
schools, 117; Sunday-school Scholars,

3077 ; Boys' Day Schools, 4(j ; Scholars
in Boys' Day Schools, 728 ; Girls* Day
Schools of \V. F. M. S., 51 ; Scholars in

Girls' Schools, 903 ; Chapels, 81 ; Value
of Chapels and Parsonages, f32,272

;

Rented Places of Worship, 32; Collected

for Benevolent Purposes, $151.50 ; Collect-

ed for Missionary Society, $:!6<>.l0;

Collected for Self-support, •1364.32;
Collected for Building and Repairs,

$G3G.20.

—A rather unusual incident occurred
during a recent visit to the Churches and
stations in the country. At one place
two or three church members were in a
chronic state of discontent and ill humor,
because they could not "run" the
Church according to their own wishes.

This state of things had been growing iu

intensity for several years, and had at
last reached a crisis. They wished an
interview with me, which I very readily

granted. When admitted, they began,
according to the usual Chinese custom,
with profound expressions of humility,
and desire to receive instruction from the
muh-sii. At first I was much at a loss

to understand what it all meant, but
suspected tliat it was preliminary to

something to come. At length one of

the numl^r, a little more bold than the

rest, made known the object of their

visit. They proposed to puU down the

chapel.
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"Pull down the chapel!" said I, in

astonishment, "Why do you wish to do

that?" "Oh," they replied, "When
this building was put up about t\vo

years ago, we contributed lai-gely in

labor and material, and as we cannot

worship any longer with the congrega-

tion, we only desire to get back what is

our own." " But," I replied, " We have

no such custom in our Clmrch as the

pulling down of a chapel, whenever a

church member wishes to take leave of

us. If such a custom were established

very few chapels would be left standing

in the province." They insisted that

the chapel must come down. They must
have back the material which they had
contributed.

" But," I said, "this is a grave matter,

much too serious to be decided here; we
must refer it to the Presbytery. You
can state your case as luUy as you like,

to that body, and let them decide. If

they order the building to be demolished,

we will return and hold a service of

prayer and praise, and then proceed
immediately to pull down the chapel."

This was a view of the subject which
had not occurred to them , and they were
non plused. They said at once that they
could not present the case to the Pres-

bytery. " Very well," I replied, " There
is no other way. All such cases must be
submitted to the Presbytery for

decision." They had nothing further
to say, and immediately withdrew.

One of the three had been a profes-

sional gambler, but was thought to have
reformed when he entered the Churcli.

He had for a time conducted himself in

a very exemplary way, but his old habits
had returned with more power than
ever, and he was then under sentence of

suspension. As he was rather a desperate
character, I was apprehensive that,

after I took my leave, they might, under
his leadership, proceed to extreme meas-
ures and put their threat into execution.
I had occasion, however, to visit the
place soon afterwards again, and I found
the chapel still intact. On making
inquiry I found that not a word had
been said afterwards about '

' pulling
down the chapel. "—J. A. Leyenbekger.

Resolved .—That the North China Mis-
sion of the American Board earnestly rec-
ommend to all those preparing calendars
for circulation among the Chinese, care-
ful attention to the following points :

—

I. Absolute Accuracy of Dates.—Many
of the calendars for 1890 were altoge-
ther in error for an entire month.
The hour of eclipses has sometimes been
wrongly given. Mistakes of this nature
are very prejudicial to the reputation of
Christianity.

II. Foreign Months and Sundat/s.—
In calendars for genei-al use the no-
tation of the days for the foreign
month is not necessary and tends to
confusion. It is ordinarily sufficient to

indicate when the foreign month begins.
When the days of the foreign month are
given in detail, the Sundays should be
plainly designated by numerals, and
enough space should be used to avoid
confusion to the eye of those unaccus-
tomed to Chinese calendars.

III. Attractiveness to the Chiiiese.—It

is very desirable that the circulation

of Christian calendars should supplant
the use of the kitchen god as an orna-
ment on the walls of Chinese homes.
This can only be accomplished by secur-
ing, not only high excellence in the
calendars, but variety in style and price,

to suit varying tastes as much as pos-
sible. The illustrations should be good
as well as instructive.

—An excliange fittingly says of

Alexander Mackay, whom the London
Times called "The St. Paul of

Uganda " :

—

" He built, cut type, translated, print-
ed, engineered, navigated, diplomatised

;

he denounced crime, preached the Gospel,
acted as schoolmaster and doctor; he
befriended Emin Pasha, Junker and
Stanley ; and strove, alas in vain, to
save Hannington from the results of

unconscious but heroic folly ; he control-

led the court so far as it could be
controlled ; protected the brave Christian
boys,—and in a word, through baptisms
of blood and fire, won a Church in the
wilderness for the dear Lord and Master
whom he served with an absolutely
single eye. No such story of Christian
heroism has ever been told in our day.
The boys of Uganda who died in horrible
tortures rather than deny their faith,

will rank with the noblest martyrs of
(Christian history. Every line in our
Lord's Sermon on the Mount finds its

illustration and confirmation in this ex-
traordinary history. The latest phase
of the Uganda revolution—the flight of
Mwanga, his appeal to the Church he
persecuted, the victory of the Christians,
the return of Mwanga, and his re-esta-
blishment in the kingdom surrounded
by chiefs and councillors professing the
Christian faitli— is a chapter in praise of
meekness and mercy. In Uganda to-day
the ' meek inherit the earth' and for-
giveness is proved to be the noblest
revenge."
—Our readers will remember the en-

thusiasm excited several years since by
the report of the labors of Father
Damien among the lepers of Molokai, in
the Pacific Ocean, to whom he devoted
his life, finally taking the fearful con
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tagion, and dying among the wretched
ureatureH whom lie came to comfort and
relieve. It was a thrilling tale of lieroic

self aacritice and sclf-deuial, whioli de-
served all the praise which it received.
Only, it ahouhl be added, for the honor
of our common Christianity, that it does
not stand alone, but that Protestant
missionaries have shown themselves as de-
voted as Catliolic priests. In India our
missionaries have, for a long time, labored
in the leper liospitals and settlements,
and with encouraging success—labors of
which the world, and even the Protest-
ant world, seem to know but little.

We are reminded of these facts by
reading in a recent India paper that tiie

question of the proper housing and care
of lepers has recently attracted, and is

still attracting, a large measure of public
attention. At a public n»eeting, recently
held in Bombay, a committee was ap-
pointed to frame a plan for those
purposes. It already reports that sub-
scriptions to the amount of 12,000 rupees
(about §4800) were promptly received,
and that the success of the project
seemed assured. Tlie Calcutta Health
•Society, in an earnest address, urges that
all leper asylums sliould be scientifically

regulated and be under Government
control.

—

The N. Y. Evanijelist.

—The ninety-second annual meeting

of the members of the Chnrch Mission*
ary .Society was held on the 5th of May
at Exeter Hall, Strand, under the pr«8-
idency of Sir J. H. Kennaway, M.P.
The attendance was so large—the great
hall being filled to its utmost capacity

—

that an overflow meetfng had to be held
in the lower hall. The annual report
stated that the additions to the roll of

missionaries in the past year lia<l num-
bered seventy-nine and referred inter alia

to the demand of the Shangliai Mission-
ary Conference for 1000 additional
missionaries for Ciiina from the Churcli of

Christ; to the extension of medical mission
work in the Fuhkien Province of China ;

to the plans for a new mission in the
remote western province of Sz-chuen, tobe
began by a pioneer party under the Rev.
J. H. Horsburg ; to the presence in the
new Japanese Parliament of fourteen
Christians, and the election of one of

them to the presidency of the Lower
House ; and to the recent visit of Bishop
Bickersteth, of Japan, to the village of

Oyamada, where four years ago the
luinie of Christ was unknown, and where
he now administered the Holy Commun-
ion to seventy-six persons. Tlie Arch-
bisliop of Canterbury moved the adop-
tion of the report. The motion was
seconded by Archdeacon Moule, a mis-

sionary from Mid China, and agreed to.

iPetjsonal.

Rev. T. P. Crawford, P.n., lectured in

the Y. M. C, A. rooms on the occhhIou of

his recent visit to Shanjfljai. He pre-

sented, in an interesting manner, his well-

known views on Bible chronology.

Mr. R. B. Lockwood, of Leadville,

Colorado, U. S. A., gave a popular adrlress

in Union Ciiurch on the evenieig of Ju;ie

18. This gentleman, notwithstanding his

aue of over seventy )'ears, is a traveler of

wide experience in many lands. He maile

a trip through the couiitry from Cuntoii

to Chinkiang without any serious misaii-

venture.

The first number of '/Vie Me!>>>en>jei-

uiuler Dr. Kdkins's editorial supervision,

gives promise of good things t» come.

The learned and veteran Doctor ai^ieais

to be as vigorous in mental grasp and

abundant in labors tis when we first

kucw him twenty-two years ago.

Rev. Griftith John, D.D., has sent us a
deeply interesting article on tlie jHsople of

Hunan, apro()os to a subject that just

now fills the public mind. We are com-
pelled to postpone its publication until

next month. It is proper to state here

that the conditions of work in the print-

ing ofiice are such that we can never

engage to insert in the forthooniinK

number a communicalion of any length

that reaches us later than the 18th in-

stant of each month.

Bishop Goodsell desires to publicly ac-

knowledge the generous kindness of Dr.
Douthwaite, of the China Inland Mission

at Chefoo, in attending Mrs. Gowlaell

while ill of malarial fever, at Chefoo,

which wjis contracted at Tientsin. The
Hi.shop believes that such Christian dee<l8

should receive publio recognition atf well

m6 private gratitude.
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liarg 0f (Bbmi$ in tijc Jfar ®ast.

May, 1891.

9i/i.—Earthquake in Shaiisi Province ;

motion east to west. Several houses

thrown down.
25th.—Shock of earthquake felt at

Tokio, Japan ; duration 1 m. 10 s.

June, 1891.

1st.—Anti-foreign riot at Tanyang,

about 20 miles S. E. from Chinkiang.

The Catholic property destroyed. No
lives lost.

2)1^.—Two rioters implicated in the

recent disturbances at Wuhu, decapitated

at that place.

3rd.—Failure of the firm of Messrs.

Russell and Co. announced.

5f/i. —Anti-foreign riot at Wusueh,

near Hankow ; foreign property de-

stroyed and a missionary, Rev. Mr,

Argent, of the Wesleyan Mission, and

Mr. Green, of the Customs Service,

assassinated by the mob.

7<;i.—Riot at Kiukiang; mob dis-

persed by the foreign residents and

sailors from the gun-boats.

3f/i._nestruction of the BVench

mission property at Woosih, near

.~oochow.

9th.—Attack made on some mission

premises at Soochow, but the rioters

were dispersed. All the ladies and
children leave for Shanghai.

13t/i.—In answer to the collective

note of the Foreign Representatives at

Peking, an Imperial decree is issued,

eulogizing the Christian religion, and
commanding the officials throughout the

empire to preserve quiet and to settle

up promptly the claims arising out of

the recent riots.

lUh.—The French China squadron is

ordered to the mouth of the Yangtze.

(iV. C. D N. Special Telpyram).—In

consequence of a report that an attempt

would be made to fire the oil godowns at

Pootung (Shanghai;, a force of marines

were sent to patrol the premises.—C. I.

M. property at Shahsi burned down.

loth.—Formation of a German corps

of volunteers in Shanghai.

\9th.—Serious gunpowder explosion at

Taiku ; a number of houses destroyed

and several lives lost.

20i/i.—Riot at Haimen city, near the

mouth of the Yangtze. Catholic property

destroyed and pillaged.

issi0narjT |0untaL

MARRIAGE.
At lihamo, April 16th, Mr. T. Selkirk,

of C. I. M., to Miss F. D. Manning,
of A. B. M. U.

BIRTHS.

At Chefoo, June 10th, the wife of Rev.
A. Eason, of a daughter.

At Chefoo, June 11th, the wife of Dr.

E. R. Jellison, M. E. Mission, Nan-
king, of a son.

At Shanghai, June 14th, the wife of

Rev. W. J. Knapp, of the Inter-

national Missionai-y Alliance, of a
daughter.

At Shanghai, June 22nd, the wife of

Rev. W. P. Bentley, F. C. Miss.

Society, of a daughter.
At Chefoo, June 2.3rd, the wife of V)t.

A. W . Doutuwaitk, of a daughter.

DEATHS.
At Wusueh, June 5th, Rev. Mr. Akgent,

of the Wesleyan Mission (assassinated

by a mob during a riot).

At Ping-yao, June — , Mr. Abrahamson,
of C. I. M., of typhus fever.

DEPARTURES.
From Shanghai, May 5th, Rev. G. F.

Fitch, wife and three children, and
Miss Jewel, for U. S. A.

From Shanghai, June ]2th, Rev. W. B.
BoNNELL, of the M. E. M., South,
Shanghai, for San Francisco.

From Shanghai, June r2th, Mr.
Rosenquist, of C. I. M., for America.

From Shanghai, June 26th, Mrs. S. J.

WooDBRiDaE and three children, of

the Presbyterian Mission (South),

Chiukiaug.
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The Diary of Marquis Tseng.

BY KEY. A. P. PARKKR, D.D.

(Concluded.)

^ITE arrived at Hongkong on the 2nd of the 11th moon, which
<3^ was his birthday. Here he remained three days, visiting

and receiving visits from the various British officials of tlie colony.

The Governor, Sir John Pope Hennessey, received him with every

mark of kindness and respect, and he records his high appreciation

of the courtesies shown him.

At noon on the Tjth tlie ship resumed her journey, and soon after

getting out to sea, his whole party was laid low with sea-sickness ; and

he says of himself that while he was not called on to pay tribute to

Neptune, yet to either sit or stand made him very tired ! On the 6th

the sea was very rough, and he spent his time in lying down and

going around to see the members of his party. On the 7th they

passed through a very severe typhoon, in which they were pretty

badly shaken up. Great seas constantly washed over the ship from

stem to stern. Having been unable to see the sun for two days, the

(yaptain lost his reckoning and had to drift with the wind, while

black waters rose like walls around them. On the 8th, after the

storm had abated somewhat, he found that his baggage had been

badly damaged by the seas that had washed into his state-room during

the storm. They reached Saigon on the 9th, four days from Hong-

kong. He called on the French governor and was received with

proper respect. He notes that there are some 20,000 Chinese in

Saigon, and that they live in much cleaner and more substantial

houses than do the native Annamese.

The ship remained one day in Saigon and then left for Singa-

pore, where she arrived on the 12th. On the way down, the Captain

discovered that some members of his party had taken some dried
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meat into the state-room with them and he became very angry

at this violation of the rules of the ship, as the meat caused a bad

smell and annoyed the passengers. So the Captain ordered that

the meat be thrown overboard. The Marquis says he attended

to the matter and had his servants throw that part of it away that

smelt badly and keep the rest. He evidently did not propose to

lose all of his meat. Some of his party, no doubt, had some fears

as to the prospects for somethiag good to eat in the strange coun-

tries to which they were going and wanted to take a supply along

with them.

He thought Singapore had a healthy climate, though it was

very hot, being so near the Equator. He complains that the Gover-

nor of Singapore did not receive him with proper respect or fire

any cannon in his honor. He says he was obliged to conclude from

this that Singapore did not in reality have any governor, as he

seems to have lost the authority to fire salutes which belongs to

that ofiice.

He reached Ceylon on the 18th, four days from Singapore.

The ship stopped a few hours at Point de Galle. A great many
dealers in tortoise shell, imitation precious stones, &e., came on

board in swarms like ants, he says, to sell their wares ; they all

spoke English. Going on up to Colombo they stopped there one

day and he went ashore to see the town. Here he got a sight of

the catamaran, which he said he had read about, but could never

understand, till he saw it, how such a thing could be used as a boat.

He notes that the trade of the place is all carried on by Europeans

and Hindus and that he saw no more Chinamen (after leaving

Singapore). He notes the construction of an extensive breakwater

for the improvement of the harbor at Ceylon and also the newly-

opened railway from Colombo to Kandy. The distance from Singa-

pore to Colombo he states to be 5606 li. Leaving Colombo on the

19th he reached Aden on the 25th, a distance of 7332 li. Going
ashore here he notes the barren rocky appearance of the place, and as

it is said that it seldom rains there, he wonders how the few people

that live there and the sheep and camels that he saw, get food and
water sufficient. But as it commands the entrance to the Red Sea

the English have taken possession of it and fortified it securely.

They reached Suez on the 30th, a distance of 4384 li from

Aden. The Marquis notes the fact that the opening of the Suez

Canal saves some twenty thousand li in the voyage from Europe to

Asia. He says that before the Canal was opened the country in

that region was always parched with drought, as it scarcely rained

more than once in ten years. But now, since the canal has been

opened, rains are more frequent, "because the earth's arteries are
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open." " Westerners counteract the evils of drought by two methods.

One is to dig wolls, and the other is to plant trees; the object

in both cases being to cause the vital forces of the earth to respond

to the vital forces of heaven. Although the results are sometimes

slow in appearing, yet there are many wonderful evidunces of the

success of the plan. England, France and other governments urge

the people to plant trees, and when they destroy one, they are re-

quired to plant two in the place of it. This not only serves to

counteract the drought but it also prevents much disease among the

people. As the Canal is narrow, steamers are not allowed to go

through at full speed, and when two ships are to meet, one must stop

iq a wide place and let the other pass.

Arrived at Port Said on the 2nd of the 12th month, he went

ashore with some of his party to see the place and notes that it is a

flourishing town of more than ten thousand inhabitants grown up in

the desert at the northern entrance of the Canal. All the principal

steamer companies have wharves there, and it is an important

coaling station. He went into a beautiful pleasure garden that was

made in honor of the Khedive of Egypt when he came to witness

the opening of the Suez Canal. Some 5000 donkeys were employed

to bring earth, trees, shrubs, &c., and the whole garden was com-

pleted in a few days. This is an instance, he says, of the energy

and decision of Western people. He saw various articles on sale in

the bazaars, made of a kind of fragrant wood, by the natives, and

very dear. " They say that the wood grows on the mountain where

the Lord of heaven descended to the earth and hence the Western
people think a great deal of it."

His first two days on the Mediterranean were stormy, and he

could not get any rest, sitting or lying down, and all his party were

down with " boat-dizziness." The ship anchored at Naples on the

fourth day from Port Said. He went ashore, of course, to see the

sights as far as possible in one day, which was all they had for that

place. The Marquis said he had been told that Naples was not

surpassed as a beautiful city by either London or Paris, and he was
prepared to believe it. He went to see the Aquarium and other

sights. He and his party attracted a great deal of attention as they

passed along the streets. The small boys followed them in great

numbers, whooping and yelling after them, just as the Chinese small

boy used to do when Europeans first came to China.

He reached Marseilles on the 8th and left there on the 11th

for Paris. He notes with admiration the large, many storied houses

in Marseilles. The hotel he stopped in contained nine stories, and
the ascent was made by a carriage operated by machiner}'—an

elevator. He got a fine view of the surrounding country from the
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top of his hotel. Oq the way to Paris he passed through the city of

Lyons, which he describes as the second city of France, containing

some four hundred thousand inhabitants, large manufacturing

establishments, including silk weaving, and employing six thousand

workmen, public schools, public gardens, &c.

He reached Paris on the 12th about seven a.m., a distance of

1770 li from Marseilles, which they made in sixteen hours. He
found the retii'ing Minister sick in bed.

After calling on and receivinor calls from various French ofl5-

cials, he had an audience with the President [Pah-li-si-t'ien»teh] and

presented his credentials and was cordially received.

Under the entry for the 19th, he speaks of the great advant-

ages of the Patent Laws of Western countries in the encouragement

they give to invention and industry. On the 25th he went to see

the Cyclorama of the Siege ot Paris, which he describes as a I'ound

building covered with a glass dome, and on entering which is like

entering into another world. The bombardment of the forts, the

burning of the houses, the killing and wounding of men and the

general destruction strewn around, were as real as life, and you could

not tell that it was painted.

He performed the ceremonial of the worship of the Emperor on

New Year's day of the 5th year of Kwang Hsii. His wife also,

having risen at ten o'clock and having completed her toilet, placed a

table in the inner reception room and performed the New Year
worship of congratulation.

He had a stormy passage across Dover's Channel on the

4th, and early in the morning of that day arrived in London, which

was the end of his long journey. In the course of the next few days

he had numerous calls from prominent Englishmen, officials and

others, including the presidents of the Anti-opium Society, the Anti-

slavery Society, &c.

We need not follow him in all the details of his observations

and experiences while in London. Suffice it to say that he had an

audience with the Queen and presented his credentials ; saw the

principal government officials, especially those of the Foreign Office,

and went to see the many new and wonderful sights that are to be

found in that great cosmopolitan city. I will only note a few of the

observations that he records in the various entries of his Diary. As
the Marquis was accredited to both the French and English govern-

ments, he spent part of his time in Paris and part in London.

Accordingly, we find him returning to Paris after a ten days' stay in

London. Kemaining nearly a month in Paris, he again went to

London. Among other things he states that when he wanted to

take his family to see the Cyclorama of the Siege of Paris, he had
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to select a day when no visitors would be there, so as to avoid the

annoyance of a crowd. At another time he had some conversation

with M. Gambetta on the subject of the frequent troubles caused by
missionaries in China. He says that M. Gambetta was a just and
upright man and would not shield the missionaries where they were
in the wrong. He says also that since the Republic has been estab-

lished in France, the Roman CJatholic Church has largely lost its

influence in the government and with the people, as compared to the

days of the empire, and he judges from several things that he heard

that cases growing out of missionary troubles would not be so

numerous or hard to deal with hereafter as they have been in the

past. The Marquis tells us that there are two things that the China-

men that go to foreign countries cannot get used to, that is, the

smallness of the houses and the dearness of everything they have to

buy. He says that land is very valuable in the large cities, and in

order to get enough room in their houses, they have to add storey to

storey till sometimes they are eight and nine stories high, besides

two or three stories under ground for kitchen, wino-cellar, &c.
" But/' he says, " while they are thus sparing of their ground

in building, they do not set any limit to the space required when
they go to lay out public gardens, parks, &c. This is in accordance

with the political principle laid down by Mencius that if we divide our

pleasures with the common people, they will not murmur against

us—will be easily governed."

On the 22nd he went to have his photograph taken. He had

to have nine different sittings before the photographer would let him

go, because, he says, Westerners think more of reputation than

anything else, and a photographer always wants to take a number

of pictures of a customer and give him his choice of the best. From
the photographer's he went into a store to buy a trunk for use in

travelling back and forth between France and England. But the

dealer demanded from ten to twenty taels a piece for them, and more-

over, would not ensure them for three years, an illustration, he says,

both of the costliness of everything in Western countries and the way

baggage is smashed on the railways and steamers.

While in Paris he called on the wife of President Grevy, by

invitation, and afterwards attended a ball at the Presidential Man*

sion, where he watched the men and women dance and hop about for

a good while. He tells us that among Westerners marriage affairs

are arranged, by the men and women between themselves, and that

balls are given for the purpose of bringing the young people together

so that matches may be arranged. Balls are also given, he says, for

the purpose of raising money for charitable objects.
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He met M. de Lesseps, who told him of the details of the con-

struction of the Suez Canal and also of the project that Was just

then taking shape for the construction of the Panama Canal. M.

de Lesseps invited him to be present at a great meeting that had

been called to discuss ways and means in connection with the

Panama Canal project. He thought at first that all who attended

the meeting would be expected to contribute something toward the

opening of the Canal, and he therefore told M. de Lesseps that as

his country was poor and he did not have the right to make a con-

tribution from his government to such an object, he would have to

decline the invitation to be present at the meeting. But on being

assured that nothing of the kind would be expected of him, he went

to the meeting. While in Paris he heard of a Chinese boy that

had been brought there by a commissioner of the Customs from

Amoy, and because the boy had displeased him, he had turned him
out into the street. The boy had been suffering from hunger and

had been caught stealing and put in prison. The Marquis hearing

of the case, took it up and made the necessary arrangements for

sending the boy back to China, paying his way out of his own funds.

During his stay in London he received a call from a noted

English physician, who told him of some new discoveries that were

being made in Western countries in the treatment of disease. Among
the rest was the process of rapid breathing and the expansion of the

lungs for the treatment of lung troubles, &c. "In China, books

treating of the process of swallowing air, refining the body, preserv-

ing life and warding off disease, would make oxen and horses sweat

to haul them and would fill a house up to the rafters, and but little

benefit has ever been derived from them. Hitherto I have not

cared to read them and have looked upon them as mostly stuff and
nonsense. I was greatly surprised, therefore, to find that there were

people in the West who believe in the theories propounded in those

books. But Westerners are wonderful people for studying out new
ideas and going to the depth of things, and it may be that they will

take these old decayed theories and work out some wonderful and
divine principle from them."

As an instance of how the Chinese attempt to account for things

and preserve their sense of superiority over the people of the West,
the entry under the 23rd of the first month is interesting, and I give

it entire :—On the night of the 23rd I had a conversation with
Sung Seng [one of his secretaries], in which he said that the political

economy of Western nations is, in many respects, like that taught in

the Chow Ritual. His idea was that as Lao Tsz was a historio-

grapher of the Chow dynasty, he may have taken the Principles and
Laws of the Chow with him in the Bamboo Books that he carried
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with him when he disappeared in the West going across the desert.

But it is a pity that we have not clear proof of this. What he (Sung
Sengj said was really very new, and I was pleased to hear it. I said,

in former times the inhabitants of Europe were all savages, and their

literature, principles of government [i.e., their civilization] mu.st, for

the most part, have come from Asia. Hence we see so much
resemblance between the people of Europe and their customB and
those of the Chinese in ancient times. I sometimes jestingly say to

Fah Lan-t*ing [his French interpreter] that the history of China

shows a constant succession of holy and intelligent Emperors, while

the best of the Presidents [of France] are only [a reproduction of]

Yao and Shun. Yet, although this remark was made in jest, it is

plain that we have already had in China much that now characterizes

the people of the West. We find that all their furniture, utensils

and things in daily household use are elaborately carved, painted and
decorated. This is only a reproduction of our carved wine jars, jade

cups, &c. It may be said that in ancient times there were no

steamers, railways and ingenious machines [such as Westerners have

now.] [But those who talk that way] do not know that the increase

or decrease in the production of machinery depends on the increase or

decrease of material wealth. Where there is not much material

wealth machinery is rude and imperfect, and where this is the case

the rough and crude is better than the fine and ingenious. In ancient

times China had a great many kinds of machinery. But material

production gradually fell off, the people became lazy and indolent and

the art of making machinery was lost. In the condition of Western

countries to-day wo can see the condition of China in ancient times,

and in the condition of China to-day we can see the condition of

Western countries in the future. For a time is bound to come when
rudeness and simplicity will take the place of skill and ingenuity,

because the productions of the earth are not sufficient to meet the

demands made upon it [by the increasing population,] and the

conditions will force [a retrogression] from skill to crudeness [in the

production of machinery.]

Iq one of the entries the Marquis speaks of an interview that

he had with Lord Beaconsfield, whom he describes as a man of few

words though of kindly disjwsition and noble bearing. He says

the people of England leaned on him as on the Great Wall [of

China]. He speaks of the Treaty of Berlin, wherein solely through

the determination and commanding influence of Lord Beaconsfield,

Russia was prevented from gaining her objects in regard to Turkey

and the possession of Constantinople.

In the entry for the 8th he records the substance of a conversa-

tion that he had with Dr. Macai'tney (his English interpreter) on
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the diiference between tlie Roman Catholics and the Protestants.

He told Macartney that the use of a " Kiao," or system of teaching,

was to keep the common people orderly and prevent crime. The

sages and scholars originated the principles taught, and the rnlers

used them to exhort the people. Those systems which teach about

heaven and hell may be somewhat different [from the teachings of

the sages of China,] yet the result is really the same. The higher,

educated classes are not bound by any system of teaching—'* Kiao,'*

—but they will not oppose the teaching of the same, because such

teaching is a help in governing and makes up for the lack in the

[efficacy] of rewards and punishments. Macartney told him that he

frequently read the Christian books and was well acquainted with

their contents, but there was much in them that he regarded as

untrue, foolish aud ridiculons. Still he would not publicly avow his

disbelief in any of the teachings of the Christian books nor would

he allow his children to learn anything contrary to the teachings of

the Church. The Marquis says that Macartney's view of the

subject was very much the same as his own.

On the 12th [of the 3rd month] he went to see a printing office

and was astonished at the wonderful work that he saw there, the

ingenuity and rapidity of which, he says, he is unable to describe.

The most wonderful thing, he says, was that they could take Chinese

characters and photograph them, put them on the press and print

thousands of sheets, and the last was as plain as if it had just been

written with a pen. There was also a sheet of paper twelve li in

length made into a roll two feet in diameter and run through the

printing press and came out printed on both sides and cut and

stitched [as books or newspapers] all complete. What supernatural

work is this ! lit., " the hatchet of a spirit and the work of a god."

In the entry for the 24th he says he had heard that Tso Tsuug-

t'ang had borrowed Tls. 3,500,000 from foreigners to meet the

expenses of the Mahommedan war in the north-west. He is very

sorry for this, for two reasons. One is that the rate of interest—

10 X—that the Chinese government has to pay is more than the

foreigners charge for money, and he has no doubt that the extra

charge goes " to fill the stomachs " of those who handle the money.

The second reason is that when the Chinese government borrows

money of its own people there is frequent failure to pay it back, and

the people are consequently afraid to loan their money to the

government. " Hence when we get into a tight place we are obliged

to borrow of foreigners, and the interest on the debt all goes out of

the country instead of back to our own people, which is very poor

economy." He adduces Egypt as an example of the folly of borrow-

ing money from foreigners. He says Bgypt has borrowed a great
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(l((al of inonoy from l-iiv^liiml uml Fr.inci*, and instead of iisiii;^; it to

build railsvii}"s, o[)cmi mines, estaljlisli scliools, &,c., slie iias \va.st<'<l it on

big <j^iiu3 and otiier military e(iiiii»ment tliat was not needed. Franco

and England, seeing Miab the mom^y was being tlmn wasted and that

there was dangcjr of it being lost entirely, Bent commissioners to

investigate and make arrangements to secure the money. They
soon found that the IChcdJve was seriously meditating the re[)udia-

tion of tlu! debt. This will likely lead to the invasion of the eountry

by France and England in the near future. " Although China is a

great and rich country and a little debt (of a few millions of taels)

is not likely to involve us in any trouble with the foreigners, yet

in order to become a strong country there are many things of much
greater ini])ortance than gun-boats, solditM's, &e., and to make that

urgent, wliieh can be easily delayed and to delay what is really

urgent, is a very poor j)hin."

On the 2otli he heard of the attempt to assassinate the Emperor

of llussia, and says that the Prince of Wales, whose wife was the

(hiugliter of the Emi)eror of Russia, went with his family into the

church to offer tliaidcs to the (loil of heaven for the preservation of

the life of the Emperor. He went to call on the Russian Minister,

as it was not proper for him to go into the church and present

his congratulations on the failure of the attempt on the life of the Em-
peror. The Minister asked him if there were such things in CMiinese

liistory as this attempt to assassinate a ruler. He told him of the Em-
peror T'siu Shi-hwang, whom a man named Poll Lang-sha attempt-

ed to kill, and mistakin;^ the carriage of the Minister for that of the

Emperor, he slew the Minister. The Russian Minister also asked

him as to the date of the origin of Chinese history, and he replied

by telling him that from the eighth year of the Yellow Emperor,

when Ta Nao made the Sexegenary Cycle to the present year, is four

thousand live hundred and seventy-six years. In the course of the

conversation the Russian ]Minister tohl ^Macartney that in all the five

continents there was no kingdom that had been established earlier

or was more f\imous for its civilization than China.

The last pages of the Diary give an account of the interviews

of the Marquis with the Brazilian Minister, who desired to open up

trade relations with China, and wanted the ^Marquis to authorize

him to send a cargo of goods to China at once. But the Marquis

tohl him that he had no authority to this until a treaty hatl been

drawn up between the two countries. This treaty between China

and Brazil was subsequently negotiated during tUo time of the

Franco-Chinese war, in l^^o.
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M alio milled an ism.

(1^ M W. ^\> f* Review.)

BY EEV. C. F. HOGG.

II.

'HIS " Guide to the Rites of the True Religion" is a one- volume

work of something more than sixty pages. It was originally

published in Canton in A. D. 1668, and has been i-epublished

Feveral times. The copy before me is dated 1S42, It is written in

Mandax'in, and, according to the preface, its object is, "to eshihit tho

untiring efforts of the ancients to propagate religion and to cause

their successors to be not ignorant of its origin; to maintain carefully

the pure rites and to be diligent in the building of mosques ; in a

word, to attain to perfection in our religion." Of the sixty chapters

which the book contains, by far the greater number are devoted to

ritual; and, as every posture and every prayer has an Arabic name,

at first sight it seems to be a mass of transliteration, promising little

information as to the beliefs and practices of Chinese Mahommedans.

However, a patient search may add something to our limited

knowledge of the subject.

Into the "washings, divers baptisms, posturing and so forth, hei'e-

in described, I need not enter. Suffice it to say that the directions

given are most minute; absolute accuracy in detail being indispensa-

ble. For example : after a long and precise description of the

various attitudes to be assumed, and the manner and order of

moving the different parts of the body to be observed whilst

assuming them, we read concerning head knocking that " the

forehead, the tip of the nose and the two feet must all be in

contact with the ground, and must rise and fall in order. First, let

the knees touch the ground, then the tAvo hands, then the nose and

forehead. In rising, first the forehead and nose are to be raised,

then the hands and knees; let there be no left and right, no first

and last ; nor may this order be altered."

From this store of " vacant chaff well meant for grain " I will

sift one or two items worth recording. The belief that Mahoramedan

women have no share in religion, no hope for the future, is wide-

spread; but in China, no more than in the West, do their books

countenance this error. The " Guide," in its modifications of ritual

and numerous directions for female worship, affords irresistible evidence

that this is not the case. Indeed we are herein expressly told that the

true Mahommedan must worship five times daily, and that no exception

can be made in favour of poor or rich, young or old, male or female.

Prayer for the forgiveness of sin is frequently enjoined ; the ritual

directing that supplications are to be made, not only for oneself but for

one's parents, living or dead, and for all men (~- -10 itf; A). The
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prophet (once d,?scribed as ;f |§5 i^ (i^ g? A, tl»e sago ignorant o!

letters), is the Saviour of sinners, but not by atonement,—simply by his

intercession at the last diiy. Merit cannot take away sin ; nothinf^ but

the free unmerited grace of God can do that (f^ ^ "^J ^ ^J ^ H^

mw^^^^^i^m^i^.±^ij^^'^ ^"»i »g"i" M ^ gp w 1?

l?k id -^ ± IS^ ^^nilViR Wi)- '^^''ere is to be a great day

of judgment, described as the day on which the faces of good men shall

bo white, and tliose of bad men black. The Christian conceives of God
as a Being of infinite evenness of character, to whom " all's love,

yet all's law ; " but not so the Mahommedan, who begs for that mercy,
* which is possibly only to an uneven character, however good or

kind. Thus we read in an exposition of the symbolism of ablution,

" Wash the right arm and pray, asking the Lord to put the book

into your right liand and to judge you leniently. Washing the left

arm
;
pray the Lord at the end of the world not to put the book into

your left hand, nor to give it you from behind, neither to examine

you too closely."

No effort is now made to propagate Mahoramedanism in China,

and few Chinese have any acquaintance with the Mahommedan idea

of God. Yet these chapters afford repeated indications that proselyt-

ism was contemplated by the compilers, as witness the saying : (A a*

M ^ 1^ 1^ A If i) men speak no better words than those with

which they exhort others to submit to God.)*

Divination and fortune-telling of every description, whether by

character, analysis, lot drawing, physiognomy, or other method, are

strictly prohibited.

A co-religionist may not be held as a slave, but slavery as such

is permitted. It is meritorious to liberate a slave of one's own or to

purchase the freedom of another man.

Adam, for eating the forbidden fruit (H ^ ^ ^ :Jj^) was cast

down from Paradise into the world. Thereupon heaven and earth

were darkened, husband and wife separated. The livelong

day they repented their sin, not ceasing to weep for upwards of

three hundred years. At last the Lord pitied them and. the

heavens became bright. When our ancestor saw the light, he gave

thanks for the grace of the Lord, and to this day the devout

Mahommedan, like the Hebrew Psalmist, prevents the dawning of

the morning, but he must be careful not to begin his devotions just

as the day breaks.

Abrahain and Isaac arc frequently mentioned. In the incident

of the sacrifice at Mount Moriah, Isaac gives joyful coubi. iit to his own

immolation, stipulating only that his eyea be bound, lest through

natural fear he rebel against the Lord. Of landed and house

In auother place reference is made to recent converts : ^|« JH 19 A Ut ^-
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propertA' titlies ai'e to be given fco tlie poor annually; property of

other description is taxed differently. No one worth less than two

hundred ounces of silver, is expected to give. Those worth that

amount are supposed to set apart two and a half per cent, per

annum for almsgiving. Owners of cattle, etc., give in kind. Each

distributes his own bounty, but on no account must any one seek to

advantage himself, as by using the due to cancel a bad debt.

The ritual for ceremonial purification is frequently suggestive

of Leviticus, both in its methods and in the causes which necessitates

it. Water is, of course, the ordinary agent; but, under certain

circumstances, earth may be substituted. A distance of two miles'

from water, or the absence of a suitable utensil whilst travelling, or

serious illness, or skin disease, or great cold with no facilities for

warming water, the body being too weak to resist the cold, or war or

wild beasts cutting off communication with the source of supply,

—

any of these untoward circumstances would warrant the use of eartli

instead of water, which must otherwise be used for both "great" and

"small" purification (;^ >J^ ^).

A chapter is devoted to ineffectual worship, and eighteen things

that destroy worship are enumerated {^ ff ^ "f^ A ^)- Here

are some of them :—Speaking, blowing dust or straws off the person,

yawning, laughing, "hawking," looking round, moving from the

exact spot on which worship was begun, chewing any remnant of

the last meal that may have been left in the mouth, making a mis-

take in repeating prayers, moving the hands to remove an insect or

brush away a fly or to scratch oneself; any of these misadventures

will interfere with the efficacy of worship. So will the arrival of

water if earth has been used in purification. So will intentional

thinking of other matters, and last but not least, so would child-

birth. Worship thus "destroyed" must be made up before another

diet can be taken part in by the offender, except in the last men-

tioned case.

Mahomraedans fast one wliole month in the year,* eating only

between sunset and sunrise. The object of fasting is to "purify the

heart and reduce the desires" (-^ ^5 ^ ^); it is "the sign post

that warns from "hell," and must be observed most rigidly as the

decree of heaven (^ ^). To destroy the efficacy of the fast is by

no means difficult,—finding that the day had broken whilst one was
eating, or eating before the sun is actually down ( 5^ A. ife)»

swallowing particles of food or other matter held by the saliva,

forced vomiting, dropping oil or medicine into the nostrils, water

passing into the throat whilst washing the mouth for purification,

* From the .3rd day of the 3rd moon of tlie current year, the iGlh of Kuang Hsii,

The fast does not begin until the new moon is actually seen.
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or iiulucitip; a sncezo whilst clonnsiiig tlio nose, Icwtl conduct or

cliiltlbirlli,—should luiy of these Inippon diiniij^ tho niontii the fjwt

must bo begun over iigiiin. Some iucidoutuls that do not destroy

its etficncy are also enumerated; we need only mention two:
uncontrollablo voniitini^ and the uccidental swullowinjj of smoke.

AVorshij) in tho mo.sque is twenty-five times more valuable than

worship elsewhere ; indeed if a man will not go to the mosque ho

cannot bo a true Mahommcdan. Four things are essential duriiif^

witrship : clear enunciation, soundness of body and mind (this excludes

all deformed people, blind, lame, deaf, dumb, etc.), acquaintance with

the ceremonies and the foundation, i.e., faith.

The first chapter of tho (luide is called T/ic Hoot and Source of
Learning. It opens with a statement of the Prophets to the effect

that it is God's will that all mcu and all women should learn.

Learning is defined under two heads,—knowledge of the unity of God
and knowledge of tho rites of worship. " 'i'o know that God is one, that

the true God is without color, form or semblance, without beginning

or end, most pure, greatest and most honorable, creator of heaven

and earth and of tho two primordial essences, true Lord of all

creatures, natural, spiritual and inanimate; real knowledge of the true

(xod is the learning that traces all things to their source." The rites

are the oars by means of which wo have access to God, the plank

across the stream for him who would walk in a straight path.

The second chapter is devoted to the discussion of faith, a word
which appears to have as broad a meaning with the ^rahommedan as

w'ith the Christian. It opens with a quotation from the Proj)het :

—

which means that it is only as the Lord bestows faith (Iman) that

we can know Uim at all. One asked whether Iman had been

created, and received a negative reply ; for, according to tho

Koran, Iman is the effulgence of God. If a man obtain the

knowledge of the true God it is because His light has shone

upon him. " Iman has, first, true belief in the heart, then con-

fession on the tongue and then performance by the person ; these

three are the laws and activities of Iman. The activities (^ ^) of

Iman are called Islam, and Islam is the junction (f^) of Iman.

Iman, again, is the substance (fg) of Islam, and if one of these three

be lacking, Iman is incomplete. Though we have knowledge, if in our

own persons we do not perform, great is our shortcoming."*

There are six verifications (^ 5^) of Iman: First, belief without

sig^it (^ ^ If f^)> natural theology, belief in the personality and

* According to Sak (Preliminary Discourse, Bcck. iv.) Iman is one of the diria-

ions of Islam. "Tiie Mtihommeduiis divide tlieir religion, which lliey chII Islam,

into two distinct parts : Iman, i.e., faith or Ihoiiry ; uud Uiu, i.e., religiuu or |>ractice>
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unify of God on the evidence afforded by creation ; second, belief,

in judgment in the next life. As there is a day so must there be a

night, and as every dream has its awakening so another world must
succeed this, in which goodness shall be rewarded and sin punished

;

this is the testimony of all the Prophets; third and fourth, fear and
hope, for if men fear the condemnation of the Lord (fg fQ ^ |p) and
hope for His mercy, they will reform, seek good and eschew evils,

hence it is said that Iman lies in fear and hope ; fifth, obedience to

the commandments ; and sixth, deference to prohibition.

[To he continued next jnonth,']

GoUectmesL.

Japan and China.—Bishop Fowler thus compares Japan and

China: " la architecture Japan is a tinder-box ; China is a st/5iie

quarry. In character Japan is a squirrel ; China is a tortoise. In

courage Japan is a bantam ; China is a bull-dog. In social habit

Japan smiles ; China meditates. In the great campaign for the

capture of Asia, to take Japan is to take the outer forts that may
be turned to use ; to take China is to take Asia itself."

* * *

Chinese Justice.—The Chinese say tbat two hundred heads

have been demanded for the murder of the two Englishmen at

Wusui, and that the officials are capturing innocent arid guilty alike,

—mostly poor people. By paying a hundred taels any one can bay

himself off. These are Chinese stories, but I expect there is some

truth in them. It is generally understood that the real offenders are

not natives of the place. Chinese justice is a queer thing. The

other day a soldier went into a porcelain store and bought a teapot,

or rather bargained for it, and then refused to pay the price. Of

course the merchant would not give up the article in question;

whereat the soldier complained to his officer and the case was

carried to the Hsien. Result : the dealer in China received forty

blows and the scamp secured his prize. The Hsien himself paid

for the teapot on the sly. Everyone seems to be afraid of the

soldiers.—LF. T7.]

* * *

What it costs to murder in Tibet.—I had arrived at Kanze iu

an evil hour, in the midst of the festivities of the 15th of the fourth

moon, when the people from far and near congregate there and the

chiefs review their men, and drinking and fighting are the order of

the day. In Tibet nearly every crime is puuished by the imposition
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of a fine, and murder is by no means an expensive luxnry. Tlio

line varies according to the social standing of the victim— 120

brides of tea (worth a rupee a brick) for one of the " upper ten," 8<>

briclis for a person of tlie middle class, 40 bricks for a woman, and
so on down to two or three for a pauper or a wandering foreigner, as

Lieutenant Lu Ming-yang kindly informed me. He said that there

was hardly a grown-up man in the country who had not a murder
or two to his credit ; and later on Mgr. I3iet, the Bishop of Tibet

corroborated this statement.

—

^Century.']

* * *

Concerning Charms.—in the front verandah of one of the

Brahmin houses we have seen a black monkey sitting. That is for

luck. The sight of a black monkey first thing in the morning is sup-

posed to bring good luck for the whole day ; therefore it is kept by

some of the people. But a more common and eriually lucky face is

that of the cow. The late Rajah of Mysore used to have a cow
taken into his bedroom as soon as he awoke in the morning, in

order that he might have the pleasure produced by such a sight of

its fortunate face. This is quite a practice with some of the

Hindus, many of whom have cows always about their premises. A
string tied to the cow's neck, with shells attached to it, is to bring

good luck to the cow. And the strings tied near the feet are to

prevent mishaps ; or they are tied " to keep off the evil eye." The
neck-string will make the cow flourish, grow fat and give plenty of

milk. And the foot-string will prevent sickness, leanness, loss,

straying and all kinds of accidents,—in short, the various evils

which would otherwise be sure to result from some one seeing and
saying or thinking *' What a fine cow !

"

Another custom with Hindus is to look at their own faces

first thing in the morning, and for this purpose they have small

liand-mirrors or looking-glasses kept ready. There are many no-

tions and rules about " lucky " and " unlucky," which we have not

now space and time to mention. India is not the only jdace in the

world where people are superstitious. There are still house doors

in England with horseshoes nailed behind them, and houses in

Ireland where refreshment is placed for fairies at nights—so much
the better for the rats.

—

[Rev, Geo. Fi-yar.']

*

A Peculiar Superstition.—One little incident in my itinerant

work seems worth relating, llecently Mr. Stnart and myself were

working among the villages S. W. of Kiah-yin. About 8.30 p.m. one

of the boatmen went ashore to ask our way in a small village. AV'e were

quietly reading, when suddenly our boatman rushed back and leaped

ou board amid a clash of bamboo polos and a burst of angry abuse.
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It was SO nncxpecto 1, we wore quite at a loss to nnderstaiKl

the situation; and to all our queries we c )ukl get no replies,

as one party was too intent on getting out of reach and tlie other

on administering what they evidently regarded a wcdl-deserved

drubbing, before they should do so. Out of reach of the baniboo

poles, a perfect storm of stones, brickbats, clods of earth, clam
shells, etc., etc., came hailing down on our boat and through the open

windows. In their haste and confusion, our men ran into a canal,

which abruptly came to a head, and we had to "right about"
under a heavy fire and retrace our steps. Things now seemed so

serious that I went to the door and called out that I was armed
and would fire in case they did not desist. Tiiey treated this state-

ment with indifference, cither because they considered me of like

passions with themselves and lying, or else were reckless ; so in

order to show that I did not deal in empty threats, I fired into the

air. They called out that they were not afraid of foreign guns, but

they checked up all the same after one parting volley. I was afraid,

for the old rusty pistol had lain loaded in my valise for ten

years perhaps. The boatman now had time to give us an idea of

what our offence was. It seems that the silkworm is an exceeding-

ly wise little creature. It knows the voice of strangers and either

refuses outright to work at all, or else does very inferior work,

wdien one is around. The offence then was serious, when our man
not onlv intruded where they were feeding at that unseemly hour,

but actually proclaimed to the very dullest invertebrate in the

whole village that lie was a stranger by nsldiig the road. This was

too much, even for long suffering Johnny, for it touched the

pocket, that region about which the most sensitive nerves draw to a

focus, attesting thereby the unity of the human race. Of course

this event has no connection with recent riots, for it is quite likely

the villagers did not even know that there were foreigners on the

boat when they began the attack. It is instructive, however. It

shows how practical the Chinese are in their superstition. It would

be very inconvenient to have visitors at that busy season. Their

houses are crowded, too, with the vessels in which the worms arc

feeding. So the superstition comes in to protect them from their

neighbors. Again, it shows how easily we may, in our ignorance

of their superstition, run into dangers of Avhich we are not aware.

From, how many of these our Father's watchful care shields us,

we shall never know, till our eyes are opened in another world.

Let us seek that shelter at all times.

—

[Rev. 0. W. Painter.']
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Griffith John in Iliinan:'

ADVENTUROUS JOURNEYS INTO THAT HEGION.

(KIK,—A bricE account of a recent visit to Ilanan may not be
Ci^ altogether devoid of interest to many of your readers. Tho
following narrative will give them an insight into tho present state

of things in one of the most iiijifhly favoured provinces of tho

Middle Kingdom, and throw a ray or two of new light on tho
])oIitical, social and moral condition of the Chinese people at large.

It will also widen their vievv of the obstacles which tho missionary

has to contend with in his attempt to plant the Tree of Life in

such a soil as this is, and help, it may be, to call fortb a deeper and
more intelligent sympathy with him in his efforts to accomplish

his gigantic task.

A NOBLE PROVINCE.

I loft Hankow, in company with Mr. Archibald, of tho Na-
tional Bible Society of Scotland, on the 8th March and returned on
the 4th April. The furthest point reached by us was Chang-teh, one
of the largest and most important cities in the empire, and distant

from TIankow about 350 miles. In paying this visit to Hunan
I had two objects in view: (1.) I wanted to Ijave a good preaching

tour; (2.) I wished to do something towards opening up that magni-

ficent province more effectually for missionary operations. Hunan
is a noble province, and worthy of our best efforts. It abounds in

agricultural productions and mineral resources. Its people are

comparatively brave, manly and straightforward. They have more
character than the people of this province (Hupoh). " Hupeh men,"

say the Hunanites, "are made of bean curd, but Hunan men are

made of iron." The suppression of tho Tai-ping rebellion is to bo

ascribed principally to the skill and courage of tho Hunan people.

Everywhere are the Hunan men to be seen occupying the very

highest positions as civil and military officers. Tho great Tseng
Kwo-fan, the father of the present Chinese Minister in England,

was a native of Hunan, and so is the grand secretary Tso, the

conqueror of Kashgar; Kwo, the first Minister sent by China to

England, and Peng, the famous admiral of the Yangtsze, and many
more whose well-known names might be mentioned. 'J'here are liv-

ing in the province itself a host of red buttons among the retired

officers, many of whom are men of great influence, on account of

their past services to tho State as well as by reason of their high

official rank.

* Printed from The Christian World, by request.
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HATRED or THE FOREIGNER.

Whilst all this redounds much to the credit of Hunan, we have

to confess that it has been found hitherto to constitute a formidable

barrier in the way of free and happy intercoui'se with its people. It

has made them proud, exclusive and anti-foreign to a degree that is

extraordinary even in China. Their hatred to the foreign barbarian

is a provincial characteristic. The gentry and scholars of the pro-

vince look upon Hunan as the palladium of the empire, and the

ultimate expulsion of the hated barbarian is a fixed article in tlieir

creed. It is a real grievance to them to see the foreigner showing

his "impish head" within their precincts; and it is their fixed

policy to so embitter his experiences when he does so, as to make
a second visit impossible. Even travelling in Hunan has been attend-

ed with many and peculiar difficulties. Not a few of the cities are

still closed against us, and nearly all of them are approached with

a certain degree of peril. What an attempt to effect a settlement

among the people would involve may be inferred from the following

narrative. That God in His providence will open Hunan, I have

no doubt ; and it may be that the day is not far off. It must be

admitted, however, that present appearances are not very encourag-

ing. For the time being, all that we can do is to pay the province

an occasional visit, preach the Gospel and distribute books where-

ever it is found practicable ; take advantage of every fresh opening

as it presents itself and hold ourselves in readiness to enter in and

take full possession the moment it becomes possible for us to do so.

THE COMMON PEOPLE PEACEABLE.

The principal ground of hope in respect to Hunan is the fact

that the root of the opposition we meet with there is to be found, not

so much in the feelings of the people, as in the policy of the governing

and literary classes. The people of China, whether in Hunan or

elsewhere, are usually peaceable and harmless, save when moved by
their superiors. They do not cherish any particular affection for us,

but they are not averse to all intercourse with us. If left to them-

selves, they would gladly enter into any relations with us that

promised them certain obvious benefits. But they are ignorant, and
under the control of the gentry and scholars ; and are, once their

suspicions are excited and passions roused, most cruel and revenge-

ful. When a foreigner visits Hunan, at most of the places he comes
to, placards are issued in great profusion by these men, in order to

inflame the people and secure his immediate expulsion from the

place. All these documents evince the intensest hatred. The
charges brought against us are simply monstrous, and the language

is often too vile for translation into any living language. Christian-
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ity is represented as a system which aims at the subversion of all

Older, and is the enemy of all virtue. The foreign teachers are

denounced as perpetrators of the most unnatural crimes—crimes, so

far as I know, that do not exist except in China.

LYING PLACARDS.

One of the placards brought by me from Chang-tch opens thus

:

" The English rebels have their vile abode on the margin of the sea.

Their ruler may be either man or woman. As to their species, they

are half men half beasts. In the "Book of the Hills " they are

called Lo Chung (naked vermin), and in the language of China SkUi

Jen (mud-fish)." Then the placard goes on to draw a frightfal

caricature of both the " foreign devil " and his religion. Another

placard, taken down from the walls of the same city, contains the

following sentiments: "From the creation of the world till now,

what has given China the headship on earth is her reverence for

the orthodox doctrine (Confucianism). Where this doctrine is, there

ia order ; where it is not, there is confusion. Where this doctrine

is, there is preservation ; where it is not, there is destruction. There

never has been an instance of forsaking the orthodox doctrine and

following the heretical, which did not end in extermination. How
much more must it be so when the conscience is annihilated, modesty

cast aside, public morals corrupted, the fundamental principles of

government ruined and the cardinal relations of life brought to an

end, as is the case in what is called in this age the foreign religion.

The desire of the foreign devils is to defile China with their religion
;

and, therefore, there is not one among us, in whom a particle of a

man's heart remains, who does not deeply hate and sorely detest

them, and who does not feel that he cannot stop till his hope for

their complete extermination is gratified." The placard closes with

the proposal that a band of men be engaged to waylay foreigners,

(and so treat them as to render it impossible that they should have

the hardihood to return. " Moreover, a large number of men, in

whom both skill and courage are combined, should be secretly

engaged ; and, having been liberally supplied with travelling ex-

penses, they must be sent to patrol the -water-courses and highways;

should they come across a foreign devil, they must act as may be

most expedient in the circumstances, and rob him of his money, or

strip him of his clothes, or deprive him of food, or cut off his ears

and nose." Exciting placards of this nature are scattered over the

whole of the Hunan province. Gradually an impression is made on

the popular mind, and in course of time the people are brought to

look on us and dread us as veritable incarnations of everything

that is monstrous in nature and vile iu morals. In some places in
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Hunan, the people seem very much surprised to find that we look,

after all, so much like liuman beings. " Why ! they are the same
as ourselves, only their clothes are difiPerent," Such exclamations

may be heard sometimes. But I must give you some account of

my journey. The foregoing, however, will help you to understand

what follows.

IN A DANGEROUS POSITION.

The first city we come to in Hunan is Yoh-chow, situated at the

mouth of the Tung-ting lake, and distant from Hankow about 150

miles. There was a time when it was dangerous for a foreigner to

step on shore at this place, and even now he cannot enter the place

without exposing himself to a certain amount of ill-treatment. No
sooner did we arrive than we left the boat and walked right into the

thickest part of the busiest suburb. Having spent some time tliei'e

preaching and selling books, we went into the city, where we
attempted to carry on a similar work. At first the people conducted

themselves very well, and we had no difficulty in delivering our

message. It was not long, however, before we were made to feel

that we were in Hunan, and that we had to deal with elements

very much less controllable than those we had just left behind us

in Hupeh. The cries shah (kill) and ta (beat) were getting to be

uncomfortably frequent. Soon the peltiug began, and we were

made to feel that our work, so far as this visit was concerned, was

over. We found it necessary, in order to prevent further mischief,

to call at the Mandarin office and procure an escort to accompany

us to the boat. The magistrate, being only too thankful to get rid

of us, readily granted our request. Whilst we were negotiating,

a large crowd assembled in front of the office, and among them

there were some who seemed bent on mischief. On our way to the

boat some stones were thrown after us ; but, with the help of our

escort, we managed to get off without damage. ,

PERILS BY WATER.

Our next piece of serious work was crossing the lake. The
Tung-ting is the largest lake in China, being about 220 miles in

circumference. It is divided into two parts. Eastern and Western.

Three years ago Mr. Archibald and myself crossed the Eastern

division on our way from the province of Kiang-si ; but to cross that

is regarded as very much less formidable than crossing the Western.

Fortunately the pirates who used to infest the Western lake, have

been scared by the government cruisers, and the stories which the

boatmen love to tell of their depredations have a reference to a state

of things which no longer exists. Nevertheless, crossing the West-

ern lake is still looked upon as a solemn business. It is about 70
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milos across, rrnd tlioro aro only two aticliorages bcfcwoen tlio opposite

shores. When the hike is full, ordiimry boats skirt tlie shore, the

risk of crossing being too great. Even at this tiino of tlje year,

when the water is low cnougli to afford an ancliornge almost any-

where, it is difficult to get the skipper to move, unless tljo wind

happens to be prefectly fair and sufficiently strong to render tlie

prospect of making the regular stage quite sure. Boats have often

to wait many days for fair wind; The lake robbed us of live precious

days, three of which were spent in the midst of it. I sliall not soon

forget my first night's experience on the Tung-ting. We started with

a fair wind in the morning, passed the first regular anchorage early

in the day and pushed on, hoping to reach the second before night.

This, however, we failed to do. The wind changed, a severe storm

came on, and we had to drop anchor in the midst of the lake. Had tlie

water been deep, I don't know what would have become of us in our

ricketty old craft, still it was deep enough to allow of a tumult

sufficiently great to render the situation very uncomfortable for us.

But there was another enemy not far off. Mr. Archibald went out about

midnight to see how things looked, and found, to his consternation,

that we were dragging our anchor and drifting we know not whitlier.

It was clear, however, that we were getting into the mud, and it

looked as if we might find ourselves in the morning hopelessly stuck,

unless something could be done at once to ho Id the boat at rest.

We had already passed boats which had been caught in this way,

and were doomedto rest on mud banks, high and dry, for months to

come. Fortunately a happy thought struck Mr. Archibald. There

happened to be a large sack on board. This Mr. Archibald filled with

stones, and, having made it fast to the prow, dropped it into the

mud. When the morning came, we were rejoiced to find that we
were free from all danger, in spite of the trying night through

which we had passed.

ORDERED TO DEPAET.

The first place of importance we came to, after crossing the lake,

is the city of Lung-yang. In order to make what follows intelligible,

it is necessary that I should mention the fact that a Roman Catholic

priest happened to be at Lung-yang when we arrived. He was on

his way to Hankow from Chang-teh, where he had been making

an ineffectual attempt to purchase a house and establish himself.

Living in his boat, and anchoring on the opposite side of the river,

the people and himself had seen nothing of each other during the

seven or eight days he had been at Lung-yang. It would seem,

however, that the magistrate and the gentry had made up their

minds that he had come there with the view of attempting a settle-
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ment among them, and that tliey were resolved to give him a warm
reception should he venture on shore, I may state that we knew
nothing of his movements heforehand, and that we saw nothing

of him during our short stay at Lung-yang. It was late in the

afternoon when we arrived, and therefore did not land that day.

Next morning, about 9 o'clock, we went on shore and began our

work of preaching' and book distribution. For some time every-

thing went on very quietly, and I thought that I had never met
with a people more inofifensive than the citizens of Lung-yang.

Soon after entering the city gate, a man passed me with a long slip

of red paper, which turned out to be a placard, denouncing the

foreign barbarians and calling upon the people to rise en masse,

and cast them out of the city. I turned round, followed the man,

and saw him post the placard on the wall. I deemed it advisable,

however, to take no notice of it, and went on with my work.

By-and-by another came up to me with a handful of placards,

which he was going to scatter over the place. He shook them in

my face and told me that I must get out of the city at once. I told

him that I had a pei'fect right to be there ; that my object was not

to rent houses or buy grounds, but simply to preach the Gospel and
distribute good books ; and that before leaving the city I must see

the magistrate and explain matters to him. He told me that it

was a matter which concerned the people and not the magistrate,

and that the people insisted on my leaving the city at once. I

called his attention to the fact that the people were as quiet as they

could be, and that he and two or three more with whom he appear-

ed to be associated, were the only persons who showed the least

objection to our presence in the city. He then took hold of me,

and, dragging me by the coat, declared that I must go out of the

city at once. The others went in for Mr. Archibald and made a

similar attack upon him. By this time a crowd was gathering

around us, and becoming every moment more and more excited.

Among them I observed three or four soldiers, and now and again

I could hear them say, almost in a whisper " })w ta " (don't strike).

These were evidently sent by the authorities to protect us from se-

vere injury whilst in the hands of the mob ; and this they did not

from a desire to do us an act of kindness, but to save themselves

from a possible scrape should anything serious happen to us in a

city under their immediate jurisdiction. We showed our passports

and endeavoured to explain matters to the people ; but the few men
who had been acting as rinj^leaders from the beginning, were inexo-

rable. Nothing would satisfy them but our immediate exit from
the city and departure from the place. We asked these men to

show us the direction of the magistrate's office; but they positively
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refused. We asked the people, and they declined from fear. We
then went in search of tiie office, aiid, with the help of the boys,

who were following in the crowd behind us, we manage to find it.

BAREFACED FALSEHOODS.
•

At the office an attempt was made to keep us out ; and, having

got in, another attempt was made to persuade us to leave without

seeing the Mandarin. After long waiting, however, and much
useless quibbling on the part of the underlings, we were introduced

to the great man. You have been often told how sadly wanting

in truthfulness the Chinese as a people are, and how much in their

element they appear to be when telling a barefaced falsehood. We
liad a striking instance of this moral rottenness at the Lung-yang

office. A dispatch was sent by the magistrate of Yoh-chow to the

magistrate of Lung-yang respecting us. We had a conversatiou

with the messengers ou their way thither, and met them again on

their homeward journey; so there can be no doubt as to the dis-

patch having been sent and delivered. When the attention of the

Lung-yang magistrate was called to this fact, and pointed to as a

reason why he should have known who we were, and whence we had
come, he flatly denied that any such document had ever been re-

ceived at his office, and got all the underlings of the establishment

to join him in the denial. "Did any dispatch reach this office from

Yoh-chow ? " The question was put with much show of indignation.

" No ! No ! No ! " was the prompt and emphatic reply. It was a

sad spectacle. But it would have been useless to argue with men
who think no more of perjuring themselves than they do of sipping

a cup of tea.

OFFICIAL DISTURBANCE.

Gradually the fact that we were not connected with the priests,

and that we had not come to Lung-yang to purchase property and

settle down at the place, dawned upon the mind of the magistrate.

He seemed somewhat amused when the mistake became quite

apparent, and expressed his willingness to allow us to remain in

the city for a day or two and do our work. He then sent for the

constables of the place, in order to explain to them the object of

our coming to Lung-yang, and to give them instructions respecting

our safety. As they made their appearance one after another, we
had no difficulty in recognising them as the very men who had been

troubling us in the streets. " Why," said I to the magistrate,

" These constables are the very men who have been doing ail the

mischief. They have been doing their utmost to inflame the mob.

Even the placards have been carried about the city, and posted ou
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the walls and gates by them. It is very clear to me that the uproar

of to-day has had its origin in this office, and that these men have

been acting under instruction." The magistrate did nob attempt

to deny the fact, but simply excused himself and the policemen, on

the ground that it vs^as done in ignorance of our Mou-identity with

the priest, and of the object of our visit. He then sent for two of

the leading gentry. Whilst he was explaining to them the nature

of the mistake which had been made, it became still more clear to us

that the entire scheme had been hatched in 'the magistrate's office by

the gentry, with the magistrate himself at their head. I endeavoured

to point out the meanness, wickedness and danger of such a

course. But they evidently looked upon it as an excellent stroke

of policy and begged us not to be offended, as it had not been

intended for us.

AN EXCITED MOB.

By this time the large square in front of the office was crowded

with an excited mob, and it became clear to us that no more work
could be attempted in the circumstances. The gentry and authorities

had succeeded in rousing the fears and inciting the rage of the

ignorant people to a pitch which no ordinary methods could control.

The one question of importance to us now was how to get to our

boats and away from the place without further molestation. We
therefore expressed our willingness to leave the city at once, and
asked for an escort. The magistrate himself felt the gravity of the

situation and sent for a number of soldiers from a camp hard by.

We owe it to these men that we reached our boat without being

seriously bruised. Something worse might have happened to us.

Even with the help of this strong guard we escaped with difficulty.

One fellow, who looked a perfect cut-throat, made a rush at me in

the street, and would have prostrated me in an instant, but for the

prompt intervention of the braves in charge. I shall never forget

the sight which the square in front of the magistrate's office present-

ed as we emerged from the inner court. It was thronged with
thousands of people, among whom there were not a few who would
have rejoiced to imbue their hands in our blood. A narrow path
was cleft for us in the midst of that dense mass by the soldiers and
policemen, and, with the help of the military mandarin and his

braves, we passed through, and ultimately reached our boat, without
receiving any injury. We were obliged to leave the place at once,

for any attempt at delay would have led to an assault on the boat.

Just as we started for Chang-teh the priest also weighed anchor and
left for Hankow.
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NEED OF GUEAT PATIENCE.

Clmng-teli is about thirty miles above Lung-yanjr, and it took

lis nearly two days to make this short distance. " Ye have need of

patience." I know of no passage that comes up in my mind so often

as that does when travelling in China and dealing with the " heathen

Chinee.^'' No sooner did wo arrive than we heard that the Roman
Catholic priests had been there; that a house which belonged to

the Roman Catholics had been demolished, that another, which they

had succeeded in purchasing from a native, had been locked and

sealed by the magistrate ; that the streets had been placarded, and

that the priest himself had been compelled to fly. I secured a copy

of the placard which w.as issued on the occasion. It reads thus :

—

**A foreign devil arrived on the 23rd. In the Kia-kiai street, at the

west gate, there is a man named Kwo, one of the black-legs of the

place, who has already given up his house to be turned into a Roman
Catholic chapel. The sign is about to be put up and the chapel

opened for the propagation of the depraved religion of Jesus. In

the Kia-kiai street there are people guarding the river, so as to

prevent the devil landing. We, the gentry, scholars, merchants

and people have fixed on the 28th day for a general gathering at

the City Temple. There we shall deliberate and then proceed to

the said street. We shall take the devil and drive him out of our

boundaries ; the black-leg, Kwo, we shall beat to death, and the

house we shall demolish, and thus cut off the voot of this calamity.

Public announcement." Immediately on our arrival at Chang-teh

we sent our cards to the magistrate, together with an explanation

of the meaning of our visit. His reply was to the effect that he

would communicate with the prefect, and let us know the result iu

the course of the day. No reply came that day. On the following

morning we sent word to him again. His reply was to the effect

that he could not give us any ostensible protection ; that the priest

had been obliged to leave without receiving assistance from the

office, and that it would not do for him to treat one foreigner

in one way and another foreigner in another way. Seeing that

the policy of the magistrates was to ignore our presence at the place,

that the people were iu a state of considerable excitement, and
that it we went on shore we should be left to the tender mercies

of the mob, we resolved to turn our backs on Chang-teh on this

occasion without landing. We did so with much regret. We hope,

however, to visit it again before the end of the year, when, I

trust, we shall find the aspect of things somewhat changed for the

better.
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NO ABIDING ALLOWED.

I wish it to be understood that the opposition to the priest, both

at Lung-yang and Chang-teh, does not spring from the fact that

he is a Roman Catholic, but from the attempt he has been making

to establish himself at the latter city. Any foreigner, whether Pro-

testant or Homan Catholic, attempting to effect a settlement in that

I'egion, would meet with a similar treatment. There are cities in

Hunan into which no Protestant missionary has been allowed to

enter and carry on any kind of work. Lung-yang and Chang-teh

were not among them. Both cities have been visited repeatedly,

and missionary work has been carried on, even within the Avails.

It was only when an attempt was made to rent or purchase houses,

with the intention of establishing a mission at the place, that this

bitter anti-foi'eign feeling broke out; and the result is, that even the

ordinary Avork of preaching and book distribution can now be carried

on in that part of the province only with much inconvenience and

no little risk.

DISCOURAGED BUT NOT HOPELESS.

The Luno-yang case throws no obscure light on the way most

of the I'ows with which foreigners in travelling iu China have to do,

are got up. The people, by means of placards, are inflamed, an as-

sault is made, the foreigner has to run and the news of a righteous

uprising and a glorious victory is noised abroad. The placards are

always issued by the gentry and scholars, with the full cognisance

of the magistrates, and simply fathered on the peoi)le. In the ma-

gistrate of Lung-yang, and the two scholars Ave met at his office, we
liad unquestionably the very authors of the placard issued on that

day ; and the very spirit of the storm which threatened our destruction

must have come forth from the office itself. Such is a brief record

of some of the experiences of this somewhat eventful journey. JFe

are not discouraged by rebuffs such as these ; for we know that the

work is God's Avork and that He is Avitli us. We are also confi-

dently looking forward to the time when all obstacles shall have

been swept away, and when the glorious Gospel of Christ shall have

free course, and be glorified in all the provinces and cities of the

land.—I am, yours faithfully, Griffith John.

Hankow, China, Feb. 23, 1883.
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The Opium Question.

REPORT OK COMMirrKK OX OPIUM TRAFFIC.

Canton Gon/erencr,, June ^rd, 1891.

Committee : Dr. J. G. Kerr (Cliainnau), Rev. E. Z. Siuamona

and G. Hnrgreaves.

^^IfOUR committee, in presenting a report to this Conference on

•-*^ the opinni traffic, does so with mingled feelings of thankful-

ness and solicitude.

1. It would record its thankfulness to God for tlie recent arous-

ing of tlie Christian conscience that has taken place in Great Britain

respecting the opium traffic and also the awakened iutei'est manifest

in Indiii, Ceylon, the Straits Settlements and Cliina.

2. It would record its thankfulness also for the victory gained •

by the friends and members of the Society for the Suppression of the

Opium Trade in the House of Commons on Friday, April 10th, when

the motion to negative Sir Joseph Pease's resolution for the abolition of

the non-medicinal opium traffic was rejected hy a majority of thirty.

3. It is with pleasure that your committee records the statement

made by Sir -lames Ferguson, the Under Secretary of State, speaking

on behalf of tlie government, that 'if the Chinese thought proper to

raise the duty on Indian opium to a prohibitive extent, or shutout the

drug altogether, this country would never expend a sovereign or send

a soldier, or go to the cost of a single gunboat to enforce it on them.'

On the other hand your committee records with feelings of deep

solicitude the facts, based upon observation and statistics, that the cul-

tivation and consumption of native opium in China are rapidly increas-

ing. For the evidence of these facts we refer you to the testimony of

missionaries and native Christians iu China and the report of Sir Robert

Hart of 1887. Sir Robert tells us that the consum{)tion of native

opium has assumed large proportions during recent years. From the

report it appears that foreign opium is used in a small degree compared

with the native, which fact proves that the consumption of opium is

largely on the increase, for we learn from another part of the report

that in several places where the native opium had put in an appearance

that it did not affect the sale of that which came from India,

It will thus be seen that the time for relaxing our efforts has

not yet arrived. Yea the call is for still more strenuous efforts. The

magnitude of the task before us iu seeking to abolish the opium

traffic is brought the more vividly before us when w« remember that

not only is a large proportion of the Indian revenue derived from the

opium traffic, bub also considerable portions of the revenue of Hong-

kong, Singapore, Penang and other places directly governed by

Britain or under British protection.
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Owing to the falling off in the number of emigrants and other

causes, the opium farmer at Singapore was losing money very

heavily. The government decided to reduce the amount paid him

by $20,000 per month or |240,000 per annum. The rent of the

opium farm, formerly agreed upon, was 1 1,35 1,000, which is now

reduced to $1,111,000 per annum, and the farm is leased to the same

farmer for three years, viz., 1892, 93, 94, at the same rental.

In Hongkong the opium farm is leased for a period of three

vears, from March, 1889, at $477,600 per annum, as against

$182,400 per annum for the preceding three years. This increase

in rent is said to be largely due to the prevention of smuggling.

In India the nett annual revenue for the last few years has been

about £4,500,000.

In other places also large sums are raised for revenue from the

opium traffic.

The magnitude of the evil and consequently the magnitude of

the task before us is also seen in the fact already partially alluded

to, viz., that the practice of indulging in opium is largely increasing

in India, Ceylon, Ciiina, Burma, the Straits Settlements, Borneo and

the islands of the Pacific. In Japan and Corea opium has been

rigorously prohibited. Whether as a result of that, or not, we do not

pretend to say, but the fact remains that the commercial prosperity

between Great Britain and Japan furnishes a striking contrast to the

stagnation or even retrogression of the commercial relations between

China and Great Britain. The di£ference between the feeling enter-

tained towards foreigners in China and Japan, the prospects of mis-

sion work in the two countries, cause us to reflect and ask whether

the difference is not, to some extent at least, to be accounted for by

the fact that Japan has been left free to exclude oi)ium, whilst

pi'essure has been brought to bear on China to admit it. Again the

Russians are allowed to cross the borders into China and Thibet,

whilst the British and other residents in India are carefully pre-

vented, from passing into Thibet or Yunnan.

It is not the intention of your committee to present to you the

long list of the evils arising directly and indirectly out of the opium

traffic. 'Jlie above are presented with a view to set forth the

magnitude of our task and the responsibility resting upon us as

preachers of righteousness to arouse still more thoroughly the public

conscience of so-called Christian England.

In 1833 the British government raised a loan of £20,000,000

for the purpose of compensating slave owners iu its West Indian

dominions. The debt was not felt, it has long since been discharged,

the trade and commerce of Great Britain have since then been
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trebled and tlio roveime of the Cf)mitry lias been increased two-fold.

Y.'ur coininifctee firmly believe that if iigsiin the luition could reach

such a height of Christian magnanimity and self-.sacrifi(!e rrg;ir(liu<;

the opium trafft-, she would be still more blessed with that, exalta-

tion which is promised to the nation that workeih righteousness.

Your cununittee would therefore sugirest :

—

1. That (!acli member of this Conference be hereby requested

to collect information relating to the importation, cultivation and
consumptiou of o[)ium in China and communicate such information

to your committee.

2. That as the Christian Church in (Jhina is ])ractically an

anti-opium society, the evils of the opium traffic be statedly

brought before its members, and that tUo.y be exhorted to (hi all

they can to save the victims of the opium habit and })revent others

from becoming victims thereto.

3. That 3'our committee be emjwwered to communicate in the

name of this Conference to the public press, secular and religious,

Chinese and foreign, some or all of the facts contained in this

rei)ort, and also such information as shall from time to time re-

ceive the adoption, a})proval or acceptance of this Conference.

4. That members of the Conference who have not yet become
subscribers to some or all of the papers now laid on the table,

become such, and seek to disseminate the information contained

therein. {Friend of China, The Sentinel, National Righteousness.')

5. That as ftir as possible we seek to prevent the young from

becoming ensnared in the oi)ium habit, and urge upon parents

and guardians of children to keep from temptation those com-
mitted to their charge.

G. That as a Conference we press, as opportunity shall present,

upon the Chinese government the desirability of suppressing the

production of the native opium, and of effectually stopping the

importation of the drug from India.

7. That from time to time we join with other communities

in China and elsewhere in petitioning the British Parliament to

suppress the opium traffic, and so release us, as preachers of

that morality which teaches us to do unto others as we would they

should do unto us, as well as release the foreign mercantile

community of the incubus and stigma under which we at present

labour.

(Signed) J. G. Kerr,

Chairman of Committer,

Grainger Hargreaves,

Secretary,
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Tlie Holy Spirit a Speedy Instruetor.

BY REV. WILLIAM N. BREWSTER.

^^NE Saturdaj' afternoon of last February we went out to a

^^ village a couple of miles from this city, with several native

preachers and Christians, for an open air meeting. There was

apparently nothing unusual in the occasion nor crowd of listeners,

except perhaps that the preaching was with more than usual spirit-

ual power.

One man asked at the close, wliere and when he could hear

more of this doctrine. He was invited to come to the Church in the

city the next da3^

As it was still early, we went to anotiier place half a mile far-

ther out. One of our best native preachers spoke, and we noticed

this same man standing as near the preacher as possible, and listen-

ing as a condemned criminal might to the reading of his pardon.

He had never heard it before. He could not keep still. He eagerly

asked if the preacher meant that " God would save any man who
was willing to be saved"? Here was a revelation! Religion to

him had always meant a system of doctrine fmind in the sacred

Chinese books, and sealed to him. because he, like most Ohinamen

who are too poor to make a business of it, could not read one page

of them. But here was a religion he did not have to learn all about

l)efore receiving the benefits of it. The preacher explained in sim-

plest language that God had made provision for forgiving all his

sins, and to-day save him for time and eternity, if he would repent

and believe in Christ as his Saviour now.

We hoped to see so eager a listener again, and were not

disappointed. Next day he was early to Church, and occupied a

front seat. The pastor preached a plain Gospel sermon; and then

ihe elder, who had explained the way of salvation the day before,

exhorted those who had not yet done so, to repent and believe and

ha saved now. The crowd was very large. Our man was among

the first on his feet, when seek<?rs were invited to arise. Then

followed a remarkable season of prayer. I know not how many of

that kneeling company then found i)eace with God, but 1 know that

when we arose, the face of this man, who had heard the Gospel for

the first time less than twenty hours before, shone as Moses' face

wheji he came down from Sinai. Five months have passed, and it is

shining yet.

He lives four miles from the Church, but never misses a Sunday.

He told his brothers and their families the glad news. The
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iioi<^bbors have heard it. Now that village ha» 15 or 20 happy

Oiiristiaiis. Tlion^di a day labourer he ssnbscribed 200 cash a month
for tlie pastor's sai)port. These are tlie fruits of the Spirit. The
influeuce of tliatone open-air service will affect hundreds of immortal

souls forever. One becomes dizzy in trying to estimate " where-

tuito it will grow."?

This incident confirms the theory the writer has long held that

men do not have to know all, or oven much about Christ, in order to

know llhn.

The theory that the heathen must be taught all about the doc-

trines and person of Christ, before they can be real Ciiristians, has done

much to clog the yjrogress of modern missions. As much perhaps as

the prejudice and superstition of the people. It has hindered in two

way?. It has led those who have learned the doctrines to think that

they are Christians, though not boru of the Spirit. Aiid it has no

doubt caused multitudes to think that they cannot be Christians until

thus taught. They cannot read. All their time is consumed in the

struggle for food and shelter. It seems to them an impossible task.

They have not the courage to try.

We have i*eason to believe that this error is widely prevalent

among the native workers of all societies in China.

They too often think that it is their sole busiuess to make Christ-

ians by teaching the catechism.

By all means let the catechism be taught: but let this follow^

rather than jjrecede repentance and saving faith in Christ. With

heart all aglow with the joy of conscious pardon, and filled with love

lor God and man, our new converts will learn the doctrines with

marvelous rapidity. They then have the Spirit's light and help.

China is ready to be thus evangelized.

HiNG HwA City, China,

0. P. Foochow.

The Wives of Missionaries.

BY DR. ASMHORE, A.B.M.U., CHINA,

<5tfHE man will do scant justice to woman's work oat here who
^ does not take into account what the wives are doing. Their

-work is not always reported, and not always reportable, but it has

to be done all the same. They are busy at something all the time,

helping on in a score of unnumbered and unsentimental ways. They

look after schools, and teach Bible- women, and send them out, and
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take tlioir reporf.s. T.'iey look after the women of the Cliurclies —
old folks, young folks, well folks, feeble folks and all sorts of folks

who need bits of help, and odds and ends of good advice and wise

suggestion. Besides that which coraeth upon theni daily,—the

care of their little families,—they have to provide for all the

strangers that come along (of whom I was one). They have to

fit up the provision chests of their husbands every time they go off

on tours to the country. Some of them would starve if their good

wives did not look after them. If there are any social amenities

to be observed, in order to good standing in the community, the

wives have to see to them also, or they won't be done. Ostensibly

the husband is here to do a little civilizing, as a sort of secondary

work (though I challenge the wisdom of the whole attempt), but

his wife often has to keep her eye on him to prevent his being

barbarized while he is about it. He would go round with sleeves

out at the elbows and shoes careened over on one side. He would

get to taking his breakfast in the pantry or on his writing-desk.

Every time he comes back from the jungle his wife has to put him

through to make him presentable and a credit to the Missionary

Union that sent him out. Nor does that begin to be all of woman's

work for missions that the wife has to do ; she is expected to be a

compendium of all sorts of small but important information. She

is the general supplementer of all manner of minor unfinished

items in the round of missionary life. She mixes medicines, spreads

plasters, gives out doses of painkiller, warns the children against

green fruit and colic, puts on patches, sews on buttons, deals out

bits of thread and needles, asks the children how their mothers

are, and the mothers how the children are, keeps count of the

baptizing gowns, looks after the preparation for communion service,

keeps the desk supplied with postage stamps, forwards the letter to

her husband in the country, tells him where he left his hat when

he cannot find it, reminds him that his coat has not been brushed

nor his shoes blacked, when he is going to make a call, and so

on, with twenty other things of no great account in making up a

" report," but all of which are valuable items of solid missionary

usefulness.
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Mahommedanism.

Remarks on Ilicei Hioei Shico.

BY J. EDKIN8, D.D.

<3T|'nE origin of the term Hwei Hwei is not fully understood by the

^^ Mahommedans through their not beiiif* nwai-e that it is a

Turkish race-name like Ottoman, Seljtikian and Kirghis for example.

In this state of unconsciousness the Chinese Mahommedans speculate

on ti»e meaning of the word Hwei (jfil), which hiia in it a notion, being

self-contained or returning upon oneself. They reason that death

for instance is such a return and they are ready to appeal to

it to throw light on the teaching of Confiioius. The longer of

the appendices says, when Ki La asked the sage concerning death,

he hnd said in reply, " ignorant as we are of life how can we
know death ? " The Mahommedan writer says of this answer of

Confucius :
" There is nothing in this utterance to show that the sage

considered death an unsuitable subject for enquiry. He feared only

that the principles of life might bo neglected. Both are important

and both are included in the one character Hwei "
(lal).

On this opinion thus expressed Mr. Hogg remarks :
" The

contents of this book would seem to justify the conclusion that the

origin and history of the term Hwei Hwei are unknown to the

Chinese Mahommedans." Tliis leaves it open to them to etymologize

as they please. They took advantage of what they found in diction-

aries. The word Hwei is one of those terms which suited B.iby-

lonian philosophy. That philosophy, transplanted into China, retained

its love for self-contained revolution leading to tho evolution of

the universe.

The character JU is in tho Shwo Wen said to be a picture

of revolving and returning combined. This is a statement of the

second century, near the end of the Han dynasty, just before the

age of the three kingdoms. In the tenth century, Sii Kiai, when
commenting on the Shwo Wen, added to tho explanation of this

character the following remarks : The breath of round heaven con-

nects heaven with earth the one being within the other. Heaven

is spherical and completely encompasses the earth. Between them
the principles of light and darkness, with the five elements, conti-

nually return and revolve. This idea, thus expressed, was currently

connected with the word Hwei when the Mahommedans were,

through the spread of the trade caused by the Caliphate, coming

fast into China. They, therefore, when the Chinese character Hwei
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(0) was adopted for their religion, naturally interpreted its sense

in this way.

In the Tang dynasty the Wigurs were called Weigur ([o| |^).

"Weigur are the old sounds of these two characters according to the

Syllabic Spelling. We obtain this phonetic valne for the last of these

two characters by changing final t to r as the Coreans do to this day.

By taking the central China pronunciation we obtain Wei for the

sound of (hI. The initial seems to have been prefixed later. As

a nation they had relations with the Tang Emperors in the seventh

century. In the eighth century they often asked for a Chinese

Princess as a wife to their chief ruler. In the twelfth century the

Sung dynasty bi'oke off relations with them.

The Syllabic Spelling gives us a weak h as the initial in each

character in the old name used by the Chinese for the Wigurs.

Afterwards the final i or r was dropped. Thus m f^ became Wei

Wei, and in modern pronunciation Hwei Hwei.

The knowledge of Mahommedanism came to North China

through the Wigurs, that is, the Turks of Chinese Turkestan and

through them the trade in Persian drugs, Persian rose water and

pearls, from the Indian Ocean, was carried on, while the Arabs traded

in these articles at Canton proceeding there by sea. Thus we are

furnished with a satisfactory explanation of the origin of the word

Hwei Hwei. It is a Turkish race-name applied to tribes occupying

the country from Kashgar to Hami, now made into the Chinese pro-

vince Sin-kiang. Persians were much mixed with them, and both

together have given origin to the Chinese Mahommedans. As the

Persians took the chief place in trade, the colloquial medium for the

commerce carried on through the Wigur country became Persian in

the Ming dynasty. At that time there was an official school for

teaching Persian to mandarin linguists in Peking. In the caravans

that came and went, Persian would be spoken a good deal, as was the

case when Marco Polo was in Peking, who spoke it, in fact, himself.

The Persian tongue was then known in China as the Hwei Hwei

language. The reason of this is found in the fact that the Wigur

nation became Mahommedan under Persian teaching. The Chinese

name for the Wigurs thus became a name also for the Arabian

religion, and for the Persian language. Mahommedan mosques in

China and in the Wigur country were supplied with Persian teach-

ers, because the Turks were not intellectually competent to teach

the Koran, and when they were born in China, they forget their

own language and adopted Chinese in place of it.
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Appealing to the Secular Arm.

BY REV. W. D. RUDLAND, T'AI-CHEO.

C*N the March number of The Recorder Dr. Baldwin has called

<^ attention to this subject and given us the arguments for

and against. Would it not be well now to have from some of

our older missionaries short papers giving their own practical'

experience in this matter? Young missionaries are continually

arriving ; new work is being opened up and such information would

be of great value. There must be plenty of material on hand if

our older brethren will only bring it forward. These are the

thoughts which ran through my mind on reading the Doctor's

article. Acting on this suggestion, I now send you a few notes

on the subject :

—

Coming to this city in 1870, when there were only two native

Christians in the whole district, things went smoothly for a

time. But no sooner were three more added to our number than

persecution began. The temple of the god of war was to be

repaired, and the native Christians were expected to contribute.

This they refused to do, saying that as they did not worship idols

or believe in them, they could not contribute towards the support of

idolatry.

This so much offended the headman of the temple that he

went to the magistrate, who sent for me in order that he might

enquire about the matter. I went and explained the case to him;

and, though he promised not to deal unfairly with them, no

sooner had I left the yamen than a warrant was issued for their

apprehension. Seeing that no dependence could be placed on his

word, and that he was determined to make them pay, I wrote

to the Consul at Ningpo stating tlie facts and asking advice. He
at once took up the case, and our members did not contribute

towards the temple repairs.

The affair having been settled in this way, gave rise to others,

in which the native Christians thought I ought to appeal to the

Consul, but from that time I have not done so. We have had

many cases since of various kinds, but they have either been settled

between the parties themselves or by my acting as middleman.

About two years ago a female member was, when on her way
home from the Sunday services, set upon by these men, heads of a

temple, because she refnsed to contribute towards a theatrical

performance. They beat her, tore her clothes, threw her into a

ditch and left her there, some of the neighbours having to pull her

out and lead her home. She was so badly bruised that it was
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two weeks before she could walk again. We tried in every way to

settle the affair with the offenders. They, however, only abused

us, saying that this was but the beginning, and others would soon

fare worse. After a good deal of prayer I went to the magistrate,

who said if her husband would send in a petition in the ordinary

way justice would be done. He did so, and the prefect issued

a proclamation, stating that native Christians are exempt from

contributing to idolatry. This he ordered the offenders to have cut

in stone, and it now stands at our chapel door.

About six months ago a member came to this city to enter

a petition at the prefect's yam6n, because he had been unfairly

treated in a law case entered against him about some property.

On hearing his report I did not think he was likely to gain much
by this course of action, so after having prayer together, I advised

him to return home and get some one to act as middleman and

endeavour thus to settle the matter, telling him that it would

be the cheaper way and more likely to be productive of peace

in the end. He left undecided, but came back in a few hours

saying he would do as I had suggested. He returned, got a few

Christians together, told them about it and had a prayer-meeting,

asking the Lord for guidance. The other party sent a middleman

a few days after to make peace, and it was soon satisfactorily

arranged. The man was so pleased with this that he gave the $3,

which it would have cost him to enter his appeal, towards the repair

of the little chapel he attended, as a thank offering to God. His

wife and daughter, who before were opposed to Christianity, are

now candidates for membership, as a result, for their gods " did not

answer prayer in this way."

Two other cases we have had within the last two months.

The first was a Christian man to whose house some yam^u runners

had gone demanding taxes. These having been already paid and the

receipts all in due order, they then asked for deeds of ground to

stamp. He remonstrated, saying no ground had been bought for

years and the deeds he had were all stamped. .

" But," they said, "we
must have |30 or we will not go." The man came to me asking

what he was to do. It was our weekly afternoon prayer- meeting,

so we made it a subject of special prayer that the Lord would

overrule all for His glory. I then advised him to take his tax

receipts and deeds to the tax officers and state the case to them.

This he did, and they told him to go home and they would see to it.

The next day a messenger was sent to order the yameu runners to

return at once.

These cases have given our native Christians a firmer faith in a

prayer-hearing and prayer-answering God.
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Missionary Intelligence.

'To Fellow-workers in Heathen Lands, Greetings :

C^OR a long time I have been racking my brain about some method^ to increase the interest of people at home in the great cause of

the evaugelizatioa of heathenism. We hear on all hands that the

brethren are generous; they have the love of God in their hearts,

but distant empires are far from their thoughts ; hence they do not

think how very accessible they are, nor of their responsibility

to them.

"Turn on the light," give them the knowledge you have and
there will be a change. When we came to Japan we were asked if

*' the Japanese did not speak a dead language ;" it was very funny

to us at tiie time, but since it has troubled us a good deal to think

it was so dead to us or we to it 1 ! There are no difficulties that

cannot be overcome, whether of language or of environment. They
can all be conquered by the help of the Lord and the Gospel can be

planted wherever there is a human heart to receive it. Love will

find a way. To a man living in Indiana or Illinois, the dwellers in

Africa, India or China seem like denizens of another world, yet in

truth they are our neighbors, and if we love them, we can do them

good. To arouse interest in our work we must keep people informed

of the state of the heathen world, of the work and of openings; and

their privilege and duty of partaking in the work should be kept

before them. The religious press is ready to our hands ; college

presidents and professors have hundreds of young people under their

influence. Letters can be sent out ; but to write many letters is

a great task, and something to multiply copies is necessary. Lately

I bought an Edison's mimeograph, which works nicely and can

be used for printing for the S. S. or any other work on the field.

It consists of a small slab of steel covered with hard sharp points, on

which a waxed stencil paper is placed ; the writing is done with a steel

stvlus, the points piercing the paper under the point of the stylus,

then the paper is put in a frame and copies can be struck off rapidly.

If a couple of extra steel plates were bought and set in board frames,

several persons could write at the same time, and all the printing

could be done on one machine. Plenty of paper and ink should be

ordered. By this means one letter can be sent to a number of

papers, or to a number of auxiliaries
;
private letter writing is greatly

simplified and a great work is done. Bro. Wharton found great
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ignorance of missions in Australia ; we, on the tlie field, can dispel

much of this ignorance as others caTinot. The year-book is necessary

to furnish addresses. Believing this line of work will be productive,

I submit the suggestion to your careful consideration, hoping that ifc

may meet your approval. If machines are wanted doubtless Bro.

McLean can get them at a reduction. The extra steel slabs are

important where several are to use the same machine. Japanese can

be written with it very well. This letter is also written on one.

With many prayers and Christian love,

Your brother in Christ,

Chas. E. Garst.

Shonai, Japan, March 9th, 1891. (Foreiffn Christian Mission).

€oxxtB^aniiimtt

To the Editor of

"Thk Chinese Rkcoeder."

Deau Sir : Not a few of the mis-

sionaries in these parts are now
turning their eyes towards Hnnan
as the real source from which the

present riots have sprung. Tlie en-

closed lettei' (published elsewhere

—

Ed.), w^hicli appeared in the London
Christian World oi April 19th, 1883,
gives a faithful account of the state

of things in that province eight

years ago. Matters have not im-
proved during the intervening pe-

riod, but have rather grown worse.

The people are as hostile as ever, and
the anti-foreign feeling is as fierce

as ever. During these eight years a
perfect stream of the vilest pamph-
lets and placards have been pouiing
into this and other provinces from
Hunan. Tlie Roman Catholics are

charged with unutterable abomina-
tions, and Christianity itself is

spoken of as inculcating impuri-
ties aud atrocities of the foulest

kind. Year by year this literature

has grown in magnitude and virul-

ence ; and that which is now cir-

culating among the people of this

valley is by far the most inflam-

matory I have ever seen.

At the bejifinning of last year the
attention of the Hu-kwang Viceroy
was called to the existence of this

source of danger; but, so far as I

know, nothing radical was done to

put an end to it. And I am con-
vinced that, as long as Hunan is

allowed to maintain its present

isolated and defiant attitude in

regard to foreign intercourse,

nothing radical can be done. Hu-
nan will have to be humbled and
two or three of her great marts
opened to foreign trade, before

these periodical disturbances can
possibly be brought to an end. I

think it will be found that at the

root of evei'y one of these riots

there is a Hunan influence, and that

behind every mob there are Hunaa
men. Let tlie representatives of the

Foreign Powers do what they may,
in order to put down the present

disturbance and prevent its re-

currence, I am convinced that they
will do nothing radical and perman-
ent as long as the Hunan factor

id iguored. Sooner or later it will
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Imve to be deftlfc with, and I should

PHy, tlie sooner the better; the

hotter for Cliiria as well as for

ourselveH.

Ill the present stnte of things,

the enclosed letter would probably

ho read with some interest by your
readers. If yon think so, please

insert in The Rkcobdkr.

I am, Dear Dr. Wheeler,

Yours faithfully,

Q. John.
Hankow, June 1st, 1891.

To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir: A few months ago I

made a count of the number of

instances in which the American
revisers of the N. T. indicate a

difference of opinion from the

English revisers as to the correct

reading of the Greek text. Of the

American committees' foot notes of

all kinds there are jnst about .300.

Only 16 of these refer to changes
in the Greek text. Fourteen out

of the 16 would have the Greek of

the text, and that of the margin
change places. There are 8 other foot

notes whicii refer to the Greek text

of the margin only. There are also

four cases where the two committees

differ as to the punctuation of the

Greek text, in which the transla-

tion turns on the punctuation. Of
the remaining foot notes, about 200
refer oidy to the proper translation

of the Greek. The two committees

agree better as to the Greek text

than as to its translation.

The English revisers give in the

margin about 400 varieties of the

Greek text. 'i'he American com-
mittee would reject three or four

of these, and add three or four

others; and in 14 cases would have

the margin and the text change
place. There are, in addition to

these, some cases where there are

in the Greek text differences of

Bucb a nature as not to affect the

translation, and hence they are not

noticed iu the margin or the foot

notes.

In regard to the Greek text of

Matthew, Mark and Luke the two
committees hardly differ at all.

Now in view of such close agree-

ment as this between two independ-

ent committees, and in view of the

two-thirds rule by which the

English committee finally settled

all cases of departure from the

Textus Receptns, it does seem as if

the revisers' text is a thoroughly

safe basis on which to work. Why
should it be needful to go back of

this and thresh over that bundle

of straw ? Yet, no matter ; it is a

small thing to concede for so good
an end as harmony.

J. E. Walker.

FoocHOW, June 23, 1891.

To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir: Permit me to add my
testimony that Mr. Murra3''8 system
for teaching the blind in China with

Braille's symbols is an admirable

one.

Over a year ago I reduced the

system to meet the needs of the

Wen-chow-fu local patois, and on
trial have found it to work most
successfully. The tones were ignor-

ed (in accordance with most

Romanized books) and no difficulty

was experienced by ray pupil in

readily writing and reading any-

thing submitted to him.

I am sorry pressure of other

duties has kept me from doing so

much as I desire in this line of

work, but I am hopeful of doiug

more soon.

I heartily concur in the views

expounded so well by Mr. Blodget

in TiiE Recorder for June.
Yours most sincerely,

Robert Griebson.

[The writer of the main article

referred to is Rev. J. H. Lowrie.

We printed the MS. exactly in the

form as written, including signa-

tures.—Ed.]
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To the Editor of
" The Chinese Recorder."

Herewith a few more tunes without sernifcones. If you could find a

page for thorn in The ReCOKDKR, they would be welootned by many mis-

sionaries whose ears are sadly pained by the way our Chinese congregations

sing the ordinary tunes.
Yours very truly,

Mart Richard.

'Rock of Ages."
No. 1. China.

-77^-
6 Hymn Tunes composed by G. Evan Jones, Licentiate R. A. M.
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No. 2. "O That will be joyful."

J L

Here we Buflfer - grief and pain. Here we meet to part a • gain.
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No. 6. —The Evening Hymn—"Ulory to Tbe«.
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To the Editor of

"Thk Chinesk Recordeu."

Dear Sir : I tamed with interest

to the article in the July
" Recorder," called forth by my
short note on the terras of address

in prayer to God, read ou with

growing disappointment and closed

with stupefaction that such conld

i-eally be the arguments forming

the lifelong conviction of a

successful missionary of experience

and well-deserved respect, whose
identity is sufficiently revealed by

the initials C. W. M. As there are

only a few hours to catch the last

post which can gain insertion in the

August number, I cannot answer as

I would ; I beg, however, to make
a few remarks, leaving the more
scholarly and technical discussion

on one side. Surely C. W. ^[.

missoH the whole point of the

objection to Ni^. Its use is exactly

parallel to praying to God as You in

English.

What boy, save the very coarsest,

in China, addresses his father as

llj;? And where does human re-

lationship lead moat directly to

the idea of true religion than iu

the son's love and respect for the

father ?

The Salvation Army encourages
the use of You in prayer in England
on exactly the same grounds as

those brought forward by ray

critic. "It encourages nearness."
" It shows affection." " These
Christians .... viosl thoruughly

converted .... lay least stress on
avoiding the use of Ni." Now. by
our memory of the prayers of Holy
Mothers and Sainted Fathers iu

Israel, who drew in inmost nearne.s8

to tlie niercy seat and who would
have shuddered to call God You,

we protest against and deny the

Salvation Army theory. We are
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convinced that, could C. W. M.
depolarize his Western ideas, he

would realize that exactly the same

protest and exactly the same denial

are to be given to his theory of the

need of using Ni. It may help

some of the coarsest and most

ignorant of the Salvation Army
converts on their very first entrance

into God's presence in prayer, but

shall a whole Church be brought

down to their level for their ex-

clusive and very temporary benefit ?

Nay, but for them as for the Chinese

converts to quote from my critic,

"Adapt them to Christianity, not

Christianity to thom."

At home we. have had to differ-

entiate our address to the deity

from that of familiar friendship.

There is no time to enter into the

history of the use of Thou and You.

The one survival of Thou is in the

fact that God deserves and claims

a different address from that of

any human relationship. And if

the reverence of the West has

crystallized into a separate pronoun,

if the saints of the English language

frame their tongues to a reverence

of address unknown to familiar

friendship, if the very seraphs use

but two wings to fly while four are

used to veil in humility face and

feet, why check the fair young
shoots of Chinese Christian rever-

ence, with ditticulty pushing them-

selves through the accumulated

rabble of centuries of indiffer-

ence? Is reverence inconsistent

with affection ? I trow not. And it

is just possible nineteenth-century

Christianity needs the lesson of

reverence more than the lesson of

affection. If the usage of Western
Christianity is to guide the spirit

of the Chinese Church, I contend

with vehement confidence that C.

W. M. is departing from the

inheritance of antiquity and intro-

ducing Salvation Army irreverence

without ,its counterbalancing ad-

vantages into China.

What the parallel to the exclusive

use of Thou will be in Chinese

remains to be seen. Perhaps a

recurrence to old simplicity and
the forcible introduction into the

spoken language and exclusive

adoption of ^ may solve the

difficulty, though the artificiality

of the remedy is its almost fatal

objection. Till the centuries settle

the term of the future I totally

deny, as far as my experience, goes,

that the " avoidance of Ni is

indirect and distant and requires

the use of awkward periphrastic

forms." Has C. W. M. tried it for

a couple of years, or did he decide

the question before trying?

Meanwhile let us realize that,

when we introduce sitting in prayer

because some bodies of Christ-

ians did sit or do sit in the West,

we are asserting the unimportance

of forms in an age and a land

where Christian form is barely trem-

bling into existence ; when we lead

our young Christians to address God
as fij^, we are ignoring the centuries,

whose intervention alone has made
Salvation Army terms of irreverent

affection to be possible without

destruction of the spirituality of

the Catholic Church ; when we in-

troduce, with C. W. M., the men-
tion of the possibilities of a

Christianity seamed by lucky days,

ancestral tablets and the like into

this discussion, we unjustly pre-

judice the whole matter, and we
show but little faith in the

presence of God's Holy Spirit

leading into all truth in His

Chinese Church.

W. T. A. Babbjsb.
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We believe with the Christian Union

that the time ia likely to come when
China will afford a wide and coveted

field of nobivitj. lu that auspicious day

for the F'ur East, it would be strange

indeu<I if America were accorded any

privileges. The States may very pro-

perly claim the right to regulate iuimi-

gration, but the manner in which

immigration has been regulated, is nothing

short of studied discourtesy accompanied

in repeated instances by unconcealed

brutality. The Chinese government,

therefore, shows a proper sense of dignity

in refusing to receive Senator Blair, who
has been offensively prominent in the

auti-Chiuese legislation.

When Prof. Drummond was in Japan,

he had a reception given him by a num.
ber of native ministers in Tokio, The
professor asked them as to the shap ing

of their future theological opinions.

After some hesitation ou the part of

those to whom the interrogatory had

been addressed, Mr. Yokoi ventured to

speak for his compeers and said that

they would hold to the divinity of Christ,

but that they would follow the results of

the " higher criticism," This is signifi-

cant. The destructive critic in Europe
or America, assuming to be a teacher

of Bible truth, sends out an iufiuence

that reaches far beyond the limit of his

auditory. The method is sure to have

early imitations in Japan and India, and

later in China, with many Oriental

vagaries superadded

.

An esteemed correspondent writes to

the editor a letter of protest against two

brief articles in the Juno Kgcokdek. He
would relegate to li)nhus fatuorum the

deliverance ou the Christian Sabbath,

beginning with p. 276. Was not the able

and conclusive paper which immediately

followed a sufficient antidote to any

error that may have proceeded ? Besides,

is it not something that we are informed

of the new and strange views that are

being propagated by some of our

missionary brethren ? Another thing to

whiok ezceptiojw ore takeu is fuaud ou

page 2(i7, under the caption, " The Grace

of God which bringeth Salvation,"—the

condemned utterance being a condensed

reproduction from a standard niissionarj

magazine and the writer a well-known

orthodox divine. The soul of our friend

waxes hot with indignation at the bare

idea of the possibility of saving help for

any of the more serious-minded heathen.

And yet, it was not and is not denied

that " the grace of God brings salvation ;

and we must heartily believe that "Jesus

only " is the hope of sinful men. But who
will dare to say that among the millions

now sitting in the region and shadow of

death there is not one, who, seeking to

know the truth that saves—our Lord

said, " I am the truth "—and obeying

such light as he may have, shall certainly

perish, because he has not known the

historic Christ ? The best theology at

home teaches no such doctrine ; and

that the inspired Apostles did not, may
be inferred from John i, 9 ; Rom. ii, HAS.

It is assumed that every intelligent

reader understands that the editor does

not and cannot hold himself responsible

for every utterance of contributors. He
aims himself to write and excerpt nothing

inconsistent with sound Biblical teaching

,

at the same time giving such lilierty to

others who write for the public as will

impart a comprehensive view of current

events and trend of thought. If in any

instance heresy is put forth, those

columns are open to courteous rejoinder.

The American Bible Society celebrated

its 75 th anniversary in New York May
I3th-I4th. A number of eminent speak-

ers graced the occasion, and several of

the addresses were of great interest.

Dr. Storrs, President of the American

Board of Commissioners of Foreign

Missions, according to The Independent,

" brought out this idea that the mission,

ary societies, with all that they were

able to accomplie^h in the Christianizing

of the world, were very largely depend*

ent upou assistance received from

the American Bible Society, an assist-

auce that had always been most cordially

giveu aud gralefuU/ re««sivttd.''
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The representative of the Tract

Society emphasized the bond of fellow-

ship that existed between it and the

sister organization as being " all unde-

nominational, or rather interdenomi-

national, binding the different denomi-

nations together and representing thus

that unity of church work toward

which all are looking." The great

economy with which the Society's opera-

tions have been conducted is apparent

from the fact that on taking the entire

income for 75 years, a copy of the

Scriptures has been issued for every 38

cents received ; and this includes the

cost of manufacture and distribution,

part ot the cost of translation ' the

agencies in home and foreign fields and
the expenses of administration at the

Bible House.

It is said that Darwin, in conversation

with a friend, once expressed himself

gloomily as to the future of human-
ity, on the ground that in our modern
civilization natural selection had no play

and the fittest did not survive. It is true

that in the race for wealth neither the

best nor the most intelligent are apt
to succeed, while the most prolific source

of population is by no means the so-call-

ed "highest classes." It has been sup-

posed that education, hygiene and
social refinement had a positive and
cumulative action that would lead to a

steady improvement of all civilized

races; but the fundamental causes to

which heredity is due are so persistent,

and have such a wide range of influence,

that deterioration in many directions

may be feared. The researches of Her-

bert Spencer seem to show that with

civilization the average duration of life

increases, producing a greater fertility

than is needed under improved con-

ditions. If survival of the fittest means
the extinction of the unfit, as our scient-

ist would have us believe, the theory is

not workable as applied to human kind,

because the stream of life is largely

renewed from the lowest classes. Our
hope for race-improvement does not
point to progress on material lines, but
to those moral processes which stimulate
aud develop our buiuau as distiuguialied

from our animal nature. The greatest

benefiictors of humanity, therefore, even

in the sense of intellectual and physical

advancement, are those who, neglecting

none of the ordinary graces of culture,

labor most of all to bring men into

harmony with the Divine Will, that

source and end of being which finds

expression in "the first and great com-

mandment,"—and the second, "which is

like unto it."

We publish in another place an able

report to the Canton Missionary Con-

ference on the Opium Trnfiic. It ia

fitting that this comprehensive present-

ment should come from the pen of an

Englishman, More than a century has

passed since Warren Hastings, the first

Governor-General of India, established

the Anglo-Indian opium system. For

over a hundred years vice-regal author,

ity, supported by all the power of the

home government, has fostered the

production and sale of the drug. Efforts

have been made from time to time to

show that opium is a mild and gentle

narcotic, never producing harmful

results except in rare instances as the

consequence of too free indulgence. But
the civilized world has branded this

traffic as evil and only evil continually.

There can be no dou bt that the Chinese

government has at length come to look

with tolerance on the cultivation of the

poppy for the sake of the revenue it

brings. The comparatively weak locally-

grown opium, however, cannot easily

supersede the drug from India, which
has been " improved " by skilled chemists

until it is stronger and more poisonous

than any other ; and it is said on good

authority that the consumer, both in

India and China, having once begun to

use English opium, always uses it.

The annual meeting of the Society for

the Suppression of the Opium Trade

was recently held in Exeter Hall, under
the presidency of Sir Joseph Pease, M.P.
From an account of the proceedings we
take the following :

—

"The Chairraiin moved the adoption

of the report and the re-election of the

Executive Committee, and in doing so

referred to the ciicuuitauceti under which
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the vote WAS taken in the House on

April 10 last, and commented on the

speech made on tliat occasion by 8ir

James Ferguson, who, it should be

remembered, liad distinctly sliited that

if tlie Chinese thought proper to raise

the duty on Indian opium to a prohibi-

tive extent or to shut out the drug

altogether, this country would never

expend u sovereign, ur provide a soldier,

or the cost of a single gunshot, to force

it on them. The Rev. Canon Wilberforce,

in seconding the motion, expressed the

opinion that the recent vote in Parlia-

inent had doomed the tniffic, and said he

was very glad to find that the Christian

Churches ha<l taken up the question.

The motion having been adopted, a series

of resolutions that had been drawn up at

a conference held earlier in the day, were

carried on the motion of Archdeacon

Moule of China. One of these was to

the effect that the meeting, while calling

on the government to carry out the

resolution passed in the House of Com-

mons with the least possible delay, aakbd

it at once to deal with the Abkuri

(excise) branch of the opium question by

(1) closing opium dens throughout India,

as had already been done in the Central

Provinces ; by (2) prohibiting the sale

of ganja, chang and other narcotic

drugs prepared from hemp, as liad

already been done in Burmuh ; and (3)
by restricting the retail sale of opium to

medicinal use, according to the principle

recognised by legislation in force in this

country."

It would be interesting to know what
the Permanant Committee on Opium
appointed by the General Conference is

doing. Is it not possible for every local

mission association to do something to

shed light on a still controverted sul-ject,

and to give impetus to the great move-
ment now in progress in England and in

India? Some of our missionaries have
been getting photographs of opium-sraok-
ers and sending them to societies in

England. Let thousands of these photo-

graphs from all parts of China be sent to

England and America, that the people may
Bee with their own eyes something of the

waste of body caused by the evil habit;

and any one wdl infer the waste of

money, of time, of mind and soul neces-

sarily associated with it. Now is the

time to send home floods of literature on
the subject. Old arguments re- vamped,
new facts tersely put, illustrationo from
real life, are all in place.

issi0nar]| ^i^tos.

—It is said that of the 250 organized

Protestant Churches of China, 94 provide

entirely for their own spiritual and
material wants.
— Dr. Kerr, in connection with his

far-famed hospital at Canton, duriug a

period of thirty-Hix years, has treated

over 620,000 patients, prepared 27 medi-

cal and surgical books and trained 100

assistants, chiefly Chinese.

—Over two hundred African eouverts

in Ugatida and the regions round about

have suflfored death rather than give up
their faith in Christ.

—Dr. William 11. Lee, who went out to

Siam in connection with the Presbyterian

Board of Missions, has resigned and
become physician to the royal family

with residence at Bangkok.
—The Bi*ahmiu8 of Benares are con-

cerned for the future of their religion.

It is stated that they are preparing a

petition for presentation to the govern-

meat, in which they ask that books

calculated to destroy the Hindu faith

should not be read in schools or colleties.

—A convention was recently held in

Burmah of native Chrisiiuu Kitrens.

Over two hundred baptisms were reported

for the year. One of the teachers gives

annually one-fourth of his income to the

work, and others more than a tenth for

missionary work. During the convention
it was one morning announced that some
Bibles had arrived, when the mission

tent was besieged by those anxious to

purchase the book.

—James A. Greig, M.D., of Manchuria,
speaking of one of liis patients, relates this

incident: "[ asked, ' Have you ever

heard of Jesus ?
'

' Never.' ' Have you
ever heard of heaven ?

'
' Never.' ' Of

hellP' ' Never.' Yet here he stood, as

thousands in this dark laud, on the brink

of eternity ; the future dark and un-

known, the present hopeless. After

simply explaining to him the way of

salvation and urging upon him its
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acceptance, he left us, bearing with him
John iii, 16 as an epitome of all we had

said. He left, but his Never remained.

It sounded and resounded through our

ears and in our brain."

—The ninety-Second anniversary of

the Beiigious Tract ^"ociety of England

was oelelirated on the 26th May at the

Canton-street Hotel, where a public

breakfast was given in connection with

the foreign missionary work of the

society. The chair was occupied by the

Lord Mayor, who was accompanied by
the Lady Mayoress. Ihe meeting was
addressed by the Rev. Dr. William Wright
(recently in China) and the Rev. J. E.

Cardwell (of the China Inland Mission).

— Hev. W. N. Brewster, Methodist

Episcopal Mission, writing from Foochow,
tells of a very zealous and acceptable

local preacher, who, at a recent Quarter-

ly Conference, reported having preached

to the heathen 30 times during a short

quarter of about two months, and this

without a cash of compensation. There
are in Sing-iu county four prosperous

circuits, which have recently enjoyed,

within the space of two months, a
remarkable ingathering of about 400 souls.

—When a Church member dies in the

islands of Samoa, they still keep his

name on the books and put a mark after

it, denoting a word-picture which means :

" We cannot think of him as dead either

to us or to the work. We shall give a
contribution in his name, that the cause
may not suffer by his removal hence."

We don't know if the tide of devotion and
liberality has reached as high a water-
mark anywhere the wide world over.

—

Herald of Mission News.
—The Rev. Mr. Mackay, writing from

the island of Formosa, on the South-east

coast of Cliina, describes an extraordinary
turning from idols on the part of the

people of Ka-le-oan, a village, or rather

a congeries of villages, recently visited

by him. A native assistant had com-
menced work in that district, and when
Mr. Mackay went to see what progress
had been made, he found many of the
people having a clear idea of Gospel
truth. Nearly 500 idolators cleaned their

houses of idols in his presence. They also

gave a temple built for idols as a house
of worship for the living and true God.
—A " Heavenly Foot Society " has

been formed by Chinese women in Amoy.
Kev. John Macgowan, while in England
on a visit, in a speech delivered at
Manchester, stated that this Society was
the result of his persistent teaching that
the Chinese custom of binding the feet

was in open violation of the precepts of
the Gospel. It is his belief that the
example will be extensively imitated, and

that the final result will be a death-blow
to the barbarous practice.

—A writer in the Preshyterian RevieiO

of Toronto, a friend of the late Dr. Alex.

Williamson of China, says there were
three brothers—Alexander, James and
Henry— all missionaries to China. After
Alexander had been some years out,

James and Henry followed. Henry broke
down in health on his way out and
returning died. James spent several

years in China. His wife left for home,
and he was to follow. The last night of

his expected stay in China he spent in

his mission boat on the river. Jn the

middle of the ni^ht a knock came to the

door of his cabin. Without thought he
opened it, was stabbed and his body cast

in the river. It was never found.

—We mean to push on and evangelize

this prefecture if it takes seventy times

seven years before the blessing comes.

Not that vee expect ourselves so long

a time of service, but to fulfil our part of

it and exhort others to follow on. I fully

believe we shall see fruitage sooner. But
it does try one's faith sometimes to stand

up before a heathen crowd and preach to

these avaricious, idol-worshipping scoffei'S

the gi'eat truths we hold. Some of the

truths stick though. Last Sunday we
were at a village nine miles away, and
after talking to the people in the street

some time at different places, I heard
one young man say to another, " He says

'after death we are to live again,' " It

seems to me that talks of this kind must
be something like grape-shot: put a lot

of effective truths together and scatter

them ; some of them will hit somebody.—
Rev. F. M. Fostm; Swatoiv,

—No missionary agency is more deeply

indebted to the British and Foreign Bible

Society than the Church Missionary

Society. It owes to it upwards of sixty

versions. It supplies a large proportion

of its translators and revisers, and, in

the persons of its missionaries, is either

the originator or the helper in innumer-
able new versions that are every year
springing into existence. In India it

owes to this great Bible Society, and is

continually using established versions,

such as the Hindi, the Mahrdti, the

Telugu, the Tamil and the MalayAlam
versions. In Africa it employs the

Swdhili, the Hausa and the Luganda
versions. In North- West America it

enjoys the privilege of the Cree, the

Tukudh and other versions. These are

merely samples of the indebtedness of

the Church Missionary Society to its

beloved sister, the British and Foreign
Bible Society.

—

Henry Morris,

—You have already published the fact

that we Canadian Presbyterians hay«
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Bijococdcd ill 03l.al)lisliii)p; ourselves in Mic

North of tlio loiifij lioHtilo proviiico of

iloiniii. IjhkI fall wo rented ii compomid
ill llio Clin!i(?-teli Fii prefecture, at a
iiiarket-towii culled Oliii-wniig, and al-

most iiniiiediiirely liad trouble ; altlionjifii

tlironj^li tlie JTitorventioii of tlio Vicero)'

1a Iluiig-(^li!i.npr, tlio authorities rnado

fulj and expedirioiis coiiipeiis.il.ion and
issued a satisfiurtory proclaiiiatioii. I

now write to inform yi«n that, after

iioj<otiatioii openly carried on for nearly

nine months, wo liavo been fortunate

enoujjli to secure premises at another
niiirket-town, Hsin-chen, in the adjoiiiinj^

prefecture of Wei-liuoi Fu, with con-

tinued 8if,'n8 of ffoodwill from maj^i^trale

mid people. At bodi of these pioneer

stations the medical work is in the

charge of fully qualified practitiouers.

Jiev. J, II. MdcVicar.—"I always cany a Scripture roll with
me wlierever I go," said a gentle Christ-

ian woman. " If I stiiy only a night in a
hotel, I hang it up in my room ; wo never

know how much good may como from
somebody's reading even one verso for

the entrance of Ilis wordgiveth light."

In illustration of this she tohl us the

following incident :
" A missionary was

sent to Bnrmah thirty years ago to make
jncpiiries abont the languages. He spoke
]iurmese and traveled far up in the

country many hundred miles. One night

lie encamped near a small village. Uere
he heard pra)er going on in Burmese,
and to his astonishment heard not tiie

juimo <if Buddha or any idol, but tlie

name of our Lord Jesus Christ, lie was
the more surprised because he knew no
missionary or white man had ever been

there ; so he went out to make inquiries.

Ho found that the headman of the

village had some j'ears previously been
down to another village, miles distant,

and liad bouglit an article of food which
was wrapped np in Burmese primed
paper, which Iiiippencd to be a single

])agc of the word of God, with a piece

torn out of the corner. He read it, and
liaving long desired to put sin away, he
rejoiced to find in this page an announce-
ment of that tSaviour, wiio is the Son of

(Jod and able to cleanse from sin. He
called his friends together and read that

piece of the word to them. The entrance
of the word gave light and led to further

inquiry, and when this missionary found
them, they had for six years been praying

to Christ as the Saviour of sinners."

—At; the bottom of page 35 of the
" liecordii of the Min.iiouayy Covjerence

held at Shanghai ISKOi" is a notice of the

Delegates* Version of the Bible, in which
occurs the passage :" The whole * * * *

ranks high in the estimation of native

scholars."' The reading of that passage
the other day called to my mind a coiiplo

of episodes in tho earlier e;tporionco of

one of tho olrlest (if not the oldest) of

tho native Bible colporteurs iu Ciiina

which I have heard him relate. 1 will

hero retail them.
One incid(!nt ocenrred in Soochow.

Colporteur L. was working in that

city, and during his stay, wsiited on tho

varioua officials there, following I lie

native ciiatom in so doing. With tire

exception of one, all made purchases. At
the yameu of tlie h^icn the door-keeper
told colporteur L. that the magistrate
did not want foreign books. A few days
iifterwards the officials met one another
at some periodical official religions cere-

mony. They all talked about the books
that had been brought round to tiicni

and which they had purchased. 'J'his

particular h'<ie)i magistrate knew nothing
about the books, and doubtless thought
it strange that they had not been brought)

to his attention. On his return he set;

up enquiries conoerning the books.
Eventually the door-keeper was asked
about it, and he confessed that some ont;

had brought "foreign books" to the
yamSn some days ago and he Imd sent
him away. Tho hsien in surprise and
ijidignation exclaimed, "Wen-c/i'auff ! ! *

and severely reproved the offending door-
keeper. Eventually four messengers wore
sent ont in different directions, and each
with the requisite money for the imrcluise
of the books, to hunt up the colporteur.
The othei- incident occurred at the

hsien city of Dzang-dzoh. Here literati

lire plentiful ; there also being a parti-
cular tea-shop, which was the great resort
of these gentlemen. At this tea-shop a
scholar who had passed the highest
literary examination in the empire,
bought a Bible. He talked about tho
same to his literaiy friends, praising its

high moral teaching, but confessed that
there were things in the book which
were too deep f(n" him to fathom. This
C(mfes8ion astounded liis friends, and all
of them wanted to secure a copy of the
wonderful volume, which even one of
greatest scholars in the empire confessed
was too deep for him to faihom ; and
they came to clporteur L.'s lodgings
to secure a copy. The result was that
his stock of Bibles and Testaments were
soon exhausted. Then another gentle-
man came and was mnch disappointed at,

not being able to secure a copy. Hut
lie happened to see the old coverless and
dilapidated Testament that the colporteur
himself nsed. This he secured, and
would take no refusal, paying tUo price
of a new copy for it. - !». J 1..

* Literary Essaif.
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3ictrjT 0f ^bcnts hx tbc Jfar (5ast,

June, 1891.

—Chinese telegraph office in the

Tsinza district, Hunan, entirely destroy-

ed by the populace, and about 50

telegraph poles burned.

—H. R. H. the Czarevitch formal-

ly opens the great railway that is to

connect Siberia with. St. Petersburgh.

17ih.—The first foreign-owned junk

(Messrs. Butterfield and Swire's) under

the terms of the Ch«foo Convention,

leaves Chungking with a cargo of silk

and Szchuen wax, for Ichang, where

the vessel arrived on the 26th.

22n(i.—The Shinobu stone bridge, in

Japan, completed in 1885 at a cost of

$80,000 from the designs of the late Mr.

^lishima Tsuyo, collapses ; three of the

thirteen arches falling in.

23rd.—Meeting of foreign residents at

Canton, at which arrangements were

made for concerted action in case of riots.

25-26t/i.—Riota vrere attempted at

Tsing-kiang-pu and at Hunan-fu on the

Grand Canal, but were suppressed by the

officials ; no serious damage being done.

29t/i.—Two of the men who were

in>plicated in the late assassinations at

Wusueh, executed.—The Catholic chapel

and schools at Yau-kao, near Tung-
chow, on the Yangtse, looted and
burned down by a mob.

oOth.—The sea breaks over a gallery of

the Takashima coal mine, Nagasaki,

causing the death of 12 men.—During
the last four days four Catholic

chapels have been destroyed near the

city of Fuchow, in Kiangsi.

July, 1891.

3rd.—A Chin.iman brutally murdered
in, the Shanghai native city by soms
Japanese students.—A number of

villages, inhabited chiefly Vjy Roman
Catholic Christians in the neighbourhood

of Fatshan, Canton, looted; the in-

habitants have fled.

issionarjT |ournaL

BIRTHS.

At Liang-cheo, May 29th, Mrs. W. F.

Laughton, C. I. M., of a son.

At Shanghai, June 30th, the wife of I>r.

W. E. Macklin, of a son.

At Newchwang, July 8th, the wife

of T. C. Brandkr, M. B. C. M.,

Edin., Irish Presbyterian Mission,

of a son.

At Shanghai, Jidy 11th, the wife of

Rev. T. A. Hearn, M. E. M., Soo-

chow, of a son.

DEATHS.

At Chinkiang, July 18th, Miss Carlos,

associate of C. I. M.

At Shanghai, July 20th, Mrs. Katk
R,OBKUTi-s Hkakx, of the M. E. Mission,

South, Soochow.

ARRIVAL.

On July 3rd, Miss F. Young, from

Australia, for C. I. M.

DEPARTURES.

On July 3rd, Messrs. S. P. Smith and

N. W. Frost, of C. I. M., for

Canada.

From Shanghai, July — , Rev. J. E.

Waiker and Miss McCarlton, of

Foochow, for U. S. A.
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Whsit is the Best Praetical Training we can

give oar Theological Students ?

BY REV. CHARLES SHAW.

(J^
TAKE it for granted that we are all agreed that training students

C^ is an important adjunct in mission work. It seems to me
there could not be any more responsible work given to a man to

do ; this, though, is not generally the view which our Home
Committees entertain; they are disposed to think that itinerating

work is more scriptural and more effective ; iixing their minds ou

such passages as '* Preach the Word," " Be instant in Season and

out of Season," " Woe is me if I preach not the Gospel/' etc., etc.;

they are willing to send out as many men as they can procure

for extension work, but tliey seem to grudge both the men and the

means for the educational department. Now I do not wish to

undervalue in the slightest the work of the itinerant missionary; it

is a noble and a grand one ; but, at the same tiiue, I believe, that

the foreigner is of very little use in itineration, unless he is ac-

companied by one or more of those native brethren who have beeu

trained by the educational missionaries. The Rev. H. H. Lowry, of

Peking, in his paper delivered at the Shanghai Conference, made the

following remarks on this subject; he had beeu referring to itinerant

preaching. He says : "Another condition of success in this form of

work is that the missionary should be accompanied by a number

of well-trained native preachers. This I consider of great imi)ort-

ance in securing the best results. The advantages are many. The

character of the Chinese is such that a foreigner cannot easily gain

their confidence. Suspicion, pride and conceit, combine to keep

them aloof. That a foreigner will travel through the country at

his own charges, preaching and distributing books, without some
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hidden or selfish motive, either personal gain or the accumulation

of merit, is scarcely a possible conception to a Chinaman ; and it

seems to be a part of the constitution of this people to use a

middle man on every transaction, serious or trivial, and we cannot

afford to ignore this fact when we desire to win souls. No matter

how much we should prefer the direct, manly method of standing

up face to face to state an objection or make a request ; that is not

the way things are done in this country. It is a waste of time

and energy to quarrel with the conditions or attempt to change the

custom. Where no moral principle is involved, success is surest

along the lines of conformity to native methods."

With regard to the practical training of our theological

students, I have arranged my thoughts under a few headings. I

might just say in passing that we ought to be careful in selecting

our students; very often the educational missionary has nothing

to do with this ; the material is chosen for him, and he is

asked to make the best of it. Candidates ought to be well tested

before they are admitted into the various theological colleges.

The rule of the C. M. fS. is that they shall have been voluntary

workers for at least three years ; they must show some aptitude

for preaching; and must be willing to endure hardness ; and even

after all these precautions are taken, some, on closer knowledge,

will be found to be lacking in many things which are necessary in

faithful and devoted workers. We ought to put it down as a sine

qua noih that, as far as we can judge, our students are converted

men, men who can say like St. Paul, "I know whom I have believed

and am persuaded that He is able to keep that which I have com-
mitted unto Him against that day." Such men God will use,

whether their talents are many or few.

[. My first point is that we ought to give our students a good

training in the Word of God. We know how ignoratit our Christ-

ians are ; few of them are able to read, and those who can read are

not able unaided to understand the hidden mysteries of the Word.
Now if the catechists or teachers are ignorant of this Word them-

selves, how can they teach the people ? We have so many helps to

the study of the Bible which we can read for ourselves, that if we
are ignorant, we are without excuse; but the Chinese have not these

helps. Consequently it devolves on us as a sacred duty to try and

give our students a good drilling in the Bible. From what I have

said I think it will be seen that if our students are to be faithfully

taught the Scriptures, they must have a foreigner to teach them.

However imperfectly he may speak, I am sure he can do this part

of the work far more efficiently than any native can. I have

oftea been told by our Christians that it is useless to ask the
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natives to teach the Scriptures yet; they have very few commen-
taries to read, and consequeutly cannot throw any light on many
of the abstruse points which are in the Bible.

Most of our students, when thoy come to us, have had very

little previous training ; they stay with us for a periml of tliree or

four years; if we are to give them a s^'stematic scriptural training

during their residence in college, we cannot afford much time for

other branches of study, and although it is most desirable that they

ought to be cultivated and educated men, yet for the present it

seems to me that we must be content if we can succeed in giving

them a good practical knowledge of the ^Vord of God :
" Besides it

is true of the Biblo as of no other book that its study is itself

an education. Ho who knows it well can neither be unintelligent

nor uncultured. And it affords extraordinary opportunities

for the teacher, even as regards general knowledge. The vast range

and variety of its subjects make it, in competent hands, the most

suggestive and interesting of all books, even apart from its higher

claims." By-aud-bye as our training schools turn out young men
who have got a comparatively good education and are conversant

with their Bibles, we may hope that they shall be able to take up a

wider curriculum and shall receive a more finished education.

II. Our students ought to be trained in the art of street chapel,

and opeu-air preaching. Both of these are very important, and are

exceedingly helpful when they leave our colleges and are appointed

to district work. The complaint is often made that our students are

unable to preach to a heathen congregation ; they become flurried and

excited, lose their heads in fact, and are able to say little to any

purpose; practice makes perfect, and in order to give them facility

in speaking and readiness in answering objections, they ought to be

systematically trained in this kind of preaching. Open-air preach-

ing must have been largely practised by our Lord. John the

Baptist preached in the wilderness of Judea, and after Christ's

Ascension, His disciples went everywhere preaching the Word :

open-air preaching, too, has been practised for centuries by the

Chinese; crowds will gather together to hear a man explain the

classics ; and I myself have seen a large crowd gathered in one of

the principal streets of the suburbs of Foochow to hear a man
reciting some poetical effusions long after midnight. This kind of

preaching has the two-fold advantage of giving nerve and fluency to

the students and also of disseminating the life-giving word. I have

not myself had much experience of open-air preaching with our

students ; we have such a large number it would not be practicable to

take them with one when itinerating, besides it would be a very

serious interruption to their studies. Hev. J. C. Hoare, of Niugpo,
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has been able to do a good deal of this kind of work and with

very marked results. He has only some five or six students altoge-

ther ; these he takes with hira in his boat ; the mornings, I believe,

are spent in studying, and the afternoons to preaching and house to

house visitation. Of chapel preaching I have had a good deal of expe-

rience, and I am sure it is a most wholesome training for our men :

one sees how they improve week after week ; besides, this kind of

preaching must tend to counteract the deadening influences of study.

Crowds of people are gathered together, all " without God and with-

out hope," and one's heart is drawn out towards them. Truly " in

watering others we are abundantly watered ourselves." As the

students repeat over and over again the simple story of the Cross, it

must take a greater hold of their own hearts and tend to deepen

their own spirituality of life. Both in open-air and chapel preaching

it is necessary to combine the " wisdom of the serpent " with the

" harmlessness of the dove." If possible older catechists ought always

to accompany these preaching bandsmen who are ready in ai-gument

and have some literary standing ; the stores of knowledge which the

students can accumulate, in listening to these, will be exceedingly

helpful afterwards when they are battling with heathenism alone.

III. I would say we ought to teach our students the art of sing-

ing. Psalmody, accoi'ding to Geike, was one of the principal studies

in the " Schools of the Prophets." If singing played such an im-

portant part in the tabernacle and temple services, it is meet and

light that it should form an integral part in our services now. We
all know the wonderful effect music, when well rendered, has on

ourselves; probably there is nothing so elevating, so exhilarat-

ing, and nothing which draws us nearer heaven. In heaven,

we are told, the redeemed *' sing the song of Moses and the

Lamb," and then, too, in vision the beloved apostle saw " the

harpers harping with their harps." Wonderful blessings have

attended the singing of Sankey, Philip Phillips (the Singing

Pilgrim) and of others too numerous to mention. As the surging

masses have listened to those wondrous strains, all hearts have

been softened, and many a troubled anxious one has had his fears

removed, aud his perturbed spirit has been hushed into an eternal

calm. Why should it not be so in China ? Why has God given

the Chinese their vocal powers ? Is it not that they may be used

in His service ? And, although, at present Chinese music is not the

sweetest sounds one can hear, yet with cultivation the Chinese can

be made singers, and it is well worth the effort. As an exhilarating

and ennobling exercise, I would say, teach our students music, and

also as a means, and a very valuable means, too, of evangelizing

the heathen. I believe singing ought to be taught to our students.
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1 know some people object to sing hymns to a heathen con-

jifregation, bat I confess I can never see anything objectionable in

it. We invariably begin onr preaching services in the city with a

hymn ; while the hymn is being sung, a number of people gather,

then we preach the Gospel to them : and if after a time we see the

attention flagging and the people preparing to take their departure,

we sing again, and always with very salutary results.

IV. I would say our students ought to be encouraged in house

to house visitation, and also in visiting the sick. Paul not only

"taught publicly," but also " from house to house." In this way
people can be dealt with individually, objections can be refuted

and help can be given to those who have difficulties in accepting

the Christian religion ; care, of couise, ought to be taken uot

to violate any of the rules of propriety, conversations (unless under

exceptional circumstances) being held only with the male members
of the household. With regard to visiting the sick there are ample

opportunities in Foochow in the various hospitals, and every

facility is given by our doctors for doing so. The Chinese are not

uaturally sympathetic; they take very little interest in people out-

side their own family circle. We ought to try and infuse some
of this disinterested love into their hearts.

We ought to teach them by example to be patient and loving,

unselfish and long suffering. Some of our Christians prefer that

their relations should die alone and unattended rather than that

they themselves should run any danger from infection. The

Mast er's Words, recorded in Matt, xxv :
** I was sick and ye visited

me," " Inasmuch as ye did it unto one of these my brethren, ye

did it unto me," ought to be a stimulus to us all in this matter.

V. I would say there should be a weekly sermon ; the students

in rotation preaching on a given text. While open-air and chapel

preaching will teach them how to deal with the heathen, this

kind of preaching will help them in their pastoral work; they will,

in this way, be taught to build up and edify the Chrisiiuus.

Such sermons ought to be criticised in a kindly manner, and here,

I would remark, that if the foreigner is indispensable as a Bible

instructor, he is also indispensable as a sermon criticiser. Chinese

teachers will not criticise ; they will supplement the sermon with

long effusions, but will rarely give any practical hints. The style,

composition and doctrinal inaccuracies must all be pointed out

by the foreigner; this, if done in a friendly way, will be helpful

and guard them against repeating the same mistakes.

One might refer to punctunlity, cleanliness and orderliness as

also being important matters to teach onr students, and intensely

practical ones, too ; it is hardly necessary for me, though, to say much
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on these heads, but merely to refer to them in passing. Chinese are

not punctual ; they have little idea of the value of time, we ought

to be scrupulously careful to keep all appointments at the time

fixed. We ought to begin our classes exactly at the hours arranged.

We ought to be neat in our persons and orderly in our habits.

I believe all these things are very practical ; they are a training

and disciplining, and it is hoped our students may thus be

led to "redeem the time" and may be imbued with a desire to

do things decently and in order. In conclusion I would say

that the life of the teacher will also be a practical training for

our students. It will be an *' object lesson" every day. How
careful then we ought to be, and our constant f>rayer should

ascend to God to help us " in all things, to shovi^ ourselves pat-

terns of good works ; in doctrine showing uncorruptness, gravity,

sincerity, sound speech that cannot be condemned." When we
remember the character of the ideal teacher, as jjourtrayed in the

native classics, it is enough almost to overwhelm us with the

greatness of our responsibility. The ideal teacher is thus describ-

ed :
" He is entirely sincere and perfect in love ; he is magnani-

mous, generous, benign and full of forbearance ; he is pure in heart,

free from selfishness and never swerves from the path of duty in

his conduct ; he is deep and active, like a fountain sending forth

his virtues in due season ; he is seen and men revere him ; he

speaks and men believe him ; he acts and men are gladdened by

him ; he possesses all heavenly virtues ; he is one with heaven."

Another thing I would say to all of us, Let us not be down-

cast. Our work may seem to move slowly ; we may think we are

making very little headway against the great mass of heathenism

around us. "Assuredly, this religion of human nature is still a

strong citadel entrenched behind the formidable forces of pride and

passion, prejudice and ignorance. Yet the walls of the fortress

have numerous weak places, which the wise missionary, armed
with the still more powerful forces at his command, will endeavour

to discover and quietly undermine. By patient and quiet working

we must win the day. With man speed and rapidity of action are

supposed to be the chief evidences of progress and the chief factors

in success. The evangelist, on the other hand, is a worker for

God and a fellow-worker with God, and ought not to be dis-

couraged with the tardy advance of the truth which he advocates.

We may have our moments of despondency, but we have only to

look around and observe that God works everywhere throughout

His own universe by slow and almost imperceptible processes. The
ripe fruit falls down from the tree in a second, but its maturity

is not effected without a whole year of gradual preparation."
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III.

^OME of the concludiug chapters are peculiarly interesting, and I^ shall give a brief resume of them. One is devoted to sacrifice.

The animal offered, large or small, according to the family, must be
straight-horned and otherwise perfect. The presence of every
member of the family is required, and prayer is to be made that the
sacritico may be accepted, even as w^as Abraham's. Then the animal
is to be divided into three portions—one for the pooi*, one for relatives

and friends and one for the family's own use.

The meaning of the word sacrifice (transliterated
"jS" $2. C f>)^)

is * approach ' (— }£ ^). "Approach to what ? Approach to God.
And how may God be approached ? By subduing all desires and all

selfishness, so that the heart may be cleansed from every stain and
approach the Lord as at the beginning." Abraham's was the first

sacrifice, and it was offered in this spirit.

The duties of parentage are next dealt with. First a name

(IS ^) must be given to the child. Within seven days after the

birth, if the family is rich, a sheep must be slain—two if the child is

a boy—and guests feasted and the poor fed with its flesh. The
name is to be selected in the following manner : The father, standing

up, holds the child with its face toward the West and repeats the

Paukeh (a prayer) twice ; first in the child's right ear, and then, more

loudly, in its left. Taking a copy of the Koran he repeats two other

prayers, and turning over any seven pages from the seventh word of

the seventh line of the seventh page, gives the name.

When the child is four years and four days old, he is to be

taken to the school to read a portion (—• 0) of the Koran, that his

intelligence may be estimated. At seven he is to be taught to

worship and is circumcised. At eleven he is to be taught more fully,

and at puberty the doctrine of the knowledge of God is to be

clearly explained to him ; he is to kneel toward the West, and

stretching out the second finger of the right hand, is to repeat the

Words of Witness. The age of puberty is fifteen for the boy,

fourteen for the girl, though other evidences occurring when they are

youngei', or the fact that the doctrine of the knowledge of God is

thoroughly understood, may be accepted as proof that that stage has

been roachod. Then the children must be mated.
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The social customs of a people are always interesting, conse-

quently the chapter devoted to marriage would bear translating.

What follows is something less than translation, something more

than resume.

In the first place thanks to the Lord and to the Holy Prophets

are to be recited to the desired bride's family, for the union can be

consummated only if it accord with the will of God, the doctrines of

the sages and the rules of the virtuous and learned. Then must the

matter be considered at a feast that the willingness of both parties

be made evident. There should be neither secrecy nor compulsion,

neither carelessness nor hurry. At the betrothal four things must

be borne in mind. First, after the marriage is completed, the pair

ai'e to dwell together in harmony, and save for offences against the

laws of the religion, the husband must not scold his wife. Second,

within the first year the husband may not go on a long journey.

Third, if he wishes to remove, he must consult his wife. Fourth, if

after a time the husband desires to take a concubine, he must first beg

his wife's consent (|^ ^ 0^ # "H")-

Suppose, then, that it is desired to bring about a match between

Mr. Chang's son and Mr. Li's daughter, her father's consent must

first be obtained, and then that of the intending bridegroom's father.

Then must the bridegroom's own consent be asked and given, and

when this is done, a piece is to be recited, expressing gratitude to God
for bringing about an auspicious marriage. Instructions for the wed-

ding are then to be issued according to the social status of the contract-

ing parties, for that is of the Lord's appointment. Said the prophet,

" Marriage is a matter, concerning which I have received the Lord's

decree : Whosoever rebels against it belongs not to my religion, for

most certainly the Lord has enjoined marriage and forbidden

adultery and kindred sins. Bride and bridegroom are alike the

Lord's servants." The prophet has said further, *' On your marriage

and your descendants depend the spread of our religion. May the

Lord sow the seed of concord in both your hearts." After this has

been read in their hearing bride and groom must beseech forgiveness

for themselves and for their relatives.

When the two retire each must enquire of the other carefully

concerning Imau. Should either display ignorance, he or she must be
diligently instructed before the marriage may be consummated.
For the marriage relation is the foundation of society, and if the

contracting parties, or either of them, does not understand Iman, how
can their descendants, however numerous, follow the true doctrine.
" Beware ! Beware !

"

After marriage death is dealt with. Broadly speaking the last

rites are ten iu uuiuber. 1. At the approach of death the Iiuau is
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to bo recited. At this hour the whole life comes to fruition, the past

and the future meet. Here loss means eternal loss, and gain eternal

gain. With what care shall we proceed. 2. A will is to be made,

giving directions for such distributions as are necessary to make up
deficiencies in worship and fastings and to satisfy all vows. 3. If

alms have not been fully dispensed, or if there are otitstanding

accounts, lot directions be given for their discharge. 4. (A trans-

literation) washing the corpse. 5. Preparation for burial and

invitation of guests. 6. (A transliteration.) 7. Rites at the grave.

8. Alms-giving for the deceased. 9. On the evening of the burial

prayers to be read and worship performed for the deceased. 10. On
the seventh and fortieth and one hundredth days and at the com-

pletion of the first second and third years after death and on the

anniversaries of birth and death, prayers are to be recited and alms

distributed.

Birth and death alike are of the Lord's appointment and can

neither be delayed nor hindered. Father, mother, wife and childran

must learn to acquiesce, not cherish feelings of resentment, for if

resentment be allowed a place for a moment, Iman is injured; hence

the necessity for extreme care. If one's heart grieve for his parents,

he can perform rites, read prayers and distribute alms for

them, honour all their behests and beg forgiveness for them of

the Lord.

The succeeding chapter contains directions for making up the

deceased's deficiencies in worship and fasting. This is done by

the distribution of wheat, measured according to the kiau-kwei-kin

{Wc M ^)> which weighs twenty-six ounces (Chinese.) False oaths

are expiated by the liberation of a slave or by a gift of clothing

or food to ten poor people; we are warned, however, that the

recipients of this bounty cannot make reparation for the deceased's

shortcomings ; alms-giving is but a means of beseeching remission of

sins from the Lord. Worship is the pillar of Islam, defalcation is

no light matter ; hence these punishments, which to an outsider

appear to fall upon the wrong shoulders

!

The last offices for the dead are described with great minuteness.

Whilst they are being performed the Iman sits on an elevated seat

and recites prayers in a low tone. In the case of those who die

other than a natural death, all these are to be dispensed with. The

bodies of children are to be treated as the bodies of adults.

The sixth item referred to above as a transliteration is the

coffining of the deceased. Whilst it is being done, the Iman recites

a prayer as the hands and b*iad are alternately raised and lowered.

In the absence of an Iman the person in charge of the obsequies

may act for him. In these prayers forgiveness is sought for all,
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living and dead, young and old, male and female ; that the living

may live in Islam and the dying die in Iman.

Should there be more than one corpse, the rites for the whole

number may be performed at once. If one be a woman, her body is

to have the upper place ; the bodies of the men to be nearer the

priest. Still-born infants (^ {fj ^ 5E ^' 'dead without crying')

are not to be named, but simply buried in apiece of cloth. Children

dying after birth, are to have a name given them, and the rites are

to be performed for them as for adults. In the case of a person

dying away from home, his family must perform the rites on receipt

of the news.

At the funeral the body is to be carried out of the house head

foremost, but on the way to the burial ground, feet foremost. On
arriving at the grave no one may sit down before the body is lowered

into the earth, and if the corpse is that of a woman, no person may
look upon it, as it is transferred from the coffin.* In the grave only

her own blood relations, preferably her sons, may arrange the body.

As it is lowered into its last resting place, a prayer for forgiveness

for the dead is to be recited by all present.

The grave itself is to be dug out like a bed, with an earthen

pillow, and must be three feet high, to afford room for the deceased

to sit up. After heaping some spices within, the body is to be

lowered into the grave in the same position as that in which it has

been kept hitherto, i.e., with its head to the North and its face to

the West. Head and feet must be unloosed and the face uncovered.

Three pieces of earth are to be put on the right side of the body

—

one at the head, one at the feet and one in the middle. In covering

in the grave, which is to be left hollow as above mentioned, burnt

bricks may not be used. Whilst it is being closed other prayers

are to be recited.

The top of the grave must be square and is to stand five

inches high, lest the locality be forgotten. Or, if preferred, a stone may
be erected, but no name (^) is to be engraved thereon. When
the place of interment is subsequently visited, on the way thither,

the whole lieart and mind must be given to earnest prayer for the

forgiveness of the departed. The grave must be approached from

the West and a salutation be made to all the dead. Then, sitting

down, the prayers may be repeated; that finished, a position

is to be taken up on the East of the mound facing the West, where,

sitting again, another prayer is to be said. The concluding chapter

recapitulates twenty rules for ensuring the acceptance of worship

:

1. Sincerity of purpose, not seeking a name amongst men. 2, 3, 4,

* It will be remembered that Mahommedaua do uot bury the coffia .
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Purification of person, clothes and place. 5. Burning of incense.*

6. Propriety in sitting and kneeling. 7. Heart, eyes and month
to give undivided attention. 8. The prayer for absolution to be

recited first. 9. The ' Praise of the Prophet ' to be recited three

times. lU. Transliteration of titles of three prayerf. 11. Every

letter and every sound to bo read and uttered distinctly, neither

slowly nor quickly, nor may tricks be played with the voice. 12, 13,

14. Rules to be observed when certain letters are met with in

recitation. These are given in Arabic. 15, 16. Rules to be ob-

served when such words as a ' God,' * Mahomet,' * world to come,'

' grace,' * covenant,* * punishment,' ' fear ' and several others are met
with. The remainder give directions about certain prayers and

so forth. To be able to dispense with the book at worship is to

attain to a good degree.

* Tl»e writer has never seen or heard of incense burnt (^^ ff) in a mosqna
in China.

CoUectMesi.

Heathenism degrades Women.—When Mrs. Armstrong, la-

boring among the Telugus, sought a winding-sheet for a dead

woman, she was asked :
" Was she a saint or a sinner ? " The

question meant : was she married or a widow ; if a widow, she

would not be buried in cloth of such quality as if living with a

husband. And when she asked one of the many sects of Hindus if

there was anything on which they agreed, he said, " Yes, we all

believe in the sanctity of the cow and the depravity of woman."

—

Christian at Work.
• »

Worshipping the Creature more than the Creator.—
Leaving that village I had to pass near another large place, and

being tired, was very much tempted to leave it untouched, but

the folly of coming ten thousand miles to deliver my message and

then going home again without delivering it, flashed up before me,

and I at once turned into the place. 1 there met a very interesting

man, a man who professed deepest love and reverence for all good

men, and who, when I twitted the villagers with worshipping a

'foreigner' (viz., Buddha), at once defended them by declaring

his willingness to worship myself as one who went about to do good.

I left him some tracts and showed him the folly of such worship,

whereby they worshipped the creature but neglected their Creator.

—

lUev. Herbert Dixon, in Shausi Province.]
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Superstition about the Soul.—Our woman, Mrs. Chang,

has been very ill with her chest since she went out one wet day.

To-day we received a message to ask whether her daughter

might come to our compound to " call back her mother's soul."

It seems that the Chinese imagine that a fright can cause a person

to lose one of the three souls which each person is supposed to

possess. One day Mrs. Chang wtis carrying little Colin in our

court-yard, when she tripped, and was much startled, lest baby had

been hurt. He was not, but she thinks that then one of her souls

dropped out, and has been wandering about ever since ; therefore

she has been ill. Of course we firmly refused, as kindly as we

could, to have any such ceremony in our court-yard. But our

hearts are saddened to think of a woman who has heard the Gospel

so long being still in so great darkness.

—

[Miss M. Graham Brown,

in China's Millions.']
* *

Suttee in China.—A case of suttee, which is unusual now in

China, although it is regarded as a very great virtue, is reported

from Foochow. The victim was a young woman, whose husband

died of leprosy early in the year. She was childless, and had none

but distant relatives to depend upon for support ; she had, therefore,

she said, no alternative but to commit this act of self-sacrifice,

and as soon as her decision became known, grand banquets were

given in her honor, and these she attended and enjoyed, as though

there were no sequel. At the appointed time she ascended the

scaffold, where the elders of the town made reverences before her,

as before a saint, and then at a given signal she strangled herself,

in view of the applauding crowd. A royal tablet, extolling her

virtue, will shortly be placed in their temple.

—

[Missionary Journal.l

Vain in their Imaginations.—In a land where newspapers are

only beginning to be known, we look to the walls about the city

gates and vacant places to see the thoughts of the people. Nu-
merous placards cover the walls, some in writing, but most of them
printed. Many benevolent individuals have had prescriptions for

the cure of the disease printed and posted on the walls. Here is

one professing to come from the oracle in a certain cavern ; here is

another purporting to be from the god of thunder ; here the recom-

mendation of a certain physician who has wrought wonderful cures

;

here a Buddhist placard, taking advantage of the excitement, to

exhort men to practice fasting to avert the wrath of the gods, and
here and there satires and attacks on the medical fraternity for not

being able to check the disease, while advertisements of quacks and
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drug shops, vaunting their medicines, appear on every hand. The

other day the acting provincial treasurer put out a proclamation,

saying that the epidemic was caused by bad water in the wells, and

saying that he had provided 1000 wooden tanks in various public

places and would have them filled with pure water, so that the people

could have a supply. But the people are not satisfied with posters

and placards ; numerous processions have gone through the streets

by day and night, in order to drive off the evil spirits that cause the

epidemic. A large bell, from a famous temple, has been taken in

procession through the streets, that the demons may be frightened

away by its noise. Impressions of the inscriptions on it have been

taken by rubbings, and these are sold as amulets and charms to

ward off the disease. Charms of various kinds are sold for the

protection of the person and the dwelling. Lions and dragons, with

hideous mien and constant contortions, are paraded through the

streets with drum and gong, and are welcomed as they pass with

volleys of fire-crackers from shop and dwelling. Pilgrimages to

temples go on and idols are carried through the streets in proces-

sion. The people seem at their wits' end.

—

[Dr. R. H. Graves,

of Canton.']
« « *

A Vain Search for Happiness.—The Hupao relates that some

days ago a bundle was found on the river bank near the French

Bund and was taken to the French Mixed Court magistrate. It

contained a monk 's wearing apparel and a scroll of yellow paper, on

which was inscribed the following :
—'* I am of good family and was

educated to become one of the literati. But misfortunes came, of

such a nature, that life became empty and tasteless to me. Many

sins were on my conscience, which never seemed serious to me until

I carefully examined them. I pondered over the road 1 ought to

take, and I decided on repentance. Shaving my head and taking

the cowl, the seclusion of a monk's existence suited my purpose. In

a temple on top of a mountain I stayed for many years, praying to

the gods for forgiveness and becoming oblivious of the busy world

below my feet. I thought I had found the true happiness. I was

indeed happy—free from anxiety, care and worldly thoughts. One

night I had a vision. The assembled gods told me to go westward

10 find the truth and true happiness. For two long years I toiled

along through many provinces, sleeping anywhere, without shelter

from rain, snow, sleet, dew or frost, and living on charity. Many a

time I was ready to give up, but I persevered, knowing that true

happiness could only be derived from intense suffering and hardship.

I reached Shanghai only a few days ago, weary and sick, both in

body and mind. Everywhere I was ordered off ; begging being for-
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bidden. Where is the West ? Where is the true happiness ? May
the gods have pity on me ! I can go on the pilgrimage no longer.

Life ceased to have any charm for me ever since the catastrophe of

long ago. To the waves of the Wliangpoo I commit my earthly

body ; my soul may fly whither it will. Farewell to this cruel

world !
" The unfortunate m(>nk's body was found in the river on

Sunday.

MuLTUM IN Parvo.—In some parts of the Shaowu district the

farmers have the custom of offering up the ''first fruits." This is

known here under the name of the 8hang-sin {^ ^) Recently

while putting James into the Romanized Shaowu colloquial, I

explained to my teacher the literal rendering of Jas. i, 18 latter

clause and asked him if it could be put into colloquial. He gave

me the following: '^fJJff3 4£l&J5?iifi^m#fl^ifffi^'§^
f^Wi^- T^^^ expression has a clear and definite meaning here,

as much so, nearly, as the expression " first fruits " had to the

Israelites.

For the expression "availeth much" in Jas. v, 16, the teacher

preferred H M X *^o ::^ ;|f j^ g. It is very good Shaowu

colloquial, but may not be as good mandarin.

The mandarin sign of the future is huei, which is represented

by the character ^. Williams, in his dictionary, gives an ingenious

explanation of how this word came to be the sign of the future, but

there is another explanation. Here in south China there is a word

used as tha sign of the future, which is common to a number of

dialects. At Foochow it is spoken if, at Shaowu it is hie!^, south and

west of Shaowu it becomes hai. These are all evidently different

forms of the same word. In some of the T'iu^-chiu^ and Kiangsi

dialects uei is the sign of the future. This latter is easily identified

with the mandarin huei. Can we find any warrant for identifying

these two with the others ? At Foochow ^, and several other words

are read hie, but are all read huei in the mandarin. These words

substantially bridge the chasm. Other cause might be adduced.

In a large part of the Shaowu prefecture and adjoining

regions in Kiangsi aspirated V is changed to h. T'ien (^) becomes

hien and 5'c ^ T'ien-chuh (Hindoo) becomes Hien-tu.

We often employ a mason from L'u-k'i^ Hsien in Kiangsi, in

whose dialect this change of t' to h exists along with the change of h

and s to hs before i and u. One day he asked me for some hsieh-

hsien^, and I had to think two or three times before I perceived that

what he wanted was t'ich-sien, i.e., iron wire—two characters for

iron—^ and ^. In the former the phonetic seems to be hsi, theatre,

pronounced hi^ at Shaowu and hie^ at Foochow. In the second it ia
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^ shih. The above mentioned peculiarities perhaps give us a clue as

to why characters, variously pronounced hie, hi and shih, came to be

used for a word usually pronounced i'ieh.

Why should the word for cup, pei |;j^, be represented by a
character made up of Tf: mtih wood, and /(^ puh, not. The ancient

sound oi piih (;^) seems to have been j)ut. In the Shaowu dialect

final t has changed to final i and put has become pei. The
Shaowu people are largely descendants of immigrants from Honan.
They claim that back in the Sung dynasty Shaowu was an important

literary centre and produced officials and statesmen of the highest

rank. The manner in which the peculiarities of the Shaowu and
other neighboring dialects explain some of the anomalies in the

use of phonetics in the classical, tends to confirm the truth of their

claim. Butchering, wine and soi-raaking and silver smithing are

the only trades the people of Shaowu city engage in. CarpenterB,

masons, blacksmiths, shop-keepers, etc., all come from abroad.

Most Chinese cities have a poetical name. Foochow is called

^ M> *'6-, Banian city ; Shaowu is called the Ts'ian'-ch'ing'* (;^ ^)
or wood-gatherers' city. Quite a large proportion of the inhabitants

get most of their living by gathering wood and selling it to the

outside tradei's, etc.

The Chinese also sometimes have sportive or opprobioua names

for the people of certain regions. In this part of Fuhkien there

are many Kiaugsi men, and one could hardly oifer them a worse

insult than to call out Hio^-ma^, toad.

There are many immigrants from south-eastern Fuhkien, in the

Shaowu prefecture. The south-eastern prefectures are known as the

Hia-fa (f )j5f)
and these immigrants as the "]

ij^ A- Their own
pronunciation of these words is Ha-fu-lan, and this Ha-fu-lan has

become current as a name for them, even among those who cannot

speak their dialect.

At Foochow the people are superstitious about any one dying

in the house. It takes a large sum of money to hire them to allow

a stranger, dangerously ill, to be brought into the house. At

Shaowu, on the other hand, the people are superstitious about births.

Money can hardly hire a native to let a pregnant woman move into

his house. The Shaowu people are not specially superstitious as to

deaths in the house, nor the Foochow people as to births.

Near Shaowu the road to Kiaugsi passes along the foot of a hill

called by the Chinese a chung-shan, i.e., " bell hill." Where the bank

slopes up from the road, there are a number of holes about six inches

wide, from one to two feet long and one to ten inches deep, scraped

out in the soil. These have all been made by the feet of Kiangsi

travellers, who believe that scraping the foot in the soil of a
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bell-shaped hill, will relieve the aching caused by walking too far.

Years ago I had a man come to me as cook, who seemed to me
to have no ear for music. At family prayers he was always growling

several notes below the rest. One day, while traveling on a sampan,

I overheard him singing a tune quite correctly, only he was down
half an octave below the proper pitch. Next time, at family prayers,

I pitched the tune about three notes too low. The cook growled

through the first stanza as usual; toward the end of the second he

rose till his voice made a horrible discord, but by the end of the

third stanza he came into accord with our voices. For the following

three or four days I gradually raised the pitch, till it was within one

note of the proper key, which was about all his voice would bear.

Since then I have often found it a help to pitch a tune a note below

its usual key.

Baptism.

"Baptize means to 'dip' in Chinese (^)."

'yy CIRCULAR, with the above title, came into my hands some
^ time since. No doubt it was sent to most other missionaries.

Its design was evidently to favor a change in the term for baptism

in the revision of the Chinese Scriptures, or at least to bring the

question before the minds of missionaries, possibly to test the ques-

tion whether a consensus of opinion would favor such a change.

Such a question, supported by the honored -name of Dr. Chalmers,

one of the revisioiT committee, is deserving of serious consideration.

With much said in the circular I cordially agree. This I need not

stop to designate. What I wish to do is to point out one or two
things not adverted to, which seem to me necessary to keep in mind,

in order to make a faithful translation.

I. The first is, that few important words in Greek, or any
Western language, will find a word in Chinese which will faithfully

translate them in all their meanings, and vice versa. This is so

evident to me that it seems almost a waste of time to illustrate it,

still it has a bearing on the question at issue. Let us first take a

common Chinese word, J^, as an example. It means skin, fur, bark,

shell, cream (of milk), any outside covering. Can we find a word in

English that covers the same range ? Or would we, because J^ means

skin, translate |^ ^ as "milk skin" ? or j^ ^ as ''tree-skin " ?

Dr. Chalmers has shown that fidnrco means to dip. I am not concerned

to show that to dip is not one of its chief meanings, nor to deny that

it ia its original meaning. I might even admit every instance brought
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forward by Dr. Clialmcrs (though some of them aro questionable)

aud yet not be ready to admit that dip or f^ .s])ould always render fidnro}

and its cognates. Do not those words have other meanings which

dip and 1^ can not transhito ? They also mean to dye, either by dipping

or otherwise, as when a garment is dyed or stained by coloring matter

dropped upon it. A lake was baptized with the blood of a mouse

shed in it. A mind filled with fantasies is said to be baptized with

them. There are other meanings ; as, to wet, to glaze, to temper, (ianri^o)

similarly has meanings which dip does not reach; as, when ships are

sunk, the shore overflowed with the tide. It also means to wet, moisten,

pour upon, drench. The drunken are ol peda-rrTtaijevoi. Some of tho

instances mentioned by Dr. Chalmers are also conclusive. Was Nebu-

chadnezzar's body dipped with the dew of heaven? The "dyed
garments " may have been dyed by dipping or they may not, but ia

either case the meaning is dyed, not dipped. As to the instance of

Naaman, it is of interest to note that he was commanded to wash

;

he obeyed by baptizing himself. Is it not evident that to wash and to

baptize in this case are the same ? It would be more natural to

suppose that Judith went to the fountain to wash rather than to dip

herself, since, being situated in the camp, it would not be a very

suitable place for a high-born maid to dip herself, even at night. Ia

the Wisdom of Sirach, " baptized from a dead body," must surely be

purified, not dipped. In Is. xxi, 4 we have tj avofiia (te Parrri^ei ; can we
translate, " iniquity dips me ? " But this is surely enough to establish

the point.

II. But baptism is the name of a sacrament. Wlien so im-

portant a rite was established, naturally, perhaps necessarily, the

words referring to it would change in meaning and use. For this

reason it seems to me not " needless to go on to the discussion of the

New Testament," for it is only there that the sacrament appears fully

developed. It is true that among these Jews there were " divers

baptisms," which were effected by immersion, by effusion and by

sprinkling, and the facts throw light on Christian baptism, but they

were not Christian baptism.

The use of (Sdnra, (iaTTrt^o), PaTntafia and (ia-n-iaiiho^ in the Nev^r

Testament clearly shows that dip is not the meaning, but only one of

the meanings. There is no word in Chinese that can render them in

all their uses. Indeed, in some cases I think we must resort to a

paraphrase, in order to give the meaning. The children of Israel

are said to have been all " baptised unto Moses in the cloud and in

the sea." Believers are baptized into (see revised version) (eic) the

Bame of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, What
Chinese word can express the meaning ? In the expression, " bap.

tized with the Holy Ghost," will dipped express the meaning ? both
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it and ^ are equally out of the question. But why multiply in-

stances ? In order to settle the proper term, or terms, in Chinese for

baptism and to baptize, we may profitably enquire what constitutes

" faithful translation ? " Is it not taking the thoughts expressed in

one language and transferring them to another ? It has much more

to do with the meaning and power than with the form of expression.

It may require changes from the abstract to the concrete, from positive

to negative, from active to passive, from proverb to plain language,

from direct statement to paraphrase. Sometimes a transference of the

expression becomes the simplest method of reaching the object, A
perfect translation from a Western language is often impossible, be-

cause there is no corresponding thought ; such is the case with many
Scripture terms, among which is *' baptism." "What shall we' do in

such eases ? If we can not find a term> which conveys the essential

meaning, would it not be better to resort to a paraphrase or to transfer

the term ? Baptism is itself an instance of transference from Greek

to English. There are many others. Messiah, Christ, Mammon, raca.

The technical terms in English are in large proportion transferred from

other languages. What are the essential ideas in baptize and baptism ?

" Wash " comes nearer than " dip," but I think " wash " sadly

deficient. Purification is symbolized, but not less important is the

thought of change of allegiance; from being an alien to the com-

monwealth of Israel, ane is made a citizen of the heavenly kingdom,

whose Sovereign is Immanuel, King of kings and Lord of lords. It

is the public acknowledgment and sealing of a solemn covenant.

If there is to be any change in the term for baptism, let it be in the

direction of including this richer meaning, which would, I think, re-

quire at least two characters, or a transference of the term.

I have sought only to give a few hints, not to fully discuss the

subject.

Anonymous.

[The admission into our columns of the above must not be taken as an incentive

to discussion of the much controverted subject of baptism. It is our opinion that

the spirit and method which characterize this production, as well as the subject

matter itself, are worthy of attention.—Ed.}
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Cruise of the ''Bear" in Behring Sea and Arotic

Ocean—1890,

A . Visit to the Snow-covered Coast of Siberia—A Whaler crushed in the

Ice—Stiirvalion and Death—A Strange Primitive People—Herd of
Fifteen Hundred Reindeer—A Sleigh-ride ivith Reindeer— Sujierstitious

liites—Shooting Seal—In the Ice.

BY SHELDON JACKSON, D.D., D. S. QKNERAL AGENT OF EDDCATION FOB ALASKA

IN THE ** N. Y. EVANGELIST."

Siberift, the great exile prison house, the enforced horao of sorao of

Russia's noblest and most cultured citizens, the battle-ground of con-
quering Cossack and free-booting Prornyshlenki in their century's march
across Asia is, in its northern and north-western section, a dreary waste
of low-rolling and frozen tundra or rugged, snow-covered and storm-
swept mountains, the land of the fierce howling poorga, of wild beasta

and scattered tribes of brave, hardy and half-civilized people.

Its bleak, ice-skirted, snow-coverod shore north of Kamchatka was
oar next landing place. Off this coast on the 5th of May, 1385, tho
whaling back Najwleon was caught and crushed in the ice. The disaster

came so suddenly that the crew had barely time to spring into the boats
without provisions or extra clothing. There were four boats with nine
in each. Four days after the wreck, two of the boats were seen by
the bark Fleetiving, and their cr^ws rescued, five of them dying from
the effects of the exposure. The remaining eighteen men, after seven
days' tossing about in the sea, took refuge upon a large field of ice,

where they remained twenty-six days. During this time one-half of their

number died from exhaustion and starvation. While on the ice all they
had to eat were two small seals, which were caught. Orie of the men,
Mr. J. B. Vincent, being unable to eat the raw seal, had not a mouth-
ful of nourishment for eleven days.

On the 7th of June the nine survivors again took to the boat, and
in three days effected a landing on the Siberian coast, to the south-west
of Cape Navarin. The day after they landed, five of the remaining died,

being so badly frozen that their limbs dropped off. Rogers, the mate,

Jjawrence, a boat-steerer and Walters, the cooper, were also badly frozen

and helpless. They were cared for by the natives who, though in a
half starving condition themselves, divided their living with them.
The three men lived through the winter, subsisting on dried fish until

March, when Lawrence died, followed the next day by Rogers and
shortly afterwards by Wallace, leaving Vincent the sole survivor of the

party. Vincent, being in bettor physical condition than the others,

was adopted by a family having a herd of domesticated reindeer, and
therefore had more to eat. With them ho remained for over two years

until found and rescued July 15th, 1887, by Captain M. A. Healy,

commanding the U. S. R. M. steamer Bear.

While among the deer-men Mr. Vincent carved on a board with

a kuife the following message, and asked his new marie friends on the

coast to give it to tho first ship they saw. On one side was—" 1887

J. B. V. Bk, Nap. Tobacco give." On tho reverse sida was " S. W. C.

Nav..lO. M. Help Come." This piece of wood ultimately reached

Captain Healy and told the story
—" 1887, J. B. Vincent, of the bark
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Napoleon, is ten miles south-west of Cape Navarin- Come to liis rescue.

Give tlie bearer some tobacco for his trouble."

Captain Healy was at Port Clarence when he received the message.

With his usual promptness, he steamed over to the coast of Siberia, and
nfter some difficulty in the fog, finally found and rescued the wrecked
Bailor.

During the following winter Congress made an appropriation for

the purchase of presents with which to reward the natives for their care

of Mr. Vincent and his comrades. Captain Healy was delegated to dis-

tribute these presents, and for that purpose we were en route to

Siberia.

On Sabbath afternoon, June 22, we crossed the dividing line be-
tween Alaska and Siberia,—the United States and Russia, and in the
evening we crossed the 180th degree of west longitude and passed from
farthest west to farther east, thereby losing a day in our chronology.
The next day instead of being Monday was Tuesday,—the Tuesday that
eighteen hours later would dawn upon oar friends in the eastern part
of the United States- For convenience sake, in the narrative I will keep
the old reckoning.

Monday, June 23rd, opened very foggy, but about 8 o'clock the fog
lifted, and Cape Navarin and the coast of Siberia were in full view.

A more desolate and dreary scene it is hard to conceive of. A range
of mountains, with an elevation of about 2000 feet, lined the coast.

Cape Navarin itself ended in a precipice 2512 feet in height, the base
of which descended into the sea. Although it was so late in June, the
whole country was still covered with snow, except bare spots here and
there. Sleds, drawn by dogs and reindeer, were still in common use.

Even while approaching the coast, snow storms were seen sweeping
through the canyons of the mountains. The temperature on deck at

noon was 45 degrees- A sharp lookout was kept for the native village

which was located upon the map, but which was not found upon the

coast. At length two tents were seen on the beach, and abreast of them
we anchored at 2 p.m. The Captain and Mrs. Healy, Lieutenant
Dimmock and myself went ashore- The Captain at once sent messen-
gers in every direction on dog-sleds to gather the people together. The
main distribution of presents took place on the afternoon of the 24th,

and consisted of 1000 yards of drilling, 500 yards of calico, 100 pack-

a/ges of glovers' needles, 8 dozen hand looking glasses, 1500 pounds
of ship bread, 2 half barrels of sugar, two barrels molasses, one chest

of tea, six do£en combs, five dozen packages of linen thread, four dozea
tin pails and pans, one dozen iron pots, two kegs of nails with hammers,
files, gimlets, saws, braces and other carpenter tools, one dozen rifles and
one-half dozen shot guns, 125 lbs. of powder, SOO lbs. lead, two bags

of shot and 20,000 caps, 1000 cartridges, axes, hatchets and butcher

knives, two dozen fox-traps, four dozen pipes, tobacco, snuff, one box
goggles, one package fish-hooks and lines, beads and on« box children's

toys. Total value, $1000.

There are three tribes or families of natives on the Behring Sea
coast of Siberia: The Kamtehatkans, occupying the peninsula of the

same name ; the Tchuctchees, occupying the general region west of

Behring Straits and the Gulf of Anadir ; and the Koriaks, occupying the

country between the former two- Our visit was to the Koriaks, although
I afterwards met the Tchuctchees at East Cape. The Koriaks can be

divided into three classes: The civilized ones that have come more or

less under the infiaeuce of the Hiussiau settlements in the interior; the
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coast men, wbo mainly subsist on the whale, walrns and seal ; and tlie

deer men, who live ofE their lierda of domeHfcicated reindeer. The latter

two classes are more or loss nomadic aud pagan. They are said to offer

sacrifices of dogs.

We met t)ie deer and coast Koriaks. They are a good sited, robast,

nihletio and fleshy people, with prominent check bones, broad noses,

bluck eyes and a pleasant, good (natured expression. Tiie men shave the

crown of their heads, leaving a fringe of coarse, black hair, round the

forehead and sides, giving them the appearance of so many monks. They
are said to do this, that the flying of the hair in the wind may not
frighten the wild reindeer when hunting. The women wear their hair

parted in the middle, the two braids hanging down the back. Some
braid strings of beads around their necks or pendant from their ears.

The women are very generally tattooed down the centre of the forehead
and along each side of tlio nose to the nostril, and elaborate designs
cover the cheek. I also saw tattooing on the hands, wrists and arms.
One girl had two waving lines from the forehead to the nostrils, and
nine in a fan shape from the lower lip to the chin. Another, with
other marks, had an X on the chin at each corner of her month. Oc-
casionally the men were tattooed ; I saw a husband and wife marked
exactly alika They were dressed exclusively in skins and furs. Neither
on their persons nor in the construction of their tents, furnishings or
bedding did I see as much as a thread of wool or cotton. Their clothing,

tents aud bedding are made from reindeer skins. Their food is largely

dried reindeer meat, supplemented with whale and seal blubber. Their
thread is reindeer sinew, aud from the reindeer horns are made many
household implements-

Tho dress of both men and women is made of a large skin shirt, so

constructed that the fur can be worn outside or next to the skin, as may
be desired, and a pair of skin pants with the fur inside. These extend
to the knee. Those of the women are wide, so that when tied at the

knee, they present a baggy appearance similar to Turkish trousers.

Then a pair of fur boots, soled with seal or walrns, hide. The tops of

the boots are tied closely around the bottom of the pants. Suspended
by a string around the neck is a fur hood, which can be pulled over the

head when needed- The babe is carried inside the parka, or fur coat

on the back of the mother. A belt around the waist of the parka keeps
the babe from slipping down too far. The dress of the babe consists of

a single garment of reindeer skin, but this garment combines hood,

coat, pants, shoes and mittens all in one. When dressed, only a small

portion of the face of the child is visible.

The sleds are made of birch runners. Over these are a half dozen
arches made of reindeer horns. These arches connect the runners and sup-

port the floor of the sled. At the rear end of the sled is a slight railing

to support the back of the traveller. No iron is used in making the sled;

all the parts are firmly lashed together with whalebone strips or raw
hide. The runners are shod with bone. Before these are harnessed six

dogs in pairs, or two reindeer. The reindeer are also driven side by
side. The harness of the reindeer is very simple, being a strap around

his neck connected with a trace between his legs.

The tentd we saw are conical, like those of the Dakota Indians, the

poles being covered with reindeer skins or walrus hides. In some por-

tions of the country, where straight poles cannot be had, whalebones

are used for frames, and the tents are oval in shape. Within the tents,

for the sake of greater warmth, are small inner euclosares, made by
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hanging reindeer-skin cui-tains. These small enclosures are the sleeping

places. As they follovsr their herds from one pasturage to another, these

tents are easily taken down, loaded on the sled, removed to the next
camp and set up again.

They have two kinds of boats, consisting of a light frame of birch-

wood, over which is stretched seal or walrus skin. The large, open
boat, is called by the natives oomiak, by the Kamtchatkans, bidar.

These will carry from twenty-five to fifty people. The smaller boat is

intended for from one to three men, and is entirely encased in skin,

except the openings left for the men to sit in. These are called kyaks,

kaiak or bidarka.

In hunting whales, walrus and seals they use spears with ivory

points set in bone sockets. Small birds and animals are trapped. Their
•gun is a miniature rifle with a barrel nob over two feet long. To the

stock are fastened by a hinge two light sticks, which are used as sup-

ports to the gun when firing. Powder and lead are so difficult to

obtain and expensiv^e that the hunter runs no unnecessary risk in using

either. It is said that sometimes they hunt to recover the bullet ia

oi'der to use it again. I tried in vain to purchase one of these guns.

They seem to have no chiefs ; tl>eir organization being largely patriarchal.

If one man accumulates more deer than his neighbors, he secures a cer-

tain amount of influence on account of his wealth. Poor men, who have
no deer of their own, join his band and assist in caring for his herd, ia

return for food and clothing. The only law that governs the community
seems to be the natural law that is found in all barbarous tribes, that of

retaliation. A few years ago a feud started between a band living on
the coast and a band of deer men living in the neighborhood, during
which the latter band was exterminated.

They impressed me as a very unselfish people. In the distribution

of the presents none seemed to think that some one else was receiving

more than he. The more frequent expression of anxiety seemed to be

that no one should be overlooked. They also called attenfcion to some
who were unavoidably absent, and oifered to take them their share.

Evidently some of them had never been upon a ship before, and they

were naturally curious to look all over it. Sometimes when a family

oame off in their boat, at first only the men came aboard. After a while,

as if gaining confidence, the women and children would venture.

Frequently as soon as they wei<e on deck they would sit down as if afraid

to stand up. One woman, reaching the deck in safety, expressed her joy

by throwing her arms around her husband's neck, and they rubbed nosea

(their method of salutation in the place of kissing.)

I secured frofli them for the museum of the Society of Natural
History and Ethnography at Sitka, a number of things, to illustrate

their manner of living.

There being a herd of some 1500 reindeer a few miles up the coast

;

in order that we might visit them and the ship procure some fresh meat,

after the distribution of the presents, the Captain got under way and
sailed up to the reindeer herd, where he again anchored. Going
ashore we found the herd on the beach, some of them apparently

drinking the salt water. The winter, with its unusual amount of snow,
iiad been severe upon them, so that they were very poor. They were
also shedding their hair, and their horns were in the velvet, so they did

not make a very impressive appearance. Off to one side two sled.-^

were standing with two deer attached to each. Getting upon one of

the sleds, by motions 1 made them understand that I wanted a ride, and
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a short one was given me. The reindeer were much sniallor than I

hnd expected to find them; the majority of them being not mncli hirger

than the wild deer of other sections. The captuin parehased four deer,

wliich were shiughtered and drossod for iiim. When getting ready to

hiaso the d(ior, the owners' family seated themselves in a circle on the

ground, where prohably some rites connected with their superstitiouH

were observed. Upon atteniptiiig to approach the circle, we were motioned

away. After a little while the men went out and lassoed a selected

animal, which was led out on one side of the herd. The man that was

leading it stationed himself directly in front of the animal and held

Lira firmly by the two horns. Another, with a butcher knife, stood ut

the side of the deer. An old man, probably tho owner, went off to the

eastward, and placing his back to the setting sun, seemed engaged in

prayer, upon the conclusion of which he turned around and faced the

deer. This was the signal for knifing the animal. With apparently no
effort, the knife was pushed to tho heart and withdrawn. The animal

seemed to suffer no pain, and in a few seconds sank to his knees and
rolled over on his side. While this was taking place, the old man be-

fore mentioned, stood erect, motionless with his hand over liis eyes.

When the deer was dead, he approached, and taking a handful of hair

and blood from the wound, impressively threw it to the eastward.

This was repeated a second time. Upon the killing of the second

animal, the wife of the owner cast the hair and blood to the eastward.

I did not remain to the slaughter of the other two. While the animal
was bleeding to death, several women and girls gathered around and
commenced sharpening their knives on stones, preparatory to skinning
the animal, which they proceeded to do, as soon as the deer were dead.

Engineer Meyers photographed the herd.

In ilHemonam.*

GEORGE SMITH, OF SWATOW.

By his Comrade and Friend, the Rev. H. L. Mackenzie, M.A.

Mt Dear Mr. Matheson,—I read with interest your touching " In
Meraoriam " of our beloved brother, the Rev. George Smith, in the May
number of the Presbyterian Messenger. In few words it contains what
the Church and her missionaries, as well as his bereaved relatives, will

regard as a most appropriate tribute to our departed friend. I am sure
that you and the many friends of ^Ir. Smith will welcome, by way of

supplement to your own fitting words, some affectionate reminiscences
from me, his oldest and most intimate companion and friend in tho

mission-field. I feel that it is due to his honoured memory not only
that yon, as convener of the Foreign IMission Committee, should testify

to his worth, and to the very high estimate formed of him by those at
home who knew him, but that one of us also, his fellow missionaries

abroad, should express our deep regard and affection for him, and our
warm appreciation of the great work which the Lord wrought by him
in the Swatow region.

I remember that on my first return from China, in 1870, after

having spent more than nine years with Mr. Smith at Swatow, I wrote

* Published hj requoot, from the Monthly Messenger of the Presbyterian Church
of England,
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to yon of bi3 abundant labours and rare self-denial, remarking tbat I

felt it to be a privilege to be associated with such a fellow-laborer.

Twenty years and more have passed since then, and I have bat to repeat,

with additional emphasis and a still larger knowledge of my friend, what
I then wrote.

George Smith was born in Glen Tanner, Aberdeenshire, on March
25tb, 1833. In his early youth his parents removed to Aberdeen, and
it was there that he was educated. He gained a bursary at King's

College, and entered the classes at that ancient seat of learning in 1849.

It was then our acquaintance began, and I still remember him as a

class-fellow whom we all respected as a serious-minded, resolute student.

From the first he openly declared himself a servant of Christ. He used

to attend the meetings of the Students' Missionary Society, and other-

wise also showed that the things of God and His kingdom were to him
great realities. He was a keen and diligent student, and, in classics

especially, he took a very high place. He was one of the three compe-

titors for the Simpson Greek Prize, the highest the College had to bestow

in classics, and thongh he did not win it, we all knew that the successful

competitor bad no easy task in beating George Smith. From King's

College, where he took his degree of M.A. in 1853, he went to the Free

Church College of Aberdeen, and completed his course there in the spring

of 1857. I have often heard him speak of the great advantages he reaped

from the instructions of the professors in the Free Church College, and

his recollections of the late Principal Fairbairn and Professors Smeaton
and Sachs were very cordial and grateful. In those days, too, he was a

member of a club or society for reading and discussing Greek literature,

Principal Geddes and other well-known men being among his fellow

members. Even in China, long after his student days, he was careful

to keep up his reading of Greek and, to some extent, of Hebrew also

;

and, so late as last year, I remember how in some efforts at amending
Chinese translations of the Scriptures (a very difficult task !) he made
nse of his knowledge of the original Hebrew and Greek.

When I was a student at the New College, Edinburgh, in 1857, I

met my old class-fellow on his way to China. A farewell meeting on his

behalf was held in Free Sfc. Luke's, and as, along with many others, I

shook hands with him and wished him God-speed, I little dreamt that in

less than four years I should be with him at Swatow.
His first destination in China was Amoy, and there he spent a year

diligently acquiring the language and preparing for an entrance on the

glorious work of preaching the Gospel to the heathen. He left Amoy
for Swatow, chiefly in response to Mr. Burns' urgent desire that he

should go to that needy and quite unoccupied field. He felt, too, that

there was no such lack of missionaries at Amoy as to make it a necessity

that he should remain there, and I believe that he eagerly responded to

Mr. Burns' request, and with all his heart entered, single-handed, on

the arduous task which awaited him. It was ever his way, bravely,

and with an utter disregard of personal comfort, to follow what he

felt to be the call of God. Mr. Burns had been in Swatow for nearly

two years, from 1856 till the autumn of 1858 ; but though he had preach-

ed in Swatow and in a few places in the neighborhood, it cannot be

said that he was the founder of our Swatow mission. That honor

belongs to my beloved comrade, George Smith. And from the time he

began his work there, in the end of 1858 until on the 15th of February

of this year, the Master called him to his rest and reward, bis desires

and thoughts, his prayers and labors were fall of the great and holy
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enterprizo. He longed with a growing longing for the ingathering of

the heathen and for the uphuildiiig of the Chnroh iu the Swatow
country, and to this double object ho consecrated himself with an intense

and sustained devotion.

It was not an easy field on which he entered. The rich and popnloua

plains of Tie-chin (t.e., tho Swatow region), with their well-nigh in-

numerable towns and villages, all lying in gross darkness, afforded

splendid opportunities for evangelizing. But the work was one in which
much hardship and privation, and even danger, had to be incurred. Mr.
Smith was not the man to flinch. He preached not only in the town of

Swatow, but in many parts of the surrounding country, making long

and fatiguing journeys and encountering all manner of abuse and
contempt and opposition from tho lawless and ignorant people. When
visiting Tsng-lim, a market-town in the neighborhood of Yam-tsau, he
was severely beaten with a carrying-pole, by a man who angrily rushed

at him while he was preaching. At Am-pou the mob rose upon him
and furiously stoned the 'little chapel in which he was, and began to

shout oat, "Kill him, kill him." He was only rescued by the prompt
action of the mandarin and his subordinates. At Chao-chow Fu a largo

city of over 200,000 inhabitants, now one of the chief points of our
mission, he was the first European who dared to enter the city tinguard-

ed, and he stood his ground for days, preaching tho Gospel and reasoning

with the people, who came in crowds and filled to overflowing the little

chapel. Nor was it to quiet and respectful hearers that he spoke, but
to proud and contemptuous (so-called) literati, who tried in every

possible way to insult him and to make light of his message; and to tho
" roughs " of the city, who were but too ready, not only to mock him,

but to treat him with shameless violence. But by his courage, his

patience, his gentleness and his ready and effective replies, he won the

day. The mass of the people wore at first disposed to treat him with
bitter acorn and hostility, but after awhile they " let him alone," and
even the very mandarins, who a few years before had seized and im-
prisoned ^Ir. Burns in that city, now showed at least some outward
respect to Mr. Smith, and at length even made provision for his safety.

I remember well, too, his return from the district city of Kieh Yang,
where we opened a station in (I think) 1866, and which he was the first

to visit. I noticed that his face was marked with scars and wounds in

several places, and I knew well what that meant. But he merely smiled
and said that the people had been rough and hostile ; the fact was they
had stoned him, and the few native Christians who were with him, and
behaved so outrageously that tho wonder was that he and the others did
not suffer more harm.

But I need not multiply instances of Mr. Smith's indifference to his

own comfort and safety, if he could but speak for his Master. His whole
life testified to his readiness to " suffer hardship as a good soldier of

Jesus Christ."

After he had labored in Swatow and its near neighborhood for

about a year, he had the joy and privilege of receiving the first convert
of the mission. Tan Khai-lin. He was the son of a petty mandarin, and
had left his native place, the city of Chao-chow Fn, because of family
difliculties. In Swatow he happened to go into the chapel where Mr. Smith
was preaching. He became interested in what he heard, and gave such
evidence of being a true convert that, after due probation and instruction,

he was baptized. Tan Khai-lin is still with ns, the first of our native

pastors. One of his sons assists in Dr. Lyall's hospital, another is a
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student in our Theological College, and his eldest daughter, after several

years' education in our Girls' Boarding School, is now the wife of one of

our most promising young preachers.

During the generation that has come and gone since Mr. Smith
began his labors in the Swatow field, the work has largely extended,

and it may be truly said that from the beginning of his work in 1858
till he left for home in 1873, its growth and extension were in a con-

spicuous degree due, under God, to his zeal, his prayers and his constant

preaching. As little companies of disciples were baptized in the sur-

rounding country, one out-station after another was opened, in order that

these "sheep" and "lambs" might be fed, and that the Gospel
might more statedly be preached in and around those places. In almost
every instance the effort to secure chapels and the right to preach in

them was met with bitter and unscrupulous opposition on the part of tlie

heathen. I often felt that had it not been for Mr. Smith's calm assur-

ance that God was with the work, and his strong and resolute will to
" hold on" and to " fight it out," we should not have succeeded as wo
did in widening out the mission and in penetrating into new parts of the

country. I still recall, with a smile of- admiration, how he prevented

our being driven out of Ung-kng, a large town in the north-east of our
field. We had rented a house there for a chapel. The rent was paid in

advance, and we held all the documents entitling us to the use of tho

house. We had placed two of the native brethren in charge. Mr. Smith
was at the time at Yam-tsan, twelve miles from Ung-kng. The two
brethren, urged by the timid landlord of the house, and frightened by
the threats of the neighbors, weakly gave up the house and returned to

Yam-tsau, arriving in the evening. Mr. Smith being sure of the rights

of the case^ and hoping that prompt and decided action would win the

day, sent the two brethren right back that same night, having first

administered a sharp rebuke for their too readily abandoning their post,

and charged them to " hold the fort" until they were forcibly expelled.

They went back, arriving about midnight, and again entered the house,

and were left in peaceful possession ! We have had a chapel in Ung-
kng ever since, and have suffered no molestation worth speaking of.

How Mr. Smith went to and fro in those years, by land and by
water, not always without peril, and often in weariness and hunger and
in much personal discomfort ; how he ceased not to pray for and to teach

and comfort and, when needful, rebuke the converts ; how he instructed

the preachers in the Word of God, and by precept and example urged
them ta fulfil their ministry; how he taught our servants to read and
understand the Scriptures, and to commit large portions of them to

memory—and some of these servants became in after days useful

preachers and offiue-bearers in the Church ; how he delighted in preach-

ing to the patients in the hospital and in examining the applicants for

baptism there and elsewhere ; how, in a word, he abounded in trustful

and strenuous toil

—

the day will declare. I can only say that to myself,

and, I believe, to his other fellow-laborers from Scotland, and to the

Chinese Christians, he was often a wonder. In recalling those years, it

seems to me as if he might, with all sincerity, say (and the verse was a
very favorite one with him), " But I hold not ray life of any account,

as dear unto myself, so that I may accomplish my course, and the

ministry which I received of the Lord Jesus, to testify the Gospel of

the grace of God."
Over and over again, and in all parts of our mission-field, have I

heard the native Christians, men and women, old and young, quote Mr.
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Smith, telling wlmt he had said to cheer and guide and help them. His

xi-ords stnclc, and I felt when his hearers repeated them to mo, years after

they were spoken, that the explanation of it all was that they were the

words of a man of much faith and prayer, speaking in the power of the

Holy Ghost.

In 1873, after more than fifteen years of unremitting labor, oc-

casionally interrupted by illness, he returned to his native land. He had

often been urged, both by the Foreign Missionary Committee of the

Church and by his bretliren in the field, to go home for much-needed
rest and change. But he conJd not tear himself away from his loved

work ; and year after year passed, until at length failing health made
it manifest that he had remained in China too long. In returning

to England he went by way of New Zealand to visit his brothers and
their families. But he did much more than visit them. In very many
places, first in New Zealand and then in Australia, he preached the

Gospel and told the peopile the story of the mission in China, and was
largely instrumental in stirring up an interest in those new lands in the

evangelisation of the Chinese. He collected a very considerable sum of

money (over £200) from the congregations he visited, for the Swatow
mission. And for a good many years thereafter fruit was found of his

travels in those colonies; for from time to time contributions were

received from several of the Presbyterian Churches there in aid of our

work. No doubt, besides, his burning words helped to provoke the

colonial Churches to engage more earnestly in mission work among the

many Chinese living within their own borders.

His zealous labors in the colonies told on a constitution already

enfeebled by his long residence and many hardships in China. Conse-

quently he was obliged to remain in this country for eight years before

it was judged safe for him to return to China. Those eight years were,

to a considerable extent, a time of enforced leisure, but by no means
wholly so. There are many in different parts of our land who met witli

him then, and who delight to recaill their intercourse witli him and his

sermons and missionary addresses. And while we in China lost not a

little through his prolonged absence, yet the cause of the Lord in that

land was much helped at home through his eager, heartfelt advocacy

of it, both in public and in private.

Messrs. Moody and Sankey visited Aberdeen soon after Mr. Smith's

return to it in 1874. He threw himself very heartily into the work
along with them, helping in various ways, and often, I fear, beyond
his strength. But it was just the nature of the man : he could not

be still or inactive where any Christian enterprize was being carried

on in which he felt at all able to bear a hand. Gladly and with alacrity

lie did what he could, and none reji)ioed more than he in the fruits of

the labors of the American evangelists. After waiting for eight long
years, Mr. Smith was permitted once more to set sail for China. In
the beginning of 1881 he again landed in Swatow, accompanied by hia

wife, one of the daughters of the late Professor Gibson, Free Church
College, Glasgow. They received a i-ight hearty welcome from us all,

and great was Mr. Stnith's joy in the manifest progress of the mission
during his absence. The mission to the Hakkas, of which he was the

founder in 1870, was now fully established, with its own centre at Ng-
kuiig-phu. The number of converts and of out-stations had greatly

increiised, and a college for theological students and girls* and boys'

boarding schools had been built. A large new hospital, built by his

beloved colleague, Dr. Gauld, was, under Dr. Lyall's charge, a ceutra
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of beneficent and far-reaching Christian, influence. The work of the

Women's Missionary Association had been started by Miss Ricketts.

All this and much else was cause for profound thanksgiving to Mr.
Smith on his return to carry on the holy war. But I need not enlarge

on the last ten years of Mr- Smith's life and work. With unabated zeal

and devotion he gave himself to the great cause. In the college, in the

schools, in the hospital, at the out-stations and in Swatow, he taught and
preached with might and main, delighting in his work, and ever feeling

that it was all too little for such a Master as he served. Six months
after his return a great sorrow befell him in the death of his wife, a

Borrow indeed in which many shared, for Mrs. Smith was a lady of

a singularly gracious and gentle disposition, and her fellow-missionaries,

and many besides, mourned that she was so soon taken from us. In I8S3
Mr. Smith again marx'ied, taking Miss Mollis, a cousin of his first wife,

as his partner. She and her five children survive him, and are now iu

this country. I am sure this needs but to be mentioned to call forth much
sympathy and prayer on her and her children's behalf from the many
friends of her departed husband, as well as from the Church whose mis-

sionary he was.

It would be easy to prolong this account of Mr, Smith's life, for my
heart is full as I write of him ; and feeling the bereavement and loss as

I do, I would fain give expression to the feeling by dwelling still fur-

ther on the work of the founder of our Swatow mission and my loved

companion for over thirty years. But it is unnecessary. All who knew
him, knew him as a man of quite exceptional earnestness and devotion, of

staunch orthodoxy, of strong will and of a kind and hospitable disposition.

He walked in the old paths and clung tenaciously to what some call the

old theology and the traditional evangelical beliefs, and was always ready

to do battle for them. Ho delighted much in the Word of Ood, and daily

made it his diligent study. Preaching was a joy to hira, and his

ambition always was to exalt Christ. He was very constant and very

intense in his longing for souls and for the edification of the Church.

And in this connection I may add that we are indebted almost entirely

to him for the hymn-book that has for many years been used by the

Chinese Christians in and around, Swatow. He bestowed much labor

and pains on it ; and though very few of the hymns were composed by

himself, he did most useful service to the Church by adapting to our

Swatonr dialect a large number of hymns composed or translated from

English by Mr. Burns and others.

During the earlier years of his work in China he very frequently

preached in English on board ship in the harbors of Amoy and Swatow,

preparing for or following up his preaching by visits to the officers

and men, by tract distribution among them and by affectionate and

faithful talks. When a regular English service for the foreign residents

at Swatow was established, Mr. Smith took his share in the difficult

work—difficult because, besides other reasons, oar work among the

Chinese made such constant and pressing demands on our time and
strength—and he won the deep respect of all by his earnest and well-

thought-out sermons.
I have but touched on a few things that occur to me as I recall these

precious years of fellowship in toil. But, in conclusion, I may say that

he was a worthy associate and successor of William Burns and Carstairs

Douglas, He differed from them iu many ways, but unmistakably he

was a man of like faith and zeal and laborious consecration to duty and

to his Lord. The Church at home may well thank the Master for giving
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lier men so richly qualiOed and endowed as these men wore to begin her
work in China, and to hiy the foundations of that mission enterprize
which year by year is, through God's blessing growing in extent and
tinportunce. Ai>d wo, tlioir companions and followers in the grout work,
may well call 'jO raind their faith and labors, that we may be incited to
fresh zeal and patience and boldness. Is it not fitting that all three

—

Burns, Douglas, Smith—should sleep in Jesus in that far-off land for
whose conversion to Jesas they toiled and prayed ?

The Lm^age of Reverence in China.

^(JTR. BAEBER did well to call attention* to the question of the

<^ propriety of addressing God iu Chinese as
f;);,

and C. W.
M, has done well to present another view of the question in his

paper on the same subject in the July number of The Recorder.

The subject is one of vital importance and affects not only the

language of prayer, but also the language to be adopted by the

translator of the Scriptures. If it is vain to hope at this time for

uniformity of opinion and of practice in regard to it, it may never-

theless be wdil to hear what there is to be said on both sides of

the question.

The matter was brought up at the Shanghai Conference last

yesur, but no discussion took place. Some one asked, "Is it iu

accordance with Chinese ideas of reverence to use the second personal

pronoun {Ni) iu addressing the Deity ?" One very senior missionary

answered—according to the Conference Report—with magisterial

brevity, that it was ; but unfortunately he gave no ground for this

assertion. The other speakers apparently had no direct answer to

give to the question that had been asked. One said that the

Roman Catholics used the term extensively in translating Thomas
a Kempis, and he himself seemed to favour the practice. Another

speaker told the Conference that a large proportion of the Christ-

ians in his own congregation often used i\r/, but nothing was said by

any one, so far as appears from the Report, that threw any direct

light on the original question.

C. W. M., however, in the July Recorder deals directly with

the question when he says, " Chinese etiquette forbids the use of {{p,

when addressing superiors." One of the speakers at the Conference

said that " we should get out of the trammels of etiquette when
we get into religion and prayer," and C. W. M. seems to be of this

•opinion too, for he goes on to remark that this etiquette, i.e., of not

-• The IUcorueb for May, p. 232.
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using
f;J^

in addressing superiors, does not prevail universally, or

even generally, in the familiar intercourse of families or intimate

friends—a somewhat astonishing statement, by the way—and the

whole drift of his article is in the direction of discarding * etiquette
*

in drawing near to God in prayer.

The use of the word ' etiquette'' in this connexion is indeed

somewhat unfortunate. Etiquette is said in the dictionary to mean
' social observances required by good breeding,' and the word is

for the most part, associated in our minds with certain ideas that

are quite alien from the idea of worship, whether the worship of

the true God or the worship of idols. It is difficult to say exactly

what the word as used by the speaker at the Conference, and again

by C. W. M., means. If it is used as the equivalent of ' propriety

'

or 'decorum,' then it is certainly not true that we ought to

dispense with these things ' when we get into religion and prayer.'

If, however, the word is used as the equivalent of ' empty ceremony,'

it must be replied, in the first place, that we none of us contend

for the introduction of ' empty ceremony ' into the worship of

God ; but secondly, that a fitting style of address and a becoming

attitude of body, when we are engaged in the worship of the Most

High, cannot for a moment be accounted as an empty ceremony.

Christianity teaches us indeed to come with holy confidence and

boldness into the presence of our Father in Heaven, but it does not

teach us that any slipshod way of speaking and any slovenly way of

posturing are permissible to the Christian in prayer. C. W. M. tells

• us that " the use of Ni is direct and eudearing, and is the sponta-

neous language of familiarity and aflection." Whether this account

of the word is a recommendation of it or not as a suitable term for

us to use in addressing the Eternal God, is a matter on which

opinions will difi'er amongst Christians according as on the one

hand we hold, or as on the other hand we repudiate, the idea that

' aff'ectionate familiarity ' is the proper attitude of mind for the

Christian to entertain towards his Creator, Saviour and Judge.

But leaving now the preliminary question which has been

raised as to the ideal of Christian worship, one may turn to the

immediate discussion of the question propounded at the Shanghai

Conference, viz., 'Is it in accordance with Chinese ideas of reverence

to use the second personal pronoun (f^^) in addressing the Deity ?

'

About this 1 should have supposed there could be very little doubt.

Of course by ' Chinese ideas ' I understand the ideas common at

the present time among the Chinese as a nation. We have not

now to do with the ideas of foreigners that have been instilled into

the minds of individual Chinamen, whether many or few. And here

1 may say that it seems to me to count for very little one way or
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the other in considering the propriety of addressing God as f);, what

certain Christian Chinamen say on the subject. With the rarest

possible exceptions it will be found that Christian Chinamen, even

educated men, will adopt just the phraseology which they find their

pastors adopt. Mr. Barber's Chinese friend scrupulously avoids

the use of iff^ in addressing Go<l. But so does Mr. Barber, and so

probably does every foreigner in Mr. Barber's mission. C. W. M.

finds that a native preacher for whom he has much respect, says

that the avoidance of
fjj;

is essentially a matter of official etiquette.

No doubt C. W. M.'s respect for this native preacher is altogether

reciprocated, and it is more than probable that his opinion has

been quite as much influenced on this point by C. W. M. and by

other members of C. W. M.'s mission, as C. W. M.'s opinion has

been influenced by his. The truth is, it is one of the discourag-

ing features of our work at present that it is so rare to find men
amongst our converts who have sufficient independence of judgment

and sufficient self-reliance to contend strongly for any position, of

which they know their pastors disapprove, that is, of course, if

the pastors themselves are men of any force of character. Take,

for example, Chinese Christian opinion on the use of the terms

jjif 1 -t ^1 3^ i' ^S' applied to God. How many missions are

there in the whole of China in which the missionary strongly

favours the use of one of these terms to the exclusion of the

others, where at the same time a native preacher is found, who
speaks decidedly in favour of one of the rejected terms as being

the right one and in his preaching discards the others ? The time

will come when we shall have independent thinkers amongst our

Christians and plenty of them, but just now, so far as my
observation goes, we have very very few, and at the present time to

take the votes of Chinese preachers on almost any question debated

amongst missionaries, would simply be to multiply by so many
the votes of the foreigners with whom these preachers were

working.

But if we come now to enquire what idea prevails to-day

amongst the Chinese as a nation in regard to the use of
fjj;

as a term

for addressing God, we shall find a remarkable unanimity amongst

all who, on the one hand, have any pretence to education, and who,

on the other hand, are still uninfluenced by foreign thought and

practice. A.nd there is a reason why this should be so. Nothing

could well be much stronger than a statement of the universally-

venerated Mencius which bears on this subject, and there can be no

doubt that what he has said has done much to stereotype opinion

in regard to it in all subsequent ages. Ask any scholar if there

is any passage in the classics that refers at all to the use of the
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second personal pronoun as a method of address, and he will at once

quote what Meucius has said.

In' Book VII, Part 2, Chapter XXXI,* we find the philosopher

speaking thus : " All men have some things which they cannot

bear ; extend that feeling to what they can bear and benevolence

will be the result. ... If a man can give full development to the

feeling which refuses to break through or jump over (a wall"), his

righteousness will be more than can be called into practice. If
he can give fall devel(ypme,nt to the real feeling of dislike with which

he receives the salutation Thou, Thou {i. e. f^ or ^,) he will act

righteously in all places and circumstances.'' This is I?r. Legge's

translation, and he appends the following note :
" Thou, Thou (i. e.

1^ '^) is a style of address greatly at variance with Chinese notions

of propriety. It can only be used to the very young and the very

mean. A man will revolt from it as used to himself." I need not,

of course, point out that the colloquial f^ is even more offensive than

the classical ^ or '^ as a method of address,—not that the latter

would ever be used, as far as I know, in conversation in preference to

jff,. But the Chinese commentator speaks, if possible, more strongly

even than Mencius. He expounds the sentence which I have given

in italics thus :
" This is spoken by way of explaining what is said

in the previous sentence about giving full development to the feeling

which refuses to break through or jump over a wall. For the two

characters ^ and j^ are a light and derogatory manner of address,

and although people may—through mental obliquity caused by a

desire of gain—quietly put up with this manner of address and be

content to accept it, yet in their inmost souls a sense of mortifica-

tion and resentment [will be awakened] and they will not willingly

accept what is really meant. If a man can, in like manner, avoid

other things, it will cause him to give full development [to his

sense of right] without any failure, and there will be nothing in

what he does that is wrong." Concerning this passage two things

need to be said : 1st., It is understood here, though the thought is

not expressed, that the objection to the use of these two characters

lies in their being used either to an equal or to a superior. It is quite

allowable to use them to an inferior. 2ndly., The passage, though it

represents the usage of the words in the time of Mencius, and

the same usage prevailed in the time of Confucius, and though,

as I believe, it represents the almost universal usage of the present

day, nevertheless, does not altogether represent the usage of a

much earlier time. There are passages in the ff j^^ f and also in

* SI 'i:» IS ^ T.
t See e. g. /h ^. ?c^®(Legge's Classics, Vol. iv, pt. 2, pp. 255-257) ^%%M

-X"^^ 'k'^^'&. ( Ditto Ditto p. 436 ) Jt -^ (gj ^JC

Ditto, ^^13; ( Ditto Ditto p. 511 ) J^ S| B iS
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the ^ 0*, whern ^ and -^ are unquestionably used by inferiors

addressing superiors,—by a subject, e.g.., addressing his sovereign,

or again by a mortal addressing Heaven or addressing spiritual

beings. One of the most learned missionaries now in China liolds,

I know, that this earlier thongh rare use of f^ is the more natural

and healthy use of the word and one to which the Christian.

Church will have to return. I understand, however, that he has

the strongest objection to the introduction of
fjj;

and all other col-

loquial substitutes for ]^ into prayer, and would rather favour the

bold adoption by Christiana of the word ^ as an archaic term

to be kept for addressing God, or Christ, or the Holy Ghost,

believing that in due time this new departure would become
universall}' recognized and respected in China, although for the

time being it would sound strange and even ridiculous to untrained

ears. This, or something like it, seems to have been the view of

one of the earliest translators, if not the earliest translator, of the

Scriptures into Chinese. In a Roman Catholic book by Jules

Alcni, published in 1642, containing a free translation of selected

passages from the Gospel narrative, and entitled ^ i [^ ^ "s fx

^ ^, there is a preface explaining various points connected with

the book which would not be clear to an ordinary Chinese reader.

Amongst other explanations we find the following : " In this

book, whether the word ^ be used by any one speaking of him-

self, or whether in addressing the Lord Jesus or any one else,

the word ^ be used by another, nothing disrespectful is implied.

In the ancient style of AVcstern classical writings every speaker

addressing another person, even though of the most exalted

rank, would constantly use the words -^ and ^ as being the

most simple and direct style of address, just as in the ancient books

of China in calling upon Heaven, or upon a sovereign, this manner

of address also prevailed." On the other hand Gutzlaff, one of

the earliest Protestant translators of the Scriptures, banished the

second personal pronoun entirely from his version of ,the Lord's

Prayer and also from the great prayer of intercession offered by Christ,

as recorded in St. John xvii, and for this very reason I imagine

that if only Gutzlaff's Chinese were in other respects equal to the

Chinese of more recent translators, many persons would prefer his

version to any other now in use. I have beard more than one

missionary say that he never read the 17th chap, of St. John in the

Chinese congregation, so greatly did the continually recurring f^ in it

jar upon his own ears, and, as he believed, on the ears also of the more
thoughtful and devout members of his congregation. And speaking

* See e. ^. ^ ;S Jtt (Legge's Classics, Vol. iii, pt. 2, p. 314) ^ fit ^^ Ml
^mn ( Di"o l>itto p. 363) W H 3E

ftudagaiD mTtflSaC-
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of this constant recurrence of the second personal pronoun in St. John

xvii,* leads me to notice one point that is too often overlooked in the

discussion of the question before us, and that is the difference which

prevails between Chinese and English in the use of pronouns at all

in addressing people. The fact is that apart from all considerations of

reverence^ respectfulness or etiquette, Chinese simply does not re-

quire the plethora of pronouns that we ourselves use in conversa-

tion. We find it difficult to imagine how a language can get on

without a free use of any parts of speech that we ourselves are

accustomed to use freely, and yet the Romans managed to get on

very happily without either the definite or the indefinite article.

In like manner the Chinese can express themselves quite intelligi-

bly without either inflexions of their verbs or a lavish use of

nominatives to show to whom the verb refers. Let any one

compare the Chinese of an ordinary Chinese gentleman with the

Chinese of almost any foreigner, however perfectly he may have

mastered the language, and he will soon notice how few pronouns

the Chinaman uses as compared with the foreigner. It comes

naturally to us to say f5^ ^ /T» ^ for example, where a Chinaman

would use no pronoun at all, and it is only experience that teaches

the foreign stixlent of Chinese that he can in such an expression

as this drop the pronoun which he would have used in his own

language and which he naturally begins to use in his first efforts at

speaking Chinese. Or again, let any one compare any book of

narrative or conversation translated by a foreigner into Chinese,

with a purely native production of the same character, and he

will see how many more pronouns the translation contains than

the native work. Is it not one of the great blemishes of nearly

all existing translastions of the Bible that the translators have

made such generous use of their pronouns ? If Dr. Legge, in

translating the Chinese classics into English, had been as literal

in the matter of dealing with pronouns as most of our translators

of the Scriptures into Chinese have been, we should have been

continually desiring, as we read his translation, to remind him

that the English and the Chinese idioms were different in regard

to pronouns, and that English cannot dispense with pronouns as the

Chinese can.f Similarly, I believe, many Chinamen, as they read

* It occurs 52 times in the Peking Version in 844 characters, or as nearly as

possible once in every sixteen characters. In the Delegates' Version the classical "^

only oecurs 46 times, but owing to the greater terseness of style this is twice in every

twenty-three characters. The Delegates, however, use the pronoun in this chapter

ten per cent less frequently than any other translator I know of, except Gutzlaff, and

fourteen per cent less frequently than one, viz., Mr. Goddard.

t In the Analects, Bk. xx., Ch. i,, e.g., Legge translates -f^ g as ' thy ministers O
God -y' ^ i\!i>>

' tby in\m\ O God.' In Bk. xvii., Ch. xix., he translates ^ ill /f» W. 'If

you Master do not speak, &c.; ' and again /}* ^, ' Your disciples.' Of course this is the

proper wpy ot tiauelating, but it rneaua followiug the Eagliah idiom and not the

Chinese.
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the narrative portions of the Bible, must secretly wonder what all

these fjj;s and ^s and fj^s are wanted for. Necessary to the

English, they are nob necessary to the Chinese. The consideration

here advanced has a very practical bearing on the question of how
God is to be addressed in prayer. If it be so that in order to teach

the Chinese to pray like Christians, we must introduce a custom

contrary to present Chinese usage and encourage the use of the

second personal pronoun in addressing God, then at all events it must

be admitted that the less frequently the jarring note has to bo

struck, the less an unsophisticated native hearer, possessed of the

average feeling of his countrymen, will resent what seems to him

a disregard alike of the rules of the Chinese language and of Chinese

ideas of decorum. For myself I cannot see any necessity whatever

for the practice. For many years I have never, unless by a slip

of the tongue—for * old habits linger in the soul '—addressed God
in prayer as fi);, and yet I am certain that no change has come over

the spirit or the tone of my prayers since I abandoned a practice,

which at the beginning of my missionary life I did not know to be

even questionable. In the hymn book used in the mission to which

I belong, some ten years ago the second personal pronoun was struck

out of every address to God, and I am not aware that any one, na-

tive or foreign, has ever regretted the change. Personally I was

delighted to see it, but I had nothing whatever to do with making it.

But while not seeing any necessity at all for the introduction

of the second personal pronoun into our prayers, I confess I do not

see how it can be rigidly excluded from translations of the Scriptures,

and especially from translations of the psalms, though here a certain

discretion should be used in regard to its introduction, and its

wholesale employment is much to be deprecated.* The truth is

this is one of the many matters in which one cannot be logically

consistent. The laws of the Chinese language must be followed,

and they must be also set aside in translating the Scriptures. It

is a question of degree and a question to be decided by circum-

stances. On the one hand we caimot ride roughshod over Chinese

idiom and Chinese prejudices. On the other hand we cannot bo

bound hand and foot by precedents that are not really applicable

to the case in hand. However strongly the cultivated classes of

China may feel about the impropriety of deviating from the present

style of address, we cannot regard the present opinion of the

* Bishop Biirdon'a version of the Psalms affords an illustration of the way in

which the piouona |^, without being banished from a translation, caa at same time
be very sparingly used. Nothing is lost, but very much is gained i» this version by
the frequent substitution of the word ^ for the second personal pronoun. One would
like to know how the birfhtip if left entirely to himself would have dealt witli the

pronouns in St. John xvii. In h'n edition of the prayer-book, Iff has no place iu the

Lord's prflver.
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cultivated on this subject as being final. "We know that Chris-

tianity has materially modified the languages of the West, and that

it is modifying and will still further modify the language of China.

We know that Chinese is not so inflexible as the scholars of China

believe it to be. If it were so, the Chinese could never possess

anything but a stunted and attenuated Christianity, for at the

present moment it has no fit terminology in which to express

properly many of the grandest and most important thoughts that

God has given to the world through the Gospel of His Son. But

all modifications of language must be within certain limits and

moreover, they must be a gradual growth. These considerations

C. W. M. seems almost entirely to disregard. He has a very

simple and easy method of solving the difficulty he touches upon,

and it is an enormous difficulty—the difficulty of settling on the

right method of addressing God. He is a foreigner, and the foreign

way of treating the question is the only right one. To address

anybody without using the second personal pronoun, is distant, for-

mal, cold. Thus he cuts the knot that others are trying gradually

to untie by simply ignoring the genius of the Chinese language.
*' Our business as missionariep," he says, " is not to adapt Christianity

to the Chinese, but by teaching and reforming the Chinese to adapt

them to Christianity." That is very true and very good, and a

sentiment that every one will assent to. But then it comes out

that C. W. M. regai'ds Western forms of speech and Western

customs, even to the practice of sitting at prayer, which prevails

in some religious bodies in England and in America as being

' Christianity.' What, he asks, would the English-speaking man-

darin alluded to by Mr. Barber say if he saw people sitting during

prayer ? "What indeed ! If a heathen I suppose he would only

laugh a contemptuous laugh and feel more repelled than ever

from a religion which seemed to him to be wholly devoid of the idea

of reverence. But if he felt as many Western Christians of my
acquaintance feel, he would be pained beyond expression at the sight

and inwardly wonder how any worshipper of God, who was not

compelled by physical infirmity * to adopt such a posture, could

ever possibly thus present himself before God in prayer.f Perhaps

some Chinese Christians of the more reverent sort feel in the same

way. I had intended to say something on the retention of ^ as

a term for addressing God similar to Thou, Thy, Thee of the

* Cp. Ex. xvii. 12.

t I may be told that * David sat before the Lord,' 2 Sam. vii. 18, but there is

nothing to sliovv that the Hebrew word (Yjishav) here employed, refei-s to the sitting;

posture ill tliis passa<;e. It is coutitiually usee! in tlie sense of 'abide,' 'remain,'

'tarry,' as e.ff., 1 Sam, i. 22; 2 Sam. i. 1; and that is tlie most natural meaning to

give the word here. Certainly no argument for sitting iu prayer cau bo drawn from
a single passage whose meaning is, at most, doubtful.
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English, between which and the common 'you' of daily conver-

sation there exists a very wide gulf, but space will not admit of

more than a few words on this subject. It is true our practice

is a very illogical one and one that may strike many persons

to whom English is an acquired tongue as being very absurd.

But whether the distinction between 'Thou' and 'you' is logical

or illogical, it is a very real and a very important distinction. We
might indeed be reminded that it is an English distinction which

w€ have thrust into our Bibles and into the language of prayer

and that no such distinction exists, either in the original of our

Bible or in the language which the early Christians used in

addressing God. Such an argument, however, carries no weight

with us, for we know that originals can, strange to say, sometimes

be improved on in translation,* and in this particular instance, as

a matter of fact, habit has enriched the English language and has

given us an invaluable distinction of usage, which neither the

Hebrew nor the Greek had. Similarly it is possible that either by
the use of |^, even in colloquial translations, or in some other way,

the Chinese may come in time to devise a method of addressing

God, which will save psalms, prayers and hymns from being

vulgarized as they are by the use of the ordinary fj); of conversation.

It is not improbable that the solution of the difficulty, when it is

arrived at, will not commend itself to foreigners as being altogether

rational or logical, but if it is felt by the Chinese themselvelj

to be in accordance both with reverence and also with the re-

quirements of their language, that will be something.

In the meantime we as foreigners must do the best we can,

only asking God to save us from teaching our converts any

phraseology which may give them a wrong conception of what is

implied in Christian worship. It will be a blessed day for China

when native Christians of spiritual discernment, mental power,

and refinement of feeling are raised up to settle as no foreigners ever

can, many practical difficulties connected with the spread of the

Gospel in this land.

F.

* An example of this is seen in our translation of the word KvpiOC in St. John
XX, 15 amd elsewhere, and Acts ix, 6 and elsewhere. The English introduces a

distinction between the use of tlie word in these two passages, ' Sir ' and ' Lord,'

though in the original there is no such distinction. In this tiie Kiiglisli language

sliows a superiority to the (!reek, and the translation is superior to the original,

for it is cerkiiiily more becouiiug to use a different salutation to one supposed to

be a gardener from what is used in addressing the Lord in glory.
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m I500I1 ^uhlt.

nmm.t'^ ( CA'w^ Tao Wu Lun ).

This book of ninety pages, by the

Rev. F. H. James, of the English

Baptist Mission, consists of ten

pages of introduction, followed by

five discourses. The themes dis-

cussed are : Christian truth, after

centuries of opposition, still remains;

The truth has triumphed over all

enemies ; Preaching ; Fellowship

between God and man ; The doc-

trine of rewards and punishments
;

,The ignominious death of the

founder of the Christian religion ;

The deadly hostility of the Jewish

leaders ; The long and relentless

persecution of the Church in the

early centuries of the Roman
government ; Corruptions in doc-

trine and heretical sects; Writings

of opponents to Christianity, &c.,

—

are all used in a clear and forci-

ble setting forth of the indestruct-

ible power of Christian truth. The
discourse on preaching is a trans-

lation from an English author.

The wisdom of presenting truth

to those who are strangers to it, in a

conciliatory manner, is emphasized.

It is suggested that prominence

should be given to truths which all

are willing to admit : such as all

have sinned against God ; All things

are governed by one only wise and
powerful God ; Every man has a

soul ; Man has but a short time t«»

live ; Since God is supremely holy

and good, all men should submit
to His laws. In this book facts

are set forth in a way which per-

mits them to make their own im-

pression. The interesting and clear

way in which the truth is stated

should carry conviction to the un-

prejudiced reader and awaken a

desire to know more.

H. C.

?h ?5l K ® ( Shing Ch'in Pao 'Kien ).

This is a book of thirty pages, by
the same author. In short para-

graphs the following truths are set

forth in a manner well calculated

to hold the attention of the reader :

Peaceful death ; Gratitude to God's
grace ; The duty of seeking true

happiness; The consideration of

death ; Making peace with God
;

Proofs of the doctrineof rewarding
the good and punishing the evil and
that this done by God ; Evidences of

God's omnipotence and omnipres-

ence ; Perfection in goodness, justice,

holiness, kindness and trustworthi-

ness. The book ends by giving a
list of some books treating on
Christianity. As this book will

probably be read by many who are

not yet acquainted with the scrip-

tural method of salvation through
faith in a risen Saviour, some
would doubtless like to have seen,

if only in a few lines, a fuller

statement of this vital truth. No
doubt Christians and others will

find much that is healthful, stimu-

lating and suggestive in reading this

book. Both books are written in

Easy Wen-li and are printed from
blocks cut at Chinaufu.

H. C.

dBtrit0riaI Comment.
There is great force in this remark by

a devofed toiler in tlie field of China:
•' What we can bring to the heathen will

be the sum of our Christian character.

What we are will be our message. There

is a deep and iutimate conneotion between

the man and the message. " Human na-

ture will demand as much, and it is

necessary and right that it should be so.

Iheories of truth, however eloquent, have

little power; incarnations of truths are

all-powerful.
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Thk antagonisms to missionary work
in Cliina are mimifohl. Pagan superKti-

tion is a Hriarenn monster of hideous

mien : at every point of attack he is ready

with determined repulsion. Popular

ignorance, imperviouH and omnipioHenf,

aft it will often seem, does not easily sur-

render to the Gospel mesanfff*. But our

brethren in Asiatic Turkey are confronted

with even a morn discouiiifiin^' aspect of

affairs. MiihommedunH in that part of

the world have been scandalized for cen-

turies with the absurdities, inconsistencies

and immoralities of nominal Christianity.

Ever since the Crusades, they have seen

much to excite their prejudice and con-

tempt. No marvel if it should take sixty

years to live down the scandals of six

hundred.

A FAMOUS preacher in America puts on
record hisconviction " that the theolngiciil

seminary which leads all the rest in the

coming age, is that in which the student

finds the m. st complete and thorongh

equipment in the word of God in l>is own
vernacular. " It is on this principle that

the Bihie Societies have done so much to

provide the pure and simple words of life

in the speaking tongue of every man.
There is a growing movement in the

U. S. A., which has for its object the

provision of chairs of the English Bible
in educational institutions to be filled by
the best men in the land. We may pro-

perly make use of classic learning in our
mission school and tract work, and doubt-
less much respect is due the native idea

of Wen-li style ; but in order to an effective

propagandism and a clear understanding
on the part of "the masj-es" of applied

Christianity, we must make increasing use

of vernacular agencies, not despising even
the patois or a provincial form of speech.

Ram Chandra Bose, of Lucknow,
India, who has held high position as a
Christian teacher and a literator, has re-

cently ileveloped tendencies townrd High
Churchism of the extreme Romish type.

He makes the further mistake of holding

up what is sometimes called " The Primi-

tivo Church " as a standard of spiritual

truth. It should not be forgotten that

Christ and his word are the standards of

spiritual truth. That falae doctriuos aud

heretical practicps were fost'Tcd in the

Churches of Antioch, Galat ia and Corinth,

no one can deny who has read with

attention thi; letters of St. Paul. It

should be the boast of the Cliurch, bom
out of lieathenism through modern
missions, that there is only one all suffi-

cient God-given rule of faith and conduct,

and that is found neither with the

"Christian Fathers" nor in the" Primitive

Church.

"

The temple proper of Egypt was a
sacred depository, within whose walls

certain fetes were celebrated and proces-

siona orgaiii/.ed, and the hallowed vensels

carefully stored away. Inside, a sombre
gloom previiiled ; and the darkness, so far

as we can learn, was never relieved by
artificial light,—betokening the mystery

of the ceremonies and the faith esoteric.

Here no public worship was performed

nor were the faithful permitted to congre-

gate for public prayer. Wholly di.erent

from our idea of a church, the fane must
be regarded as a kind of royal oratory,

erected, usually, ex veto, as a token of

piety from the king. Series of pictures,

disposed in tiers one above the other,

covered the walls of the chambers from
top to bottom ; and these invariably repre-

sented the king on one side presenting an
offering and a petition, with one or more
divinities on the opposite side in the atti-

tude of attention. Being exclusively the

personal monument of the king, the temple

on its exterior was appropriately decorated

with battle-scenes and other tokens of

princely power and grandeur.

All this is wide apart from the Christian

concept of a house of worship. The sa-

cred edifices of paganism in Eastern Asia,

and the uses to which they are devoted,

are a nearer approach to our ideal.

Protestants in China cannot approve a
gaudy and idolatrous style of interior

adornment, such as is necessitated by the

latria and dulia of our Roman Catholic

friends. Nevertheless, we may well con-

sider whether sufficient attention is being

given to beautifying our chapels. That
they should be made pleasant and attract-

ive to all comers, perhaps none would

care to den}-. But, above all, the plaoo

of assembly for Christians should be

kuovTQ as " a house of prayer. " If this
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idea of immediate approach into the

pre.sence of the Father of the spirits of

all flesh is lost sight of in ceremonial

observ!inc3, we have made butlit:!e im-

provtment on the rites of heatheuisiu.

Major Von Wissman, the celebrated

German African explorer, although him-

self a Protestant, lias freely criticised the

missionary work of the evangelical Ger-

mans in the Dark Continent. Hedeclares

that the Catholic Church exercisps stricter

discipline and ust>s a form of worship

more impressive to the native imagination

than the less picturesque service of the

Protestants. He also thinks that Romish

missions are better adapted to train the

Africans, because they lay liold of tlie

human side first, gradually preparing the

heathen for the appreciation of Christian

doctrine. He approves the Catholic prac-

tice of buying children sold into slavery,

by means of which entire control of them

is secured and their thorough education on

religious lines becomes a ready fact. It

is a question, however, whether tliese

criticisms are more of a compliment or of

a censure upon Protestant missionary

methods, since the Major's idea appears

to be that savages should not at once be

taught the nature of Christianity,—that

it is better to lift these heathen tribes a

Httle way up toward Romanism than to

attempt the hopeless task of trying to

impress their benighted minds witli the

more sober instruction of evangelical

missionaries. We imagine that to teach

the natives civilized ways of life in

connection with the Gospel, would be a

practical solution of the difficulty. This

critique of the valiant Major has one sug-

gestion of value to missionary worliers

in a semi-civilized country,—that in

respect to the education of young ci ildren.

Prdbably not enough attention is given by

Protestant missions to the very early train-

ing of the little ones, in whose young and

tender minds the principles of Christianity

might be inbred and inwrought.

Our readers will find in the present

issue of this magazine an account of a

visit to the N.-E. coast of Asia by an

American cruiser. This fact, and the

incidents narrated, will command the

attention of those who are interested in

whatever pertains to the old-world
continent on which we live. It is just

possible that the projected Siberian

Railway, and the scheme recently

broached of connecting Vancouver in

British Columbia with Behring Straits

by a railway through Alaska, will turn
all eyes, both from East and West, to

those " ends of the earth."

A RECENT issue of the N.-C. Daily

News contains an elaborate discourse

under the title " Defensio Populi ad
Populos ; or. The Modern Missionaries

Considered in Relation to the Recent
Riots." The writer purports to be "A
Ciiinese." It is not here affirmed that

there is any concealment as to tlie

authorship, and we do not even intimate

such a thing. We remark, however,

in passing, that it would be very easy,

on a line of reasoning known among
theologians as the " higher criticism,"

to prove that either the writing in

question came from the hand of a foreign-

er or had its inspiration from that

source. " A Chinese " assumes to speak

for the people, and in elaborating his

position, lays himself open to a reply

from the standpoint of argumentum ad
ignorantiam. We shall be content,

however, to show that he labors under
grave misapprehension in a number of

particulars. A question is raised of

the supernatural or miraculous in the

Scriptures of Divine truth ; and the

application made, when viewed in the

light of accepted Christian teaching, is

a striking example of reductio ad ahsur-

dum. It is assumed that the riots were

a fitting expression of popular hatred

toward foreigners ; whereas the fact

is apparent that in nearly every instance

trouble was incited by the few and

not the many. It has been too evident

that rebellious designs were entertained

against the government ; while the

authoritative expression of sentiment

has been favorable to foreign interests,

both missionary and commercial,—as

we know from the Imperial Edict

and from proclamations issued by

magistrates of every grade.

That missionaries do not antagonize

what the Chinese hold as "the highest

and most sacred,"—"their light, their
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culture and their literary refinement,"

—

is quite evident, aa the classics are

made much of in our schools and in

public instruction. There is significant

reference to " that mass of impenetrable

darkness that goes under the name of

missionary publication in China." Does

the writer know that the Scriptures

have been translated into elegant Wen-li,

both High and Low, and in polished

Mandarin? Has he seen the scientific,

historical and religious works of Drs.

Martin, Edkins, Williamson, Wylie,

Mateer, Fryer, Faber and others ? Is he

acquainted with the literary magazine

conducted by Dr. Y. J. Allen and

his able corps of assistant editors, which

is read and highly appreciated by many
of the educated class ? Doubtless, there

are certain tracts and books issued from

the mission press which have little

merit ; but it is certain that a very large

proportion of " that mass " is neither

dark nor impenetrable to the average

understanding, but has power both of

adumbration and illumination,—as an

ever-increasing multitude can testify.

"The whole missionary enterprize in

China, taken at its best, is but a huge

scheme of charity for unemployed profes-

sional persons." This will be a new
and bewildering idea to many who were

under the impression that they had
sacrificed something in coming from

comfortable home positions at the urgent

solicitation of the appointing power

;

and to volunteer workers in a field

where their best days are spent in

vexatious labor, under peculiar perils

—

especially in the interior—to the con-

stitution and to life itself, with only

moderate material compensation and
deprived of accustomed intellectual,

religious and social advantages. Some
have devoted their fortunes as well

as their lives to the work. But we have
long been familiar with the slowness

of the Chinese mind to grasp the idea

of disinterested benevolence.

We confess to a degree of sympathy
with the criticism made upon those mis.

aionaries, who,—if there be any such

—

preaching mercy and loving kindness to

the people, "threaten them with sheila

and grape shot." It should not be for-

gotteu, however, that auoli i& uot in

general the miBsionary spirit ; and that

in the late riots it wae frequently a

question, not of retaliation or revenge,

but a question liow beat to defend

oneself and one's family from rob.

bery and murder. The Taiping re-

bellion ia made to stand as the type

of all the miseries which miHsiona have

brought upon China. Probably •' A
Chinese " has never learned that this

fanatical movement was, after due

investigation, utterly repudiated by

missionaries. Its leader was never a
recognized convert, and his followers,

though possessing some crude elements

of truth, were sadly ignorant of the

spirit of Christianity. The Taipings were
not a necessary product of ideas import-

ed from the West. There had been

for a long time among the people, aa

there is now, a widespread inclination

to give up idolatry and a feeling of

revolt against the rule of the Manchns,
which found expression in the firat

great opportunity that came to them.

It is, moreover, a fact to be noted

that the reigning dynasty was saved

from impending destruction by the skill

and valor of a Christian commander.
Imperfect methods of propagandism

are to be deplored, and we concede the
right of both friend and foe to insist

on conformity to wisdom and practical

sense in teaching and preaching ; although

the teacher or preacher must himself

be the ultimate judge in such matters.

It is possible that the effort at "intel-

lectual enlightenment" and works of
" charity " have been pushed forward in

certain quarters at the expense of pare
evangelism, or the " moral elevation of

the people." It may be that some of

our homes and hospitals are built on a
scale to unnecessarily suggest extrava-

gance ; although, after a rather extended
observation in both the treaty ports and
in the interior, we are prepared to affirm

that the instances of which even this

may be said, are comparatively few ; and
it should be remembered that much of

the building by foreigners in China has
neceasarily been of the nature of experi-

ment. It would not be surpriaing if,

after diligent searching,—for we wish

to be entirely ingenuous in this mat-
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ter,—examples could be found of good

men being guilty iu some trying mo-

ment *of practising "petty tyrannies"

to those among whom they live,—West-

erners are so thoroughly imbued with an

idea of " superior " and " inferior " races.

But, while it would be folly to claim

infallibility either for men or measures,

we feel sure that Protestant missionary

policy in China is the outcome of the

best Christian thought of the age, and

the men and women carrying on this

great modern movement are, as a class,

actuated by refined and exalted motives.

Much stress is put upon the assumption

that the converts of missionaries are

"the outcasts of Chinese society." Many
of them are certainly from the poorer

classes, demonstrating that now, as ever,

the religion of Jesus is the friend of the

needy and oppressed ; but the use of the

term " outcast " iu this couuectiou, and in

any proper sense of the word, is wholly

out of place. The native Cliristians, as a

body (we now speak for adherents of

Protestantism), are characterized by

thrift, glowing intelligence, and many of

the virtues tiiat appertain to good

citizenship, while not a few of these

converts are eminently respectable as

men of business and ornaments of pro-

fessional life. If indeed the lower class-

es of the Chinese are by that fact

regarded as "outcasts," Christianity

manifestly has a mission in this country.

We are asked to consider that the large

staff of Chinese-employed foreigners " do

not believe in what the missionaries say."

This is rather vague, but we suppose the

idea is that these men reject the system

of morals enforced by qualified teachers

from the West. While the assertion is

far too sweeping, we must acknowledge

that it is largely true. The claim is

made that " the very coolies in the

consulates know that the missionaries, as

a body, are not looked up to by the latter

class of foreigners (the Consuls) as their

moral teachers." This means that, iu

the opinion of our critic, the respected

and honorable gentlemen referred to are

natural enemies of Christian endeavor

in pagan lands. We do not care to dwell

here, but take pleasure in referring to

one Consul, who was known a few years

ago at one of the outports as a faithful

attendant of Protestant services conduct-

ed by resident missionaries, and as the

promoter of many good works. A British

Consul is the active president of the

Board of Trustees of a Chinese college

conducted by Americans. Another
oflHcial of said rank is accustomed to

favor with his presence missionary social

and religious gatherings, and who has

made the notable declaration that he

considers it as much his duty to protect

the Christian worker who sells a tract or

book as the foreign trader in traflScking a

bottle of rum. We might speak of yet

another Consul, who is frequently present

at the Sabbath morning Chinese service

in his locality, and who, on occasion,

addresses, through an interpreter, native

audiences to their pleasure and profit.

We have known foreign ministers and

Secretaries of Legation who were rever-

ent worshippers iu the house of God,

with missionaries both in the pulpit .and iu

the pews. Doubtless there are instances

where a foreign official does not identify

himself with certain denominational

forms of Christian activity, because of

sympathy and afliliation with other

forms not within his reach. It is,

nevertheless, a matter of regret that the

ofiScial representatives of Christian

powers, in a vital sense repx'esentativcs

of the Churches, do not more generally

stand for the full dignity of their oflice.

The writer whom we have thus briefly

traversed, closes the appeal with a

question which implies that in his belief

the time has come when " foreign govern-

meuts should be asked, iu the interests

alike of Chinese and foreigners, to under-

take, if not the entire withdrawal, at

least some modification of the missionary

enterprize in Chiua." It is scarcely

necessary to say that neither of these

things is at all likely to be done. In

those countries whence have come
evangelizing influences to the Far East,

the religious sentiment is very powerful,

and no government would for a moment
think of interfering with the well-con-

sidered plans of any responsible ecclesi-

astical body. We are here by treaty
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right, and the Imperial authority reoogni.

SM58 with equal omphasis the missionary

and the merchant.

From whatever source this latost and
noteworthy criticism of missions may
have emanated, and whatever its real

animus, wo are not unthankful for the

opportunity of viewing ourselves in the

light of the worst that can be said by
unfriendly observers ; and only regret

our inability to find no moro than two
or threo grains of truth in this present-

ment, on the principle that a wise man
will learn wisdom even of his adversaries.

Latrr.—A correspondent of the Daily

News, signing himself ''Anglo-Chinese,"

announces his belief that '*
' A Chinese '

is absolutely right." A British subject,

who, it is fair to assume, has received a

Chrihtian education, deliberately pub-

lishes to the world his entire sympathy
with the pagan idea of expelling from
China the enlightening and redeeming

influences of a civilizution which Is the

pride and glory of his own land! It

seems almost incredible that anyr man
from the West could so deliberately ally

himself with a native sentiment which
antagonizes the foreigner as such, what
ever his profession or calling. Should
the coveted opportunity present itself, our

unknown friend would be mobbed and
done to death as quickly as would a

missionary. There is no greater folly

than to suppose that " A Chinese " is

sincere in the attempt to flatter mer-

chants into a belief that they are wanted.

The undoubted object is to divide

Europeans into warring factions, and

thus to weaken, and, if possible, break

their hold on China. Nevertheless, we

believe there is among the natives a

wide feeling—and it grows apace—favor,

able both to the work of missions and

the enterprize of commerce.

HKssionarg |icto.5.

—Rev. Charles Leaman, of the Pres-

byterian Mission at Nanking, sends to

the Agent of the American Biole Society

a welcome remittance, accompanied by
the following note :

—

"I am glad to forward you the in-

closed sum, which our little Church here
has gathered up since the Chinese New
Year for the work of the Lord in all the
world ; and this small sum they think
can be made most useful and be put to

the use they wish for it, by giving it

to the Bible Society for the distribution

of Scriptures, pure and simple, without
note and comment. You will please

receive this, then, for the general work
of your Society."

—Dr. McFarland, of the London Mis-
sionary Society in China, tells a story
of a man who came forty miles for medi-
cal treatment, and who, after he was
healed, began thanking the doctor. Dr.
McFarland said, "Don't thank me, but
Lno-lien-yeh [the true God] ; I am only
the instrument." The poor man, kneel-

ing down, bumped his head to all four
points of the compass as a token of his

gratitude, not knowing exactly in what
quarter Lao.tiim.yeh resided. This gave
a grand opportunity for preaching Christ.

—It is said that the Christians in

Ceylon have four methods of giving for

the support of the (Jospel. First, the

tithes of their earnings ; second, the

offering of the trees—the setting apart

by each family of a cocoanut tree, the

produce of which they sacredly devote
to benevolent purposes ; third, the offer-

ing of labor—devoting a certain amount
of time to work in the interests of the

Church ; fourth, they reserve a handful
of rice from every day's meal.

—

Life and
Li'jht for Woman.
—The number of missionary stations

in Africa now exceeds 500. There are

400,000 converts, and the number is

increasing at the rate of about 25,000 a
year. Within five years, more than 200
natives have suffered martyrdom for

their faith. Along the West African

coast thirty-fivo languages, or dialects,

have been mastered, and portions of the

Scripture and various religious and
educational books and tracts have been
translated and printed, reaching thus
about 8,000,000 people.

—Archdeacon Monle, addressing an
audience in England, said :

" Three
months before that the Bishop was con-

ducting a confirmation in Ningpo, My
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dear son Walter, who was in charge of

the college during Mr. Joseph Hoare's

absence, presented to his uncle some
lads from the college. He asked one of

them a question, which we may well ask
ourselves to-day. 'Tell me,' he said,
' when your Saviour's name is blasphemed
or spoken lightly of, how do you feel ?

'

' Feel, sir,' he replied, ' pierced with
thorns.'

"

—The Eev. F. G. Macartney has
baptised a Sikh, with his wife and child.

The man, more than twenty years ago,

while on a pilgrimage to the tomb of a
famous Sikh saint, received from a sepoy
a copy of the Gospels and the Acts bound
in one volume, by reading which he
became convinced that Christ was the
true Guru. Even ten years before that
he had been seriously impressed by read-

ing some Christian publications which
had fallen into bis hands at Ludhiana, in

the Punjab. Mr. Macartney says: "Of
those I have baptised in a humble position

of life, none, I think, have shown such
simple, childlike faith as these adults."

—Dr. E. P. Thwing, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

with his wife, son and daughter, hope to

take up mission work in China next year.

Mrs. Thwing and son speak the Cantonese,
having already laboured in China as

volunteer workers. Dr. T. expects to

find the Asylum for the Insane in

operation, which he aided in projecting

last season at Canton. Another son is

in charge of a hospital at Sitka, Alaska,
and pleads for a Maternity ward for

women about to be mothers who are,

as is the custom among those savages,

turned out of doors at that time when
they most need attention and sympathy,
to bring forth their young under the

forest trees for a covering and the snow
as a bed.

—Dr. Mabie explains how results are

obtained from medical work among the
heathen. He says :

" When a man has
become an in-patient in a hospital (not a
mere hanger-on of a dispensary), where
probably he must lie in bed for several

days or weeks, and while under treatment,

must observe unselfish, unpaid-for, skilful

attention from the Christian surgeon or
nurse ; he must begin to study about it.

It is then his heart will melt and open.
For the first time since he was born he
will realize what benevol.enoe is. This
sense is fundamental to any apprehension
of the Gospel. It is also index of a
radical change in the man's estimate of

the missionary as a representative of the
Gospel. The Christlike has dawned on
the heathen. Still further, when the
patient shall have recovered and return-

ed to his home, he will carry the report

aad spirit of the place where be baa

found healing. Again, as in Christ's

time, the mercy shown becomes authen-
tication of a heavenly mission. Dr.
Gillison, of Hankow, told us that he had
often been thrilled with the deepest
emotion to observe the awakening of
appreciation, and so of a man's moral
sense, as if by miracle, as the result of

some slight attention bestowed on a
patient. It might be from only the
tucking in of a man's foot exposed to a
draught of air. He further testified that

as the result of two operations for

cataract on the eyes of two sisters from
one household, a village was opened to

the Gospel, nearly a whole clan was
converted, and a promising Church
organized."

—Rev. W. P. Buncombe writes thus to

the Church Missionary Gleaner :
" When

I was coming out to .Japan, three years
ago, I was often told that in about ten

years, i.e., seven years more—Japan
would become a Christian country, not

needing missionaries ! To-day there are

forty millions in Japan, and not 40,000
Protestant; Christians, i.e., one in 1,000.

For every two Christians there are

five Buddhist temples, not to mention
Shinto temples. There are 10,000 more
head-priests of Buddhism than there are
Protestant Christians,* and for every
single Christian of every denomination
at least two Buddhist priests (not head-
priests). So there is a population of

over thirty-nine millions of Japanese
without a single Christian amongst them.
Once more, if all the Christians in Japan
were congregated in the city of Osaka
(500,000), there would be in that one
city four times as many heathen as
Christians, and not a single Christian in

any other part of the country. No,
Japan is not yet a Christian country

;

and there is room and need for hundreds,
if not thousands, of missionaries and
native evangelists, if this people is to be
saved ere the Lord come."
—Miss Kate Marsden is now in Siberia

prosecuting her work. She writes that
at Ofa she met Bishop Dionysius, who
has lived forty years in that district, and
his description of the siiuation of the
poor lepers is simply dreadful. He con-

firms the reporb that the mitives do hold
the secret of an herb, which in some
cases cures, and in all cases greatly

relieves the lepers, but having been
among them so long, he is afraid that

her mission will tax her strength too

much. She adds :
" He can hardly

understand how gladly and thankfully I

ask life and health to go among these

poor lepers as a messenger of peace, and
try, by God's help, to obtain the secret

of this cure, which if only it relieves the
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260,000 lopera of India, is worth many
lives far more worthy than mine. As to

the condition of the lepers where I am
going, beyond Yatrutek, his Lordship's
description is too truly awful for me to
repeat."
— Mrs. Isabella Bird Bishop, who two

years ago went to Cashmere, India, and
founded a hospital, determined to visit

the sacred city of Lhassa, the capital of
Thibet, a place never yet profaned by
the foot of a foreigner. She reached the
outskirts of the province unmolested, and
the Thibetans hardly knew what to do
with her. They could send a man about
his business under menace of death, but
even they hesitate about treating a
woman in such cavalierly fashion. So
she was told that she might go to Lhassa
in safety, but that the official of every
village through which she passed would
lose his head for letting her through and
every district through which she passed
would be heavily fined. This was too

much for her, and she promptly retraced

her steps.

—On August 19, 1856, Rev. William
Burns arrived at the city of Chao-chow
Fu, south China ; he had gone there in

order to preach the Gospel and do
oolporlage work, when suddenly he
was arrested and the same night ex>

amined before the district magistrate

(Life of William Burns, p. 290). The
magistrates decided to send him to Can.
ton. It was the time of the Taiping

rebellion, and, in addition to this, his

arrest took place immediately on the eve
of the war which that same year broke
ont between Britain and China. Had he
arrived at Canton just a very little later,

while the events begun by Commissioner
Yeh wore in progress, death would have
been the probable result to the mission-

ary. Now compare an entry made by
Mrs. Stewart Sandeman, at Perth, Soot-

land, in her diary, of date 28th December
of the same year: " Mr. Burns was safely

kept through his arrest and imprison-

ment in China. Comparing the dates I

find that we were met in prayer for him
during his dangerous journey under
(fuard of the Chinese officials." (Memoir
of Mrs, Stewart Sandeman, p. 177).

—Christianity does not propose to

compromise with any exotic system or

philosophy in order to an additional

momentum in its swing of victories over

the propagated sophistries and religions

of past ageei. It has come to conquer I

Confucianism would like to grow in the

same garden and be recognised as a
kindred plant, but the inseparable and
accumulated accretions which have al-

most changed the whole vista of the

system, cherished by the illustrious sage,

make it almost impossible to place the

valient features of either faith side by
side without immediate conflict. Yet
there is an evident desire to make some
compromise which might bring the two
systems on level ground where some
general and decisive understanding
would prove beneficial to two great
religious systems of ancient perpetuity
and present power.
One of the missionaries In Nanking

was conversing with a Confucian scholar,

who, after a long and interesting Hurvey
of the respective positions, with much
earnestness asked, "Cannot some com.
p7'omise be made ? I recognise inestimable
advantages in each system. We are willing
to yield if you are,—Rev. Wnx. Remfry
Hunt.

The Christian Vebnaculab Society
OF Shanghai.

The vernacular used in Shanghai and
vicinity is substantially the same as that
of Soochow, and it is thought to be used
by from ten to twenty millions of people,
or, at least, can be understood by that
number. It is the language of the most
populous part of the most populous of
China's provinces. To provide Christian
literature for' these millions is an under-
taking of no small importance, and since
the beginning of missionary labor at
Shanghai no less than 200 editions of
religious publications in the Shanghai
vernacular have been issued by different
missionary societies and individuals

;

but much of the labor thus given in
preparing and publishing the books
needed in school and church and other
educational and evangelistic work, has
been lost for the lack of united eflFort.

To economize the time, labor and finan-

cial resources of missionaries, and to
encourage the preparation and distribu-
tion of vernacular literature, the Chris-
tian Vernacular Society of Shanghai was
formed. The last annual meeting was
held in May, and at a subsequent meet-
ing of the Executive Committee it was
deemed expedient to furnish for publi-
cation to The Recorder and to the
Messenger some account of the work of
the Society and its plans for future use-
fulness.

Since the formation of the Society
much valuable information has been
obtained concerning l)ooks already pub-
lished in the vernacular, and a librarv of
more than 150 publications (including
ditferent editions) has been collected for

the Society. A catalogue of works now in
use and for sale has been published, and
most of these works have been placed
on sale at the American Presbyterian
Mission Press, which is the Society's
repository. A new catalogue is being
prepared and will soon be published.
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The Society is publishing a weekly
lesson paper in Chinese character, and
also a monthly Sunday school paper,

containing short stories and articles

designed to interest the young, and
something has been done in the way of

encouraging the preparation and publica-

tion of other vernacular literature by
individuals.

Not the least important work which
has been done is that connected with the

department of Romanization—in charge
of a special committee. A union system
of Romanization was reported by a
representative committee, and, after a

few changes, was unanimously adopted
at a meeting of missionaries of the

different societies. The disagreements of

years having thus yielded to the desire

for union in this important work, a

Romanized Primer was soon published
by the Society, and this is being taught
in a number of mission schools with
encouraging success. A book of scrip-

ture texts, "Words of Comfort," has
also been published, and a " Syllabary
of the Shanghai Vernacular," invaluable

to students of the language working in

Shanghai—is the latest publication. It

contains some 4500 characters, with pro-

nunciation according to the new union
system, and a reference to Williams'
Dictionary for further explanation.

At the last annual meeting Rev. Y.
K, Yen gave a very interesting address
on " The Place of Vernacular Books in

Our Day Schools." The address was of

such interest that Mr. Yen was re-

quested to give the same in Chinese at

a meeting of native teachers. This
meeting was held on the 18th of July
last, and it is hoped will do much to-

ward bringing about a more advanced
and efficient method of conducting these

valuable adjuncts of missionary work.
The Society has partially arranged for

three meetings of missionary workers

—

the first to be held in September (or the
first part of October) and to be addressed
by Rev. E. H. Thomson. The design
of these meetings is to discuss some
subject of practical nature, bearing on
educational or other missionary work in

the Shanghai Vernacular.
To encourage our Chinese friends to

write in the vernacular on subjects of
practical interest, a prize of five dollars

IS offered for the best essay on the
•' Education of Girls "

( :ft 3^ ^ H ), to
be handed in by November 1st. Three
dollars is offered for the second best and
two dollars for the third. The essay is

to have no more than 2000 and no less

than 3000 characters.

In these and other ways the Society
is seeking to promote the cause of

Christian literature in Shanghai and

vicinity, and it is hoped that many may
find in this article suggestions which
will be helpful in other localities.

The officers of the Society are as fol-

lows :—President, Rev. Y. K. Yen

;

Vice-President, Miss Laura Haygood

;

Secretary, Rev. J. A. Silsby ; Cor. Sec,
Mrs. J. M. W. Farnham ; Treasurer,
Rev. E. F. Tatum ; Additional Members
of Committee, Rev. E. H. Thomson,
Mr." Gilbert Mcintosh and Dr. J.M.
W. Farnham.—i?ei\ /. A. Silsby,

The Rkcent Riots.

The San Francisco Chronicle, publishes

a private letter from Lieut. -Commander
Marthon, of the Palos, to his wife in

San Francisco, The letter is dated Kiu-
kiang, June 8th, and in it Commander
Marthon writes as follows :

—

I left Shanghai on June 3rd, early,

bound for this place, to be present in

case of an outbreak, which was expected.
We proceeded to Nankin, but did not
find any foreigners at that place, and
continued ttp to Wuhu, the scene of the
late burning of Church property. I com-
municated with Her Britannic Majesty's
ship Linnet, and was informed all was
quiet, but that two days before the
Chinese authorities brought some men
down to the shore opposite the ship,

in sight of all hands, beheaded them.
They were said to be ringleaders in the
late riot.

I continued up the river and reached
Kiukiang at noon of June 6th. Here I

learned of a riot taking place the night
before at a place called Wusixeh, twenty-
six miles up the river. It was reported
that two men were killed, and there

ware some women and children in the
place. I at once proceeded up the river

and reached there at 5.,30 p.m. A
Customs Chinese clerk came off and
informed me of the riot, and that the

bodies of the two men were lying where
they were killed. I armed myself and
told the Chinese clerk I wanted to go
and see the place and bodies. We went
ashore, procured some guides from a

Chinese gun-boat and proceeded into the

city, a mile, where I was shown the body
of a missionary named Argent, lying on
his back, just as he fell in the gateway
at the door of the Church, The Church
and school had been entirely gutted of

everything movable. I took a good look

at everything and started for the other

body, which was several squares distant,

I found it lying in the middle of the

street, covered with old mats. It was
that of Mr. Green, Custom House officer

of this place. Just beyond him were the

walls of a dwelling house, entirely

destroyed. The other one in the rear
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was empty of everything, but the floors

and walls. It was set on fire, but did
not burn. I took a good look and
thought I had better return, as it was
near sunset, and 1 alone in a large and
strange city.

I was soon aboard the ship. Before
leaving the shore I asked to be allowed
to have the bodies and take them to

Kiukiang, but was informed that the
bodies had to be held for inquest before

they eould be removed, and that could
not be held yet. Next morning at 6
o'clock the Chinese clerk came off with
an invitation from the magistrate to be
present at tlie inquest on the bodies. I

at once accepted, and at 9 o'clock, with
the officers, I went on shore and met
the mandarins, and with an escort of

Chinese soldiers, three with tridents,

two with halberds and eight with old
muzzle -loading riSes, started out, going
as I had tlie evening before.

The table and chairs in the court
room were decorated in official colors

and emblems, and the furniture of the
desks in a like manner. The magistrate
took his seat, I alongside of him, and
made a short address. Then a yell

went up, repeated three times, then a
crier said something, and yells, beating
of drums, &c., were repeated. One of

the court messengers threw a headless

cock into the corner of the room, and
the court was formally opened. The
magistrate then gave orders to one
of the cuurt messengers to examine
the body of the late Mr. Argent.
Having done so he appeared before

the table, fell upon both knees and
read from his notes the number of

wounds, their breadth and length. The
magistrate then asked me to view the
body. I found the body had been moved,
stripped and washed, though lying on
its back. We examined it, and then it

was turned over and the same form gone
through. The body was then dressed
in European clothes and placed in a
Chinese coffin, with about one inch of

lime in the bottom, and the lid put on.

Then a messenger brought two long
strips of paper with Chinese characters

on them. The magistrate that signed
them dipped his brush in vermilion ink,

drew it through a line of characters, and
at the same time repeated something.
He kicked over the table, throwing the

brush away, and the court raised a yell

;

tire crackers were burnt, drums beaten,

and the proceedings of the case closed.

In the case of the late Mr. Green every-

thing was the duplicate of the first. So
ended the inquest.

giarn d (gbcnls in tijt J'lir (Sast,

Auyiisl, 1891.

Ist.—The Queen, having given her

sanction to the Sunday Observance

Ordinance in Hongkong, the Ordinance

comes into force on this date.

5th,—It is learnt from a Blue Book

just published that owing to the in-

ade(iuacy of the Cliinese redress for the

anti-foreign riots, the Cabinets concern-

ed are concerting a joint intervention.

—About two weeks ago a riot was

reported at Yiiu-yang-shien, a little less

than half way from Ichang to Chung-

king. The property of the Roman
Catholics, the only missionaries there,

is said to be in ruins.

llth.—A United States squadron has

been ordered to China, in connection

with tho expected troubles.

13<A.—We have news from Peking

that the British Government has put the

three following questions to the Tsung-

li Yamen :

—

(1.) Why was not the recent Edict

despatched by telegraph througiiout the

Empire ?

(2.) Why was the Wuhu magistrate,

who did his best, degraded, while his

superiors, who would not help, were not

degraded ?

(3.) Why is the punishment of the

guilty delayed? It is stated that the

opening of Hunan is to be insisted on

in the final settlement of the present

troubles.

llth.—England and France are press-

ing China for an indemnity for the late

outrages. When the Hunanese drove

tiui telegraph. ere\:tiDg stafif out of their
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province, they burnt 1200 telegraph

poles.

18tk.—The Cabinets of Europe, how-

ever, have taken the China question

seriously in hand, and they have deter-

mined that there shall be no more anti-

Christian outbreaks, and that Hunan
shall be effectively tamed by foreign force

if the Central Government is unwilling

or unable to carry out that work."

21st.—The three above questions, put

by the British Government to the Tsung-

li Yamen, were answered as follows :

—

(1.) It is not the custom of China to

send edicts by wire.

(2. ) The Magistrate was degraded for

other reasons.

(3.) That two culprits have been
executed, and several others punished

according to their offences.

25th.—Dr. John says in his article,

"Poison, whose sale should be stopped,

that a collection of documents called the

ig ft 28:, in 120 books, and which Mr.

Timothy Richards called the Blue Books

of China, is to be found in every Yamen
and in thousands of private libraries.

Two books of the supplement are

devoted to Christian missions. Any-

thing more false, disgraceful and inflam-

matory it would be difficult to find,

even among the vile placards of Hunan.

The Foreign Powers have decided that

the Hunan publications shall cease,

because they poison the minds of the

people. For a still stronger reason they

ought to decide that these two books

shall cease in their present form, because

they poison the minds of the officials

and scholars.

A friend from Nankin writes us : The

students are constantly asking, "What
are the foreigners going to do about the

troubles that are past ? " They say that

they can never consent for Hunan to

be opened to foreigners.

—

N.-C. Daily

News.

mmnm^ ^mxnul
BIRTHS.

At Han-changFu, Shensi, June 29th,

the wife of Rev, Albert Hy. Hunt-
ley, of a son.

At Wei Hsien, Shantung, on Tuesday,
June .30th, 1891, the wife of Rev. F.

H. Chalfant, of a son.

At Ningpo, July 4th, the wife of Rev.
V. F. Pabtch, of a son.

At Wuhu, July 28th, the wife of W.
S. Johnston, Alliance Mission, of

daughter.

At Chong-king, August 18th, the wife
of Rev. J. Camebon, M.D., of a
daughter.

DEATHS.
Neab New York, U. S. A., Rev. W.

J. White and eldest daughter, of

Presbyterian Mission, Macao; killed

in a railway accident. By telegraph.

At Han-chong Fu, Shensi, June 30th,

the infant son of Rev. and Mrs.

Albert Hy. Huntley.

At Sin-ch'ing, Shantung, China, on

July 25th, 1891, of pernicious malarial

fever, Donald Marshall, aged 19

months and 6 days, dearly beloved

son of the Rev. Mr. and Mrs. J.

GoFOBTH, of the CanadianPresbyterian

Mission to Houan.

At Hanko\(r, August 7th, Anne

Elizabeth, wife of Fred. Poole, of the

Wesleyan Mission, Teh-ngan.
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BY aiEV. TIMOTHY RICHARD.
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[N"oTK.—This, l?ke the former arfioles on the Hi'stonral Evidences

of Chiistianity, was written for the Ciiiiie.se. It is mainly for those who
are daily engaged in the presentation of Cliri.slian triifcli to the Cliiiie.se

that it will liave interest. Bat it is hoped that it ha8 some interest to

the general reader as well.— T. R.]

^COKING at the world at large, the great problems of the pres-

O^ ent time are four, viz.: How to support the nations; how to

give peace to the nations ; how to make them good ; how to educate

them.

I. How to snpp(xr.t the nations. The population of the world

increases, generally speaking, at the rate of one per cent, per

annum. Europe has a population of 35U millions, consequently it

increases annually at the rate of 3^ millions. China has a popula-

tion of 300 or 400 millions, consequently it increases at the rate

of three or four millions anuuAlly. If there is no corres])onding

increase in the means of support, what will become of this

increased population ?

The nations of the West have many new means for the support

of their increasing populations. I will mention twenty-one of the
leading ones.

1. They have invented machinery, by which forty millions of

people, as in the United Kingdom, can do as much as if they had

a thousand millions of laborers at work.

2. They have devised cheap means of transport. Caual trans-

port is four times more expensive than ocean steamers ; railway

transport, twenty times ; cart-road transport, sixty times ; aud
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mule-pack transport, one hundred times more expensive tban ocean

steamers. Oonseqnently, Western nations have increased the

cheaper methods of transport, and thus save immense suras of

money. England annually pays for transport of goods by railway

almost £2 per head of the population. If this were carried by

carts it would cost £6 per head ; therefore in railway freight alone

it saves £4 per head per annum, not to mention the saving on

macadamized roads over pack-mules.

There is also the zones tariff lately adopted in Hungary to

equalize the benefits of cheap transport to those far among the

mountains as well as to those near trade-centres. By dividing the

whole country into fifteen zones of so many miles, each zone and

number of miles increasing in the distant zones, charging only so

much per zone, whether near or far, the benefit is very great.

When this system is more generally adopted by other nations, the

benefit to the masses at large will be enormous.

3. Western nations have government post offices for public

use, by which information about trade as well as other things can

be carried three hundred times cheaper than often in China. The

post office sends money-orders, parcels and telegrams as well, and
all these daily, even to every village, even among the mountains.

The charge of forwarding a letter to any part of the kingdom is

only one or two cents ; but being so cheap, many write, so that

instead of being an extra expense to the government, there is

annually, after paying all expenses, a nett revenue of eight or nine

million pounds sterling in England. The saving to the govern-

ment is not the only great matter ; the benefit to trade is enormous.

Newspapers, giving information and advertisements about all sorts

of produce and manufactures, are forwarded at a specially cheap

rate, so that the people can alwa3'^s know where they can best find

what they want.

The Chinese government, on the other hand, spends about three-

quarters of a million pounds sterling annually on government posts

alone, and does not forward any letters for the public. Thus for

want of cheap information commerce is comparatively stagnant.

4. Western nations have made International Treaties through-

out the world, by which the produce of all nations can mutually

supply the lack of each other, just as the produce of the various

provinces benefit each other in one kingdom.

6. Western nations send Ministers and Consuls to every nation

with whom they have intercourse, with the object both of protecting

their people and extending trade.

6. Western uationS; having found the great advantage of the

post office in their own countries, have established aa interna-
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tional post office, which scuds letters to all in the Postal Union for

five cents each.

7. Western nations subsidize trade by establishing regular

lines of steamers as a mail-service and by aiding certain companies

in industries. These measures are adopted in the interest of

both government and people.

8. Western nations establish Chambers of Commerce, by which

merchants combine and make representations to their various

governments. This Chamber publishes important documents from
time to time.

9. Western nations establish industrial and trade museums
for encouraging trade, just as there are museums for the extension

of learning. All the great centres of trade have the chief produce

of all nations exhibited in these museums.
10. Western nations have established commercial schools and

colleges. Since trade has become universal, unless the most im-

portant matters are systematically arranged in books and carefully

taught, a man may spend all his life-time in business and only

know a fraction of what he might and should know.

11. Western nations have established technical education.

The princi})les of mechanics, engineering and arts, are also tanght

in books and schools like other learning. It is only by the careful

study of these that Western nations are able to produce their

marvels of manufacture and engineering.

12. Western nations make much of Customs' tariff. There

are, however, two opposite plans. One is to lighten dues as much
as possible on necessaries and raw material and to increase them on

articles of luxury, such as wines, tobacco, etc., in order to benefit

the poorer classes. This is England's plan. The other plan is to

put heavy dues on all imported manufactures, often as mucli as

fifty per cent., and sometimes more, on the value of the goods. This

originally was to assist union between the States, but is mainly

for the benefit of the manufacturers and skilled laborers ; but the

poorer classes of the country have to pay for it. This is the plan

pursued by the United States. From an international point of

view this is not satisfactory. Only such tariffs as are equally

beneficial to all nations can be permanent.

13. Western nations colonize. Four hundred years ago a con-

tinent was discovered four times as large as Europe. Since then in

Australia, Asia and Africa Europeans have got much more land.

Altogether they now possess ten times what they had then. But

the area of the Chinese empire has only increased to three times

during the same period, and much of the land of each province is

lying waste for want of railroads and macadamized roads.
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14. Western nations open mines of all kinds. England, for

example, gets from this sonrce an income of £1 per bead per

annum. China is rich in minerals, but, alas ! mostly uuworked for

lack of machinery and good roads.

15. Western nations have gn*eatly developed banking. The
effect of this has been like adding to the national capital an aver-

age of fifteen shillings per inhabitant.

iG. Western nations have invented new methods for the

manufacture of iron and steel. Steel can now be manufactured

as cheap as iron, and this method is said to save annually in ships,

and specially in steel rails, about eight million pounds sterling.

Without such new methods how can China compete with the West ?

17. Western nations grant great powers to Municipalities. The
consequence of this is that improvements are not left half finished

as so often is the case in China, owing to the frequent change of

mandarins and want of authority given to the local gentry.

18. Weslern nations have long ago changed the custom of

paying taxes in kind. The thousand evils arising from this custom

cannot be stopped in China more than in the West, bub by

commutation into money value and payment in cash. It is gain to

both government and people.

19. AVesteru nations publish annual reports of all public trans-

actions. By this means all accounts, whether of government or

mercantile affairs, are easily examined and compared. But in China

these are not published, and the public are kept in ignorance of how
public money is spent.

20. Western nations emphasize the vast difference between

productive and unproductive employments. Few of even the best

mandarins in China understand anything about this, hence their per-

sistent and blind advocacy of unproductive methods over productive

ones in almost every department. By neglecting productive methods

China is starving itself rapidly.

21. Western nations emphasize modern education. It is every-

where pursued, so that the people of all classes may thoroughly

know all new methods of supporting and enriching the nation. But
China only studies ancient learning, most of which has little bearing

on how to support the increasing millions. But more of this under
heading No. IV".

The commercial value of the above reforms can never be fully

tabulated, but careful estimates have been made by experts. The
wealth of the United States from 1800 to 1880, that is, eighty years,

increased forty-three times. Taking the average wealth of England
and France, wuhout counting the wealth of America, which is really

European outgrowih, we have still remaining au increased income
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of £5 per bead per annum; indeed, Robert Giffin, oar bigbest

E^gli^sh authority, puts it as high as £6 per head per animm
for the United Kingdom,

China, with an averajre of twenty millioos of population per

province should, at the rate of £b, get an animal increase of income

of one hundred million pounds sterling per province. Reducing

this even to one-tenth, that for England and Franco, there would

still be an increase of ten million pounds per province per annum.

In view of this fact should China dread poverty and weakness by

the introduction of these changes? Alas, that China is so loath to

change old forms, even for its people's good !

Besides the above methods, some of them long in use, for

the support of the increasing population, Western nations are just

finding out other new methods. For instance, chemical agriculture,

though known for some years, is only now being rapidly developed.

Our crops are made up of four gases and about ten solids. Burn
the crops, and what escapes iu smoke are the four gases,—carbon,

oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen. What remains iu the ashes are tli«

ten solids,—phosphorus, sulphur, chlorine, silica, iron, manganese,

lime, magnesia, soda, potash. Crops, as is well known, grow much
better with manure. Chemists are now finding out in what pro-

portion these ingredients are to be mixed, so as to produce crops as

if higlily manured. The produce of the earth, by this new means,

can be increased three or four times. The land in Europe, including

mountains and barren wastes, produces on an average £600 per

square mile per annum. The bearing of this on the support of

increased population is evident. If the produce were only doubled,

reckoning each province in China at 70,000 square miles, there

would be an increase of income from the crops of £42,000,000

sterling per province per annum.

Electricity, also, during the last few years, has been very

greatly developed, and it promises to bring even greater blessings

to mankind than all the other appliances. It seems also that wo
are on the eve of aerial navigation, chemical food, etc., etc. But,

alas ! none of these things are as yet studied in ordii>ary Chinese

schools. China only teaches ancient learning in its general schools,

and makes little of the study of such important questions as how to

support its increasing millions who are bow literally bound iu

poverty and starvation 1

This subject of the support of the people lies strictly within the

province of the mandarins, but, as they are ignorant of these new

methods, the missionaries are glad to impart any knowledge they

possess of these things. Indeed, they feel they would be guiky of

ingratitude to God for the mercies which they themselves enjoy
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if tliey did not impart some of their knowledge to those suffering

through ignorance ; consequently they spread this knowledge wher-

ever thi y go. This is how Christiauity heips tu support ilie nations.

II. The second great question of the day is how to give peace to

the nations. On the one hand, each nation has to consider other

nations so that they may enjoy their land, produce and manufactures

in peace ; on the other, there is to be a just distribution of the

wealth of the nations among its various classes before there can

be peace ; for, if one nation oppresses another, or if one class in a

nation is rolling in its wealth while another is starving for want

of daily bread, there can be no permanent peace.

1. Since the rise of modern civilization, the re-establishment of

republicanism and reform in politics and education, the rise of

mechanics and the study of the sciences, many superficial states-

men, for a time, have thought that religion was of little consequence.

The result of this belief was that in proportion to the statesmen's

neglect of religion they had to increase their armies and navies.

According to Sir Charles Dilke—than whom there is no higher

authority—Germany and France can now each mobilize two million

soldiers in twenty days, and Russia has even three million soldiers.

Alrhough England's soldiers are not so numerous as those of these

nations, its navy is more than twice as large as the largest navy

of a»y other nation. Owing to this the nations spend enormous

sums of money annually on defence.

England spends 50 millions sterling.

Germany „ 38 „ „
France „ 36 „ „
Russia ,, 28 „ ,,

During the last ten years men have been busy inventing flying

machines, which are said to have been crowned with success at last,

so that hereafter this enormous expense in armies and navies will

have to be superceded by the expense of aerial machines. Even

should there be no war, is it not fearful to think that the enor-

mous millions which should have been used for the support of the

poor, should be thus wasted in national defence ? but if there should

be war, the destruction of life and property is frightful even to

contemplate. That nations should use their savings for the keeping

up of these immense armaments, whilst the poor of their own and

other nations are perishing for lack of food and knowledge, can

never be tlie will of God.

Every nation must have sufficient military force to enforce law

and order. China has now powerful neighbors, which may make
new aggressions every ten years, more or less, as in other lands.

China must, therefore, take suitable measures for defence. Better
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care of its subjects than its neighbors is one of the best defences.

Bub if it follows the example of European nations in building up
fabulous armies while so many of its millions are starving for want
of daily bread, it will be a great mistake.

What is the remedy for this militaryisra which drains the

life-blood of our nations ? To go in for increase of soldiers and

weapons of war is to make other nations to increase theirs all

round, and thus the evil instead of lessening increases more and
more ; the world thus becomes a fiendish field of war instead of

a paradise of peace as God would have it.

The Christian Church teaches men to love their neighbor as

themselves. By inculcating righteous and loving principles instead

of brute force, it leads men to the study of the laws of all nations,

so as to form international and universal codes that secure the

good of all without partiality. Should there be any disputes be-

tween nations, the Church urges the settlement of it by the arbitra-

tion of competent judges. Wherever this has been tried it has

proved far more satisfactory than the mildest war. This is how
Christians are striving to prevent war between nations.

2. The great difficulty in securing peace within a natiuu is to

so govern as to create a just distribution of wealth among its

various classes and to get the people persuaded that it is just.

In the West, trades unions have been formed to increase the

wages of the mechanics, because, they say, although their masters

have made enormous fortunes from their labor during the last

hundred years, their wages have not been proportionately raised.

At first the authorities in Europe put such movements down as

rebellious ; but the poor people said, " It is not that we wish to

create disturbance, but so long as wealth is not justly di<»tributed,

we cannot stop complaints j while one class of the nation is well

protected in its wealth and the other is left to die in want, how
can there be peace ? " The authorities, however, continued to repi ess

these movements without granting redress. Then the French

cation rose in a body and deposed hereditary government and

traditional authority and substituted republicanism. At this the

various rulers of Europe were alarmed and dared not but listen

to the representations of the people.

Since then the various trades unions have established inter-

national unions, in order to get more justice from the various

governments. Some governments endeavor to meet their wishes

by reforms, but the Emperor of Russia, though he began reforms,

refused to conrinue them, and baniyht^d the leaders of sucicklism

to Siberia. Then the Socialists of Russia became Nihilists, and

resolved that as the Emperor would not save and educate the
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masses, they would remove him. So in 1881 Alexander II was

assassinated.

The average wages of skilled labor in the United States are

forty-eight shillings per week ; Australia, forty shillings ; Great

Britain, thirty-one; France, twenty-one; Germany, sixteen ; Iraly,

fifteen shillings per week.

In China, during the last forty years, there has not only

been war with foreign nations, because China would not allow

intercourse as with sister nations, but internally the Taiping and the

Mahommedan rebels also rose up, and besides destroying immense
property, destroyed the lives of tens of millions of people. These

rebellions arose mainly because no justice was done to the

oppressed classes, and because the poor were starving.

Now the most intelligent throughout the world maintain that

to increase our armies and navies, and only protect the rich while

the poor are unprovided for, is not sound policy. We must have

greater trust in righteousjiess than in weapons of war, otherwise

there will be endless troubles. Though mechanical inventions may
be of immense benefit; to man, yet they cannot be substitutes for

food ; so weapons of war may be helpful to governments in defence

of the right, yet they cannot be substitutes for love, which is

indispensable for all lasting peace.

And who are they who teach love, righteousness and peace

throughout all the world? Pre-eminently the Christian Church ; this

is its peculiar province. When our Saviour was born, it was said,

" Glory to God in the Highest, on earth Peace, Good-will towards

men." This was the glad tidings of great joy which the shepherds

heard. When Christianity was in full power in Europe it ordained

the " Truce of God," forbidding all fighting from Wednesday night

till Monday morning of every week, and thus the warlike tendencies

of European nations were repressed. The " Order of Chivalry " was
also established by the Church to give help to the weak and
oppressed. The object in all this was to carry out God's love for

mankind.

Again, during the present century Christian missions have

been established among the islands of the Pacific. Warlike islands

have been changed into peaceful ones, not by a single weapon of

war but simply through the power of Christian teaching.

As in the past the Church was the mediator between high and
low ; so in the various risings of modern socialism and the conflict

between capital and labor, both contending parties have had to

iliank Christian men for their mediation,—men like Manriet, King-

yiey, Carlyle (by his writings), Cardimil Manning and Dr. Clifford

ia England and Christian socialists in other countries.
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But the Christian Church does not wait till there is trouble

before exerting its influence, for then it might be of little use;

wherever Ctirist.iaus are, they encourage peace at all times ; every-

where fchey have the Sabbath when all classes are invited to church
and where the devout attend to meditate on the infinite love of

God in Christ Jesus our Lord, to consider how to serve God and save

their fellow-men. la the schools which they establish they teach

the same, and thus nourish kindly feeling at all times. When
troubles do arise, all true Christians are ready to act according to

the principles of love and goodwill. All Christians believe that the

time will come when nations shall beat their swords into plough-

shares and their spears into pruning hooks ; nation shall not lift up
sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.

For years the Christian Church has established a peace society,

and the most gigantic non-official modern scheme for the ameliora-

tion of social evils has been just inaugurated by a Christian

Minister—Geuei*al Booth. The Emperor of Germany, who is a
Christian, last year (1890) visited several countries with a view to

persuade the governments to peaceful international measures in the

direction of disarmament on the one hand, and to meet the just

demands of socialists on the other.

Lately, when China had great famines from drought and floods,

the missionaries repeatedly secured large subscriptions from distant

nations towards relief. When the Taiping rebellion was at its

height, it was the reading of a letter of a Christian missionary—Rev.

Mr. Holmes—in the House of Commons along with others which

decided the English government to help the Imperial Government
at Peking to put it down. Recently (1391) when there are riots

against the Christian Churches in so many parts of China, all the

foreign ministers in Peking unite in asking for their protection.

This, notwithstanding imperfections which characterize all human
organization, is the power of the Chi'istian Church to unite all

nations and give them peace; therefore the best men always

support it.

This is how Christianity helps to give peace to the nations.

{To he continued.)
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Anti-opium Medicines,

BY H. T. WHJTHET, M.D.

<^N tLe November 1890 No. of The Recorder Dr. Dudgeon has a
<3? long letter objecting to the resolution against opium that was

passed by tho General Conference at Shanghai in- May, 1890. I

was both surprised and grieved at the position taken, runniog in

the teeth of the best advice of the General and Medical Conferences.

I have waited a long time, hoping some one would reply to this

letter, but as none has appeared, I feel it my duty to offer a few

words : First, because his position is palpw-bly untenable and mis-

chievous ; and secondly, because, having always disagreed with any

such policy, I bore my shai*e of the responsibility at the Conferences

in securing the adoption of the resolution objected to. It is un-

necessary to review this long letter seriatim, but only certain

portions, showing theauthor^s position on the vital points in question.

No. 4 of the resolution passed by the General Conference is as

follows :
" That we have learned with alarm of the rapid increase in

the consumption of laorphia in China; that we hnd this increase

is largely owing to the indiscriminate sale and consequent abuse of

so-called anti-opium medicines, and that we now, on the suggestion

of the Medical Missionary Association of China, urge all missionaries

to discourage, and, as far as possible prevent, the sale of such anti-

opium medicines as coutaiin opium or any of its alkaloids." The
chairman also stated that this resolution had no relerence to care-

fully managed opium refuges.

This Dr. Dudgeon regards as " a very hopeless resolution," one

that " will do harm," and says, " I know it is against the convictions

of many of the members" (of the Conference.) But "they hesitated

to oppose the medical brethren who were presumed to speak with

authority."

He then offers the following substitute : " Learning with alarm

of the large consumption of morphia, pure and simple, as an anti-

opium remedy, its real nature being unknown to the Chinese ; and
being convinced in unskilful hands that few if any cures are thus

effected and that some of the paid agents of the missions are engaged
in it and making money by it, to the detriment of Christianity : it

is resolved that the indiscriminate sale by such agents of this and
other so-called anti-opium remedies be discouraged, and, as far as

possible, prevented."

It is easy to see that these two resolutions are widely different,

and the weakness of the substitute is more plainly seen by putting

it alongside of tho one passed by the Conference. The latter is
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based upon the principle of prohibition to all, except when

pi-escribt'U by "properly qualified persons for a specific purpose,

bearing in mind that it is a poison. It also implies that all

unqualified missionaries be urofed to abstain from dealin|;^ in anti-

opium remedies containing opium or any of its alkaloids, and that

all the different missions in Cliina shall endeavor to prevent any of

their native Christians, whether in mission employ or not, from

engaging in the anti-opium business, except those among them who

may be properly qualified and will use such remedies in the same

way as medical and other qualified missionaries.

The other does not discriminate in reference to the drug itself,

only that it be included with "tonic, stimulant and s( dative"

drugs; nor in reference to its sale or prescription, only that it

be done by persons with good motives desiring to benefit the

habitu(^; and they may or may not be qualified in a medical

sense. It leaves it open to all unqualified missionaries and to

all natives in mission employ who will sell or prescribe without

pecuniary greed and without interfering with their regular

duties, and the whole army of native Church members are to be

left by the missionaries to do as they please. It is unnecessary

to enlarge upon the bearings of this "substitute" as opposed to

the design of the resolution already passed.

The vital points of difference are comprised under qualified

and uuquaUfied, presicrihing and selling.

Being qualified does not necessarily imply the having of a

medical degree, but it does imply that the person understands

the action of opium and morphine,—their maximum and

minimum doses, just how much the remedies they use contain,

the nature of the habitues symptoms, whether important or other-

wise, and be able to treat any unusual conditions liable to arise

from breaking off the habit. Any person who bad not this

amount of knowledge as a minimum acijuiremont, would not

be considered qualified to cure opium patients. The prescribing

of anti-opium remedies in any form, implies discrimination and

a knowledge of the remedy, and that the one taking it is the

prescriber's patient. He may receive a fee for his prescription

and remedies, but that is not selling them in the sense here

meant. Selling implies indiscrimiwation., and^ iu this case in

regard to a dangerous drug. This, ai*d unintolligeu^i prescribing,

are what the resolution condemn.

In arguing for the seUiug ©f anti-opium irenoedies, Dr.

Dudgeon remarks that " the demand for these remedies to cure

the ciaving, indicates not onb/ the wides^pavad sule bnt also the

widespread desire to break off from the Jaubit.^ VTe uiu^t uoc
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be too credulous on this poiut. There are au enormous number

of opium-smokers who only want these remedies as a substitute for

the pipe, and would not give up the habit if we would provide a free

and painless cure. The selling of anti-opium remedies, containing

opium, to such people, would be simply fostering a curse.

And yet Dr. Dudgeon feels it would be better than the continua-

tion of the pipe. But this is practically a "high license" idea,

—

no matter about the liquor, only don't drink it in a low grog-shop !

The demand for anti-opium remedies is no safe indication of

the extent of the desire to be cured. But how are we to know who
really want to be cured and who do not ? Certainly not those who
sell but rather those who prescribe. The doctor himself bears

testimony to this when he refers to " a flourishing business, large

sales, but we do not, I am sorry to say, hear of numerous cures."

This is the universal testimony in regard to such business ; and a

word to the wise ought to be sufficient.

I have known native church members invest heavily in

morphine and defend themselves in this nefarious business, until

" sat u]Jon " by the mission, on the ground that a few at least were

cured. This in their minds compensated for all the injury done.

With about as much reason might one advocate the occurrence of

floods on the ground that a few would be saved even though many
were drowned.

In speaking of the resolution passed by the General Conference,

Dr. Dudgeon said he knew it was against the convictions of many
members, but hesitated to oppose the medical brethren who were

presumed to speak with authority. The " many members " must

be understood relatively. Their presumption was well founded and

their action wise. They were undoubtedly honest in their convic-

tions, partly from not being aware of the evils connected with it,

and partly from the position of a few who evidently could only see

one side of the question, and partly because some at least had

money already invested in anti-opium remedies, and as • a natural

consequence, were less open to conviction. Over against the few

who opposed the resolution and the " many members " whose

convictions are said to have been against it, may be cited the fact

that nearly every member of the Medical Missionary Association

present, and the large majority of the General Conference, favored

it. And it might be further added that nearly the entire body of

medical missionaries in China, a great many missionaries not at the

General Conference, several community physicians and a good many

foreign residents in the different ports of China, look with disfavor

opon this anti-opium quackery and want to have measures taken to

prevent it as far as possible.
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It was therefore with great surprise and regret that a physician,

and once a medical missionary, holding the position for good that

Dr. Dudgeon does, should oppose in the way he has the decision of

so many of his medical hrethren, made from a scientific view of the

question, and backed up by so many of the missionaries in China.

Certainly we cannot afford to oppose one another in fighting

against this opium fiend that has taken such a strong hold of this

country. We need all our forces and the very best ways and mean s

in overcoming this enemy of all righteousness.

Collectanea,

A Meeting Place op the Nations.—The population of this

great Asiatic sea-port (Singapore) is large and polyglot. Every

steamer brings more people than it takes away, and the yearly

increment is large. There are probably about two hundred thousand

inhabitants, two-thirds of whom are males ; one need scarcely add
that this betokens great commercial activity ; while, like all com-
munities Avhere men largely preponderate, Singapore does not take

high rank in its morals even for an Asiatic sea-port. Here too often

the ragged edges of civilized vice meet the most depraved forms of

heathen immorality and the air is laden with moral malaria.

A wonderful meeting-place of the nations is this thriving port.

Stand at the corner of this street and in three minutes you may
count as many as a dozen different nationalities—Europeans from all

Europe, Chinese of half a dozen typos, Malays, Indians, Siamese.

The medium of conversation among all these is Malay, which is a

simple and very expressive language. In its purity the Malay has

been called the Icalian of the East, bub it suffers terribly at the lips

of this polyglot people, each of whom brings to its pronunciation

some native disability, and by the time the Chinaman has turned its

r's into I's and the Englishman has narrowed all its vowels and the

German has thrown in a few awful gutturals and the Tamil from

India has changed its b's into p's and every other nationality has

played off its own vagaries, the Malay heard commonly on the

streets of Singapore is only a far-off and base-born relative of the

beautiful idiomatic language whose name it bears. Indeed, there

has grown up in the island a distinct patois known as the " Baba
Malay," so named from the Babas (Scraifcs-born Chinese), who have

mingled Chinese, English and Malay words into an utterly

amorphous conglomerate, tho despair of the grammarian and an

object of loathing contempt to the aristocratic Malay.

—

[^Exchange.ll
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Taoism.—The cliief authority of'Taoism is called Tsang Tien-s

(Jj^ ^ ^W' ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ same dignity as the Archbishop of the

Christian Church, or more exactly the Pope of the Roman Catholic

Church. He lives on a mountain in the province of "Kiangse;"
his Jiouse is adorned magnificently, something like the White House

of the United States and the Palace of China. He is supposed to

have wonderful power and to be able to send out and call back all

the spirits according to his will, but really and truly he is the ruler

of all the monks of Taoism of the eighteen provinces of China,

Thei"e are two divisions of monks in Taoism ; some of them are

"homeless monks," which means they never return home, never

marry and never see their parents' faces again; they live in abbeys

until they die. They wear the long and large sleeved robes all the

time; such robes are in the same shape as those the little Japs wear.

In this class there is a subdivison called long-haired monks, because

they never shave their hair. They coil their hair in tufts upon the

crown of their heads and fasten it with a pin. They study astrology

and profess to have dealings with spirits. In eai'ly times they held

high honors in the state. They have now degenerated and are

looked upon as ignorant cheats or designing jugglers. The other

divisions ai'e called "in home;" they are very opposite to the

" homeless," because they can live in their own homes with their

wives, children, parents, brothers and sisters. They wear the com-

mon clothing and do their own business, excepting some family

wishes to employ them. They have a very great assembly

annually in honor of their great god, Lae Koong (^ ^), the

" God of Thunder," which takes place aUvays during the twenty-

fourth day of Chinese June. Tiiis festival continues for three

days ; during this time the partakers all go to their assembling

house in the early part of the morning, where they burn their

incense and light their candles in the presence of their god, the

"God of Thunder." This festival is something like the "Feast of

Dionysos" among the ancient Greeks. After the former system is

over the partakers sit around and take their dinner. After it some

of the rich partakers furnish a chorus of musicians to play in the

temple of their god, the " God of Thunder." It is said that Lau

Tz was appointed to be a librarian by the Emperor of China ia

ancient time. The appointment enabled him to study many ancient

books. Afterwards he wrote a book called Tao-teh-king or Canons

of Reason and Virtue ; this book contains many wise sayings. " It

teaches the inculcation of personal virtue ; it recommends reiirement

and contemplation as the most effectual means of purifying the

soul." The original meaning of Tao-teh-kitig is still considered

very deep; it is s.iid that Tao means the origin of all things; Tao
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is iufiuite impalpable «ind uiiknownable. lb also says that men
should strive to become perfectly virtuous and then they can rest in

the bosom of Tao after death. But wo see the modern Taoists aro

puzzled about the original meaning of Tao and add to the original

doctrine innumerable superstitions and also the use of charms and
amulets and the search for the elixir of life. So I say they Lave
degenerated now.— [Sit Lan-tcoftg, in " St. John's Echo."]

Transmigration and Immortality.—I may say, as an illustra-

tion of the position which Buddhism acquired and holds in China,

that I hold in my hand a document never given to the world in

the English language, nor, perhaps, so far as I know, in any other

Western language, showing that if in the year 66 an Emperor was

so impressed with Buddhism as to send an embassy to the West to

introduce it into China, fourteen centuries later another Emperor
was so much influenced by it as to send an embassy to introduce the

Buddhist classics from Thibet. (The paper, which was an edict of

the Emperor Yung Loh, 1412, was here read.) V"ariou3 doctrines are

alluded to in that paper, only one or two of which I will touch upon.

I have already referred to the full and bounteous offer of salvation

and immortality made by Buddhism as furnishing a very powerful

attraction in contrast to the meagre promises of Taoism and the

cold negations of Confucianism, which preceded. This was con-

nected with the doctrine of the ti'ansmigration of souls, which

was common to almost all Indian creeds. The Indian philosophy

on that subject regarded transmigration as something amounting

to a physical necessity, that it is absolutely impossible for a man
to extinguish his being—that he has, as it has been expressed,

come into this world without his own choice and will go into the next

without his own choice, and thence go on in a succession of changes

forever. This succession of changes is described under the figure

of a wheel, the turn of destiny, or wheel of fate, which is represent-

ed as revolving rapidly and dropping out human souls to be born

again in the form of man or of some higher or lower being, there

being six categories in all, according to the Buddhist division. The
religious view of the founder of the faith was pessimistic. To escape

from this series of changes constitutes happiness, and he devised a

method for that purpose. In the Northern School of Buddhism,

especially in its popular phase, we seldom meet with this idea. We
meet more frequently with the idea that to rise in the scale of being

is happiness. Sakyamuni had in his system no heaven. The North-

ern Buddhism, which has prevailed in China, has a heaven,

borrowed, it may be, from the Christian's Paradise. It has.
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presiding over fcliafc heaven, a goddess of mercy, borrowed, perbapg,

from the Catholic conception of the mother of Jesas Christ. Many-

other ideas present a transformation—I will not say a travesty—of

Christianity.

—

[^Rev. W. A. P. Martin, D.D., from an address before

the American Society of Comparative Religion.']

The Second Personal Pronoun in Prayer.

BY REV. GILBERT REID.

'TXR. MATEER in the July number of The Recorder renders his

O^ decision in favor of the use of Ni in prayer, and were it not

for the fallacy of some of his points, it might be safe to regard the

decision as an ultimatum.

At first glance it is difficult to detect the principle which

underlies his argument. In one place he asserts that "even the

opinion of a Chinese preacher, to which Mr. Barber refers, is not by
any means conclusive," and in another place he pleads, " A native

preacher for whom I have much respect, in speaking of the matter,

remarked that the avoidance of Nl was essentially a matter of

official etiquette, etc." It looks as if the native who disagrees with

Dr. Mateer is inconclusive, and the one who agrees is viewed with
" much respect."

But Dr. Mateer always has a reason for the faith that is in him,

and if his article is his correct interpreter, we may find it expressed

in his concluding paragraph :
" Finally, it should be observed as a

general principle, covering this case together with others more

important, that our business as missionaries is not to adapt Chris-

tianity to the Chinese, but by teaching and reforming the Chinese,

adapt them to Christianity." No one probably has any objection to

this purpose of adapting the Chinese to Christianity, but the point

of separation is merely this : Is Christianity such a system of religion

that in principles and in rules, in things essential and things non-

essential, it becomes only a silent cast-iron machine, or a living

pulsing Incarnation, the living God coming down to men and in all

points like as men, except without sin ? One of the strong arguments

in Christian Apologetics has always been the adaptation of Chris-

tianity and the Bible to all ages and races, and it only creates

amazement that one should claim that Christianity was not meant

to be adapted to this Chinese people. Rather, let the words of Dr.

Mark Hopkins ring out anew as the inspiration of all missionary

effort, " How sublime the idea of a religion thus commencing in the

earliest dawn of time ; holding on its way through all the revolutions

of kingdoms and the vicissitudes of the race ; receiving new forms,
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but always identical in spirit ; and, finally, expanding and embracing

in one great brotherhood the whole family of man I
" Or let us

ponder anew the application of such a testimony as that t)f the

Apostle Paul: "For though I bo free from all men, yet have I

made myself servant unto all, that I might gain the more. 1 am
made all things to all men, that I might by all means save some."

Tracing the logic one step further, it seems that ])r. Mateer

considers the undosirableness of Christianity to adapt itself to China

and the respectful use of the Chinese language, because the use or

non-use of the personal pronoun is a matter " which enters into the

vitals of religion." And how ? " The avoidance of Ni is indirect and
distant, and requires the use of periphrastic forms, while the use of

Ni is direct and endearing, and is the spontaneous language of

familiarity and affection." True, the use of Ni, whether it is a
Chinaman talking to a foreigner or praying to the Lord, is familiar,

but whether in this one Chinese character is hidden affection and
endearment is a dubious article of the creed. Anyway, it can

hardly be proved that the use of a respectful form of address

necessitates a diminution of affection, and that familiarity—or rather

the word Ni—enhances it. As to the " periphrastic forms," such a
skilled speaker of the Chinese language as Dr. Mateer (or many of

the native Christians) should find no difficulty. Practice in the

common intercourse of Chinese conversation, where respectful

address is used, will doubtless aid in the language of religious

address.

As to the distance and coldness of the language of respect, it

lies partly in the training, but more in the heart. Affection and

endearment are matters of the heart, and no forms of speech can

create them, be they either respectful or familiar. The argument

for the non-use of the personal ])ronoun is not that it produces love

in the heart or checks it, but that it is related to an entirely

different matter, viz., a form of respect. We do not say respect,

for that, too, lies in the heart, but to the form of respect. And
when we consider the forms of politeness among men or the forms

of reverence toward God, the rules or usage of one country cannot

decide for another. AVhether any of the terms suggested by Dr.

Mateer as using in English to address God, such as " Your
Majesty," are fitting or not, certainly the rules of China or even

America cannot decide, and neither can usage in the West decide

for the form to be used in C-hina. That in addressing God in China

we should use " ta-jcn " or " ko-hsia" I never heard even a
heathen Chinaman maintain, and so the question is undebatable.

Whether one should not use "wo-wen," but "hsiao-ti" (>J* ^), has

likewise never been broached. The only question of debate is either
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the use of Ni, or the more respectful terms Fu, Ti'en Fu, or Ohu.

In all religion and in all prayer there are two phases that seem

sometimes to clash. One is that of awe and respect,—distance.

The other is love and endearment,—nearness. The one is not to

drive out the other, but they are to unite in forming a perfect

character. If each is allowed to remain, there may be a correspond-

ing form of expression. The non-use of Ni has only to do with

the form of respect, and not the form of endearment, and still less

its possession in the heart.

Reverence is the mother of morality, and to cherish it is the

function of worship. As Francis Cobbe has written, " There is no

such thing as vulgar religion." Nothing should be done to diminish

either reverence or the forms of reverence. Spurn this point of

contact between Chinese sentiment and Christian principle, and

perhaps Christianity, as thus expounded, may not only not adapt

itself to China, but also lose China.

The Chinese Bible.

BY REV. GEORGE PARKER.

'^tfJ'ISSIONARlES not on the Translation Committees, but who

o" are to use the to-be jjrepared Bible, might like to have a

voice on some particulars which have engaged their special

attention. May I suggest that as each book is prepared, copies be

sent to each missionary for criticism, and that no book be finally

revised until a first draft of the whole work is ready ?

The German revisers allowed two years for outside criticism.

This plan might prevent a desire to have the work re-done, as in

the case of the English revised version. Younger men of ten and

twenty years' standing, not as yet fully qualified for the work, might

be able to supply some valuable hints, which, if attended to, might

forestall any serious dissatisfaction being expressed. Without

doubt the quality of the new Bible will be discussed at the next

conference, and the leaders to-day may not be in the front on that

occasion. It is noticeable that, excepting one representative from

the Yang-tsze, the mandarin translators belong to the gulf of Pechili.

I suppose the metropolitan dialect is to be the standard. Dr.

Ginsburg is preparing what will prove to be the best edition of the

Hebrew Bible. Dr. Swete will soon have finished what is the best

edition of the Septuagint. Dr. Weymouth's *' Resultant Text " gives

in one volume all the readings from the editors Lachmou to Revisers.

Should the Greek New Testauieut be edited froui the mauuscripts
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as is thci Old T(»atainont,, fhia would prove the best hand-W»k from

which to translate, since it is better to trust iu (Jod's providence

than to dirt'oring liunian judgments. Tregelles and Westcott and

Hort point to the Vatican manuscript as the best. Dr. Hillier, from

internal evidence alone, concurs witli thera. Tischendorf preferred

the Sinaitic, but his discovery of the manuscript may have warped

his judgment.

In examining i Tiiessalonians in B, I could find only two places

where there seemed to be probable departures from the autograph

:

one by dictation, v doubled £OTi{y)vijmoi, i Thes. ii, 7 ; one by trans-

cription, H mistaken for A, KXenra^ for KXenTtig; i Thes. v, 4.

The Revisers put these two readings of B in the margin.

Among the preliminaries to translation sho nld be a decision as

to the structure of each book ; its true joints , sections and para-

graphs. " Roe's Analytical Arrangement of t he Holy Scriptures
"

affords the best assistance. Boys' •' Tactical Sacra " gives the struc-

tural display of i and ii Thessalonians, Philemon and ii Peter. Dr.

Bullinger in pamphlet, "The Spirits in Prison," gives plan of i Peter.

His "Key to the Psalms" is indispensable. Forbes and Hinton on the

Romans might be consulted with advantage in addition to Roe.

Forbes' " Symmetrical Structure of Scripture," or Jebb's " Sacred

Literature," the translator cannot dispense with.

In the Quarterly Review for 1829, article iv, pages 85-120, will

be found a comparison between Hebrew Parallelism and Chinese

Tui-tso, which are doubtless of the same origin, Care must be

taken to preserve the symmetry of a passage in translation.

I

the love of God
and ii Tbes. iii, 5.

the patieuce of Christ

;

This passage is spoilt in the English common version and in

Mandarin.

In complex sentence the clauses should be first unravelled and

put in their natural order. The conjunctions would thus be care-

fully considered and the bearing of the participial clauses discovered.

In inflectional languages where emphasis is shown by the order of

the words, the words might be redistributed according to their

grammatical affinities before translation, and so mistakes iu transla-

tion avoided. Let no mere trauslit eratious be atlmitted, but let

us translate for the understanding. It is desirable that petty

dift'erences of Hebrew pronunciation should not be obtruded on the

Chinese, nor even the fact that two distinct languages were used

in the Old and New Testaments respectively. It is impossible to

adopt Hebrew and Greek idioms into Chinese. Don't let us

puzzle them with manifold pronunciations of the same name.
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Harmony between Old and New Testaments slionld be as much
desiderated as rhythm and elegance of Chinese style.

I have chosen as my special study the quotations from the Old

Testament in the New. Proper names, Hebrew and Greek equiva-

lent syntax and vocabulary, are a result.

By the laws of phonic change, it is possible to discover the

identical syllable and word giving both sound and sense between

one language and another. When the true equivalent between

Hebrew and Chinese is found, the character used will be as suitable

in Canton and Ningpo as in Peking, e.g., \^ fj, for Adam ; P^ ^ |^.

for Abram
; P^ ^ tf|, for Abraham.

It must be borne in mind that Paul wrote to communities using

two Bibles and translates the Hebrew, tacking on also the word

found in the Greek translation. With Enoch in his mind, he writes,

" How ye ought to walk (Heb.) and to please (Lxx) God," where kqi

represents an English bracket, walk [with] and (Lxx please) God
i Thes, iv, 1. This suggests the importance of studying the relative

influence of the Hebrew and Greek 0. T. on the Greek of the N. T.

oaioiT and its derivatives answers in the N. T. to four Hebrew words.

These four Hebrew words are each represented in the Greek N. T.

by several different words.

How shall explanatory clauses and parentheses be printed ?

Phrases having a common reference to two or more clauses, how
shall these be shown ?

f raised the Lord C

God •< and I by His power ; i Cor. ii, 14.

( will raise us (

God, by His power, raised the Lord and will raise us. This is not

the order in the Mandarin.

I do not think the appointed translators could do better than

draw up a set of principles for Bible translation into Chinese before

they begin their work, ask for hints, and publish the result.

A Notable Gathering.

HE International Missionary Union held its annual meeting
for 1891 at Clifton Springs, U. S. A., commencing June 10th

and closing June 16th. Clifton Springs is situated in Western
New York on the "Auburn iioad" of the New York Central

R, K. It is a beautiful country village, built up almost entirely

by the sanitarium which was established and developed by
Dr. Foster. The sanitarium buildings furnish accommodations
for about four hundred guests. The grounds are spacious and
beautifully laid out. A large corps of experienced physicians,
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and all tlie theories and appliances of modern medical science,

added to the sulphur springs, which led to the selection of this

place for a sanitarium, make this a noted resort for persons

Becking rest and restoration to health. A distinguishing feature

of this sanitarium is its religious and social character. Dr. Foster's

aim from the beginning has been, not to make money out of the

institution, but to make money for the institution, so that it may
be a blessing to all who enter it, both physically and spiritually.

The whole establishment, which has been built up by the per-

severing industry and unusual ability of Dr. Foster, and has cost

about a half million of dollars, has been made over to a Board

of Trustees, Dr. Foster receiving like the other physicians only

a salary. Ministers, teachers, and especially missionaries, share

in all the advantages of the institution at reduced rates. Several

rooms in the sanitarium are endowed for the beuetit of mission-

aries of different Boards. All missionaries have the advantages

of medical treatment, and the baths free of charge ; and when
no place can be found in the sanitarium, good rooms and board

can be obtained in cottages for from five to seven dollars a week.

These attractions and advantages have made Clifton a kind of

home for missionaries, and it seldom happens that there are less

than a dozen or twenty of them there.

The Missionary Union has previously met in various places

in response to invitations received. It met at Clifton Springs

last year for the first time, and the invitation was repeated and

accepted again this year. A new " Tabernacle," a beautiful structure

with seating capacity for over five hundred persons, was just

finished and made over to the Union by Dr. Foster for use when-

ever required, with an invitation to make Clifton the permanent

place of meeting, which invitation was gratefully accepted. So

Clifton will in the future, still more than in the past, be a kind of

rallying point or rendezvous for missionaries at home on furlough.

Ninety-one missionaries were present from almost all parts,

of the world. Different fields were represented as follows : India

15, China 13, Japan 12, Turkey 8, Africa 7, Burma 7, Siam 5,

Korea 3, S. America 3, Central America 2, N. W. America 2,

Australia 2, Italy 2, Mexico 2, Syria 2, Hawaiian Islands 2,

Malaysia 1; Secretaries 5, Candidates 2.

The hours for services were from 9 to 11.30 a.m., from 3 to

5 p.m., with meetings for lectures or addresses every evening.

One hour of the morning sessions was devoted to the study of the

Scriptures, conference and prayer. Formal papers or essays, con-

ferences, individual reports and experiences and letters from

members unable to be present, gave to the exercises the charm
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of variety and completeness. Old acquaintances were renewed

and new ones formed. Suggestions of new metho ds and inspira-

tion to new effort will no doubt result in great good to the mission

cause. Resolutions and appeals appropriate to the character

and aims of the Union were issued, two of which may be added

as of special interest to the readers of The Recorder.

THE UNITED STATES AND THE CHINESE.

" Viewing the Chinese as a civilized though heathen people,

inhabiting a country in climate, soil and many geographical

peculiarities like our own, with a population six times greater than

ours, with a power for muscular effort and endurance inferior to no

nation on earth, our neighbor on our Pacific shore, we lament the

cruel and unjust, and, to us, disgraceful treatment which they have

received at our hands.

" We view it as being unwise as well as unjust to provoke

hostility and retaliation from the greatest empire of the East, now

rapidly adding the elements of power in Western civilization to her

own mighty system. It will be to the great injury of our commerce,

and other nations will reap the advantages that naturally belong

to us.

" Our very greatly extended and rapidly increasing missionary

interests deserve the attention of our government, as well as our

commerce, and our government has no right to break them up to

the great grief of many millions of Christians of all denominations

in the United States.

*'We, therefore, the missionaries of the International and

(Interdenominational) Missionary Union in annual meeting assem-

bled at Clifton Springs, New York, do earnestly request all

our missionary secretaries in the United States of America to

petition the government at Washington to redress the wrongs

inflicted upon the Chinese, and to establish and to seek to foster

the most friendly relations with our great neighbor."

APPEAL TO THE CHURCHES.

"The International Missionary Union

To the Churches which they represent.

Greeting :

—

" We, members of the ' International Missionary Union,' on

behalf of the several missionary fields from which we have come,

and in the name of our brethren now laboring in those fields, and

of our former associates who have fallen at their posts ; and,

above all, in the name of our Blessed Lord, who has commissioned

the Church to disciple all nations, make this appeal to the

Churches which we represent,
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" We have fallen upon a time of great privileges and responsi-

bilities. The prayer of the Church that God would open the world
to Christian eftbrt, implied a pledge and promise on the part of the

Church to perform licr duty as the way might be opened.

"At the present time, world-wide opi^rtunities, and the

possession by the Church of men and means ad(!quate to world-wide
efforts, give to our Lord's command to evangelize the nations an
emphasis and urgency hitherto unparalleled. Ordinary consistency

and sincerity, as well as loyalty to Christ
; gratitude for our dis-

tinguishing mercies; compassion for the many millions of God's
lost children ; a sense of personal indebtedness to them ; and the

fear of incurring God's displeasure and the withdrawal of His
Spirit from our Home Churches by neglect or delay in the discharge

of present duty, cons})ire to awaken us to immediate action, and to

such action as shall, in some good degree, be commensurate with

our obligations.
" We therefore request and beseech all pastors and teachers to

seek by the prayerful study of Goil's word, and a familiar acquaint-

ance with the condition and needs of heathen nations, to know more
of God's will, and our duty with reference to the world's evangel-

ization, and to teach those under their influence the relations to

the whole world, which are necessarily implied in Christian disciple-

ship, and the privileges and duties growing out of those relations.

" We would call upon all God's people, especially those who are

rich in this world's goods, to give freely of their substance for the

enlargement and generous support of every department of missionary

work.

"We recognize with devout gratitude to God the work for

foreign missions which has been accomplished by Woman's Mission-

ary Societies, The Student Volunteer Movement, Young Men's

Christian Associations, and Christian Endeavor Societies, and

similar organizations ; and we would urge all Christians to unite

with us in the prayer that these organizations may be still more

abundantly blessed and used of God for the advancement of His

cause in the future.

" Finally, with a full conviction and realization of the utter

uselessness of all human efforts, and pecuniary gifts, without God's

presence and aid, we would call upon all God's people to unite in

earnest prayer that the Holy Spirit may be poured out on all

nations ; that the Lord of the harvest may choose and send forth

from Christian lands, and from converts in unevangelizcd lands,

many laborers into His harvest, and that His kingdom may come

and His will be done on earth as it is in heaven."

CORKESFONDKMT.
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The Mandmn Executive Committee.

<^MMBDIATELY after the adjournment of the Conference a

<3> meeting was held of such members of the Committee as were

then present in Shanghai. Rev. F. W. Bailer was chosen perma-

nent secretary. A free consultation was held with reference to

proposed translators, but no formal action was taken, save that a

unanimous wish was expressed that Dr. Griffith John would serve

as one of the translators, and Mr. Hill was appointed to consult

with him on the subject. It was agreed that some time should be

given for the members to take the advice of others, and to corre-

spond with each other before a formal vote should be taken.

In September a vote was called by the Chairman for seven

translators (or revisers), which resulted in the election of Dr.

Blodgett, Dr. John, Dr. Mateer, Rev. G. Owen and Rev. C. Goodrich.

In the case of the other two, there was no election. These brethren

were informed of their election, and all accepted, save Dr. John, who,

after holding the matter under consideration for a considerable

time, finally felt constrained to decline. In the meantime another

vote had been taken for the two remaining translators, resulting in

the election of Rev. J. R. Hykes and Rev. J. Maclntyre. Mr.

Hykes accepted, but Mr. Maclntyre felt constrained by imperative

reasons to decline.

After some delay given to correspondence, a vote was called

for two men to take the places of Dr. John and Mr. Mclntyre.

The result was the election of Rev. F. W. Bailer and Rev. J.

Bramfltt. Mr. Bramfitt accepted, but Mr. Bailer, on account of the

pressure of previous engagements, felt compelled to decline.

A final vote was then taken for one to fill the place of Mr.

Bailer. This vote resulted in the choice of Dr. J. L. Nevius. It is

hoped that Dr. Nevius will accept, though being in the United

States he has not yet been heard from. Thus the whole company

of translators consists of Messrs. Blodgett, Mateer, Owen, Goodrich,

Hykes, Bramfitt and Nevius. Bishop Schereschewsky has also been

invited to act as a corresponding member of the corps of translators.

In these elections the Committee have tried to conform as far

as possible to all the important conditions of the case. The first

and most essential condition, of course, is attainments in Mandarin

and in general scholarship ; the next in importance is a proper dis-

tribution with respect to the Mandarin dialects. Northern, Central

and Southern ; the third, different denominations ; and lastly,

different nationalities. The first three conditions are, we believe,

well met ; the fourth nob so well. Inasmuch as three EuglisUmeu
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successively declined (as above) it was found impossible to fulfill

this condition, without sacrificing tho other and more important

ones. Thi^ condition is regarded as relatively/ unimportant, inas-

much as nationality has in point of fact nothing at all to do with tho

work before the translators.

In view of all the circumstances, tiie Executive Committee feel

fully justified in the selection they have made, and trust that such

will be tho verdict of the missionary body.

We are happy to report that the translators elect have already

organized for work by electing Dr. Blodget Chairman and Mr.

Hykes secretary. They have also divided the New Testament into

portions and assigned them to the several members, and some at

least of them ai'e already at work.

It should be added that shortly after tho Conference Dr. Faber

sent in his resignation as a member of the Committee, devolving

the choice of a successor on the Committee. The first vote taken

was indecisive, the second vote resulted in the choice of Rev. A.

G. Jones. Mr. .Jones, though in hearty sympathy with the enter-

prise, felt constrained for special reasons to decline. A third vote

was then taken, resulting in the choice of Rev. J. Innocent, who has

accepted the trust, and is now a member of the Committee.

F. W. Baller, C. W. Mateer,
Sec. Chairman.

To the Translators elect on the High Wen-li, Easy Wen-li a)id

Mandarin Ve7'sions of the Scriptiwes in Chinese,

Dear Brethren : In response to the circular sent round to you by
Dr. Mateer, it now at length appears that a clear majority are in

favor of a preliminary meeting; also, we have now received notice

from Dr. Wright, by letter, that the B. & F. B. S. have definitely

appropriated £200 for the expenses of such meeting, which will be
amply sufficient. We have carefully considered all the circumstances,

as well as the replies received to the aforesaid circular, and have

decided that November 18th will be the best time, and Shanghai

the best place, for such meeting. We do, therefore, hereby call for a

meeting of all the translators elect in Shanghai, Wednesday Novem-
ber 18th, at 10 o'clock a.m., at the house of Dr. Allen.

Yours fraternally,

Chairman of High Wln-U Ex. Com.—Ernest Faber.

„ „ Easy „ • „ „ T. Bryson.

„ „ Mandarin „ „ C. W. Mateer.
Acting General Secretary. Y. J. Allen.

Tengchow, September 10th, 1801.
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Riots in China.

<7KHERE has been so much written and said about the riots in China

^^ that it seems almost an imposition for one to ask space for

anything more. Nevertheless, I shall venture to add a few lines to

what has already been written.

Many suggestions have been offered as to the cause of these

riots and the object in view.

I wish to begin my letter by saying that the riots are carried

on by a well-organized band, and not by the local element, as has

been suggested by some writers. As a proof of this I call attention

to the recent riot that occurred at Nanking. Placards (that are said

by the Chinese to have been written in Wuhu) were posted up,

saying that within ten days the foreign property would be destroyed.

The ten days from time of posting up (I find by referring to ray

diary) would bring the time down to the 25th of May. That very day

the riot actuallj'' occurred. We had later rumors that the riot would

occur on Wednesday, the 27th, and were not looking for it until the

latter date. Some say our sending the women and children away

hastened the riot. Those thus speaking show themselves to be

wholly ignorant of the situation. The sending of the women and

children away had nothing to do with it. It was not arranged for

the women to go away until 5 p.m. on Sunday. Monday, by 8 a.m.,

they were all out of the city. The attack was made in five different

parts of the city at the same time ; by 9 o'clock on the same day the

women left the city. At one compound the crowd had begun to

gather even earlier than 8 o'clock. As early as 8 o'clock people

were coming in the south gate of the city, fully three miles from the

nearest foreign residence, yelling ^ '^ ^, Fah Yang Tsia, la a

town some five miles from Nanking it was known that an attack

was to be made on the foreigners. Many of the citizens of that

place, as well as many who had come there the evening before in

boats, left there by daylight and came into the city to be at the

riot. All this goes to prove that the thing was thoroughly planned

and well known. The officials themselves knew it, for on Sunday
night at one o'clock a military official, with some soldiers, was

around the hospital and my house, looking to see if any one was

astir. I enquired of him what he was doing there at that time of the

night ? He replied, *' Many bad men had come down from Wuhu
and were in the city, and he was afraid they might be around

doing mischief." Thus you see that the women and children

leaving the city had nothing to do with hastening on the riot.
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Immediately following the riot here, the writer, in company
with another member of the community, met quite a number of

men who were amonjj the leaders in the assault, on their way to

Chinkiang and Lau-yaiig. They were Iluuaii raeu and had como
from Wuhu to Nanking.

There are many causes for these riots. I wish to call attention

to one or two of them.

I have asked quite a number of the soldiers, as well as some
of the military officials, why there was so much dissatisfaction

with the dynasty. They replic.d because of the bad treatment of

the many for the benefit of tho few. They claim that the discharg-

ing of so many of tho soldiers is that the government may have

more funds for the support of the Manchus. Those who suffer

most by this are the Hunanites, hence so much diMsatisfactioQ

in Hunan with the government. In visiting one of the largest

forts at this place, while in conversation with the commander, I

asked what he thought of the prospect for peace. He replied

that " peace of no long duration could be until a change was

made in the dynasty; the people were dissatisfied in having

the few rule the many. I, however, am in favor of the government."

I further asked if the people are dissatisfied with the government,

why this hatred of foreigners and attacks on their homes ? Ho
replied that " the attacks on foreign property was in order to

make the government suffer in having to pay for property de-

stroyed. As to hatred of the foreigners, this exists only with the

few, not with the masses." I enquired, " Why this feeling of supe-

riority that exists among them, when they are so ready to exchange

80 many of their old ways for the new ? You now use foreign

gju U-boats and implements of war, our telegraph, steamers and
many foreign goods in preference to your own ; by this you

acknowledge that the foreigners are in the lead." He replied, " In

these things you mention we acknowledge that your countries lead

us, but as to Imperial dignity we are superior. We send our

ministers to foreign countries; they are received in person by
your rulers

;
your ministers come to our country and are only

received by our statesmen, and never by the Emperor, and your

governments are satisfied. Thus your rulers acknowledge that our

ministers are their equals while our Emperor looks on your ministers

as inferiors. This is why the officials and literati feel superior to

your Western people." I confess I felt ashamed, and was forced to

acknowledge that the Western governments were responsible for

the feeling of contempt for the foreigners.

But why so much of this ill-feeling confined to Hunan ? It is

simply because she has beeu left to herself so luug that she has
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become dissatisfied witli herself and otbers. Loneliness breeds

dissatisfaction. Places of seclusion never were intended for honest

men, but for criminals and wild beasts. Seclusion breeds ignorance,

ignorance hatred, hatred savagery. Canabalism reigned in Fiji

until she came in contact with other nations and Christianity. The

wild 'beast is ready to tear in shreds anything that intrudes his

jungle. Christian nations, believing in the " Fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man," owe it to China that they open up this

entire land to commerce and make it possible for people of every

nation to live anywhere within her borders with perfect safety.

China will seriously object to this and feel that she is being

ruined by such intrusion. But before many years have passed,

many of her sons and daughters will rise up to bless the day that

Christian nations opened their eyes to commerce and true civiliza-

tion. Until this is done, we may expect that riots will continue to

occur in China.

D. W. N.

Nanking, Sept., 1891.

TransMion from the "King Sz Yen." Book III

Foreign Affairs. Chap. 11.

The Gradual Entrance of Disturbing Influences into China

{From ^ $6 W 4'-)

BY REV. D. L, ANDERSON.

HE Western quarter of Syria, which is a country situated in

the Western part of the continent of Asia, was the place of

the incarnation of the Loi-d of Heaven. This Lord of Heaven is

the same as Jesus. The name translated means the Saviour of

the world. He was born in the time of the Western Han dynasty,

in the eighth year of the Emperor Ngai Ti. In all He was on earth

thirty-three years, proclaiming His doctrines. The men of India en-

tirely turned to Him, and thence His teaching, spreading Westward,

entered the country of Syria (Ta Tsin,) thence the people of the

continent of Europe all came to reverence Him. So that all the

countries of the great West reckon their years from the birthday

of the Lord of Heaven, and do not each have a method peculiar

to themselves.
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At first the people of the West followed the teachings of Sak-
yamuni. Six hundred years after the Buddha was cut off, Jesus
was born. He reckoned the first, the most important business

of man on earth was to reverence Heaven. In searching out the

first ancestor, he ascended the misty paths of chaos. He divided

the character
-f*, in order to adjust the four quarters, and harmoniz-

ing the subtle properties of the four elements,—air, water, fire,

earth,—he created all things. He taught that besides Heaven,
there is no god. Therefore no images, no idolatrous worship.

Whosoever erects a temple, or sets up a tablet and worships, pre-

senting sacrificial animals and wine, making use of drums and music

to extol the name of any god, is violating the rule of right. Jesus

regarded Heaven as his Father, and styled himself the Son of

God. Leaving the world He became immortal. He suffered a sub-

stitute for all living (all men) that might save all ages. Because
of his death, peoples of the West style Him Lord of Heaven. But
before the Tang dynasty He was not heard of in China. In the time

of T'ai Tsung (A.D. 627-650) a prominent man of (Ta Tsin,) Syria,

named 0-lu-pen, came from a distance, bringing books and
imnges which he presented to the Emperor, when T'ai Tsung ordered

built the Ta Tsin monastery to accommodate twenty-one monks.

After seven reigns, in the second year of TSh Tsung (A.D. 782), a
jnonk of the Ta Tsin monastery. King Ling, erected a tablet and
inscribed thereon the history of the Brilliant Sect in China. After

scholars regard this as the first entrance of the flood of Tloman
Catholicism into China. But their classics in twenty-seven vols.,

which they presented, cannot be considered as proof. Yet the

image that they presented was of the Three-one wonderful Being,

even the uncreated, True Lord, Elohira. They also had the

Three-one separated Being, whom the Brilliant Sect reverenced as

Messiah, who is the Mother of the Three-one wonderful Being,

for the tablet says, " That a virgin brought forth the Holy Oue
in Ta Tsin."

At this same time there were in China three barbarian sects,—

the Ta Tsin (Nestorian), the Hi (Persian), the i\leh-ni (Manichaens).

They may be explained thus : The Syrian (Ta Tsing) is called after

the name of their country ; the Ormus (Hieu Zeng), after the

god they worship. As to Meh-ni, she was a woman of the West
who came to China. The three sects all have their origin in foreign

lands. Again, Hien Zeng is also known as Lord of Heaven.

That is, the men of the West (Roman Catholics) have artfully

borrowed this term, so as to appropriate the Hien Zeng records

in China as their own, and thus add to theirs more than a

thousand years.
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After the Ta Tsin sect with books and images had already

come East, the Heavenly Sect had their origin in Arabia in Western

India, The chief of this sect was called Mohammed. He was

born 600 years after Jesus, and died in the 14th year of Kai Wong,

of the Dzi dynasty (A. D. 595.) Up to the time of the Tang

dynasty (A. D. 618) his followers increased daily; when the

Ouigor Tartars, while bringing tribute ro the throne, also brought

Nao-ni (the same as Meh-ni) with them to the capital, and secretly

erected dwellings for themselves and a place of worship. The

throne could not forbid them. This sect broke up (shattered) that

of Ta Tsin, therefore as the Mohammedans advanced the sect of

Ta Tsin was destroyed. During and since the time of the Sung
(A. D. 960) and Yuen (A. D. 1206) dynasties they have not beea

heard of.

In the 9th year of Va Lih, of the Ming dynasty (A. D. 1582),

a man from the Great Western Ocean, an Italian named Mattheo

Ricci, came over the sea ninety thousand // to Kwang-tung.

After twenty years, he for the first time went up to the capital,

and the eunuch Ma Dong took the things that he brought

and presented them direct to the throne. Among the things

that he brought as tribute were the pictures of the Lord

of Heaven and the Lord of Heaven's Mother. He also

brought certain miraculous bones, and many other like things.

The Board of Rites memorialized the throne, saying, " He styles

himself a man of the Great Western Ocean, yet in the collected

records of the dynasty there is no such name, and we cannot tell

whether he be true or false. He has, moreover, been in the country

for twenty years, and just now comes forward to present his tribute,

—

this is not after the manner of those who come from distant

countries presenting treasures,—seeking to establish good relations.

Moreover, the pictures that he brings of the Lord of Heaven and

the Lord of Heaven's Mother, do not agree with the Classics. And
as to the miraculous bones, and such like other things that he

brings, they are what Han Ven-kung, of the Tang dynasty, calls

* hurtful and corrupting,' and he also says that such ' ought not to

enter the forbidden palace.' How much more then things of this

sort, that have never come to the Board for examination, but were

presented directly to the throne. This was a stupid blunder of a

palace officer and a crime of your ministers' destruction of their

office : the fault of neither should be passed over. After receiving

Your Majesty's command to appear before the Board for examina-

tion, still he did not come, but secreted himself in a monastery.

Your ministers cannot tell his purpose. We recommend that the

accustomed hat and girdle be giveu him, and that he be returned
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to his own country, and not be allowed to live secretly in the two

capitals and have intercourse with the Chinese, aud so stir up

strange things." There was no answer to this. The Dmperor

judged that Mattheo Ricci had, with good intent, come from his

distant country; so he assigned him a dwelling, made full provision

for him, giving him libenil gifts, utterly refusing to dismiss him.

Moreover, the courtiers from the highest to the lowest all honored

this man. Ricci dwelt in peace, continuing here for a long time.

He finally died in a house in the capital.

From the time of Mattheo Ricci's coming East, his disciples

continuously arriving, daily increased in number. Just at this

time the chief of the Astronomical Board made a great mistake

in calculating the time of an eclipse of the sun. Upoji which one of

the Astronomical Secretaries, Tsen Tsz-nu, petitioned, saying,

*' The men who have come from the Great Western Ocean, reforming

men, Pantoja, Sebastin de Ursis aud their fellows, thoroughly under-

stand the rules of astronomy, and the astronomical books that

they have brought far surpass those of China. May it please your

Majesty to order that beginning with the first reign of the present

(Ming) dynasty, the calendar be constructed after the Arabian

method, and that Pantoja and his companions be allowed to

enter the office and work out the problem." Thus it was that the

men of the West entered China under the pretence of making as-

tronomical calculations, while they secretly propagated the tenets

of the Roman Catholic sect.

There was one Alphonso Vagnani who dwelt at Nankin, and,

by means of the Roman Catholic teachings, diligently corrupted

the multitude. From the high officials to the lowest of the people,

certain were persuaded by hira. The Senior Secretary of the Board

of Rites, ^ JSi J^, Dzi Su-ku, hated him. And as Vagnani's dis-

ciples boasted that their country, customs, peoples and things,

greatly surpassed those of China, Dzi Su-ku summoned two of

them, and giving them writing materials, commanded each of them

to write down what he remembered of his own land, etc. Having

done so, as their papers did not at all agree, ho thus silenced the

leading disputants.

Ill the 44th year of Vak Lih (A. D. 1617), the Vice-president

of the Board of Rites, \^ j^t. Sen Choh, the Ceusor ^ "5^ i?' Yin

Ven-hwa and othei'S agreed in presenting a memorial to the

throne, petitioning to cut off these evil teachings that were corrupt-

ing the multitude. They, moreover, doubted whether these men
were truly from Fi-ance as they claimed, and begged that they

be quickly sent away. Another Censor, ^ ^ ^, Yu Men-tsz, also

petitioned, saying, " From the time of Mattheo Ricci's coming
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East, the Roman Catholic sect have been constantly in China. There

is at Nanking Alphonso Vagnani, Emanuel Diaz, and others, who
have zealously corrupted the people, not far short of 10,000 men.

On the first and fifteenth of each month they assemble for worship,

bringing together about 1,000 people. Now there are certainly laws

forbidding intercourse with foreigners, and also the following

of strange doctrines, yet these publicly assemble at nightfall and

disperse at daybreak. They are all one with the 'White Lily'

and 'Do Nothing' sects. Moreover, they have constant inter-

course and plottings with the foreigners at -^ |^, Hao-king and

in Kwang-tung, and the officials of those parts do not prohibit

it. Of what effect is the Imperial prohibitory law ?
"

The Emperor listened to these words, and in the 12th moon of

the same year (1617), he fcrr the first time ordered Vagnani, Pantoja

and their fellows, all to go to Canton, allowing them to return to

their own country. A long time after this order, they still had not

left their several places, and the officials did not compel them to go.

In the 4th moon of the 46th year of Vah Lih (1619), Pantoja and his

fellows memorialized the throne as follows :
" We and our former com-

panion Mattheo Ricci,—in all over ten men,—crossed the seas 10,000

H, to see the glory of this exalted country, and have gratefully received

the Emperor's bounty for seventeen years. Recently the officials of

the two capitals have wrongfully accused us, and have plotted to cast

us out of the empire. Your servants' inward thought has only been to

zealously regulate our conduct in the right way, and reverence and

serve the Lord ot Heaven. Is there anything like evil plotting ia

this? Can we dare condescend to evil things? Only your Majesty

condescends to pity us, allowing us to await a favorable wind to

return to our own country. If we are compelled to dwell on the

islands, then men will be the more doubtful of us. We beg that

the officials of the Boards in and about Nanking be ordered not to

trouble us." There was no answer. Then, very much displeased,

they went West. But after a little while Vagnani, changing hi3

name, returned to Nanking and propagated his doctrines as before.

The Imperial magistrates could not bring him to trial.

[The above is copied from the official records of the Ming dynasty].

(To he co7itinued).
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Lettkr from San Francisco.

To the Edltur of
" The Chinesk Rkcordkr."

Dear Sir: I enclose a slip contain-

ing an account of the sadden death
of Rev. W. J. White, of the
American Presbyterian Mission,
North, Macao. Mr. White visited

Not-th China a few years ago, in

connection with the meeting of tlie

Synod of China, and I then became
well acquainted with him. He was
an excellent worker, consecrated,

.self-denying, and his loss will be
deeply felt by onr Southern China
Mission.

Oar trip across the Pacific in the
Empress of Japan was a qnick and
pleasant one, and, barring a few dis-

comforts consequent on overcrowd-
ing, was all that could be expected.
From Vancouver to San Francisco,

through Pugefc Sound and via
Portland, Oregon, was most delight-

ful. At Portland we spent five

days with Rev. W. S. Holt and
family, formerly of China. They
are doing a most excellent work
among the Chinese of that city,

and have instituted work in other
parts of the state. I also met Rev.
A. Sickafoose, whom many will

remember as being present at the

Conference of 1890.

Here in California, while there

is a strong anti-Chinese feeling

among people in general, yet I Iiave

met with only the most kind and
cordial reception from Christian

people and Churches.
Meanwhile, the Chinese who are

in America are fattening off the dis-

sensions of politicians and demand-
ing ever increasing wages, so that

there is no longer such a thing as

"Chinese cheap labor." A dollar

a dozen for washing and a dollar

and a half a day for work, or forty

dollars a month as cook, constitute

a small paradise for the Chinaman.

Despite the laws of exclusion and
the watchful eye of Oustoms
officials, there are still new comers.
On the steamer which brought U8
to Vancouver there were over three
hundred, most of whom will doubt-
less gradually percolate through
Canada into the United States.

Dr. Happer passed through San
Francisco, on his way home, some
two weeks ago, but not being in

the city, T missed .seeing him.
Dr. A. W. Loomis, a missionary

of the Presbyterian Board, formerly
in China, but for many years labor-
ing among theChinese in California,

passed away a few days ago. And
so another veteran has gone.

G. F. Fitch.

July 29th, 1891.

INFORMATION WANTED.

To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recordkr."

Dkar Sir : About two months ago
I ventured to send a brief, and I
believe courteously worded, letter

to The Recokder, asking for
information upon the proposed
version and aTinotation schemes
of the late Conference. It is

with some degree of surprise
that I observe the absence of my
note from the last issue of the
magazine. Seeing that it dealt with
a subject of paramount interest, it

is not easy to understand why it

was not allowed to appear. The
fact that missionaries reside in the
far interior is scarcely a sufHcieut

reason for supposing that they are

not interested in and have no busi-

ness with, say, versions and anno-
tations. Nor should their absence
from Shanghai or other coast ports

be deemed sufficient justification

for the editorial suppression of a
letter which contained nothing but
a perfectly legitimate inquiry upon
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a topic of general interest. Inland

workers are watching with keen

concern for information that will

enable them to decide upon a

definite course of action with ref-

erence to these absorbing fnatters.

When there may be some whose

faith in the ultimate success of tlie

schemes in question is not and

never has been great, there can be

none to whom a short report of

progress at stated intervals would

come as an unwelcome thing. Con-

siderably more than a year has

elapsed since Conference dissolved
;

and, so far as I am aware, not

an echo of what has been done by
the Translation and Annotation

Committees has reached the rank

and file of missionaries. May I,

therefore, once more respectfully

solicit through Thr RECORDKBsome
kind of authoritative intimatioji of

what has been, or what is being

accomplished by tliese equally im-

portant committees.

J. Wallace Wilson.

Chung-king, 6th An</ust, 1891.

Note.—It should be remembered that

no one has the right to demand the pub-

lication of a letter or communication of

any sort, except where personal injustice

has been done. In the exercise of our
editorial right we judged it not well to

publish a series of letters of inquiry upon
a single point, as we were beimj callcMl on
to do ; but, to satisfy our friend Mr.
Wilson and others who might be inter-

ested, we were at some pains to procure

the information sought, which was con-
veyed to the missionary public imder
"Editorial Comment" for March, June
and July. Wc shall take pleasure in

imparting further information as the

work of organizing Annotation and Re-

vision proceeds.

—

Editor.

CONTRIBDTIONS BY NATIVE

CHRISTIANS.

To the Editor of

"Thk Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir : T .see in the July No. of

"The Missionary Reviero of the

World" the statement from Dr.
Gordon, of Boston, that last year

the Chinese Christians gave more

than one dollar each to missions

where the hillionaire Protestant

Church of America gave less than

twenty-five cents each. I tliought,

" is that strictly true ?" Dr. G. had
the reports of Shanghai Conference

and other statistics, by which I sup-

pose he could justify himself. I

see under the column of "Contri-

butions by Native Christians" in

Conference Records the total is

§36,884.54 Will some one who
can, answer a few questions regard-

ing tliese contributions ? Are the

contributions of missionaries gener-

ally included ? I know that such

is the case in some instances.

Exactly what does this column
include? For instance, where a
student pays his own expenses at

a mission school, would this be
counted a contribution by native

Christians ? In what directions

was the amount reported principally

expended ? I see that 94 Cliurclies

are reported self-supporting, 22 half

so and 27 one-fourth so, equal

to 112 self-supporting Churches.
Allowing to each $150 on an
average, that takes 316,800, leaving

.1?20,084.54 for outside purposes.

If this sliould be expended in build-

ing chapels at $200 each, it would
build 100 chapels for the year.

It seems to me there must be some
mistake about the reported figures

in this column.

Is it nfact that the poor Chinese
Cliristians are so very much ahead
of all home Christians in giving?
Do the missionaries do full justice

either to them or the home people

in making this impression by
I'eporting much of the gifts of mis-

sionaries as contributed by natives ?

Should we not have a different

heading for this column ? Granted
that the $36,884.54 was all con-

tributed by native Christians, what
proportion of the amount paid

directly to or for them, not includ-

ing any of the necessary expenses

of missionaries, would this amount
be?
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I ask the above questions, be-

oauae it seems to me that tbe

colamn referred to needs some
amendments, and because I think

we ouglit to give fads fully and
clearly in our tables to be sent out

to the world.

I shall be grateful for any
information that any brother will

furnish for the public on this

subject.

G. P. BOSTICK.

Tdnq-chow Fu, 21«< Aiigust, 1891.

Proposed Monthly Notk on Daily

Rbadinos of the Childrbn's

Scripture Union.

18 Peking Road,

Shanghai, Sejit. 227id, 1891.

Dear Sir: I am anxious to obtain

the opinion of fellow-workers in

China as to the advisability of print,

ing a monthly sheet containing notes
of the daily readings published
by tlie Children's Scripture Union.
As most of the missionaries in

China know, the late Mr. Dalziel

was Honorary Secretary for the

Chinese branch of the Children's

Special Service Mission with which
the Children's Scripture Union
is connected. For several years

he had the annual lists of daily

readings printed in Chinese, and
through the kind help of mis-

sionary friends, a considerable

number of Chinese have become
members of the Union. It occurred

to Mr. D. S. ^Murray, who since

Mr. Dalziel'a death han acted as

inferi'm secretary, and kindly pre-

pared the Chinese liuts of readings,

that monthly notes on the subjects

to be read might bo prepared and
printed ain advance. To his sug-

gestion on the subject, Mr. T. B.

Bishop, Honorary Secretary of C
S. S. M. writes :

—

" I am quite sure that the short

notes that we publish in England
on the Scripture Union portions in

Our Own Magazine are very helpful

to naauy, but something a little

different in style would be neces-

sary for China. Short and simple
daily explanations to accompany
the daily readings would, I feel

sure, be very valuable."

So as to minimise expense it

might be advisable, if possible, to

print the notes in .some of the ex-
isting monthlies and separate copies
could be printed from the type or
stereoplate.

We are all one as to the results

in the way of developing and deep,
ening of spiritual life in ourselves
and our Chinese brethren and sisters

from the regular, intelligent and
prayerful study of God's word,
and we wish to leave no hopeful
sensible effort unattempted, which
would promote this end.

Any suggestions as to the advis-
ability, or otherwise, of this under-
taking, will be welcomed by

Yours sincerely,

Gilbkrt McIktosh,
Hon. Secy., Chinese Branch of the C. S. V,

ditr |0oK ^ixhk.

MM >\j> M (T'ung Mang Hsiu Suan.)
Mental Arithmetic. By P'au Cheu.
13 cts. for complete vol., 6 cts. for 20
leKsoiis separate. American Board
Press, Peking. 1891.

The author of this excellent work
was for six years a teacher in the

Preparatory Department of what
is now the Peking University of

the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Tbe foreign paper, open page and

clear type of this edition should
make the study as easy and attract-

ive as possible. For convenience
of primary and country schools,

the first twenty lessons, comprising
Addition, Subtraction, Multipli-

cation and Division, are issued

in a separate volume. The text,

book is already in considerable

demand.
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John Kenneth Mackenzie, Medical Mission-

ary to China. By Mrs. Bryson, London
Missionary to China, Tientsin : author

of "Child Life in Chinese Homes,"
etc. With Portrait. London : Hodder
and Stoughton, 27 Paternoster Row.
1891.

The publishers have givmi to the

public a volume of 404 pages, print-

ed in clear type on a good quality

of paper, and which is in every

way a credit to the printer's

art. The author has written

in an easy, flowing style. It is

gratifying to note that the popular

demand has been such that this first

edition was exhausted within a few

weeks of its publication. One reads

on, page after page, without any

lagging of interest. Dr. Mackenzie's

life was, in many respects, a model.

Fervor and spirituality character-

ized his religious experience, and

as a missionary physician he stead-

ily kept in view the one cherish-

ed object of bringing recovery and
health both to the souls and bodies

of men. Writing of his work in

Hankow, he says :

—

" My great aim is to make the

hospital a means of proclaiming

the Gospel and reaching the hearts

of the people through kindness and
whatever benefits medically one

can give them."

This brief extract from his jour-

nal affords a suggestive glimpse

of the man :

—

" I make every serious operation

a subject for prayer, and I am
thankful to God that no death has

occurred even after the most se-

vere operations."

He won success and achieved

distinction in North China. We
take the opportunity of recording

in this journal an authentic ac-

count of the incident by which he
became known to the outside world.

Li Hung-chang, on the advice of

a member of the English Legation,

had reluctantly sent for Doctors

Irwin and Mackenzie to attend

Lady Li, who was thought to be

dying. Accompanied by the Vice-

roy's private secretary, Mr. Peth-

ick, they at once rode up to the

yamen.
" After an interview with His

Excellency, who is deeply attached

to his wife, and in her serious

illness had practically suspended

all public business, they were

conducted into the inner apart-

ments, and there saw the sick lady.

This, to Western ideas, would be

considered a very natural and
ordinary occurrence ; but according

to Chinese notions it was a very

extraordinary proceeding. ' Three

years ago', writes Dr. Mackenzie,
' while in Hankow, I was called

in to attend a sick lady, tlie wife

of a merchant, but was not allowed

to see her face. A hole was made
in a curtain, through which her

arm was protruded, that I might

examine her pulse and so diagnose

the disease. In this case we two

foreign doctors had free permission

to examine and question our pa-

tient, who was the wife of the

leading Viceroy of the empire.*

"They found the lady very ill—in

a most critical condition, and at first

did not seem to have been hopeful

of a successful issue.

"It was necessary for Dr. Mac-
kenzie to come down to the settle-

ment for medicines, and upon his

return home he found a number of

Christian natives in his colleague's

study, earnestly talking over the

wonderful event of the day. ' What
chance was there of Lady Li's

recovery ? ' was the eager enquiry

from all ; but the doctor could

give no very hopeful reply. ' She
is very ill ; I fear there is not
much hope,' he said, ' but you must
just keep on praying.'

" He returned to his illustrious

patient and remained in the yamen
all night, to enable the Viceroy,

whose anxiety was now somewhat
allayed, to get some needed sleep.

* We were in close attendance, see-

ing our patient twice a day for six

days,' writes the doctor, ' when, by
the mercy of God, the lady was,

humanly speaking, out of danger.'
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*' Dr. ^[aekenzio's colleague well

reraombers how, on his rotaru from

the yani(^ii, in reply to hia interested

enquiries about the case, he replied,

' Yes, she is recovering, she will do

well now ; but it is the result of

no skill of mine, it is just God
answering our prayers !

'

" ' It became necessary for the

patient's complete restoration to

health,' continues the doctor, 'to

adopt a certain line of treatment,

which, according to Chinese eti-

quette, could only be carried out

by a lady. We therefore informed

the Viceroy that at Peking (two

days' journey off) there was an

American lady doctor working in

connection with the Methodist

Episcopal Mission, Miss Howard,

M.D., and enquired if there would

be any objection to a foreign lady

carrying out our suggested treat-

ment. 'None whatever!' was his

reply.'
" That day a special messenger

was despatched to invite Miss Dr.

Howard to come to Tientsin ; the

Viceroy, at the same time, sending

his own steam launch to convey

her from Tung-chow. Apartments

within the Chinese palace were

prepared for her, and here, upon

the lady's arrival, she took up

her abode, remaining in the yamSn

for a month, and was able to

render invaluable assistance in the

case.
" ' If you will try and realize the

conditions of an Eastern city,' writes

the doctor, 'you will quickly

understand that when a great

potentate takes you by the hand

the land is all before yon.'

" ' So we found that in our daily

visits to our noble patient our steps

were thronged with eager sup-

pliants, who, hearing that the

Viceroy's wife was undergoing

medical treatment, sought for relief

from the same source. You know
how a story often grows as it

spreads, and so this case of cure

was being magnified into a miracle

of healing.'"

479

An extract from the doctor's

diary, describing an interview he

had with General, then Colonel,

Gordon, who was on a visit to

North China at the request of his

old comrade-in-arms. Viceroy Li,

to advise upon the difHcultios in

which China was then involved,

will interest the reader.

" During his stay in Tientsin

Colonel Gordon was residing in

' our temple,' in the quarters set

apart for the guests of the Viceroy.

It is very extensive, and has splen-

did accommodation after Chinese

style. Gordon is truly a godly

man, of the rare old Puritan type.

I was greatly delighted and in-

structed by his genial conversation.

He is a Christian soldier, reminding

one of Havelock, and a man of

men. He is looking strong and
hearty, and has a very pleasing

face. Evidently, from his conver-

sation, he is a very earnest student

of the Bible, which was lying on
the table at his side. He spoke

of his own spiritual experience, of

his faith that God would not allow

hiu) to want, and therefore he felt

that he had no right to store up
money or give any anxious thought

to the future. To strengthen my
faith, he informed me that when
he left England he gave to his

brothers all his money, reserving

only £80 for his journey. When
he arrived in India he had with

him only .£9 sterling. When he

resigned his post as secretary

to the Marquis of Ripon, he

had only <£!. He might have

remained at his post for a while,

until he received a portion of his

salary, which would have tided him
over ; but feeling it to be his duty

to resign, he did so, and borrowed

a few pounds to meet incidental

expenses. The day after came a

telegram from Peking, inviting him

to come to China ; and so the

financial difficulty was removed.

When he reached Chefoo, in con-

sequence of a letter he received
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from Sir Robert Hart, he thought

of turning back and going again

to Egypt. However, he finally

decided to come on and see the

Viceroy, at any rate. He preferred

to sleep on board the steamer the

first night, after which he removed
to the T'seng-kung-su, so as not

to implicate any one.

" He also received instructions

from liome, telling him that his

' leave ' was stopped, and that he

must return at once. He, however,

determined to have an interview

with the Viceroy, at which he

asked him plainly, ' Do you want
me ? If you do, I will stay with

you. But are you, with your
military officers, pi-epared to efiect

changes? If not, it is no use ray

staying. For any good to come of

it you must do the work yourselves,

and I will help you.' Gordon said

he liked the Viceroy very much
and the Chinese people generally,

and he thought them very good-

hearted. He said, how little foreign

merchants in China seemed to know
of the Chinese. With reference to

the troubles, which were the cause

of his visit to this country, he

remarked that he had told the

Viceroy if he was really required

he would stay and help them, if

possible, to settle matters quietly.

If, however, war was forced upon
them, he would fight with them to

the last ; all he required was a

coffin and a hole in the ground.

As he was their servant, he should

expect to have his expenses met,

but he desired no other recompense.

He had at once telegraphed home,
resigning his commission.

" While in Africa, in the Soudan,
he was a perfect sovereign. He
had a box in front of his palace,

with a slit in it, and whoever had
a grievance could drop a petition

into this box, which would he
attended to by himself. He spent
all his income upon the people, and
brought nothing away with him.

Since he has been here the Viceroy

has sent him presents and money
;

but he returned everything, except
two boxes of tea. He never had
any doubts upon religious subjects

;

' They were all cleared away now,'
he remarked. He is such a bright,

happy fellow, he makes everybody
love him who comes near him. I

was struck with one thing about
him, and that was, that religion

had become a part of his life. Not
that he uses religious phrases ; I
fancy he has an abomination of
cant, or anything approaching to

it ; but it is natural to him to refer

to spiritual things. You can't help
recognising the sort of man he is."

At length, in the midst of his

remarkably useful career, the cul-

tured, enthusiastic and devout
Mackenzie, " our ' beloved physi-

cian,' " heard the call which sum-
moned him to rest from his

labors, and exclaimed to a colleague

entering his room, «'I think the
Lord is calling me to himself.

What a joy it will be to go to

Him ! What a mercy to be pre-

pared to go."

^ -ft ft ife (Chiu Shih Cheii Ch'uen.)
The Way of Salvation Expounded.
By John Kenneth Mackenzie, M.D.
Published by the Nortli China Tract
Society. 1891.

This well-printed tract of twelve
Chinese pages, px-epared by Dr.
Mackenzie so«ne time before his

death and only just now issued,

was specially intended for the reg-

ular instruction of indoor hospi-

tal patients. It is, however, equal-
ly well adapted to general
circulation among Mandarin-speak-
ing people of the farmer, artisan
and laboring classes. It is written
in simple and easily understood
Kwan Hwa, and in style is

admirably clear.

WAtMn- (Hua Pei Yueh Pao.) North
China Church Times. Vol. I, No. I.

September, 1891. Published by the
North China Tract Society, 30 cents
per copy ; $1 for four copies.

This new periodical is heartily
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welcomed to our table. Designed

for a rapidly growing church

constituency and for a practically

unoccupied (ield, its initial num-
l)er is put forth with much
promise of success. The typogra-

phy is excellent, and " Contents

"

display an attractive list of

subjects. The Executive Committee
announce that the style will be
" Mandarin or the simple Wen-li,

so that any one who is able to

read the New Testament as com-
monly used in tlie churches, will

be able to read this paper with

ease."

Rev. W. T. Hobart has financial

charge, and Rev. William S.

Ament is editor, both of Peking.

Th( China MexUcaJ. Missionary Journal.
Percy Mathews, M.D., LL.D., Editor
and Business Manager. Shanghai

:

Kelly and Walsli, Limited. September,
1891.

The leading feature of this num-
ber is a symposium on " The
Church's Duty in relation to

Medical Missions and the Prin-

ciple upon whicli such Missions

should be conducted." The subject

is ably discussed by competent
writers. Dr. Faber affirms that
" the impression now made is that

China is to be converted not

through native Churches, but by
foreign hospitals." However much
we may disagree with such a claim,

at the same time recognizing the

great value of medical missions, it

Avould seem that the doctor makes
a point worthy of attention when
he expresses a hope that mission

hospitals might be more influen-

tial in the inculcation of sanitary

reform. A practical application

among the Chinese of the principle

th.at "prevention is better than

cure," would elevate the intelligence

of the people and prevent much
suftering. The editor discusses the

criticism of hospital work by
*' Defensio." In reference to the

position of foreigners in this coun-

try and their relations with the

native population, ho says :

—

" As our views are somewhat
different from those already ex-

pressed, either by ' A Chinese ' or

his respondents regarding the

hatred of the Chinese towards
foreigners generally, we disburden

ourselves by stating that we
Ijelieve this hatred exists among all

classes, whether high or low, only

that the latter have not the ability,

influence and understanding of

methods to show it as the former.

The reasons for this feeling are

rooted in deeper soil than in

'preaching, converts, orphanages,

Christian literature,' etc. The iuct

is, there is among the Chinese, as

also among other nations that are

not highly civilized, liberal-minded

and enlightened, a remnant of the

aboriginal feeling that 'every

foreigner must be my enemy,' and
•everything which he does is to

my injury,' prior to anything
which he has done. Then there

is, secondly, afear of foreign power
and strength, whether as individ-

uals or nations, heightened by
their own physical weakness and
want of courage. Oftentimes in

inland towns and villages the

appearance of a foreigner is

enough to make women and chil-

dren take to their heels, and we
have often he^rd mothers stopping

their children's cries by saying,
' Foreigners are coming ! Foreign-

ers are coming !

'

" This normal instinctive feeling

of dislike and hatred is unfortunate-

ly confirmed and aggravated by the

often uncourteous and inconsiderate

conduct of the majority of foreign-

ers at the Treaty Ports, where they

have power and influence. Several

years ago a Penang Chinese, Mr.
Hong Beng-kaw, gave live lectures

in the Asiatic Society Library,

and in his opening one he but

reflected, though we believe ex-

aggeratively, the mind of his

compatriots when he said that
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foreigners are trampling upon the

heads of the Chinese. It is, we
repeat, exaggerated language, but

it contains a truth. There is in

recent years stated to be

an improvement in this respect,

and we thank God for it. The
relationship between the foreign-

ers and the Chinese is thus

under a constant strain ; a little

mishap and a little untoward event

at once bring on overt acts,

especially when the Chinese are

able to a7iiass in time. The firing

of a pistol by the French Consul

in Tientsin, led to the massacre of

the Sisters and two Russians ; the

attempt of the French Council to

cut a road through the Ningpo
Cemetery, led to a general riot,

which would have been disastrous

had foreign force not been on
hand ; the imprudence of a Sikh

in Chinkiang and of a Chinese

policeman in Hankow, brought

about nearly the same calamities.

It would be, in our opinion, impos-

sible to arouse the masses if they

were not predisposed to violence."

POCKET DICTIONARY AND PEKING

STLLABAET.

A Valuable Book,

An almost indispensable requi-

site to a conscienfcioas student of

Chinese colloquial is a good sylla-

bary. In reading, writing or

speaking, he will need continually,

even for years, to refresh his mem-
ory as to the exact form,

pronunciation, tone and pres-

ence or absence of aspirate of

partly familiar characters. This
information it is the province of

a syllabary to furnish infallibly,

with the least possible trouble

and expense of time. In the im-
portant respects of extensiveness

and accuracy, Sir Thomas Wade's
Syllabary, the only one hitherto

to be had for Pekinese, leaves

little to be desired. Two serious

faults, however, have seriously lim-

ited its usefulness. In the first

place, its shape and bulk render it

awkward, even for the desk, and
quite out of the question for the
pocket. It has been quite common,
therefore, for students in the North
to have it copied at considerable
expense on small note paper and
bound up into a small volume,
which becomes thenceforth a con-
stant vade inecum.

Another and perhaps greater fault

of Wade's Syllabary is that while
it gives in profusion the variants
in pronunciation, tone and aspirate,

it furnishes no clue whatever to

the ever recurring question when
they are to be pronounced in this

way and when in that. The only
remedy for this fault yet discover-

ed is the presence of a teacher who
can speak with authority on tones,

rare enough and for the time
rendering a syllabary valueless, or
the laborious consultation of Anglo-
Chinese or native dictionaries,

with still more uncertain results.

But a syllabary is the basis of

a dictionary, and with the concep-
tion of a pocket syllabary, one
must often have wondered why
no competent scholar had made
a pocket syllabary and dictionary
in one, and thus supplied the stu-

dents' present greatest need.
It is a very great pleasure to

know that all this, and more, has
been accomplished by the Rev.
C. Groodrich in his Pocket Dic-
tionary and Peking Syllabary, just
published in Peking. Here in a
few cubic inches, in a form adapt-
ed to the pocket, we have some ten
thousand Chinese characters, with
brief but salient definitions, and
a clear indication by the simplest
possible signs how each character
is used, that is, whether vulgar,
common colloquial, high colloquial
or pure book, very important infor-

mation to the young student.
Then again by the simple intro-

duction of a number after each
character, indicating the page, this
little book becomes a complete
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index to Williams* Dictionarj.
Any ono who knows by oxporience
ilie flifGcuIty of looking up iu

Williams' known characters for rare

meanings or combinations, will

appreciate this happy addition to

the syllabary proper.

One would naturally suppose
that a book containing the sub-
stance of Wade's Syllabary, salient

definition of each character, the

means of determining the proper
pronunciation and tone in the varied
uses of a largo body of variants,

and a complete index of Williams'
Dictionary, would necessarily, like

the ordinary pocket English-
French Dictionary, be in tjpe so

small as to require glasses to read.

This, however, for ordinary eyes is

by uo means, the case. The typog-

raphy, barring a few errors which
have escaped the proof-reader's
detection, is all that can be desired.
A part of the edition has beou
printed on good common white
paper, to be bound in cloth ; another
part has been printed on strong
thin paper, to be bound in flexible

leather. At ono dollar for the
cloth and one and a half for the
leather, which we understand is to
be the price, it is as Anglo-Chinese
books go, a marvel of cheapness.
We strongly advise every student
of Pekinese and mandarin in gene-
ral to possess himself of a copy.
Ue will find that its constant use
will facilitate greatly his reading,
writing and speaking of Chinese.

J. W.
Peking, Aug., ISUI.

^irit0rbl €ammmt
We invite the authort of new pitblica'

tions in Chinese to send us in each instance

the title,—both Chinese and the Englinh

equivalent,—name ofauthor and publisher,

number of pages, and the literary style,

i.e., " Wen.li," " Easy Wen-li," or " Man.

darin." Should there be a general response

to this intimation, an attempt will be

made at the end of the year to print in

The IIecoedkr a complete catalogue of

hooks and publications of every description

that have appeared during the preceding

twelve months. It is believed that an

official list toill be heartily loelcomed by

many workers.

To the friends who have helped us in

providing matter for this journal (and

for tbe information of all) :—Thanks for

jour contributions. Thanks, also, for the

kind words many of you have spoken of

our editorial labors. Will you suffer

the word of exhortation? In preparing

manuscript for our columns, be persuad-

ed of several things. Ist, do not write

on both sides of the same sheet ; 2nd,

never send us manuscript traced with a

lead pencil ; 3rd, avoid carelessness in

writiog proper names and vrord« of a

classic or foreign tongue ; 4th, violate

never the jonrnalistic canon : always send
with your effusion your patronymic—not
necessarily for publication—as we are

not obliged to consider anonymous
communications ; 6th, complain not if

your valued article fails to appear in the

"next number," for if it does not so

appear there is a reason ; 6th, please

accept without murmuring our orthogra-

phy, etc., since writers differ materially,

and we must have a uniform system, at

lenst in the Editorial and MiHsionary

News departments, and it is reasonable

that we be allowed to work the plan

with which we are most familiar and
which is standard in about one-half of

the English-speaking world. We beg to

have it remembered that the labor of

conducting this journal can be no more

than an incident of our life-work. What
is done on our part is wholly an unpaid

service ; and, as but limited and frag-

mentary time is devoted to writing,

proof-reading and general supervision,

the work accomplished can by no
means attain to our own ideal or that of

tbe reader. We need your indulgence

and—careful atteotioa to vur iiw^ints.
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One thing more : Chinese books sent

to us for review, with a few notes of

explanation from tlie aiitlior*. will usually

receive prompt attention ; wliiist those

that come to our Jalile without any such

aid to a reaily understanding of subjects

that can at best receive but brief notice,

are laid aside for a more convenient

season. It may not be amiss to observe in

this connection that occasionally (rarely)

we admit an article that would not pass

muster if material was abundant; and

the aim is to exclude all subjects, how-

ever ably treated, which are likely to

precipitate unprofitable controversy;

the only exception being in favor of

such treatment of pointo at issue as

pursue a golden mean, or give promise

of a just and happy compromise.

Babtholomew LiEGENBALG landed

in India in the year 1706. Within twelve

months from that time, on the death of

the tyrant Moghul Emperor, Aurangzeb,

began a furious scramble for the succes*

sion. Subordinate states struck for

independence, and the bloody strife

continued for half a century, when the

battle of Plassy inaugurated the cam.

paign which was to result in British

supremacy. After another fifty years of

turbulence, the Danish mission having

failed, for evident reasons, to make a

deep impression on the life of India, and

just one hundred years from the coming

of the first missionary, Henry Martin

appeared upon the scene. This man, who
possessed the learning of a pantologist,

the eye of a seer and the zeal of an

Apostle, remained only five years, for

the hour was still unpropitious; yet

here, as elsewhere in Asia, his holy

ardor kindled an interest on behalf of

degraded idolaters that never went out.

Later ou, the East India Company, from
the first animated by greed and virulent

hostility to any expression of Christian

xeal on behalf of a heathen nation, was
compelled to surrender its vast powers

and give place to a firm and just

government. Gradually opportunities for

evangelism were presented, until on every

hand open doors awaited the Go8|>el

message. What do we see now, only
eighty-five years since Martyo reached

"India's coral strand"? Education,

both elementary and higher, exercising

a wide and regnant influence ; the Bible in

every ruling vernacular; the arguments

of religion framed and stated ; myriads

of converts from heathenism gathered into

the fold, and Christianity recognized as

one of the three great religions of India.

Less than a century ago, a man of prayer

and faith, as he observed the proud

representatives of caste-religion, declared

that "the conversion of a Brahman would

be to him a greater miracle than the

raising to life of a dead body "; and yet

large numbers out of different races, out

of every rank and order, are drawn awiiy

from Hinduism and Mohnmtnedanism
info Churclies organized for the higher

service to God and humanity. As much
in the events of modern India as in

historic Europe one may trace the finger

of Providence.

We seem here in China to be on the

eve of social and political changes

involving much of destiny to 350,000,000

of people, and probably to the whole

of central and eastern Asin. Gud is

answering the prayers of (Christendom,

and the time hastens when the knowledge

of the Lord will cover the earth. Let

us not fear, but labor ou in the kingdom
and patience of Jesus.

Lr..Commander Marthon, of the

U. S. steamship Palos, has written a
letter from Kiukiang, published in the

home papers, in which he says that the

natives appear to be troubled wherever

the missionaries happen to be stationed,

—

a statement that indicates how far the

writer had failed to take in the exact

situation in China. He is also at pains

to state that he has yet to meet the first

Chinese Christian. If the gentleman

had been so inclined, be might have
been introduced to a goodly company of

converts at each of the ports on the

Yangtze, where he has been station,

ed. A zealous English-speaking native

preacher recently accompanied a foreiga

Christian worker who held religious

services on board the Palos, in Shanghai

liarhor, and improved the opportunity

by giving a clear testimony of his faith

in Christ. Of course our brave lieuteuaut

was uot there to witaeea the incident.
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William J. Slowan, Western Sccre<

tary for tlm Ntitioiml Bible Society of

Scotland, writiiiK ollicially to Dr. AlU-il

of this city, Buy-* :
" I am hnpi'y to

see ill tlie -lune Uf.coudkr a powerful

viridicutioii of our Mr. Williitia Murray's

system for the bliuil; and siiould ))e (,''**!

if it could ho made knowu that his

friends here associated in a little ' Mission

to the Cliineso lUind,' are jirepartd to

assist to tiic utntost in extending the

knowled»;e and hencfits «)f tiic syMtem, as

tiiey may liave opportunity in Cltina."

Prof. Henuy Dbummond well saya :

•• It is not worth while being religious

unless you are altogether religious."

One migiit at first feel inclined t>)

dispute the at^sertiou ; but let us consider

what will be tlie practical outcome when

wo cease " playing at religion " ami allow

it to saturate us. When a man seeks

first the kingdom of God and Hi^ right-

eousncs-s he is put in right relations with

himself and the world about hmi. No

experience like that which is vouchsafed

to a consecrated life: no succesis like

that which conies to a Christian worker

who, no longer seekimr secoo'lly the

kingdom of God, gives higlie!<t place to

Him in the alTectlons and puts foremost

in all his plans the isalvation of a lost

world. ''The great desideratum of the

present day is not more Cliristianf, but

a better brnnd of Christians." And we

in:iy add : the supreme need of the hour

ill China as a mission field i*, not "more

men," but, in every tiensc, yet more

esjiecially in a higli spiritual sense,

*^more Diaii."

It is said that the population of China

increases at the rate of four millions n

year-, or forty millions, as much as all

the Germans, every ti-n yeari*. As the

peop'e are already about as poor as they

can be and live, this steaily increment

of population means a perpi-tutd menace

of death by starvati'ii to millions of

human being.'*. There is no help in the

inaiidiirinism of China; none in any of

the ninterial forms of civilizilion in this

country. And yet vast stores of natural

wciilth, buried out oi sight in the soil of

Eastern Asia, await development. New

iudustries, and indetiuitc expansiou of

old onc«, ate continKcnt only oa the

bidding of pro()erly equip|>ed ogeiici«(.

China is well supplied with tnaUriel-^

in the rough—aiul if alio can but shake

off the slumber of ages and awake to

the opportunity now presented by contact

with We-ttern civilization, may yet

bc<;ome a nation of great wealth aud
prosperity.

Thk missionary can undertake no more
important work than the im|iartatiou

of biblical knowledge. Ity this we mean
something very different frnm a frag-

menlary and sporadic exercise upon
Scripture. In mission schools, an<l for

native helpers of every grade, the object

should bo to impart sometning like

thorough historical and dogmatic
instruction. The ideal method is

to take up distinct portions of the

liible, one by one, outlining and
nnaly/.ing them, and exploring their

scope and meaning, in the effort after

what Canon Farrar calls "The Messages
of the Hooki*." Let this general plan bo

supplemented by a more ork»!> complete
doctrinal survey of prophecy and precept,

and the prtMluct will bo an e<lucatc(i

Itihie siuilent. In many of the homo
colleges and theological seminaries there

is a significant agitation in l>ehalf of the

"study of the Kngli.«ih Uible," ami better

work is being done now than ever before

in this regard. It is a movement that

ought to in»pire and increa.se the zeal

for biblical study in every foreign

mission field. The opportunity may !>«

regarded as .specially inviting wherever

there is popubir reverence for "the
Sacred Uookn." The Chinese are peculiar

in this respect for classic literature, and
nothing could seem more appropriate to

them than giving our Scriptures a first

place in the curriculum i.f every Christiau

schofd. Ihe riigfinl viitue of Scottish

character is largt-ly owing to the custom,
some generations Mg.«, of using Proverbs

as a text book in all the schools of the

laud. For a wise enforcement of that

great precept, " tlie fear «»f the Lord is

the beginning of knowledge," for instnie.

tion ill filial piety, rectitude of condnrt

and the practical aff.iiis of lift-, there is

no better medium than this C(dl«ctiou

of inspired maxims.
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MEMBKRSof tbelate Missionary General

Conference and missionaries generally

will learn with regret that Rev. Dr. E.

Faber has finally and altogether severed

his connection with the Bible Revision

Scheme, so auspiciously inaugurated at

the recent Conference : (1) by definitely

declining the positions offered him on

the Revising Committees for High and

Easy W^n-ii respectively; and (2) by

resigning the Chairmanship of tlie High

WSn>li Executive Committee, and also

his membership of the same Committee.

The conditions oa which the Doctor

insisted were two, viz.: (1) a definite

text, (2) a uniformity of terms. These

conditions fulfilled, China might tlicn

have one Bible, and he held this view

all the more firmly, lest any other bnBti

might result simply in a multiplication

of the versions already extant.

We Bympnthise deeply with tlje views

of Dr. Faber, and regret very sincerely

that such an opportunity, as the present

would seem to be, should not find uni.

versal favor and the Bible Revision

Scheme made to yield us that so great a
desideratum,—one Bible for all China.

mmmx^ |ttfos.

—Peking University, M. E. Mission,

opened its school year on the 1st of

September. Prof. Headland has a class

of sixteen in Wayland's Moral Science.

Prof. Gamewell conducts the work of

a good-sized class in Loomis' Trigonom.
etry ; he also gives the four college

classes two lectures a week in Physics
and Chemistiy, besides devoting two
hours a week to Christian evidences.

There are classes in Political Economy
and History, and weekly lectures are
given before the entire body of students
on tlie Old Testament Scriptures. A
plan has been arranged for a series of

Friday evening lectures on Popular
Science and other topics, by the mission,

aries and other foreign residents in Pe-
king and vicinity.

—There is a native Christian wood-
carver in Shanghai who is developing a
Tcry practical form of benevolence. He
devotes tlio greater part of his surplns
income to the support of an opium ref>

ugo, founded by himself. He is also

possessed by another and too-oft for-

gotten Gospel idea. Some time ngo he
invited a number of his Chinese friends

to a fcnst, who oame dressed in their

best robes to find that their fellow-

guesta were "the poor, the halt, the
blind."

—The Christian Vernacular Society of
Shanghai offers a prize of $5 for the best
essay on <' The Education of Girls." The
essay is to be written in Shangliai Vernac-
ular, is to contain no more than 3000
chnraclera and no less than 2000, and is

to be handed in to Rev. Y. K. Yen by the

first of November. A prixo of $3 is

offered for the second beat esiiay and
•2 for the third.

—New York, July 27.—A distressing
accident occurred ihis evening at a
crossing of the Erie road near Eldridge
Park, in wliich four persons were killed

and two fatally iujared. Rev. Wellington
White, whose residence is on Grove
Street, started out to drive, having with
liim Mrs. White, their three children,
Ilattie Hastings, a danghter of a neigh-
bor and Susie McCarthy, a nurse girl.

Approaching the crossing of the railroad,

a freight train which had been cut in
two to allow an entrance to the park,
occupied the nearer track. Seeing and
hearing nothing indicative of danger,
White drove between the halvos of the
freight train upon the other track just
in time t^ be struck by a passenger train.

White, liis daughter Lilian, aged nine
years, Hattie Hastings, aged nine and
Susie McCarthy, aged twelve, were in-
stantly killed. Mrs. White and a child,
two years old, received fatal injuries.
Mabel White, seven years old, escaped
with painful, but not serious bruises.
Rev. Mr. White was a graduate of Am-
herst College and the New York Theolog-
ical Seminary, and had spent ten years
in missionary work in China. He was
at home on a leave of absence.
—Rev. John Batchelor, C. M. S. mis-

sionary to the Ainu aborigines of Yezo,
the northern island of Japan, is the first

to give that barbarous and neglected
people the Word of life in their own
tongue, says Word and Work. He
translated Matthew's Gospel wiiile lie

was in Yezo, and during his furlough in
England he has been at work upon
Mark, Luke and John. Of the Old
Testament the only portion finished is

the book of Jonah, which at first sight
aeems a ttrange choice to be£;in with,
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but Mr. Bfttclielor was so often «j)ieH-

tioned by inquirers upon tiie allusion to

Jonah in tliu Gospels that he thuiiglit it

wise to give them the history in their

own tongue.

—A correspondent iu Hongkong sends
to The Rock the welcome news of the
formation of a flourishing Y. M. C. A.
At the first general meeting there was a
large and appreciative assembly of repre-

sentatives from all the Chinese Protest-

ant Church'.'s in the colony. Addresses
were delivered, the members sang selec-

tions from Sankey's, and the programme
for the ensuing week was announced.
The evenings are equally divided between
Chinese and English sxibjects.

—An exchange says:—"No Chinese
can be landtnl at San Francisco without
a writ of habea,.^ corpus from the United
States District Court. Eleven thousand
of these writs have been issued for the
landing of Chinese men and women ; and
ninety-nine out of every hundred of the
women are known to be brought here for

vile purposes. O, thou majestic law !

"

—The North -China Tract Society re-

cently hel<l its Ninth Annual Meeting in

Peking. Action was taken lis follows :

—

"Resolved that we request the Publi-
cation Committee in future to prepare
their report in time to be printed with
the Annual Report,

" Resolved that in future the Annual
Report be printed in Chiueae as well as
in English.

" Resolved that we request the Publi-
cation Committee to secure as soon as
possible a simple catechism for use
antong the uneducated.

" Resolved that this meeting hears
with pleasure Mr. Anient's acceptance of
the editorship of the Religious Periodi-
cal, and that we instruct the Executive
Committee to wake the necessary ar-

rangements.
" Resolved that our Society unite with

the other Chinese Tract Societies in

requestiag tl>e London Religious Tract
Society aikd the American Tract Society
to send out an agent to supciiutend the
work of tract distribution in China,"
—Reviling run>ors and blasphemous

placards are being freely circulated here,
but we trust and pray tliat in God's
mercy we <nay be spared any outbreak
of rioting. Some secret propaganda must
be at tlie botto:n of the tiling, for uo
small expense is incurred in paper and
frintiiig ; and the Devil is behind it all.

Iowev€r, "hisdoomis writ; a word shall

quickly slay him." He can hardly be
expected to view calmly determined
assaults on his stronghold.

—

Jiev. Geo.
Ki}H], 9/ Lao-ho- X-eo.

The Z)C?'i6oy Guardian says:—The
Weuleyau Missionary whom the tele-

grama of June 12th reported a« killed iu

a riot at Wusuch, China, wan Mr.
William Argent, one of Mr. CliampneiMt'

Joii/iil Neii'H evangellHts. Tlie news us
rectivcd at the Missiou Hoiise in fx>n-

don, was, as is usual witii t<dei,'ra})hic in-

formation, wanting in details, but ita

effect was very painfully felt by both .Mr.

and Mrs. C'hampness and tliitir friends,

the young man ii;iving given evidence of

very great promise as a missionary. He
went out to China about nine months
ago. Mr. and Mrs. C'hampncss went
together to break the news to his widow-
ed mother."
—Rev. T. Richard writes:—"The Chi-

nese officials cannot be depended upon
to enlighten the peoples in regard to the
rights of native (JiiristiaiiH. We must
enlighten the peoples. Only a few
days ago the ^iagi^itratc of Haiyang,
sixty miles S. East of Chefoo, cntertainc<i

an accusation against one of our church
members, solely on account of his having
become a Christian. The Magistrate
told him if he would not continue to
worsiiip his ancestor.",, he must give one
half of his land, fifteen niow, to the
Whei, and they would worship for him.
The same officer beat some of the other
Christians. It is high time some means
were taken to dispel the darkness.

—

Hunter Corbttt.

—We hav.i pleasure in reporting an in-

teresting and cheering instance of active
Christian work among Chinese Chris-
tians. The Church in connection with
the Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai,
finding they had a balance in the treas-

ury, after paying for the support of

their native pastor and other incidental

expenses, thought that, as several of

them were able and willing to take turns
in preaching, they might attempt the
wider dissemination of (Jospel truth
among their fellow countrynien. They
accordingly bore the initial expenses of

transforming a shop into a chaj)el on a
busy thoroughfare, in a popular district

near the jail. Tiie chapel was opened
ou Sunday, July 26. 'I'liere was a good
turnout of neighbors, and earnest ad-
dresses were delivered by Pastor Sz, two
of the workmen, and a foreign friend.

Such an indication of healthy spiritual

growth among our Chinese brethren calU
forth deepest thankfulness.

—

O. M.

" After the Riot."

The following incident occurred sub-
sequent to the riot in Nanking, which
may be of interest to the readers of The
Ui:c-ORDEn. After s me of the rioters

liaii been tnktii piis<'«i>(<!E, ontl it was
reporte(i that they were to i>f exeru od. n
lislitioii w».- ijotleu up and signeil by all

tlie oominunity, save one. requesting tiio

Viceroy lo commute their tteutcnce, ai
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we (lid not nsk tliat Miey be .«o severely

deftlf witli for the offence tliey had coni-

niitte'J ; tliHt we were here to help save

the lives <>f men, and not to take life.

'J'he writer, heiii}^ informed by (lie

'J'aotai that unless he personally besouyht

the lives of the two men taken in the

part of the city where he was in charge,

thiit their lieads would come off. In

nd'lition to the above letter, I wrote,

beseechiug for the lives of the two men
taken in lliis end of the city. A very

kind reply was immediately received from

the Viceroy, thunUiiiiL!; us for the interest

and sympathy we had for iiis peopk-.

The next morning two of the men were

sent by the Viceroy to my house to

kotvtoiv and thank me for interceding

for their lives. Their sentence was com-
muted to be bam booed and to wear the

caiiKue for fifteen days. About the

expiiatiou of the time of wearing the

CJingue, I invited a brother missionary

to go down to my street-chapel with me
and preach for me. While tlie Itrotlier

was [ireaL-hing, a man came in, elliowed

his way through the crowd right up to

tlie pulpit and stood leaning on the

pulpit railing, listening atteniively to

the Word. When the brother hml fini^;h-

ed liis remarks, I got up to talk to the

peo|)Ie for a short time; this man still

listening attf-ntiveiy and gazing into

my face. When I was through talking,

he said, " Do you know me?" I answered,
" Yes," and aske<l, " Do you know me ?

"

He replied that he did. These remarks

attracted the attention of the crowd of

bystanders, who were anxious t> know
what we meunt by these interrogations.

He turned to the crowd and said, " I wns
in the mob as one of the leaders that

tried to destroy the foreign pn'perty and

to kill this man; he cau<,dit me and

turne<l me over to the officers. I was

whipped and sentenced to death, and if this

man, whom I sought to injure, had not

begged for my life, I to-day would
have had my head taken off. These

foreigners are good men ; I shall never

trouble them again." That was the best

sermon ever prt^Mched in that chapel,

and it will be many days before anoiher

BO effectual will he preached in this

city.

—

D. W. Nichols.

Nanking, September 2lst, 1891.

The Outbreak at Ichano.

For eeveral months there had been

rumors of coming trouble, yet on Wed-
nesday, S'.'ptemlier 2nd, the riot was
HinMenly precipitated, ticking the must
wa'-y I y surprise. There were no outward
indiciiiions of danger until the signal of

attack V,' ',8 given. Everything Ljid bi-eti

80 thoroug'.iiy [)lanmd, and the execution

was in BUcU methodical and j)rou)pt order,

that in twenty minutes a comparntively
snmll band of desperate men hud execut-

ed their purpose. The On- toms staff stood

to arms, au'l the British Consul heroioally

remtiinel at his post. A murderous
111 tempt was made upon the life of Rev.
Mr. iSowerbj', who nmnaged to csciipo

liis fissnilants and rench t'le Consulate,

although in an exhausted aiul injured

condition. A sudden rush was made for

the con)pound of the American Episcopal
Mission, and after that the convent,

where the sisters, seven in number, were
violently driven out, and both premises

were soon in flumes. The new English

Consulate, in |irocess of erection, suffered

damage, and a number of dwellings,

occupie<l by foreigners connected with
mi8«i(nis and the Custom.*, were also fired.

A mandiirin had found Ins way to Rev.

Mr. Cockbnrn's compound, who sought
to fend off the mob by vocifemting,
" Do n(»t burn Mr. Coekburn's house !

You all know hin». He has been here

over ten years and does works of charity

(hao-sz). Take anything you want, but
do not burn his house." The premises

of the Church of .Scotland Mission owe
their preservation—although looted—to

the kind feeling existing between the mis-

sioniiries and their native neighbors, who
turned out en masse a few days previous

to the riot and promptly suppressed a
di.-^turbunce gotten up by a military

officer. The fact is to be noted that

no general popular excitement could bo

traced until the houses were in flames.

The whole proceeding took place in the

l>resence of the civil authorities, and
Brig. Gen. Lo was on tlie 8p<)t, but

made no effort whatever to put down
rioting. Hut for the presence of the str.

ParJiita and the timely aid of its officers,

the homeless refugees would have been in a

desperate condition. The British govern-

ment has chartereil the s. s. Elhi to convey

a body of armed marines to Ichang.

The World's Columbian Exposition.

The General Committee on Religious

Congresses have issued a Preliminary

Address, under the inspiring legend,

"Not things, but Alen." We quote as

follows :

—

" Since the World's Fair sfanda for

the world's progress in civilization, it is

important that tlie creative and regula-

tive power of religion, ns a prime factor

and force in iiummi development, should

receive due promiience. The Committee

liaving charge of the Religious Con-

gresses seek tlie co-operation of the repre-

sentatives of ail Faiths. Now that the

nations are bi-iug brought into closer

and frieuf^lier relations with each oth'-r,

the time is apparently ripe for new mani-

festations nud developments of religious
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frntenitty. Iliimainty, tlionph Hiiivlered

liy ocfuiis mid liiiiKiii'^us aiul widely

«liiFeriii>{ forms of n(lii,'ii)ii, in yot one in

need, if not iil together in liopo. Tim
literal lives and the reHUIts of the ^;reut

]ii8torio Faiths aie more and more i<tndio<l

in the spirit which would employ only
the. agencies of light itnd love. It in not
tlie purjioso of the«e Conventions to

create the temper of indiff'Teiitium in

regard to the imi>ortuiit pcc<iliiirilie.s di8-

titigniKliiiifi; the religionb of (lie world,
but rather to bring Jonether, in fnink
find friendly confennce, th'j most emi-
ueut men of different Faiths, wtrOMg in

their pfr^ollal convictions, who willntiivH

to see and t^how what are the supreme
truths, and what light religion ha8 to

throw on the great problems of our age.

It is proposed to consider the founda-
tions of religious Faith ; to review the
triumphs of religion in all ages; to set

forth the present state of religion among
the nations and its influence over litera-

ture, art, commerce, government and the
family life ; to indicate its power m

promoting temperance and social pnrity,
and its hiirniony with trne science ; to
show its dominance in thohi<jher institu-

tions of iLurning ; to make prominent
tlie value of the weekly rest-day on
religious and other grounds; and to
contribute to those forces which shall

bring alntiit the unity of the race in tlie

worship of (>od and the service of man.
Let rcpresiMitativcH from evcsry pirt of

the globe be interrogated and biiblen

to declare what they have to offer or

suggest for tlie world's betterment ;

what light religion has to throw on the
bibor problems, the educational ques-

tioiJS, and the perplexing social condi-

tions of our time; and what ill.nnination

it can give to the subjects of vital

interest that come before the other
('ongresses of 1893. It is proinised to

have these and similar themes uiscnsscd

by great masters of human thought from
many lauds, and we invite suggestions
and assurances of co-operation from
tliose persons and religious bodies to

whom this address is particularly sent."

COMBINED STATISTICS OF THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL
MISSION, CHINA.

HY REV, r. BROWN,
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0f €hmi$ in t\^t Jfar €mt
August, 1891.

]gi.—Telegraphic coinmunication open-

ed between Japan and Corea.

—The British government proniises a

concession of hind for a railway to

connect Bunnah and China through the

Shan States.

September, 1891.

2/w?.—Riot at Ichang. Some niission

and nearly all foreign property burned

and looted. Several Franciscan Sisters

and Fathers badly hurt, but no lives

lost.

Qth.—Clouds of locusts, miles in length,

pass along the Yangtsz valley.

7(h.—Brutal assault on Dr. James A.

Greig, at Tasueihea, near Kirin, by sol-

diers, who bound him hand and foot and
8usj)euded him from a beam.

8th.—A boat's crew, with a gatling

gun, parade the streets of Hankow.
11<^.—The British government charter

the Ella and send an armed force to

Ichang.
ISth.—The Viceroy sends a special

deputy to investigate the Ichang out-

rage.

—Some 37 cases of arms and ammuni-
tion seized on board the s. s. Chiytien by
the Customs, that were being conveyed
to Ckinkiaug by a foreigner and probably
intended for revolutionary purposes.

23rt^.—Tlireatened revolt of the sol-

diery at Foochow.
28th.—The London Timen says tliat

Europe cannot any longer accept Pe-

king's excuses regarding the riots. (Spe-

cial telegram to N. C. D. N.J

mrnxmyi '^mxmh
MARRIAGES.

At Chungking, August 19th, Mr. A. H.

Faers, to Miss A. K. Hook, both of

the C. I. M.
At Shanghai, September 26th, Albert

F. H. Saw, of the Foreign Christian

Missionary Society, to Ella Coka
F0NK, of the International Missionary

Alliance.

DEATHS.
At Chefoo, August 27th, the infant

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. Clark,
of the C. I. M.

At Chinkiang, September 2nd, Mrs. D.

A. Emery, of the Methodist Episcopal

Church.
At Amoy, September 10th, Harvey

ELiza, the wife of Rev. Wm. McGregor.

At Wenchow, September 25th, of dy-

sentery, Mrs. Greikson, of the C.I.M.

ARRIVALS.

At Shanghai, September 8th, Rev. W.
B. and Mrs. Bonnell and children,

from U. S. A.
At Shanghai, September 8th, Rev. J.

Martin and family (returned), for

C. M. S., Foochow.
At Shanghai, September 22nd, Rev. J.

N. B. Smith, d.d., wife and four chil-

dren, for the Northern Presbyterian
Mission, Shanghai (returned).

At Shanghai, September 22nd, Rev.
J. N. Hayes and family, for Soochow
(returned) ; Rev. and Mrs. Groves,
for Tungchow Fu ; Miss Edwina
Cunningham, for Ningpo ; Rev. L,

W. Houston and family and Rev.
W. N. Cbozier, all of the American

Presbyterian Mission, North.
At Shanghai, September 27th, Rev. C.

H. Finch, m.d., wife and infant and
Miss Bessie G. Forbes, for American
Baptist Union, Sui-fu, Sz-chuan.

At Shanghai, September 27th, Mr. Wm.
M. Wilson, M. B. C. M. and wife

and Miss C. E. Sterling, for South
^hansi ; also Mr. and Mrs. J. DcFF
and Miss Lucas (unconnected.

)

At Shanghai, September 27th, Rev. C.
and Mrs. Hartwell, Miss E. J. New-
ton, for Foochow ; also Rev. F. M. and
Mrs. Chapin, for Western Shantung
(returned), all of A. B. C. F. M.

At Shanghai, September 27th, Rev. H.
Nichols and Miss Murray, of the In-

ternational Missionary Alliance, forWu
hu, and Miss Douw (returned) ; Miss-

GowAN and Miss Meyers, for Peking.

At Shanghai, September 27th, Rev. and
Mrs. LongDEN, of the M. E. M., for

Chinkiang and Dr. W. H. Curtis, for

Peking (all returned.)

At Shanghai, September 27th, from
Australia, Mr. and Mrs Jose, Misses
Malcolm, Coleman, Harrison, A.
Garland and S. Garland, all for

C.LM.
At Shanghai, September 28th, from

England, Dr. and Mrs. Edwards and
two children (returned), and Mri.
Henderson and child, for C. I. M.

DEPARTURES.
From Shanghai, September 12th, Mrs.
Stonehouse and two children, of the
London Mission, Peking.

From Shanghai, September 19th, Rev«
S. C. Pariuidce, for £urop«,
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The Eistorical Evidences of Christianity.—Present BeneQts.

BY REV. TIMOTHY BICHARD.

VII.

(Gontimied.)

[Note—This, like the former articles on the Historical Evidences
of Christianity, was written for the Chinese. Ifc is mainly for those who
are daily engaged in the presentation of Christian truth to the Ciiiueso
that it will have intere.st. But it ia hoped that it has some interest to
the general reader as well.—T. R.]

III. <^HB third great problem of the world is, how to maJee
^S^ men good. The great aim of all religions is moro or

less to make men give up old and selfish habits and make them
new men,—godlike.

The great religions of the world are six :—Hinduism, Mohamme-
danism, Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism and Christianity. The
non-religious population of the world are not equal to the Hindoos
in character. Although Hinduism has flourished for several thou-

sands of years in India, still India, not only continued divided into

many kingdoms, but these were perpetually at war with each other,

because their religion had insufficient power to change the hearts

of men ; therefore in 1526 God gave India over to the rule of

the Mohammedans. Still Mohammedanism was little better than

Hinduism, so in 1761 God began to give India into the hands of

Christians to rule. Hinduism only flourishes in its own country

and has no desire of saving the world, but Mohammedanism, though

it speaks of saving the world and looks on itself as far superior

to any other religion, yet when we compare its fruits with those

of other religions, it falls behind some of them. Thus Persia,

Turkey and Egypt are not as flourishing now as before they came
under Moslem sway. Perhaps Mohammedanism itself has retro-

graded, too, like the religious life of some individuals.

As to Buddhism,—all the great nations that once followed

itj such as India, China and Japan, do no longer maintain it as
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tlieir national religion. Those who give ifc the chief honor to-

day ai*e the small aud ignorant kingdoms of Siam, Mongolia and

Thibet. As to Taois»n,— it has not spread anywhere oub of China.

Its knowledge does not grow with the needs of men, and largely

believes in chai*ms, and it does- not recommend itself now to

intelligent men ; so God has given over China to the rule of Con-

fucianists. These have very high moral teaching, in many points

precisely the same as that of Christianity : such as benevolence,

righteousness, worship (thoughs the- forma differ), knowledge and

fidelity. It remains to be seen whether they will fill up what is

lacking in their teaching from the higher teachings of Christianity,

and adapt themselves with sufiicient rapidity to meet the fresh

needs of the times.

Christianity holds, that repentance is the door of the Church :

in other words they who enter must become new men as if born

again. True Christianity req[uire3 in. its followers daily prayer and

communion with God, so as to get instruction as to their own salva-

tion and that of their fellow-men. Christianity, too, seeks daily to

put this into practice and takes- measures for the salvation of men
without distinction of race. This arises from continued meditation

on the love of God. As He does not wish that any one should perish

in sin, the Church meets at least once a week to exhort men to

repentance. This exhortation is not mere empty talk. Every year

hundreds of thoiasands are converted from seeking their own
interest to devoting themselves to the salvation of others, sacrific-

ing themselves in various ways for the good of their fellow-men.

Their search is not after earthly honors, but to be found accepted

of God and to recommend themselves to the consciences of all men.
(For illustrations- see Chaps. V and VI)i. These men, although be-

longing to different countries, are one in heart and members of the

one kingdom of heaven upon earth. Besides the immense sums
spent for the good of their own countrymen at home. Protestantism

alone spends annually on foreign missions over one million pounds

sterling, and about a fifth of that in China. Their motto is, " Seek
ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness," knowing
that food and raiment will then come without the asking.

True Christianity does not destroy any good that is found in

other religions. Like its founder, it comes not to destroy but to

fulfill, supplementing what is lacking in other religions, aiming to

make its followers perfect as their Father in Heaven is perfect.

From this follows two great consequences ; one is that the

Christian Church becomes almost omnipotent; God protects it, all

good men rejoice over it and all nature serves it ; its members,

because they carry out the will of God, are His children and heirs,
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and know that sooner or later tiie whole world will become subjfct

to tlie kiii<,'(loin of heaven. The other is, that Christians are

confident of immortality. Because Go<l is everlasting, they, having

been born again and made jjartakcrs of the divine nature, are

everlasting also. Only their bodies siiall return to dust ; their souls

shall ascend to heaven. Since they have this hope they fear

neither fire nor water ; they are imperishable 1

So long as sin abounds in the world so long will the renovating

power of Ciiristianity be indispensable.

So much about the power of Christianity to make men good.

IV. The fourth great problem of the day is how to educate

the nations so as to bring the most important knowledge withiu

reach of all.

The Hindoos have remained for over 2000 years, with little

improvement in their education. AVhen their population greatly

increased, they could neither 8Uj)i)ort them, give them peace, nor

make tliem good. The Mohammedans have remained for twelve

centuries with but little improvement in their education, so when
the populations of their various countries incn-ased, they were not

able either to support them or to govern them in peace, or reform

their manners.

In regard to Christian nations of the AVest they added early

Christian and mediaeval education to the ancient education of Greece

and IJome, and thus got a better idea of God, the supreme ruler

and father of men. To that education was added that of the

renaissance and the reformation. They then got better ideas of

individual liberty and liberty of conscience. To that they added

the study of sciences, mechanics and arts,—the study of laws of

nature and their application to the needs of man,—as well as the

study of comparative religions, history, literature; and thus got

better ideas of nature and sociology. Tims modern education

embraces the historical, the comparative, the general and the

specific departments, covering ev><!rything that is considered imjwr-

tant for the supjwrt, the peace, the moral, spiritual and intellectual

advancement of the peo])le.

As to their methofh of editcation they were at first sporadic,

left to the free-will of the wealthy whe might be fond of learning.

Then the monastic and episcopal schools were established.

Afterwards tlie various colleges united to form universities in difierent

countries, which frouj time to time regulated and reformed the

course of study ; these were generally under the guidance of

ecclesiastics. lu modern days, governments, by the advice of

practical statesmen, have guided education by their curriculums

and examinations.
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At first, only the wealthy could obtain first-class books and

first-class teachers. After printing was invented, education became

more general. The Romanized mode of printing is also a great

improvement on the ancient idiographic method used in Egypt, as

it enables the student to learn much faster than formerly. So also

was much time saved by using the vernacular of each nation for

Greek and Latin. Lately most of the Western nations compel

all their subjects to attend school. To meet those who complain

of poverty, many governments make primary education entirely free.

The best from the primary schools are sent to the secondary

schools, and the best of these again are advanced to the

universities. In most countries there are large scholarships,

enabling the best students to enter not only the best colleges of

their own country, but also to travel abroad and study in the best

universities in foreign countries.

Upon modern education about five shillings per inhabitant per

annum is spent in Western countries ; about nineteen per cent, of the

population are at the primary schools at any given time in

England. Although the expense is great they do not grudge it,

because they regard it as seed-money that will bring in a rich

harvest.

B,eligious education is mainly given on the Sabbath when
public business is closed. All classes are invited to church ; the

religious attend. Learned societies are formed to advance every

branch of knowledge by encouraging original research. These

societies publish their results in periodicals, giving the world the

benefit of their studies. Public free libraries are also established

in all great cities where men can have easy access to the best

information in the world.

The result of all this education is that the nations ivJio know

most get the best of everything in the worlds and the nations ivho

hnoio least get the worst. This fact should be well considered, for

the rise and fall of nations is involved in this. Japan and India

are rapidly following the example of Europe in education.

The object of the Christian Church, as defined by the ancient

prophets and our Lord Himself, is to save the whole world from

sin and suffering of all kinds. The prophet also says that

" knowledge " is to be the stability of Christ's kingdom ; therefore

the best missionaries, in all ages and countries, if unable to take

a leading part in education, have always strongly supported it.

Their object is to teach the best to all nations alike as brethren

of one family, feeling certain that this is the will of God, the great

Father of all. If China wishes to be first again among the nations

of the earth, it must immediately introduce modern education and
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adapt it to China's needs. Among all her friends none are raore

willing to help her in this than the Christian missionaries and the

Chnrches they represent.

Thus Christianity is a great help in the education of the

nations.

There are now in the world about 6000 missionaries; nob

sent by the rulers of their respective countries, but in obedience

to what they believe to be the call of God. As God wishes to

save men, so do these desire to save men. As God does nob

wish that one should perish, these also think of every method of

relief. As God looks upon all nations as members of one family,

so these strive to make peace among the nations and to get them to

live like brethren. As God does not desire bhat any class should

be bound in extreme poverty, so these study methods to save

from poverty. As God desires to save men from sin as the root

of all broubles, so bhese devote themselves to the morrtl and spiritual

reformation of all men. As God does nob desire that ono should

perish for lack of knowledge, so these devise means to teach all men
what is necessary for the life that now is and for bhab which is to

come. As God loves all men without distinction of race or

nationality, so these men go forth for the salvation of all nations

;

and this is how Christianity is solving the great problems of the

present day.

CONCLUSION.

In concluding this outline of the Historical Evidences of

Christianity, let us once more glance at the various continents and

see how Christianity meets their various present needs.

In Europe, though people differ in the depth of their religious

convictions—some being only nominal, while others are real—tho

greater part of the statesmen, professors, merchants, as well as other

classes, are perhaps more Christian than ever they were. We judge

this by the increase of the number of Christian institutions. We
will only notice two of the most conspicuous instances. One hundred

years ago Europe did little for foreign missions. Now missions

are established in every part of the globe. Whereas by not

distinguishing between the true and false, all religion was rejected

for a time in France, and great evils soon filled the land. Chrisbians

are, therefore, chosen for their chief posts, not because they are

Christians but because they do their work better. In America it

is the same as in Europe.
In Asia tho greater part of the European officials in India,

high and low, are Christians. These constantly publish in their

reports that the progress of India is immensely iudebted to the

work of the Christian missionaries. The present system of education
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there, both in the vernacular and in English, was commenced by the

missionaries Cai*ey and Duff. Chesub Chunder Sen, one of the lead-

ing moral reformers of India, who died a few years ago, though not

himself a professed Christian, went so far as to say that India was

not kept submissive to British rule through the excellence of its

government or the number of its soldiers so much as by the good

influence of its missionaries. In Japan, at the opening of the first

Diet of their Parliament last year, the three men chosen for the

most responsible positions in the Lower House were Christians. la

Africa, in modern times, no man has done more to rouse interest in

the sufferings of Africa and to organize measures for its deliverance

than Dr. Livingstone. In Polynesia, the inhabitants of the islands,

during the present century, have almost all successively asked

foreigners to direct them in the management of all their affairs, and

these foreigners were Christian missionaries.

Christian statistics of the world in brief are as follows :—The

number of Christians

in 1800 was 200 millions,

in 1880 „ 410 millions.

The number of people under Christian rule

in 1830 was 387 millions,

in 1876 „ 685 millions.

Since then many more millions in Africa are practically under

Christian rule. The land of the world under Christian rule has

increased ten times during the last 400 years. Now about eighty

per cent, of the area of the land of the globe is under Christian

rule, while the sea is almost entirely so.

This rapid growth of Christian influence and Christian rule is

because it is they who preeminently solve the great problems of

the day.

Let us apply these things to the present situation in China.

We have seen that the population of China increases at the rate of

thirty millions every ten years. This is like adding the population

of a European kingdom in that time. If no improved methods for

support, peace, goodness and education are devised, how can

there be any permanent peace or safety ? There are in China a few

mandarins who understand these things in some degree, but when-

ever these memorialize for some improvement, they are hindered by

the ignorance of the many who, by their conservatism, bind their

fellows in ignorance and death. Here lies another turning point on

which the safety of the whole empire depends. The literati must

be better informed. If the missionaries had not the best interests of

China at heart, they would say nothing about morals or education,

and China would soon fall a prey to European nations ; but because
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they wish well to China they are incessantly urging the need o£

better education, as well as establishing Churches to raise the

general character. Although missionaries differ in intelligence and
learning like every other class of people, yet as a body the various

methods of reform are well known to them. It is surely not a

small matter that tliey advise the adoption of measures which will

bring an annual income to China of 200 viillioiis sterling, together

with the most likely methods of enjoying it peacefully and pertna-

neutly by introducing to its people the highest instances of light

and love known on the face of the earth ! Every province has sooie

such men.

The first fruit of their influence is already seen in China.

Most of the Chinese literature about Western nations has been

produced by missionaries. Most of the translations of mathe-

matical, scientific, industrial, political and historical books have

been made by missionaries in Peking, Shanghai and elsewhere.

The translation of Chinese literature into Western languages has also

mostly been done by missionaries. As has been already shown,

the starting of steamers, mines aud railways was by men who were

educated in mission schools. The educational mission to America

was also led by a Chinese Christian. The training of medical men
and the establishment of high schools of modern education

in the interior of China has been mainly if not wholly done by
missionaries. Thousands of Chinese men aud women throughout

the empire annually profess change of heart and devotion to

every good work. They build chapels, open hospitals and schools

at their own expense, but in consequence of the teaching of the

missionaries. The missionaries, however, could be of far greater

service to China were it not for the circulation of disgraceful

anti-Christian libels, which is regularly done by the re-publication

of King-shih-wen-shii-p'ien (gl ift %^%) P'i-shie-shih-lu (|| ffS

^ $^ 3^11^ others like them. As some of these are sold in govern-

ment book-stores, and as the authors and publishers of the books are

not punished according to law, not only the ignorant but also

intelligent scholars and mandarins come to believe that these libels

are true. Under these circumstances it is no wonder there is strong

opposition, riots and even massacres, llow can it be otherwise ?

These are sad proofs that China has great need to improve her

morals. Whenever men, religions or nations cease to respect good-

ness but deliberately reject it and abuse it, they are in great peril.

This persecution of the good and the encouragement of

the wicked in the past is beginning to recoil on the Chinese

government now in the indemnities it has to pay for the lawless

riots it has engendered by allowing these libels against Christians
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to go unpunished, and in the disaffection of all the good people

with these conservatives who seem to prefer the starvation of the

people to allowing them to learn anything from foreigners.

It is to be hoped, however, that the recent edict of the

Emperor Avill be the beginning of a new policy.

If every reader of this book were to resolve henceforward nob

to allow a single day to pass without considering the pity of God
and that of His true children for all human suffering, and daily to

do something towards the salvation of the increasing millions of

China by the increase of better knowledge and higher virtue, then

indeed would many much needed reforms be soon set on foot

throughout the empire.

The wonderful reforms of Western civilization are enormous ;

but still these are, comparatively speaking, only branches. Chris-

tianity is the greatest source of blessing, producing powerful eff'ects

for good in the material, intellectual, political, social, moral and

spiritual departments of life. True Christianity is never final
;

the Holy Spirit is given to guide into all truth and to perfect us

in love. As the populations increase and circumstances change, the

various remedial methods of the Christian Church increase and

change like the resources of a skilful doctor to meet the varying

diseases of the world. Where the Holy Spirit is there must bo

growth,

—

progress on all lines. Ignorance and sin will be always

lessened by the constant increase of light and love.

In the Jewish theocracy, Moses and the prophets taught

everything that was necessary for the State then : Politics, finance,

agriculture, education, hygiene and even warfare. In the new and

universal theocracy, of which Christ is head as the Desire of all

nations to deliver them from all ills and to give them plenty, peace,

love and light, there is no department of life to which as true Son

of God and Son of Man He can be indifferent. The best followers

of Christ have the same mind as was in Him. Singly none can

embrace all branches, but unitedly they can. The united spirit

of all is to help according to their ability and- the talents which

God has given them in every good work. The Christian Church

now is by far the greatest commonwealth in the world, and

contains the best men of all Western nations.

Thus from a review of the relation of Christianity to the world,

both in the past and present, it is perfectly clear that notwithstanding

grave errors sometimes committed in its name, true Christianity has

been and is now of incalculable blessing to mankind.

(The End.)
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Bible Revision.

'HE difficnltios in the way of bible revision seem not so much
to lessen as increase with time. The causes for this are

various. But chief among them, if not underlying most, there is a
certain comphicency in the work already done, a readiness to be
satistied, for the time being, with the translations now in use,

—

a
feeling now and again openly expressed, that even should the
present undertaking fail it is a comfort that we have so good a
version to fall back upon. The interest of the discussion for those
in Central and North China has centred chiefly about what may
be called our Church Bible, the Peking Mandarin version, whose use

in churches and schools is well-nigh universal ; and it is with the

N. T. of this version only that the present paper concerns itself.

For it is regarding the defects in this translation that there is an
apathy among many missionaries, as unmistakeable as deplorable

;

a lack of appreciation of the need of revision, such that trifling

hindrances in the way seem to off'er sufficient reason for postpone-

ment, and minor prejudices against the plan of the work are allowed

to outweigh the Church's need. At such a juncture, any light upon
the urgency of the demand for revision is to be welcomed ; not as

criticism for criticism's sake, but for the sake of a present boon to

the Church. It is alone in view of this end, and in the hope that it

may aflbrd some stimulus to the flagging interest of the whole matter

of bible revision, that the present jiaper is offered.

It would be difficult to overrate the debt of the Chinese Church

to those Christian scholars of whose consecrated labors the present

version is, and always will be, an enduring monument. Made in

the face of difficulties, of which future translators will have a

steadily lessening experience, it has stood these many years the

attacks of more or less unsympathetic critics, whose hostile

arguments have not infrequently returned upon their own heads.

A great advance in fidelity of translation upon its predecessors, it

has with them to a certain extent established a Christian terminol-

ogy, and now has, in its turn, made plain the way for its successor.

The work is no longer pioneer work. A generation educated- upon

such a version should be equipped for more perfect work than the

earlier translators could possibly have attained, and such a fact

is the triumph of a version and not its weakness. And, in point

of fact, the way is open for an improvement, not such as between

the Authorized and llevised Versions, but in the respect of accuracy

and adequacy of translation, as between the Revised Version made

from the Greek to-day, and Wicklifle's translation from the Latin

Vulgate in the 14th century. It is the contention of the present
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paper that the Pekiug version, while answering for use in chapel

preaching and ordinary Christian instruction, is in portions all but

useless for close excgetical training in schools and advanced classes.

The confusion of terms, the obliteration of important distinctions

and the variations in parallel passages, together with the frequently

recurring inaccuracies of translation and unwarrantable liberties

of paraphrase, give so large a color to certain portions of the New
Testament that it is difficult to make plain the just rendering amid

the entanglement of its context.

It may be said in general that all bible translation is governed

by two principles : (1.) That the language of the translation should

be intelligible and its style good
; (2.) That it should be a faithful

reproduction of the original text. The second is never to be

maintained at the expense of the first, nor should the first demand

the sacrifice of the second. All earliest versions, from the Greek

down, have tended to emphasize the first principle to such a degree

as to render the work largely useless for critical purposes, and the

consequent reaction has, in all eases, tended to a slavish literalness,

equally objectionable. As witness, in the Greek, the Septuagint

and the version of Aquila. It is evident that the best translation

is not always the most literal, yet it is essential that a distinct and

clearly defined idea in the original, susceptible of translation into

good Chinese, should be so reproduced, even though the idea thus

unqualifiedly expressed may seem to Chinese readers unreasonable

or unintelligible. It took years of patient study or growing ex-

perience to make the idea intelligible to those to whom it was first

delivered ; why then should we demand perfect intelligibility to the

Chinese as a test of the worth of the translation ? Our Lord himself

deliberately spoke in many cases words incomprehensible to his

hearers, knowing that tbey would not then be understood, but

addressing himself to future generations. To translate down to the

comprehension of the Chinese Church of to-day—not to speak of the

comprehension of a Confucian teacher—is deliberately to sacrifice

for no good end the just inheritance of the Church of the future.

Platitudes are naturally easier of comprehension than divine myste-

ries; yet Paul was chary of platitudes and generous in the utterance

of truths that He beyond the analysis of pure logic. " God is love
"

is a proposition logically as unintelligible in English as in Chinese.

How can a personal being be at the same time an abstract quality ?

Yet John wrote, "God is love," and not " the heart of God is love,"

and Christendom has come to count that mystery its dearest posses-

sion. Doubtless many a child of Christian parents in our day has

wondered how Stephen could fall asleep while being tortured ; the

idea, without the teaching of relation behind it, is too bold for
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iiitellif^ibility. Yet why should the ignorance of Confucianism be

made the; gauge by which to determine whether one of the Christian's

most bU'ssed hopes should be admitted into the Bible or relc<>jated

to a foot-note ? Or is it a zealousness for ^ood Chinese that bids our

native brc^thren think of " them that sleep in Jesus " as " dead
disciples of Jesus ?"

Neither is it a matter of necessity, but a j^rievous weakness,

that the deeper mystical element in the tejiching of Paul and
John should have been uU but obliterated, and that those toachiiij^s

which gentler souls in all ages of the Churcli have chiefly loved

to ponder, have been subtnitted to the touchstone of a materialistic

pedantry. Mere blunders of translation, or isolated inaccura-

cies, may be easily explained to a class of students; not so these

radical deficiencies. How, from the present translation, is the full

content ever to be given to the multitudinous platitudes that have

taken the place of many of Paul's boldest utterances ? The utter

hopelessness of such an attempt ]>as resulted, as needs must,

in the preparing of special translations, in some cases, for class-

room work.

There will be those who will deny this necessity for the transfer

of a clearly defined idea in the original into one expressed with

equal decisiveness in the Chinese, without apology or equivocation.

Thus it may be said that in John ii, 4 it is necessary, as a concession

to Chinese prejudices, to put in our Lord's mouth what he did not

say, and what utterly effaces the peculiar nieuuing that, as all

commentators agree, our Lord conveyed in what he did say, in

the use of the unexpected word "wom.an" instead of "mother,"

It was a remarkable and significant circumstance that he did not,

then and on later occasions, use the term which he often used to

others, and which he applied even to Mary when he said to John

the Beloved, "Behold thy mother." For the obliteration of the

utidoubted distinction in the original, there might bo plausible

excuse. But to select a better exatuple, the audacious translation

of Acts xxvii, 10, admits neither of explanation or apology, and

may be passed without further commout until some one is found

seriously to undertake its defence.

The above is a digression from the main purpose of the article,

which is, not to adduce at random what we reg.^rd as the more

striking examples of infelicitous translation, but to examine a

single short passage, affording in close compass a sufficient number

of uniuiportaut but typical examples of departures from the Cireek

text. The passage is Romans iv, 17-25,—clio^on not because

the least accurate discoverable in the N. T., but because, out of

the first five chapters of Romans examined for this piirjwse, it com-
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bined the largest number of typical inaccuracies. The importance of

the subject must be our only excuse if we seem to defend with

unnecessary show of authorities what may appear criticisms of

trifling weight,—accuracy in trifles being assumed to be as essential

in the matter of bible translation as accuracy in passages of graver

import.

(IV, 17.) The 17th verse begins in the IMandarin version:

S f6 ta: ^ fs ± ±, fg P^ ?E A fl m, i^ ^ ^ ^-
In English :

" Him whom Abraham believed, even God, who

quickeneth the dead and calleth the things which be not as though

they were." (A. V. and R. V. the same). The difference between the

Chinese and English is obvious. The Chinese represents Abraham

as believing that God was able to bring the dead to life, the last

two phrases expressing the content of his faith. It is likely that A.

did believe this, but it is not what Paul says. He simply afiirma

that A. believed God, adding, himself, this characterization of

Jehovah as the one who bringeth (not, is able to bring) the dead

to life. All the great English translations from Wickliffe's* to

that of our own day, emphasize the fact that the two phrases are

added as a supplementary characterization of God pertinent to the

thought of the passage, and that they do not express the content of

A.'s faith. The best critical authorities are also a unit on the

subject, saving one whose comment is rendered somewhat absurd

by the editorial foot-note to the effect that the view expressed

in the text is far less grammatical than the one generally accepted.

Again, the last of the phrases quoted above affords an example

of a numerous class of errors, the marks of a tendency corresponding

to the law of " reversion to type " in the animal world. In the

Peking translation there is a noticeable tendency to reduce all bold

and often beautiful variations from a somewhat commonplace

original to the one standard; to eliminate from the Bible a class of

truths, which, though incidental to the main thought of the writer

and seemingly unimportant, yet, as side-lights, contribute lai'gely to

that vividness and freshness which make the Bible an inexhaustible

repository of living truth. In the present case Paul represents

God as " laying his commands on that which is not, as if it were," f

or, as some would say, merely " calling {i. e., speaking of) that

which is not, as though it were." A striking figure ! God as the

one to whom all future and yet unconsummated expressions of his

will are as if present, spoken of as if accomplished facts, or made

subject to his decrees as though living and responsive minds, t Of

* " He believed God : which God qniclieaeth dead men."

f KaXovvTOg ra ju// ovra (bg ovra.

t ^ SS ^ ^ (GiifSth John's translation).
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all this tlio Chinese presents no trace. It returns to the common
statement of creative power,—of which Meyer remarks that this

whole iuterprofcation is set aside by the one simple comparative cic,

Alford concurring. All English versions give the same translation.*

We cannot here multiply examples of this class of errors, whose

name is Legion. A single instance may suffice to make clear, if the

above has not already done so, the precise nature of our objection

;

a good illustration, because of the uniform badness of the translation

in question. We refer to that spontaneous and thriUing outburst of

Paul's (11 Cor. ix, 15), " Thanks be to God for his unspeakable

gift." The Chinese, clinging to its somewhat straitened vocabulary

of religious ideas, gives us the inoffensive admonition, " (Ye) ought

to thank God, because he has unspeakable, abundant grace."

Before leaving this verse, it is well to notice the quotation from

the Old Testament, " I made thee a father of many nations." It

is quoted word for word from the Greek of the Septuagint, and

our English version gives it also word for word from the Old

Testament. But the Chinese preserves its identity as follows :

—

Old Testament, ^ >iJ P^ fi)? f^ Sf ^ P fi^ ¥d !&•

New Testament, ^ ± ffr> i^ ^^ M ^ K-
A discourse to the Chinese on our Lord's, and the apostles',

use of the Old Testament in quotation, is at present attended with

some difficulty,

(18.) " Who against hope believed in hope, that he might

become (R. v., "to the end that he might become" =e/c to yeveadai)

the father of many nations." Here also, neither the Greek nor

the two modern English versions, nor any of the earlier versions,

nor the leading commentators, sanction the erroneous rendering of

the Chinese: 5S fS i^ ^ . . . • S? ^. ^ ^iU ^ f^ H P ^ ^.
In the words of Meyer, "snch a view (tliat of couseqn(Mico=

^ ^) is linguistically erroneous and quite at variance with the

tenor of the discourse.'' There is some diiference of opinion among
leading commentators whether the aim (to the end that) shonld

be referred chiefly to Abraham or to God, but all are agreed that

the expression is one of aim or purpose, and not of consequence.

With happy inconsistency the Peking translators liave correctly

rendered the same construction {eIq to eTvai) in verse 1 1.

The inaccurate rendering of these logical connectives is one of

the serious defects in the present version of the Pauline epistles.

Not only are some of Paul's most powerfully cumulative arguments
sawed up into modest lengths, to the entire effticement of the

proper logical nexus, but not infrequently he is made to say what
kc did not wish to say—as in the present instance—and to

* "Who clcpia the thing Is that beii not as tho that beu" (NYickliffe.)
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leave unsaid what the symmetry of his argument conspicuously

deuiands. As, e.g., to allude to the example nearest at hand, it is

apparently a matter of chance whether Paul's powerful " therefore,"

by which he proceeds to erect on the firm basis of what has gone
before the logical consequence following, appears in the Chinese

or not.

(19.) Slight exception can be taken with this verse, in that it

follows the rendering of the A. V, It should be remarked,

however, as presenting one of those cases where, as we believe,

revision is needed. The R. Y. reads :
" Without being weakened

in faith, he considered his own body," &c.,—a wide change from the

old reading. The overwhelming weight of manuscripts is on the side

of the revisers' text, all four of the oldest codices, representing

both Byzantine and Alexandrian schools, holding to the same form.

It is a case that would doubtless bear discussion, owing to conflict

of authorities, yet the instructions given to the Shanghai Committee
would seem to demand revision in such a case as this. It is

perhaps worth noting that " because his faith was deep (or strong),"

(Peking version), is no more a translation of "being not weak
(or, without being weakened) in faith," than the Golden Rule of

Christ is a translation of the Silver liule of Confucius.

No criticism of importance is to be made of vv. 20 and 21.

Whatever may be said of verse 20 as a translation of the English

of the A. v., it is scarcely an adequate rendering of the received

text, as a glance at the li. V. will indicate. And in the ^ ^
fg ^, one will look in vain for the vigorous strength of the
" being fully certified " of Tyndale and Craumer, or eveu for the

strength of the patch-work expression by which the Peking

translators have rendered the same word in Romans xiv, 5.

(22.) Of this 22nd verse, it is enough to say that it is entirely

erroneous and misleading. The A. V. reads :
" And therefore it

was imputed (reckoned, R. V.) unto him for righteousness,"

—

being the literal rendering of the undisputed Greek reading. Other

Chinese versions render the verse with greater or less accuracy, but

the Peking version reads : ^ .Kil, ftil @ i: # fg ^ ^.
If there is one theological term whose usage may be regarded

as more fixed than another in the Peking version, it is g^ f
i' ^ ^

^ ^,—" to be justified by faith." And the only possible interpre-

tation of the Chinese of this verse, in consonance with what has gone

before, is " therefore he was justified by faith." The truth of this

statement is undeniable, but the place for its insertion is where the

Bible inserts it and not where the Bible inserts a statement widely

different. The absurdity of the translation becomes more evident

when we consider that the same expression is rendered correctly a
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few verses above (v. 5), while four verses below the translators use

tlip «anie Chinese to render the expression " being jnstifietl bv faitii."

Even this, however, whicli one woiiM gladly rej^ard a'^ a juiiiter's

error, is less surprising than the rendering given in the l.•ls^ ViV»Q of

Chai)ter V, to the generic term for rightcousneas, dimtoavi'Tf, uruud-

iug without qualification of an}' sort, viz., ^ ^ TKI ?S ^- -A. more
fatuous translation it would be hard to conceive.

(Vv. 23-21) The same error as in verse 22 is twice repeated

here. There is also an unfortunate adlierence to the text of the

A. v., as over against a strictly grammatical translation of tho

Greekj in rendering toiq TnoTEvovoLv, " if we believe/' and not " who
believe," as in the H. V. Tho phrase is not conditional but
appositive. "'Since we are such as believe' fairly presents the

sense." (Revision Commirtee). So also, substantially, Meyer and
Alford. The translators have in this case the good defence tliat

they followed the sense undoubtedly put upon the Greek by the

King James version. But even this defence is not always left

them. A case of mere blundering occurs in I John iii, 3, "He
that hath this hope in him purifieth himself even as he is pure."

A glance at any critical commentary, old or new, wonld be

sufHcieut, if the Greek were unavailable, to show that the meaning
could only be as the R. V. more plainly gives it, " lie that hath

this hope set on him {i. e., God), purifieth himself." Yet the

Chinese version fixes the error that is only suggested in the A. V.,

by translating, "He that hath this hope in his heart."

(25.) In this last verse, two typical errors are to be noted. The
first is inconsequential, save as it offers an example of the utter

confusion of distinctions that reigns throughout the N. T. in the

respect of terms for sin. The A. V. reads :
" He was delivered for

our offences" (R. V., "trespasses,")- -a word which the Chinese

renders by the much suffering term fp. It is the same word in

Greek that appears in Matt, vi, 15, "If ye forgive not meu
their trespasses," &c. Here, the Chinese reads j^ 3B« The same

occurs in Gal. vi, 1, "If a man be overtaken in any trespasses"

(R. v.), where the Chinese has again j^ ^. Yet in the present

case we read fp, which is the one word, if any, which is made to

serve, even though reluctantly, as our generic term for sin. The
confusion in this respect almost exceeds belief. We have "evil"

translated by ^ in one line, and in the next by ^. We have the

specific terra " trespass " rendered §^, and close by it the general

term " sin " as ^ |p. We have " the law of sin," JJ P fi^ 31,

and two verses larer the same appearing rehabilitated as fp (j^ /^.

"Ungodly," where the same term occurs both in Greek and

English, is rendered indifferently by /p J^ M, ^i ^ ^ i 6$ S
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and the simple |p. The word " transgression," the most specific

of all terms, occurs seven times in the N. T., being in all cases

similarly rendered in i.oih the A. V. and R. V. Yefc of these seven

cases, alike in both Greek and Euglish,but two are alike in the Chinese,

the others ranging from ^ ^IJ to the unqualified |p. It is not onlj

in the terminology of sia that this confusion reigns. Many
examples of the same weakness in other connections might be cited.

One of the most carious is that of Luke iii, 18, where, in a spasm of

faithfulness to the Greek, the translators departed from the A. V.,

which says simply of John the Baptist that " He preached to the

people," to make the very doubtful statement that he la 1^ WS ^J
while Philip the "evangelist," of whom the same word is used, is

represented merely as a j§ ^ ^, the word being correctly

rendered in Eph. iv, 11.

Even the A. V., in the rendering of similar terms, "adopted

a variety of expression which would now be deemed hardly

consistent with the requirements of a faithful translation"

(Revisers' Preface), but that version is fidelity and order in this

respect in comparison with the vagaries of the Chinese text. It

is a comparatively light indictment to say that there are innumer-

able distinctions in the Greek of which there is no suggestion in

the Chinese ; but it is a more serious charge that there are in

the Chinese very many distinctions that have no existence in the

Greek. To this latter class of mistranslations belongs the render-

^^o ^X ^ foi' t^6 expression "he was delivered." The natural

and only correct translation would be, as indeed Dr. John's version

gives it, ^ ^, or some kindred phrase. Yet the Chinese N. T.

has no less than thirteen different forms of expression for the onq

English verb " to deliver up to," when standing under similar

conditions for the same Greek original.

It should be said in conclusion that the force of the present

argument is not dependent upon the correctness or incorrectness

of the general j)rinciples laid down,—which we are not careful to

defend,—but upon the validity of the criticisms brought against

specific passages. And even should one, or two, or three, of these

be rebutted by the appearance of unexpected weight of authority

on the other side, yet it is to be remembered that similar specific

charges may be brought to fill their place, not by the score only but

by the hundred, and this without drawing upon the inexhausti-

ble storehouse of the 0. T. We are not one of those who regard

every word and letter and vowel-point in the Old and New
Testaments as sacred, being directly inspired of God in such a way
as to guard against all error of whatsoever kind, or who would be

unwilling to depart by a hair's breadth from a literal reproduction
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of the orijcinal manuscripfc on tlic ground that tho.y formed a

book perfect in matter, style and expression, wliicli mi;rlit

not be altered witiiout j^rievons danger and presumption. We
rather believe, with a recent writer, "that it is our tluty to

remotlel, as it were, for ourselves, and to put into equivaltMits,

rather of sense than of mere language, much of their highly

figurative and intensely natioinil expression." Yet we must

do this for ourselves ; no man or body of men is authorized or

competent to do it for us. Accortlingly, it is above- all requisite that

we shduld know for ourselves precis«!ly what the original documents

contain, and then, in their interpretation, gain from without

whatever help we may be disi)Osed to seek. But the right of the

Cliiiiese Church is, as ours, the right to the closest possible

reproduction of the original, that they may ju<lge of its merits

and defects for themselves : a Bible, prepared not as a tract for

indiscriminate distribution, or brought uj) to a certain uniform

degree of literary rtiiish, as though the work of one age and one

hand, but faithfully reproduced, with all the original local coloring

possible, as a document, of inestimable value, to be explained,

paraphrased, corrected if you will, by scholars ; but which, as a

document, is in no case to be altered from the full significance

of the best original, or consensus of originals, attainable. If in

this there be errors, if there be obscurities, if there be inexactness

or inaccuracies of any kind, let them be reprcKluced with a

scrupulous fidelity; not of course in meaningless jumbles of words,

but in such a way as to express not less nor more; than the

manuscript itself.

We are all agreed that the Bible will stand for itself without

our vindications, introduced into the text with the same holy

})urpose and the same disastrous consequences as the emendations

of copyists in the early Church. But if it be the j)art of translators

to remedy Paul's anacoliitha, to reconcile surface «liscrepancies and

smooth away seeming contnwliclions, to substitute clear afHrmatiou

for vague suggestion, to correct inexact quotations, to clear up

obscure passages, to soften asperities and alter all too daring figures

of speech, to do away so far as possible with an^' purely local

coloring and assimilat*; it to Chinese habits of thought,—if the

translators are to yield to the strong pressure always exerted in

this direction, then the just inheritance of tin; Chinese Church will

bj still withheld. Until it be taken for granted that the revisers

have before them the jtii-sk of elevating, enlarging, and to a ccrtnia

extent fixing the j\Iaiidarin dialect (such a service as Luther did

for German, and the early English translators for our mother

tongue) ; that in selecting or creating the medium for the
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expression of certain truths, a timid submission to the dictates of
Chinese teachers must inevitably mean a poverty of religious

expressions for the Church to come ; and that it is only by a par-

tial loss of the approval of present scholarly Chinese, boldly

encountered, that the thanks of future scholars can be secured,

—

until such a time we must wait for the adequate translation of the
Scriptures into the language of the people. May not that time be
the present ?

K.
^^>-

ColleotMea.

A Lesson for Christians.—In North India, when the people

buy a piece of cloth, they tear off a strip when it is new, and tie it

to their sacred trees. So they give of their best, and expect a

greater blessing on what is left. There is a lesson here for

Christians.

» * *

A Strange Superstition.—In talking with one of the native

Christian women the other day, I had occasion again to note the

tenacious hold superstition has upon them, even after years of Chris-

tian teaching. She had a friend going to Shanghai, whom she wished

to purchase for her a jade hair clasp. As she is a poor woman, I

asked why she bought so expensive a one. " Why, to bury with

me." " Bury with you

!

" I exclaimed, " Why should you wish

that?" "They say if you bury jade with a person, his body will not

decay." " Well," I replied, " I prefer the new body God has

promised us; that will be free from pain, from sorrow and sin. I

don't want this old body, which is full of pain, sorrow and sin to

go with me. What do you want yours for"? She made no reply,

but my words evidently set her to thinking a bit.

—

\E. B. I/.]

* * *

Christianity and Hinduism.—The following is the language

used by the agents of the Arya Samaj in their endeavors to

counteract the growing power of Christianity :
—" They (the

missionaries) have cast their net over our children by teaching

them in their schools, and they have already made thousands
of Christians and are continuing to do so. They have pene-

trated into the most out-of-the-way villages and built churches

there. If we continue to sleep as we Imve done in the past,

not one will be found worshipping in our temples in a very

short time. Why, the temples themselves will be converted into

Christian churches ! When our country is turned into the wilder-
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Dess of Christianity, will the herb of Hinduism grow ? We musb

not fear the missionaries because they liave white faces, or because

they belong to the ruling chiss. There is no connection botweou

the government and Christianity, for the Queen Empress pro-

claimed neutrality in all religious matters in 1858. Wo musi,

therefore, oppose the missionaries with all our might. Whenever

they stand up to preach, let Hindu preachers stand up and start

rival preaching at a distance of forty feet from them, and they will

soon flee away. Let casLo and sectarian differences be forgotten,

and let all the people join us as one man to banish Christianity

from our land. All possible efforts should be made to win back

those who have embraced Christianity, and all children should be

withdrawn from mission schools."

Short Sermon to the Heathe.v, by Elder To San.—"There

are three kinds of kinodoms,—kingdoms of earth, the kingdom of

devils and the kingdom of God. We live now in an earthly

kingdom, but shall not always live here. Everybody knows we
must all pass beyond the generation ; then, wither ? According as

you affiliate here,—with God or with devils. Devils have a kingdom;

God has a kingdom.

" Devils deceive men ; first, to do what ? To worship heaven

;

not God in heaven, but heaven. Next, they say earth can produce
j

worship earth ; then you have heaven and earth, father and mother

—

* Thi-ti Pe-B6'—commonly worshipped in all this region. Then the

Devil tempts men to worship idols, dead sages and heroes and other

things, also to do every kind of evil. The devils have a place,

—

hell ; in it are bad men, thieves, fire, worms, Satan, the head devil

and all evil and woe.

" You know how it is. A man may have to do with thieves or

to do with officers of the law as he chooses. But the man who

affiliates with thieves, when the mandarin sends to catcli and punish

thieves, he is caught and his head is cut off, too ; the man on the

side of the rulers is safe. So it is here. If you worship devils,

then after death to the devil's kingdom you will go. But worship

the one true God in heaven, and He will receive you into His

glorious kingdom; and there is no death, no sickness, no pain,

no trouble, no tears, no care, only bliss forever—no end !

" This God has given His only begotten Son to die for our sins,

that we all, believing and obeying Him, may go to that blessed

kingdom. I used to be just as you are,—knew nothing about this

true doctrine ; senseless, senseless ; nay, worse ! For where I live,

at Chug-lim, they worship a great pig, and I used to worship it.

Think of that ! Now, we have come here to-day, for this and only
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this,—to bid yon leave the false, cleave to the true; to flee from

devils and turn to God.

"People say that when we worship-((Trod)-folks enter a place,

the idols are angry. All right. I admit it. I dare say it is so
;

we want to drive out devils. But see, nob one of them comes out to

hurt us; they are iu their temples, and there they sit. They

cannot hurt; they cannot help! The true God can save. After

death we shall all rise again and be judged. We call y<ui to-day to

leave false gods, worship the true God of heaven and gain eternal

bliss."

—

[Jieported by Rev. J. M. Foster, Swatow.]

Translation from the "King Sz Ven/' Book III.

Foreign Affairs. Chap. 11.

The Gradual Entrance of Disturbing Influences into China

{From ^ law 4'>

BY rev. D. L. ANDERSON.

(Continued.)

<^N the time of the Ming dynasty the Roman Catholic sect entered
<3^ China, and many of our leading men yielded themselves entirely

to tliis doctrine. Chief among these was D/a Kwong-chi (^ 5b j^)

;

then after him were Li Tsz-tsao (^ ;2l ^")> ^i Tien-king (^ ^ 0)^
Yung Yun-king (rt| ^ ^), Va Liang-tsz (^ % ;{g) and others,—

these all blindly followed this way. Moreover, they corrected and
adorned the literature of this sect, and because of this it was daily

spread abroad more widely. Also at this time a Western scholar

(til ^ M)' Adam Schall (A.D. 1628), brought into China Romish books

and pictures. These he solicited the Imperial officials to read, approve

and hand to others. Thus from the opening of the chapel in the

capital, this sect gradually spread into every province. At the

Capital there were establishments inside the Si°-vu (^ p^) gate, east

of the Tung-wo (^ ^) gate and west of the Feu-zcng (^ j^) gate
;

in Shantung at Tsi-uau ; in Kiaug-nan, at Hwai-an, Chang-chow,
Chin-kiang, Suchow, Nankin, Chang-shuh and Shanghai ; in the

Chehkiang province, at Hangchow, King-hwa and Lan-chi ; iu

Fohkien, at Fuchow, Kien-ning, Yien-p'ing and Ting-chow ; in Kiang-

si at Nau-chong, Kien-chong and Kau-chow; iu Kwang-tuug, at
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Cauton ; io Kwano-si, at Kwai-ling ; in Ilupeli, at "Wuclmng; in

Bliensi, iit Si-naii-t'ii; in S/cIiiicii, at Clmng-king and Piu)-niiig ; in

fcHiunsi, at Tai-) uin and Kiang-cliow ; in Jlonan, at Kai-fung-fu.

In all within tlie lliirteen provinces, there were Human Cathulic

estahlishments ut thirty phices.

From the time of Vah Loh, of the Ming dynasty, to the

beginning of the present, before the days of K'ang Hi, tliis sect,

though without feet, spread rapidly. The name of Ta Tsiu first

occurs in the records of Fan Wei-tsung, of the after Ilaa

dynasty. Tiiis name was given by the Cliinese, and was unknown
to the men of the West. From th«^ time that Matthew llicci entered

China, and formed an alliance with D/i Kwong-chi, the Catholics

Lave claimed their origin to he in the time of the Eastern llau.

Afterwards when Ngc Z-liah {"^ j}^- WJ) saw the Nestorian tablet, he

at once claimed this as proof of the Itoman Catholic sect, and

prepared a book entitled, " The Literature of the "West," in one

volume, in which he searches into their history and origin. Adam
Schall also prepared an account of Jesus' power and miracles, his

sufferings on the cross, a substitute to atone for men's sins, from

first to last, illustrated it and scattered it abroad. Thus the names

of Jesus and tlie Lord of Heaven were spread abroad throughout the

empire. At the beginning of this dynasty the ruling man among
the Catholics was Adam Schall, while the man who more than all

others openly «poke and contended against this sect was Yang Kwang-
sien (IJl ^ ^). Schall, a man from the AVest, followed Matthew Ricci

to China as a mathematician, and together with James llho {^ ^ ^ ),

in the third year of Tsung Zeng (^ |^), received appointments to

the Astronomical Board. Dzi Kwang-chi memorialized the throne
" that they be allowed to compare the new Western astronomical

methods with that in use in China, observe the good and bad

points of each, and thus prepare materials for a work of 100 volumes

on the new method." This work was delivered to Dzi Kwong-chi

for presentation to the Emperor, but just then the clash of arms
was heard throughout the empire. Everywhere was confusion and

strife. The Imperial Ministers were each one looking out for

himself, so the work was not circulated. In the 17th year of

Taung Tseu (A.D. 1644) Li Kien-tai (^ ^ ^) was ordered to quell

the disturbance in Shansi, and Schall was sent with him in charge of

the artillery and water machines. He was engaged here three months,

when the dynasty was changed.

When the present dynasty was established, in the 2nd year

of Shun Chi (A. D. 1646), Schall came to the Capital and sent np a

memorial, stating that the new mathematical methods conld be

verified ; he also presented several astronomical instruments and
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succeeded in getting the Emperor to try them. To accomplisli this

an edict was issued, appointing Adam Schall and Ferdinand Verbiest,

men of the West, cliief of the Imperial Astronomical Board. The

official calendar was constructed after the Western method and sent

into every province.

At this time there was a certain Yang Kwoug-sieu, a man of

Sing-an-wei, in the prefecture of Hwai-chow, in the An-hwui

province, who had diligently studied the mathematical methods

handed down from the past generations. He presented a plea to

the Board of Rites, saying, "That on the cover of the official

calendar there should not be printed the sentence ' a^icording to the

new Western method."^ There was no answer to this. Afterwards,

in the 3rd year of K'ang Hi (A. D. 1665), he again petitioned the

Board of Rites " that they investigate a mistake in the calendar

for that year, in fixing the time of an eclipse of the sun on the

1st day of the 12th moon." His memorial was sent up to the

throne, whence the matter was referred to the Board of Works for

judgment. Upon this Schall and his companions were ejected from

office, and Yang Kwong-sien was first appointed Vice-president

of the Astronomical Board, and then within a short time was

made President.

Now Yang Kwong-sien only understood the rule (g|) for

making astronomical calculations, but he could not make the cal-

culations themselves, so he five times begged to refuse the office,

but was not allowed. In the 6th year of K'ang Hi (A.D. 1668)

he made a mistake in calculating the intercalary month, and

begged that he be relieved of his office. But as the calendars

;

were at that time already sent out to the provinces, Yang was
imprisoned and sentenced to lose his head. At the fall assizes

his sentence was commuted, and he was banished to the frontier

;

afterwards he was pardoned and returned home. From this time

Schall and Yerbiest were again employed, the former as President,

the latter as Vice-president of the Astronomical Board, and the

courtiers all praised the mathematical knowledge of Schall, while

they condemned Yang. Yang Kwong-sien was himself impatient,

lest the people of the empire would not understand his secret hatred,

so he composed a book entitled, " Peh Teh I," in which he attacked

the doctrines of the Romish sect. He in substance said, ''From,

the time that Matthew Ricci entered China, his disciples and followers

have been relying upon their astronomical knowledge to secretly

propagate the Roman Catholic sect. To-day they have an es-

tablishment outside the Sien-vu gate of the Capital, and in the

provinces they have thirty burrowing holes in all. Moreover, in

Kwang-tung, at Macao, there are fully 10,000 men, who have fixed
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their dwellings there, making a large Capital. These underhandedly

speed the parting and welcome the coming ones, and their bands are

scattered in every important place throughout the thirteen provinces

of the Great Pure Empire. What is it that they have in mind to

accomplish?" Yang also in his essay entitled, " Examination into

the Eclipses of the Sun, and the Heavenly Bodies," says, " As to

Adam Schall's astronomical methods, he calculated an eclipse of the

sun for the 3rd year of K'ang Hi, the 1st day of the 12th moon.

This error could'hot be covered up from any one who had eyes, yet the

world reckons his mistake with reference to this eclipse as no mistake

and blindly follows him. And so this corrupt sect think that China

cannot do without this man. And we invite him and his fellows

here and follow after them, nnd thus prepare evil for ourselves. It

is of no use to point out his error in regard to the eclipse, for it is

considered as of no consequence (as no error). Is the Emperor,

going to allow such a set to snore in his bed? From ancient times

to the present, has any one ever crossed our frontier who has not

been sent in by his State to bring tribute ? Or did any of the

subject States' ambassadors ever come with tribute, who not only

did not return to his own country himself but also called hither

fellows of his own sort to assist in corrupting our people ? Kiang
Tung in his work on the removal of the Zung barbarians has given

us light on this question. He says, " When they have become
strong, they will not rest until they have overthrown our whole

empire. Now these men publish books and make known their

doctrines in all countries, east and west. From our own Foh Hsi,

the first men of China, all are reckoned as children of this evil sect.

They shame the people of this empire beyond expression. Yet we
readily receive and do not contend against them. After a while,

when trouble comes, will these converts contend against their

fathers and brothers, or will they help them ? If they side then with

these foreigners, it will surely be against nature, yet they will

have no strength to oppose them. So I would ask the men of

China,—with whom will they take sides?

"According to my humble judgment it is better that we
should be without a good calendar than that we should have

foreigners among us. If we are without a perfect calendar we
lire only as they were in the time of the Han dynasty. They

only knew then that eclipses were most frequent in the dark

of the moon, but did not know how to calculate their time.

Yet the government was strong and prosperous for 400 years.

I fear that if we have foreigners among us they will, by scattering

their gold, gather up the hearts of the people of our empire,
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like as if one slioald carry fire into a pile of straw fuel, and

misfortune will come speedily."

Ao-ain, Yang" Ivwon^-sien in tlie 1st vol. of his work cjiIUmI

"Destrnction of Corrupt Doctrines," says, "'riie Roman Catholics

will not allow the reverencing of the tablets of Emperor and parents.

They will not allow sacrifices to be offered to our ancestors. They

would certainly lead the empire to set aside rulers and fathers.

Moreover, certain who have adopted their views, seeking to gain

their favor, say " that the two sects—Taoists and Buddhists

—

from the beginning have known the relations of prince, minister,

father and son, but have not known that which the Caiholics

call heaven, and even the Confucianists do not understand this

clearly." Alas! what speech is this? These two sects in their

monasteries reverence the dragon tablet, and this shows that they

know the relations of prince and minister. The Buddhist books

teach us in reverencing the thousand-handed Buddha, that there is

nothing like reverencing oar parents, and this shows that they

know the relation of father and son. How much more do we

Confucianists reckon heaven's ordering and schemes the chief of

doctrines ? Jesus violated his countries' laws and was nailed to

death; this shows that he did not know the relations of prince and

minister. Jesus' mother, Mary, had a husband named Joseph, and

yet it is said that Jesus had no father, and thus the men who follow

the doctrines of this sect cannot reverence their ancestral tablets.

This shows that they are ignorant of the relations of father and son.

Now the corrupting doctrines of Yang and Mnh were coinbatted

by Mencius, lest the people should come to cast aside father and

prince. To-day the Roman Catholics come with their teaching, lest

the people should retain fathers and prince. Alas ! how wild!

" Dzi Kwang-chi, by means of the calendar, recommended

Matthew Ricci and his fellows to the throne. These men came
from a distance of several myriads {li) miles, and that without

tribute, yet none examine from whence they came. They depart,

and none know whence they go. They travel aljout the empire,

and there is no jurisdiction over them. They stop in a place, and

none watch or guard against them. The topograpliy of the thirteen

provinces, the condition of our army and revenue, they have fully

ascertained and recorded, and none have forbidden them. Either in

ancient or modern times has the coming in of foreigners ever been

regarded as such a trifling matter? The present dynasty followed

the example of the Ming in their treatment of foreigners and did

not consider the hidden danger in this course that would probably

break forth, showing within a hundred years from now that what I

have said in my book ' Peh Teh I ' is true.

"
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In the second volume of " Destruction to Evil Doctrines, " Yang
also says, " SliouUl any inquire who Jesus is, wo answer tho I/ord

of Heaven. Or why the Lord of Heaven, ruler of heaven, earth and
all things, came down to earth and became a man ? The answer is,

that the Lord of Heaven, pitying Adam's miserable condition after

lie had sinned (they say that heaven in the beginning created

man,—male and female ; the man was called Adam, the womaa
Eve, from these two sprang the race of man,) his wretchedness ex-

tending down to generations after him, promised that himself would

come down and make atonement, and for five thousand years until

the time of the incarnation he kept men informed of his purpose,

either by sending angels, or by using the mouths of prophets. Aa
angel informed the Virgin Mary that she should carry in her

womb the Lord of Heaven, and many joyfully assented. When the

child was born he was called Jesus. So Mary became the mother

of the Lord of Heaven, yet her virginity was not destroyed. Again,

when was he born ? the answer is, in the Soh year of Ngui Ti, of the

Han dynasty. Alas ! this is a wild unfounded stoi*y of the long ago.

" In heaven there is certainly a Lord of Heaven, so that of all

things within the fonr seas, covered by heaven, sustained by earth,

there is nob one that is not governed by the Lord of Heaven. But

he is not the Lord of the one country of Syria only. Moreover,

since he is called tho Lord of Heaven, then heaven, earth and all

things rely upon his government. Now while the Lord of Heaven
is for thirty-three years on earth, a man, who in his stead controlled

heaven and earth? If there is no governing Lord, then the heavens

will not I'evolve, and the earth will not bring forth its fruits, and

men and all things would speedily perish. If the Lord of Heavea
should descend and become a man to save the world, then his

unselfish example, his complaisant speech, would have transformed

every place that he passed by, and would have rendered efiicacioas

every place where he abode ; all the men of his generation would

have had great blessedness. Yet' Jesus only healed some men's

sicknesses and raised others from the dead. How can the happiness

given to one generation be reckoned to contain that that will transform

man ? (recreate). Heaven and hell the Buddhists have already

appropriated to the good and bad. Now these teach that only those

who reverence and serve Jesus—the mother and son—will ascend

to heaven, while those refusing to serve him will go down to hell.

If all who honor him are good, and all who dishonor him are bad,

they may speak thus. But if those who honor him are evil, and those

not honoring him are good, then is not this a ti*ansposition of rewards

and punishments ? They say that Buddha is in hell, and that he

can never escape ; who hag seen him there ? Also that Jesus, while
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alive, was nailed upon the cross, and thus in his own body suffered

intensely. Is he the ruler of heaven, earih and all things, and yet

was not able to have his own way about his owu life ? He the Shaugti,

who created heaven and earth,, and yet men can stab him and slay

him ? They have stolen the castaway Buddhist doctrine of heaven

and hell and then turn and slander Buddha. They have also bor-

rowed from the literary class, wherewith to slander thera. From
the entire six classics they take out the term Shangti, without any

regard to the context, and quote it as proving that the Shangti of

the classics is their Lord of Heaven.
" Again, what meritorious work has Jesus done that he should

be considered the Saviour of the world ? He has only healed some

men's sicknesses and raised others from the dead. There is nothing

in this worthy of the ru-ler of all things. If this should be con-

sidered meritorious, then to have utterly banished sickness and death

from the world, would have been yet more meritorious.

"Now Matthew Ricci only recorded in his books that Jesus,

having finished his n>eritorio«s work as Saviour, ascended again

into heaven. He omitted mentioning his death as a criminal. Adam
Schall's rascality was of different form from Matthew Ricci's. In

his books that he circulated, he both described and illustrated Jesus*

death on the cross. Schall's account differed but little from the

Yellow Turban Chief Chang. And the world, whether it considered

the subtle, wonderful instruments that he made, admired him
and delighted in them, or whether they considered his celibacy

and his private station and reverenced him, still did not reckon

that his subtle instruments, bis effective weapons of war, would

presently prove a hidden danger to our people. That he is a

celibate, that he has refused rank, is not without a deep purpose.

He would therein induce our people to follow after him. Look at

what has been plotted in Japan, at what has been accomplished in

Manila, and you will see what he would accomplish here. The
Book of Poetry says, 'When you' see hail, know that the enow has

been compressed into that form.' Again, it is said, ' that though the

eagle has been transformed into a dove, the superior man, as before,

hates his eye.* To-day the pirates of the sea are not yet swept clean.

Conscious oi their power, we welcome these robbers politely, opening

to them our doors. We ought to have regard to the after evil. It

is no matter that men should revile me to-day and accuse me of

jealous speech ; just so they do not have to honor me in the days to

come as a prophet. This would be China's good fortune."

Yang Kwong-sien, after he received his pardon, returned to his

home in Shantung, when he was poisoned by certain Europeans.

These also expended large sums of money in buying up his book
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"P/'/i 7'eh I" and destroying it. From tliis time foreigners were again

used on the Astronomical Board. Schall, Verbiest and their compan-

ions each received official position, and finally died in their homes

in the Capital. This is tiie record of the succesnive entninces of

foreigners into Cliina. Mvlcin<{ use of their mat-heinatical knowledge

they attained to offiiiial p isitions, and then availed themsolvoi of

these to rapidly spread their sect.

In the 8r.h year of K'ang Hi (A.D. IGTO) the opening of

churches in the provinces was first forbidden. At that time

foreigners were again employed on the calendar, and because

Verbiest had correctly calculated the intercalary month, the Emperor

granted to the foreigners to live at the Capital and allowed them to

hold religious service for their own benefit, but would not allow

them to propagate their doctrines in the empire, and forbid the

opening of establishments in the provinces. Yet from the time of the

Mings to the beginning of the present dynasty, Roman Catholic estab-

lishments were secretly set up in every province, and the command to

destroy them was not obeyed. Moreover, the foreigners, under the

cover of the permission to hold religious services for themselves,

secretly encouraged one another, and for a long time propagated their

doctrines, and so they were in a more flourishing st;ite than ever.

In the 56th year of K'ang Hi TA.D. 1718) General Dzen Ngoii

(W ^^)> ^^ ^^^^ "^'^'^ Tsen ($1 ^ ^,) in Kwang-tung, memorialized

the throne, saying, " that tlie Retain (.5 itholics hid establishments

in every province, and that in and about Canton they had gathered

in a larger crowd than ever. They were greatly helped by the

foreign ships converging at that point, bringing in fellows of their

class. The probability was that evil would spring from this. So

he petitioned that the Pjinperor would enforce the eiict published

in the 8th year of his reign, and again strenuously forbid the prop-

asration of this sect and not suffer the evil to increase." This was

approved by the Kmperor. Again, in K'ang tli's 57th year, the

Viceroy of the Liang-lcvvang, Yang r-'ing(jig |^ ) mjm'»rialized, saying

" that tlie foreigners had not ceased to open up establishments and

prop ig ite the tenets of their sect, and begged that he w.)ul I again

publish the edict of tlie last year and stop this thing." In the 59th

year of K'ang Hi, a foreigner named Teh fji-kuh, improperly

memorialized tiie throne, and so was guilty of a great offjuce. The
Emperor, however, was kind, and simply shut him up in his own house.

In the first year of Yung Ciien he was graci^iusly ptirdmed and

allowed to return home. At this time the Viceroy of Fuhkien and

Chekiang, Ko Lu Mo Pao, petitioned the throne, saying, " that,

foreigners were in the interior propagating their doctrines and setting

up establishments, and that it was reported that trouble would souu
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arise. He begged that all the foreigners in the capital, except those

iu public employ, should be made to dwell at Macao, and that their

establishments be turned into public buildings." The Eniperor*s

approval was declared in the following edict :
" The men from distant

countries, who have for a long time past been dwelling in the prov-

inces, are now all ordered to move away, and six months are to be

given them for this purpose. Let an officer be sent to look after

them, and not allow a disturbance in any place, nor suffer these

foreigners, while on the road, to be troubled or injured/'

In the 2nd year of Yung Tsen (A.D. 1725), in the 12th moon,

Kung Yoh-siu, Viceroy of the Two Kwang, petitioned, saying,

" The number of foreigners, first and last, who have come into Kwang-
tung, is great. If all are to be sent to Macao for transportation, the

"wharf there is too narrow to hold them. And besides there are no

convenient ships for them to return to their own country- Therefore

we petition that they be allowed to dwell temporarily in Canton at

the Roman Catholic establishment; that the younger men, desirous

of returning home, should avail themselves of the foreign ships and

depart ; yet that the old men, being infirm and not able to stand the

journey, be allowed to continue in Canton, only that they be not

allowed to go forth at pleasure, nor scattering the tenets of their sect.

Also that the Catholic establishments in the prefectural cities outside

of Canton, be changed into public buildings, and that those of the

people who have entered this foreign sect, be made to come out again."

In the 2nd moon of the 3rd year, Kung Yoh-sin again memo-
rialized, saying, " At Macao, in Kwang-tung, men from the West have

been dwelling for over 200 years. Their number has been constantly

increasing, until now there are over 3000 persons. May it please your

Majesty to limit the foreigners to a certain number and require all

over that number to embark ship and go home." The Emperor
approved of this and issued his edict accordingly.

[Conchided next month.]

The Man of Macedonia,
BY REV. T. R. STEVENSON.

<^N the sixteenth chapter of the Book of Acts we read, '* And a

<^ vision appeared to Paul in the night; there stood a man of

Macedonia, and prayed him, saying, Come over into Macedonia

and help ws." Was this dream natural or supernatural ? So some
ask. But the -question is scarcely discriminating. Tell us, if you
can, where the natural ends and the supernatural begins. We do

wrong to draw sharp lines of distinction between them. The
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human and the divine continually meet and mingle. That God
guided Paul by the vision is indisputable ; nevertheless, Lie used

ordinary means. Nothing is more likely than that the apostle should

have had such a dream as he had. Put yourself in his place. He is

landlocked when ho wants to set sail on the vast ocean of usefulness.

The Holy Ghost forbids him to preach the word in Asia. Does he wish

to evangelize Bithynia ? Alas !
" the Spirit suffered him not." "What

is he to do ? Inactive he cannot be. True believers are always prop-

agandists. " Never will I seek and receive private salvation

;

never will I enter final peace alone "
; thus spoke Buddha. Paul'-s

feeling was the same. While waiting near the scene of Homer'a
famous poem, he could behold Macedonia across the sea. Its

hills were visible from Troas. As he looks, he longs; while he

beholds, he bewails :
" Would that Macedonia had mercy ! Oh

that Greece possessed the Gospel I " Falling asleep with such

emotions in the ascendant, little wonder that he should dream as

lie did. His aspirations take visible form, and he sees a man
of Macedonia praying for aid.

Greece cries for help. A most impressive fact. " Macedonia "

—

how strange a word ! We should not have marvelled if "a man"
had said, " Come over to Africa and help us," or, " Come over to

Britain and help us." But *' Macedonia "—does not that seem
singular? Why, Macedonia was part of Greece, and Greece was
the light of the world. Art, science and literature flourished. It

was the abode of intellect; culture culminated there. What
orator like Demosthenes ? what philosopher like Plato ? what sculp-

tor like Phidias ? and yet it needed " help." Even so ; the mental

cannot substitute the moral. Refinement and learning will not of

themselves make men good. As the Rev. H. R. Hawies remarks
strikingly, "In Athens culture at its best ended in murder of

Socrates." Herein is a plea for missions. Some bid us go to

idolatrous lands with the plough and the steam-engine, the tele-

graph and the printing-press. By all means. But more, far more,

is urgently required. The heart wants changing, the inner man
transforming.

As much may be said touching ourselves. Among English

and Americans education is popular. The flood-gates of ignorance

have been burst open. " Knowledge is increased." We bless God
for it. But we do well to recollect that science is not salvation.

It is possible to have more wit than grace. Goethe is usually styled

many-sided, and so he was. Like a brilliant of the first water, he

flashed and sparkled at every point. He was a scholar, a poet, a

pliilosopher, a dramatist and a politician. Indeed, one is fain to

ask what was he not ? Ah ! the answer is at hand; Goethe was nob
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a Christian. The largest, noblest apartment of his nature was un-

furnished and unoccupied. Hence he was no match for the world's

vices and miseries. He knew all the symptoms of moral disease

but did not possess its remedy. I£ man had no better means of

deliverance from evil than the clever and versatile German afforded,

it would be in a hopeless case. Religion is still the one thing

needful. No knowledge is like the excellency of the knowledge
of Christ Jesus our Lord. He is wisest who is wise unto salvation.

•' Let the bright beams of science slied

Tlieir choicest influence o'er my head
;

And let the classic page impart
Its raptures ro my glowing heart

;

•
If Christ, my Lord, thou dost not know,
Wretched and ignorant art thou.

But though to thee her beaming ray
Fair science deigns not to display :

And though thy heart has never glowed
With warmth by classic page bestowed;
Still, if thy Saviour, Christ, thou know,
Happy, and learn'd, and wise art thou !

"

Look now at the text from another standpoint. Paul saw a

man. Would that we always did ! A great gift, that. The apostle

recognized the human in spite of ics environment of sin. The
Macedonians were idolatrous, superstitious, but they still were men

—

" there stood a man of Macedonia." Learn to detect the man in

the transgressor. The worst of our fellow-creatures are men, not

demons. They yet retain something of the divine image. The sacred

fire which once glowed and flamed on the soul's altar, is unextinguish-

ed, though colder and duller than of yore. Oh, see in each one

around you a man ! The drunkard, the miser, the sensualist, the

criminal is a man after all.

Jesus always recollected and acted upon this great fact. When
He went to the house of Zacheus, the crowd exclaimed, ** He is gone

to be guest with a man who is a sinner !" But Christ virtually said

that He was gone to be guest with a sinner who is a man. A prince

who has fallen from his horse, is a prince still, though heba prostrate

and his clothing foul and muddy. In like manner, fallen humanity

is humanity notwithstanding. Dr. Johnson had a habit of removing

his hat when he met a clergyman. Whereupon Thomas Carlyle

remarks that he ought to have done more ; he should have un-

covered his head to all men, for each has within something divine.

The man's name is not given. Nobody knows who the Mace-

donian was. "A man of Macedonia," that is all that we read.

Nor is this unlike Scripture. Listen :
'* There came a man of God

to Eli," "two men seek thee," "two men stood by them in white

apparel." Some of our best benefactors are anonymous. Even as

regards secular blessings, their originators are often concealed from
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US. Who discovered fire P Who first sowed corn ? Who invented

the potter's wheel ? Neither school nor college can inform us.

"Hidden ones" have been the source of half the good done in the

world,—hidden as the foundation is hidden, or as the roots are hidden,

or as the spring of the river is hidden. Thousands have been

cheered by the story of the widow's tuite. It has led timid affection

to put forth its trembling hand with hope as it offered its farthing.

But who was the widow? We are not told. As to that dying

thief, who, in the final gasp of life, sought and found mercy, only

eternity will reveal the multitudes who have been blessed by bis

salvation. Yet we are ignorant of his name.

All this rebukes vanity. My friend, do good and keep your

mouth shut. Give your tongue a rest after you have been benev-

olent. Don't advertise your charity. ** The merit of glass is, not to

be seen, but to be seen through." Frequently at annual meetings,

in great mercy to the public, the Report is " taken as read." The
worst of it is that the admirable pattern set in public is rigidly

followed at home. With one exception, few read the contents of

Reports. What, pray, is the exception ? Tour name, my esteemed

sir. Be honest and admit that you are extremely pleased to find

that it has immortalized you in the list of local subscriptions. Ah I

"a man of Macedonia" was not sharp, was he ? He ought to have

supplied Paul with his name and address. This is the modern and

improved style.

A man appealed for help, but a woman was the first to obtain it.

" A certain woman named Lydia . . . attended to the things which

were spoken of Paul." We can never tell in what way we shall be

useful. It is not well to prognosticate. Lady Huntingdon talked

with a person about his salvation, and lo ! some one on the other side

of the wall overheard, believed and was converted. Son>etiu>es the

seed springs up where it was least expected. In the lobby of a

Canard steamer, between Boston and Qeenstown, a few Christians read

and prayed together. Unknown to them a passenger heard it through

a grating over the door of the state-room, and he was greatly

helped thereby. Years ago the present writer was informed by a

lady that she became religious by means of a sermon preached to

young men. Who does not know that the apostle of the Gentiles

brought many Jews to a knowledge of the truth ? " Thou knowest

not whether shall prosper, either this or that, or whether they both

shall be alike good."
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Thoughts on Trmshtion of the Scripture and the

Revised Version.

BY T. NBWBERRY, EDITOR OF " THE ENGLISHMAN'S BIBLE."

'HE entire Scripture, composed of sixty-six parts, has but one

author,—God. To the one Divine author there are three

persons,—Father, Son and Spirit; consequently the -Scripture is

three-fold: it is the Word of God, it is the Testimony of Jesus

Christ and the Father's Testimony to the Son ; it is given by

inspiration of the Holy Ghost. There is in Scripture a three-fold

element,—the Divine, the Human and the Spiritual. Scripture is

Divine, for its language is, "Thus saith Jehovah " ; it is Human,

for it is a record of human history, written by human hands and

in human language ; and, lastly, it is Spiritual, for " all Scripture

is given by inspiration of God," or is "God breathed." Holy men

of old spoke and wrote as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.

Scripture is the Word of God, for it is a revelation of God,

the Triune God ; secondly, it is the word of Christ, for the centre

subject of Scripture, from beginning to end, is the person, work

and offices of Christ ; thirdly, it is spiritual, and as such it is only

spiritually discerned. The natural man understandeth it not. " He
that hath an ear," is invited to hear what the Spirit speaks.

Scripture is adapted to the three-fold nature of man, as

composed of spirit, body and soul.

In order to the faithful translation of the Scripture, there

should be: (1) the fear of God and a holy reverence for His word;

(2) faith in Christ and love and subjection to Him
; (3) spirituality

of mind, a dependence upon, and subjection to, the teaching of the

Holy Ghost.

As the Bible is a revelation from God, we must be prepared

to meet with that which is above reason and must be accepted

in simple faith,—speculation, doubting and unbelief avoided ; and,

as the Scriptures are written in human language, an acquaintance

with the languages in which they are written, is essential, and

likewise the ability to transfer the idiom of one language into another.

In the inspiration of the Scripture, the Spirit of God so

controlled the human agent, both as to matter, manner and words

employed in the record, as to convey the true and spiritual meaning

intended, and He only can enable the mind of the reader to

apprehend the same.
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The Providence of God has, in a marvellous manner, handed

down to us through succeeding ages the Scriptures of the Old
Testament as they are contained in the nasoretic Hebrew text,

so that whatever minor imperfections may have crept in, as a

whole they contain the Word of God without error or false doctrine.

So likewise with regard to the New Testament Scriptures, the

Providence of God has watched over them and the Spirit of God
has guarded them with jealous care, leading the spiritually minded

in all ages to prefer, amongst various readings, the true to the

false ; and, as a result, in the copy of Scriptures known as the

Textus E-eceptus, from whence the Authorized Version of the New
Testament was made, the reader may rely upon the whole as the

genuine Word of God, without doctrinal error.

The translators of the Authorized Version of 1611 were evi-

dently God-fearing men, true believers on the Lord Jesus and
manifestly helped and guarded by the Holy Ghost. They labored

under the disadvantage of having no Hebrew or Greek grammar or

lexicon, and were, therefore, obliged to obtain both through the

medium of the Latin ; hence, as the Latin has no article and

compounds, the aorist and the perfect tenses, the translation suffers

in both these respects; yet the translators were undoubtedly

scholars of a very high order, and their skill in accommodating the

idiom of the Hebrew and Greek to that of the English, is marvelous,

as is their spirituality of mind in discerning the spiritual thought in

the original and conveying the same to the reader's mind, so that

often a more literal rendering would not be equally truthful.

If we apply these principles to the examination of the Revised

Version, what shall we discover ? To begin with the Old Testament,

the Revision Committee containing, among others, some who, by their

own confession, do not accept the Scriptures as the bond fide word

and revelation of God and plenarily inspired, and consequently wo
miss throughout the high, reverent and holy tone of the Authorized

Version. Again, from the second verse of Genesis i, they appear

to ignore the personality and deity of the Holy Spirit, as they

invariably point the " Spirit of God " with a small s to the word

Spirit, and so throughout the Old Testament in every case. Compare

also Is. lix, 19. It is true that in many instances words are more

literally translated, but mere literality is not always the most faithful

translation; and it will often be found that in cases where the

translators have chosen the most simple, primary and obvious

rendering, the revisers have often substituted another which,

though literal, does not so well represent the sense. The scholar-

ship of the Translators strikes one as being transcendently superior
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to that of the Revisers, as these appear to have taken into con-

sideration the context and spirit of the passage, instead of a bare

literality of rendering.

In the Authorized Version, the help, superintendence and

guardianship of the Holy Ghost is most manifest throughout, so

that there is no doctrinal error or approach thereto from beginning

to end. It would have been well if the same could be affirmed of

the Revised Version.

With regard to the New Testament : In the place of acknowl-

edging the Scripture as the Divine sole authority, admitting no

other to be put in competition with it, in the margin of the Revised

Version we incessantly meet with the remarks, " Many ancient

authorities " leave out that or throw doubt upon thu, and thus entirely

undermining the certainty and authority of the text. When we
come to examine what is meant by these ancient authorities, best

ancient or most ancient authorities, we find that in the main they

refer to two manuscripts of the 4th Century— 5? and B—with occa-

sionally a few others in preference to and setting aside the mass of

manuscripts besides, some 1000 or 2000 in number. If these two

manuscripts agree in a reading, in general every other manuscript

and even parallel reading of another evangelist, must give way.

But it will be remembered that the 4th Century was the period when
Arianism leavened well nigh the whole professing Church, and the

influence of the Arian leaven is manifest in those readings of «,

B, D and L, where they differ from the rest of the manuscripts,

and these readings will be found to have a decided Arian and

Sociuian character.

In some instances, however, the revisers have not ventured to

put the readings of « and B into the text, contrary to their other-

wise all but universal practice : for example, in John i, 18, " The
only begotten Son," the reading of «, B, C and L is transferred to

the margin with the remark, " Many very ancient authorities read
* God only begotten. '

" In the Greek this reads, " The only begotten

God," which is manifestly an Arian perversion of the text.

There is a solemn word of warning in Rev. xxii, 19 : "If any man
shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God
shall take away his part out of the book of life." In the presence

of such a word as this, the hundreds of words and sentences which

for centuries have been regarded as the words of the Lord Jesus,

brought to remembrance by the Holy Spirit, and innumerable words

written by Divine inspiration, omitted from the text, often without

a word of warning or with doubt thrown upon them in the margin,

betokens a want of reverential regard to the sacred Word of God.
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The Present Troubles in China and their Cure.

A Translation of some ideas kxpresskd «y a chinksk prkachkr.

<JtfHIS year, from the beginning of summer till now, in bU tbe

^2^ provinces on the north and south of the Yangtze-kiang, rebel

societies have secretly conspired to revolt. Thoy have rovived the

book on the "Sure Way of opposing Kvil " (^ ^ H ^) and re-

established the old plan used at Tientsin to raise between China and
tho West a strife that cannot be settled without war. Their hope is

that, being between the two, they may secure profit from both.

The local officials have already expressed their fears that on

such sudden outbi'eaks they cannot temporarily protect the foreign-

ers and Churches.

Although it is plainly owing to the plots of insurgents, when we
examine matters to the root, we see that tho great officials of both

China and the West really give the insurgents the chance of suc-

ceeding in their evil-plans. Now, while settling the repayments for

property destroyed and tho demand for compensation in the cases of

lives taken, we may perhaps still hope that there will be no break-

ing of the peace. But so much money and land being already given

to the extent of tens of thousands of dollars, this will mean taking

the meagre savings of the poor, scraped by economy and hard labor

for many years, which is like taking their very flesh and blood and

paying it to these rebels for the purposes of burning and plundering;

thus these earnings will vanish without any return. If, daily,

chapels are torn down and, monthly, thousands and tens of thousands

of dollars are given as compensation, does any one suppose that this

is what an Emperor who has power to rule his country ought to do

and would do ?

There must be a good plan to settle these disturbances for the

future. In all the great countries of the West, in which there are

so many Churches, each Church, according to the clearness of its

views, tries to make those outside equally clear as to the great

messa<»e we have from heaven of grace and salvation; thus do they

act in harmony with God's will. They collect money at home, cross

the seas to distant lands, go into places of peril and open churches,

in which they preach these doctrines, so as to lead men back to the

true way of righteousness. They do not at all wish to encounter

such things as having their houses burnt, themselves killed, their

property stolen, and in return money paid for property and lives.

But there seems to be no remedy. There must be something wrong

in the plans somewhere when it is dangerous to take the first step
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to proclaim the Gospel. Althougli the teaching is the best, directly

the hand is extended it is, alas ! only to receive this money. How
can this be called enlightening the world and being the salt of the

earth ? Certainly it is only because they lack the remedy that the

Chinese have this bitterness in their hearts, and there is at present

no way to make them know that this is not the desire of foreign-

ers. We think that surely the great officials of the West and the

Churches of all the countries ought to understand how all this can

be altered for the better.

On examining into the cases of burning, spoiling, killing and

stealing in the provinces, we see that generally great numbers

assisted in the work, although we are informed that it is the work

of the rebels who have deceived the people and fanned the flame as

it appeared, and that these ignorant people, who have been deceived,

are about nine-tenths of the rioters. How is it that these ignorant

people, as they are called, are deceived by the rebels ? It is really

because they do not know the reason or origin of the Churches.

Let us then seek a plan that shall settle the disturbances for

all time,—the plan that by settling one shall settle all.

We cannot do better than that all the ministers of the Western

countries at Peking, uniting in speech, request the Emperor of China

to send one of his most intimate, greatest and most faithful officers in

person to the Western countries to examine fully the Eoraan Catholic

and Protestant Churches, as to their rites, teaching and books. On his

return he should report faithfully all his views to the Emperor. Let

the Emperor then send forth his Imperial decree, explaining the

Roman Catholic and Prostestant teachings and the meaning of the

missionaries, and declaring it to all the people in the eighteen provinces.

Then let this Imperial decree be engraved on stones and placed

throughout all the provinces, one in every yam6n, college, private

school, public hall, in every village, market town and city, and one in

every great ancestral hall.

If this be done we believe the rebels will have no power to use

their cunning, for the foolish people will not give them a chance to

deceive them.

This plan is the one that means least work and least expense, and is

the most peaceful way to cause China and the West to be at peace for

a long time to come. No other plan can be found better than this.

If this be not done, China will always be as in the past,—some-

times swallowing and again spitting out, sometimes protecting and

again seeking to turn the Churches out.

The Westerners have always, when stopped one step, gone beyond

it and taken two. Let them do so now by taking this step.

If this be not done, the future troubles will be unbounded.
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Synopsis of the President's Address at the Meeting of the

Shanghai Missionaiy Association, October 6th, 1891.

'^yjEV. VI. This is a difficult subject. As wo live, however,

C'*' in troublous times it is important to find out the Divine

view of human history. This not in the sense that God merely

looks on, for He is the principal agent in universal history.

History, well understood, reveals the laws of God's government.

His providence and ways. I speak to students of the Bible.

You know that God has created this world, that He had a plan,

even before the foundation of the world, and that this plan is to

be accomplished in and through the course of history. God's

nature is love. Love is the cause of creation and of redemption.

Bat we must not overlook the reverse of love, God's wrath, which

is provoked by human sin. We may say that there are three

motive powers in history,—God's plan, human sin interfering and

God's grace and justice overruling. Remember the happiness of

paradise and the Cherubim with the flame of a sword. Man had

disobeyed God's warning, and God put him under the dominion of

death. The first death was by murder. This showed to the first

parents the dreadful consequence of sin. Cain had received a

warning, but he minded it as little as his mother. In Noah's time

the carnal mind of mankind filled the earth with violence. God
commanded Noah to build the ark ; 120 years' time was allowed,

and Noah's work was a testimony before their eyes, but men would

not repent ; the masses had to die, and only eight souls were saved.

Abraham obeyed the call of God and received the promise that in

him and his seed all the nations of the earth should be blessed.

The three patriarchs proclaimed the name of God to the Canaanites,

but they did not receive the blessing and had to be exterminated

after a long time of grace, of about 400 years. The hand of God
led Israel to Egypt. Pharaoh and the Egyptians saw the miracles

of God's power, but would not submit to the divine demand ; they

had to perish in the Red Sea. The children of Israel were the

chosen people of God ; they received God's covenant, but all of them

had to die in the wilderness, with the exception of only two. The

same is repeated in the Holy Land. Because the Israelites did

not carry out God's command to exterminate the Canaanites, these

wicked people became a snare to them and bloodshed was continued

for hundreds of years. King Saul needs only be mentioned. You

know that God's judgments over his people could not rest, even ia
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fche time of David and Solomon. The history of the divided kingdom

is full of such. God had to make use of the surrounding heathen

nations, the Syrians, Egyptians, Assyrians and Babylonians to

chastise his chosen people. All these nations and other neighboring

states had also to pass away under the judgment of God. We
find the same thing going on in the time of the New Testament.

Jerusalem was destroyed, the Jewish people scattered, the E-oman

empire broken to pieces, the Mohammedans served as a scourge in the

hand of God over corrupted oriental Christianity. The Reformation

was a divine judgment of papal Christianity. Grace and judgment

are the manifestations of God's love and righteousness,—grace to

sinners who repent, judgment to hardened sinners. The Lamb
of God which taketh away the sins of the world opens the seals

of the final doom of the world, and all men, from the kings to the

lowest person, wish to hide themselves from the wraih of the Lamb.
The Revelation lifts the veil that hides the invisible world from our

view, and shows that the events on earth are determined above and
executed by heavenly agents. God is the ruler over all. He forces

nobody into His heaven ; His grace is freely offered to all men, but

those who refuse, defying God, have to take the consequences,—their

own destruction.

The same laws apply, of course, to China. The times of

ignorance God overlooked, but the Chinese have, been called to

repentance more than once. Jews and Mohammedans demonstrated

to them the abomination of idolatry and proclaimed the worship of

the one God. Nestorians, Catholics and Protestants made them
acquainted with the essentials of Christian faith. The Chinese

answer is hatred and blasphemy. It is true there are some myriads

of Chinese confessing Christianity, but these are witnesses against

the millions of opposers. When God and His Christ are blas-

phemed, when Christian charity is represented as darkest vice, when
Christians are persecuted and their blood is shed, we may be sure

that God's judgment is near at hand. God's grace may still cause

a delay, but the crisis is sure to come speedily.

The souls of the martyrs cry to God, the "holy and true," that

their blood might soon be avenged. Our Lord expresses the same
sentiment, Luke xi, 60-51. Also Paul ii Thess. i, 6-10. The
desire for justice is here recognized as right before God. Christians

will not seek their own revenge in any way ; in crying to God they

are comforted, they receive a reward and enter into rest till the end
comes. God will not leave His enemies unpunished, but His grace

is long suffering as long as there are people among the wicked who
turn to God in repentance and faith. God gives to a nation, a city,

a family, au individual time till their sins are full.
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We have to remember our own character as messengers of

God's grace. As such we have also to announce God's judgment
upon those who reject the Gospel. But we may plead for the

people as Abraham did for Sodom, as Mosoa for the rebellions

Israelites, as Job and the prophets, as our Lord ou the cross and

Stephen when stoned and Paul for his brethren in the flesh. But

we should not expose ourselves to danger of life if we feel not in

duty bound by the Spirit of God. Christ withdrew from his enemies

till his hour had come. He ordered His believers to flee from

Jerusalem at the approach of the besieging army. May the Spirit

of God guide us to imitate our High Priest on earth and receive

then, as faithful servants, our crown in heaven ! Knowing that

God's plan will be accomplished, we are not despondent under the

most trying circumstances, but are cheerful, rejoicing in the Lord.

General List of Commentaries on Books of Scripture.

f!l Itt (If tt£ W> Genesis with Notes.—Dean. 4to., 248 leaves.

Xylog. Hongkong, 1851. ? Out of print. This is a running com-
mentary on the book of Genesis, with preface by the author who signs

himself :© fc #.

ffi 1^ W f^ «f ^' Exodus with Notes.—Dean. 4to., 96 leaves.

Type. Hongkong, 1861. ? Out of print. Uniform with Genesis.

W M ^i^> Commentary on Psalvis i.-xxxix.—Macgowan. 4to.,

82 leaves. Xylog. Amoy, 1875. Sold by Rev. J Macgowan, Lon-
don Mission, Amoy. $15.00 per 100. Mr. Macgowan has a second

volume ready, or almost ready, for press.

ISAIAH.—Mr. Leyenberger says, " I revised and prepared for

the press Mr. Mcllvaine's manuscript Commentary on the first

thirty-six chapters of Isaiah. The manuscript is now in the hands
of the Committee, and will soon be ready to print.

DANIEL.—Mr. Butler, of Ningpo, left a manuscript copy

of a Commentary on Daniel, which it is to be hoped will be got

ready for the press.

MICAH.—Mr. McKee, of Ningpo, has a work on Micah in prep-

aration.

jjh^ "e Wx ^' Expository Thoughts on the Gospels.—J. W. Lambuth.

jffi "^ § '^ $j Couipendium of the Four Gospels.—Ashmore.
4to., 202 leaves. Type. Foochow, 1874. The Baptist Mission,

Swatow. " This is in the Swatow dialect. It is a translation of The
Consolidated Gospels, published by Bagster and Sons, and was
prepared by the Rev. Dr. Ashmore for the special use of Bible-women.

Much of the manual work of preparation was performed by i^liss A.
M. Fielde. An edition of 500 has been printed by moveable type."-^

Chinksk Recokdkk, vol. vii., p. 43.
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J^ iC i^ fi "h # I£ ^' ^attheio with Notes.—Dq&xx. 4to., 171

leaves. Xylog. Honokong, 1848. ? Out of print.

J^ iC fM ^ p-£ ^' Commentary on Matthew.—Legge. 4to., 128

leaves. Type. Hongkong, 1854. Hongkong R. T. S. $6.00 per 100.

Reprinted at Hongkong, 1867, in 2 vols., 168 leaves. Type. This

is the edition now in circulation. " This Commentary was compiled by

Dr. Legge's native assistant, jql 3^ ^, who has added a lengthy

preface in reference to the Sacred Scriptures ; two leaves of

prolegomena follow, which are succeeded by two leaves of preface

to the Commentary on Matthew. The whole is revised by, and pub-

lished under the imprimatur of, Dr. Legge."—'Wylie's Mems., p. 120.

J^ lie IS "a h£ ^' Oommentary on Matthew.—Happer. 4to,, 114

leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1874. Presbyterian Mission Press, Shang-

hai. |11.50 per 100. This is merely a revision of the foregoing. Dr.

Happer has changed the terms for God, &c., and altered a few
passages affected by the change. He has also elided a few passages

which he considered " not germane."

»l| Pf tlf IS W :^ M> Commentary on Mark.—Nevius. 8vo., 52

leaves. TyP^- Shanghai, 1862. Presbyterian Mission Press, Shang-
hai. $5.50 per 100; |7.00 per 100. "There are two prefaces, the

second concluding with the Lord's Prayer."

.^ ^ l@ "b 1$ #. Commentary on Mark,—Legge. 4to., 49

leaves. Type. Hongkong, 1868. Hongkong R. T. S. $2.75 per 100.

Has short introduction.

Ji| rT Bi ^' Commentary on Mark.—Faber. 5 vols., 4to., 549
leaves. Xylog._ Canton, 1876. Canton R. T. S. $35.00 per 100;
Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai. 50 cts. per copy. First volume
published 1874; second and third, 1875; fourth and fifth, 1876.

Contains a complete commentary, 77 sermons, index of subjects,

outline of homiletics, and short survey of all the books of the Bible.

I& ^ 11 "b I£ #> Commentary on Luke.—Lowrie. 78 leaves.

Ningpo, 1849. ?Out of print.

i^ ^U Is ^ Hf ft£ #» Notes on Luke.—Roberts. 8vo., 34 leaves.

Xylog. Canton, 1860. ? Out of print. The first leaf contains the

title, with a page of introductory matter on the back ; the second leaf

has a map of the world with explanation.

[To he continued,']

$n iWemoriam.

THE DEATH OF REV. W. J. WHITE.

On July 27fch, at a crossing of the Erie Railroad, Eldridge
Park, near Elmira, New York State, occurred a sad accident, in which
the Rev. Wellington J. White, of the Canton Presbyterian Mission,

his eldest daughter Lillian and two young girls lost their lives ; while
Mrs. White was dangerously, and her two younger daughters less,

seriously injured. The party had been driving in the Park and were
crossing the railway, where a divided freight train hid the approaching
train on the opposite track. The horse and front of the carriage cleared
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the track, bnt the after part, with the occapants, was strnck with terrific

force by the fast running train. Death came instantly to all the
deceased, except Lillian, and to her within a few moments. At last

account Mrs. White was consciotis only a part of the time, having
suffered severe concjussion of the brain ; while the younj?er children were
doing well. Mr. White was a native of Western New York, a graduate
of Amherst College and of Union Theological Seminary. He came to

China in 1880, and has done ten years of faith ful and efficient missionary
service. To our human view he was just ready to do his best work,
when in this startlitig way we are reminded that no man is an essential

factor in God's work on earth, and admonished to keep ourselves always
ready for His couiing.

At a meeting, August 26th, the Canton Presbyterian Mission
Station passed the following resolutions :

—" Having learned with deep
sorrow and pain of the sudden death of our dear brother and colleague,

the Rev. W. J. White and his daughter Lillian, at Elmira, New York,
July 27th, 1891,

Resolved :^
1.—That as a mission we express to his family and friends oar

deep sympathy in the great sorrow and loss that have come to them,
praying that God the comforter and helper, whom Christ has promised,

may bring to them His own consolation and peace.

2.—That in this sudden removal of Mr. White from the master's

service on earth to the higher service above, our mission has snffered

the loss of an active, zealous and efficient missionary.

3.—That while, in the midst of the urgent need of more laborers,

the removal of one so well fitted by his experience and knowledge of the

language and of the people, and withal so ready and willing to devote
himself to the utmost to the work of Christ in China, seems to our

human understanding strange and inexplicable, yet we bow submissively

to the will of Him who " doeth all things well" and pray Him to raise

up others to fill the vacant place.

4 —That we bear our cordial testimony to the high esteem in which
Mr. White was held by all who knew him, both Chinese and others; and
that we express our sincere appreciation of him as a man of noble

character, of sterling principles, of lofty impulses, of unselfish devotion,

of consecrated life, a manly soul, a true friend, a genial companion and a
devoted laborious missionary.

5.—That if the way be open in San-ui, Mr. White's special field,

a chapel be erected as a memorial to him ; and that the assistance of

Christian people in China and America be solicited to extend the work
around this chapel as a centre.

6.—That in this sad event we humbly accept the teaching of God's
all wise providence and endeavor, as a mission and as individuals, to be

more zealous and faithful in the master's service, that when He calls ua

we may be found in our appointed places, watching for His coming.

7.—That in view of our sad loss, we urge upon the Board, as a

matter of pressing importance, the necessity of sending out, without delay,

at least one missionary to the Canton station.

8.—That these resolutions bo entered upon the minutes of the

Canton station, and copies be sent to Mrs. White, to the Board and
to the religious press in China and America."

0. P. WiSNEB,

Sect/; CanPofi Station.
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To the Editor of

"The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir : I have followed with

interest the controversy carried on

in your periodical on the use of the

pronoun Ni in prayer to God, and
I hope I may be allowed to make
some suggestions and express an

opinion on the question.

I will begin by stating that I

consider '* F " 's article in the Sep-

tember number of The Chinese
Recorder admirable and ex-

cellent, if we take his standpoint

and view the matter as a heathen

Chin'ese would do, or even one

lately converted to Christianity,

brought up to think etiquette and
ceremony among the most import-

ant duties in life, and his mind
imbued with the old traditions of

an ancient high civilization. There

is a great deal of fascination in all

this, and few of us have not been

more or less influenced by the

great attention paid to ceremonies

and forms of speech by this ancient

nation. But are a heathen China-

man's ideas of decorum or reverence

to be the guide of a Christian when
approaching the throne of grace,

however proper they may be ?

Should we not rather turn to Holy
Scripture, our great guide-book, for

direction in this as in all matters ?

To the Law and to the Testimony !

Has not this been somewhat set

aside in the controversy ? There is

a prayer recorded for us in Gen.

xviii, 27-33, uttered some thousand
years ago by the Father of the

faithful, and the phraseology of

which remarkably coincides with

that recommended by our friends

who wish to discard Ni in prayer.

The spirit of that prayer is humble
and reverent. Shall the Chinese

Christians then be advised to

adopt this prayer as their model?

There seems to be little doubt that
at the time when Abraham lived

the various nations with which he
came in contact were in the enjoy-

ment of a high state of civilization,

the remnants of which are still to

be found in the only remaining
ancient kingdom,—the Chinese
empire. That their style of ad-
dressing rulers and superiors was
much the same as that in vogue
among the Chinese, we may infer

from Joseph's address to Pharoah
in Gen xii, where ho never once
uses any other term for the king
than his title,

—
" Pharoah." And

this style was probably maintained
for many centuries (see II. Sam.
xiv, 9-18.) But is there no model
given to Christians by which to

form their prayers ? Yes, truly.

The Lord's disciples said, " Lord,
teach us to pray." The Lord said,

"After this manner therefore pray
ye." And what is the manner?
Are there grand titles used ? Is it

Lord, Lord, all through ? Not at
all. Only " Our Father which art

in Heaven," and then " thou

"

and " thy," nothing more ! Our
Father. " And because ye are

sons, God hath sent forth the

Spirit of his Son into your hearts,

crying Abba, Father." Gal iv, 6.

So tlie Holy Son and Spirit agree

in tesichiug the true members of

the Holy Catholic Church through-

out all the world. For this reason

we Europeans still make use of

that pronoun in prayer, which has

been discarded in polite society as

too familiar for common use, though
still used among the members of

the same family in most countries,

and even in some parts of England
among the lower classes. We have
learned through habit and educa-

tion to attach an idea of reverence

to the use of Thou and Thy in

prayer. But is it not because of
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oar reverent feelinj? for Him whom
we tlius address ? I believe that our

forefatljers had much the same
dislike to the U!?e of Thou and
Thee as the Chinese to Ni, other-

wise why did they discard it? Our
Saviour tells ua it was not the gift

that sanctified tlio altar, but the

altar that satictitied the gift. So
I say it is not the epithet we use

that can do honor to God, but

what we employ with a reverent

heart is sanctified and acceptable

with Him. Let us then be careful

to do all wo can to exalt. God in

oar converts' estimation and leave
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it to the Holy Ghost to teach the

Church in this land as Ho has

taught it elsewhere, what terroa to

use ill prayer. Let us, indeed, be

careful as " F " suggests in oar
use of the objectionable pronoun,

esjKJcially when many heathen are

present, but I would, by no means,
entirely discard it. I strongly

endorse the wise words contained

in the last paragraph of the article

by " F." Hoping that this letter

will not occupy too ranch of your
valuable space, believe me,

Yours truly,

M. N.

dttr §00lv Cablt,

The Central China Mission Press

at Kiukiaiif^ has published a really

fine calendar sheet in three assorted

colors of paper. Price S2.00 per

1000.

There are a number of Chinese

books lying on our table calling for

review. We hope in time to give

them in some degree the attention

their merits richly deserve.

We acknowledge the receipt of

the Cliinese Religious Tract Socie-

ty's Calendar for 1892;. It is very

attractively got up with illustra-

tions, and can be had at the Pres-

byterian Mission Press at 33 per

thousand.

The Trilingual Press at Seoul

has issued a prospectus of Tlie

Korean liepository, a monthly

magazine, to appear in January

next. It will contain 30 pages, the

subscription price being $2 a year,

and will discuss "the Hi.story,

Language, Literature, Religion,

Manners and Customs of the

Koreans."

Translation of nn Introduction to, and
Nates on, the Gospel nccording to St,

Mark ; with Pre.s* Notices and Let-

ters. Printed at tlie "Hankow Mission

I'less." September, 1891.

The Introduction is well adapted

to its purpose, and many of the

notes clearly and concisely express

the information that so many are

calling for. Some of the diflical-

ties attending a work of this kind

emerge in the specimen before as.

There is danger of doing either

more than ought to be done or less

than the necessities of the case

demand. Assuming that the main
idea is to provide annotated portions

of Scripture for general circulation

in China, all definitions should be

thoroughly simple. In this run-

ning commentary on the compar-

atively brief Gospel of Mark, there

are no less than thirty-three refer-

ences to other books of the sacred

volume, many of them to the Old
Testament,—a fact that wonld add
materially to the perplexities of the

outside reader. In the mention of

localities, as Bethany, Betbsaida,

etc., where the points of compass
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are prominently referred to, the

ignorant man who reads,— the

Chinese generally are ignorant,

including the literati,—will perhaps
gain no clear conception, if haply

his mind does not recur at once to

some notion of geomantic art.

Valuable as these notes of names
and terms undoubtedly are, it is

our conviction that the difficulty

complained of by many missionaries

has not been fairly met by any plan

of annotated Scriptures ye!; pre-

sented to the public. If the usual

objections urged against a wide
circulation of the message of Divine
mercy to man are accepted, to be
logically consistent we are bound
to make the further concession
that the doctrinal teachings of

Holy Writ need a systematic and
wise comment, couched in terras

adapted to the oriental cast of mind.
But the difficulties of such an
achievement are very great. The
use of unfamiliar Christian terras

to express an abstract Christian

idea, would require, in many in-

stances, a commentary on the
annotation.

We ought not to regard it as

wholly a discouraging fact that a

pagan should express himself as

unable to understand what has
lightly passed before his eye.

Spiritual truth is spiritually dis-

cerned, and not infrequently no
amount of glossing in cold type can
avail either to enlighten tlie under-
standing or to move the heart.

Mystery in revelation is a necessity,

as it is an incentive to research. It

has happened again and again that

the Chinese perusing for the first

time a portion of the New Testa-

ment, attracted by some statement
of historic fact or revealed truth
beyond instant comprehension,
have been led to further inquiry,

and so into the realm of light and
life. It is even a fact that the

element of mystery, or profundity,

will sometimes favorably impress
the cultivated native mind, of which
we have recently published iu these

columns a striking example. Divine
mysteries there must be,—a fact

recognized not only by Christian
thinkers but also intuitively, in

some measure, by the average pagan
intellect ; but all is not mystery,
and the way of salvation is open
and plain to the honest seeker. If

we demand perfect intelligibility to

the Chinese as the test of the value
to them of the book to be circulated,

we shall place in their hands
neither tract nor Scripture. But
we know that there is much that
they can understand; and, like

nature's generous plan of seed-
sowing, we do well to scatter far
and wide the printed page.

We welcome this and every
worthy contribution to a better

knowledge of the Scriptures ; and
at the same time venture to express
the hope that the Committee on
Annotation, appointed by the
Shanghai Conference, with such
material aid as the tract societies

can afford, will, as soon as possible,

give us the fruit of their pros-
pective labors.

4U ^ SS ^ 5^ il- Commentary on tlie

Book of Isaiah. By the Rev. S. C.
Partridge, of the Protestant Episcopal
Mission. Mission Press, Shanghai, 1891.

After all that was said and
written at the last General Mis-
sionary Conference, as well as all

that has since appeared in the pages
of The Recorder and elsewhere,
respecting the different translations

of the Holy Bible into Chinese, it

would seem to need a bold man,
who is very sure of his ground, to

venture to give a new translation

even of only a portion of it. Leav-
ing aside the confusion already ex-

isting on what is known as the
" Term question," the various

renderings of our Sacred Scriptures
into Chinese, all more or less dif-

ferent and divergent, are a source
of much present difficulty, and will

be a source of still more future

trouble. Union and unanimity
are happily now the ruling ideas of
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the leaders of iboaght on this roost

important topic, and concessions are

tlie order of the day. The addition

of new and independent versions

can only tend to make " confnsion

worse confounded."
From this point of view, the new

translation of Isaiah by the llev. S.

C. Partridge, which is now before

ns, appears to be hardly called for.

With a " Union version " now in

progress, in which the oldest and
best qnalitied missionaries in China
are busily engaged, why should an
individual missionary spend his

valuable time and energy as well as

money in translating and publishing

Isaiah dc novo ? If begun before

the " Union version " was organiz-

ed, why now publish it separately

instead of offering it for what it is

worth as an aid to those engaged
in preparing the new version ? If

a commentary on Isaiah was nec-

essary at the present juncture,

why not have temporarily used the
" Delegates' version " or some other

widely spread version for the text,

pending the completion of the new
" Union version "? These and many
other questions of a similar nature

will certainly be asked by some of

those into whose hands a copy of

this valuable book may come; while

the qualifications for such an im-

portant task, which may be expected

in a sinologue whose arrival in

China only dates back to 1884, will

assuredly also be taken into con-

sideration. There is a great deal,

however, to be said on the other side,

and as we wish Mr. Partridge's

painstaking work to have perfectly

fair play, we shall leave others to

dilate more fully on its raison d'etre

while we proceed to point out some
of its many excellencies.

To begin with, the book, which

is in one volume, is very well

gotten up. It strikes the eye of a

native as an important and valuable

work, which has been thought

worthy of being well printed on

good white paper, in conformity to

the established usages for literature

of the highest class. It is in this

respect a striking contrast to the

badly printed and slovenly looking
copies of the Bible, or portions of
it, that have come under our notice,

the paper and binding of which
have been of the commonest
description. Is it any wonder that

natives will despise a book gotten
up in such a manner, even if they
are willing to pay for it the small
fraction of its cost which is usually

charged ? First impressions are
usually lasting; and advantage
ought to be taken of this fact in

the publication of the Holy Bible.

Quality rather than quantity ought
to be aimed at. It is gratifying,

however, to find that Mr. Part-
ridge's book is so nicely printed.

The type of the text is large,

the principal commentary is me-
dium sized and the minor notes
and references are in small type.
So much for the very good appear-
ance of the book. Even the title

page and preface display a certain

amount of artistic taste,—plain yet
neat and good.

Next as to the Commentary ; it

is the first, we believe, that has
appeared in the Chinese language
on the writings of the " Messianic
Prophet." Just about enough is

expounded to make the general
meaning intelligible to an ordinary
native who has received some pre-

paratory training in the study of

the Scriptures. The commentary,
as we understand from the very

modest preface, is mostly translated

or compiled from Deliztsch, supple-

mented here and there from Bishop
Wordsworth. The chief fault we
have to find is its sparseness.

Double or treble the amount would
not have been too much. It would
be unfair to compare it with the

elaborate and exhaustive commen-
tary on St. Mark's Gospel, in

Chinese, by Dr. Faber, interspersed

with homilies and reflections full

of deep thought and valuable sug-

gestions. Mr. Partridge tells us

in his preface that he only wishes
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to use the plainest and simplest

style and language so as to render

the Book of Isaiah as intelligible

as possible ; and he well and care-

fully carries out hia purpose.

With regard to his new trans-

lation of the text, we do not sup-

pose he would for a moment imply

that he merely took the original

Hebrew for his guide and made an

independent rendering of it into

Chinese, ignoring all previous

work. On the contrary, the ex-

isting translations have evidently

been made very free use of,

even to copying some of their

errors. In fact, it is difi&cult to

find many important deviations in

phraseology from previous versions.

The great fault we have noticed in

most of the translations of this

Prophet, whether in Chinese or

other languages, consists in color-

ing the meaning so as to make it

conform to the generally accepted

prophetic or Messianic interpre-

tations. Instead of merely giving

what the text says, neither more,

nor less, and then, where necessary,

pointing out in a note or comment

that in addition to the primary

allusions to local current events of

the Prophet's days, the same words

may be taken as having a pro-

phetic or Messianic interpretation,

there are not a few well meaning

but over ofi&cious translators who

contrive to combine their com-

mentary with the text

!

Take for instance the words of

the beginning of that grand 63rd

chapter, which we open on at

random. They are translated in

the old and new English versions as,

"Who hath believed our report ?"

They can, however, only be satisfac-

torily rendered in connection with

the context by, " Who hath believed

what we have heard." This is

given as the alternative reading in

the New English version. The
Delegates' version rather question-

ably renders it as "^ Bf M ^ M
^ # Ml or " Who believed the

report I repeated ? " Mr. Partridge

goes a step further and renders it

nm i^'Mmti'i^^ or -who
hath believingly followed the

doctrines we have preached ?" This
is entirely ignoring the primary
meaning, which evidently has no
reference to preaching at all ! The
prophet merely takes blarae to him-
self and others for not having given

due credence to the reports they

had heard respecting Prince Zerub-
babel. When, however, Mr. Par-

tridge comes to explain in his

commentary that the words refer

typically or prophetically to the

rejection of Christ by the Jews, we
of course feel at one with him.

This is perhaps a fair specimen
of the way the text has been
colored and treated in various

places, not only by Mr. Partridge
but by other translators of Isaiah.

We only hope that more care will

be exercised in this particular by
the Committee of the " Union
Version," so as to keep close to the

original and to leave all explana-
tion or retouching to the com-
mentators.

And now a word as to the much
vexed question of nomenclature.
We are here treading on dangerous
ground. Mr. Partridge has evi-

dently given himself wholly and
solely to the Roman Catholic term
for God, and uses it indiscrimi-

nately wherever Jehovah occurs
in the original, or the LORD or

God occur in the English version.

Without any bias in favor of

any one term, we cannot shut our
eyes to the very serious difficulties

in which the translation under
review is involved, and which in

many cases border on the absurd.
For instance, Chapter 25, ver. 1

:

" O Lord of heaven, thou art my
Lord of heaven." This sounds
strange as the equivalent of " O
Lord, thou art my God." Again,

take Chap. 1, ver. 9: M^ ^ i.
5^ i, or " The Lord of all things,
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the Lord of Heaven "
; this is n

poor substitute for the " Lord of

Hosts." Once more in Chap. 1, vor.

34, the terms are compoutided in

an extraordinary manner, thus:

^ It. ^ ^ m^ xi.T^^
J^ i -t "i» 01' " Isiael's Almighty
Lord of Heaven, the Lord of all,

the Supremo Lord." This ia not

only very cumbersome and clumsy,

but it is incorrect when compared
with our " Tlie Lord, the Lord of

Hosts, the mighty one of Israel."

A still more glaring example occurs

in Chap. 10, ver. 23, where our four

words, " Lord God of Hosts," are

rendered by no less than eight

characters, of which thiee are ^ or

Lord, viz., ± ±M^Z i "K
^. This in English means, "The
Supreme Lord, the Lord of all, the

Lord of heaven." If " heaven " is

included in the "ten thousand
things," how is he the Lord of

heaven as well ? This is an enigma
which we have not the capacity to

solve. It would be useless to go on
multiplying instances of the confu-

sion which this novel method of

using terms involves. Why the well

known characters for Jehovah (fljj

^ ^) should be discarded and^C i
or •* Lord of heaven " substituted in-

discriminately, is more than we can

understand. We regard the use of

the three characters, JJP ^ l||, for

Jehovah as one of the excellent

features of the so-called " Delegates'

Version."

Among the slips of the pen
which we notice are the curious

expression in the well prepared

introduction, which reads, 5^ ^ ^
or " The favors which the Lord of

heaven formerly bestowed on tlieir

ancestors, he is still bestowing on
them," i. e., on their ancestors

!

Again, in Chap. 5, 1, we find what
in the English version is rendered,

"On a very fruitful hill" is here

expanded into ^ ^ ll] [^ ife S^

^ 18^. or "On that mountiiin sum-
mit the geoniantic streaks were rich

and productive." This may sound
very well to the Chinese who are

well up in questions of Fung-shui,

but is more than the original

warrants.

With the few exceptions we are

obliged to take to Mr. Partridge's

book,—which must have cost him
many a weary hour, in the midst of

his very active missionary duties,

—

we have nothing but hearty com.
mendation to give. We do not
know another missionary of his

length of time in China who could
have done better, if so well. As a
new translation of this wonderful
and important series of prophecies,

it is certain to prove of material

assistance to foreign missionaries

in China of all denominations, as

well as to the fast growing numbers
of their converts and biblical or

theological students. Notwithstand-
ing the failings which we have
pointed out pretty freely, we do
not hesitate to commend this new
translation to the compilers of the
" Union Version " as likely to

prove of material assistance to

them. We need not stop to point

out the immense value of notes aixd

comments to the ordinary Chinese

reader. Without them the proph-

ecies especially are all but unintel-

ligible. Hence we hail with delight

every attempt in this direction.

F.
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^trit0rial €mx\m\t
We print in this number the first

installment of a list of commentaries,

etc., on the Bible. In the present

stage of preparation the list is

necessarily incomplete, and those

of our readers who may have the

information needed, are requested to

send any appropriate item in their

possession to Mr. A. Keuraure, B.
and F. B. S., Shanghai.

Wk offer no apology for the

considerable space devoted to

questions of Bible revision. The
leading article on this subject will

go far in the minds of many to

prove the necessity of a new trans-

lation of the Scriptures iu Chine.se.

Although unable to fully agree

with the author of " The English-

man's Bible " in his estimate of

our Revised Version, we are pleased

to give his thoughts a place in the

current discussion.

A PLEASANT surprise awaited the

Rev. Dr. W. A. P. Martin, Presi-

dent of the T'ung Wen College, on
returning to Peking in the middle
of September, after his well earned
furlough. The students of the

various departments of the college

assembled in full dress in the

college hall and warmly welcomed
him. The Prince received him most
graciously, and the Ministers of

the Yamen gave him a public

dinner. The cordiality of these

marks of appreciation must have
gone far to reconcile the worthy
doctor to the prospects of another

stage in college duty. We are

also pleased to hear that the new
edition of his "Natural Philosophy"

in Chinese, ordered to be made for

the perusal of the Emperor, is now
ready and about to be issued for

general use throughout China, with

a most eulogistic and appreciative

preface by the Viceroy of Chihli.

NoTWiTHSTANDiN^G the famed wis-
dom of ancient Egypt, the people
of that country came at length
to seek direction from wizards,
charms and soothsayers. The
magicians whose rods the rod of
Aaron swallowed up, were boastful
enchanters who typified in their

deeds of darkness the superstition
of the masses. Degrading ceremo-
nies, connected with nature-wor-
ship, brought religion down to a
very low level. In earlier times
the land was governed by priests,

and the kings were priests. The
more exalted circle of the priesthood
cherished as an exclusive inherit-

ance the esoteric wisdom. We
have no clear revelation as to what
this was; but it is supposed that
the initiated were taught some just
conceptions of the One Supreme
God, the immortality of the soul
and future rewards and punish-
ments. The popular religion was
held in contempt by the wise ; but
the great masters of knowledge,
80 far from making any effort to

dispel the prevailing ignorance,
upheld the external rites of idolatry
from patriotic purposes. It was
supposed that primeval truths were
too abstract for the sensual and
ignorant people to comprehend.
And it does not seem improbable
that the Greek philosophers were
influenced in their lofty specula-
tion by those who had been admit-
ted to the secret schools of Egypt.
The " mysteries " of Grecian
worship and ritual came down from
high antiquity

; and, being foreign
to the Hellenic mind, in all prob-
ability originated within the
bounds of Western Asia. There
were two modes of worship in
Greece, together with two classes
of gods, and the doctrine of ret-

ribution in another life was com-
mon to both.
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The occult and hieratic worship
extended its influence to other

times, and left impress on other

systems of thou;,'ht. Moses and
Joseph were initiated into tlie

sacred mysteries, and while some
few traces of this cult may be
found in the Pentateucli, we are

probably indebted to the almost
total silence of the great law-giver

on the subject of the soul's im-

mortality to his revolt from the

Egyptian doctrine of transmigration,

which became so intimately con-

nected with animal worship. The
cabala of the Jews, the rabbinic

traditional interpretations of Scrip-

ture, which may not be com-nitted

to writing and is said to be known
only to a few learned masters in

Israel, and the cryptography of

some of the Oriental peoples, may
have remote yet a certain intimate

connection with the occult arts

cultivated by pagan priests and
kings in the land of the Sphynx.
Has any of this hidden light been
handed down to the sages of

Eastern Asia? What trace of it,

if any, can be found in classic

literature, in the religious teaching,

or in popular legend ?

Sir Charles A. Elliott, Lieut.-

Governor of Bengal, in a recent

public address, very effectively

replied to attacks made by the

opponents and critics of missions.

Commenting on the idea so often

advanced that missionaries ought

to imitate the ascetic and self-

renouncing reformers who have
fouixded sects and started religious

movements in India, he showed
that to accomplish the object one
would have to assume the cliaracter

of "a naked fakir, living alone iti

a secluded hut, depending for his

daily food on the contributions of

his worshippers, on whom he be-

stows incantations against disease,

or teaches the formula, repetition

of which makes them his disciples."

The observations of Sir Charles on

the theory of those wlio advocate
economy and preach the doctrine

of cheap missions, are so excellent

that we quote at some length :

—

"The mere reduction of tlie mis-

sionary's income would only tend
to lower his life to the pitiful level

which we sometimes see in a poor
white or Eurasian clerk, and would
condemn him to a life of squalid

poverty, which would undermine
his constitution without in any
way increasing his usefulness, or

making iiim venerable in the eye.s

of the people. On the contrary, I

believe that the sight of a mis-

sionary bungalow, such as I liave

often seen in the midst of a wild
and rude population, with its

modest comfort, its decent order

and its friendly accessibility to all

visitors, is a civilizing agency of a
high order. Many missionaries, as

is well known, have means of their

own, and draw nothing from the

funds of their society ; but where
this is not the case, I am quite

sure nothing will be gained, either

in efficiency or in real economy, by
cutting down their salaries. "There

is indeed one way of cheapening
missions, and it is one which every
experienced evangelist has at heart,

not by diminishing the number or

cost of the English agency, but by
increasing the number of native

pastors. And the ideal picture

such an one would draw of the

future is not now the missionary

surrounded by a body of earnest

but ignorant converts whom lie

holds in leading-strings lest they

should relapse, but the missionary

as a centre of a great Native
agency, having on him the care of

many Churches and the control of

many native pastors, who influences

and stimulates all, and to whom
they look up for guidance and
advice."

A VERY interesting controversy

on " the causes of the riots " iias

been going on iu the N.-C. Daily
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News. Dr. Griffith John affirms,

and one correspondent over the

signature " A " practically agrees

with hiui, that the grand aim of

the present movement is to expel

out of the country foreigners of

every class, tliat the effort may be

traced to official sources, and that

" the real question which the for-

eign powers liave to consider at

the present time is this : Shall we
maintain our present position in

China, or siiall we bow to the

Chinese idea and clear out ?" Mr.
Drummond, a lasvyer of recognized

ability, who has studied tiie situa-

tion with profound interest, reaches

a different conclusion, and believes

that recent and existing troubles

Jiave originated in the mutual
jealousy of Hunan and xlnghui

factions, and in a powerful and
thoroughly organized movement on
the part of secret societies having

for their ultimate object the over-

tln-ow of the Manchu dynasty.

Thoughtful men will divide upon
this subject,—an inevitable circum-

stance, since many of the facts

involved are concealed or distorted

by the usual Chinese duplicity. It

may be that the Emperor and his

advisers look with a certain degree

of complacency upon the anti-

foreign crusade, in tiie hope that

it may succeed without involving

dangerous complications with Eu-
rope. Some things are clear to the

understanding of every intelligent

and candid observer : (1) prepara-

tion for the destruction of foreign

propei'ty had been going on for

years under tlie observation of

officials witiiout any serious attempt

on their part to stop it
; (2) tlie

movement is not distinctively anti-

missionary
; (3) " Cliinn exclusively

for the Chinese " is the idea, official,

or otherwise, or both
; (4) the

Imperial Missionary Decree seemed
to indicate a change of policy at

Peking, but the fact appears that

the "Edict and its publication in

the Gazette was obtained with great

difficulty," and, to all appearance,

has failed to conunand the influence

we had a right to expect from a

document of the kind bearing the

seal of highest authority. It is

more than probable that the issue

of the hour for us who are in

China, will be indefinitely postponed,

through a combination of circum-

stances fortunate for the government
and as the due reward of a finesse

that has often proved more than a

match for Western diplomacy.

,i$si0nitrjT
<ii;'

—Uev. H. 01 In Cady, of the

West China M. E. Mission, began

work in Chentu, the Capital of

t^zchuen province, on the 28th of

July. On the occasion of opening

his clmpel, he gave a feast, inviting

his neighbors, the elders of the

ward and the Christians from the

China Inland Mission. Dr. Parry

gave an excellent and appropriate

address. The friends of the sister

mission have been very helpful

and cordiiil, Mr. Cady writes. He
also says that " the people seera

friendly and the officials well dis-

posed. We are encouraged by
interest on the part of some."
—After telling of a visit to some

large cities in Shanghai district,

the Rev. W. Mnirhead reports to

his home journal : "It was a cause

of regret to us to see that in the

field^!, near Cha-pu, the poppy was
growing. There used to be various

cereals cultivated there, but the de-

structive poison is now being raised.

We spoke to the farmers at work
tiiat it was a sad thing to observe

what they were doing. Their reply

at once was :
' You foreigners have
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profited by the opliitii Iiithcilo,

and we are detenniiied to cut you
out of it iiiid to obtain tliu l)onelit

of it ourselves.* The cultivation

of the evil thing is proceed injjf on

an exten.sive scale far and wide,

and everywhere hastening on the

ruin of the people."

—The Itiitiilnii/ Gu.irdt'an tells ns

that " Korea piesents « striking

iilustralion of the irresi>tible ad-

vance of the Kingdom of Chri-it.

One of the most remarkable works
of grace known in modern missicms

is that among the Koreans. With-
out having heard or seen a nji.s-

sionary, thousands of people have

beard of Ciirist and turned to the

service of God. These converts

are the fruit of the circulation of

copies of the New Testament by
the Uev. John Ross, late (Missionary

of the Presbyterian Church of

Scotland in Manchuria." We would
like to obtain more definite infor-

mation respec^ting this movement.
—Miss il'Dannald writes from

Soochow: "The native Christian

women, though few in numbers,

seem to be awsiking to their re-

sponsibilities. It is touching to

hear them from an overflowing

lieart telling others of the love of

Jesus and exhorting them to wor-

ship the true God. Let those who
are inclined to look slightingly

upon missions witness such scenes,

and they will agree with me that

the sacrifice of the mi>sionary (if

it be ons"^ pays a thousand times."

—It is reported that when the

people in Kobe, Japan, were sufftn'-

ing great want, several starving to

death, the students of the Kobe
Girls' School for three weeks ate

nothing for breakfast but rice atul

pickles, that they might save some-

thing to give to poor people. Nearly

tea dollars was saved in this way.

—A missionary writing to Church

at Home and Abroad, says :
" I

want also to speak of one of

the members at Dyiang-loh. His
name is Waen Nyiioh, and he is a

painter. Ten years ago he heard

the Gospel at our chapel, and, pro-

curing a copy of the Gospel of

Luke, he re>ul it throu;{h at hiii

home and was convinced of tho
truth of Christianity, and accepted
Christ as his Saviour, thouj^h ho
found much in the book which he
could not understand. lieing a
man of fair mental calibn;, he ia

also a man of energy and intluencti

among his fellow-men. He has done
voluntary preaching as he was able."

—Archdojicon Wolfe, although
complaining of a want of prosperity

in the work at Foochow, reports

a number of interesting f.acts from
that city. Ht- says: "The two
sons of Mr. Ho, one of the earliest

converts in this city, who were
baptized by myself when they
were only a few days old, and who
are now married, one to the daugh-
ter of the Rev. Wong Kiu-taik,

the other to the daughter of the

Rev. Ting Sing ki, are most ear-

nest and zealous as voluntary help-

ers. They both keep a watchmakers'
shop in this city, and are examples
of what Christian mechanics and
tradesmen should be. The eldest

is a most earnest atid powerful
speaker, and frequently, both by
day and by niirht, he may be seen
in the mission churches and preach-

ing places addressing crowds of

attentive and eager listeners. This
man also takes trips to some of the

country stations to stir up the
flagging zeal of the converts."

—Rev. G. H. Hubbard, of the

A. B. C. F. M., Foochow, under
date of Octol)er 10th, sends us this

bit of information :
" Everything

is quiet about here now. Septem-
ber 19th Vice-Consul P. F. Haasser
informed the foreign cotnmunity
at Pagodji Anchorage, by circular,

that serious disturbance niight arise

at any moment. Many were dis-

tur))ed and continued in suspense

for some time. Some took to liouso-

boats, some went to steamers in the
harbor. A guard was sent to the

Vice-Consulate from H. B. M.
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gun-boat Plover for some time,

but it is DOW discontinued. Mr.
Hausser, feeling that his action

had displeased the Ko-lao-huei at

the Foochow Arsenal, removed to

Foochow, and Mr. Sundius came to

Pagoda Anchorage. I am working
daily in the villages along the Min
River and its creeks and never had
better opportunities nor kindlier

attention from the natives."

—So far as the state of things

in tlie West is concerned there

seems to be no reason why reinforce-

ments should not come. Things
have never appeared quieter in

Chungking, though the people are

talking much now about the

Ichang riot. They of course believe

in the baby story. How precious

babies are becoming ! We dedica-

ted our new hospital yesterday in

the presence of about 200 Cliris-

tians, adherents and friends. We
are doing each day's work as it

comes, trusting Him who is able

to protect and keep us.

—

Rev,

Spencer Lewis, M. E. M.
—I am anxious that something

be done and that soon, or else let

the foreign powers jnove out and
say they do not intend to do any-
thing and then we may know what
to expect. The latest in Nanking
is, " a lost child ;" notices have been
put up on tlie foreign compounds
offering rewards for any informa-

tion leading to the recovery of the

child. The child is said to be lost

from the south part of the city,

some three miles from the nearest

foreign residence, and, strange to

say, no notices of the kind have
been put up in that part of the

city. The notice does not accuse the

foreigners of stealing the child,

but it looks like one of their old

games. An old Chinese teacher said

to me, " That is a bad omen
;
you

want to watch out for this kind of

taXk."—Rev. D. W. Nichols, M. E. M.
—Rev. T. R. Stevenson, of Union

Church, Shanghai, on a recent Sun-
day, delivered two able discourses

in reference to the modern mission-
ary movement, and took collections

for that object, amounting to S200.—The Moravian Mission at Leh,
in Ladakh, on the borders of Ti)ibet,

has recently suffered a grievous loss

in the deaths of three of its mem-
bers,—Dr. and Mrs. Marx and the
Rev. F. A. Redslob. All the party,

one after the other, were attacked
by influenza, whicli had broken out
there. Dr. Marx succumbed to
pneumonia, which followed the
influenza, Mrs. Marx to a premature
confinement and Mr. Redslob to
the strain which their illness and
death brought upon him. Dr.
Marx, a former student of the
Edinburgh Medical Missionary
Society, is spoken of as a young
man "of singular devotion and
capacity." Mr. Redslob, a senior

missionary, is described as " a sim-

ple, noble-minded man whose life

was a sermon." The surviving

member of the mission has made
his way back to Kashmir. Some
of our readers will I'emember that

it was of this mission that Mrs.
Bishop (Miss Isabella Bird) spoke
so interestingly at the Moravian
Mission's annual meeting in May.
—Writing to a friend from

Moukden, Rev. George Douglas
i-elates the following among many
other interesting incidents:—"For
the last six weeks I have been
travelling with Mr. Fulton, one of

our Irish brethren, in the North
and West. Let me try to give you
a glimpse of the work we have been

doing there. Our first stage was
Shin-min-tun, a large town, forty

miles away. A small congregation

has been in existence there for some
time, with a membership of forty

or fifty. We arrived on a Saturday

night, and found several of the

mejobers gathered at the chapel

awaiting us. Tliey are generally

of the better-to-do raei'chant class

;

and as they exercise considerable

influence in the community, our

cause there is bound to grow.
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Several of them gathered into the
back room and sat on till far into

the night, chatting about spiritual

matters and the progress of the
Gospel in the region round about.

One of the latest accessions is

a most important one. Our friend's

name is Mr. Li ; and, as he is a
grandson of a late tutor of the
Emperor, and himself possesses, I

think, the 3rd Chinese Literary
Degree, it is impossible to foretell

where his influence may not extend.
He was converted, ho says, by
reading a book of Dr. Faber's, of

Shanghai, on Christian Civilization,

which led him to the Four Gospels.

He read them in a single night,

and when he laid them down was
fully convinced that here was the
truth he had been seeking all his

days ; accordingly, he at once took
steps to find the missionary and be
baptized. lEe travelled from near
the Mongolian frontier to Shin-

min-tun, where he found our
evangelist, Mr. Shii, and waited
there till Mr. Fulton came. The
latter is quite enthusiastic about
liim, and looks forward eagerly to

a wide development of the work
in his hands."

Notice to the Coxperence
Translators.

A meeting is appointed to be
held at Dr. Allen's house, Shang-
hai, November 20. 0\\ arrival in

Shanghai, if the translators will

inquire either at the Mission Press,

18 Piiking Road, or of Mr. E.
Evans, 8 Seward Road, they will

learn at wliat house preparations
have been made for their reception.

Annotated Bible.

The Committee for the Annotated
Bible, undertaken by the Conference
of May, 1890, originally consisted of

twelve members, whose names are

given in the Conference Records.
By the votes of whose committee
two new members have been now
elected to till vacancies. Rev. W.
jNIuirhead takes the place of Dr.
Williamson, deceased, and Rev. L.

N. Wheeler, D.D., that of Dr.
Neviu.s, resigned and now in the

United States. Dr. Edkins ha.s

been elected Chairman, and Rev.
J. W. Stevenson, Secretary. The
Secretary is expected soon from
England, and on his arrival other

members, called to Sliangiiai by
translating duties, will, it is (ixpect-

cd, be in att;»ndance also. By the

addition of two new Shanghai
members the Committee becomes
etfective, and it will be possible to

take up the questions raised by the

publication of English Notes on
Mark at Hankow by Mr. J.

Archibald and by the symptoms
observable in other quarters of

special interest in the subject of an

Annotated Bible.

—

J. E.

^mrn of (gbcnts in tijc Jfar (S;ist»

September, 1891.

28^A.—Inauguration of the Carbon-
nagcs Co's. Railway at Hongay, Tonkin,
by M. do Lanessau, Governor-General
and Admiral Fournier.

October, 1891.

1«<.

—

Gazette Extraordinary issued by
the Governor of Hongkong, proliibiting

the exportation of arms and ammunition,
naval and military stores from the
Colony for a period of six months.
—Tlie Customs make an important

seizure of arms at Tientsin.

—Railway collision at Kioto, Japan,
400 persons injured, none fatally.

- A young foreigner, the son of a Com-

missioner of Customs, competes for the

M.A. degree at Peking by special per-

mission from the Throne. Hupao.
4th.—Attempted escape from H. B.

M.'s Consular Gaol, Shanghai, of Charles
H. A. W. Mason, who was supjwsod to

be implicated in a Kolaohwei conspiracy
against the Chinese government.

6th.—Three heavy shocks of earth-

quake occur at Yokohama, Japan.
14/A.—The Ofihima Kan, a twin-screw

steel gun boat of 6.S0 tons displacement
and 1200 h.p., launched at the Onohama
Naval Yard, Japan.
24/A.—Translation by Dr. G. John,

in N.-G. D. News, of a remarkable
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Hunan manifesto. The document is

entitled^ <ll> }^ iSlT,
" With one lieart we

oflfer up our lives," and the pnncipal

points of agreement are : the ostracism

of individuals and families "bewitched

by the spies " of the Christian religion ;

the expulsion of suspicious travellers

within the borders of Hunan ; the offer

of money, war material and troops, to

carry out any command the Emperor

might make for the chastisement and

extermination of foreign powers shewing

practical animosity against Hunan ;
also

tlie non-burning of Churches and

chapels, because of danger to adjoining

native houses—all such buildings should

rather be handed over to the authorities

to be sold for tlie benefit of the revenue.

2Sth.—Severe shock of earthquake
in Central Japan, great loss of life and
property.

30th.—At H. B. M.'s Supreme Court,

Mr. Mason pleads guilty to the indictment

of having in his possession dynamite
under suspicious circumstances. He
was sentenced to nine months" im-

prisonment, and if failing to find two se-

curities of $2500 each, to be deported on
expiry of his sentence. The prisoner

pleading guilty, because he did not wish
the execution of implicated Chinamen,
frustrated all hopes of further revelations

of conspiracy.

|lxssi0nEr|T laxtmal
MARRIAGES.

At Pao-ning Fu, September 1st, by Rev.

W. W. Cassells, Mr. Charles Horo-
BIN, to ]\liss SOTHERLAND, both of

C. I. M.
At the British Consulate, Shanghai, Oct.

1st, by Consul Mowat, .John J. Portis

Egertox, Dublin, Ireland, of Ame-
rican Bible Society, to Emma Gale,

second daughter of Joseph Gale, New-
port-on-Usk, England. Religious ser-

vice, conducted by Rev. J. Hudson
Taylor, took place subsequently at .3

p.m. in the Conference Hall of C. I. M.
At the Cathedral, Shanghai, October

17th, by Rev. H. C. Hodges, M.A.,

Cecil J. Davexport, F. R. C. S.,

London Mission, Chunking, to Amelia
Miles, of Basingstoke, England.

BIRTH.

At Lin-ch'ing, Oct. 2nd, a sou to

Rev. and Mrs. H. P. Perkins, of A.

B. C. F. M.
DEATHS.

At Sharp Peak, Fuhkien, Sept. 17th, of

meningitis, Louisa Plimpton, aged 2

years and 15 days, eldest daughter of

Rev. and Mrs. L. P. Reed, of the A.

B. C. F. M.
At Chao-tung Fu, Sept. 23rd, Rev. S. F.

Thorne, Bible Christian Mission.

At Shanghai, Oct. 1st, Olvie Kate,
only child of Robert Grierson, C. I. M.

At Hankow, October 5th, Bishop W. J.

Boone, of the American Episcopal

Church.
At Liu-ch'ing, October 8th, Robert

WAuail, second son of Dr. and Mrs.

Smith, aged one year.

ARRIVALS.

At Shanghai, Oct. 14th, from U. S. A.,

Mrs. L. N. W HEELER, of the American
Bible Society, Shanghai.

At Shanghai, October IGtli, Mr. L.

W. VA'^igham, Miss M. S. Sotith-

ALLAND, Miss A. M. B. Beck, for

Friends' Foreign Mission, Chungking.
At Shanghai, Oct.- 20th, Rev. H. C.

and Mrs. DuBose and two children,

for Presbyterian Mission, South, Soo-

chow (returned).

At Shanghai, Oct. 20th, Rev. G. Hudson,
for Soochow ; Rev. R. A. Haden, for

Chinkiang ; Rev. B. C. Patterson, for

Tsing-kiang-pu ; Miss A. R. Houston,
M.D. and Miss E. C. Davidson,

for Hangchow, of American Presby-

terian Mission (South.)

At Shanghai, October 20th, Dr. H. Land
and Mrs. Camright, of the Methodist

Episcopal Mission, Chungking
At Shanghai, October 24th, Dr. D.

Christie (returned), of United Pros.

Churcli of Scotland Mission, Moukden ;

Rev. \V. and Mrs. Hunter, of tlie

Irish Presbyterian Mission, for New-
ehwang.

At Shanghai, October 24th, Mr.

Ludwig Eriksen and Mr. Johannes
Helgesen, of Norwegian Mission.

DEPARTURES.

From Shanghai, October 31st, Rev. B.

and Mrs. Bagnall and two children

and Mr. Maurice Harrison, of C. I.

M., for England.

From Shanghai, October 16th, Rev. W.
and Mrs. Shaw and two children, of

the Irish Presbyterian Mission, New-
chwang, for New York.

From Shanghai, October 24th, Rev. W.
H. and Mrs. Rkes and five children

and Mrs. McFarlane, of London

Mission, Hsioo-chang, and Mr. James
Ware, of American Bible Society, for

London.
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Mahommedanism.—Laws and Ceremonies.

Oi":^ MM> ^ JReview,)

BY REV. C. F. HOGG.

IV.

i^HIS work, which is in six volumes, was pubh'shed at Nanking-
's*^ and is described as a compilation from books in Arabic, a list of

which, headed by Alkoran, is given in the first volume. Interested

readers are referred for further information to the 5^ I^ fj H.
In order to make the most of the material at our disposal, wo

cannot do better than give a rcsximi of each chapter in order,

describing or translating as the subject may seem to demand.
We may first notice that one of the numerous prefaces offers

an explanation of the title, ^"jj i^ Arabia, the original home of

Mahomraedanisra ; the laws of Arabia are the laws of Mahomet;

^, as in A f^ 5. ^> refers to social relationships
; jj||, decency

and decorum, is to man what sweetness is to honey, differentiating

him from the rest of Creation.

In the introduction explanations are given of many terms and
contractions employed in the work. Of the books on which it is

based, some parts, we learn, are translatable, some not. Many
words, moreover, cannot be rendered so as to exhaust their meaning,

in which case transliteration is resorted to in addition. ^ J^i ^^r

example, the name of the Arabians* may be represented by ^ ^,
^ dr or )^ ^ ; There being no one of the ideas represented by
these terms which is not included in the word Mumin.

Mahomet, being the holiest of the prophets, his name (^ ^ J|^

;^), may not be too frequently mentioned, hence he is constantly

referred to as ^ A, *-e., The Prophet, the names of other sages

being used freely.

* Mumin, the people of ^rahomet. At the author's request I make a few notes,

of which this is the first.—J. Edkins.
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The first of the twenty sections into which the work is divided

is entitled "Primal Religion" (^ ^), and might be described as

semi-historical. Receiving a Chinese education, the Mahommedans
have, to some extent, adopted native theories and phraseology. Thus

we read again and again of the Dual Essences and the Great Limit;

but these are traced to God, the alone source of all things and

conceptions.

T'ien Fang is the rendezvous of the sages, the cradle of the

race. In its wilderness Adam was created.* It is the centre of

the universe. " In form the earth is like a globe (3^), and is

composed of water and earth. That portion seen above the water

is called land, constituting about one-fourth of the whole surface.

A line drawn from East to West, dividing the globe into hemi-

spheres, is called the ^ i^ 4* H- ^"® drawn from North to South,

(this is an inversion of Chinese order) dividing land and water

alike, is called the i^ ^ 4* l^* Where these lines intersect, T'ien

Fang is situated, for, according to the Western saying, the world

is like a millstone and T'ien Fang is its centre. Books tell us that the

earth was formed about the Kwun Lun (g^ ^). Now, T'ien Fang

is in the very heart of that mountain, intercommunicating with

every quarter. We read, moreover, that Asia is the first of con-

tinents, and Asia is the inclusive name of T'ien Fang. Hence the

inevitable and undoubted conclusion that T'ien Fang is the centre of

the universe. " More than a thousand years after Adam there was a

great flood, which continued three months. When it passed away the

race went on increasing and rapidly spread abroad. Local influences

soon affected speech, writing and customs, so that every clan had its

own religion. Hence the so-called ancient religions of to-day are not

ancient at all. Mahommedanism, revealed to Adam in doctrine and in

rite, is older far than any of them, since it came direct from God to

the great forefather of mankind.

Prophets have arisen from time to time in the history of the race,

but they have not all been of equal rank. Broadly speaking, there were

four orders. The first had commands to propagate religion, and signs

and wonders followed in confirmation of their mission. These are

called Sages (^.) The second order had, in addition, written revelations,

and are called Imperial Sages (^ |^). The third had authority to

modify previous revelations as well as to exercise all the functions

of the inferior orders, and are called Great Sages (^ ^), The
fourth order is confined to one man, Mahomet, the leader and

regulator of all under heaven in every age. To him was given the

* Elsewhere we have read that the Creator mixed the material of which Adam
was made on forty consecutive mornings. Therefore an infant begins to recognize
Boimds and smiles ou the fortieth day.
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Great Scripture with authority to revise all the revolutiona and

doctrines of his predecessors. lie is The Sugost (^ ^), yet for

him there is no claim of coiidrmiitory signs and wonders as there

is for earlier and inferior worthies.

The true doctrine was han<led down from sngo to sage until

the time of Jesus. When He loft the world* tliere was no one to

continue His work so that error increased and truth declined. Six

hundred years later, Mahomet was sent with a mission to restore the

ancient faith and thus bring the blessing of peace on succeeding ages.

Mahomet was of royal descent, and from his earliest years

manifested extraordinary ability and conspicuous virtue, fitting him
to be lord of the whole earth. To him God gave tiio Forcjia

(Alkoran), consisting of six thousand six hundred and sixty-six

portions. The earlier sages were as the long night's moon, Maho-
met as the noonday sun. From Adam to Jesns the great tree grew,

sapling and trunk, branches, leaves and flowers, but Mahomet is the

fruit, greater and more honourable than any of liis predecessors.

From Adam to Jesus God had given to man one hundred and
four Scriptures, such as the Pentateuch to Moses, the Psalter to

David and the Gospel to Jesus. These are the most important of

books, and Mahomet received instructions that they should be care-

fully edited and abridged ; indeed, God gave him Alkoran, which

contains everything of moment that had previously been revealed.

But the question suggests itself j if the former Scriptures came
from God, cau they be other fhan eternal as is God Himself ? Must
they indeed bo corrected or pass away ? We translate the state-

ment made in reply to this very natural enquiry. " During the six

hundred years that elapsed between Jesus and Mahomet strange

doctrines made much headway, and the ancient books (in copying)

lost the true text. That gone, men blindly accepted (false texts),

honouring them as the veritable ancient books, thus propagating

error."

The social relationships, called by the Chinese the 3t ffc, f^ or

JJH, are called by the Mahomraedans tko 5, Jjft, the Five Completions.

Prince and minister complete the state, father and sou the clan,

husband and wife the family, seniors and juniors by mutual service

aud friends by faithfulness fill the circle of moral perfection.

Where these relationships are duly recognized and attended to,

society is established. Of believers there are nine classes, viz., the

four orders of sages already mentioned, worthies (:;^ K'» ^hose who
kuow (^ ^ or 5§ |g^), the disinterested (^ j;), the good (H A)

*
-^ iSl- '^'''S ospression can hardly tiavo its usual ineaniiig. vir.. deit'i. iu (liis

conueclioii. Cliiueso Mahommedans appear to hold tiiat our Lord was trausiati-d,
Jiidns being crucified iu His utcad. Ueo Sale's uole uu tliu aubjuct. Koiaii, Suru III.
Bale's Note.
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and the ordinary folk or faitbfal (j^ A or '^ ^). OE tliese tlio

first four found religion^ the fifth class control it, the sixth preach

it and the rest practise it.

The section closes with a selection of Chinese notices—royal and
otherwise—in commendation of Mahommedanism. 0^ ^ jjjg,* (A.

D. 1368-99) wrote twenty-five laudatory phrases, known as the "most
holy hundred characters." We quote a couple of them :

—

^^^ ,^, |^,

Mt&M^- W J5X IE (A.D. 1403-25) erected a tablet to the memory
of ^ J5, a relative of the Prophet who came to China during the

reign oi ^ M ^ (A. D. 627.) ^ ^ ^ (A. D. 1506-22), dis-

cussing the different religions, observed that all are defective, save

Mahommedanism, which since it harmonises with the remotest

principles, will prove the most stable of all.

Mahommedanism came to China by the South Sea ; the first

mosque (the "^ |^ ^) was built at Canton.

The second section is entitled, " On the True God," ^ ^, but

ordinarily ^ ^ is used. It is divided into several chapters under

such headings as, " The Being existed from before the foun-

dation of the Dual Essences, the Function was manifested after

the Formation of Matter"; "Formless and Unlocated, Infinite and
Unrelated"; "Sole Controller of Organization and Destiny";
" Governor of Heaven and of Man"; " Omniscient, Omnipotent, Per-

fect and Good." The last of tliese subdivisions is a translation of

the one hundred and twelfth Sura of the Koran :—^ M, ^ ^,^±- ^>i^n^,mmB^M>^.-^ £m- " say,

God is one God; the Eternal God: He begetteth not, neither is He
begotten : and there is not any one like unto Him." f

Section three is entitled " Knowledge" (|^ |f ), and deals with

natural theology. " He who dwells under the heavens, yet knows
not Heaven's Lord, does not really know heaven. He who, day
by day beholds the sun, the moon, the stars, the mountains and the

streams, creation animate and inanimate, yet remains in ignorance

of their Lord—can such be said to know heaven or to understand

earth ?—can such be called an educated man or a philosopher ?
"

It is not enough, however, simply to be aware that the universe

has a ruler; many attained to this, yet in their vanity made to them-

selves idols, the source of all false philosophy and every iniquitous

conception. For example, Laotz, a sage of Tsn, who wrote tho

Tao-te-ching. Succeeding generations claimed him as an alchemist,

and later hailed him Sovereign of Heaven and Earth; enough to

* Out of tnauy possible quotations we select the following as fairly representa-

tive • M i'^ ^ 2. ^h i^ 1^ fA^ 2. ^I> >]t ±- This occurs iu au arguiiieut drawu
fi-om the bi-partite nature of mau (^ aud ^.

t Sale's translation.
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make the pliilosopbei* himself smile could he bub know of their

monstrous idea.

Or Buddha. Did not he teach that marriage was to he do^pisod,

thus striking at the foundation of society? Did not he touch that

prince and father were alike to bo ignored and affection bestowed

on birds and beasts ? But why discuss Buddiiistn ? The Con-

fucianists themselves have formed opinions as to the right and

wrong of the system. Heaven, also, is spoken of as the GreaD

Ruler; some meaning by Heaven, principle, and some the stellar

heavens. The latter are impressed by the grandeur of the Iiesivenly

bodies and the constancy of their movement, and, in their ignomnce

look upon the visible heaven as God, whereas scholars re;id in the

Five Classics that God (_t ^^) is Heaven, though, indeed, they in

turn call Heaven principle. Now principle is only an immaterial idea,

not itself a thing, though it dwells in things as thoughts do in

words. To speak of princijile as God, is erroneous, fur nowhere in

the Five Classics is there any indication that the ancients so held.

The affirmative argument, presented at great length, is a simple

one. It is this: given an effect, it must have an adequate cause.

There is that iu nature and man which demands a personal God to

account for it, and the notion of such a God, in the nature of the

case, precludes the notion of a plurality of gods.

But if polytheism has been avoided, pantheism has not, as this

work makes abundantly evident. Perhaps, indeed, it wus inevitable

considering the historic deficiency of the Koran and the tendency of

the human mind to deal in paradox. " It is not in man that walketh

to direct his steps," and in rejecting the testimony of Jesus

Mahomet rejected the only power sufficient to keep him on the

*' upper line of thought and action." In consequence doctrine and

conduct alike gravitate to the lowest level, even when the higher

level and the obligation to attain to it are, in some degree, re-

cognised. No words describe more aptly what wc read ia Mahom-
medan books than these of Tennyson :

—

" The sun, the moon and the stars, the sens, the hills and the plains,

Are not tliose, Soul, the vision of Him who reigns ?

Is not tlie vision lie? though Ue be not tliat wliich He seems?
Dreams are true wiiile they last, and do wc not live iu dreunis.'

Katt.h, these solid stars, this weight of body and limb,

Are they not sigu »ud symbol of the division from Him ?

And the ear of man cannot hear, and the eye «)f man cannot see

;

But if we could see aud hear, this vision—were it not He ?
"

Alike in their books and conversation will be found this tend-

ency to confound cause and effect, to tie down the Creator to His

Creation, limiting Him to its limits, at once claiming and denying

His identity with it.
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Their anthropomorphism, too, is of the boldest description, as

the following quotation shows: " Tlie essentials of manhood are

four, being individaality, function, knowledge and strength ; native

powers,—speaking, hearing, seeing and moving; attainments,—trust

and scholarship. The essentials of God are also four: existence,

individuality, function, knowledge and strength; native powers,

—

hearing, seeing, speaking and moving; attainments,—creation and

providence. Hence to the knowledge of God the knowledge of

oneself is the most important step."

This section also closes with a series of quotations from native

literature, made to prove that a personal God (J^ 'J^, ^) was

known to the ancient Chinese. On these is based an appeal to all

lovers of doctrine and seekers after truth to re-exaraiiie current

beliefs.

The fourth section is devoted to the enumeration and exposi-

tion of articles of faith. There is a slight difference between those

given in this work and those euujnerated by Sale in Sect. iv. of his

"Preliminary Discourse." Sale's fifth article is here divided, and

his sixth (" God's absolute decree and predeterniination, botli of good

and evil") is omitted, from which we may perhaps infer that Chinese

Mahommedans, or if there are divisions amongst them, then that

party to which our author belongs, are of the sect called Ivadarians,

whose tenets are described by Sale in the eighth section of his

" Discourse."

Sections five to nine discuss the five points of practice which

correspond with those given by Sale, save that the first (prayer, i.e.,

worship,) is divided under two heads,

—

^ ^ and j^ M^. Into these

it; will not be necessary to enter, as we luivo already glanced at them
ia our review of the Gtiids to the ItiteH of the True Religion.

Sections ten to thirteen are occupied with the jS ^t ^^^^ Five

Relationships. As in the native moral code the family is regarded

as the type of the nation, there can be no national prosperity where

family duties are neglected. Affection should characterise the head

of the family ; his duties are five, namely: teaching, that the family

may be decorous
;
providing appropriate food, that they may be re-

spectably reared; regulating the household, that they may be economi-

cal ; exercising control without and within {i.e., over both sexes), that

propriety be observed ; acting justly, that uninterrupted harmony
may exist between all. When not entertaining guests, the husband

should eat with his wife ; and, save for shrewishness, adultery, theft,

want of respect to her husband's parents, or lack of diligence about

his business, she may not be divorced. For misdemeanour other thaa

these, she is to be exhorted and taught. Wives and slaves, being

ntterly helpless, are to have provision made for them.
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The duty of a wife is summed up in one word,—reverence (Jj|).

Her husband is to lier aa God ; "she must concentrate her energies

to obtain his lovo, and his love is to her as God's love, his hate a<)

God's hate." And apfain, "when she sees the love or hate of her hu8«

band, she sees the love or hate of God. Thorois no question of right

or wronfi with the husband,—simply one of obedience with the

wife." Her submission to her husband is to be absolute; she may have

neither will nor wish of her own. Should she at any time perform

a good deed without his knowledge, the merit accrues to him ; her

fault is none the less. Notwithstanding that there is no relation

nearer than a parent, no greater service than that rendered in their

obsequies, without her husband's commands, a wife may not visit

her parents whilst they live, nor attend their fnneral when they die.

Tenderness is the characteristic of the father. His duties fall

under ten heads, namely: antenatal training, giving appropriate

names, sacrificing when the children begin to suck, protecting them
from injury, feeding and clothing them with respect to ceremonial

purity, training them with due severity, selecting for them suitiible

teachers, dividing the patrimony equitably, and making their

marriage arrangements. In these ten are included all the duties of

a father.

The child is to be fed on the first day, but not until the mother
has partaken of some sweatmeat, such as honey or dates. On the

third day it is to be named suitably, whether after some honourable

thing or after one of the sages or worthies. A boy's name is to be
given to a boy, a girl's name to a girl, but on no account may any
one be named after heaven or earth or the planets, or any member
of the animal or vegetable kingdoms. A dishonoured name should

not be given, nor may a son have the same name as his father, a
younger with an elder brother, nor a slave with his master. Within
seven days of the birth a sacrifice is to be offered in token of

gratitude to God for His goodness. For a boy two sheep are to

be slain, for a girl one.

Until he reaches his fifteenth year, the boy must attend school

;

at that age his future is to be determined. If he show any aptitude

for learning, he should be permitted to continue at school, but if noc

he must be put to a trade. In every case the decision is to be
made with respect to the boy's capacity ; no one ought ever to bo
compelled to take up an uncongenial pursuit. When the sons

reach the age of twenty and the daughters sixteen at the outside,

marriages are to be arranged for them. Girls are not to be despised

;

boys frequently bring ruin upon the wealthiest and most respectable

families; not so girls. Moreover, it is God Himself who determines

sex. Both girls and boys are to be taught to use the right baud.
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Filial piety marks the true son. Religious duties must ever

give place to filial ; a mother's call, even when her son is engaged in

worship, demands immediate attention.

Benevolence characterises the prince. His duties are ten also.

The first, which includes all the others, is to represent God (ff ^).
He is the shadow of God, the most honourable as well as the busiest

of men. Yet is not the prince for the people but the people for the

prince; and he must identify himself with them in all things, so that

their peace or danger may be his own.

Faithfulness is essential in the minister. His duties are four,

—

to be correct in demeanour, lofty in aim, settled in purpose and
comprehensive in attainment.

Reciprocal equity is indispensable to true brotherhood. Elder

brethren must be indulgent, forbearing and sympathetic
;
younger

brethren must be respectful, acquiescent and not reproachful.

Good faith is the foundation of friendship. Its principles are

three, namely, identity of aim and method and perseverance.

Sections fourteen to seventeen discuss Political Economy (J5

^). This subject is divided under four heads, i.e., dwellings,

medium of exchange and utensils, clothing and food. There are five

kinds of building material,—wood, bamboo, stone, earth and hides.

The five principal metals fall under the next head (|3)* Clothing

materials also fall under five heads,—cotton, silk, hemp, flax and
skins. Of foods there are five kinds,—grains, vegetables, fruits, meats

and liquids. Each kind of food is subdivided under five heads; as

liquid, for example, the prince of food since it is indispensable to

the others. These are water, which acts on the blood through the

liver; milk, which acts on the bones and muscles through the

kidneys ; fruit juice, which acts on the skin through the spleen

;

flower dew, which acts on the mind through the heart, and honey,

which aids the breathing by invigorating the lungs.

In the selection of a dwelling-place, certain rules are to be

observed. The neighbours are first to be considered, then the

neighbourhood. The town is to be preferred to the country ; in the

latter the people are simple, in the former more intelligent; and
it may be noted that in China, as far as the present writer's experi-

ence goes, Mahommedans are principally to be met with in towns.

Dangerous and lonely localities, where there would be neither pro-

tection for property nor incentive to virtue, are to be avoided.

The mosque is to be visited for the purpose of worship only

;

no idle sitting or lolling about can be permitted within its precincts.

The neighbourhood of a graveyard is not a suitable locality for a
mosque ; but if the only available site should be in such a locality, lab

it be so built that the voices of the worshippers cannot reach the graves.
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Strangers dwelling amongst the faithful must havo a distinguish-

ing mark on the doors or windows of their dwellings that they

may readily be recognized.

Under no circumstances may a Roman Catholic chapel (5^ i
He © ^ ^) or Jewish synagogue (#fe355lfe«l^KorJiJt^tt
^) or Buddhist or Taoist temple be built within u Mahommedau
district.

In all commercial relations, including those between rulers and

people in the imposition and collection of taxes, regard must first of

all be had to equity and etiquette. Dealing in the following articles

is forbidden : pigs, wine, blood of any animal, human products, such

as milk, hair, the placenta, etc., animals that have died a natural

death or by accident. Non-edible animals may be killed if about to

die, and then sold.

Clothing, food and drink are next discussed with groat minute-

ness. The latter section includes an interesting and lengthy

chapter on natural history. But we can only pause to notice that

the camel, which is reckoned a clean animal, possesses the excel-

lencies of twelve different animals, that its footfall is to an ant as

the passing of a cloud, and that it exemplifies in itself tho Five

Virtues,—benevolence, righteousness, propriety, knowledge and

truth. The elephant's gall is not situated in the usual place, but

moves from one to the other of the four feet with the season.

Section eighteen is entitled Public Worship {"^ fg). The only

part of it we need notice is an interesting chapter propounding the

" Law of Completion in Weeks " as exemplified in the gestation of

the human foetus, the length of human life, the time occupied in

the work of Creation and the consequent length of the week.

The remaining sections, devoted to Marriage and Burial, do

not call for remark, as they contain little or nothing not already

noticed in dealing with the ^ S^ ^ ^\'

None of these books contain any reference to the characteristic

Paradise of the Koran.

Notes on "Mackay of Uganda"

MR. JAMBS MCMULLAN, C. I. M., NINQHAI.

(TKHIS book is full of interest and well worth the perusal of every

^ missionary. The fact that Mackay spent almost fourteen

years without break in Africa, nearly all the time in the interior

and a considerable part of it alone, evidently retaining to the end

full vigour of intellect and freshness of spiritual life, points him oat

as a remarkable man. Others came and went, some returned to

Britain, some were called to the Home above ; but for twelve years
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Mackay was the central figure, and sometimes the sole representa-

tive, of that interesting work on the banks of the Victoria Nyanza.

Doubtless, one reason why Mackay was saved from despair and

mental deterioration was the variety and abundance of his labours.

He was always busy,—road-making, boat-building, translating,

printing, teaching, healing the sick, or writing letters and articles

to advocate some cause near his heart.

Mackay's thoroughness is exemplified by the way he took up

any subject he considered for the good of Africa. Numerous articles

and letters poured forth from his pen ou such subjects as " Civilized

Christian powers should bring pressure to bear on Mwanga and

rulers of his stamp to prevent the recurrence of events like the

terrible persecutions in Uganda and the murder of Bishop

Hannington;" "The slave trade;" "The establishment of missions

at Muscat and Zanzibar for the evangelization of the Ai'abs who
exert such a powerful influence in Africa ;" and " How is Africa to

be evangelized ?
'*

The last mentioned article is carefully written and of great

interest. He shews that in every department of science real progress

commenced when men began to closely observe, weigh and measure

facts. He then goes on to show that we must follow the same

methods in deciding missionary problems ; and says, " The object of

the above preamble is to show that in attacking so vast a problem

as the future of Africa, we must cast aside all general and indefinite

conceptions as to how we might suppose the problem will be solved,

and carefully examine the conditions and actual facts of the case,

allowing these to direct us to a true solution,"

Mackay assumes that the Arabs have been successful in Africa

;

and he considers their success has been due to their intrepidity,

perseverance and determination. He assumes that the efforts of

Europeans to improve Africa have failed (see Fact No. 3, p. 452)

;

he then goes on to give the reasons for this failure; illustrates the

subject and the plan he proposes by the science of engineering.

This plan is the establishment of normal schools at convenient and
healthy centres, to train carefully and thoroughly Africans (natives)

to go forth as missionaries to their fellow countrymen. One is

almost startled to find a man like Mackay pronouncing missions to

Africa a failure ; and it certainly behooves those who are responsible

to examine and weigh the statements he makes. But I suppose

the old system will be perpetuated, as it is much easier and more
popular to appeal for aid and obtain foreign workers * than to care-

fully and wisely train native ones. All the same, not only in Africa

* I have noticed that some inclividuala who retain to their native land because
they are unable to master the language, forever after pose as returned missionaries,

appealing fervently for volunteers to engage in a work they tliemselves abandoned.
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but in every mission field, experience is proving more strongly

every year, that the careful training of native agents is essential to

the establishment of self-supporting and fruitful Churches. The
great value and advantage of preparatory tniining is wonderfully

exemplified in Mackay's life; his years in the Free Church Train-

ing College, in the University, and the time spent in the theoretical

and practical training in engineering, were not thrown away. Up to

within the last few years, the tendency was to discoui-age the sending

of those not having received a college or university training to the

mission field. In some quarters the pendulum has now swung to the

opposite extreme, and the tendency is to disparage education and
speak lightly of those engaged in educational work. All the gifts

God has given us, if wisely used, are needed in the great work of

bringing the world to God. " The eye cannot say unto the hand, I

have no need of thee, nor again the head to the feet, I have bo need
of you ;" let us heartily acknowledge each other's work,—the one not

being proud of his greater knowledge, nor the other of his supposed

humility. I would suggest fuller intercourse and co-operation

between the different classes of workers in this laud. Some por-

tions of the field are manned only by young, inexperienced menj
the presence of experienced workers in these portions of the field

would not only be invaluable to the work but to their younger

brethren, whose characters are more or less in the primitive stage.

I believe that the characters of young men living in isolated

stations, surrounded by the adverse influences of heathenism, fre-

quently deteriorate.

Mackay was not only a pioneer of the highest type of civilization,

but a faithful witness for Christ, filled with love to souls, a rare

teacher and pastor. We cannot but feel sorry that he was placed in

such a position as to be compelled to answer Mtesa, when he was

asked whether or no he could baptize, "No, but the clergyman is

qualified to do so." A man set apart for missionary work by the

Church of God and used to the conversion of souls, should be in a

position to baptize ; his spiritual children will expect him to do so.

This question is, however, beset with difficulties.

Mackay had not been long in the capital of Uganda until tho

Roman Catholic missionaries arrived. They, as well as the Mahom-
medans, opposed him and caused a great deal of trouble. In meet-

ing them Mackay showed much patience and ability. It would be

hard for the Roman Catholics to controvert his position. " Christ

the sole Head, and His Word the only guide." We hear a great

deal about the Roman Catholics commencing missions in fields

already occupied by Protestants. It should bo borne in mind that

Protestants do the same thing in China. When entering a field, we
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never take into consideration whether or no it is occupied by Roman
Catholics. On the other hand, the Romanists often seem to occupy

a particular field, just because Protestants have commenced work
there. Uganda is a case in point. In one respect the Roman
Catholic missionaries appeared to compare favourably with their

fellow-workers: in the height of the persecution, when Mackay and
his coadjutors were anxious to flee from Uganda, the Romanists

never seemed to have entertained the thought ; on the contrary, the

Yicar Apostolic of the Nyanza arrived about that time. It must be

remembered, however, that Mackay and his companions sacrificed

no principle, and that they appealed to the King against cruelty

and injustice, whilst the Roman Catholics spared no pains to curry

favour with the King, refusing to join Mackay and Pearson in their

petition to Mtesa to stop a terrible massacre that was about to take

place, also to aid in the Protestant missionaries* efforts to save the

lives of a large number of Christians. However, it must be acknowl-

edged that Protestant missionaries generally believe in the wisdom
of the adage, " Those who fight and run away will live to fight

another day." In many cases the reason of this may be that the

Protestant missionary has a family ; the Roman Catholic missionary

does not labour under that disadvantage (in speaking of a family as

a disadvantage I only refer to troublous times).

The following extracts will show that in one respect they are

worse off in Africa than we are in China. '^ All along we are

obliged in Africa to take advantage of the desire for material benefit

to gain a footing, and so to find ourselves in a position to introduce

spiritual teaching. It has proved equally so in Uganda. Current
ideas at home as to mission work are, I fear, different ; but I have
not heard of any part of Africa, east or west, where the native

bearing to the missions is different to what it is in this neighbour-

hood. It is a system of beggary from beginning to end." Evidently,

when African chiefs invite missionaries to settle in their territory,

their motives are far from disinterested.

Many would not be disposed to agree with Mackay in the

following reply given to Mtesa :
" I said there was *no such thing

as mediums of the kind, or spirits being represented by living men;
those who said they possessed familiar spirits, were only liars" (p.

148). Further on it does not seem certain that Mackay adheres to

this opinion.

It would be valuable to have the experience of missionaries in

China who have come in contact with cases of possession or supposed
possession.

The most cruel tyrants are often the greatest cowards. So it

proved in Mwanga's case. Though he had treated Mackay shame-
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fully, he evidently had great confidence in his power and had
recourse to him in his extremity, begging him to re-establish him in

his kingdom. It appears Mwanga has become a Christian (Roman
Catholic). One cannot help wondering what kind of a one. Ho is

nearly as great a wonder of grace as Manasseh, and I only hope his

repentance is as sincere. Nothing seems to bring kings to their

right minds like adversity.

Kind friends in the home lands often send missionaries good
little books containing words of comfort, or advancing some peculiar

theological opinions. However excellent these may be, I fear many
never read them.* If this catches the eye of any intending donor,

might I suggest that nothing they could send to the missionary

would be more stimulating or certain of being read than books like
" Mackay of Uganda."

CoUectMea.

Resemblances in RisLiaioN and Humanity.—All false religions

will have some resemblance to the true ; all ethnic religions to the

universal, just as humanity is alike, the world over. For false

religions are the result of man's blind feeling after God, if per-

chance he may find Him, and ethnic religions will have some like-

ness to each other and to the true religion, because humanity is

one.

—

Hotniletic Review.

* * *

Facts about Heathenism.—At the last May meeting of the Lon-

don Missionary Society, Prof. Lindsay said that he had discovered

two points on which all Hindus agreed. One was that a cow was a

holy animal ; the other was that a woman was an unholy animal.

He wished that the veil of Hinduism might be lifted, but that it

was difficult to speak or write about. This might be said that the

Indian Temple had from thirty to three hundred priestesses apiece,

and that every priestess was ex-afficio a public prostitute.

Such facts may help us to understand something of the relent-

less war in the old kingdoms of Israel and Judah between the

prophets of the Holy Lord God and the priests of Baal and

Moloch. They also indicate why the revival of the old Polynesian

idolatries is so destructive to the Hawaiian people.

—

Exchange.

» *

Thb Barbarian's Quest.—At one place, indeed, where we had

been staying several days, the schoolmaster—schoolmasters in

* I do not refer to books like "Report of Miaaionary Cooferenoe, Liondon, 1888,"

and Andrew Uurray's books, which I believe were seat to most missiooaries and were
doubbledd a stimulus aud blessing to many.
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South China are often our worst enemies—wrote a warning notice

about us, and fixed it on the trunk of a tree by the roadside near to

the place where our boat was moored. Our native helper on seeing

it, took it down and brought it to me. I have it now before me
Translated into English it i-eads as follows :

—" Beware ! Whereas

barbarian demons have for many years clandestinely entered the

Flowery Land, be it known that two of these demons, possessing

cunning eyes, have presumed to come into our neighbourhood, and

have brought with them a dog which also possesses cunning eyes.

Now, when these said barbarians arrived at Tai-ting-may they were

forthwith compelled to leave, because the people of the eighteen

provinces of China have been commanded indeed to stab to the

heart any barbarian demon they may meet—with faces as smooth as

oil, but with hearts like swords. Consider what these demons are

about. By day they beguile simple folk by giving away medicine

;

whilst at night, under the cover of darkness, they sally forth,

accompanied by the dog, and dig into the hills of our pure country

and take out precious stones. Nor is this the only evil. They

thereby cause the baneful influences to escape, which will certainly

injure us. Why do we remain heedless ? Dated the year of Kwung
Sii, the fifth month and the first day." The dog referred to is a

very harmless terrier. This idea of our coming to seek for precious

stones is very prevalent. Along this river it is hardly possible to

go on shore near towns or villages without being watched and

questioned as to the whereabouts of silver and precious stones.

However emphatic may be our denial of having come for such a

purpose, they generally hold fast to their opinion of us. We are

supposed to possess seven eyes, by means of which we can see into

the depths of the earth.

—

Rev. J, Gtundy.
*

The Theosophists.—A painful and lamentable occurrence took

place at the Theosophical Hall at Colombo. Amid a crowded as-

sembly, in view of a sea of faces, a Miss Pickett, who had recently

arrived from Australia, presented herself to be received into the

Buddhist creed. Stepping on the raised dais, the Buddhist High

Priest, Sri Sumangala, gave the signal for the opening of the meet-

ing, and when he had resumed his seat, the unfortunate neophyte

was presented to him by her sponsor, the inevitable Col. Olcott.

Amid loud applause and deafening cheers Miss Pickett, with her

hands joined together, received the pansil. She was then presented,

we are told, with some articles of jewelry by " her Singhalese co-

religionists " as a token of affection. A lecture followed by Col.

Olcott on Australia, which concluded with pathetic reference to

Madame Blavatsky, " whose place in the society," he said, " no-
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body couH fill." The proceedings, we are told, " were brought to a

close with three times three cheers for Miss Pickett and Col. Olcott."

But all was by no means yet over, for a terrible (Unoiiement

with swift steps followed upon this deed of profanity. Miss Pickett,

a. few days after her admission into Buddhism, put an end to her

life. She had been appointed Lady Principal of the Sanghamitta

Girls' School in Maradana on entering the ranks of the Buddhists.

Letting herself out of the house after the children had gone to bed,

she flung herself down a deep well, where her body was discovered

the next day. The cause of the suicide is, we are told, "a matter

shrouded in mystery." We do not presume to unveil the darkness

of that mystery. It is not for us to judge those who have passed

away. But wo cannot withhold our tribute of indignation from

those whose wicked and criminal persuasions seduced the heart of

the unfortunate lady from the bright and comfortable illumination

of the Gospel of Jesus Christ into the cheerless and despairing

and bewildering follies of Buddhism. An audacious and malignant

attempt has been made by one of the leading theosophists in Ceylon

to trace the suicide to a Christian book which Miss Pickett had

been reading on the evening of her death. Whether or no the

mind of the uuhappy lady had been anguished by tho volume in

question or no, which spoke of " the finding of Christ," the fact

remains the same that, on the view of the matter most favourable to

the theosophists, the unfortunate victim of their arts had been of very

feeble judgment and of exceedingly delicate mental fibre. Whe-
ther theosophy will score by such a conversion is a point that will

not be left to theosophy to decide. We are convinced that the

English community of India and Ceylon will know how to rightly

appraise these unprincipled and unscrupulous assaults upon the

simplicity of some weak minds.

—

Church Missionary Intelligencer.

Translation from the "King Sz Yen." Book III.

Foreign Affairs. Chap. 11.

The Gradual Entrance of Disturbinq Influences into China.

{From ^ IC W 4»)

BY REV. D. L. ANDEBSON.

(Concluded.)

C|N the time of Kien Lung tho foreigners secretly entered iuto

C> every province, propagating their doctrines, and their number

was daily increased. In the two Hu provinces, and in Kiangsi, they

were searched out and expelled. But in Chihli, Shantung, Shansi,

Sbensi and Szchuan provinces, they went everywhere, criminally
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scattering their doctrines. The Emperor, being informed, issued his

edict entrusting to the Board of Punishments the work of searching

out and forever prohibiting this sect. Afterwards in his 50th year

(A. D. 1786), in the 10th moon, the Emperor issued another edict,

saying, " Formerly, because the foreigner Po-a-li-yang and his fellows

had secretly gone into the interior propagating their sect, they had

been expelled from the two Hu and the Kiangsi provinces, while in

the other provinces he had instructed the Board of Punishments to

search out and forever forbid these preaching criminals. This order

had also been violated by these foreigners, whose only purpose was to

propagate their doctrines, and in no other way did they offend against

the law. They were, moreover, ignorant of the law of the empire,

and he had great pity for the sufferings of those imprisoned for

violating it. Hence he would graciously set them all at liberty

and allow them to dwell safely in the Catholic establishment at the

capital. If any of them wish to return to their own land, let the

proper Board appoint an escort to accompany them to Canton. His

Majesty's purpose in all this is to show his gentleness to those who

have come from distant lands."

At the start the foreigners who came to China were Italians.

The countrymen of Matthew Ricci gathered here to him. The new
astronomical method having been adopted, Ricci's followers became

more numsrous, and it was then that the government allowed them

to set up an establishment in the capital for their own service.

From this the foreigners coming to our doors all sought official

employment, and each one entering the capital claimed to be in

government service. The work of the mathematicians was altoge-

ther usurped by these foreigners. And so the men of every

country on the continent of Europe hearing of this, also came to

China, and their tracks were in every part of the empire. Never-

theless, those at the capital were directly under the control of the

government. Whatever foreigner so desired, was permitted to work

under the Astronomical Board. He was allowed first to land at

Macao and from thence send up his credentials. Then either the

Viceroy or Governor of Kwangtung would properly notify the

Board, and the officials of the Board, having investigated and

certified to his credentials, he was allowed to dwell at the capital in

the government's service. From this time he would wear Chinese

robes and live quietly at the Catholic establishment at Peking.

Alive, they dwelt there. Dying, they were buried there. Thoy

were never allowed to return to their own land.

But those who came for the propagation of their sect, went

secretly through every province, having intercourse with the people.

They weut about according to their own pleasure. The high
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officials did not recognize this increasing danger, and those who did

urulerstand, fearful of stirring up other evils, kept their knowledge

to themselves and failed to speak out. la this way this set of mea
dwelt for a long time in the midst of our empire ; and the character

of the country, its topography, (fee, was all recorded and secretly

sent out to their friends. Although there was a succession of

Emperors of gentle disposition, who, not suspecting any evil, treated

them in a liberal manner, yet these foreigners had their minds fixed

on other unlawful things, and were watching eagerly for their

gradual accomplishment. The germ was here.

At this time George, the King of England, relying on tho

fact that many foreigners had already entered China, sought to

establish intercourse with the Heavenly Dynasty. So ho sent his

ambassador (Lord Macartney) across the seas to present tribute.

In the 58Lh year of K'ien Lung (A. D. 1794) the messenger of

England reached the capital and presented his monarch's letter,

seeking commercial intercourse and asking that the privilege

already granted to Russia of having a representative at the capital

be also granted to England. And, finally, with reference to the

affairs of the missionaries, he desired that all prohibitions to their

work be withdrawn, and thus make it plain that China and foreigu

countries were one, that Chinese and foreigners were at peaco.

(In King Greorge's letter there was nothing with reference to

the missionaries, the ambassador himself presented this to the

Board.)

Tiie reply of the Emperor, in effect, was as follows: "If men of

the two countries dwell in the capital, then as they cannot under-

stand each other's speech, and as their dress is very unlike, they

cannot live harmoniously together. We might order them to

change their dress, and so in this respect all would be alike, as are

the foreigners in the government employ, but We are unwilling to

compel a disagreeable thing. As to the two countries adopting the

Roman Catholic religion : this is the religion that the countries of

the West have originally followed. Our country, from the creation,

has had Holy Emperors and enlightened Kings, who have conde-

scended to teach us good doctrines, and the millions of our empire

are accustomed to follow these, and does not suffer any word that

would cause doubt. As to the foreigners in the capital in govern-

ment employ: they dwell in their own establishment, but are not

allowed intercourse with the people to wildly propagate their sect.

So what is desired certainly cannot be granted."

The English ambassador then, Avith due ceremony, departed to

his own country. The Emperor also ceremoniously sent him away.

Afterwards the Emperor scut copies of his answers to tho King of
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England, to the high officials of Kwangtung, to be engraved on

boards and hung up in the yamen. Thus the profound thought of

the Holy Emperor guarded against and shut off the first appearance

of this evil.

The King of England, not having accomplished his purpose,

again in the 60th year of K'ien Lung (A. D. 1796) a commercial ship

came to Canton, bringing letters and presents, which were entrusted

to the Viceroy to present to the throne. Again in (A. D. 1816) the

21st year of Kia K'ing another ambassador came, bearing tribute

(Lord Amherst). This ambassador jSrst came to Canton ; when, in

visiting his superiors, he rudely violated the rules of propriety. Also,

•when presented to the throne, following the custom of his country,

accustomed to reverence only the Lord of Heaven, he would not

prostrate himself. The throne refused his present and sent hira

away. From this time was the beginning of dissatisfaction. Whab
the foreigners had asked from China, viz., commercial relations and

the privilege of a representative at the capital, Macao and other

places, they were unwilling to recede from.

At this time many evangelists went out secretly into every

province, spreading their tenets. They utterly disregarded the law

prohibiting this, and were more than ever without fear. This sect

regard the 7th day as a day of rest on which they enter their

temples for worship. In the night they come together making use

of their magical charms* Stupid people are deceived by them.

Evil people, under the cover of their name, accomplish their evil

purposes. Thus in very many families the cross is reverenced, and

the 7th day of rest is adopted. The evil is spread to every province,

and cannot be searched out. This is the beginning of the outbreak

of the White Lily and Heavenly Doctrine Sects.

The White Lily Sect is a branch of the Meh-ni (^ J^). In the

Tang dynasty it was considered one of the three foreign sects. It

entered China about the same time with the Nestorians (Ta Tsiu).

Afterward the Moslems came bringing Mo-ni. So this White Lily

Sect occupies a place midway between the Catholics and Moslems.

The rebellion of Sii Hung Z (^ ^ M)> during the Ming dynasty

in Shantung, was under the name of this seditious sect. At the end
of the reign of K'ien Lung (or what is considered the first year of

his son Kia K'ing, he having been associated with him in the

government,) the troubles in the empire were not yet all quieted,

when this seditious sect broke out in Hunan and Szchuan, and the

disturbance extended to the Honan, Shensi Kansuh provinces.

They called themselves the White Lily Sect. A large body of troops

were sent to destroy and. quiet them, and, after eight years in all,

this trouble was quelled.
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In tho 18th year of Kia K'ing (A. D. 1814) Li Ven-zen (f^ "^

^), of Wa-liien Qf^) in Uouaa and Ling Ching (|jc j||f),
of Ta-hing

(;^ J^) in Cliili, again by means of a corrupt sect stirred up tronblo

and fixed a time for an outbreak, even the 15th day of tho 9th

moon. This sect was called Heavenly Rule, also Eight l^iagram,

ajid existed in all about five months, in which time tho leaders and
followers were all imprisoned. At this time the stupid people were

again led astray, following vegetarianism and the recitation of magi-

cal charms; these went under the name of Seven-seven. They
would not step upon a cross, and the use of pork was forbidden

{Note.—The Moslems did not eat pork, and the Meh-ni sect followed

them in this. But these latter reverenced the cross. This was one

of the doctrines of the Catholics, and was an offence to the Moslems.

In the time of Kia K'ing the While Lily sedition was crushed out.

Pell Ling, Viceroy of the Liang-kiang, captured the heads of the

sect,—Fong Y'ung-sen and his fellows. Before the time appointed

for the trial, he ordered all the followers of the sect only to tread

upon the cross and eat a piece of pork. Those who did so escaped

death. But Fong Yung-s6n, together with a nun, Tsa Erh, only

begged to be quickly put to death, that they might enter into the

Paradise in the Western Heaven. To the end they refused either

to tread upon the cross or to eat the pork, so on the next day they

suffered for their crime. Now, at the time of this trial my father was

a high official at Nanking, and related what he himself certainly saw

of this affair. At this time the Roman Catholics had already bcea

a long time in China).

Now, all these troubles came about through the instrumentality

of uneraplo} ed, evil men among our people. These made use of these

worshipping assemblies to collect money, and a crowd having gath-

ered, they plotted rebellion. Also, the fundamental principles of these

sects were free-lovism and community of goods. They had no con-

nection with the sect propagated by the men from great West. Yet

the three sects,—Nestorians, Moslems and Moh-ni,—all had a common
origin, and the customs of the three were very much alike. The stupid

people, corrupted by these evil doctrines, zealously stirred up each

other to their practice and called themselves by names of their own

choosing. So from the days of Kia K'ing to the present, seditious

plottings have been carried out in every province. Also, from the

time that the English forced themselves into our country, bringing

in the Jesus books and scattering them among tho people, the evil

minded among the people have been carrying on their wickedness

under this cover. Three years after the treaty with Tao Kwang the

French came to Canton, requesting the prohibition against the

missionaries rescinded. The ministers of the Board feared to reply.
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Thus in all the provinces there was no seditious sect that did not

pretend themselves to be a worshipping body, and all arrayed them-

selves under the name of the Roman Catholic sect, until the sect

at King-t'ien in Kwangsi arose. These could not be broken up

So as the constant treading upon the frost will form it into hard

ice, the results of all this came gradually on.

In the 22nd year of Tao Kwang (A. D. 1843) the treaty of

Nanking was arranged. The article in this treaty relating to mission-

ary work said, " that from the beginning the doctrines of both the

Protestants and Roman Catholics were excellent, teaching men to

treat others as themselves. Hereafter missionaries coming into

China were in every province to be protected by the officials. No
official of any place should treat them cruelly, forbid their entrance

or hinder their work." Yet the treaty only said that we were to dili-

gently protect the incoming missionaries ; it did not say a word about

allowing Chinese to be instructed in their doctrines, nor anything

with reference to our bearing with such, because the regulations

that had been in effect from the 8th year of K'ang Hsi (A. D. 1670)

still existed. Also, in the clause with reference to opening the five

ports, there was nothing said about their right to open churches,

gather in disciples and preach their doctrines.

Only the English were parties to the treaty of Nanking ; neither

the French nor Americans had part in it. Afterwards the mer-
chant vessels of these two countries came to Canton, desiring to

enter into treaty relations. The merchant ships of France coming to

China were few in number, but she had numerous missionaries, who
were secretly scattering their doctrines in every province, and our pro-

hibitory law was greatly in their way. So France sought to change

this, to remove the restriction. In the 25th year of Tao Kwang
(A. D. 1846) a merchant ship of France came to Canton, and after a

little while a paper was presented at the Viceroy's yamen, stating

that the Roman Catholic missionaries exhorted men to righteous-

ness, and that theirs was certainly not an evil sect. They, moreover,

asked that the law prohibiting the Chinese from receiving their in-

struction be removed. At this time the Grand Secretary, Ki Ying,

was Viceroy of the Two Kwang. He presented this statement to the

Emperor. The Emperor referred it to the Board, and it was decreed

that, "At the ports they would be allowed to set up Roman Catholic

establishments, and the Chinese might receive their instructions.

But they were not to beguile women into vile practices, nor by de-

ceit take out the eyes of sick persons. Those who violated in these

respects would be punished as heretofore."

From this time missionaries have had their residences in five

open ports. In all of them they have opened Roman Catholic
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preaching halls, and the days Voug, Hu, Mao and Sing,—that is,

every 7th day,—are given to the proclamation of their doctrines.

On this day the foreign merchants cease from business and gather in

their temples for worship, calling it the day of rest. This they do
constantly, but as the people of the ports do not accord with their

doctrines and practices, disturbances have several times arisen.

The magistrates have managed to quell these by simply standing

between the two parties.

In the 8th year of Ilien Fung (A. D. 1859) was the afTair at

Tientsin. The English, in combination with the three countries,

—

France, America and Russisi,—insisted on revising the established

treaties. They were requested to go to Shanghai, and there meet

and arrange with the Emperor's Commissioners, the Grand Secreta-

ries,—Kwe Liang and IIwa So-neh. Now, the mind of the French

was fixed upon the work of the missionaries, so in the 8th Art. of

their treaty we have, ** Whatever Frenchman who, in accordance

with the terms of the former treaty, is at any of the open ports,

whether he has dwelt there for a long time or whether a traveller, ho

shall also be allowed to go out into the surrounding country, accord-

ing to his pleasure, and without a passport, even as the natives.**

Also in the loth article the treaty says, ** Whoever in accordance

with Art. 4 of this treaty goes into the interior to do the work of a

missionary, the local officials shall take especial care to treat him

well and protect him. And whoever of the Chinese, reverently

believing the Roman Catholic teachings, wishes to live according to

her customs, he shall not in the least be hindered ; all such shall be

free from official interference in this matter. Whatever in former

times has either been written or engraved, forbidding the right to

establish the Roman Catholic Church in any place, shall all be

annulled.

About this time the District Magistrate Chang Ming-vfmg, of

Si-ling in Kwangsi, had taken the Frenchman, Father Chapdelaine,

and put him to death according to the law. So the French minis-

ters made a case of this and reported it to the Court. They, more-

over, insisted on adding a clause to the revised treaty, stating that

Chang, the magistrate of Si-ling, was degraded on this account,

and also for the information of the French officials, that this fact

be recorded in the Peking Gazette. From this time the disciples of

the missionaries, though Chinese, have become very bold and open,

relying upon the foreign Consuls to protect them, at the same time

looking with contempt upon their own officials.

The treaty at Shanghai having been arranged, then his Majesty's

Commissioners,—Kwe Liang and his comrades,—memorialized the

throne that the representatives of the four countries be allowed to go
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to the capital to excliange treaties. Bub in a short time the English

violated the treaty, and forcing an entrance into Taka, destroyed

our defences there. Then followed the battle of the 5th moon of

the next year, when the foreigners, being defeated, retired. The

treaty of Shanghai was not completed. Then the foreigners memo-
rialized that they be permitted to arrange the new treaties at

Tientsin, and published the same in the foreign newspapers.

In Hien Fung's 10th year (A. D. 1860) the English advanced

in force from Tientsin. The Emperor went hunting in Liu-yang.

Yih Su, the Prince Kung, remained to protect the capital. Then
on the 11th, I2th and 17th days of the 9t>h moon, in the 10th year

of Hien Fung (Oct. 24th, 1860) he exchanged treaties with the

English and French. Afterward at Tientsin he added an additional

article, ordering the Viceroys, Governors and Generals in every

province to administer according to this treaty.

At this time the French also asked to add another article to the

revised treaty, claiming that it ought to be as it was decreed and

published by Tao Kwang on the 25th day of the 1st moon of his

26th year, viz., " Whoever of the people or soldiers throughout the

provinces accepted the teachings of the Roman Catholic seer,, let them

be allowed to assemble in congregation, preach their doctrines, also

build houses for worship. If any yamen runner wrongfully arrests

any such, then let his sin be punished." Again, with reference to the

Roman Catholic establishments that had been changed into public

buildings, and to their countries and lands that had been seized,—at

the time when they were driven out the country,—it was ordered,

*'Let a thorough examination be made, and let such property be

returned to the French Minister at the capital to be restored to the

Church in the different places, according to the old deeds. More-

over, let French missionaries in every province be allowed to rent

and buy lands and houses according to their pleasure."

When the treaty of Shanghai was first arranged, in Hien

Fung's 8th year, in the winter of that same year certain Frenchmen,

under the guise of missionaries, went out into the Kiangsu and

Chekiang provinces, and for several months or a half year met with

the great officials on a perfect equality. Finally the new treaty

came in force, allowing the missionaries to enter every province

and restoring the houses and lands that had formerly been seized.

Even before this the French had gone to the Tsung-li Yamen
desiring passports, that they might travel about in all the provinces.

At this time the Chinese who followed the foreign missionaries,

trusting in the foreigners for protection, insulted the soldiers and

people and disregarded the officials. So again the Emperor issued

a decree, saying, " A meiuorial has been received from the Tsiing-li
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Yameii begging that the body of Christiana be separated into the

good and bad, and that the Local Magistrates bo iustincted to ex-

ercise authority over them for the sake of security, and more of the

same tenor. It appears from the statement in the French treaty that

the Roman Catliolic sect exhort men to righteousness ; this has already

been published abroad. Now, recently in every province the follow-

ers of this sect and their opponents are constantly quarrelling and
fighting. Hereafter let the Local Magistrates in every province

diligently examine into the origin of these troubles and use authority

to preserve the peace. If the Christians can quiet their own, let

them as a body be fully protected. But if any, relying upon his sect,

does evil and violates the law, then the magistrate shall certainly,

according to the law, try and punish his crime," &c.

At this time chapels had been destroyed only in the Liang-hu

and Kiangsi provinces.

This is a full account of the Komau Catholic sect, from begin-

ning to the end.

Is Sl3ivery as praoticed among the Chinese Immoral ?

BY REV. THOMAS MCCLOY, S. IJ. M., CANTON.

TVITERY little has been written in books (Chinese or foreign)

O^ about slavery in China. Some have even ventured to think

that there is no slavery in the Middle Kingdom. It is true we have

not now the high-handed, revolting slavery of the ancient world.

We do not see the warrior rushing down on the peaceful peasant

village and carrying off men, women and children, who are hence-

forth doomed to be driven by the lash to make bricks, or chained to

the oars of the war galley. Nor do I intend in this paper to deal

with the slavery of ancient China, that is, the slaves of war and of

the State, but principally with domestic slavery.

It will be necessary for me here to lay down the principles on

which I intend to decide whether or not slavery is immoral, incon-

sistent with moral rectitude, contrary to the moral law. In these

principles I follow Wayland's Moral Philosophy :
" Every human

being is by his constitution a separate, distinct and complete system,

adapted to all the purposes of self-government and responsible to

God for the manner in which his powers are employed."

MAN IS FREE.

I. As to Physical Liberty. A man has entire right to use hia

own body as he will, so long aa he does not interfere with the right
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of his neighbour. He may go or stay as he pleases; may work or

be idle, if he leaves every one else iu the enjoyment of the bless-

ings which God has bestowed on mankind.

II. As to Intellectual Liberty. Every man has a right to use

his intellect as he will, providing he does not hinder the happiness

of any other being. He may investigate any subject he chooses,

employ the means he thinks best fitted to accomplish his end, and

when he has drawn his conclusions, he is at liberty to teach and

publish them.

III. Religious Liberty. If a man has a right to use his body

and mind as he thinks will best promote his owu well being in this

present world, how much more is he entitled to pursue, unmolested,

that which he believes will promote his eternal happiness and fulfill

the highest obligations of which he is susceptible.

Slavery may violate one or all of these principles. Contracts

for labour, or service for a given time, do not necessarily come

under this head.

THERE IS SLAVERY IN CHINA.

I. Parents sell their children. The Chinese father has full power

over his offspring, which only stops short with life ; therefore the

practice of selling children is common. The law makes it a punish-

able offence should the sale be effected against the will of the child-

ren, but this prohibition is practically ignored. In the same way a

law exists in the statute books making infanticide a crime, but as a

matter of fact it is never acted upon. Wells Williams says, "Every
native is allowed to purchase slaves and retain their children in ser-

vitude." There are several reasons why parents sell their children.

When the parents are getting old and have not secured a coflSu,

they sometimes sell their childrea because they fear they may die

and not have a coffin to be buried in ; but the principal reason why
children are sold is that their parents are poor and have not the

wherewithal on which to bring them up, and it is the easiest way to

settle the mattei*. In years when the rice crop has failed and when
food is dear, more people are sold than iu other years. Durmg the

famine of 1889-90 in the north of China, thousands must have

been sold. A missionary says, "There is no village without the

sale of women and children. Si-chin city alone has lost 700 to 800,

and we heard of one village where the majority oi the females were

sold. Beggars were seen on the streets of Tientsin crying loudly,

' girls for sale !
' and when the baskets they had were opened, four

poor, starving girls were seen."

After I began to gather information on this subject, ray first

journey into the country was to K'u-t^siiig ia Suu-iu district. I
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asked our preacher if there were any slaves in or near the market.

He told me there were many, and that only the day before two
yonng men had been sold, and he pointed out the man who wrote

the slave-bond (a copy of which 1 have). The districts in which

slavery seems most to abound in the south of China, are San-in

San Niug, Hoi Ping, Yan Ping.

There are persons of all sings sold; the most common are

Ch'an, Li, Wong, Ho and Cheung. The slave follows the sing of

his master; no longer has he a surname of his own and henceforth

he has no independent existence. He is the property of the master,

and in all things is ruled by the will of the master.

Slaves in the above mentioned districts tire caMed. ngu fan nge

(ZI h H)' This name is given by the masters and freemen of the

district. It is a by-word, a term of reproach, of contempt. The
meaning is, that as it needs 8 li(/\, ^) to complete the 3 fan, so those

people, called by that name, are not full men, they are not complete;

they are underlings, slaves. In these districts you will sometimes

hear two men quarreling in the street. One will say to the other,

"You are 2 fmi 2." The answer often is (if he is not a slave), " I

also am a man."

I will here give a translation of the agreement written, signed

and sealed between seller and buyer. It is a true copy of an original

document, which is at present held by the owner in Sau-in district :

—

" Everlasting bond of the sale of my son. I (sing, name, village)

because this has been a year of great dearth and bad harvest. The
rice is dear. We have no money to buy that which keeps us from

starving; so we, father and mother, after having considered the

matter, have decided to sell our child to whosoever will buy him. We
want Taels . We have consulted our relatives, and none of them

wish to adopt him, so we may sell him. As a proof of our sincerity

we have engaged this middle man (uame, residence). He who buys

this person shall in the presence of three witnesses and any others

who may be present, pay the amount stated, and the person and this

bond shall be handed over to him. The buyer, having paid all the

money, takes the slave to his own house. The seller binds himself

never to repent of his action in selling, and will never redeem. If

this person has been pawned and cannot be sold, the middleman is

responsible and the buyer freed from all blame. If the slave falls

over a mountain or is drowned in the sea, the owner is not responsible,

for it is the decree of heaven. This everlasting bond of sale should

not be lost but is the proof that all the money has been paid.

(Signature of middleman and witnesses)."

The agreements made and bonds given in Kwong Sai province,

are. the same as that uf Sau-iu, with the exception of one sentence^
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*' If the slave is disobedient and will not work, should the master

beat him to death, no investigation is to be made."

The bond that is written when a person is sold to be adopted,

is quite different from the above. He cannot be re-sold and has a

better position in the family ; and, as a rule, no money is paid, but

the slave, or adopted one, becomes heir at the death of the master.

Those who adopt children ai*e generally childless ; but if not, the

adopted one gets his share with sons born in the house. He repre-

sents very nearly the systems in the Old Testament, where the slave

was admitted into the covenant and enjoyed all the Jewish feasts

and Sabbaths. If the master was childless, he became heir of all.

Thus Eliezer of Damascus, a slave in Abraham's house, was heir of

all till a son was born. Thus adoption should be distinguished from

slavery.

II. Men, women and children are decoyed aicny under false

•pretences and sold as slaves. It sometimes happens when a child is

lost in a large city that a person comes to the child and says, " I

will find your father and mother," but takes the child to a house

and finally sells it. In other cases the child is decoyed away by fair

promises of toys, &c. Men go into the interior of China, tell fathers

and mothers that their sons and daughters may have easy work and

large wages, if they will go with them to a different district or to

some foreign port. Thus, by fair promises and bright prospects, the

young men and women are beguiled away to slavery and, to ruin.

My teacher's nephew, who lives in San, one day met a man, who
told him that he could get work and plenty of money. The strang-

er gave fine clothes to this young man, who soon became con-

fident, and shortly afterwards both disappeared. They were

followed, and the young man brought back.

III. Men and women are stolen or forced away and sold as slaves.

This occurs in nearly every district, but especially when a theatre

or idol procession is going on. At such times there are always a

greater number of men of the baser sort, who use fire arms or

swords to frighten or silence the individual they wish to kidnap.

During theatre times and processions these men often select their

victim and lie in wait for the first opportunity to seize and secure

him or her. In this latter case the Mandarins will interfere, and

sometimes exert considerable ability in tracing the kidnappers.

On one of my country trips I saw a boat caught and six women
released and the boatmen taken prisoners.

When a man or woman is once sold, whether by parents, by
false pretences or forced away, they may be sold many times and

have many different masters. There is a place iu Honan where

slaves are bought aud sold and much money is made by it. There
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is a man now at Ping Nam, Kwong Sal, who was bouj^ht by this

place at |80 and sold to Ping Nam lu K'un at $100. Many such

cases could be given. There is a man who lives in a village op-

posite Ng Chau, who is a regular slave dealer. He came to my
.boat and offered boys for sale from $50 upwards. Wlien 1 saw him
he had six on hand for disposal. It is said that seveml hundreds

yearly pass down through Ng Chau to be sold in Kwong Tang
province.

THE DUTY OF THE SLAVE.

This depends much on the vocation of his master. Those who
purchase slaves are of the upper class, and many of them officials in

the government and customs men ; for these gentry generally require

more homage and bowing than the free and paid servant would be

willing at all times to give them. The duties of the slave are as

varied as that of the masters who possess them. Sometimes the

work of the slave is in the house,—cook or general servant. Others

have to work in the fields, till and watch them. Some accompany-

ing their master to market or on other business. One important

duty of the slave is to take, daily, the incense sticks to the ancestral

temple. The 1st and 15th of the month burn paper, &c., and assist

in the worship at the graves of his master's ancestors. Sometimes

if the master has many slaves, he gives his eldest and best a piece

of land to cultivate, the produce of which is to support him ; and

henceforth his duty, except on special occasions, will be to serve his

master's ancestors.

THE TREATMENT OF 8LAVB8.

There is no national law which regulates this. There is family

law, but so varied that the treatment of the slave may be said to

depend on the nature of the master. If a good master, as a rule all

goes smoothly ; but if bad, there is trouble. The slaves are often

beaten and abused. A master has been known to take'a piece of

iron, make it red hot and brand the hand of his slave, because he
went to sleep and forgot to prepare the raid-day meal. Last year

in San-in district, a master had a slave, whose name was A Man.
On the 15th of the month this slave was given pork to take to

different families. When the master found A Man had not done as

he was bidden till next morning, he got a bamboo and beat him so

severely that he died. All that was required at the hands of the

master was that he provide a coffin and give a few dollars to the

slave's wife.

Slaves often run away because of bad treatment from the

master or from some of his household. I will give two instances to

show the different punishments if caught and brought back. A man
ivoui San Hing district bought a slave from Nam Hoi. Shortly
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afterwards the slave ran away ; but the master followed, and, after

five days' search, found him, brought him back and beat him to

death. The mother of the slave went to the house and cried so

bitterly that the master gave her $20 and a coffin and buried the

body. Again, a slave ran away from his master in San-in. He was

found and brought back, when the master would not administer a

beating, but exhorted him to be obedient. This treatment having

the desired effect, the slave became a good servant. On one occa-

sion a slave went abroad ; after many years he came back rich, well-

dressed, and was going home in a chair, when the master, who had

become poor, met the slave, ordered him to come out of the chair,

put on old clothes and serve him. If the slave makes good his

escape, the mandarins do not assist the master in the search ; but

should the slave strike his master or any of the household, he is

sometimes handed over to the mandarin, who treats the slave with

greater cruelty and punishes him much more severely than he would

a free man for the same offence. The mandarins will not listen to

any complaint from a slave, therefore the slave has no means of

justice, lie is helpless if wronged.

As a rule the slave may marry, subject to the consent of the

master, for the master has to pay the money to buy the wife, if he

has no women slaves of his own. The slave is only allowed to

marry in his own class,—that is a slave. If a master solicit's and

obtains the daughter of a free man in marriage for his slave, the

punishment is eighty blows with the bamboo. Should the slave

seek and obtain a freeman's daughter in marriage, he shall be

punished ; and if any persons falsely represent a slave to be free

and thus obtain a husband or wife, they shall be liable to be punish-

ed with ninety blows. The marriage of the slave with the free, in

all cases, shall be null and void, the parties returning to their

former I'ank.

Even in the marriage ceremony of the slaves their low position

is manifest. The bride on this auspicious occasion gets no gaily

decorated chair to bear her to her future home; no music to cheer

her on her way or announce her arrival ; but she has to walk or hire

a common chair, and as soon as she enters the house of her new
master, she begins work.

Lastly. The slave is not allowed to enter the examination hall.

He is not eligible to write an essay, even if he has the ability. Some
years ago a government examiner, Sing Li of Hok Shan, because

he received a sum of money, passed the essay and gave a degree to a

man who had been a slave. The gentry of the province in which

this occurred, sent a united petition to Peking, and the examining

o^cer was severely punished for Uis misde»neauor. Instances might
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bo multiplied, illustration after illustration might be given of the

cruelty and injustice of slavery in China; but I think I have said

enough to show that slavery, as practiced in this country, violates

the physical liberty of a man, in that ho loses free control over his

own body. It violates his intellectual liberty, in that ho has not

tho privilego common to all other people, much loss that which

God has given him. Finally, it violates his religious liberty ; for,

should he wish to worship the true God, his master would compel

him to adore his ancestors and take part in other acts of heathen

worship. Therefore, I hold that slavery, as practiced in China, is

immoral.

Meeting of the Revisers.

(7tf HE representative missionaries who are duly chosen to revise

^Sr and translate the Bible in Chinese, together with members of

the Executive Committee and a few invited guests, assembled in a

room of the B. & F. B. S., Shanghai, at 10 o'clock a.m., November
18th. By request. Bishop Burdon took the chair and condncted

religious services. Mr. A. J. IT. Moule presided at the organ. After

a short opening prayer and the singing of

Jesus, Tiioa Joy of loving hearts.

Thou Fount of life, Thou light of men,
From the best bliss that earth imparts

We turn unfilled to Thee again.

the first Scripture lesson, St. John xiii. 1-20, was read, and prayer

was offered by Dr's Wheeler and Allen. Then followed the hymn

Come, gracious Spirit, heavenly Dove,

With light and comfort from above

;

Be Thou oar Guardian, Thou our Guide,

O'er every thought and step preside.

The Bishop read Acts ii. 1-21 and Col. iii. 12-17, when Dr's

Chalmers and Mateer and Bishop Moule addressed the Throne of

Grace. Bishop Burdon proceeded with his remarks, which were

listened to throughout with close attention. Another hymn was

sung.
Come, Holt Ghost, our souls inspire,

And lighten with celestial fire :

Thou the annointing Spirit art,

Who dost Thy seven-fold gifts impart.

Then followed a few moments of silent prayer, the final invocation

and benediction from the Chair ; when this hour, ever to be regard-

ed as of precious memory, passed into the history of the Church,
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A permanent organization was effected by the clioice of Bisbop

Burden for Chairman and Rev. J. R. Hykes for Secretary. The
meeting then adjourned.

During the afternoon, and on succeeding days, the several

Committees (or Companies, as they are now to be called, the whole

body being termed the Board of Revisers,) met for conference. At
stated hours, morning and afternoon, of the 19fch, 20th, 21st and

23rd, general meetings were held, and the great work of revision

and translation met with a thorough canvass. An abstract of the

minutes will appear in the next Recorder.

The Executve Committees having charge, has been active and
efficient, and of which Dr. Allen assumes the chairmanship. The
newly-constructed Committee on Finance, having charge of ex-

penses attending the revisionary movement, is as follows :

—

C. W. Mateer (acting for Mr. Fitch), Y. J. Allen, A. Kenmure,
L. N. Wheeler, G. F. Fitch, J. Archibald, T. Richard.

Dr. Faber's place in the High Wen-li is taken by Rev. Martin

Schaub, in the Easy Wen-li by Rev. M. A. Geniihr. Bishop Moule
resigned his position in the High Wen-li Company, in part on

account of inability to give thorough attention to the work, but

mainly for the reason that he felt bound to dissent from the action

of the General Conference and Board of Revisers as to the question

of a text. It should be said, however, that the best of feeling

prevailed, and the Bishop kindly offered to render any assistance in

his power to further the scheme of revision. The vacancy thus

created was filled by Dr. Edkins. We here give a full list of the

Board of Revisers as now constituted.

High Wen-li Company.

Rev. John Chalmers, LL.D., Rev. Joseph Edkins, D.D., Rev.

John Wherry, M.A., Rev. D. Z. Sheffield, D.D., Rev. MartiN
Schaub.

Easy WiU'li Compamj.

Rt. Rev. J. S. Burdon, D.D., Rev. Henry Blodget, D.D.,

Rev. R. H. Graves, M.D., D.D., Rev. M. A. Genahr, M.A., Rev.

J. C Gibson.

Mandarin Company/.

Rev. C. W. Mateer, D.D., LL.D., Rev. H. BlodCxET, D.D.,

Rev. George Owen, Rev. Thomas Bramfit, Rev. J. L. Nevius,

D.D., Rev. Chauncey Goodrich, D.D., Rev. J. R. Hykes.

The Board finally adjourned, after happily adjusting many
delicate and difficult points, on Monday, November 2.3rd, at 11.45,

a.m., the greatest harmony having prevailed throughout the sessions.
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ADDRESS OF BISHOP BURDON AT THE OPKNING

MEETING OF BIBLE TRANSLATORS.

(^Published by reqtuat of the Board 0/ Kevisers.)

" Take off thy shoes from off thy feot, for the place whereoD thoa standcat is holy

ground."

Or have been requested to make a few remarks in connection with

^ this service of united prayer, preparatory to our commencing
the work to which we have been appointed. You will not expect

me to do more than dwell for a few moments on the spirit in which

we should enter on our work. For this purpose there could hardly

be a more appropriate motto than the words addressed to Moses

when abont to receive his commission.

We have been appointed by our brethren connected with the

various missions in China, to revise certain translations of the Scrip-

tures, or to re-translate, where necessary, and to aim at producing

a Bible that may at least prepare the way for the version that will

ultimately take the place in the Church of China that our English

Bible has taken among the English-speaking i-ace. In order to

meet the various wants of such a vast and peculiar mission field,

we are asked to prepare our version in three forms, but so to work

together that those three shall be but one translation. I need not

point out the difficulties connected with such an undertaking, arising

from the distance most of us are from each other, the delays of corn*

munication, the different ways in which different minds look at

the same thing, the intense feelings we all have with reference to

anything touching God's AV^ord, the differing views of methods of

translation, of interpretation, the possibility of failure, after all our

efforts, to secure the acceptance of our work by our brethren and

the native Churches ; but our gathering to-day to inaugurate this

work, shows that we are prepared by God's help to face those

difficulties, and in God's name to take the risks connected with it.

The object for which we gather here to-day brings forcibly to

my mind the fact that one is absent who, had he been in China,

would certainly have been chosen to take part with us in this

ministry. Bishop Schereschewsky has done more than any of us

in connection with the translation of the Scriptures into Chinese,

He was one of the chief workers on the Peking Mandarin Version.

He spent years in Peking on the translation of the Old Testament

into Mandarin at the expense of the American Bible Society. Since

he has so far recovered f I'oni his paralytic attack as to bo able to use
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his fingers, he has revised his Mandariu Old Testament, and for

the last two years he has been engaged in translating the Old

Testament into easy Weu-li. Of this he says in a letter recently

received from him, that "although to some extent based on his

Mandariu Version, it is really a new translation from the original."

He is now in the latter part of Isaiah, and hopes within a year to

finish the rough draft of the Old Testament. It is his version of

the Mandarin Old Testament that the British and Foreign Bible

Society have, by arrangement with the American Bible Society,

published. Personally, I feel we are the poorer for not having the

benefit of his presence in China and his help in our work. He has

already been invited to take some part in helping one portion of

our labours
;
perhaps it may seem advisable to invite his co-opera-

tion in other portions, or to make some attempt toward utilizing his

present labours. In any case we shall always be largely indebted

to him for what we have of his ; and while we all sympathize with

him in his being laid aside from work in China, we rejoice that he

is able to occupy himself in translation work for which he is so well

fitted, and we deeply regret his enforced absence from this great

mission field.

I will only now make a few suggestions as to the spirit in

which we should seek to begin, and, as long as God spares us, con-

tinue this our high enterprize.

First of all I would say, let us make the best use we can of the

labours of our predecessors. For a great part of the work appoint-

ed us, we are not to be so much translators as revisers, but we
must remember that revision is not necessarily improvement. Let

us not be hasty in changing wliao has been ah'eady dune, unless

there is a fault either in construction or in catching the mean-

ing of a passage. Some of the versions we shall have specially to

do with in revising have been long in use among the Churches, and
violent and unnecessary changes will be resented. We must re-

member, too, that the versions we may be allowed to complete and
offer to the Church, will not be permanent. They will only be an-

other step in that direction. If we improve away too much of what

our predecessors have done, our work will probably all the sooner

have to undergo another improving. The true equivalent of what

the English Bible is and has been to English-speaking Christians,

will not come till the native Church produces linguistic scholars

of its own, who shall have studied and acquired for themselves the

original languages of the Christian Scriptures. All we can do, in

the meantime, is to improve on the work of our predecessors so far

as to bring it nearer to our ideal than has been, as a whole, reached

as yet by any of them,
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2. Let us aim to find the duo mean betwcun a pai-nphrastic

rendering of the original and a slavish liberalism. We must of

course keep ever in mind that it is our business to trandnte, not to

paraphrase the sentences of the Bible. At the same time, good
translation does not consist in a mere transference of words which,

by its effort after literalism, is apt to take all the life and spirit of

the original out of it. Let us not be afraid of jieriphrasis where

it is necessary to bring out the meaning. We have had an

example of each style, and each forms a warning. What is wanted

is, the meaning of the Word of God brought out idiomatically and

grammatically so as to give the life and spirit of the original. If

we can do this with a literal translation, by all means let us do it.

If not, literalism must be abandoned.

3. Let us begin and carry on our work in a spirit of mutual

trust. We may, and probably do, differ on many points which

we feel to be important. But we lay our differences aside for the

time in the effort to give the Word of God to the Chinese as we
understand it. We must not suspect each other of in any way seek-

ing to advance his own particular view from his standpoint, but

from a conscientious view of what the text to him actually means.

Let it be weighed impartially and accepted or rejected on its own
merits. We have trust in each other that we are all aiming at one

thing and one thing only,—the interpretation of the mind of God,

so far as we understand it, to this great nation. It is a proof of the

Divinity of Christianity that Christians of so many diverse views

which they hold so tenaciously can yet join together in the trans*

lation of the credentials of our religion. Union with our one living,

loving Lord is the alone secret of this union among ourselves.

4. Let us keep together— if life is spared—till this work is

accomplished. Differences as to interpretation and translation of

many passages are sure to arise from time to time, and the impos*

sibility of meeting face to face and discussing them as they arise will

increase the difficulty of a satisfactory settlement ; but whatever the

difference may be, let us loyally accept the decision of the majority,

reserving, in case of decision against ourselves, our protest or final

action till we meet for final settlement of the text. Accepting

the instructions of Conference as to text, agreeing to avoid all con-

troversy with reference to terms, and seeking to produce as literal

a translation into the three different forms of Chinese as Chinese

construction and grammar will allow, I cannot see why any of us

should be compelled by conscience to give up the work> so long as

the Great Head of the Church continues us at our posts.

5. Need I say how much we all need to begin, continue and

eud this work iu prayer ? It is good that we have this oppor-
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tunity of gathering round our Father's footstool and together seek-

ing His help and guidance without whom nothing is strong, nothing

is holy. No work, secular or sacred, will stand without this.

In this most sacred and responsible work of all,—the rendering into

a. suitable Chinese dress the Revelation from God to- men, given

originally to a people Asiatic indeed but differing in race and

language so essentially from the Chinese and intended from the

beginning for " the whole world,"—we need surely an ever-present

Pentecostal baptism of the Holy. Spirit. For this our hearts must

ever be in a waiting, seeking attitude. In every thing—and most of

aJl in this thing—by prayer and supplication let our requests be made
known to God ; not only now at the beginning but all through this

effort,—prayer for ourselves, for each other, and for the Church of

God on whose behalf we take this work in hand. I hope I shall

offend no one in saying that I could wish that circumstances had

allowed us to meet together on such an occasion as this at the

Lord's Table, and there, in Holy Communion with each other and our

Risen and Ascended Lord, and in secret and earnest supplication

and intercession, plead for a blessing on this work and those for

whose sake it is undertaken. But the spirit, at all events, of that

holy service we can bring into our solemn approach to God's mercy-

seat here, and He who looks not at outward but at inward service

will seal our undertaking with His blessing.

It is a solemn thing, brethren, to commence sucb a work as

this. It will take probably many years to accomplish ; and, humanly
speaking, it is very unlikely that all who now constitute the mem-
bers of our three Companies will meet around this table, to finally

settle the text of the last portion of the Scriptures, to thank God for

the completion of the work, and to present the result of our labours

to the representatives of those who set us apart to do it. Already

some of us show by our white and whitening hair that we are well

within sight of our allotted space of " three score years and ten
."

The shadows are lengthening with us. " The Western Sun is in our

eyes." While we have time, let us do what we can. And may the

true Sun of righteousness illumine all our minds and warm all our

hearts, that we may rightly use our present opportunity of helping to

bring His bright beams of light and truth and peace into the hearts

of multitudes of this great and ancient people.
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General List of Commentaries on Books of Scripture.

(Continued.)

f& M bS J^> Commentary on Luke.—Faber. In preparation.

More detailed in commentary than the same author's Mark, the

practical application not in sermons but in outlines. It was begun in

1875, wlion teachiiii^ senior pupils and native assistants.

^ 1^ M ^ ^ M> Commentary on John's Ooapel.—Hobson and

Muirhead. 4to., 49 leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1874. East China R.T. S.

and Presbyterian Mission Press. |5.00 per 100. Has short introduction.

^ fk"^ ff M ^ W> Commentary on the Acta of the Apostles.—
Lowrie. 64 leaves. Ningpo, 1847. ? Out of print. This has a fold-

ing map to illustrate the journeys of the Apostle.

fi£ H fr 1^ k£ j|¥' Commentary on the Acts.—Nevius. 4to., 155

leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1808. Presbyterian Mission Press, Shang-

hai. $10.00 per 100. " The Commentary on the Acts by Dr. Addison

Alexander of Princeton, has been largely used in preparing this

work. The running title through the book is
ffi ^ fr il| ^ fli."

—

Wylie's Memorials, p. 225.

fr fli fS ^» ^ Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles.—J.

Sadler. Amoy K. T. S. " This volume is constructed on a different

principle from the ordinary line of commentaries. It is not a literal

explanation of the text, but each chapter or part of it, is considered

in reference to its own special subject, and its various lessons are

given in detail."

—

Chinese Recorder, vol. xvii., p. 208.

M i^ ^ ^ ^' Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans,—
Medhurst. 8vo., 58 leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1857. East China

R. T. S. and Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai. $5.00 per 100.

^ ^ i^ il ^ ii M S # § ii. Commentary on Romans.^
Lord. 4to., 97 leaves. Xylug. Niugpo, 1859. P Out of print.

W iH i^ A S^ ^ #, Notes on Romans.—Graves. 8vo., 20

leaves. Xylog. Canton, I860. American Southern Baptist Mission,

Canton. The first leaf contains the title and a preface.

iSJK?iiiiMA§l£^, Commentary on Ramans.—S.

Whitehead. 8vo., 95 leaves. Xylog. Canton, 1878. Canton R.

T. S. $7.00 per 100. This is not a Commentary on a complete book
of Scripture, as it extends only to the end of the 7th chapter. Has
a preface and an introduction in five sections, viz., I. "Who wrote the

book ? Have we got it in its original form P II. To whom was it sent P

III. Why was it written P IV. When and where was it written

—

the answer obtained from the book itself. V. Analysis of Contents.

^ ,^ A S- ^ W> Gommentary on Romans.—J. L. Whiting.

Oblong 8vo., 104 leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1886. Presbyterian

Mission Press, Shanghai. 40 cts. per copy. A translation of Dr.

Hodges' Commentary on the Romans.

^ ^ ^ "§( ^ M> Commentary on \st Corinthians.—Medhurst
8vo., 02 leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1858. East China R. T. S.

$5.00 per 100; Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai. $5.00 per 100.

"^ W % ^ ^^> Commentary onlst Corinthians.—Medhurst.

4to., 45 leaves. Type. Hongkong, 1870. Hongkong R. T. S..
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$11.00 per 100. Two editions of the same thing. This Commentary
was first published in 1858. Isfc Corinthians.—Dr. Lord, of Ningpo,

prepared a Commentary on this book, but we have not been able

to get definite information regarding it.

WW ^ ^ § li #' Commentary on 2nd Corinthians.—G. S.

Dodd. Oblong 8vo., 44 leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1882. Presby-

terian Mission Press, Shanghai. |6.80 per 100. First published at

Shanghai in 187(5. " Has a prolegomena, giving some account of the

city of Corinth, Paul's visits, and the foundation of the Christian

Church there. The occasions of Paul's two Epistles to the Corin-

thian Church and some other particulars are given."

—

Chinese

Recorder, viii., p. 195.

W ^ ^ ^ ^ Ifif H' ^'* Exposition of the Second E-pistle to

the Corinthians.—F. J. Masters. 4to., 103 leaves. Xylog. Canton,

1886. Canton R. T. S. $11.00 per 100. " Will be of much assist-

ance to native preachers and converts in leading them to see for

themselves the actually existing state of things in the Corinthian

Church. How this state of things was dealt with, the authority

claimed and the powers exercised by the Apostle, and the limits

of those powers as recognised by Paul himself, are among the topics

touched upon."

—

Chinese Rkcordeu, xviii. 320.

'^^(SiSi^/in}fti:l#'i'9A£, Commentary on Galatians.—
Lord. 4to., 21 leaves. Xylog. Ningpo, 1856. ? Out of print.

^ i^ ik ^ ^i ^> Commentary on Galatians.—J. A. Leyen-
berger. 8vo., 84 leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1878. Presbyterian

Mission Press, Shanghai. |7.00 per 100. First edition, 2000 copies

;

2nd edition in 1886, 9000 copies. About 1200 on hand. A compila-

tion from all available sources, principally Calvin and Barnes.

For the critical part Lightfoot and Ellicott were consulted.

S S- lU ^> Commentary on Ephesians.—W. Milne. 104 leaves.

Malacca, 1825. Out of print. "From the running title of this

volume it would appear that Dr. Milne merely intended this as an
installment towards a Commentary on the New Testament. There
is a prefatoi'y introduction of ten leaves."—Wylie's Memorials, p. 19.

ilf ^ ^ fl- W") Commentary on the Epistle to the Ephesians.—
D. B. McCartee. 2 books, 130 leaves. Ningpo, 1848. ? Out of

print. " This is a revision of Dr. Milne's publication, the proper
names and other terms being changed to correspond with the usage
at the time of publication. The running title through the book is

if it 13 # li H?."—Wylie's Memorials, p. 136.

ll^t!^^^^^^Bt'*li, Commentary on Ephesians.—
Lord. 4to., 16 leaves. Xylog. Ningpo, 1855. ? Out of print.

•W ^ J5^ ^ ft£ ^> Commentary on Ephesians.—Stronach. 8vo.,

74 leaves. Xylog. Amoy, 1867. ? Out of print.

^ % Bi ^ W^ ^^ Expository Commentary on the Epistle to the

Ephesians.—J. C. Hoare. Ningpo, 1887. Presbyterian Mission

Press, Shanghai, $6.00 per 100. "Contains a brief but comprehen-
sive statement of the origin, growth and decline of the Church in

Ephesus, the lessons to be drawn from its history being pointed out.

The commentary on each passage consists of an explanation of the

text, an outline exposition of its doctrine, usually followed by a practi-
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cal application and exhortation."

—

Chinbse Rbcordkr, xix., p. 188.

Commentaryon Philippian?.—Collie. Malacca, 1825. P Out of print.

^ ji J^b H- itt. Commentary on Philippians.—Stronacli. lOmo.,

26 leaves. Xylog. Amoy 1871. ? Out of print.

^ H If iS 2£ ^, Commentary on Colossiana.—Muirhead. 4to.,

22 leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1875. East China R. T. S.

^^Wt.Wi^ ^11 WpH H' Expository Commcntari/ on the Epistles

to the Theaaalonians.—J. U. Iloare. Ningpo, 1888. Presbyterian
Mission Press, Shanghai. §6.00 per 100. This, like his Ephesians,
" has been prepared by Mr. Hoare for the benefit of big

students, from sermons prepared by his father for the use of his

congregation in England. The object is two-fold, viz., to furnish

a practical commentary and to afford assistance in composition of

sermons."

—

Chinese Rkcorder, xx., p. 38.

% W&^^'kKi^^ Commentary on Ut and 2nd Timo-
thy.— h\ S. Turner. 8vo., 14 leaves. Xylog. Canton, 1879. Canton
K. T. S. §5.00 per 100.

1^ ^ i^ M ^ # f6 ^ A W Af 1 Commentary on Hebrews.—
Lords. 4to., 01 leaves. Xylog. Ningpo, 1859. ? Out of prinf.

^ fl§ 2iS r£ ^. Commentary on Hebrews.—Dodd. 8vo., 32
leaves. Type. Shanghai, 1875. Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai.
$5.80 per 100. This "volume has an introductory discourse in

seven leaves, in which the writer gives a detail of the various opinions
held with regard to the question as to,—by whom and to whom the

epistle was written,—when and where it was written, and in what
language. Mr. Dodd's own leaning to Apollos as the author, is

obvious. . . . The remarks on these questions are followed by a sum-
mary of the scope of the Epistle. A novel feature is the introduction

of a series of pictorial illustrations before the 9th chapter, giving
the generally accepted representations of the ark in the wilderness

with its appurtenances, the golden candlestick, the table with
shew-bread, sacrifices, priests, &c."

—

Chinese Rfx'ORDER, vi., p. 448.

^^m^^^'^'^^'^^i^' Commentary on the Epistle

of James and on Ist and )ind Fcter.—S. Dodd. 8vo., 47 leaves.

Shanghai, 1876. Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai. |8.20 per
100. " The Epistle of James is preceded by a lengthy discussion as

to who was the author; and after a statement of the various contend-
ing claims, Mr. Dodd comes to the conclusion, which we believe

has been accepted by every sound critic, that it was James the Less.

An equally lengthy prologue is attached to the Epistles of Peter,

including the life of the Apostle."

—

Chinese Recorder, vii., p. 311.

J5 ^ ^ ^ ^/ Commentary on John^s Epistles.—Turner. 4to.,

38 leaves. Type. Hougkong, 1870. ? Ont of print.

$j1l^--Zl^W^Wtik^^iW> Commentary on the Epis-

tles of John and Jude.— S. Dodd. Oblong 8vo,, 26 leaves.

Shanghai, 1876. Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai. $4.00 per
100. The Commentary on Jude was prepared from the manuscripts

of the late Rev. Mr. Green of the same mission as Mr. Dodd. The
ed ition now issued by the Mi.ssion Press does not contain Jude.

Revelation.—One, and perhaps two, Commentaries on this book
are almost ready for the press.

Alex. Kenmuki.
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WHY IS IT THUS ?

To the Editor of
" The Chinesb Recotjder."

DiiAB Sir: The servants of mis-

sionaries are generally very rude to

Chinese callers. I myself have
been ordered to go by the back

door in two houses, and otherwise

disrespectfully treated in others.

Is there any i-emedy ?

T. K. Yen.

of

A SYMPATHETIC MESSAGE FROM
LONDON.

To the Editor of

" The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sib: I take the liberty

enclosing a couple of paragraphs

for your columns of odds and ends.

The subjects of which they treat

are of very great importance ; to

our thoughtful brethren they will

give a frequent hint, if you can see

your way to give them space

amongst your " Collectanea."

Allow me to offer my congratula-

tions on the good stuff you are

providing in the pages of The
Kecorder. We are a good deal

vpith you all in these troublous

times, in thought and in prayer.

The Lord Himself be your stay.

C. F. Hogg.
[The paragraphs sent by our

friend will appear in due time.—Eo.j

LETTER from THE HOME LAND.

To the Editor of
" The Chinese Rkcokder."

Dbab Sir: We look forward with

great pleasure to the arrival of

The Recorder, which is always

read with deep interest. The riots

in China have caused us no little

concern, and the dear brethren in

the field may be sure they have the

earnest sympathy and prayers, not

only of returned missionaries, but

of the whole Christian Church. I

wish to thank you for the " Mis-
sionary News " department of The
Recorder, which I believe we owe
to you. It is perhaps the most inter-

esting and certainly the most useful

feature of your interesting maga-
zine. If you will allow me to

make a suggestion to yon, and
through you to the missionary
brethren generally, it is that this

department of The Recorder be
made prominent. I have been
impressed with its value since my
return to the U. S. as I have never
been before. Christian people want
to know what tve are accomplishing

by our missionary work. Are mip.-

sions succeeding ? are souls being
saved ? These and similar ques-

tions are asked on all sides. If

the brethren will note down and
send you for publication any inter-

esting daily experiences about the

work, giving number of conversions,

specially interesting cases, how the

Gospel impresses the people, new
facts illustrating the heathen's need
of the Gospel, how utterly their

religious systems fail to supply the
longings of the soul,—such facts as

you have been giving in the " Mis-
sionary News " department,—I feel

sure great interest will be stirred

up among the people at home, and
there will be what we all long and
pray for, greatly increased activity

in mission work. Praying that

your work and that of all the breth-

ren may be abundantly blessed,

and that you may all be kept safe.

I am.
Cordially yours,

Henry M. Woods.
Chaelottsvillk, Va., U. S. A., Sept. 29.

THE AUTHOR SPEAKS.

To the Editor of
" The Chinese Recorder."

Dear Sir: The Presbyterian Mis-

sion Press, in publishing my Com-
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mentary on iRaiah, nttribnted it to

Rev. R. H. Graves of Canton, and

your review in the last numl)er

assigns it to Mr. Partridge. Will

you allow me to claim the author-

ship and to add a word of explana-

tion ?

If I have seemed to my critic

presumptuous in putting out a new
version at this time, I answer that

my work was in the press before the

JVlissioimry Conference met. If

there had been any literal version

in Weii-li, I should never have

made a new translation.

In using Tien Chu, I used the

term employed in our mission in

the Bible and prayer-book.

The expression ^ of conrw
originated in the pmctico of geo-

mancy, but when used as in Chap-

ter V, 1, there is no ?nore reference

to j'enQ ft/iui than there is refer-

ence to astrology when we say a

hill has a pleasant aspect or that a

man's disposition is jovial. As the

book was designed for the use of

Chinese students of theology, I con-

densed the comments as much as

possible. What is worth saying at

all is worth saying tersely.

Yours very truly,

F. R. Graves.

Hankow, November Uth, 1891.

#ur §0011 ©abU.

The Central China Religions

Tract Society's Calendar for 1892

has a number of attracfive pictures,

the more prominent one being an

illustration of the leaning tower of

Pisa. Prices : $2 to $6, according

to quality of paper.

Mr. Gilbert Mcintosh, Manager
of the Presbyferiiin Mission Press,

Shanghai, has issued the Annual
Report of the work under his

charge. Of the 102 workmen con-

nected with the Press, 27 are mem-
bers of a self-supporting Church.
The publications issued number
615,450 copies, or 41,677,300 pages.

As we have seen of late how ex-

tensively the native press is sub-

sidized by the Evil One, it is the

more an occasion of gratitude that

from this establishment on the

borders of the Chinese empire
there has poured forth a steady

stream of Christian literature, car-

rying generous contribution of light

and knowledge to benighted regions

far and near.

The Paradox of Christianity is a

sermon delivered in Uuiou Churcb,

Tientsin, by Rev. Henry Kingman,
and published in handsome style

by the Tient.sin Printing Company.
From the donble text, " Behold the

Lion of the tribe of Judah . . . and
I beheld, and lo ! a Lamb as it had
been slain," the preacher illustrates

with perspicuity and force that

phenomenon of our faith,—the

union of tlie mighty nnd the feeble,

the glorious and the despised, in the

history of a conquering religion.

Ttccnty-third Annual Report of St.

Luke's Hospital for the Chinese^ in

connection with the American Epis-
copal Church Mission, Shanghai, for

the year ending .31st October, 1891,
presents in a modest way the rec-

ord of a large amount of good
accomplislied. This hospital is

famed for success in snrgit^l opera-
tions, of which we notice 714
were performed during the past
year. The department for women
and children is briefly represented
by Dr. Marie Haslep.

Medical Work of the Woman's
Foreign Mistionary Society of the

Methodist Episcopal Ohureh in Chin-
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Jeianff. This Report of Dr. Lucy
H. Hoag is a deeply interesting

account of the labors of a physician

who thoroughly sympathises with

the ignorant and suffering. In the

long list of subscriptions to the

hospital under her charge, there

are no less than fifty names of

Chinese. The evangelistic work
has been well sustained by Miss

Sarah Peters.

Mimites of the Twentieth Annual
Meeting of the North China Mission

of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

held in Peking, May 13-18, 1891.

We have here a record of manifold

activities. Much that had been

planned was interrupted by famine

and floods ; and yet, it is believed

that the opportunity thus afforded

of extending aid to the poverty-

stricken people will turn out to the

furtherance of the Gospel. Special

meetings, with encouraging results,

were held in many places. The
medical department makes excellent

showing; so also the women's
work. The University, with avail-

able assets amounting to more than

$25,000 and a goodly number of

students, gives promise of a suc-

cessful future.

M ^ § it ^. # $ IE- ilinutes of the

Baptist General Assembly of Kwang-
tung and Kwangsi Provinces.

The record is given in Chinese of

the Seventh Annual Meeting of our
Baptist bretliren in South China,

and evidences an active and aggress-

ive evangelism.

A ^ :^ ^ (Jea Yu Ta Luu) Man's
Oreat Relation,

^ at W il (Hsiao Tao Shih I) The True
Meaniny of Filial Duty.

^ W ^ ^ (Pai Shea Tang Tao) The
True Way of ReligiousWorship.

The tracts are written in good
style by Rev. I. Qeuahr, of the

Rhenish Mission, and published by
the Hongkong Religious Tract
Society. 1891. The importance of

Ihe subjects treated, when viewed
from a Chinese staudpoiut, and the

known ability of the author, may
very properly command wide atten-

tion to these compact little volumes.

They are calculated to arrest atten-

tion wherever the native mind is

inclined to thoughtful enquiry.

In the last named treatise, there

is apparent endorsement of the

hypothesis that the ancient teach-

ing of the sapres of China had in it

elements of revealed truth. Excel-

lent use is made of this theory, but

all missionaries will not fully agree

with the author's position. The
unhappy term question enters here

as everywhere. Price : white paper

90 cents, yellow paper 60 cents, per

100 copies.

BB ©C llj ± ii IftI (Yeh Sa Shan Shang
Cli'ui Hsen) Commentary on the Ser-

mon on the Mount. By Dr. Legge. Hong
kong Religious Tract Society. 1890.

This new edition has been revised

and con-ected by Dr. Chalmers.

Both author and reviser have given

to the work the fruit of earnest

thought and mature learning. The
discourse of our Lord may be

taken as an epitome of essential

doctrine pertaining to the kingdom
of heaven on earth ; and no more
important service can be i-endered

to a critical knowledge of the

Christian religion than a fitting

comment on these words of Him
who spake as never man spake. A
cursory examination of the pages

before us gives the impression that

this setting forth of the mind of

Christ is specially adapted to deepen

the intellectual and spiritual life

of a Chinese believer who has

already obtained a fair glimpse of

gospel truth. Price : white paper

$4.75, yellow paper $2.75, per 100

copies.

We regret an awkward mistake

in our last issue that occurred in

the notice of the Translation and

Commentary on Isaiah. When the

book was given us for review we un-

derstood that it had been handed in

by the Rev. S. C. Partridge, on the
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eve of Ilia depftrl are for home. Not
enquiring, an we ought patticnlaily

to have done, into what ho may
have said on the occasion, our
natural inference was that it was
the prodnction of his own undoubt-
ed genius and industry and we
treated it accordingly, never for a

moment supposing that the Clii-

iiese name at the end of the pref-

ace belonged to any one else.

Great, therefore, is our surprise to

know that wo have given the credit

to the wrong man, and that tho

book is the work of his equally

indefatigable colleague, the Rev. F.

R. Graves. Fortunately, however,
tho transfer of our remarks from
one writer to tho other is an easy

matter. Mutato nomine, and the

thing is done! One point we

gladly notice by way of correc-

tion. This Translation and Cora-

raentary by the Rev. F. R. Graves
was ready to be published before

the last Genor.'d Missionary Con-
ference, and hence before the idea

of a Revised or Union Version came
under discussion. That a transla-

tion of Isaiah,better than any exist-

ing one, was called for, no one can
deny; and we now give Mr. Graves
all the honor and credit he so

richly deserves for the excellent

attempt he has made in this direc-

tion. We trust it will so far meet
with the approval of the Committee
now engaged in Shanghai on a
revised version that they will make
as full a use of its good features as

we think they ought to do.

F.

^irit0ruil Cnmmtut.

Hon. John Russell Young speaks

forcibly in the North American lie-

view on several topics of interest

pertaining to China. He is impress-

ed with the powerful personality

of Li Hung-chang, and thinks that

the Viceroy's bent of genius is to-

ward military achievement. The
ex-minister says that " the Tonquin
incident " was utterly causeless,

selfish, and "so much a violation of

the elementary principles of interna-

tional honesty, so indefensible from

any point of view, its injustice sank

deep into the Chinese mind and
injured every foreign interest in

the empire." And yet, the opinion

is expressed that this very unhap-

py event has done more than any
other agency to bring about the

•'new life in China." Mr. Young
believes that the coming question

will be Asiatic ; and that, under

the leadership of such men as the

Viceroy of Chihli, Europe and
America will be compelled in the not

diistaut future to face an unfriendly

movement of vast proportions. Let
us rather hope that when the tre-

mendous inertia of Chinese char-

acter has been overcome,—and
certainly it is being overcome,

—

the uncounted millions of this

empire will move in the direction
of a peace-loving civilization, giving
a triumphant impetus to the larger
hope for mankind.

Two leading American journals,
the New York Tribune and the
New York Tinies, have attempted
to enlighten the public in relation

to our late troubles in the Yangtze
valley. Diftering in political senti-

ment, and not wholly agreeing on
the subject of intervention in
China, they both fall into error of
fact and so of judgment as to the
vital question. It is assumed that
we of the We|t are a handful of
aliens who have forced our way
into the land of a hostile race,

—

that, in fact, foreigners have no
conventional rights beyond the
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twenty-three treaty ports. It is si

matter of regret that statesmen and
publicists, both in Europe and
America, should be so generally

ignorant upon this subject as ap-

pears to be the case. ^lerchants and
missionaries, in their present rela-

tions to the rulers of China, stand

upon the basis of clearly defined

treaty I'ight, and this luis been for-

mally acknowledged by Imperial

decree. We are not concerned to

urge a naval demonstration on the

part of the Powers ; but, as a

guarantee of future peaceful rela-

tions between the nationalities in-

volved, and in vindication of justice

and humanity, the whole Western
Avorld might well unite at this

juncture in bringing the strongest

moral pressure possible to bear
upon an unwilling if not implicated

government. If it be true, as cur-

rently reported, that a demand was
made upon the Tsung-li Yamen at

Peking to open Huna,n to commerce,
and for the suppression of the

sources of anti-foreign vilification

still so active in that quarter, it

Avould seem unfortunate that ap-

parently nothing is being done to

enforce a policy so wise and just.

At the same time, we should give

the mandarins credit for a certain

amount of good intentions, and for

the somewhat dilatory settlement

of claims arising out of the late

riots. The government cannot be

expected to move with a pi'omptness

and vigor to which we are accus-

tomed in the West. The charge of

the New York Times that mission-

aries have frequently been the ag-

gressors in controversies that have
arisen, cannot, in our judgment, be
supported by the facts as developed
by judicial investigation.

Considerable interest has been
felt throughout the Christian com-
munity of the Island Empire in the

appearance recently of a brochure

by Mr. T. Kanamori, on the " Pres-

ent aud Future of Christianity iu

Japan." The aim of the publication

is at once rationalistic and national-

istic. Professing ardent love for

our Hacred Scriptures, this writer

finds in them much that is absurdly
superstitious, especially in their

prophetic and miraculous aspect.

Headmires the principlesof morality

taught by Christ, but denies that
he possessed a supernatural or Di-

vine character. He admits that

the book is justly entitled to the

lasting veneration of the human
race, but refuses to accept the faith

of Christendom that it contains

revealed truth, or that it should be
recognized as a binding force on
the human conscience. With amaz-
ing audacity, lie attempts the over-

throw of the old established theol-

ogy of the Christian world, and
asserts that his own loved Japan
possesses an assimilating and cos-

mic power of thought that can
smelt and recast the religion of the

Occident into a great new faith !

Just emerging from the seclusion

of centuries, hastening to adopt the

customs and religion of the more
civilized nations, and not a few lead-

ers of Christian thought enticed by
the " higher criticism " into views
which they pervert and exaggerate
and which are supposed to signify

advancing intelligence and superior

learning, the emancipation from
heathendom in that country is at-

tended with peril of extreme gravi-

ty. It may not be true, as has
been asserted, that a religious recoil

is occurrent in Japan ; but certainly

there is occasion for solicitude and
for renewed activities on all the

lines of an aggressive evangelism.

NoTWiTHSTANDiXG thecontrary as-

sertion of many writers, we believe

that a careful analysis of the his-

toric evidence will show that man's
primitive condition was remote
from savagery, and contained the

elements of a civilization, not indeed
like that of our own day, but more
or less re&ued and elevated. A
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most vftluftblo fragment of history

—the book of Genesis—represents

the two first born sons of the first

man as, respectively, "a tiller of

the cjround " and " a keeper of

.sheep." 'J'ho primeval race does not

dwell in caves of the earth, but in

a collection of fixed and permanent

habitatiojis ; for, as it is said of one

of old, ho " builded a city." In

tlie first generation of recorded

time the tent is invented, the harp

and Ante are framed by skillfnl

J'.ands, while copper and iron are

smelted and shaped for tools of

craft and weapons of war. In

harmony with the traditions of

almost all nations, the Chinese

speak of a golden age, when "the

whole creation enjoyed a state of

happiness ; when everything was

beautiful, everything was good

;

all beings were perfect in their

kind." Neither in legend nor in

oldest history do we find any in-

dication than the "primeval sav-

age " ever existed. The science of

to-day has not yet identified him.

Snch indications and facts as we
liave, point to a primitive race of

men possessing language, intclli-

gence, a clear apprehension of Deity,

an inventive capacity capable of

developing elegant and useful arts,

but gradually sinking per force of

circnrastances into the savage state.

I.v a learned discussion of the

work of the Bible Societies, Dr.

Cust divides the various lanj,'Uages

into six classes: the Conquering,

the Permanent, the Isolated, those

with an Uncert;iin Future, the

Moribund and the Dead. The mere

literai-y value of IJiblo translation

is attested by the fact that "no
language to which has been coni-

luitted the oracles of Cod has ever

become extinct." Nor can the

Latin, Sanskrit and Hebrew be

quoted as against this proposition
;

since, though not living vernaculars,

they are tho niedift either of oral or

written communication. The whole

Bible is extant in all the great

concjuering tongues, and has <lono

much toward giving some of them
character and permanence. It is

confessed on every hand that

there should be a wise discrimi-

nation with regard to translations

into the "morii)un<l" or diniinisli-

ing languages of the world. The
dignity and importance of this

work, therefore, is largely measured

by the extent and pi'(?-eminence of

the language in which the revela-

tion of the Divin<': will is to be

disclosed. A keen interest will Ixs

ffit throughout Christendom in tlio

movement inaugurated in Shang-

hai looking to one Bible for the

Chinese in three harmonious ver-

sions. We perhaps do well to

remember that Bil)le translation is

an e.vceedingly difficult task. To
the scholar there is, to be sure, an

exquisite plea.sure in shaping ac-

curate forms of speech and delicate-

ly idiomatic phrases ; but it will

require all the resources of scholar-

ship and of high personal inter-

course with the Divine iJeing

to be able always to detect the

turn of thought or expression

used in the original by the Holy
Spirit to reveal sjiving truth to

finite understanding. Undoubte<l-

ly, "Cod cannot put any more

meaning into words than man can

get out of them '"; nevertheless,

there must be accuracy as to the

words. The translators will have

to pour the new wine of the (Jospel

into old bottles,—the spiritual

thoughts of a Divine life into

stereotyped chamctera which liave

long Ijeen dedicated to gross and

carnal ideas. It is a great work
;

and the men of (4o<l to whose

hands the responsibility has l>een

confided should be sustAine<l by the

prayerful sympathy of the entire

Christian Chui'ch in China.
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is^initarg ^i^fo^.

—-Word comes from Soochow

that " the authorities are making

an enrollment of all the men,

women and children in every vil-

lage, with a view to the discovery

of any Ko-laos who may bo lurking

firound."

—A correspondent, writing from

Tamsui, Formosa, says :
" Every-

thing on our island is quiet,—no

wars nor even rumors, except what

we get through the papers. The
mandarins, however, are very busy

building forts and getting torpe-

does ready ; so I suppose we shall

not enjoy our peace very long."

—When Rev. Dr. Hart and
party reached Victoria, British

Columbia, on their way to China,

the Chinese Christians in that city

presented them with an address of

welcome and God-speed. They also

gave a dinner in honor of the

occasion, and generously added a

collection of about $50 for the new
mission in West China.

—In answer to the appeal to the

missionaries and the native Chris-

tians for the Japan Relief Fund,
we are informed that $338.51 have
been raised to the present time, of

which $250 have been sent to the

Rev Dr. Larabuth, Kobe, with the

request that he would negotiate

with other missionaries as to the

distribution in the most needy
districts.

—Before Christianity entered In-

dia, lepers were treated with shock-
ing iuhuraunity. Many of them
were buried alive. The English
rulers have put a stop to this cus-

tom, and for fourteen years there

has been a special Christian mission
to the 135,000 lepers in India.
—'A missionary tells an inter-

eating incident of " Preaching on
trial." He says :

—
" We have two

married couples and several single

uun preparing to study at Shuohiug.

One young married man preached
his maiden sermon some six months
ago. It was pleasant to watch his

wife's anxiety for his success. The
brother's hand trembled, and his

voice was husky. His wife was so

troubled, and covered her face in

prayer for him. Then as he got

over his attack of "stage fright"

and fixed his thoughts on his

theme, the wife ventured to look

up hopefully, and smiled. As the

brother warmed up to his work,
• and spoke really with eloquence

and fervor, my mind was divided
between thankfulness to God for

calling him so manifestly to preach
the Gospel, and pleasure at seeing

tears of joy in the wife's eyes.

When he came down from the

platform, the wife looked over the

congregation with such love and
pride. When he sat down, she

slipped her hand into his (an un-
usual thing for a Chinese woman
to do) and said 'Ting ho.' (Very
good.) * Sh§n pangtsu ni liao.'

(God has helped you.)
"

—So it is that the Koreans have
unbounded confidence in foreign

surgical skill. They believe that

we are quite capable of miracles

and are amazed when wo refuse to

perform them. Not long since a

man came two hundred miles in

order that I might place new eyes

in his empty sockets, and would not

be put off with the first assurance

of its impossibility. I have been
asked to restore withered hands,

sightless eyes, limbs deformed from
childhood, fractured bones united

in malpositions, and to remove
countless scars and facial blemishes

of various descriptions. So much
confidence was felt in my surgical

skill that I was allowed last month
to attempt the removal of a needle

broken off in the palm of a woman
of rank. The hand was passed
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through an nportnro in a Bcroon,

and held by hoi* husband, whilo I

Bat on the floor beside hiiu and
wielded the scalpel. It was comi-

cal to see the puzzled faces of her

t\Vo sons as thuy saw me draw
blood freely, and heard her declam-

tion that she felt no pain because

of the cocaine I had applied.

—

Dr.

C. C Vinton.

—In a private letter to Dr.

Pierson, editor of the Missionary

Bevieio, Mrs. Grace Stott, of Wen-
chow, I'olates an instance of zoal on
the part of a Chinese convert :

—
"There is a good work going on at

a place twelve miles from here.

One of our Christians, a silver-

smith by trade, who was once an
opium smoker, opened a shop there

last year. Wherever he goes he

imist preach ; and as his own shop

was a small one, ho rented a place

at his own charges, where he could

preach on Sundays. He does all

the preaching himself, and now
there are about thirty persons who
attend regularly. This man has

been very much used of God in

opening up work in several places,

and spares neither himself nor his

means."
—My itineration this spring

covered thirty-eight days. My
work was entirely different from
that of previous journeys. I made
a point of attending markets only

and preaching to the heathen en-

tirely, avoiding churches and places

where we have members. In all,

I attended twenty-five markets

and distributed hundreds of books.

I am confident that a great change
is taking place in this end of the

province (Shantung). Everywhere
I had crowds of attentive listeners,

and many were eager to buy my
books. Seed sown years ago is

springing up. About fifty miles

from Chefoo is the district city of

Chi-hia. Heretofore we have had
uo converts from that city, and
none from all that region. I spent

three days there, attending a large

fair. Many of the teachors of the

city came to niako'my ncqnnintanco

and to get books. I am so thank-
ful that wo have books like Dr.

Martin's Evidences of Chridiauitij

to put into tho hands of thoHo liter*

ary students.

—

Rev. Geo. S- IIui/s.

—Rev. Goo. Douglas, writing

from Moukden of the difficulties

that often attend missionary work,
tolls of eighteen converts who do-

sired baptism. " Unfortunately,"
he says, "not long before we
arrived, sickness broke out in one
of the houses. A native doctor,

who also engaged in priestcraft,

was called in, and at once noticed

the absence of their household
gods. ' Of course,' said he, ' no
wonder that you are pining away.
Where are your shrines?' The
head of the house, who had hither-

to manifested utter indifference to

these affairs, confessed that his

family had ceased to worship these

idols, and taken to the service of

Jehovah. The doctor insisted on
their return, and the old man's
indifference turned to hostility,

whilo at the saino time he persuad-
ed his neighbour, who also had
refused to become a believer, to

follow suit. It is very sad ; but the
head of the house, who is not neces-

sarily the oldest man or father,

rules everything in China. His
word is law, and for the members
of either family to cast off his

authority, would mean a terrible

struggle, not only inside the house,

but also probably without at the
law courts. So meanwhile, though
they are firm believers, they have
decided—wisely or unwisely—to

hold back from baptism."
—Rev. J. S. Collins, of the C.

M. S., Foochow, in his account of a
tour in Fookien province, relates a
number of suggestive incidents, and
amongthem the following of a native
Christian who had removed from his

old home to another mission station,

and whose zeal is a great oncour.

agement to hojie for better things.

Mr. Collins says of him :
—" Living

iu the Romau CatLoiiu quarter of
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tlie town, he refused to go wifcli liis

neiglibours, who invited hira, either

to worship or to gamble, and liis

reputation reached the ears of the

priest, a Spaniard, who sent for

hiiu and talked with him for two
hours, questioning hira on both the

Old and New Testament history.

Astonished at the answers of so

rough a man, he asked hira how
many years he had read in school.
' r never was at school,' said the

man. ' Where, then, did you learn

all this ?
'

' From reading ray

liible,' was the answer, and the

priest was silent. Then he showed
him the crucifix in the chapel. It

impressed the man, but in an un-
expected direction. To some raiiids

his answer would be shocking, but

to hira, hiraself recently an idola-

tor, it carae quite naturally. * What
a pity,' he said, ' to make an idol

of the Lord Jesus Christ for the

lieathen to laugh at !'
"

—liev. John Ross sends most
encouraging news from the work
in ^[oukden. In one out-of-the-way

place he found a village of over a

thousand inhabitants where a zeal-

ous Christian had provided at his

own expense a chapel for the little

Church of three raerabers, rejoicing

now in a seven-fold increase. In
illustration of the principle, " na-

tives evangelize, foreigners to

teach," Mr. Ross tells of the work
ill other villages :—-" Each baptized

person in both these villages, will

be another piece of leaven to leaven

their surroundings. When Mr.
Webster comes out, or ^[r. Inglis is

able to preach, these villages, and
similar villages, must be regularly

visited. The cry of all those who
are members, and doing work of

this kind laigely over the country,

is tlieir own lack of knowledge.
Let this ever be kept in jnind in

sending missionaries here. It may
be interesting to note that not one
of those baptized ever spoke to a
foreigner till examined for baptism.

The work is entirely the work of

the native converts. It is also

noteworthy that these people join

us at a time when tiie whole coun-
try is ringing with the most out-

rageous accusations against us.

These very people were told, a few
days ago, that I had fled to avoid
the wrath of the people of this city !

I may say that the city is now as

quiet as ever it was."
—Mr. J. Ishii, of Yokohama, has

been called the " George Miiller of
the Orient." • The institution under
his charge began wiien he was a
medical student in Okayaraa. At
first there were but three orphans
with him. Afterwards others were,
added to his family until he was
forced to rent a larger house for

their accommodation. The number
of needy orphans increased so rap-

idly that, six months before he
was to have graduated, he gave up
his medical course and devoted him-
self exclusively to this new work
which had come into his hands.
The institution speedily grew, until

now it has 105 children under its

care. It owns about one-fifth of

an acre of land, " supports a school,

has taken out a license for printing

and rice hulling, and does a little

farming and weaving. The run-

ning expenses of the whole in-

stitution are about 84 a day,

besides contributions of food and
clothing. Not a single garment
has been hought during the three

and a half years." Tiie report

saj's, however, that " the children

ought to be a little better fed ; .So

a day would be the right figure

for a steady income." Five dollars

a day for 105 children I

The home is wholly undenomina-
tional, while distinctly Christian.

A resident cf Okayama says

:

" Mr. Ishii is a very spiritually

minded Ciiristian, and believes

most literally in the prayer of faith

and the God of the fatlierless.

Whenever he and his large family

go hungry for a day, as occasionally

happens, he considers it a rebuke

to his own lack of faith. The
children have caught the spirit,
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and at such times rcpaif <o tlio

graveyard belli tid the temple and
pray for food. On afc least live

occnsioiis relief has conje at the

exaet time of need. Whatever our
philosophy about these mysteries

may be, such e.xperiences just fit

the spirit of the man and the in>

stitution."
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s. n. c. G. K.

The undersij^ued, having nnder-

tnken the secretai-yship of the

Society for the Diffusion of Chris-

tian and General Knowledge among
the Chinese, wishes to inform all

missionary friends and all interest-

ed in the welfare of the Chinese, that

any communications in regard to

the Society's operations,—such as

the distribution of books among
mandarins and literati, especially

at examinations, or the preparation

of such literature,—should hence-

forward be addressed to him, but

all orders for books sent to the

manager of Mission Press, Shang-
hai. It is scarcely necessary to

add that the recent riots have

revealed the great need there is for

enlightenment among the above
mentioned classes. To prevent

several doing the same Hterary work
(as has frequently been the case of

late), we should be glad to have
intimation at the commencement
of any s'lch work.

Timothy Richard,
Sccrelanj.

25 Seward Road,
Shanghai.

children's scripturk union

readings fob 1892.

The Children's Scripture Union
List of Readings, in Chinese, for

1802, are now being printed ; early

application for copies is requested.

This is the second year of a five

years' course of reading to comprise

the most suitable passages through-

out the Bible, taking, in general,

an Old Testament and a New
Testament book alternately. As
sLowiug how worldwide thui Uuiou

is, I may sny that these Itsta are
])rinted not only in Chinese niid

I'higlish, but in Japanese, Arabic,
Hindustani, liengali, Oriya, Afara-

thi, Tamil, Singhalese, Malagasy,
French, Gorman, Italian, Spanisli,

Portuguese, Dutch, Swedish, Dan-
ish, Finnish, Bohemian, etc. In
Japan there ai-e 13,000 members, in

Ceylon 2000, in Madagascar 9000;
whilst in China the numbers are
comparatively few. For cards of
membership and Lists of Readings,
plejise apply to

GlLBKRT McInTOSH.
18 Peking Road.

I'UICSUYlIiRV OF SHANTUNG, CHINA.

At the late Annual Sleeting of
Presbytery the following facts were
reported :—During the year eight
new Churches have been organized,
making a total of twenty-eight now
under care of Presbytery. 801
have been added to the Church on
])rofessit)n of faith, making a total

adult membership of 3092. Five
hundred dollars were contributed
for the special support of native
pastors. The nine elders, who
were appointed to collect and
control this special fund, recom-
mended that daring the coming
year the salary of the native
pastors should be S8 per month
and 50 cents per month extra
for each child under fifteen years
of age. Tiiis report was adopted.
Notwithstanding the late famine,
which caused so much misery, and
the extreme poverty of many of

the members, about one thou-
sand dollars were contributed for

church work, in addition to other
gifts, causing much self-denial, iu

order to help support Christian

schools and secure church and school

buildings. Three men, after many
years of careful instruction, were
licensed to preach the Gospel.

Their examinations were very sat-

isfactory. There are now six

licentiates under the care of Pres-

bytery. Also, six ordained pas-

101*9. Iu couuoctiou with almudt
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every Church and station there

were reported hopeful enquirers.

Urgent appeals came from many
places for more preachers and
teachers. Rev. S. B. Groves, from
the Presbytery of Pittsburgh, was
received as a member of Presbytery.

Much sympathy was felt for some
of the Christians who are now suffer-

ing severe persecution. Some have
had to flee from their homes to

escape beating and perhaps death.

Two schools have been scattered

and property been stolen or de-

stroyed. Gratifying reports frora

Chinan-fu and Chening-cheo en-

courage us to hope the long and
bitter opposition is giving way and
that a wide and open door is being

prepared. Next to the abundant
gift of the Holy Spirit, great

numbers of additional missionaries

are urgently needed to take part

in the great work still to bo

done.

Hunter Corbett.

13etsonal!3.

The meeting of the Board of Re-

visers brought many welcome visit-

ors to Shanghai, who, for the time,

added not a little to the social and

religious life of our missionary cir-

cle, and, departing, "left a blessing

behind."

Rev. J. R. Hykes led one of the

Monday evening prayer-meetings,

giving an interesting account of his

observations in the home land

touching the Chinese Problem there.

Rev. T. Bryson, Chairman of the

Easy Weu-li Executive Committee,

rendered efficient service in many
ways to the cause of Bible revision.

Rev. G. Owen preached an able

sermon in Union Church, Sunday
morning, November 22nd, on Di-

vine Help to Man.

Rev. Dr. Blodget occupied the

evening hour of same date in the

same place. His theme, the Prov
idential Mission of the Jewish

Nation, was discussed in a masterly

way.

Bishop Burden, on several occa-

sions, addressed large audiences in

the Cathedral. A number of his

old-time missionary associates avail-

ed themselves of the opportunity to

hear him.

§m^ ai (Bbmh In % Jfiir ^mi
October, 1891.

28tli.—It is estimated that in the

earthquake of this date in Japan fully

6500 people were lulled and 9000 in-

jured ; 75,000 houses were fully destroyed

and 120,000 only partially.

—Instructions from H. E. Li Hung-
chang, ordering the head ofiSces of

the Imperial Chinese Railway and the

China Railway Company to be con-

solidated under a managing and an
assistant managing Director. Mr. W. N,
Pethick has been appointed to the latter

position, having full charge of working

staff, storehouses, wharves, etc.

November, 1891.

Ist.—Five Ko-lao-hwei offenders be-

headed at Wuchang.
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9tli—Kiangnnn Arsennl, Slianghai, com-

mence cnstint^ their own Btcel by tiie>

men's procesp.

lltli.—Publication by Dr. Griffitli John

of tlie name and niMrcss of the shop

from wiiich llio obiioxions Hunan pub-

lications were isAued, Ei^lit men linve

printed and given away, at tlieir own
expense, 800,000 copies of " Death to the

Devil'd Religion."

12tli.—The 8.8. Ichang wrecked on the

Nemesis Rocks on her way from Sliang-

hai to Ningpo.

—Trouble at Tekhua ouppressed by

Imperial troops. About forty of Ihe

rebel leaders were Immediately executed.

21st.—Joint prot<-Bt made by the for*

eign Consuls at Hankow to the Viceroy

Chang Chill-lung, against thi5 Uunaii

publications, and tho neglect of the

provincial aathorities to take effective

measures to stop their publication and

dissemination.

Both.— Reported rebellion in Hanehu>
ria. The rebels, well organ izetl and com-

manded by a famous Llama priest, have

defeated the Imperialists. Rumoured also

that the Christians in Kiucbow have

been masiiacred. COOO troops sent from

Tientsin to quell (ho rebels.

UtissionariT lounuiL

MARRIAGE.

At Canton, November 9th, by Rev. O.

F. Wisner, Rev. Andrew Beattie

(American Presbyterian Mission), to

Miss Nellie E. Hartwell (American

Baptist Mission).

BIRTHS.

At Shanghai, November 5th, at American

Presbyterian Mission Home, South

Gate, Mrs. J. A. Silsby, of a daugh-

ter, Helen Cassilly.

At Shanghai, November 8th, at the Mis-

sionary Home, 8 Seward Road, Mrs.

Edward Evans, of a son.

At Shanghai, on November 27th, at the

Presbyterian Mission House, South

Gate, the wife of Rev. J. N. B. Smith,

D.D., of a son.

DEATHS.

At Linch'ing, Chili province, on 8th

Octol)er, Robert Wahoh, second son

of Rev. J. F. and Mrs. Smith, aged

one year.

At Tientsin, Oct. 18th, of cholera in-

fantum, Elliott Sewell, the beloved

little son of Dr. and Mrs. McFarlane,

aged eleven months.

At Kinhwa Fu, November 14th, Mabel

Elizabeth, tho beloved twin daughter

of Alfred and Emmeline Copp, aged

seven months and twenty-two days.

ARRIVALS.

At Shanghai, Ist Nov., Rev. J. and

Mrs. Webster and two children.

United Presbyterian Church of Soot-

land Mission, for Moukden.

At Shanghai, .3rd Nov., Dr. and Mrs,

KiLBURN, Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Hart-
well, Rev. V. C. Hart, D.D. and

Mrs. Hart, Misses Brows and Hart
and Dr. Stevenson, for Canadian

Methodist Mission.

At Shanghai, 3rd Nov., Mr. Carl Kino
and Mr. AcorsTE Karlkson, the

Misses £k and Lindgrxrs, of tho

Holiness Union of Sweden as As-

sociates of China Inland Mission.

At Shanghai, 7th Nov., Mr. Thompsok
and Mr. Ufham, from Victoria, Aus-

tralia, for China Inland Mission.

At Shanghai, 10th Nov., Rev. J. New-
ton Yoc so, for American Presbyterian

Mission, Peking ; Miss M. J. Irtink,

for Woman's Union Mission, Shanghai.

At Shanghai, 10th Nov., Miss K. L.

CkjBORN, for Kinkiang, Miss L. M.
White, for Chinkiang and Miss C.
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M. Fry, for Methodist Episcopal

Mission ; Miss Murdoch, for Presby-

terian Mission, Peking.

At Shanghai, 13th Nov., Rev. and Mrs.

Hykes and four children, for Metho-

dist Episcopal Mission, Kiukiang ; Mr.

W. MiLWARD and Mr. J. Johnston,

for National Scottish Bible Society,

Hankow.

At Shanghai, November 13th,'^;Mr. and

Mrs. Walter C. Taylor and child,

the Misses Emma S.''Glough, M. J.

Brown, E. Fairey, Eugenie C.

HiLBOLD and Sheckleton, for China

Inland Mission.

At Shanghai, Nov. 13th, Mr. and Mrs.

A. ORR-EwiNG(returned)and child, Mr.

Walter B. Sloan, Miss Mina Sund-
vSTROM and Misses Pearson and MoR-
Bow, for China Inland Mission.

At Shanghai, 13th Nov., Mr. E. Jones

and Mr. H. Price, for Brethren's

Mission, Kiangsi province.

At Shanghai, 17th Nov., Eev. J. W.
Paxton, for American Presbyterian

Mission, Soochow,

At Shanghai, .SOth Nov., Misses Nelly
Brown, E. J. Palmer, Widgery and

GOWER.
DEPARTURES.

From Hongkong, 29th Oct., for Eng-
land, Rev. J. A. and Mrs. Turner and
child, of Wesleyan Mission, Canton

;

also Rev. C. Light, wife and child, of

Church Missionary Society, Pakhoi.

From Shanghai, 10th Nov., Miss Ken-
nedy, of Irish Presbyterian Mission,

Newchwang, for England.

From Shanghai, for New York, on 13th

Nov., Miss E. E. Emerson, ofAmerican

Presbyterian Mission, Tsing-kiang-pu ;

Miss CousER, Irish Presbyterian Mis-

sion, Newchwang, for London.

From Shanghai, 27th Nov., for London,

Rev. J. and Mrs. MacIntyre and

family, of United Presbyterian Church

of Scotland Mission, HaichitDg;.
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